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NASA SP-7037(196)
A CUMULATIVE INDEX
TO
A CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY ON
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes
contained in supplements [SP-7037(184) through
SP-7037(195)] published by NASA dunng 1985.
Scientific and Technical Information Branch 1986
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Wasnmgton DC
This index is available as NTISUB/141,093 from the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS), Spnngfield, Virginia 22161 at the pnce code of S11.50 domestic; S23.00 foreign.
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037(184) through NASA SP-
7037(195) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Continuing Bibliography, NASA SP-7037, and its supplements have
been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA),
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing
organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N85-10000 series).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A85-10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author, and corporate source index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the
following term or terms are used instead. For example:
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,
under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:
FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest
for particular items; this is because subject terms may include documents on different aspects of the same
subject. For example:
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including pilot role, instrument landing systems and guidance aids.
Airport congestion as constraint on air travel, considering runway capacity and adjusted demand.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index.
Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching of the index for variants of an author's name.
For example:
EMELIANOV, M. D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M. D.
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section
citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does
not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV. (Source citation entry)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. (Source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple
searching for variants. For example:
AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity
appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in different report number series. For example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found
in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover
of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the
second column, the desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 257 will be found in Supplement 187.
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aeronautical Engineering supplements is found
in the Introduction to the most currently issued supplement.
PUBLIC COLLECTIONS OF NASA DOCUMENTS
DOMESTIC: NASA and NASA-sponsored documents and a large number of aerospace publications are
available to the public for reference purposes at the library maintained by the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Technical Information Service, 555 West 57th Street, 12th Floor, New York,
New York 10019.
EUROPEAN: An extensive collection of NASA and NASA-sponsored publications is maintained by the British
Library Lending Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England for public access. The British Library
Lending Division also has available many of the non-NASA publications cited in STAR. European requesters
may purchase facsimile copy or microfiche of NASA and NASA-sponsored documents, those identified by
both the symbols # and * from ESA — Information Retrieval Service European Space Agency, 8-10 rue
Mano-Nikis, 75738 CEDEX 15, France.
FEDERAL DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM
In order to provide the general public with greater access to U.S. Government publications, Congress
established the Federal Depository Library Program under the Government Printing Office (GPO), with 50
regional depositories responsible for permanent retention of matenal, inter-library loan, and reference
services. Over 1,300 other depositories also exists. A list of the regional GPO libraries appears on the inside
back cover.
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Typical Subject Index Listing
SUBJECT HEADING
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
— Design of a digital nde quality augmentation system tor
commuter aircraft
INASA-CR-1724191 p 20 N85-10037I
TITLE REPORTNUMBER
PAQE
NUMBER
NASA
ACCESSION
NUMBER
The subject heading is a key to the subject content
of the document. The title is used to provide a
description of the subject matter. When the title is
insufficiently descriptive of the document content,
the title extension is added, separated from the title
by three hyphens. The (NASA or AIAA) accession
number and the page number are included in each
entry to assist the user in locating the abstract in
the abstract section. If applicable, a report number
is also included as an aid in identifying the
document. Under any one subject heading, the
accession numbers are arranged in sequence with
the AIAA accession numbers appearing first
A-10 AIRCRAFT
Peripheral vision horizon display on the single seat night
attack A-10 p 23 N85-10053
Performance evaluation of A-10 aircraft mamteance
units and aircraft using constrained facet analysis
[AD-A146955] p 201 N85-15660
A-300 AIRCRAFT
Principal tests for the automated production of the airbus
fin assembly with fiber composite materials
p 137 A85-16066
New performance management system being tested on
anASOO p 504 A85-32488
Stability limits of shear fields of the
carbon-fiber-remforced-plastics rudder unit - Airbus
A300/A310
[DGLR PAPER 84-155] p 752 A85-40286
A-310 AIRCRAFT
Use of expanded AIDS in engine health monitoring on
the CF6-80 engine for the A310 Airbus
[SAE PAPER 841505] p 352 A85-25980
The cockpit of the Airbus A310 p 655 A85-37896
Stability limits of shear fields of the
carbon-fiber-remforced-plastics rudder unit - Airbus
A300/A310
[DGLR PAPER 84-155] p 752 A85-40286
Flight control system technology in the civil transport
aircraft (Airbus-Program) - Status and key points of new
development requirements
[DGLR PAPER 84-089] p 775 A85-40308
'The test stand flies with the aircraft' - Engine condition
monrtonng in the case of the Airbus A 310 of the
Lufthansa
[DGLR PAPER 84-114] p 764 A85-40330
The Airbus A 310-300 as an example of the construction
of an FRP vertical tail fin
[MBB-UT-52-85-OE] p 758 A85-42677
A-320 AIRCRAFT
New technology in the A320
[AIAA PAPER 84-2444] p 342 A85-26324
Marriage of inertal-reference and air-data systems now
assured p 488 A85-32486
Systems for the Airbus A320 - Innovation in all
directions p 571 A85-33869
A 320 - Third generation Airbus p 646 A85-37946
Flight control system technology in the civil transport
aircraft (Airbus-Program) - Status and key points of new
development requirements
[DGLR PAPER 84-089] p 775 A85-40308
Use of CAD/CAM systems during the
development/construction of the A320
[DGLR PAPER 84-116] p 801 A85-40332
The flight control revolution p 776 A85-41529
The first intelligent aircraft p 757 A85-41917
Description of MBB computerized design techniques for
A320 p 303 N85-17194
Design of the nacelle for the A-320 aircraft
[SNIAS-851-111-111] p761 N85-31046
A-6 AIRCRAFT
Real time data processing for avionics testing on the
A-6E
[AIAA PAPER 84-2666] p 175 A85-17852
U S Navy experience with side-by-side unsequenced
escape in A-6 senes aircraft lessons to be learned (1
January 1969 through 31 December 1979)
p 331 A85-22768
A-7 AIRCRAFT
The development of a performance and mission planning
program for the A-7E aircraft
[AD-A151717] p576 N85-25258
ABLATION
Two-dimensional deforming finite element methods for
surface ablation p368 A85-25147
Angular motion influence on re-entry vehicle ablation
or erosion asymmetry formation p 431 A85-26446
Expenmental research on the effect of separation flow
on ablation in supersonic turbulent flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0975] p 694 A85-37625
Stability of a stationary solution to the ablation
equation p 623 A85-38555
ABRASION
Blade tip geometry - A factor in abrading sintered seal
material p110 A85-13714
Impact dynamics research on composite transport
structures
[NASA-TM-86391] p 797 N85-30367
ABSORBENTS
Flight-service program for advanced composite rudders
on transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-174537] p 760 N85-29950
ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
Fatigue substantiation of the SH-60B stabilator by test
[AIAA PAPER 84-2452] p 98 A85-13541
Corrosion-inhibiting gas-turbine engine lubricant I
Accelerated test development and validation
[ASLE PREPRINT 84-AM-5D-3] p 363 A85-25961
Accelerated testing of gas-turbine aircraft engines using
the'softening'method p660 A85-39118
Cyclic endurance testing of the RB211-22B cast HP
turbine blade — high pressure (HP)
[PNR-90210] p113 N85-12063
Forced corrosion tests of construction components of
passenger aircraft fuselages p 436 N85-20062
Advanced life analysis methods Volume 3
Expenmental evaluation of crack growth analysis methods
for attachment lugs
[AD-A151058] p 531 N85-24319
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
Flight simulation fidelity in a total g-force environment
[AIAA PAPER 85-1741] p 779 A85-40557
Design of a digital nde quality augmentation system for
commuter aircraft
[NASA-CR-172419] p 20 N85-10037
Alternative shock characterizations for consistent shock
test specifications p372 N85-18396
Unsteady Navier-Stokes calculations in an accelerated
reference frame
[AD-A151751] p602 N85-25774
ACCELERATION PROTECTION
Improving inflight negative Gz restraint for aircrewmen
[AD-A151909] p565 N85-26688
ACCELEROMETERS
The enigma of false bias detection in a strapdown system
dunng transfer alignment p 406 A85-26428
Description and test methods for a frequency output
accelerometer p 694 A85-38536
Keeping up with operational loads in the French Air
Force Defining new equipment p 292 N85-15681
Flight simulation for inertial navigation system
p 490 N85-24081
Low cost two gimbal inertial platform and its system
integration p569 N85-26661
R and D activities of the Systems Engmeenng Division
p608 N85-32027
ACCEPTABILITY
The role of load-cell rotation in airplane-weight
determination
[SAWE PAPER 1583] p 898 A85-49908
ACCESS CONTROL
Analytical modeling of a polling protocol — airline
information network
[ENST-84H001] p 333 N85-18029
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Structural design guidelines for heliports
[FAA-PM-84-23] p 39 N85-11010
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Wind shear - Taming the killer p 241 A85-20148
The use of falconry as mean to persuade the birds to
stay out of the airport vicinity p 404 N85-19956
General Aviation Airworthiness Alerts, no 85
[FAA-AC-43-16] p 830 N85-33117
ACCIDENT PRONENESS
Wind shear - Taming the killer p 241 A85-20148
ACCURACY
Influence of sampling rate on the calculated fidelity of
an aircraft simulation p57 A85-11083
Assessment of three-dimensional mviscid codes and
loss calculations for turbine aerodynamic computations
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-187] p 475 A85-32961
From measurement uncertainty to measurement
communications, credibility, and cost control in propulsion
ground test facilities p 682 A85-39243
Evaluation of laser profile and deflection measuring
system
[FAA-PM-84-24] p 55 N85-11341,
Observations of lightweight Doppler system accuracy
[AD-A145968] p 96 N85-12049
Development of a Helicopter integrated navigation
system p 245 N85-16802
Accuracy and error analysis — airborne instruments
p 916 N85-35557
ACEE PROGRAM
Measurement and prediction of Energy Efficient Engine
noise
[AIAA PAPER 84-2284] p 110 A85-13954
Fuel efficiency through new airframe technology
[NASA-TM-84548] p2 N85-10909
Energy efficient engine combustor test hardware
detailed design report
[NASA-CR-167945] p 28 N85-10950
Energy efficient engine component development and
integration program
[NASA-CR-170034] p 33 N85-10990
Energy efficient engine Volume 2 Appendix A
Component development and integration program
[NASA-CR-173085] p 34 N85-10991
Energy efficient engine Volume 1 Component
development and integration program
[NASA-CR-173084] p 34 N85-10992
Energy efficient engine Low pressure turbine test
hardware detailed design report
[NASA-CR-167956] p 34 N85-10994
Energy efficient engine high pressure turbine test
hardware detailed design report
[NASA-CR-167955] p 34 N85-10995
Energy efficient engine ICLS engine beanngs, drives and
configuration Detail design report
(NASA-CR-167871] p 34 N85-10997
A-1
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION SUBJECTINDEX
Energy efficient engine High pressure compressor
detail design report
[NASA-CR-165558] p 35 N85-10998
Transonic steady- and unsteady-pressure
measurements on a high-aspect-ratio supercntcal-wing
model with oscillating control surfaces
[NASA-TM-81888] p 327 N85-18003
Subsonic and transonic pressure measurements on a
high-aspect-ratio supercntical-wtng model with oscillating
control surfaces
[NASA-TM-83201] p 327 N85-18004
Energy efficient engine high-pressure turbine component
rig performance test report
[NASA-CR-168189] p 772 N85-299S5
Energy efficient engine integrated core/low spool test
hardware design report
[NASA-CR-168137] p 772 N85-29956
Energy Efficient Engine (E3) controls and accessories
detail design report
[NASA-CR-168017] p 772 N85-29957
Energy efficient engine component development and
integration program
[NASA-CR-172846] p 772 NB5-29958
Energy efficient engine Fan and quarter-stage
component performance report
[NASA-CR-168070] p 891 N8S-34141
Energy efficient engine, high pressure turbine thermal
barrier coating Support technology report
[NASA-CR-168037] p 892 N85-3S199
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
Engine noise measurement with acoustic shield wall
[AIAA PAPER 84-2283] p 26 A85-10841
The influence of mean flow on the acoustic properties
of a tube bank
[AIAA PAPER 84-2312] p 61 A85-10863
Noise transmission through an acoustically treated and
honeycomb stiffened aircraft sidewall
[AIAA PAPER 84-2329] p 62 A85-10873
Laboratory tests on an aircraft fuselage to determine
the insertion loss of various acoustic add-on treatments
[AIAA PAPER 84-2330] p 16 A85-10874
Alternate approach to aircraft interior noise control I
Damped tnm panels
[AIAA PAPER 84-2371] p 17 A85-10900
Adhesive bonded noise suppression structures for
commercial and military aircraft p 134 A8S-14172
An experimental study of sound attenuation
characteristics in circular ducts with lined radial baffles
[AIAA PAPER 85-0079] p 304 A85-19S05
Noise transmission through an acoustically treated and
honeycomb-stiffened aircraft sidewall
p537 A85-32592
Approach to interior noise control I - Damped tnm
panels p650 A85-39221
The battle against noise in industry
p705 A85-39349
ACOUSTIC DUCTS
An experimental study of sound attenuation
charactenstics in circular ducts with lined radial baffles
[AIAA PAPER 85-0079] p 304 A85-19505
A mapped, factored-implicit scheme for the computation
of duct and far-field acoustics p 460 A85-29097
A technique for the evaluation of the magnitude of
acoustic power radiated from the duct of a turbojet using
a point measurement p 861 A85-44045
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
Influence of viscosity on the vortex sound
[AIAA PAPER 84-2339] p 62 A85-10880
Effects of moisture on high performance laminates
P435 A85-29929
Development of acoustic emission techniques for
quantitative use on aerospace C F R P structures
p445 A85-29938
Laboratory studies related to in-flight acoustic emission
monitonng p 905 A85-47428
Acoustic emission monitoring of flaw growth in a
graphite-epoxy expenmental wing segment
p907 A85-48084
Rotary-wing aircraft noise measurements Analysis of
variations and proposed measurement standard
[AD-A146207] p 135 N85-12662
Contribution of the study of light aircraft propeller
noise
[ESA-TT-865] p377 N85-18667
ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
Control of flow separation by sound
[AIAA PAPER 84-2298] p 60 A85-10851
The role of excitation on modifying the sound sources
[AIAA PAPER 84-2317] p 61 A85-10865
Mechanism of broadband jet noise amplification and
suppression under controlled excitation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2319] p 61 A85-10866
Vibration response and sound radiation from beams,
plates, and cylinders excited by nonhomogeneous random
pressure fields
[AIAA PAPER 84-2327] p 61 A85-10871
The effect of acoustic disturbances on the vibrations
of a multilayer plate p64 A8S-11823
Transformation of acoustic oscillations into the eddy
ones in turbulent flows p 367 A85-24983
Active transition fixing and control of the boundary layer
mair
[AIAA PAPER 85-0564] p 369 A85-25950
A review of complete weapon vibration testing
techniques p426 A85-26555
Far-field noise of a subsonic jet under controlled
excitation p 537 A85-30669
The sound field in a finite cylindncal shell
p537 A85-31195
Flow separation from the leading edge of an airfoil and
the effect of acoustic perturbations on the separated
flow p694 A85-38510
An experimental investigation of the generation and
consequences of acoustic waves in an axial flow
compressor Large axial spacings between blade rows
p805 A85-42044
Radiation, propagtion, fluid-structure coupling,
Colloquium on Aeronautical Acoustics, 9th, Compiegne,
France. November 14-16,1984. Reports Parts 1 & 2
p 861 A85-44037
A surface finite element method for elasto-acoustic
coupling p 861 A85-44038
The transmission of acoustic energy by a finite cylindncal
shell excited by external plane waves
p 861 A85-44040
Preliminary analysis of tone-excited two-stream jet
velocity decay
[NASA-TM-869S1] p 397 N85-21114
ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
Acoustic fatigue life of adhesive bonded structures
subjected to acoustic loads p 51 A85-12472
Dynamic response and acoustic fatigue of stiffened
composite structure p 52 A85-12473
Sonic fatigue design method for the response of CFRP
strffened-skin panels p 52 A85-12474
The effect of acoustic/thermal environments on
advanced composite fuselage panels
p 445 A85-29251
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
Mechanisms of acoustical energy transfer by a cylindncal
shell near the nng frequency p 661 A85-44039
ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY
Reheat buzz - An acoustically driven combustion
instability
[AIAA PAPER 84-2321] p 41 A85-10868
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
Phase averaged acoustic measurements for a Mach
number 0 6 jet
[AIAA PAPER 84-2320] p 61 A85-10867
Laboratory tests on an aircraft fuselage to determine
the insertion loss of various acoustic add-on treatments
[AIAA PAPER 84-2330] p 16 A85-10874
A technique for the evaluation of the magnitude of
acoustic power radiated from the duct of a turbojet using
a point measurement p 861 A85-44045
YO-3A acoustics research aircraft systems manual
[NASA-TM-85968] p 37 N85-10074
Analytical and physical modeling program tor the NASA
Lewis Research Center's Altitude Wind Tunnel (AWT)
[NASA-TM-86919] p 276 N85-15757
FAA/GAMA (Federal Aviation Administration/General
Aviation Manufacturer's Association) propeller aircraft
noise test program, Salma Municipal Airport, Salina,
Kansas
[AD-A1S4818] p862 N85-32983
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION
Numerical solutions of acoustic wave propagation
problems using Euler computations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2290] p 59 A85-10845
An acoustic mode measurement technique
[AIAA PAPER 84-2337] p 62 A85-10879
A mapped, tactored-tmplicit scheme for the computation
of duct and far-field acoustics p 460 A85-29097
Interaction between acoustics and subsonic ducted flow
in a ramjet configuration p 704 A85-37209
The effectiveness of acoustic repellants in frightening
birds away from airports p 639 A85-37543
Radiation, propagtion, fluid-structure coupling,
Colloquium on Aeronautical Acoustics, 9th, Compiegne,
France, November 14-16, 1984. Reports Parts 1 & 2
p (61 A85-44037
The propagation of acoustic modes in the annular
circular duct of turbomachmery m the presence of swirling
mean flow p 861 A85-44041
Transmission of gear noise to aircraft interiors prediction
methods p 539 N85-23788
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
The influence of mean flow on the acoustic properties
of a tube bank
[AIAA PAPER 84-2312] p 61 A85-10863
Alternate approach to aircraft interior noise control. II
Self-supporting damped interior shell
[AIAA PAPER 84-2372] p 18 A85-10901
Interaction of a turbulent vortex with a lifting surface
[AIAA PAPER 85-0004] p 206 A85-19452
Approach to interior noise control II - Self-supporting
damped interior shell p 759 A85-42939
Sources, paths, and concepts for reduction of noise in
the test section of the NASA Langley 4x7m wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-172446-VOL-1] p 197 N85-14666
Comparison of options for reduction of noise in the test
section of the NASA Langley 4x7m wind tunnel, including
reduction of nozzle area
[NASA-CR-172446-VOL-2] p 197 N85-14667
Noise measurement flight test. Data-analyses, Sikorsky
S-76A helicopter
[AD-A148525] p 306 N85-17673
Interaction of a turbulent vortex with a lifting surface
p557 N85-25214
ACOUSTIC RETROFITTING
Noise testing of an advanced design propeller in the
Boeing transonic wind tunnel with and without test section
acoustic treatment
[AIAA PAPER 84-2366] p 377 A85-26320
Evaluation of interior noise control treatments for
advanced turboprop aircraft p 573 A85-3S588
Meeting the 1985 FAA noise regulations with old engines
and modem acoustic technology
[AIAA PAPER 85-1120] p 651 A85-39616
Noise testing of an advanced design propeller in a wind
tunnel p836 A85-45862
Aircraft cabin noise prediction and optimization
[NASA-CR-175982] p 806 N86-30768
Design of sidewall treatment of cabin noise control of
a twin engine turboprop aircraft
[NASA-CR-172245) p 806 N85-30771
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
The diffraction of sound waves by an elastic half-plane
attached to a vertical ngid plane p 182 A85-16266
Ultrasonic microstructural noise parameters in a powder
metal alloy p905 A85-47381
ACOUSTIC STREAMING
Average force acting on a small sphere in a
traveling-wave field in a viscous fluid
p805 A85-41646
ACOUSTICS
Laminar-to-turbulent flow transition under influence of
acoustic oscillations p55 N85-11701
Analysis of the surface load and radiated sound of a
vibrating airfoil with application to the expenment of
Brooks
[NASA-CR-3864] p 305 N85-16590
Noise measurement flight test Data/Analyses, hughes
500 D/E helicopter
[AD-A148110] p501 N85-23758
ACOUSTO-OPTICS
Optical data processing for missile guidance
[AD-A149346] p 339 N85-18972
ACRYLIC RESINS
Redesign of airplane windows due to environmental
crazing of acrylic p 341 A85-26306
ACTIVE CONTROL
Application of active noise control to model propeller
noise
[AIAA PAPER 84-2344] p 62 A85-10883
Investigations for the use of an active control in aircraft
— German thesis p 269 A85-19828
Active transition fixing and control of the boundary layer
in air
[AIAA PAPER 85-0564] p 369 A85-25950
Active control of helicopter vibrations through multjcychc
controls p 356 A85-26018
Effect of active control system nonlinearrbes on the
L-1011-3(ACS) design gust loads
[AIAA PAPER 85-0755] p511 A85-30374
Development and evaluation of a genenc active
helicopter vibration controller p 496 A85-32004
Active vibration suppression of a cantilever wing
p497 A85-32344
Transonic time responses of the MBB A-3 supercritical
airfoil including active controls p 512 A85-32586
Unstable Jaguar proves active controls tor EFA
p583 A85-33426
Development of an active laminar flow nacelle
[AIAA PAPER 85-1116] p 629 A85-39613
The status of flutter suppression technology using active
controls p 775 A85-40995
Flight control systems and sensors for air transport
p 775 AB5-41014
Flight control technology in transport
p775 A85-41015
Transition control by periodic suction-blowing
[AIAA PAPER 85-1700] p 725 A85-41411
The use of active controls to augment rotor/fuselage
stability p 776 A85-43220
A-2
SUBJECT INDEX ADHESIVE BONDING
Aeroservoelastic modeling methodology lor active
control simulation p 839 A85-45044
Design and microprocessor implementation of an
integrated load alleviaton-pitch manoeuvre flig.nl controller
for relaxed stability aircraft p 840 A8S-4S052
Active aeroelastic oscillation control on (Me F/A-18
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1858) p 843 A85-45887
Right test evaluation of active nde control system for
tactical aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1860) p 843 A85-45889
Asymmetric aeroservoelasttc modeling for Active
Control Simulation
[AIAA PAPER 85-1861 ] p 843 A85-45890
Active control of helicopter blade flapping
[AIAA PAPER 85-1963) p 827 A85-4S947
Active control of the buffeting response on a large
modem civil airplane configuration in wind tunnel
[ONERA, TP NO 1985-26) p 893 A85-47253
Active control technology experience with the Space
Shuttle in the landing regime
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aeroelasnc applications
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Experimental study of main rotor tip geometry and tail
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F-14A aircraft high-speed flow simulations
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Approximate neutral point of a subsonic canard
aircraft
(NASA-TM-86694) p 557 N85-25205
Unsteady gas dynamics problems related to flight
vehicles
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Wind tunnel wall interference
[AD-A151212] p 593 N85-25273
An experimental and analytical study of the aerodynamic
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Unsteady loading of leading-edges in unstable flows -
An overview
[AIAA PAPER 84-2306] p4 A8S-108S7
Measurement of transonic dips in the flutter boundanes
of a supercritical wing in a wind tunnel
p 18 A85-11986
A kernel function method for computing unsteady load
on three-dimensional wings in transonic now
p 7 A85-12355
MAGNA analysis of the T-38 aircraft student canopy -
Response to in-flight aerodynamic pressure loads
[AIAA PAPER 84-2390) p 97 A85-13S03
Fatigue evaluation of helicopter dynamic components
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(AIAA PAPER 84-2482] p 100 A85-13558
Effect of airfoil mean loading on convected gust
interaction noise
[AIAA PAPER 84-2324] . p 133 A85-13955
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Application of the finite element technique to
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Quasistanc analysis of composite lifting surfaces in
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p498 A8S-32947
Factory automation tor composite structures
manufacturing p 526 A85-33007
The laminated epoxy French glider Pegasus
P520 A8S-33241
Commission stacker - Incorporation in a total logistic
concept — tar Airbus production
[MBB-UT-36-84-OE] p 541 A85-3S073
Ararat! corrosion and detection methods
p541 A85-38143
Fasteners for composite structures examined
p692 A8S-37074
Experimental determnation of the effect of nonfanear
stiffness on the vibration of elastic structures
p692 A85-37177
Influence of fighter aircraft load spectrum variations on
fatigue crack initiation and growtn p693 A85-37181
A pioyiaiii for computBnzed structural resizing of aircraft
structure subract to strength and local panel buckling
criteria under multiple loading p 693 A8S-37187
Concepts and application of aircraft damage tolerance
analysis p 645 A8S-37206
Ropsff procedures (or contposito sinowsvo
substructure p 686 A85-37380
An overview of structural repair adhesives
p 686 A85-37407
Aircraft service testing of ultrasoncally welded panels
P646 A8S-37408
Reducing the effects of met holes on fatigue life by
adhesive bonding p 693 A85-37472
Methods for the assembly of aircraft structures —
Russian book p616 A85-38641
Fatigue-crack propagation in aircraft Duralumin shell
structures p695 A85-38918
Ths bondmQ of rrtAtctnsls for propulsion systonts
p687 A85-3917S
Efficiencies of multiple-input techniques for aircraft
ground vibration tesui'iy
(SAE PAPER 841575] p 682 A85-39274
Assessment of damage tolerance in composites
p688 A85-39598
Damage tolerance of composite cylinders
p688 A85-39600
Cornpdnson of predictions And oxoonnwnt&t results on
notches and bott-toaded ctnlled holes in CFRP laminates
(DGLR PAPER 84-1411 p 788 A85-40277
Pi election of carbon-fiber reinforced artifioal materials
against damage by lightning
(DGLfl PAPER 84-15t) p752 ASS-40283
New processing techniques for automated chemical
removal of surface metal
(DGLR PAPER 84-085) p 789 A85-40305
Modern forming procedures for integral structural
components which are strengthened by stringers or nbs
(DGLR PAPER 84-086) p 789 A85-40306
The development of efficient models of the deformation
ol thin-wall structures p 789 A8S-40S89
A discrete model for the analysis of natural vibrations
of a deformable aeroplane p 757 A8S-41605
Structural integrity of helicopters in relation to their
airworthiness p 757 A85-41730
Strength analysis of aircraft — Russian book
p 757 A85-42124
Application of computer-aided structural optimization in
the design of aircraft components
(M8B-UT-21-84-OE1 p758 A85-4268S
Preliminary investigation of the strength and duraoiliry
of superplastic formed aluminum p 785 A8S-42934
The determination of load and slope transformation
matrices tor aeroelasttc analysis p 794 A85-42940
Requirements and design method for matching aircraft
guns with their supporting structure p 759 A8S-43241
Techniques for in-situ measurement of electrical bonding
on aircraft structures p 809 A85-43536
Ultrasonic weld bonding of primary structures
P853 A85-43546
Development and properties of Ti-15V-3Cr-3Sn-3AI
tTi-tS-3) p 851 A85-43662
Determination of the local heat transfer coefficients of
three simulated smooth ice formation characteristics on
a cylinder
(AIAA PAPER 85-1838) p 819 A85-43873
The transmission of acoustic energy by a finite cylindrical
shell excited by external plane waves
p 861 A85-44040
Damage tolerance design for aircraft hubs made of cast
magnesium alloy p 852 A85-M250
Field and laboratory investigation of Kaoton insulated
arcraftwmng pS52 A85-45138
Detection of electromagnetic radiation leakage through
small structural openings p826 A85-4S140
Equations of motion of a quasisteady flight vemcie
utilizing restrained static aeroelastic charactenstics
p827 A8S-45844
Probabilistic combination of vehicle dynamic vibration
and acoustically induced random accelerations
P855 A85-45847
Aerospace radiography • The last three decades
P908 A85-49100
Applying shear beam load measuring techniques to
portable platform scales for aircraft weighing
[SAWE PAPER 1581) p898 A85-49906
The role of load-cell rotation in airplane-weight
determination
[SAWE PAPER 1583) p898 A85-49908
Weight conuol of composite parts in production
[SAWE PAPER 1629) p868 A85-49927
Recent advances in fatigue crack growth predictions
p910 A8S-50065
Noise transmission charactenstics of aircraft-type
composrto panels
[SAE PAPER 850878) p 919 A85-50110
Age forming technology expanded in an autoclave
[SAE PAPER 850885) p 910 A85-50113
Method for measuring naze in transparencies
(AO-O0112331 p65 N85-10823
Quasi-steady analysis of aircraft panel flammability
(AO-A145461) p22 N85-10938
Advanced manufacturing development of a composite
empennage component (or 1-1011 aircraft
(NASA-CR-165885) p 44 N8S-11141
Development of powder metallurgy 2XXX senes Al alloys
for high temperature aircraft structural applications
[NASA-CR-172408) p 44 N85-11220
Measurement of the menial constants of a ngid or flexible
structure of arbitrary snare through a vibration test
(NASA-TM-77557] p 55 N85-U381
Air Force honeycomb shaping at SM-ALC (Sacramento
Air Logistics Center)
(AD-P004005] p72 N85-1198S
Crack resistance of pressed and rolled semifinished
goods of aluminum alloys used m load-bearing aircraft wing
stiuctures p 120 N85-12245
Low powor l&ininflr 3tfcraft structures
p 73 N8S-12857
Graphics software for the display of body deformation
motion
(FW-FO-1640) p 106 N85-12888
Composite fracture toughness and impact
characterization p 120 N85-12963
Composite structural materials
(NASA-CR-174077) p 121 N85-12966
Defect detection threshold in riveted lotnts test report
no 44-833/F — m aircraft p 129 N85-13260
Increase m the economy of design and process planning
by integrated and graphic data processing, phase 2 —
aircraft design
(BMFT.FB-W-84-028I p 196 N85-14589
A study of crashworthtness of light aircraft fuselage
structures. A numerical and experimental investigation
IUTIAS-286] p 149 N85-14803
Analytical construction of flight vehicle surfaces
p 162 N85-14957
Verification of a computer program for vibration analysis
of composite wing cores
(NAL-TR-825) p 190 N85-1S187
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Operational Loads Data
[AGAHD-CP-375] P201 N8S-1S664
Operational loads data evaluation for individual aircraft
faogue morntonng p 253 NS5-15669
Structural Might load measurement demonstration of
structural integrity p 254 N85-15670
Advanced fatigue monitoring on service aircraft
P292 N85-15671
F.I6 force management, yesterday, today and
tomorrow p 254 N85-15674
US Army helicopter operational flight loads
p 254 N85-15675
Evaluation of operational loads to verify structural
design P 254 N85-15677
Tornado: Structural Usage Morutonng System
(SUMS) P292 N85-15680
AlN»mposite Airbus empennage p284 N8S-15931
The influence of fastener flexibility on load transfer and
fatigue life predictions for multrow bolted and riveted loims
— aircraft structures
(LBF-FB-172/84] p 296 N85-16219
Composite structure repair, addendum
(AGARD-R-718-AOO) p 284 N85-17057
Composite repair of aircraft structures
p 285 N85-17059
Flexible manufactunng system for the production of
aircraft parts
[BLL-PNH.90237.<801931S3)1 p 297 N85-17159
Icing flight research- Aerodynamic effects of ice and
ice shape documentation with stereo photography
[NASA-TM-86906] p 343 N85-18049
USSR report- Engineering, and equipment
[JPRS-UEO-85-0011 P370 N85-18200
On solving nonlinear problems of aircraft structural
mechanical design p 344 N85-18223
Some fighter aircraft trends
(NASA-TM-86352) p 328 N85-18954
Integrated paratroop door
[AO-0011507] p418 N85-21148
Fatigue crack propagation m mirage 1110 wing main
spar specimens and the effects of spectrum truncation
on life
(ARL/STRUC-R-4051 p417 N8S-21152
A history of full-scale testing of aircraft structures at
the National Aeronautical Establishment
[NAE-AN-24| p417 N85-211S3
Elastomer toughened polyimide adhesivea — bonding
metal and composite material structures for aircraft and
spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12775-2] p 437 N85-21349
Fmite element analysis of problems associated with life
enhancement techniques
[ARL/STRUC-R-404I p 451 N85-21676
Normal mode calculations for fuselage type intneate
structures by regarding them as systems with superposed
constraints p 500 N85-22817
Operational loads measurement A philosophy and its
implementation — aircraft structures
(AO-A149445] p 536 N85-23308
Durability calculation of wing panel element
P503 N85-24159
Two recent cases of marker load applications on
cargo/fighter aircraft fatigue tests p 532 N85-24325
Aircraft structure for application to training aircraft
[CH-635286-A5] p 574 N85-25244
Automatic Dynamic Aircraft Modeler (ADAM) for the
computer program NASTRAN p 604 N85-25875
Protective coatings for aircraft structures: A review
[VTH-LR-4131 p577 N85-26704
ESP (External-Stores Program)- A pilot computer
program for determining flutter-critical external-store
configurations. Volume 3, part 1: Program compilation
(AD-A152270) p588 N8S-28727
Investigation of the influence of some pant systems
and water displacing corrosion inhibitors on anodic
undermining corrosion of aluminum 2024 dad alloy —
aircraft structures
[VTH-LR-443I p 598 N85-27009
The application of computer aided structural optimization
to the design of aircraft components
[M8B-UT-21/84-O1 p578 N85-27728
New materials and techniques for aircraft structures
[B8S80074) p653 N8S-27861
Heat resistant Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics (CFRP)
h&rtiontng OQuipinont
[MBB/LFA33/CFK/PUB/007] p 690 N85-27976
Proceedings of the 9th US Air Force and the Federal
Republic of Germany Data Exchange Agreement Meeting,
viscous and Interacting Flow Field Effects
[AO-A153020] P699 N85-28266
Research on structures and materials — aircraft
structures
(885800801 p 700 N85-28432
Further investigations to improve the fatigue life of the
Mirage 1110 wing maun span
[ARL/STRUC-TM-397] p 654 N85-28938
MBS expands CAOAM system for a 320 program
p 704 N85-29099
Structural Analysis
[DFVLR-MITT-84-21) p 701 N85-29313
Research on structural analysis at the OFVLR.
Brunswick p 701 N85-29314
Activities of the Department of Aerospace Engineenng
p 706 N85-29844
Fuel containment and damage tolerance in large
composite primary aircraft structures
[NASA-CR-166083] p 787 N8S-30032
Automated fabncation of composite structures for
helicopters
(SNIAS-8S1-210-104) p 761 N8S-31049
Elastomers used in aeronautics industry
[SNIAS-851-55M03I p 788 N85-31304
Influence of the molding joint plane on the fatigue
resistance of the alloys 7010 and 7050. Test Report No.
M1-631600
(PV-M1-631600] p799 N85-31562
R and 0 programmes at the National Aeronautical
Laboratory
[AR-22] P807 N85-32022
R and 0 activities of the Materials Science Division
p788 N85-32024
R and D activities of the Structural Sciences Division
p799 N8S-32026
Quest for performance. The evolution of modem
aircraft
(NASA-SP-4681 p 811 N85-32089
Preliminary sizing and performance of aircraft
[NASA-TM-86357] p 829 N8S-32111
Right service evaluation of composite helicopter
components
[ NASA-CR-172562 ] p 901 N8S-34222
An automated technique for encasing specific payloads
with low-drag famngs p 886 N8S-35183
Fatigue lives of specimens representing critical locations
in Mirage 3 spars under Australian and Swiss test
spectra
(ARL-STRUC-fl-415] p 887 N8S-35187
Analysis of flexible aircraft longitudinal dynamics and
handling qualities. Volume 1- Analysis methods
[NASA-CH-177943-VOL-1) p896 N85-35202
Analysis of flexible aircraft longitudinal dynamics and
handling qualities. Volume 2: Data
(NASA-CR-177943-VOL-2) p 896 N85-35203
AIRCRAFT SURVIVABIUTY
Rotorcraft effectiveness and survival in the 1990's and
beyond
[AIAA PAPER 84-2417] p 69 A85-13522
Flight control technology for improved aircraft
performance and sunnvability
(AIAA PAPER 84-2489) p 170 A85-16107
Advanced composites - Designed to survive—helicopter
safety in modem battlefield p 251 A85-21387
Real-time management of strategic penetrator
missions p 810 A85-45153
Modeling aircraft combat damage repair
p 866 A85-49576
F-16 force management, yesterday, today and
tomorrow p254 N85-15674
An empirical self-protection chaff model
(AO-A151928) p607 N85-27115
General Aviation Crashworthiness Protect Phase 2:
Impact seventy and potential injury prevention m general
aviation accidents
[P885-917002I p747 N85-29938
AIRCRAFT TIRES
A dynamic tire/soil contact surface interacting model
for aircraft ground operations
(AIAA PAPER 85-0708) P 482 A85-30358
Radial tires undergo operational tests on military, civil
aircraft p498 A85-32800
Heat generation in aircraft tires p 756 A8S-41133
Monitoring tyre health p82S A8S-44748
Aircraft chocks
(AD-A145135) p 38 N85-10077
Alternatives for runway rubber removal from porous
friction surfaces
(DOT/FAA/PM-84/28) p 178 N85-13803
Selection of effective arrangement of heavy
undercamage systems for use with concrete runways
pS03 N85-24158
AIRCRAFT WAKES
Row stability m the wake of a three-dimensional body
p2 A85-10116
Noise produced by the interaction of a rotor wake with
a swept stator blade
(AIAA PAPER 84-23261 p 133 A85-13956
Vortex research facility improvements and preliminary
density stratification effects on vortex wakes
[AIAA PAPER 85-0050] p 209 A85-19482
Measurements of separating boundary layer and wake
of an airfoil using laser Ooppler veloometry
(AIAA PAPER 85-0181 | p214 A85-19572
Numerical solution of the full-potential equation for rotors
and oblique wings using a new wake model
(AIAA PAPER 85-02681 p 216 A85-19621
Expenmental results for Reynolds number effects on
trailing vortices p 232 A85-21849
Spectral characteristics of radar echoes from
aircraft-dispensed chaff p 406 A85-26606
Development of a terminal sensor for hazardous weather
and wake turbulence detection p 441 A85-27532
The optics of aircraft shear flows — laser beam
propagation through atmospheric turbulence
[AIAA PAPER 85-0557) p 460 A85-27880
The influence of blade wakes on the performance of
outwardly curved combustor pre-diffusars
(AIAA PAPER 85-1291) p 667 A85-39704
On the wake of a pitching airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 35-1621) p 737 A85-43050
On the wake hazard alleviation associated with roll
oscillations of wake-generating aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1774] p 812 A85-43835
Wing span loads of complex high-lift systems from wake
measurements p 817 A85-458SO
The use of visualization as a guide in the numencal
determination of the flow around an abruptly accelerated
elliptic cylinder or airfoil p 904 A85-47127
A flow visualization study of the effect of wing-up lets
on wake vortex development p 867 A85-47129
Preliminary results using a rapid photographic wake
traverse system — in a wind tunnel
[RAE-TM-AERO-1987] p 55 N85-11332
Analysis of noise measured from a propeller in a wake
[NASA-TP-2358] p65 N85-11788
Recent advances in computational methods to solve
the high-lift mult-component airfoil problem
p236 N85-16774
AIRDROPS
A 73-ft cross parachute for cargo delivery
p402 A85-29264
AIRFIELD SURFACE MOVEMENTS
The automatic SSR taxiway test facility
p 15 A85-12081
Ground navigation systems for aircraft • An urgent
need p 90 A85-1S168
Airport surface detection equipment
p 408 A85-27833
A dynamic Ore/soil contact surface interacting model
for aircraft ground operations
(AIAA PAPER 85-0708] p 482 A8S-30358
New airport ground traffic control system planned
p96 N85-12006
Simulation of aircraft behaviour on and close to the
ground
[NASA-TM-87460] p 501 N85-23754
AIRFOIL FENCES
An exploratory study of apex fence flaps on a 74 deg
delta wing
[NASA-CR-172463] p 557 N85-25208
AIRFOIL PROFILES
Airfoil trailing edge flow measurements and companson
with theory, incorporating open wind tunnel corrections
[AIAA PAPER 84-2266] p4 A8S-10831
Control of flow separation by sound
[AIAA PAPER 84-2298) p 60 A85-10851
Role of constraints in inverse design for transonic
airfoils p80 A85-15337
Aerodynamic methods used in France for the study of
propellers for high-speed aircraft
[ONERA, TP NO 1984-120] p 81 A85-15840
Modem propeller profiles
(ONERA, TP NO. 1984-121) p 81 A85-15841
Transonic solutions for a multielement airfoil using the
full-potential equations p 144 A85-18512
Noise of an airfoil in a flow
[ONERA, TP NO 1984-155) p 303 ASS-19269
An improved version of the LTRAN2 for high frequency
domain p 205 ASS-19401
An analysis of the flow past an S-shaped rotor by discrete
vortex model p206 ASS-19405
Calculation of compressible potential flow about
multielement airfoils using a finite field-panel approach
[AIAA PAPER 85-00381 p 207 A85-19473
Computational study of circulation control with suction
[AIAA PAPER 85-0042] p 208 ASS-19477
The design o< airfoils at low Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 85-0074] p 209 ASS-19500
Rows over low Reynolds number airfoils - Compressible
Navier-Stokes numencal solutions
[AIAA PAPER 85-0107] p 210 A85-19S23
Numencal computation of viscous flowfields about
multiple component airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-0167] p 213 A85-19563
Analysis of circulation control airfoils using an implicit
Navier-Stokes solver
(AIAA PAPER 85-01711 p213 A85-19565
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Unsteady aerodynamics ol an airfoil encountering a
passing vortex
| AIAA PAPER 85-02031 p 214 A8S-19587
Prediction of subsonic/ transonic separated (low about
airtotls
I AIAA PAPER 85-0205 ] p 215 A85-19589
A class ol airfoils naving finite trailing edge pressure
gradients
[AIAA PAPER 85-02061 p 215 A85-19590
Supercntical airfoil drag reduction by passive shock
wave/boundary layer control in the Mach number range
75to 90
I AIAA PAPER 85-02071 p 215 A85-19591
A Founar Transform method for calculating velocity
profiles on airfoils
I AIAA PAPER 85-0208 ] p 215 ASS-19592
Multjgnd solution of the Euler equations usmg implicit
schemes
'(AIAA PAPER 85-02931 p 218 A85-19643
Progress in development of a Navier-Stokes solver for
evaluation of iced airfoil performance
I AIAA PAPER 85-0410) p 222 ASS-19731
Trapping of free vortex by airfoils with surface suction
| AIAA PAPER 85-0446 ] p 224 ASS-19755
A subdomam finite element method for solving the
conservative full potential equation for transonic profile
flows — German thesis p 227 A85-19854
A new approach to some hybrid auiuu'yfiaiiuc problems
of airfoil cascades on a general streamsheet of revolution
I P228 A85-20229
Euler computations of AGAHD Working Group 07 airfoil
test cases
[AIAA PAPER 85-0018] P229 A85-20851
Navier-Stokes computations for exotic airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-0109! p 230 A85-20855
Finite element solutions of Euler equations for lifting
airfoils
[ AIAA PAPER 85-02941 p 230 A85-20864
Investigations on transonic double circular arc
(OCA)profiles of anal 'low compressor - Calculations of
profile design p 318 A85-25214
Sidewall boundary-layer collections in subsonic,
two-dimensional airfod/hydrofod testing
p439 A85-26761
A type-dependent splitting scheme with variable
parameters for the longitudinal large-dotuibance potential
equation p 393 A85-29693
Optimization methods applied to tne aerodynamic design
of helicopter rotor blades
(AIAA PAPER 85-O644) p 490 A85-30245
Computation of hydraulic losses in a plane profile
cascade p 525 AS5-32503
Experimental investigation of a simulated compressor
airfoil trailmg-edge flowfield p474 A85-32618
Numerical optimization method for airfoil design
P475 A8S-33014
The preliminary design of aerodynamic profiles
p 475 A85-33350
A method for predicting unsteady potential flow about
an aerofoil p 545 A85-34707
Aspects of a see-saw tad rotor balancing
(MBB-UD-423-84-OE] p 572 A85-35251
An inverse boundary element method for single
component airfoil design p 548 A85-35591
A fast algorithm of the finite difference method for
computation of tne transonic flow past an arbitrary airfoil
with the conservative lull-potential equation
0548 A8S-35742
Plow separation from the leading edge of an airtotl and
the effect of acoustic perturbations on the separated
flow p694 A85-38510
Transonic anted design based on Navier-Stokes
equation to attain arbitrarily specified pressure dotnbution
- An iterative procedure
[AIAA PAPER 85-15921 p 712 A8S-40708
Time-dependent Navier-Stokes computations of
separated flows over airfoils
(AIAA PAPER 85-1684) p 717 A85-40769
Three-dimensional unsteady Euler equations solutions
on dynamic grids
(AIAA PAPER 85-1704] p 790 A85-40778
Unsteady cnaractenstjes of an airfoil interacting with a
vortical wake
(AIAA PAPER 85-1707] p 718 A85-40780
Unsteady transonic full potential solutions for airfoils
encountenng vortices and gusts
(AIAA PAPER 85-1710] p 719 A85-40782
A self-adaptive-gnd method with application to airfoil
flow
(AIAA PAPER 85-1525] p722 A85-40957
A common! ot\ control isO diffusion siflotl
p 723 A8S-40996
Finite-volume scheme for transonic potential flow about
airfoils and bodies in an arbrtranly-snaped channel
p 734 A8S-42967
Unsteady airfoil boundary layers • Experiment and
computation p 735 A85-42972
Analysis of two-dimensional incompressible flow past
airfoils usmg unsteady Navier-Slokes equations
p 735 A85-42975
On the wake of a entering airtotl
[AIAA PAPER 85-16211 p 737 A85-43050
Transonic panel method for the full potential equation
applied to multjcomponent airfoils
(AIAA PAPER 83-1855] p 816 A85-45704
Aerodynamic characteristics of a circulation control
elliptical airfoil with two blown iets p 816 A85-45834
The influence of laminar separation and transition on
low Reynolds number airtoti hysteresis
p817 A85-4S838
Use of trtanum tetrachtonde lor visualization of
accelerating flow around airfoils p 903 A85-47090
Comparison of a computed transonic flow and
interferometnc measurements around the leading edge of
a two dimensional aerofoil asymmetrically mounted in a
wind tunnel p868 A85-47164
Prediction of the inception of cavitation on blade profiles
of hydraulic tuiumiiachines p 906 A85-47849
Oof^ 'hutw1 to ihumy of similitude of siih^ft**fT flow
p868 A8S-48189
Some contributions to the modelling of discontinuous
flows P907 A85-48224
A study of laminar separation bubble m the concave
region of an airfoil usmg laser vetoametry
"" A8S-48520
Numerical optimization of circulation control airtod at high
subsonic speed p 871 A8S-49131
The aerodynamic characteristics of a GU25-5(1i)8
aerofoil for low Reynolds numbers p 873 A8S-49874
Effects of aircraft and flignt parameters on
energy-efficient profile descents in time-cased metered
traffic
(NASA-CR-172338-ADD] p 245 N8S-1S706
Detailed study of the flow around a multi-element airtod
Comparison with calculations p 236 N85-16775
Laminar separation bubble with transition- Prediction
tost with Iocs! mt8f Action •"• flinods
[PNR-90231] P32S N85-18008
Profile design for wings and propellers
(NASA-TM-77765] p 328 N8S-18953
Skm fnctnn measurements for 2 relatively thick airtod
soctions 3t higft Roynolds numosr
[AD-A150021] p399 NB5-21125
InvestKjatton of tho aofodynannc forces on bluff oodms
fit high Roynolds nunrbsfs
(DFVLB-MITT-84-19] p 481 N8S-23727
Airtod wmg with flap
ICH-634787-A5] p 574 N85-25243
Investigation of potential and viscous flow effects
commuting to dynamic stall
(AD-A151696] p602 N85-25773
Design of a basic profile for a low sweep airfoil Part
2: Experimental investigation on me OFVLH-W1 airfoil
profile in the Brunswick tiansonic wind tunnel
10FVLH-FB-8S-01-PT-2] p 635 N85-27833
Integral profile method for production of canon Fiber
sheets
(MBB/LFA34/CFK/PUB/006) p 690 N85-27975
Experimental investigations on airfoils with different
geometries m the domain of high angles of attack-flow
separation
(NASA-TM-77892) p 818 N8S-33110
An investigation into the three-dimensional stall
development on a modified NACA 23012 aerofoil
(GU-AERO-8414) p875 N8S-34124
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Aeroacousdc interaction of a distributed vortex with a
lifting Joukowski airtod
(AIAA PAPER 84-2287] p 59 A85-10843
Airtod tjp vortex formation noise
(AIAA PAPER 84-2308] p 60 ASS-10859
Pressure distributions around an airtoil placed in a
periodically fluctuating air flow I • A flat plate
approximation p 5 A8S-10970
A muttignd method for computing th6 transonic flow over
two closely-coupled airtod components
p76 A85-13952
Effect of airfoil mean loading on convected gust
interaction none
(AIAA PAPER 84-2324] p 133 ASS-13955
High frequency properties in the unsteady linearised
potential flow of a compressible fluid p 78 A85-148S2
Analysis of airtod leading-edge separation bubbles
(AIAA PAPER 83-0300] p 79 ASS-15327
Design and development of a pultmded FRP laminate
to replace aluminum shape in a high stress high fatigue
application p 119 A8S-1S629
Aerodynamic characteristics of an airtod in a nonunrform
wind profile p 143 A85-18506
Aerodynamics of an airfoil in ground effect with a iet
issuing from its undersurtace
| AIAA PAPER 85-00191 p 207 A85-19461
An expenmental investigation of an airfoil undergoing
large amplitude pitching motions
[AIAA PAPER 85-0039] p 207 A65-19474
The interaction and merging of two turpulent line
vortices
(AIAA PAPER 85-0046] p 208 A85-19480
Interrelated effects of pitch rate and pivot point on airtoil
dynamic stall
[AIAA PAPER 85-0130] p212 ASS-19541
Computation of unsteady shock-induced vortex
separation
[AIAA PAPER 85-0183] p 214 ASS-19573
Studies of condensation effects on airtoil testing m a
transonic cryogenic tunnel
(AIAA PAPER 85-0229] p 274 ASS-19603
Scaling laws tor testing of high lift airfoils under heavy
rainfall
[AIAA PAPER 85-0257] p 216 ASS-19617
The aerodynamic effect of surface wetting
characteristics on a laminar flow airfoil in simulated heavy
rain
(AIAA PAPER 85-0260] p 247 ASS-19619
A comparison between theoretical and expenmental flow
fields of an airfoil with deflected spoiler
[AIAA PAPER 85-0269] p216 ASS-19622
Application of continuous voracity panels to general
unsteady two-dimensional lifting flows
(AIAA PAPER 85-02821 p217 ASS-19633
Euler calculations for multielement airfoils using
Cartesian grids
[AIAA PAPER 85-0291] p 218 A85-19641
Detailed measurements of the flowfield in tne vicinity
of an airtod with glaze ice
{AIAA PAPER 85-0409 ] p 222 ASS-19730
TRO-2D - A code for rational transonic aerodynamic
optimization
(AIAA PAPER 85-0425] p223 A85-19740
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Suppression of shocks on transonic airfoils
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for expeditionary airfields
[AD-0011677] p 781 N85-29976
ANECHOIC CHAMBERS
A study of the flow recirculadon problems within an
anechoic hover chamber
[AIAA PAPER 85-0071 ] p 273 A85-19497
Noise testing of an advanced design propeller in the
Boeing anechotc test chamber with a relative velocity free
,et
[AIAA PAPER 84-2262] p 421 A85-30193
Capabilities of the high speed anechotc wind tunnel at
Lyon University p 848 A8S-44049
Advanced design propeller noise testing in an anechoic
chamber p 836 A85-45869
ANEMOMETERS
Hot section laser anemometry p30 N85-10962
Laser anemometer optimization p 30 N8S-10963
ANGLE OF ATTACK
Predicted changes in advanced turboprop noise with
shaft angle of attack
[AIAA PAPEfl 84-2347] p 63 A85-10884
Comparison of model and full scale inlet distortions for
subsonic commercial transport inlets
[AIAA PAPER 84-2487] p 74 A85-13562
Hypersonic flow past a wing at large angles of attack
p 78 A85-14591
Effect of angle of attack on rotor trailmg-edge noise
p 134 ASS-15346
The aerodynamic behavior of infinite swept wings -
Another point of view p 144 ASS-18517
Row visualization of high angle of attack vortex wake
structures
[AIAA PAPER 854102] p 286 ASS-19520
Laminar boundary layer stability experiments on a cone
at Mach 8. Ill - Sharp cone at angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 85-0492] p 226 ASS-19737
Reynolds number and fan/inlet coupling effects on
subsonic transport inlet distortion p 544 AS5-34011
Heat transfer from rectangular plates inclined at different
angles of attack and yaw to an air stream
p 600 A85-35593
The effect of winglet on the spatial vortex of slender
body at high angle of attack p551 ASS-35788
The alleviation and control of the asymmetry load at
high angle-of-attack p 583 A85-3S797
A numerical investigation of a viscous hypersonic air
flow around elongated blunted bodies at large angles of
attack p619 A8S-37333
Numerical simulation of hypersonic viscous fore- and
afterbody flows over capsule-type vehicles at angles of
attack
[AIAA PAPER 85-0924] p 620 A85-37593
High angle-of-attack calculations of the subsonic vortex
flow on slender bodies p 730 A8S-423S3
Engineering flowfield method with angle-of-attack
applications p 731 A85-42913
Performance and optimization analyses of flight vehicle
from low to very high angles of attack
(AIAA PAPER 85-1784) p 824 A8S-43844
Rotary-balance experiments on a modem fighter aircraft
configuration at high Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 85-1829] p 848 A85-43870
Hypersonic flow past a wing at large angles of attack
with a detached shock wave p 815 A85-44788
Predicted changes in advanced turboprop noise with
shaft angle of attack p 336 A85-45S61
Flying qualities in the time domain
[AIAA PAPER 85-18491 p 842 A8S-45878
Wind tunnel calibration of a hemispherical head angle
of attack and angle of sideslip indicator
[FFA-TN-1984-111 p 13 N85-10923
Heat transfer and pressure drop in blade cooling
channels with turbulence promoters
[NASA-CR-3837] p 128 N85-12315
Review of requirements and status of simulation and
scaling of transonic, viscous flows
[AO-A146357] P189 N85-15137
Expenences with the use of a side-strut model support
system for high angles of attack in the Tnnsomk wind tunnel
TMK
[DFVLR-MITT-84-09] p 277 N85-15763
Effect of aerodynamic and angle-of-attack uncertainties
on the May 1979 entry flight control system of the Space
Shuttle from Mach 8 to 1 5
[NASA-TP-2365] p 280 N85-1S77S
Unsteady stall penetration of an oscillating swept wing
[AD-P004156] p323 NS5-17941
Theoretical investigation of dynamic stall using a
momentum integral method
[AD-P004170] p325 N8S-17955
Determination of corrections to flow direction
measurements obtained with a wing-Up mounted sensor
[NASA-CR-174412] p 329 N85-18962
Effect of inclination, transverse mtertip spacing, and
logitudmal pitch on crossflow heat transfer from an array
of finned tubes p 373 N85-193S9
Hypersonic flow about triangular airfoil at large angles
of attack p 477 N8S-22792
The structure of separated flow regions occumng near
the leading edge of airfoils, including transition
[NASA-CR-1756701 p 478 N85-23703
Low-speed stability and control wind-tunnel
investigations of effects of spanwise blowing on fighter
flight charactenstics at high angles of attack — Largely
12-ft low-speed tunnel and 30- by SO-ft tunnel
(NASA-TP-24311 p 479 N85-23708
A-43
ANGLES (GEOMETRY) SUBJECTINDEX
Performance and surge limits at a TF30-P-3 turbofan
engme/axisymmetnc mixed-compression inlet propulsion
system al Macn 2 5
[NASA-TP.2461] p581 N85-25261
investigation ot potential and viscous flow effects
commuting to dynamic stall
[AD-A151696] p602 N85-25773
Measurements of the symmetric aerodynamic
coefficients for flat faced cylinders in the angle of attack
regime 0 to 90 deg for transonic and supersonic speeds
(FFA-TN-1984^341 p 561 N85-26675
Experiences with tne use of a side-strut model support
system for nigh angles for attack in the TMK Trmsorok
Wind Tunnel
(ESA-TT-895) p781 1485-31069
Recent developments HI rotary-balance testing of fighter
aircraft configurations at NASA Ames Research Center
(NASA-TM-867141 p 811 N85-32090
Aerodynamic characteristics of the standard dynamics
model in coning motion at Macn 0.6
[NASA-TM-86717] p817 N8S-32094
Experimental investigations on airfoils with different
geometnes in the domain ot high angles of attack-flow
separation
[NASA-TM-77892] p 818 1485-33110
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
The effect of changes in the angle ot incidence in the
event ot a nehocnet at a float step
[RAE-TRANS-21201 p 255 N8S-1S712
Influence of setting angle of let cooling nozzles on
temperature and stress state of a turBme wheel
p35S N85-18208
Aerodynamic measurement of the wind flow in the
numoer two section of the SIMA wind tunnel
IONERA-PV-1/8138-GY] p743 N85-31019
ANGULAR MOMENTUM
Right investigation of stall. SPOT and recovery
characteristics ot a low-wing, single-engine. T-tad light
airplane
(NASA-TP-2427) p 574 N85-2S248
ANGULAR RESOLUTION
Time reference errors of angle-measuring signals at the
output of an envelope detector under murrjnam
conditions P4B8 A85-33045
ANGULAR VELOCITY
Angular motion influence on re-entry vehete ablation
or erosion asymmetry formation p 431 A85-26446
ANISOTROPIC MEDIA
Ufo piuUicUuii and constitutive models for engine hot
section arnsotropic materials
[AIAA PAPER 85-14211 p85Z A85-43980
ANISOTROPIC PLATES
Explicit formulation for a high precision triangular
laminated arasotropic thin plate finite element
P696 A85-39170
ANNEALING
investigation of device and electronic interactions m
GaAs device processing
| AD-A149747] p461 N85-22182
ANNOTATIONS
Sensor control and data annotation gets on the bus
p347 A85-24261
Data annotation techniques for film and electro-optic
sensors p 367 A85-24262
ANNUAL VARIATIONS
Protoction of rnatofiais &nd toctintcdi oouipnwnt SQStnsi
birds P638 A85-37540
ANNULAR DUCTS
The propagation of acoustic modes m the annular
orcular ouct of turbomachinery in the presence of swirhng
mean flow p 861 A8S-44041
Stall elimination and restart enhancement device
(AO-O011217) p27 N65-10062
ANNULAR FLOW
Supersonic let shock rose reduction
(AIAA PAPER 84-2278) p 196 A8S-16099
The effect of phase-difference on me spreading rate
ot a laminar circular ret under fit-modal excitation
(AIAA PAPER 854045] p 208 A85-19479
An experimental investigation of the (rang of co-annular
swirling flows
(AIAA PAPER 85-0186) p 230 A85-20862
An analytical and experimental investigation of annular
propulsive nozzles p 392 A65-29253
investigations of me influence of taper on me
characteristic values of rotating annular turbine cascades
in me transonic flow regime p 394 A85-30170
Interaction of twin turbulent circular jet
p617 A85-37049
Investigation of the effect of two endwall contours on
the pel f uin lance of an annular nozzle *-gyp?**a
[AIAA PAPER 85-1218) p 630 A85r39661
A further assessment of numerical annular dump drftuser
(low calculations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1440) p 633 A85-39779
Characteristics of controlleO-osollatmg annular cascade
lest facility with Preon gas
(NAl-TR-812) P 10 N85-10014
Analysis and testing tor rotordynarrnc coefficients of
turbulent annular seals with different, oirectionalty
homogeneous surface-roughness treatment for rotor and
stator elements p 188 N85-14134
Analysis for leakage and rotordynarrac coefficients of
surface roughened tapered annular gas seals
p 188 N85-14135
An improved computer model for prediction of anal gas
turbine performance losses
(NASA-CR-174246) p265 N85-15724
An experimental study of aerodynamic damping
characteristics of a cornpiessor annular cascade in high
speed flow and the visualization of annular cascade flow
(NAL-TR-638) P602 N85-25759
ANNULAR NOZZLES
Experimental investigation of shock-cell noise reduction
for single stream nozzles m simulated flight
[NASA-CR-3845] p 135 N85-13550
ANODIC COATINGS
Surface c^ififtifit^W'rttt^y of anodic oxides on aluminum
alloys by means of surface potential difference, surface
impedance and surface morphology p 442 A85-27908
ANTARCTIC REGIONS
Feasitottty studies of 'Polar Patrol Balloon'
p647 AS5-38321
The vwWrty ctonatokjgy of McMurdo Sound-Williams
Reid. Antarctica
(AO-A1481081 p300 M85-17492
Designer O K. Antonov on new AN-74 arctic transport
p564 1485-25230
ANTENNA ARRAYS
Studies in fin-line antenna design for imaging array
applications p 526 A85-33245
Scattering from a periodic array of conducting bars of
finite surface resistance p 794 A85-42015
Theoretical investigation of single-frequency 8-element
locatizer signal scattering for wiln l^ area determination
(FAA-PM-85-4) p 751 N85-31037
ANTENNA COMPONENTS
Mam stages and problems in me design of low-gam
active antennas p 794 A85-42106
ANTENNA DESIGN
Antenna engineering handbook /2nd edition/
p 180 A85-16081
Airborne Ooppter radar antennas p 335 A85-24832
Studies in fin-line antenna design for imaging array
applications p 526 A65-33245
Effect of counterpoise on VOR antenna radiation
patterns p S66 A85-33999
SAtBlbts conumrncdtion portoi nuncs ov&tustion modol
for arcratt systems p 566 A85-34490
Problwns of rsdorno dostgn for fnoduin fltrbomo rsOcV.
II pS99 A85-34661
Mam stages and problems in the design of low-gam
active antennas p 794 A85-42106
Large antenna cmiuul methods: Current status and
future trends p 518 N85-23845
ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS
An analyse of the pattern of longitudinal slot antenna
on the metal cylinder covered with a rngn collision plasma
layer p 163 A85-17173
Reflector antennas with directional effect in the
near-field Characteristics and applications — German
thesa p 287 A85-19837
Effect of counterpoise on VOR antenna radiation
patterns . p 566 A85-33999
A technique for determining the effects of aircraft
components on me piiihrf11 of radar antennas beloie they
am bud! p833 A85-45018
A proof-of-pnneiple getaway special tree-flying satellite
dernonslialion p40 N85-11051
Tactical HF communication tor m&tary helicopters using
the NVIS mode p297 N8S-16807
Technical evaluation report on the FOP Symposium on
Rignt Test Techniques
(AGARO-AR-208) p417 N85-21157
Coordinate determination eriors m measuring "
characteristics of radiation field of airborne antennas
p 528 1485-22919
Theoretical investigation of single-frequency 8-elemenl
locator signal scanermg tor critical area determination
[FAA-PM-85-4) p 7S1 N85-31037
ANTENNAS
Antonns engineering handbook /2nd sdrtion/
p 180 A85-16081
A radome for air traffic control SSR radar systems
[AO-P004373] p449 N8S-21467
Avaracs data base
(AO-A152415) p657 N85-27863
ANTHROPOMETRY
Preliminary design of a limb restraint evatuator
(AO-A1S1749) p564 N85-25226
ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILES
Slants and concerns for bank-to-tum control of tactical
missiles p 423 A85-26442
ANTIMISTING FUELS
Did sate jet fuel flunk its final exam''
p 74S A85-41053
Aircraft wing fuel tank environmental simulator tests for
evaluation ot animating fuels
[FAA-CT-84-1S] p283 N85-15920
ANTIOXIOANTS
Slabitizing T-6 fuel with annoxtdant mixtures
p 364 A85-26279
ANTIREFLECTION COATINGS
Removable deanable anwetlection shield
(AO-O011735) p863 N85-33810
ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE
ConununtcflOon control $roup tocnnology insorton for
tneS-3A p93 A85-14454
Importance of test and evaluation m Navy's LAMPS MK
111 program p 382 A85-27471
Development of a Helicopter integrated navigation
system p 245 N85-16802
The NAVTAG (Naval Tactical Game) system and its
modification to include the SH-608 helicopter
[AD-A1520041 p611 N85-27624
ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE AIRCRAFT
Satellite communication performance evaluation model
for aircraft systems p 566 A85-34490
The NAVTAG (Naval Tactical Game) system ana its
modification to include the SH-608 helicopter
(AD-A 152004) p611 N85-27624
ANTONOV AIRCRAFT
Soviets tailor cargo transport for remote-site
operations p 646 A85-382"
An-124 . The world's largest aircraft
p 828 A85-46525
Designer O K. Antonov on new AN-74 arctic transport
p 564 N85-25230
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS (COMPUTERS)
The structure ot the application software pack RAFIPKS
for the analysis ot physical processes in combustion
chambers p661 A85-39122
APPROACH
A TACAN-oased approach and landing aid
p 821 A85-43564
An investigation of flying qualities requirements for a
STOL fighter in approach and landing
[AIAA PAPER 85-1807] p846 A85-47031
Aircraft accident report Central Airlines flight 27.
Hughes Charter Air. Gates Leanet model 25 (N51CA)
Newark International Airport Newark. New Jersey. March
30. 1983
[PB84-910411] p 14 N85-10924
An in-flight investigation of a twin fuselage configuration
m approach and landing
(NASA-Cn. 172366] p 173 1485-13801
A cockpit-display concept for executing a multiple
glide-slope approach for wake-vortex avoidance
(NASA-TP-2366) p 261 N85-16869
Safety recommendation )^. A-84-82 through -84
[REPT-3957] p489 N85-23748
Ground-based and in-flight simulator studies of flight
characteristics of a twin-fuselage passenger transport
airplane during approach and landing
(NASA-TP-24511 P895 N85-34144
APPROACH AND LANDING TESTS (STS)
Some real-lime simulation applications to Space Shuttle
approach and landing design and test
p899 A85-49016
APPROACH CONTROL
Some concepts for improving non-precision approach
guidance through use of on-ooard data bases
p95 ASS-14837
The design of an on-ooard look-ahead-simulaton for
approach p 96 ASS-15658
Nonlinear simulation of flight along wind compensating
curved gMepams P245 A85-21838
Approach and landing technologies for STOL fighter
configurations p 414 A85-29254
Development of piloting techniques to reduce helicopter
approach none p 512 A85-32015
Thrust reverser effects on fighter aircraft
aerodynamics p 547 A85-35577
COMPAS • Computer support tor approach control
(DGLR PAPER 84-0911 p 748 A85-40310
Ames develops remote site landing aids
p 748 A85-40918
Flying qualities in the time domain
[AIAA PAPER 85-1849) p 842 A85-45678
Reducing landing dispersions through flight control
improvements on a turboprop-oowered transport aircraft
(The Lockheed High Technology Test Seal
(AIAA PAPER 85-18501 p 842 A85-4 5879
Closed-loop, ptlot/vemcte analysis of the approach ana
landing task
I AIAA PAPER 85-18511 p 842 A85-458BO
A-44
SUBJECTINDEX ASPECT RATIO
Flight evaluation ol highly augmented controls and
electronic displays lor precisian approach and landing of
powered-lrft aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 85-1944 ] p 827 A8S-4S934
Concepts and algorithms for terminal-area traffic
management p 878 A85-47683
Time-controlled aircraft guidance in uncertain winds and
temperatures p 879 A85-47687
Aspects of application of ACT systems for pilot workload
alleviation p 688 N85-26734
A preliminary investigation of handling qualities
requirements for helicopter instrument flight dunng
decelerating approach maneuvers and overshoot
[AO-A1S4650] p847 N8S-32125
Guidelines for the evaluation of visual approach slope
indicators
[AHL/SYS-fl-32| p880 N85-34132
The integrated manual and automatic control of complex
flight systems
(NASA-CR-178168) p 898 N85-35201
APPROACH INDICATORS
Evaluation of arctic test of improved tntium
r&d)OlufTtm0sc8nt lighting
(AD-A148215) p278 N85-16884
Safety recommendation(s), A-84-123 and -124
(REPT-3894B/93) p 563 N8S-25222
APPROXIMATION
Explicit constraint approximation forms in structural
optimization. II - Numerical experiences
p 125 A85-1S608
A fast algorithm for solving the conservative transonic
Si full potential equation employing non-orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates and non-orthogonal velocity
components p228 A8S-20239
The full-approximation method in the thaory of transonic
Hows p233 A8S-22387
Approximate solution of a nonlinear problem of flow past
a thin airfoil profile near a support surface
p233 A85-22368
Entropy condition satisfying approximations for the full
potential equation of transonic flow p 385 A85-26918
Vanatranal problems of gas dynamics - Formulations,
methods of solution, and the relationship between exact
and approximate approaches p 388 A85-28382
Newton-tike minimal residual methods applied to
transonic flow calculations p 458 A85-29081
A review of some approximate methods used in
aerodynamic heating analyses
[AIAA PAPER 85-0906) p 620 AS5-37580
Approximate calculation of now field in an inlet with
arbitrary cross sections and curved axis
p872 A85-49652
Research on implicit approximate-factorization
finite-difference method for the Euler equation
p873 A85-49706
Fitting aerodynamic forces in the Laplace domain; An
application of a nonlinear nongradient technique to
multilevel constrained optimization
[NASA-TM-86317] p 12 N85-10917
Multnanable flight control with time-scale separation
[NASA-CR-174320] p 268 N85-16873
Preliminary development of an approximation procedure
for supercritical wino, design optimization applications
[AD-A150177] pSOO N85-22383
Characteristics of steady-state hypersonic flow about
blunted bodies with discontinuities in generators
p638 N85-28155
ARC LAMPS
Investigation of light source and scattering medium
related to vapor-screen flow visualization in a supersonic
wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-86290] p 190 N85-15144
ARCHITECTURE
Prototype concept design for US Army type 3A fa Traffic
Control Tower (ATCT)
[AO-A148840] p 361 N85-18070
Evaluating wind flow around buildings on heliport
placement
[FAA-PM-84-25] p 455 N85-21881
ARCHITECTURE (COMPUTERS)
Architectural solutions to safety problems of digital flight
Critical systems for commercial transports
(AIAA PAPER 84-26031 p 193 ASS-17808
A standard computer bus for MIL-STD-1750A avrarncs
computers
[AIAA PAPER 84-2679] p 194 A85-17860
Some problems in the development of CAD systems
— for design of minicomputer digital components
p 200 A85-20466
Trends in digital flight control systems
p269 A85-21465
A functional language approach in high-speed digital
simulation p 458 A85-28615
Development of a generic architecture — in
computers p 535 A85-31991
Pave Pillar avionics - An architecture for the future
p832 A85-4SOOO
A signal processor with distnbuted control and
multidimensional scalability p 858 A85-45005
Tnplex bus-connected inter-urn! selected PCS
configuration — flight control system
p 841 A85-45065
Reliability analysis of the A129 Integrated Multiplex
SystBffl — in flight control in holtcoptors
p834 A85-4S142
Design for an Ada-based architecture for critical flight
controls
[AIAA PAPER 85-19541 p 859 A85-45940
Digital computer architecture as applied to an advanced
flight control system
[AIAA PAPER 85-1949) p 846 A85-45967
CAUTRA ATC simulator strives for realism
p897 A85-48857
Recent advances in computer image generation
p918 A85-49005
Impact of new computing systems on computational
mechanics and flight-vehicle structures technology
p20 N85-10042
Avionics/crew station integration p 166 N85-14818
Evolution toward a multi-bus architecture for Army
helicopter aworoc systems p 260 N8S-16812
Rotorcraft digital advanced avionics system (ROOAAS)
functional descnptnn
(NASA-CR-166611] p568 N85-25237
Navigation- Accounting for copy P568 N85-26641
Design and specification of a local area network
architecture for use in real-time flight simulation
[AD-A152242] p594 N85-26762
ARCTIC REGIONS
A feasibility study of a VLF radio compass for Arctic
navigation p 94 ASS-14833
Advanced SAR system maps Arctic regions
p 441 A8S-27841
Parachute expedition to Arctic p 238 N8S-16240
MI-8 helicopter cargo loading experiment for Arctic
shipping p504 N85-24425
Designer O. K. Antonov on new AN-74 arctic transport
p564 N85-25230
AREA NAVIGATION
Evaluation of radio navigation systems and their
configuration with respect to minimum cost
[ESA-TT-847] p 751 N85-31043
ARIANE LAUNCH VEHICLE
Anane 4 has already 'flown' in wind-tunnels and off a
simulated launch pad p 782 A85-40913
ARITHMETIC
The use of residue arithmetic for fault detection in a
digital flight control system p 841 A8S-45063
ARM (ANATOMY)
Simple nonrestncnve arm restraint system
[AD-0011216] p 14 NB5-10026
ARMED FORCES (FOREIGN)
A review of Army Air Corps helicopter accidents
1971-1982 p748 A85-42065
ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES)
A review of Army Air Corps helicopter accidents
1971-1982 p746 A85-42065
The Air Force stock fund and aircraft availability
[AD-A148653] p203 N85-16761
Utilization of Increased Airlift Capability (UIAQ study
(AD-A148669) p 243 N85-16847
1983 Air Force bird strikes
[AD-P004182] p403 N85-19944
Air Force Academy Aeronautics Digest
[AO-A149614] p384 N85-21104
Fiscal year 1986 technical obiectwe document
(AO-A151039) p539 N85-2SOOO
Computer assisted flight schedule optimization
[AO-A1516891 p611 N85-27623
Air Force Federal Photovoltaic Utilization Program
[DE85-010812] p 801 N85-31648
U.S. Cml airmen statistics for calendar year 1984
[AO-A15632S1 p866 N8S-35153
Laboratory vibration schedules
(AO-A155856I p 887 N85-35188
AROMATIC COMPOUNDS
A chromatographic method for determining the content
of aromatic hydrocarbons in aviation gasolines
p434 A85-28035
Liquid phase products and solid deposit formation from
thermally stressed model get fuels
[NASA-TM-86874] p 121 N85-13066
Quantitative determination of compound classes in iet
turbine fuels by high performance liquid
Chromatography/Dirrerential retractive index detection'
Part 2
(AD-A149298 ]
 P436 N85-20144
ARRAYS
Arrays for minimum wave drag of bodies of revolution
[AIAA PAPER 85-0449) p 249 ASS-19758
Arrays of bodies of revolution for minimum wave drag
p 881 A8S-49136
Stability of vortex structures dunng separation flow past
array of wings p 481 N85-24110
Heat transfer characteristics 'or two-dimensional arrays
of impinging lets with initial crossflow
p911 N8S-35365
ARRESTING GEAR
Aircraft barricade
[AD-0011316] p277 N85-15761
ARROW WINGS
Subsonic pressure distributions near a wing-fin juncture
on a supersonic arrow-wing configuration with
wing-mounted vertical fins
[AIAA PAPER 85-0276) p217 A85-19628
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Artificial intelligence applied to the inertia! navigation
system performance and maintenance improvement
p94 ASS-14830
Aircraft turboiet engine modeling using artificial
intelligence techniques
[AIAA PAPER 85-0253) p 263 A85-19616
Design of aerodynamic bodies using artificial
intelligence/expert system technique
[AIAA PAPER 85-0112) p 301 A85-20856
Intelligent test generator — for Naval aircraft
maintenance p 456 A85-26821
Computer understanding of air traffic control displays
p488 A85-32498
The metamorphosis of the military aircraft cockpit
p 764 A85-42893
The Lockheed Cybernetics Console - An artificial
intelligence tool p 858 A85-43690
Avionics as an expert systems domain
p 833 A85-45001
Status and prospects of computational fluid dynamics
for unsteady transonic viscous flows
(NASA-TM-66018] p 85 N85-12037
Avionics fault tree analysis and artifical intelligence for
future aircraft maintenance p 203 N85-16755
Aviation maintenance computerized management
information systems: Perspective for the future
[AD-A150637] p 467 N8S-22349
Status and prospects of computational fluid dynamics
for unsteady transonic flow p 555 N85-25180
Generation of flight paths using heunsnc search
(AD-A151949) p 569 N85-26694
Diagnosis: Using automatic test equipment and an
artificial intelligence expert system
[AO-A151918] p 610 N85-27576
Implications of artificial intelligence on the design of
future onboard systems
[SFENA-OPS/C/S3/84252A) p 918 N85-34596
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
Aerodynamic and thermal characteristics of stellate
bodies in hypersonic flow of rarefied gas at angle of
attack p 148 N8S-14974
Transdtgitizer for relaying signals from Global Positioning
System (GPS) satellites
[AD-0011442] p339 N85-18970
ASCENT TRAJECTORIES
Onboard near-optimal climb-dash energy management
p497 A85-32781
Energy-modelled climb and climb-dash • The Kaiser
technique — reviewed for Me 262 iet fighter aircraft
traiectones p 572 A8S-35350
ASPECT RATIO
Aerodynamics of an aspect ratio 8 wing at low Reynolds
numbers
[AIAA PAPER 85-0278) p 217 A85-19630
Aerodynamics of an aspect ratio 8 wing at low Reynolds
numbers p 628 A85-39223
Computer studies of hybrid slotted working sections with
minimum steady interference at subsonic speeds
p628 A85-39241
Summary of nonaxisymmetnc nozzle internal
performance from the NASA Langley Static Test Facility
(AIAA PAPER 85-1347) p 668 A85-39739
Effects of aspect ratio on stall hysteresis tor the
Wortmarin airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 85-1770] p 812 A85-43832
Detailed pressure distnbution measurements obtained
on several configurations of an aspect-ratio-7 variable twist
wing
[NASA-TM-86308] p 314 N85-18950
Visual simulation requirements for aircraft aspect
recognition at real world distances
[AD-A151040] p517 N85-23810
Some optimization problems in static aeroelasticity for
wings made of composite materials p 503 N85-24104
Wind tunnel wall interference
(AD-A1S1212) p593 N85-25273
Hypersonic nonequilibnum gas flow past zero-aspect
wing p 562 N85-27063
A-45
ASPHALT SUBJECT INDEX
Aerodynamic performance of a wing in ground effect
using (he PANAIR program
IAO-A1533031 p 635 N85-27832
ASPHALT
Alternatives lor runway rubber removal from porous
friction surfaces
[OOT/FAA/PM-84/28] p 176 N85-13803
Field validation of statistically-based acceptance plan
lor Bituminous airport Davements Volume 1 Correlation
analysis of Marsnall properties ol laboratory-compacted
specimens
[FAA-PM-84-12-VOL-1] p 430 N85-21180
Field validation of statistically-based acceptance plan
lor bituminous airport pavements Volume 2: Statistical
analysis of Marsnall properties of plant-produced
bituminous ffldtonsis
(FAA-PM-84.12-VOL-2) p430 1485-21181
Field validation of statistically-based acceptance plan
lor bituminous airport pavements. Volume 3 Statistical
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rotor cascade
[AIAA PAPER 854133] p 323 A85-26383
The nonlinear model for predicting rotating stall m
multistage anal-flow compressors p 471 A85-31339
Probabilistic characteristics of the frequency spectrum
of trie natural vibrations of turbocompressor blades
p526 A85-32759
A compatible mixed design and analysis finite element
metnod tor the design of turbomacnmery blades
p599 A85-34706
Probabilistic prediction of me fatigue life of ma
compressor blades of gas-turbine engines under two-level
programmed loading p 658 A85-37567
Unsteady blade row interactions m a multi-stage
contpfossof
[AIAA PAPER 85-1134) p 630 A85-39618
Axial-flow compressor stage post-stall analysis
[AIAA PAPER 85-1349] p 632 A85-39741
D0v0topnt6nt of cofrrputflttopfll flow An&lysts for blsdo
rows p727 A85-41813
Measurement of the radial flow along a low speed
compressor btading during {installed and stalled
operation p 729 A85-41834
Analyses of cascade flutter as a multi-eigenvalue
problem (on ragr*** composed of two groups of blades
having different natural frequencies}
p769 A85-41838
Slipping behavior and fretting fatigue in me dak/blade
doveta* region p 770 A85-41852
Blade vibration on radial impellers exerted by rotating
stall-cells and dumg surge p 771 A85-41854
Optimization of cascade blade msturang. I • Equations
of motion and basic inherent properties
p 771 A85-«2365
Some observations on ciicumferentially grooved casing
treatment — in compressors p 771 A85-42442
Jet engine blade repair at the Oklahoma Air Logistics
Center, Propulsion Dnraion
[AD-P004003] p72 N85-11983
Annular groove in compressor casing as device for
control of air stream p 509 N85-22832
Influence of surface roughness on compressor blades
at high reynolds number in a two-dimensional cascade
[AO-A1S1855] p603 N85-25777
Precision die forging of blades or gas turbines
p672 N85-2B148
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A study on configurations of casing treatment tor axial
flow compressors p 26 ASS-10974
Experimental investigation of losses and secondary flow
in an axial compressor stage p 524 A85-31007
A generalization of expenmentat data on heat transfer
from the working medium to the housing components of
the compressor of a gas-turbine engine
p650 A85-39112
Quantitative evaluation of transient heat transfer on axial
flow compressor stability
[AIAA PAPER 85-1352] P 697 A85-39742
A consideration concerning stall and surge limitations
wittlin centrifugal compressors II p 793 A85-41821
Development of high specific speed centrifugal
compressors for turbochargers p 793 A85-41831
COMPRESSOR ROTORS
The rule of forbidden signals and apparent Mach number
m transonic compressor cascades p5 A85-11632
Computation of potential flow on 52 stream surface for
a transonic axial-flow compressor rotor
p315 A85-24091
Numerical simulation of unsteady flow in a compressor
rotor cascade
[AIAA PAPER 854133] p 323 A85-26383
Noise bands associated with the turbulence-rotor
interaction p 882 A85-44046
Energy efficient engine component development and
integration program
[NASA-CR-170034]
 P33 N85-10990
Experimental on-stream elimination of resonant whirl in
a large centrifugal compressor p 187 NS5-14121
Problems and possibilities for Me extension in gas turbine
components p 267 N85-15742
Investigation of gas-turbine engine blower impeller
vibrations with change in engine intake conditions
p530 N85-24170
Ceramic turbocnargers. A case study of a near-term
application of high-strengm ceramics
(DE85-006495) p 700 N8S-28379
COMPRESSORS
Kinetics of a gas adsorption compressor
p438 A8S-26504
The use of countergravity casting for producing
compressor body castings of AK-7 alloy
P441 A85-27717
Numerical determination of detached internal flow witn
the example of a radial compression tunnel — German
thesis p443 A85-28796
Conference on Fluid Machinery, 7th. Budapest Hungary.
September 13-16, 1983. Proceedings. Volumes 1 4 2
P524 A85-30775
Experimental investigation of a simulated compressor
artod tralmo-edge flowfieW p474 A85-32618
Procedure for tne calculation of the characteristics of
axial, respectively radial, one or multistage thermal How
machines, taking into consideration also the effect of
adjustable guide devices — German thesis
p 598 A85-33402
Configuration of a shock wave interacting with a centered
compression fan p 544 A85-34379
Prediction of the Reynolds stress in a compressor
passage
[AIAA PAPER 85-1197] p 790 A8S-40818
Core compressor developments tor large civil jet
engines p 768 A85-41806
Measurement of the development of the boundary layer
in the annulus walls of a fourstage compressor
(CUED/A-TURBO-TR-121] p 52 N85-10299
Energy efficient engine High pressure compressor
detail design report
[NASA-CR-165558] p 35 N85-10998
Development of a Braun linear engme-dnven.
heat-actuated heat pump
[DE84-016647] p 129 N85-13188
Open-cycle vapor compression heal pump
[PB85-101475/GAR] p 188 N85-14951
Verification of lite prediction through component
testing p 292 N8S-15748
Turbo flud machinery and diffusers
(NASA-TM-77467) p 298 N85-17363
On one design principle of surge protector for gas turbine
P370 N85-18206
New air supply-prime mover facility tor engine tests
detailed p 446 N85-20204
Magermcally actuated compressor
(NASA-CASE-GSC-12799-11 p 448 N85-21404
Annular groove m compressor casing as device for
control of air stream p 509 N85-22832
Automating the study of error in discrete aerodynamic
lairmg design p 504 N85-2417S
Solid state compressor
[AO-A150790] p 531 N85-24302
An experimental study of aerodynamic damping
Characteristics of a compressor annular cascade in hign
speed flow and me visualization of annular cascade How
(NAL-TR-838) p 602 N85-257S9
Testing of materials and coatings tor iet engine
components under simulated operational conditions
[B8580073] p 672 N85-27873
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Struttess djffusef lor gas turbine engine
[AO-0011662] p672 N85-28943
Compressor and turbine models - numerical stability and
other aspects
(A0-A153811| p673 N85-28948
Nonlinear global stability analysis of compressor stall
phenomena
(NASA-CR-1749081 p 773 N85-29960
High pressure compressor component performance
report
[NASA-CR-1682451 p 891 N85-34138
Combined cold compressor/elector helium refrigerator
(DE85-OOS408I P910 N85-34326
COMPUTATION
Nurnoncfll optimtZ8tion dosiQn of sdvancod transonic
wing configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0424) p 248 ASS-19739
Survey of ONERA activities on adaptive-wall applications
and computation of residual corrections
p82 N85-12013
An invrsad computational method for supersonic inlets
(AO-A14S997) p86 N85-12042
Mathematical modeling of the AEDC (Arnold Engineenng
Development Center) propulsion wind tunnel (16T)
[AO-A151293] pS93 N85-25275
Recent progress in computational aerodynamics
pS58 N85-26626
Error reduction program — combustor performance
evaluation codes
(NASA-CR-174776] p 610 N8S-27584
Heating parameter estimation using coaxial
thermocouple gages in wind tunnel test armies
[AO-A153039] p 699 N85-28328
A method for computing the core flow in
three-dimensional leading-edge vortices
(NASA-TM-87489J p 741 N8S-29932
Research on optimal control, stabilization and
computational algorithms for aerospace applications
[NASA-CR-172S28] p 778 N8S-29970
COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY .
Tne 'solution-large molecules' method for calculating
the equilibrium composition of heterogeneous systems
P687 A85-39101
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
Method for calculating separated subsonic gas flow past
wings p2 A85-10114
Higher approximations in the transonic expansion of the
solution to the Qiaplygin equation p3 A85-10117
Airfoil trailing edge flow measurements and comparison
with theory, tncofporatmQ open wind tunnel coriections
[AIAA PAPER 84-2266) p4 A8S-10831
Unsteady forces on a body immersed in viscous fluids.
I • For a uniformly accelerated elliptic cylinder
p47 A85-10971
Computation of internal flows: Methods and applications:
Proceedings of the Energy Sources Technology
Conference, New Orleans. LA, February 12-16, 1984
p49 A85-11630
Analysis of the flow field in an engine inlet particle
separator pS A85-11833
Internal flows of relevance to gas-turbines
p49 A8S-1163S
Periodic internal flows — in gas turbines
pS A8S-11643
Design method for highly-loaded blades with blockage
in cascade p5 ASS-11644
Analytical study of blowing boundary layer control for
subsonic V/STOL inlets pS ASS-11648
Theoretical study of two-dimensional and
three-dimensional potential flows with rotational source
terms - Application to turbomachines — French thesis
pSO ASS-11729
Induced drag and lift of wing by the piecewise continuous
kernel function method p6 ASS-11976
Euler equation simulation of propeller-wing interaction
in transonic flow p6 ASS-11977
Computation of vortex flow around a canard/delta
combination p6 A8S-11980
Computational transonic analysis of canted winglets
p6 A85-11982
Comment on 'PAN AIR applications to aero-propulsion
integration' p6 ASS-11990
Simplified transonic integral equations for lifting profiles
and wings p6 A85-12034
Interaction between a weak oblique shock wave and a
turbulent boundary layer in purely supersonic flow
p6 ASS-12035
Metric-discontinuous zonal gnd calculations using the
Osher scheme p6 A8S-12151
A kernel function method for computing unsteady load
on three-dimensional wings in transonic flow
p 7 ASS-12355
Root locus method and automatic identification of modes
in flutter analysis p 35 ASS-12356
Improvement and extension of a computational method
for three-dimensional transonic flows
[ONERA. TP NO 1984-99) p8 ASS-12620
Calculation of unsteady transonic separated flows by
viscous-inviseid interaction
[ONERA, TP NO 1984-100] p8 A85-12621
An introduction to theoretical and computational
aerodynamics — Book p8 ASS-12624
Effect of a buned-wire gage on the separation bubble
Numerical study p 73 A85-12704
A time-split finite-volume algorithm for three-dimensional
flowfield simulation p 73 ASS-12708
Application of the Godunov method and its second-order
extension to cascade flow modeling
[AIAA PAPER 83-1941) p 73 A85-12714
A characteristics approach to swept
shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions
p73 A85-12717
The numerical solution of flow around a rotating circular
cylinder in uniform shear flow p 122 A85-12768
A numerical study of gas-particle supersonic flow past
blunt bodies - The case of ansvmmetnc flow
p74 A85-12771
Numerical solutions ol the Euler equations for complex
three-dimensional aerodynamic configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2399) p 74 A8S-13509
Modular potential flow computation including fuselage
and wmg dp effects p 75 A85-13677
Computational simulation of free vortex flows using an
Euler code p 76 A85-13951
A multlgnd method for computing the transonic flow over
two closely-coupled airfoil components
p 76 A85-13952
Calculation of unsteady tan rotor response caused by
downstream flow distortions
[AIAA PAPER 84-2282) p 76 A85-13960
Two-dimensional unsteady flow in Comprex rotor
p 123 A85-13995
A method for calculating turbulent 3-0 flows in
dltfusers p 79 A85-14889
Computation of unsteady aerodynamic pressure
coefficients in a transonic straight cascade
p79 ASS-14893
CFO is neartng a new plateau — current panel methods
in aircraft design p 103 ASS-15074
Analysis of atffoil leading-edge separation bubbles
[AIAA PAPER 83-0300) p 79 A85-15327
A general perturbation approach for computational fluid
dynamics pSO A85-15334
Application of the implicit MacCormack scheme to the
paraoolaed Navier-Stokes equations pSO A85-15335
Role of constraints in inverse design for transonic
airfoils p80 A85-15337
Dynamics of spatial motion of an aeroplane with
deformable controls P115 A85-15716
Aerodynamic methods used m France for the study of
propellers for high-speed aircraft
[ONERA. TP NO 1984-120) p 81 A85-15840
On the use of inverse modes of calculation in 2D
cascades and ducts
[ONERA, TP NO 1984-132) p 81 A85-15848
Development of a procedure for calculating
two-dimensional boundary layers at gas turbine blades —
German thesis p81 A85-15873
Application of the finite element technique to
aerodynamic problems of aircraft p 104 A85-15882
A numerical analysis of unsteady separated flow by the
discrete vortex method combined with the singularity
method p81 A85-15884
Propulsive efficiency of an oscillating cylinder in
supersonic flow p 140 A85-16181
Numerical analysis of the combined flow of a reaction
let and an external stream with allowance for the effect
of boundary layers and a turbulent mixing zone
p 141 A85-16185
Computatnnal-expenmental study of a Laval nozzle with
a cylindrical throat p 141 A85-16189
Numerical analysis of heat transfer on the surface of a
delta wing in hypersonic air flow at large angles of
attack p 141 A85-16190
Free perturbations of a laminar hypersonic flow behind
an airfoil p 141 A8S-16218
A finite element penalty algontnm for the parabolic
Navier-Stokes equations for turbulent three-dimensional
flow p 182 ASS-16286
A random choice method for two-dimensional steady
supersonic shock wave diffraction problems
p 141 A85-16531
An integral aproach to the determination of the
asymptotic behavior of supersonic flow
p 141 A85-16918
Exact solutions of singular equations for viscous
transonic flows p 142 ASS-16939
Computation of flow around wings based on the Euler
equations p 142 ASS-18066
Potential equation for transonic steady flow with large
longitudinal disturbance and line relaxation
p 142 ASS-18281
The hopscotch finite volume method for solving the Euler
equations p 143 A85-18282
NAS - Supercomputing master tool for aeronautics —
Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation p 195 ASS-18442
T2 wind tunnel adaptive walls - Design, construction
and some typical results p 175 ASS-18501
Steady and unsteady transonic airloads on a supercntical
wmg p 143 A8S-1SS09
Transonic solutions for a multielement airfoil using the
lull-potential equations p 144 ASS-18512
The influence of leading-edge load alleviation on
supersonic wmg design p 144 A85-1851S
The aerodynamic behavior of infinite swept wings -
Another point of view p 144 A8S-18517
Roll up of strake leading/ trailmg-edge vortex sheets for
double-delta wings p 144 ASS-18519
Exact solution of compressible potential flow past a body
of revolution at zero incidence - Especially for high subsonic
flow p 144 ASS-18528
An analysis of unsteady torque on a
quasi-three-dimensional centrifugal impeller
p 185 ASS-18531
Viscous/invaad analysis of curved sub- or supersonic
wall lets p 145 ASS-18677
Approximate factonzation schemes lor
three-dimensional nonlinear supersonic potential flow
p 145 A85-1867S
Efficient solution of the Euler and Navier-Stokes
equations with a vectorized multtple-gnd algorithm
p 145 ASS-18679
Treatment of supersonic flows with embedded subsonic
regions p 145 ASS-18681
Noniteratrve cross-flow integration for the pressure-split
analysis of subsonic mixing-layer problems
p 145 ASS-18697
Computation of three-dimensional flows for application
to transonic compressors
[ONERA. TP NO 1984-146) p 204 A85-19260
An improved version of the LTRAN2 for high frequency
domain p 205 ASS-19401
Comparative study of vanous quadratures for subsonic
lifting surface chordwise integrals p 205 ASS-19404
An analysis of the flow past an S-shaped rotor by discrete
vortex model p 206 ASS-1940S
Theoretical study on supersonic iet plumes
p 206 ASS-19439
Numerical solutions of viscous transonic. flow m
turbomachinery cascades
[AIAA PAPER 85-0007] p 206 A8S-194S4
Euler solution of axisymmetnc flows about bodies of
revolution using a multignd method
[AIAA PAPER 85-0017] p 206 A85-19460
Current status of numencal solutions of the
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0032) P 207 A8S-19469
An incremental block-lme-Gauss-Seidel method for the
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0033] p 207 A85-19470
A multistage time-stepping scheme for the
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0035) p 207 A8S-19472
Calculation of compressible potential flow about
multielement airfoils using a finite field-panel approach
[AIAA PAPER 85-0038] p 207 A85-19473
Computational study of circulation control with suction
[AIAA PAPER 85-0042) p 208 A85-19477
The effect of phase-difference on the spreading rats
of a laminar circular |et under bi-modal excitation
[AIAA PAPER 85-0045) p 208 A85-19479
Examining the validity of a combustor flow model with
LOV
[AIAA PAPER 85-0055] p 209 ASS-19487
Calculation of confined swirling flows
(AIAA PAPER 85-0060] p285 A85-19491
Computational tfiermo-fluid dynamics contributions to
advanced gas turbine engine design
[AIAA PAPER 85-00831 p 262 A85-19509
A quasi-conservative lambda formulation — lor inviscid
transonic flow simulation
[AIAA PAPER 85-0088] p 210 ASS-19511
Rows over low Reynolds number airfoils - Compressible
Navier-Stokes numencal solutions
[AIAA PAPER 85-0107] p 210 A85-19523
A zonal computational approach to thrust augmentor
optimization
[ AIAA PAPER 85-0110] p 262 ASS-19525
A companson of Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for
supersonic flow over a conical delta wing
(AIAA PAPER 85-0111] p210 A85-19526
Solution of the unsteady Euler equations for fixed ana
rotor wing configurations
[AIAA PAPEH 85-0120] p211 A85-19531
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Three-dimensionaJ Euler solutions with gnd embedding
(APAA PAPER 85-0121 1 p211 A85-19S32
A comparison of finite volume flux vector splittings for
me Euler equations
(AIAA PAPER 8541 22]
 P211 ASS- 19533
Numerical study on the dynamic stall process of a NACA
0012 airfoil
I AIAA PAPER 85-01 28 1 p 212 A85-19539
Numerical soluuon of unsteady viscous flow past rotor
sections
(AIAA PAPER 85-0129)
 P212 A85-19540
Calculation of viscous frazzle flows by tne unsteady
meinoo at cfaraaemtiea
[AIAA PAPER 85-0131 ]
 p212 A85-19S42
The use of panel methods for the development of
low-subsonic wall interference and blockage corrections
[AIAA PAPER 85-0159]
 P212 A85-19558
A procedure tor tne calculation of supersonic flows with
strong vtscous-tnvtsod interaction
[AIAA PAPER 854166) p 213 A85-19S82
Numencal computation.
 Ol viscous flowftekts aoout
multiple component atftods
(AIAA PAPER 85-01671 p 213 A85-19563
Analysis of circulation control airfods using an imptot
Navier-Stokes solver
[AIAA PAPER 85-0171]
 P213 A85.19565
A new iterative matrix solution procedure for
three-dimensional panel methods
[AIAA PAPER 85-0176] p213 A85-19568
Measurements of separating boundary layer and wake
of an airfoil using laser Ooopler vetcomeoy
[ AIAA PAPER 854181 1 p 214 A85-19572
Computation at unsteady snocfwnuuced worte*
separation
[AIAA PAPER 85-0183) p 214 A85-19573
Computation of recirculating compressible flow in
axisymmetnc geometnes
[AIAA PAPER 854185] p 286 A8S-19575
Prediction of subsonic/transonic separated flow about
airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-0205]
 P215 A8S-19589
A class of airtads having finite trading edge pressure
gradients
[AIAA PAPER 854206] p21S A85-19590
Prediction of HiMAT RPRV component interference
effects at transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 854213] p21S A85-19593
A simple analytical method for predicting axisyminemc
turbulent iat flowfteWs in a Ireestream
[AIAA PAPER 854251] p 216 A85-19614
Numencal solution of me full-potential equation for rotors
and oblique wings usmg a rnw wake model
(AIAA PAPER 854268! 0216 A8S.19821
Uneanzed potential flow analysts of complex aircraft
configurations by HISSS. n higher order panel method
[ AIAA PAPER 85-0281 1 p 217 ASS- 19632
Calculation of steady flow about propellers by means
of a surface panel method
[AIAA PAPER 854283] p 218 A85-19634
Optimized dacrwe-sirKjuianty representation of
axisymmetnc bodies — for potential now
(AIAA PAPER 854284)
 p 218 A8S-19635
Euler calculations for multielement arfotts usmg
Cartesian grids
(AIAA PAPER 854291] p 218 A85-19641
Numencal solution of me two-dimensional Euler
equations by second-order upwind difference schemes
[AIAA PAPER 854292] p 218 A85-19642
Multignd solution of the Euler equations usmg mpnat
schemes
(AIAA PAPER 854293] p 218 A85-19643
A relaxation approach to patcned-gnd calculations with
the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 854295) p 218 A85-19644
A Navier-Stokes investigation of a circulation control
airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 854300]
 p 219 A85-19649
A study of the effects of numerical dissipation on the
calculation of supersonic separated flows
[ AIAA PAPER 854301] p 219 A85-19650
The computational treatment of supersonic wake flows
in INCOREL
(AIAA PAPER 854304 1
 p219 A85-19653
A three-dimensional Navier-Stokes/Euler code for
blunt-body flow compuiatxwis
(AIAA PAPER 854361) p 220 A65-19696
A Navier-Stokes calculation of 3-D. turbulent flow near
a propeller in a shear flow
(AIAA PAPER 854365] p 220 A8S-19698
Recent advances m computational transonic
Shock waves m transonic channel flows at moderate
Reynolds number
(AIAA PAPER 854369] P 221 A8S- 19702
Navier-Stokes computations of axisymmetnc transonic
flows with a two-equation model of turbulence
(AIAA PAPER 854373] p 221 ASS- 19705
Evaluation of low Reynolds number turbulence models
for attached and separated flows
[AIAA PAPER 854375) p 286 A65- 19706
Progress in development of a Navier-Stokes solver for
evaluation of iced anted performance
(AIAA PAPER 854410] p 222 A8S-19731
Computational particle trajectory analysis on a
3-dtfTtensiortal engine inlet
( AIAA PAPER 854411 1 p 222 ASS- 19732
Thrae dimensional airflow and hydrometeor trajectory
calculation with applications
[AIAA PAPER 854412] P222 ASS- 19733
Shock induced vortices on elliptic cones m supersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 854433) p 223 ASS- 19746
Split-flux-vector solutions of the Euler equations for
three-dimensional configurations
(AIAA PAPER 854434) p 223 A85-19747
Solution method for a hovering helicopter rotor usmg
the Euler equations
(AIAA PAPER 854436] p 223 A85-19749
Trapping of free vortex by avtods with surface suction
(AIAA PAPER 854446] p 224 A85-19755
Evaluation of vortex wake predictions in the SWINT
code
fAlAA PAPER 85-&tSOt p 224 ASS- 19759
A comparative study between an implicit and explicit
algorithm tor transonic airfoils
(AIAA PAPER 854480) p 225 ASS- 19777
A new singular integral method for compressible
potential flow
( AIAA PAPER 854481 ] p 225 ASS- 19778
Efficient self-consistent vocous-mvtscid solutions for
unsteady transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 854482] p 225 ASS- 19779
Gnd adaptation for the 2-0 Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 854484] p 225 A85-19781
Noniteradve three-dimensional gnd generation usmg
p 300 ASS- 19782
*~ for
I AIAA PAPER S5-03S6J p 22f ASS- 19693
The numerical simulation of steady transonic rotational
flow usmg a dual potential formulatxm
[AIAA PAPER 854368] p 221 A85-19701
parabolic partial differential
[AIAA PAPER 854485]
A tftf4M-dmMii5ion
computational fluid dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 854486] p 225 A85- 19783
Application of a vanational method for generating
adaptive grids — for gas dynamics past airfoils
fAWA PAPER 8S4487I p 228 AS5-I97S4
An implicit, conservative, zonal-boundary scheme for
Euler equation calculations
[AIAA PAPER 854488] p 226 ASS- 19785
Simulation of transonic three-dimensional nacelle/inlet
flowfields usmg an Etder/Navier-Stokes algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 854084] p 226 A85-19798
Computatjon of transonic inlet flows — • German thesis
p227 A85-19844
Circulation around truck wings with free vortices —
German tnesa p 227 ASS- 19848
A subdomam finite element method for solving the
conservative full potential equation for transonic profile
flows — German thesis p227 A85-19854
Matrix solution of compressible flow on S(1) surface
Ubuugti 8 tuibont8chin6 D4&OJ8 row with spfittBr vsnos or
tandem Hades p227 A65-20228
Complete three dimensional flow solution of a cascade
incorporating sputter vanes of arbitrary geometry
p228 A85-20230
Calculation and analysis of the inree.dimensonal flow
m centrifugal compressor impellers p 228 A85-20231
A fast algorithm for solving the conservative transonic
SI full potential equation employing non-orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates and non-orthogonal velocity
components p 228 A85-20239
A stream function relaxation iiieUiou* for solving transonic
Si stream surface with respect to non-orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates p 228 A85-20240
Hypersonic multicycle gas iet with a strongly
underexpanded stream at me nozzle section
P229 A8S-20554
Euler computations of AGARD Working Group 07 artod
test cases
[AIAA PAPER 854018] p 229 ASS- 20851
NavHJf-S tokos computations fof tuolic iiirfotls
[AIAA PAPER 854109] p 230 A85-20855
Design of aerodynamic bodies usmg artificial
intelligence/expert system technique
[AIAA PAPER 854112] p 301 AS5-208S6
Recent improvements in efficiency, accuracy, and
convergence for impbcrt approximate factorization
algorithms — M'finpmflt*Of ft* fluid dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 854360] p 230 A85-20S68
A numerical simulation of the NFAC (National Pull-scale
Aerodynamics Complex) open-return wind tunnel inlet
flow
(AIAA PAPER 854437] p 230 A85-20869
Experimental and theoretical analysis of laminar
separation bubbles
[AIAA PAPER 84-22011 p 288 A85-20874
A large-scale computer facility for computational
aerodynamics p 301 A85-21791
Real-gas flowfields about three-dimensional
configurations p 231 A85-21830
Evaluation of a stalled airfoil analysis program
p 231 A85-21848
Experimental results for Reynolds number effects on
trading vomces p 232 A8S-21849
Shock-fitting solution of the supersonic flowfieW m a
rounded internal comer p 232 A85-218S6
Computation of choked and supersonic turtaomacninery
flows by a modified potential method
p 232 A85-218S9
Shock-free turbomacninery blade design
P232 A8S-21864
Catculatxxi of three-dimensional unsteady
incompressible flows by a vortex method
P291 A85-22240
Approximate factorization algorithm for
tnree-dtmensnnal transonic nacelle/inlet flowfield
computations p 314 A85-23392
Thm turbomachmery blade design usmg a finite-volume
method p 314 A8S-23957
An approximate method for calculating flow m the mixing
chambers of bypass engines under conditions of
incompteta moang at gas hows p 350 Aas-23989
Computation of potential flow on S2 stream surface tor
a transonic axial-flow compressor rotor
p31S A85-24091
A multignd method for calculating transonic flows in
cascades p 315 A85-24092
Numencal solutions for transonic stream equations of
flow along SI relative stream surface employing
non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinates and corresponding
velocity components p315 A85-24093
Solution of transonic 31 surface flow by successively
reversing the direction of integration of the stream function
equation p 315 A85-24094
Transonic cascade flow witn given shock shapes solved
by separate supersonic and subsonic computations
p315 A8S-24095
A prediction research of rotating stall in axial
compressors p 316 A85-24097
Computer-aided analysis of the convergence to steady
state of discrete approximations to the Euler equations
p3IS AS5-Z4449
Transonic shock wave • Boundary layer interaction at
a convex wall p317 A85-24800
Application of a two-dimensional gnd solver for
three-dimensional problems — of flows arounq aircraft
configurations P317 A85-25127
A perspective of theoretical and applied computational
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[AO-A148249J p 313 N85-17937
The IMAGE 3 Conference Proceedings
[AD-A148836] p313 N85-17962
Simulating speed and height cues in the C-130 weapon
system trainer
[AO-P004313] p 358 N85-17967
Producing high scene content with perspective validity
[AO-P004314) p3S8 N85-1796B
Geographic subdivision and top level data structures,
Columbus. Magellan, and expanding CIG (Computer Image
Generation) horizons
[AO-P004317] p374 N8S-17971
An overview of the research program at tne visual
technology research simulator
[AD-P004321] p359 N85- 17975
Considerations in an optical vanable acuity display
system
[AD-POO4323] P377 N85-17977
Control systems analysis ptuyittm: A tool for analysis
of the GE-VSCDP (General Sectnc-Visual System
Component Display Program) image display system
[AD-P0043251 p3S6 N85-17979
Ths fibot'Optic h6tfn0t"fnount0d displsy
(AO-P004330) P348 N85-17984
Binocular overlap in a fiber optic helmet mounted
display
[AO-P004331] P348 N85-1798S
Baffled eye and confounded bran or using visual illusions
to tram blind pilots
[AO-P004332] p359 N85-17986
On-board Computer Image Generator (CIG)
applications
[AD-P0043351 p376 N85-17989
CIG (Computer Image Generator) goes to war The
tactical illusion
[AD-P004336] p378 N85-17990
Military applications of me Singer Link-Miles IMAGE
visual system
[AO-P004337] p359 N85-17991
Flight Training Technology for Regional/Commuter
Airline Operations; Regional Airline Association/NASA
Workshop Proceedings
[NASA-CP-2348] p332 N85-1B009
Systems: Problems and Solutions
[AGARD-CP-363] p373 N85-19269
Calendar of selected aeronautical and space meetings
[AGARD-CAL-84/2] p 379 N85-19917
Wildlife Hazards to Aircraft Conference and Training
Workshop: Piocnfirtinrjs
[AD-A148330) p402 N85-19938
Proceedings of the 6th Advanced Aircrew Display
Symposium
(AO-A150044) p419 N85-21160
Proceedings of the Symposium on Electromagnetic
Windows (17th) held at Georgia Inst. of Technology,
Engineering Experiment Station, Atlanta. Georgia on 25-27
July 1984 Part 2
[AD-A149125] p449 N85-21444
Gears and Power Transmission Systems tor Helicopters
and Turboprops
(AGARD-CP-369) p502 N85-23765
Finite Element Methods in South Africa 1983 —
cunfofeficu
(S-332] p536 N85-24863
Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and its Aeroelasnc
Applications
(AGARD-CP-374) p 542 N85-25171
Roundtable on effective use of flight simulators
p593 N85-25190
NASA R and T aerospace plane vehicles: Progress
and plans
[NASA-TM-864291 p 595 N8S-25368
Three-Dimensional Boundary Layers
(AGARD-R-719) p 603 N85-25784
Proceedings of the NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
(NAL-SP-11 p 543 N85-26611
Technical evaluation report on tne Flignt Mechanics
Symposium on Active Control Systems. Review.
Evaluation and Protections
[AGARD-AR-220] p 588 N85-26730
Advanced High Pressure 02/H2 Technology
[NASA-CP-2372I p595 N85-26862
Active Control Systems Review. Evaluation and
Projections
(AGARO-CP-384I p676 N85-27883
Adaptive wall wind tunnels and wall interference
correction methods
[OFVLR-IB-222-84-A-371 p 683 N85-27912
Proceedings of the 9th US Air Force and the Federal
Republic of Germany Data Exchange Agreement Meeting.
Viscous and Interacting Flow Field Effects
(AD-A153020] p699 N8S-28266
Proceedings of Meteorological Motor Glider (MEMO)
Workshop'84
(DFVLR-MITT-85-04) p 914 N85-35542
Proceedings of tne I4tn Army Science Conference
Volume 2. Principal authors I through O
(AD-A149201] p919 N85-35690
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
A reconfigurafjle redundancy management strategy for
a tnplex DFBW system p 35 A85-12361
CONFINEMENT
Behavior of turbulent gas jets in an axisymmetnc
confinement
[NASA-CR-174829) p 581 N85-25265
CONFORMAL MAPPING
An analysis of the flow past an S-shaped rotor by discrete
vortex model p 206 ASS-19405
Grid generation for inlet configurations using conformal
mapping p 474 A85-32633
Wall-interference calculation of wind tunnel with
octagonal sections using conformal mapping method
p592 A85-35750
A conformal mapping suitable for problems involving
interaction between given geometries and known far
fields
[AO-A149050] p 376 N85-19744
Applications of the conformal mapping method to the
solution of mechanical vibrations problems
p 528 N85-23103
Investigation of potential and viscous flow effects
contributing to dynamic stall
[AO-A151696] p602 N85-25773
Generation by conformal mappings of aerofoil sections
and of certain other simple shapes suitable for bom
aerodynamic and stress-concentration problems
(AD-A154901) pai9 N85-33112
CONGRESSIONAL REPORTS
The congressional authorization process as it applies
to aeronautical research and technology
p462 A85-2955S
Aircraft navigation and landing technology Status of
implementation
[GPO-38-615] p97 N85-12883
Satellite navigation
(S-HRG-98-8561 p 246 N85-16851
Semiannual report to Congress on tne effectiveness of
the ovd aviation security program
[AD-A149522] p334 N85-18967
Ultralight aircraft technology and public safety
(GPO-38-948) p405 N85-21131
Legislation to improve airline safety
[GPO-38-222] P40S N85-21132
Wind shosr dotoction tsctinolOQy
(GPO-38-920) P455 N85-21879
The impact of weather on aviation safety
[GPO-35-520] p565 N8S-26685
FAA regulation of 9-seK and under passenger aircraft
[GPO-42-703] p 747 N85-31032
Ststus of 9tt traffic control systofn
(S-HRG-98-1197] p750 N85-31036
Aviation safety (aircraft passenger survrvaoitity and cabin
safety)
[GPO-39-847] p878 N85-34130
CONICAL BODIES
Conical bodies with a star-shaped transverse cross
section, having a reserve of static stability
p 229 A85-20S57
Measured and predicted vortex-induced leeward heating
on a beomc at Macn 6 and 10
(AIAA PAPER 85-1061 ] p 621 A85-37675
Diffraction of a single plane wave by a conical wing
p 623 A85-38483
A-82
SUBJECTINDEX CONTROL SIMULATION
The isolated nature of solutions with a strong attached
shock wave at the edges of a conical wing and a wedge
p623 A85-38488
Flow over a bicorw configuration with an afterbody
compression flap
(AD-A151882) p 603 N8S-2S778
Aerodynamic characteristics of the standard dynamics
model in coning motion at Macn 0 6
[NASA-TM-86717] P 817 N85-32094
CONICAL FLOW
The conditions of physical validity for a supersonic flow
around a conical obstacle with a small aperture
p3 A85-10413
Supersonic flow over a cone with power-law injection
through the cone surface p 3 ASS-10465
Conical flow near external anal comers as a bifurcation
problem P 145 ASS-18676
Approximate factorization schemes for
three-dimensional nonlinear supersonic potential flow
p 145 ASS-18678
A comparison of Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for
supersonic flow over a conical delta wing
(AIAA PAPER 85-0111) p 210 A8S-19526
Shock induced vortices on elliptic cones in supersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-04331 p 223 ASS-19746
Shock-fitting solution of the supersonic flowfield in a
rounded internal comer p 232 A85-218S6
The discussion of the position of conical shock of
axjsymmetnc air intake of supersonic aircraft relative to
the leading edge of the cowl lip p 316 A85-24096
Row field studies on a biconic model in high enthalpy
non-equlibnum flow P 320 A85-254SO
Conical flows near edge breaks of surfaces dividing the
supersonic wake flows of an ideal gas
p389 A85-28441
Nonlinear conical flow — Book p544 A85-34273
Upstream influence m corucally symmetric flow
p548 A85-35153
Computational methods for hypersonic viscous flow over
finite ellipsoid-cones at incidence
[AIAA PAPER 8549251 p620 A8S-37594
Conical similarity of shock/boundary-layer interactions
generated by swept and unswept fins
p626 A85-38984
Adaptive mesh solution for supersonic conical now in
a rectilinear inlet
[AIAA PAPER 85-16261 p714 A85-40732
Inviscid hypersonic flow around a conical flat-top
wing-body combination p 723 A8S-41011
Large-angle cone-shaped bodies in supersonic
three-dimensional stream p 730 AS5-42040
Row Cones for airplane flight test flow visualization
P903 AS5-47085
Conical stagnation points in the flow around an external
comer — delta wings
[VTH-LR-396] p 561 N85-26680
CONICAL NOZZLES
The effect of the pitch of axisymmetnc nozzles on the
efficiency of the nozzle assembly and of the turbine
stage p660 A85-39107
Nozzle wall roughness effects on free-stream nose and
transition in the pilot low-disturbance tunnel
[NASA-TM-S6389] P 910 NS5-34355
CONICAL SCANNING
Spectral characteristics of radar echoes from
aircraft-dispensed chaff p 406 A85-26606
CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD
GMRES acceleration of computational fluid dynamics
codos
[AIAA PAPER 85-1494) p 802 A85-40933
CONNECTORS
Aerodynamic improvement of the reducer of a gas
turbine p6 A85-11840
Fiber optics applications for MIL-STO-1760
[AO-A1511131 P575 N85-252S1
CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
Treatment of supersonic flows with embedded subsonic
regions p 145 ASS-18681
Entropy condition satisfying approximations for the full
potential equation of transonic flow p 385 A85-26916
CONSERVATION LAWS
Periodic motions of generalized conservative
mechanical systems whose equations of motion contain
a large parameter — Russian book p460 A85-30017
Implicit TVO schemes for hyperbolic conservation laws
in curvilinear coordinates
[AIAA PAPER 85-15131 p 721 A85-40948
CONSOLES
The Lockheed Cybernetics Console - An artificial
intelligence tool p 858 A85-43690
CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
Biaxial constitutive equation development for single
crystals
[NASA-CR-1740561 p 65 N85-11862
On thermomechanical testing in support of constitutive
equation development for high temperature alloys
[NASA-CR-174879) p 605 N85-25894
Rrate element analysis of notch behavior using a state
variable constitutive equation p 799 N8S-31548
CONSTRAINTS
Explicit constraint approximation forms m structural
optimization. II • Numerical experiences
p 125 ASS-15608
New performance requirements for MIL-T-259S9
ttedown adjusters p 330 A85-22762
The extended range operation of twin-engined public
transport aircraft I p 881 A8S-49173
Simple nonrestnc&ve arm restraint system
[AD-O0112161 p 14 N8S-10026
Aircraft chocks
[AD-A145135] p38 N85-10077
Design and testing of an energy-absorbing crewseat for
the F/FB-111 aircraft Volume 2: Data from seat
testing
(NASA-CR-3917] p 886 N8S-35184
CONSTRUCTION
Airport site selection and design
[AO-P0041931 p428 N85-19959
Landscape management on airports for reduction of bird
populations
[AO-P004194] P428 N85-19960
Inexpensive multipurpose landscaping
P428 N85-19961
New runway enables IL-76 flights to Tenkeli in far
norm p430 N85-21108
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
Deputy minister on avil aviation construction protects
p517 N85-23692
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Expedient runway surfacing with post tensiomng system
for expeditionary airfields
[AO-O011677) p781 N85-29976
CONTAINERS
Rame radiation and linear heat transfer in a tubular-can
combustor p 663 A85-39580
CONTAINMENT
Fuel containment and damage tolerance for large
composite pnmary aircraft structures. Phase 1: Testing
(NASA-CR-166091] p902 N85-35241
CONTAMINATION
Right evaluation of an insect contamination protection
system for laminar flow wings
[SAE PAPER 850860) p 884 ASS-50102
Contamination and distortion of steady flow field induced
by discrete frequency in aircraft gas turbines
(AO-A147092I p294 N85-16073
CONTINUOUS WAVE RADAR
Doppler effect and its influence on low-altitude CW
altimeters p 106 A85-13971
Applications of FM-CW C02 waveguide laser radar
0334 A85-22650
Radio frequency test facility for evaluation of missile
hardware p 432 A85-28621
CONTINUUM MECHANICS
Fatigue crack growth under variable amplitude loading
P366 A85-23711
CONTOURS
Contour assessment of formed wing panels
[SAE PAPER 850884) p 886 A85-50131
CONTRACT INCENTIVES
Using incentives to improve maintainability
(AO-A153792I p 706 N85-29841
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
Establishing realistic requirements for reliability,
maintainability, and built-in-test p 909 A85-49539
Using incentives to improve maintainability
(AD-A1537921 p 706 N85-29841
CONTRACT NEGOTIATION
USAF negotiating contracts for F100, F110
improvements p 381 A8S-3S448
V-22 Ospray development contract tests new
procurement policy p 541 A85-36421
Using incentives to improve maintainability
[AO-A153792I p 706 N85-29841
CONTRACTORS
Integrated control system engineenng support
(AD-A1497421 p426 N85-21177
The evolution of the U S. helicopter industry
[AO-A154290) p 709 N85-29913
CONTRACTS
The evolution of the U.S. helicopter industry
[AD-A154290] p709 N85-29913
CONTRAROTATING PROPELLERS
The effects of installation on single- and counter-rotation
propeller noise
[AIAA PAPER 84-2263] p 58 A85-10830
Noise of counter-rotation propellers
[AIAA PAPER 84-23051 " p 60 A85-10856
Analysis of counter-rotating propeller performance
[AIAA PAPER 85-00051 p 282 A85-19453
Noise of counter-rotation propellers
p705 A8S-39220
Noise radiation patterns of counter-rotation and
unsteadily loaded single-rotation propellers
p 862 A85-4S840
CONTROL
NASA three-laser airborne differential absorption hdar
system electronics
[NASA-CR-174293) p 298 N8S-17353
Successful control of gulls and other birds at a sanitary
landfill
(AD-P004198) p 453 N85-19965
CONTROL BOARDS
LED multifunction keyboard engineenng study
(AO-A145199] p24 N85-10061
Crew systems and flight station concepts for a 1995
transport aircraft
[NASA-Cn-166068] p 781 N85-29973
CONTROL CONFIGURED VEHICLES
Robust model following system and its application —
for nonlinear aircraft control p 57 ASS-10998
Robust flight control for CCV aircraft
p 172 A85-18715
Design and flight testing of digital direct side-force
control laws p 423 A8S-26430
Approach and landing technologies for STOL fighter
configurations p 414 A85-29254
Computer-aided frequency domain synthesis of a robust
active flutter suppression control law
[AIAA PAPER 85-0754) p511 A85-30373
Effect of active control system nonlineanties on the
L-1011-3(ACS) design gust loads
[AIAA PAPER 85-0755] p 511 A85-30374
Design of a flutter suppression system for an
experimental drone aircraft p 497 A85-32584
Design and microprocessor implementation of an
integrated load alleviation-pitch manoeuvre flight controller
for relaxed stability aircraft p 840 A8S-4SOS2
Synthesis of direct lift control laws via eigenstructure
assignment p 840 A85-4SOS4
Application of frequency domain handling qualities
criteria to the longitudinal landing task
[AIAA PAPER 85-1848) p 842 A85-45877
Reducing landing dispersions through flight control
improvements on a turboprop-powered transport aircraft
(The Lockheed High Technology Test Bed)
[AIAA PAPER 85-1850] p 842 A85-4S879
Flight control law synthesis for an elastic vehicle by
eigenspace assignment
[AIAA PAPER 85-1898] p 846 A85-45970
Application of a new multivanable model-following
method to decoupled flight control p 846 A85-46339
Mission adaptive wing p 828 A85-46499
Further application of output predictive algorithmic
control to terrain following p 894 A85-47734
A 320 to have combined automatic pilot, flight control
system p515 N85-24186
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
Reliability and precision of the actuating mechanisms
of aircraft control systems — Russian book
p355 A85-23723
Multiple sensor — for digital flight control systems
p 763 A85-41017
CONTROL SIMULATION
Model problem concerning the control of the lateral
motion of an aircraft dunng landing p 35 ASS-10451
Conversational time domain analysis for structural
dynamics and control interaction problems
[AIAA PAPER 84-1871] p 57 A85-10562
Computer simulation of hovercraft heave dynamics and
control p66 A85-11665
A modelling approach for autopilot design of a rolling
missile P11S A8S-13691
Simulation in engineenng sciences: Applications to the
automatic control of mechanical and energy systems
Proceedings of the International Symposium. Nantes.
France. May 9-11, 1983 p 131 A85-1S651
The modelling and control of RC helicopter — Radio
Control p 115 A8S-15657
The design of an on-board look-ahead-simulation for
approach p 96 ASS-15658
A fault-tolerant approach to helicopter swashplate
control p 172 ASS-18335
MISI - A general, modular, and interactive flight vehicle
simulation program p 195 ASS-18716
An empirical study of the methodology for real-time air
traffic control system simulation testing
p375 A85-24085
Development of advanced fighter flight controls using
flight simulators
(AIAA PAPER 84-2441 ] p 356 A85-26323
Summer Computer Simulation Conference. 15th,
Vancouver. Canada. July 11-13. 1983. Proceedings
Volumes 142 p 457 A85-28601
Digital simulation of adaptive guidance and control
system of a homing missile p 409 A8S-28604
A-83
CONTROL STABILITY SUBJECT INDEX
Modeling and simulation in missile target tracking
P409 A85-28607
Application of modem control to Dank-to-tum guidance
using digitaj simulation p 423 A85-28608
Fixed step mcnon model p 443 A85-28609
The use of Ada in distributed simulations
P457 A85-28612
Multibus-Based parallel processor for simulation
P457 A85-28613
A functional language approach m nigh-speed digital
simulation p 458 A85-28615
Simulation of aircraft control systems on flight
simulators p 415 AS5-29861
Problems m the simulation ot the automatic flight control
systems of aircraft p424 A85-29864
Check of an electronic model of controlled systems
p459 A85-30122
Time scheduling of a mn of 4O equipped and unequipped
aircraft p483 A85-33278
Simulating the works • From crew input to system
response — integrated airborne weapon systems
[AIAA PAPER 85-1738) p779 A85-40S55
A real tune executive tor me control of a multicomputer
simulation complex
[AIAA PAPER 85-1754) p 802 A8S-40S64
Aircrsft control integration • Methodology and
performance impact
[AIAA PAPER 85-1424) p 775 A85-40839
Aeroservoelastic modeling methodology for active
control simulation p 839 A85-45044
Asymmetnc aeroservoelastic modeling for Active
Control Simulation
f AIAA PAPER 85-18611 p 843 A85-45890
Simulation study of an automatic trim system tor reducing
the control forces on a light twin after an engine failure
[SAE PAPER 850913) p 895 ASS-50124
Modal synthesis of multidimensional Pi-regulators for
obiects with inertia! sections p 529 N85-24064
in-flight investigation of the influence of pitch damping
and pitch control effectiveness on landing approach flying
qualities of statically unstable transport anrafl
(DFVLR-FB-84-121 p 676 N85-27880
A preliminary evaluation of a failure detection fitter for
detecting and identifying control element failures in a
transport aircraft
INASA-TM-87576) • ' P 896 N85-3S204
CONTROL STABILITY
Controllability and observabrfity of linear tone delay
systems p 132 A85-1S654
Optimum parametric control of objects with a lagging
argument p 192 A8S-17058
Une-of-sigrtt reconstruction tor faster homing guidance
p 153 A85-18326
Nonconservative evaluation of uniform stability margins
of multivanable feedback systems p 455 A85-26427
Digital horning guidance - Stability vs performance
tradeoffs p406 A85-26440
A muitiloQp robust controller design study using singular
value gradients p 703 A85-39564
Time-domain stability robustness measures tor linear
regulators p 703 A85-39565
Analysis of missile control system stability with Monte
Carlo method p 776 A85-42438
Application of a new type of pole collocation equations
to designing me control law of a bHnput-multi-output
system p804 A85-43240
Sensitivity analysis of automatic night control systems
using singular value concepts
[AIAA PAPER 85-1899) p 844 A85-45914
Stability robustness improvement using constrained
optimization techniques
[AIAA PAPER 85-1931) p 859 A85-45930
1984 American Control Conference. San Diego. CA.
June 6-8. 1984. Proceedings. Volumes 1. 2 A 3
p918 A8S-47676
Design ot a pitch onenlauon control system for aircraft
control in stall region p 893 A85-47701
Wind-tunnel investigation of a full-scale
canard-configured general aviation airplane
(NASA-TP-2382) P39S N8S-19925
Static longitudinal stability and control characteristics
of the Fokker F27 Friendship calculated by simple
handbook methods
fVTH-Lfl-394] p 588 N85-26728
CONTROL STICKS
Investigation of limb-sidestick dynamic interaction with
roll control
[AIAA PAPER 85-1853] p 843 A8S-45882
BtodvnafTnc resistant control stick
[AD-O0113B01 P259 N85-15721
CONTROL SURFACES
Dynamics of spatial motion ot an aeroplane with
detormable controls p 115 A85-15716
Analysis of longitudinal natural vibrations of an aeroplane
with moving detormable control surfaces
p115 A85-15718
Design and manufacture ot composite control
surfaces p312 A85-26304
Measured and calculated airloads on a transport wing
model P392 AS5-29263
Active vibration suppression of a cantilever wing
p497 A85-32344
Right control system technology in the cnri transport
aircraft (Airbus-Program) • Status and key points of new
development requirements
[DGLH PAPER 84489) p 775 A85-40308
Unsteady aerodynamics on the ZKP large-scale model
as a result ot rapid control-surface motion
[DGLR PAPER 84-130) p 710 A85-40342
Use of me pseudo-inverse tor design of a reconfigurable
fbght control system
[AIAA PAPER 85-1900) p 844 A8S-45915
The application of me detection filter to aircraft control
surface and actuator failure detection and isolation
[AIAA PAPER 85-1973) p 845 AB5-45954
Analysa of asymmetric natural vibrations of an aeroplane
with moving deformable control surfaces
p883 A85-49672
Analysts of natural vibrations of a deformable aeroplane
with fixed control systems p 883 A85-49673
Integral equation of lifting surfaces in Laplace domain
and analytic continuation of its pressure kernel
(NAL-TR-795T) p9 N85-10009
Advanced composite stabdaer tor Boeing 737 aircraft
(NASA-CR-168451) P21 N85-10934
Improvement of Aerodynamic Performance Through
Boundary Layer Control and High Lift Systems
[AGARO-CP-365] P204 N85-16771
Transonic steady- and unsteady-pressure
measurements on a high-aspect-raoo supercritical-wing
model with oscillating control surfaces
[NASA-TM-818881 p 327 N85-18003
Subsonic and transonic pressure measurements on a
rngh-aspect-rabo supercritical-wing model with oscillating
control surfaces
[NASA-TM-83201] p 327 N85-18004
Wind-tunnel investigation of a full-scale
canard-configured general aviation airplane
[NASA-TP-2382I p 395 1485-19925
Mutt/variable control law design for the AFTVF-16 with
a faded control surface
[AO-A151908) p586 M85-25271
Harrier p 576 N85-26S9S
Flight control system reconfiguration design using
quantitative feedback theory
[AO-A151771] p587 N85-26722
The aerodynamics of controls p 590 1485-26748
X-29 digital flight cuiiuul system design
p677 N85-27889
The aerodynamics of control p 679 N85-27901
Method ot calculating separation flow of subsonic gas
stream around wings p 636 N85-28161
A study of aerodynamic control m stalled flight
leading-edge vortex formation analysis
[AO-A153758) p 638 N85-28928
Gust load alleviation of a cantdevered rectangular elastic
wing. Wind tunnel experiment and analysis
(NAK-TR-S61 p 681 N8S-28950
CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN
Computer simulation of hovercraft heave dynamics and
control p66 A85-11665
Multi-fate digital flight control systems
p35 A85-12360
A reconfigurable redundancy management strategy for
a triplex DFBW system p 35 A85-12361
YF16-CCV multivanable flight control design with
uncertain parameters p 114 A85-13681
A modelling approach for autopdot design ot a rolling
rressde p 115 AB5-13691
Thud generation digital flight controls
P170 A8S-17230
Backup modes for the F/A-18 digital flight control
system
[AIAA PAPER 84-2622) p171 A85-17819
A highly monitored dtg*al flight cuiiuul system for the
AV-8B Hamer II
(AIAA PAPER 84-2624) p 171 ASS-17821
Multivanable conuol system design techniques - An
application to a short takeoff and landing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2625) p 171 A85-17822
Aircraft automatic digital flight control system with
inversion ot the model in the teed-fonvard path
(AIAA PAPER 84-2627) p 171 ASS-17823
Uttrareliable fault-tolerant control systems
(AIAA PAPER 84-2650) p 194 ASS-17837
Optimal simultaneous structural and control design of
maneuvering flexible spacecraft p 177 ASS-18338
Model reduction of control systems
(AFWAL-TM-83-183-FIGC) p 195 ASS-18350
Investigations tor the use of an active control in aircraft
— German thesa p 269 ASS-19828
The development of digital attitude controllers - Its past
present and future . p 302 A85-22449
A design methodology tor pitch pointing flight control
systems p 423 A85-26429
Information approach to fixed-gain design
p455 A85-26608
Design of compensation schemes for a
nonmramum-priase multivanable plant
p 458 A85-28810
Aircraft control systems - A proiection to the year
2000 P424 A85-29125
Chock ot an electronic mod64 of controlled systems
p459 A85-30122
The application ot the optimal model-following, method
to the design of elevator controllers p5li A85-31342
A piloted simulator investigation of decoupling
helicopters by using a model following control system
P511 A85-31955
The AH-64 Back-Up Control System
p512 A85-32000
Development and evaluation of a generic active
helicopter vibration controller p 496 A85-32004
Advanced AFCS developments on the XV-15 bit rotor
research aircraft — Automatic Right Control System
p512 A85-32013
Active (tuner suppression using eigenspace and linear
quadratic design techniques p512 ABS-32779
An Optimal. Propomonal-plus-lmegral/Tracking control
law for aircraft applications p513 A85-332B2
Sensitivity reduction and robust tracking with application
to aircraft control p513 A85-33283
Shortcomings of modem control as applied to fighter
flight control design pS13 A85-33300
Output feedback design tor aircraft with ill-conditioned
dynamics p 536 A85-33303
A robust pitch pointing control law
p 513 A85-33304
Robotic drilling of acrylic windshields and canopies for
fighter aircraft p 703 A85-37396
Automatic flight control system (AFCS) of helicopter
using an optical control algorithm p 674 A85-38384
Time-domain stability robustness measures for linear
regulators p 703 AS5-39565
Development and evaluation of an integrated flight and
propulsion control system
(AIAA PAPER 85-1423) p 669 A85-39771
Optimization of control systems using the mintmax
criterion — Russian book p 801 A85-39975
Pipeline control system with high safety reliability — tor
transportation ot aviation fuels p 778 A85-40543
Flight control systems and sensors for sir transport
p 775 A85-41014
Flight M^vuoJ technology in ir&nsport
p775 ASS-41015
Multiple sensor — for digital flight control systems
p763 A85-41017
Optical technology for flight control systems
p 776 A85-41019
New functional requirement to aero-engine control
system p 766 A85-«1030
Development of low cost digital control system for small
gas turbine engine p 769 A85-41839
Aeroservoelastic modeling methodology for active
control simulation p 839 A85-4S044
Robustness enhancement for LOG digital flight
p 840 A85-45048
A robust flight control design for the C-135 aircraft
Horowitz's method p 840 A85-45049
Design ot direct digital flight-mode conuol systems for
nigh-performance aircraft with multiple actuator
norWineantes p 840 A85-45051
Multivanable digital flight control design of the X-29A
usng output feedback p 840 A85-45053
Synthesis of direct lift control laws vis eigen structure
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The effect of quality of gas jet mixing in the mixing
chamber of a subsonic jet pump on the diffuser
performance p 442 A85-28374
Analysis of unsteady invtsad diffuser flow with a shock
wave p 580 AS5-34010
A former assessment of numencal annular dump diffuser
flow calculations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1440] 0633 A85-39779
Rowhotd and performance measurements in a vaned
radial diffuser
(ASME PAPER 84-WA/FM-7] p 634 A85-39876
Numerical calculation of flow field in afterburner diffuser
of turbotan engine p 772 A85-43244
Turbo fluid machinery and ditfusers
[NASA-TM-77467] P 298 N85-17363
Mathematical modeling of the AEDC (Arnold Engineering
Development Center) propulsion wind tunnel (16T)
[AD-A1S1293] P593 N8S-25275
DIFFUSIOI*
A conuTMfit on controlled diffusion &tftoil
p723 A85-40996
Study of controlled diffusion stator blading
(NASA-CR-167995) p 354 N85-180S8
Strudess diffuser for gas turbine engine
[AO-CO11662] p672 N85-28943
DIFFUSION FLAMES
Computation of me aerothormodynarme find of lammar
diffusion flames p 41 A85-10S57
A standard a*rcraft diffusion flame* Spectral
characteristics and a feasibility study for developing an
alternate calibration source for aircraft optical fire detection
systems
[AD-A150231] P520 N85-22768
DIFFUSION WELDING
Technical and economical aspects in manufactunng
aviation and space components by using superplastic
forming (SPF) and/or superplastic forming/diffusion
bonding (SPF/DB)
[MBB-BB-572-84-OE] p 181 A85-160S7
Essential design features of A310
[SAWE PAPER 1S69) p 160 A8S-18821
Pilot production of superplasncaliy formed/diffusion
bonded T-38 mam landing gear doors
[AIAA PAPER 344933] p 616 A85-39214
MSB uses superptasdc forming, diffusion bonding for
alloys p446 N85-20177
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DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEMS
Design and Ilignt testing of digital direct side-lores
control laws p 423 A85-26430
An Optimal. ProporoonaH)lus-lntegral/Tracking control
law for aircraft applications p 513 A85-33282
Design of fast norwnteracting digital flight-mode control
systems for high-performance aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 85-1903) p 846 A85-45974
Closing the design loop on HiMAT (highly maneuverable
aircraft technology)
[NASA-TM-8S9231 P 182 N85-14836
Robustness of discrete-time dynamical systems:
Application to the rflultrvanable digital control of combat
aircraft
(ONER A-NT-1984-21 Q425 N85-19988
Application of AFT1/F-16 task-tailored control modes in
advanced mulbrole fighters p 677 N85-27888
X-Z9 digital flight control system design
p 677 N85-27889
Some flight test results with redundant digital flight
control systems P 678 N85-27892
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
Investigation of the semiautomatic control of an aircraft
using timer redundancy in onboard digital computers of
the flight-path control system p35 A85-10470
Digital computer architecture as applied to an advanced
night control system
[AIAA PAPER 85-1949) p 846 A85-45987
Genenc fault-tolerance techniques for critical avionics
systems
[AIAA PAPER 85-1380) p 860 A8S-45973
Development and Might evaluation of an augmented
stability active controls concept Executive summary
[NASA-CR-1660091 P 37 N85-11006
Turbine blade damping study, introduction
p 113 N85-12891
Investigation of semiautomatic aircraft control processes
employing time redundancy in on-Board digital trajectory
control computers P 270 N85-16048
Automatic land vehicle navigation using road map
data
[DE84-017178] p338 N85-18043
Interface specifications for SCR (Software Cost
Reduction) (A-7E) extended computer module, revised
[AO-A149948] P 459 N85-22024
An update of experience on trie fly by wire Jaguar
equipped with a full-time digital flight control system
p678 N85-27893
Operational and developmental experience with the
F/A-18A digital flight control system
p 678 N8S-27895
night testing and development of the F/A-18A digital
flight control system p 678 N85-27896
DIGITAL DATA
Remote maintenance monitoring using a digital data
link
[AIAA PAPER 84-2677] p 152 A85-17877
Defense Mapping Agency digital data bases — new
sub-systems for currant and near operational aircraft
p 821 A85-44988
Evaluation of Defense Mapping Agency Level V high
resolution data for training simulator applications
p849 A85-45119
DIGITAL FILTERS
Application of digital signal processing to a low data
rate communications receiver
[AIAA PAPER 84-2652] p 183 A85-17839
DIGITAL INTEGRATORS
Rotorcraft digital advanced avionics system (RODAAS)
functional descnpdor)
[NASA-CR-166611] p 568 N85-25237
DIGITAL NAVIGATION
Computer optimrted TACAN navigation for high
performance aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2436] p 92 A85-13531
Flight cndcal system design guidelines and validation
methods
I AIAA PAPER 84-24811 p 113 A8S-13548
Navigation processing of the Flight Management
Computer System for the Boeing 737-300
p93 ASS-1*827
Automated benchmark generation based upon a
specification language
[AIAA PAPER 84-2607] p 194 ASS-17849
A method for testing a digital flight control system without
the use of ground support equipment
[AIAA PAPER 84-2604] p 172 A85-17851
Integrated navigation p 245 A85-21461
Trends in digital flight control systems
p 269 A8S-21465
The Geostar position determination and digital message
system p 487 A85-32219
Marriage of menial-reference and air-data systems now
assured p 488 A85-32486
A comparison of several digital map-aided navigation
techniques p 642 A8S-37829
Description and test methods for a frequency output
accelerometer p 694 A85-38536
System engineering takes the byte out of MIL-STO-1553
— avionics data bus p 832 AB5-44999
Technology considerations of Integrated
Communication Navigation Identification Avionics
(ICNIA) p823 A85-45131
DIGITAL RADAR SYSTEMS
A new digital X-band SLAH p 46 ASS-10263
An algorithm for radrametnc and geometric correction
of digital SLAB data p 56 A85-11216
The APG-66 radar and its derivative applications
[AIAA PAPER 84-2609) p 150 ASS-17313
Ramp's new pnmary surveillance radar — Radar
Modernization Protect p 153 A85-18145
Digital homing guidance - Stability vs performance
tradeoffs p406 A85-26440
Design of a new airport surveillance radar (ASR-9)
p408 A85-27832
Airport surface detection equipment
0408 A85-27833
The SDF - A radar avionics software development
environment p 858 A85-45068
Preventing collisions in air traffic - A system analysis
with special emphasis on transponder-assisted on-board
systems with selective addressing — German thesis
9834 A.85-4552A
Construction of a special computer for image production
using synthetic aperture radar — German thesis
p834 A85-45550
DIGITAL SIMULATION
A digital simulation study of 2-dimensonal flutter active
suppression system p 172 A85-18280
NAS - Supercomputing master tool for aeronautics —
Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation p 195 A8S-18442
Considerations in level of fidelity in real-time avromc
system simulations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2437] p 338 A85-26322
Digital simulation ot adaptive guidance and control
system of a homing missile p 409 A85-28604
Application of modem control to bank-to-tum guidance
using digital simulation p 423 A85-28608
Fixed step friction model p 443 A85-28609
The use of Ada in distributed simulations
p457 A85-28612
Multibus-bawd parallel processor for simulation
p457 A85-28613
A functional language approach in high-speed digital
simulation p 458 A85-2B815
An approach to adaptive autopilot synthesis, with
stabilization of a single-rotor helicopter used as an
example p584 A85-36573
A comparison of several digital map-aided navigation
techniques pS42 A85-37829
Optimal generalized muinstep integration formulae for
real-time digital simulation
[AIAA PAPER 85-1740] p 802 A85-40S56
Turbofan-engine nonrecoverable stall
computer-simulation development and validation
[AIAA PAPER 85-14321 p 765 A85-40840
Geographic subdivision and top level data structures,
Columbus. Magellan, and expanding CIG (Computer Image
Generation) horizons
(AD-P004317) p374 N85-17971
A preliminary evaluation of a failure detection filter for
detecting and identifying control element failures in a
transport aircraft
[NASA-TM-87S761 p 896 N85-35204
DIGITAL SYSTEMS
Mulb-rate digital flight control systems
p35 A85-12380
Integrated modular flight control - Costs and benefits
[AIAA PAPER 84-2490] p 114 A85-13564
Communication control group technology insertion lor
theSOA p93 A85-14454
Digital Avionics Systems Conference. 6th, Baltimore,
MO. December 3-6.1984, Proceedings
p 137 A85-17801
Digital fuel quantity indicating system for aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2602) p 163 A8S-1780S
Architectural solutions to safety problems of digital flight
Cnbca) system* for commercial transports
(AIAA PAPER 84-2603] p 193 ASS-17806
Applications of air-ground-air digital communication
system ACARSMIRCOM
(AIAA PAPER 84-2604] p 150 A85-17807
An overview of the digital avionics assessment activities
being conducted by the Federal Aviation Administration
at NASA-Ames Research Center
(AIAA PAPER 84-2605] p 163 A85-17808
Current and future general aviation EFIS developments
— electronic flight instrumentation systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-2642] p 164 A85-17831
The impact of advanced computational techniques on
digital avionics signal processor performance
[AIAA PAPER 84-26531 p 194 ASS-17840
Gate array, standard cell, and fully custom - Building
blocks for the digital avionics designer
[ AIAA PAPER 84-2711) p 184 A85-17880
A terrain data/digital map system for LHX — Light
Helicopter
[AIAA PAPER 84-27231 p 152 A85-17885
The de-ia vu of all electnc/all digital aircraft — future
integrated system technology of commercial and military
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2739) p 157 A8S-17893
An assessment ot the 1990 digital/elecmc airplane
[AIAA PAPER 84-2740] P 157 A85-17894
Predicted performance benefits of an adaptive digital
engine control system on an F-15 airplane
tAIAA PAPER 85-02551 P 263 A85-19801
Adaptrwty and design cntena of a latest-generation MTO
processor p 336 A8S-25105
Living with BCAS - Operational expenence to date on
the 757 and 767 — Engine Indication and Crew Alerting
System
[SAE PAPER 8415061 P 352 A85-2S981
The Expeditionary Test Set - A fresh approach to
automatic testing p 439 A85-26800
Enhancing the F-111 avionics intermediate shop with
dynamic test stations p 381 A85-26834
Flight testing the Digital Electronic Engine Control
(DEEQ A unique management expenence
P420 A85-28636
PADDS - A Portable Airborne Digital Data System
p418 A85-28652
Uses of a digital electronic theodolite system in a weapon
separation program p 418 A85-286S5
F-14D tor digital p 492 A85-30572
Low cost GPS receiver design considerations
p 485 A85-32195
A GPS fast acquisition receiver p 486 A85-32205
High dynamic, low volume GPS receiver
p487 A85-32206
Design of digital flight control systems for helicopters
p673 A85-37195
Integrated flight/propulsion control • Adaptive engine
control systefn mods '
[AIAA PAPER 85-1425] p 669 ' A85-39772
Aircraft flight recorder system p 762 A85-40979
Multiple sensor — for digital flight control systems
p 763 A85-41017
A digital interface for flight simulator cockpits
[AIAA PAPER 85-1755] f 780 A85-42667
Microwave receivers enter a new era
p 821 A85-4407Q
Digital map products and the avionics requirement - Can
DMA meet the challenge? p 821 A85-44989
F-15 digital map feasibility demonstration system
9 832 A85-44990
Integrated Terrain Access/Retrieval System
p832 A85-44992
Future electronic map systems p 832 A85-44993
Digital signal processing utilizing a genenc instruction
set p854 A85-4S006
A Standard Central Air Data Computer (SCADC) witn
worldwide applications p 833 A8S-45028
Meeting the electric power needs for aircraft digital
electronics p 835 A85-4S036
Integrated flight/propulsion control - HIOEC modes
p839 A85-45042
Robustness enhancement for LOG digital flight
controller design p 840 A8S-45048
Real-time analysis of a digital muitiloop flight control
system p840 A85-45050
Design and microprocessor implementation of an
integrated load alleviation-pitch manoeuvre flight controller
for relaxed stability aircraft p 840 A85-450S2
Multrvanable digital flight control design ot the X-29A
using output feedback p 840 A85-45053
A control law for the sell-repainng/digital flight control
system p 841 A8S-4S057
A concept for more test time on flight software
p858 A85-45076
Error corrective coding for MIL-STO-15538 aircraft
stores management systems p 823 A85-45127
Feasibility of a UHF/TDM communications link for the
worldwide airborne command post (WWABNCP) system
p823 A85-4S133
Digital flight control and avionics integration
techniques p 834 A85-45156
Integration of digital aircraft controls • Benefits and
dangers
[AIAA PAPER 85-1951 ] p 851 A8S-45937
The use of Ada in digital flight control systems
[AIAA PAPER 85-1953] p 834 A85-4S939
Design for an Ada-based architecture for critical flight
controls
[AIAA PAPER 85-1954] p 859 A85-45940
JA-37 Digital Automatic Flight Control System (DAFCS)
operational maintenance expenence
(AIAA PAPER 85-1913] p 849 A85-45972
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An adaptive control of an electro-hydraulic position
control system p 893 A85-47702
A user's view of CARE HI — computer aided reliability
estimation p 918 A8S-49570
improved capabilities of the new general aviation digital
autopilots
[ SAE PAPER 8509141 p 895 A85-50125
Design of a digital nde quality augmentation system for
commuter aircraft
[NASA-CR-172419) p20 N85-10037
Expert systems m maintenance diagnostics for
self-repair of digital ttigm control systems
|AO-P003933| pS8 N6S-11613
Hign-temperature optically activated GaAs power
switching for aircraft digital electronic control
(NASA-CR-174711) p 116 N85-12901
The effect of anrafl generated electromagnetic
interference (EMI) on future avnncs systems: A
compendium
I AD-A146380] p 189 N85-15101
Systems study for an Integrated Digital-Secmc Aircraft
(IDEA)
[NASA-CH-3840! p255 N85-15714
Predicted performance benefits of an adaptive digital
engine control system of an F-15 airplane
[NASA.TM459161 p 265 N8S-15729
experience of one UK oloctronic equipment suppber with
otte on engine/flight control systems over the past ten
years p296 N85-18738
A Uj^ itAl piloting system for the combat helicopter
p260 N85-16806
Integrated digital/electric aircraft concepts study
[NASA-CR-3841] p257 N85-16861
Design of a digital nde quality augmentation system for
commuter aircraft
(AD-A148233] P271 N85-16879
Transdigrazer for relaying signals from Global Positioning
System (GPS) satellites
(AO-0011442) p339 N85-18970
Integrated control system engineering support
| AD-A149742] p426 N85-21177
Testing of the digital flight control system of the German
CCV fighter experimental aircraft p 514 N85-22361
Rotorcraft digital advanced avomcs system (Rodaas)
0576 N8S-26608
Application of AFTI/F-16 task-tailored control mode* m
advanced multirole fighters p 589 N85-26735
X-29A digital flight control system design
p5B9 N85-28738
Some flight test results with redundant digital flight
control systems p 589 N8S-26739
An update on e>penenee on the fly by wire Jaguar
equipped with a full-time digital flight cunuul system
p589 N85-26740
Operational and developmental experience with the
F/A-18A digital flight control system
pS89 N85-28742
Plight testing and development of the F/A-18A digital
flight control system p 590 N85-26743
Automatic flight control modes for the AFTI/F-111
mission adaptive wmg aircraft p 591 N85-26756
Certifying complex digital systems on owl aviation
aircraft P680 N8S-27907
Energy Efficient Engine (E3) controls and accessories
detail design report
(NASA-CR-168017) p 772 N85-29957
Performance improvemena of a highly integrated digital
electronic control system for an F-15 airplane
(NASA-TM-88748] p 837 N8S-32120
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
Third generation digital flight controls
p 170 A85-17230
A nighty monitored digital flight control systsin for the
AV-88 Hamer II
(AIAA PAPER 84-2624] p 171 A85-17821
Aircraft automatic digital flight control system with
inversion of the model in the feed-forward path
(AIAA PAPER 84-2627] p 171 ASS-17823
Accuracies of digital engine monitoring piu»eii by
performance
[AIAA PAPER 84-2753] p 166 A85-17901
Application of digits) mterferograin evaluation
techniques to the measurement of three-dimensional flow
fields
(AIAA PAPER 85-0037] p 288 A85-20852
The development of digital attitude controllers - its past,
present and future p 302 A85-22449
Introduction into commercial service for electronic
controls used on largo turoof an engines
[SAE PAPER 841507] p3S2 A85-25982
Passive navigation by tnangutauon and tracking of
urxBsdnguunea features m successive high-resolution
images p642 A85-37830
The development of a hardware-avthe loop engine
simulation facility
(AIAA PAPER 85-1293] p 682 A85-39706
The Dynamic Data Analyzer (DOA). an aircraft
aero-propulsion digital analysis tool
(AIAA PAPER 85-1212] p 779 A85-40821
Fault detection and accommodation testing on an F100
engine m an F-15 airplane — digital engine control
system
(AIAA PAPER 85-1294] p 765 A85-40830
Development of low cost digital control system for small
gas turbine engine p 769 A85-41839
Development of a simulator facility for helicopter
av-to-air combat
[AIAA PAPER 85-1733] p 780 A85-42662
Digital fringe reduction techniques applied to the
measurement of three dimensional transonic flow fields
p907 A85-48521
SAmianafytic modeling of aerodynafruc shapes
[NASA-TP-2413] p398 N85-21120
DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTERS
A graphical approach to understanding and preventing
me phenomenon of abasmg P858 A85-«504i
DIGITAL TRANSDUCERS
Digital optical transducers for helicopter flight control
systems p368 A85-25331
Advanced av data system concepts
p833 A85-45027
DILUTION
Dilution zone mmng studies p33 N85-10984
Odudon r9t mmng p 33 N85-10985
Development of a temperature measurement system
with application to a let m a cross flow experiment
(NASA-CR-174896) p 581 N8S-25262
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
Computation of three-dimensional shock wave and
boundary-layer interactions
[NASA-TM-86780] p911 N8S-35372
OIPOLE ANTENNAS
Tactical HF communication for military helicopters using
the NVIS mode p 297 N8S-16807
Artificial and natural icing tests YEH-60A quick fix
holicuuiui
[AD-A155147] p830 N85-32116
DIPOLES
Oilliaclimi of a baffled dipole - Frequency dependence
p611 A85-33915
DIRECT CURRENT
Putsewidtn modulated speed control of brushiess dc
p502 N85-23759
[AD-A1S1966] p607 N85-27148
DIRECT UFT CONTROLS
Synthesis of direct lift conuul laws via eigenstnjcture
assignment p 640 A85-45054
Low-speed characteristics of a circulation cuiiuol airfoil
with AFT camber and a spiral trading edge
(AO-A150851] p481 N8S-23725
Basic consideration of me lifting capability of stoppage
I'OtOI'S
[AO-A1S0850]
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
Reflector antennas with directional effect m the
near-field Characteristics and applications — German
mesa p 287 A8S-19837
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
Handltng*<)ualitie8 iff¥fl3tKjaPoft of conventional
helicopter directional control characteristics
(AIAA PAPER 85-1947) p 845 A85-45936
Relative control effectiveness technique with application
to airplane control coordination
(NASA-TP-2416) p 501 N85-23753
Controller roQuvoments for uncoupled aircraft motion,
volume 1
[AO-A1S3173] p675 N85-27878
DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION (CRYSTALS)
Performance assessment of exothermic compounds for
directional solidification p 596 A85-34201
Superalloy rmcrostructural variations induced by gravity
level during directional soMrficaOon p 900 A85-48274
Materials for advanced turbine engines. Pro)ect2: Rene
150 duecliunally solidified superalloy turbine blades.
votum«2
[NASA-CR-167993] p 112 N8S-120S9
Direcoonally solidified gas turbine alloys
(PNR-90264) p 901 N85-34279
DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
Theory of wmg rocK
[AIAA PAPER 85-0199] p 268 ASS-19583
Theory of wng rock p 895 A8S-49139
DIRECTORS (ANTENNA ELEMENTS)
Studies in fin-line antenna design for imaging array
applications p 526 A8S-33245
DISCIPLINING
Judgment and discipline • Recipe for survival
p 241 A85-21582
DISCONNECT DEVICES
A robotic quick disconnect wnst tor aircraft bulkhead
inspection
(AIAA PAPER 85-0700) p 534 A85-30267
Torso restraint system
[AO-O011609] P564 N85-266S4
DiscoNTiNurrY
Studies on the interference of wings and propeller
slipstreams
(NASA-CH-175753] p 557 N85-25210
DISCRETE FUNCTIONS
Discrete modifications to continuous dynamic structural
systems p 372 N85-18410
DISKS (SHAPES)
A fault-tolerant approach to helicopter swashplate
control p 172 A85-18335
An analysis of me resistance of two disks m turbulent
flow of an incompressible fluid p 390 A85-28466
Explosive forming of low carboon steel sheet into a
stepped disc shape p 694 A85-3S169
Hot isostaocally pressed manufacture of high strength
MERL 76 disk and seal shapes
[NASA-Cn-165550) p4S N85-11225
Basic study of bladed dak structural response
[AD-A148226] p 112 N85-12061
DISPENSERS
Short-range arraarmor flight vehicles of tne
Apache/CWS family
(DGlfl PAPER 84-125] p 707 A65-40338
DISPERSING
Dispersion strengthened atummum extrusions
p 786 A65-43143
DISPLACEMENT
A study of crashworthiness of light aircraft fuselage
structures: A numerical and experimental investigation
[UTIAS-286] p 149 N85-14803
The collected data for ramp function tests on a NACA
23012 aerofoil Volume 1 Description and pressure
data
[GU-AEBO-8413-VOL-1 ] p875 N85-34123
DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT
A new method tor determining threshold values of creep
crack growth p SO ASS-11669
DISPLAY DEVICES
Volume phase holograms and their application to avramc
displays p 47 A85-10634
Looking around at visuals — for flight simulation
p 123 ASS-13898
The automated cockpit improves hands-off
performance p 106 A85-14017
Current and future general aviation EFIS developments
-~ ulecti uf in flight instrumentation systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-2642] p 164 A85-17831
Software controlled display/pushbutton — for avionics
[AIAA PAPER 84-2657] p 164 AS5-17844
Recant advances in electroluminescent displays
applicable to future crew-station interfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-2663] p 164 A85-17845
alpha-Si addressed liquid crystal aircraft display
[AIAA PAPER 84-2659] p 165 A85-17846
An advanced media interface for control of modern
transport aircraft navigational systems
(AIAA PAPER 84-2686] p 165 ASS-17865
Micro-cased control and display research — using fligm
simulators
[AIAA PAPER 84-2688] p 165 A85-17867
Modem announcement methods in air terminals
p 175 ASS-18868
The Cockpit Display of Traffic Information and the Threat
Alert and Collision Avoidance System integration • A
review p 259 A85-21559
Contemporary problems in airborne displays
P346 A85-22593
Integration of advanced displays. FMS. speech
recognition and data Imk p 407 A85-27605
Computer uiidei standing of air traffic control displays
P488 A6S-32498
Right instrumentation p 578 A85-3458S
Terrain/wire and wirelike obstacles warning, system for
helicopters p6S5 A85-38363
Advanced avionics management system prevents pilots
from being swamped by information overload
P655 A85-38401
Advanced Aircrew Display Symposium. 6tn. Patuxem
River. MO. May 15. 16. 1984. Proceedings
P655 A85-38951
A systematic program for the development and
evaluation of airborne color display systems
P655 A85-38952
Airborne oloctronic color displays • A review of UK activity
smca 1981 p 656 A8S-38953
Color CRT in the F-15 p 656 A85-38954
Integration of sensor and display subsystems
p656 A8S-38955
Modernizing engine displays p 658 A8S-38956
Display technology and the role of human factors
p656 A85-38957
Pictorial format program - Past, present, and future
P656 A85-389S8
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The Command Right Path Display • All weather, all
masons P656 A8S-38959
An argument lor standardization in modem aircraft crew
stations P 657 A85-38961
Specific differences in future cockpit design due to civil
and military applications P 762 A85-40347
A simulated infrared model board
(AIAA PAPER 85-1748] P 789 A8S-40560
Interaction between display dynamics and handling
qualities in manual control tasks
(AIAA PAPER 85-1805] P 838 A85-43855
The Icarus multicolor visual display system for fighter
aircraft P 831 A85-44051
Information displays for piloting modem aircraft
p825 A85-44238
Information displays in the modem aircraft - The
equipment manufacturer's point of view
p 831 A85-44240
Effects of specification on airborne display hardware
p833 A8S-45102
A quantitative measure of monochrome CRT displays
— for aircraft cockpits p 833 A85-45103
Flight evaluation of highly augmented controls and
electronic displays for precision approach and landing of
powered-lift aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1944] p 827 A85-»5934
Predictor laws for pictorial flight displays
p824 A85-46326
Row visualization using computer-generated color video
displays of flow field survey data p 903 A85-47099
The display subsystem in the aircraft simulator • Simulate
or stimulate? P897 A85-49004
Head-up displays for general aviation
[SAE PAPER 850902] P 889 A85-50119
Peripheral Vision Horizon Display (PVHO)
[NASA-CP-2306] p 23 N85-10044
Peripheral vision honzon display on the single seat night
attack A-10 p23 N85-10053
Extracts from the test plan for in-flight evaluation of the
NT-33A peripheral vision display p 23 N85-10055
NASA Ames-Oryden T-37 demonstration comments
p 23 N85-10056
Early Air Force Right Test Center (AFFTC) experience
with Peripheral Vision Honzon Displays (PVHO)
p24 N85-10057
Peripheral vision displays: The future
p24 N85-10058
A production peripheral vision display system
p 24 N85-10059
A preliminary flight evaluation of the peripheral vision
display usmg the NT-33A aircraft
[AO-AU5123] p24 N85-10060
LED multifunction keyboard engineering study
(AD-A145199) P24 N85-10061
Content, variety, and augmentation of simulated visual
scenes for teaching air-to-ground attack
[AO-A145218] p 38 N85-10080
Command flight path display. Phase I and II- Appendix
F
(AD-AU5858) p 107 N85-1205S
A comparative evaluation of EMADS (Engine Monitoring
and Display System) and conventional engine
instruments
[AD-A14S901] P112 N8S-12080
System status display information
INASA-CP.-172347] p 107 N85-12889
Display Techniques for Advanced Crew Stations
(DTACS). Phase V Display techniques study
[AD-A146922] p 259 N85-15722
Built-in-test for first line testing p 202 N85-16739
A Computer-generated topographic display system for
navigation and mission planning in helicopters
P259 N85-16800
Map display for helicopters p 259 N85-16801
Integration of sensor fusion in advanced helicopter
cockpit design p260 N85-16813
Flight research on visusl aids and navigation equipment
for helicopter low-level flight at night
p 261 N85-16820
A cockpit-display concept for executing a multiple
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Design and test of a four channel motor tor
electromechanical flight control actuation
[NASA-CR-171838] p 297 N85-17294
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
Surface characterization of anodic oxides on aluminum
alloys by means of surface potential difference, surface
impedance and surface morphology p 442 A85-27908
ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIES
Elsctnc powor systoms in dtf croft - Conmonts to the
Standard COST 19705-74 p 110 A85-14275
Meeting the electric power needs for aircraft digital
electronics p 835 A85-4S036
Storting BOQjncs for Air Forco Appiicstions
p855 A85-4S470
ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
A generalized algorithm for the topological optimization
of the secondary electric power distribution systems of
aircraft p 506 A85-314S8
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Antenna engineering handbook /2nd edition/
p 180 A85-16081
Activities report of the Department of Engineering
p 127 NS5-12202
ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE
Effectiveness of an overhead wire barrier system in
reducing gull use at me BFI Jedburg sanitary landfill.
Berkeley and Dorchester counties. South Carolina
[AD-P004200] p454 N8S-19967
ELECTRICAL INSULATION
Protection of carbon-fiber reinforced artificial materials
against damage by lightning
(OGLR PAPER 84-151] p 752 A85-40283
Field and laboratory investigation of Kapton insulated
aircraft wtnng p 852 A85-4S138
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT
The lightning threat to aerospace vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 85-0094] p 240 A85-19516
Techniques for in-situ measurement of electncal bonding
on aircraft structures p 809 A85-43536
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
Proceedings of the Symposium on Electromagnetic
Windows (17th) held at Georgia Inst. of Technology.
Engineering Experiment Station. Atlanta. Georgia on 25-27
July 1984 Part 2
[AD-A149125] p449 N85-21444
Development of the F-20 nose radome
[AO-P004374] p449 N85-21468
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE
Scattering from a periodic array of conducting bars of
finite surface resistance p 794 A85-42015
Techniques for m-srtu measurement of electncal bonding
on aircraft structures p 809 A85-O536
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
Estimation of structural transformations m iel fuels from
electncal conductivity and viscosity p518 A85-31572
In-flight electncal conductivity measurements
[ONERA. TP NO. 198M1 ] p 912 A85-47284
ELECTRICITY
Ugfit your runways and taxiways without ulecliiuty
(DE8S-O00269) p 429 N85-19991
ELECTRO-OPTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Smus - An advanced concept for photo^nterpretation
p367 AS5-24259
Data annotation techniques for film and electro-optic
sensors p 367 A8S-24262
Investigations of the accuracy of the Digital
Photogrammetry System (OPS). a rigorous
three-dimensional compilation process tor pushbroom
imagery
[MBB-UA-753/B3-O1 p 609 N85-27734
ELECTRO-OPTICS
Contormal EO sensor development for the AFTI/F-16
— Advance Fighter Technology Integrator
[AIAA PAPER 84-2478) p 92 A85-135S6
Optoelectronic guidance instruments for flight vehicles
(4th revised and enlarged edition) — Russian book
p 125 A85-1S815
Evaluating defeat mechanisms of etectro-opticaf
systems onboard remotely piloted vehicles
p347 A8S-24268
Airborne optical information systems (Handbook) — m
Russian p835 A8S-46119
Stereo Electro-optical Tracking System (SETS)
[NASA-CR-172471] p295 N85-16098
Evaluation of nose. roof, and mast mounted sensor
platforms for piloting and sighting, integrated in future
combat helicopters p 260 N85-16808
A methodology for the determination of rotary wing
aircraft vulnerabilities in air-to-air combat simulation
[AO-A148984] p346 N85-18984
Miniature etectroopocal air flow sensor
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13065-1 ] p 447 NaS-20295
USSR fupoft Enginocnog «ind 6Quiprn6ni
[JPRS-UEOaS-003] p526 N85-22782
ACT applied to helicopter flight control
p589 N8S-28738
ELECTRODYNAMICS
Report of the Technology and Test Panel
P448 N85-20370
ELECTROFORMING
ErewUwKWJibj^ of complex parts and heat exchanger
systems
[MBB-Z-42-85-OE] p 599 A8S-3S256
ELECTROHYORODYNAMICS
Pfopsgstion of sn ion (ot nosr & di6loctnc surtsco
p 197 A85-18187
ELECTROLUMINESCENCE
Recent advances in electroluminescent displays
applicable to future crow station interfaces
(AIAA PAPER 84-2663] p 164 A8S-17845
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY
1984 SAE aerospace handbook: Electromagnetic
compatibility p 156 ASS-17247
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
Survey of lightning hazard and low altitude direct
lightning strike program
[AIAA PAPER 84-2485) p 89 ASS-13560
Lift and thrust of a linear synchronous engine with a
so&d-conductor stator winding p 658 A8S-37550
Theoretical study of airborne electromagnetic leakage
P826 A85-45139
ELECTROMAGNETIC HAMMERS
Electroimpulse dewing nears operation
P400 A85-27364
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
1984 SAE aerospace handbook Electromagnetic
compaabdity p 156 ASS-17247
Anomalous clutter interference in radar ranging
P335 A85-24912
Overview ot weapon assessments in an electromagnetic
environment p 406 A85-26678
EMV assessment methodology tor Navy guided
weapons p 407 A85-26679
A new approach to applying electromagnetic transient
protection requirements to avionic and electronic
equipment p 439 A85-26684
Environmental testing of avionics p 763 A85-40980
The effect of aircraft generated electromagnetic
interference (EMI) on future avionics systems. A
compendium
(AO-A146380) p 189 N85-15101
EMI (electromagnetic interference) filter capacitor unit
[AD-0011392] D293 N85-15941
An update on experience on the fry by wire Jaguar
equipped with a full-time digital flight control system
p 589 N85-26740
Theoretical investigation of single-frequency 8-element
localaer signal scattering for critical area determination
[FAA-PM-85-4] p 751 N85-31037
Effect ot interference on the performance of a minimum
TCAS2
[FAA-PM-8443) pSSO N85-34131
ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
E and H fields measurements on the Transall C160
aircraft during lightning flashes
(ONERA. TP NO 1985-48) p 876 A8S-47259
Lightning strikes on aircraft The TRIP 82 experiment
and 3-dimeraional electromagnetic interferomeny
(ONEflA-flF-88/7154-PY) p 565 N85-26690
ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
A facetting model of target glint p 367 A85-24899
ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE MEASUREMENT
1984 SAE aerospace handbook Electromagnetic
compatibility p 156 A85-17247
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
The effect of aircraft generated electromagnetic
interference (EMI) on future avionics systems A
compendium
(AD-A146380) p 189 N85-1S101
Shielded enclosures for experimental studies of
smeMmg topology
[AD-A149292) p 447 N85-20227
A radome for air traffic control SSR radar systems
[AD-P004373] P449 N85-21467
Con^ snson of ttw dtectrorndgnotic propoRiss of
lightning and EMP (Electromagnetic pulse) Results of
ng:
p 800 N85-30560[AD-A154325]
ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES
Flight test techniques for validating simulated nuclear
electromagnetic pulse aircraft responses
[AIAA PAPER 84-2498) p 100 A8S-13569
Sectrompulse deiang nears operation
P400 A85-27364
Electro-impulse de-tang of a turbofan engine inlet
(AIAA PAPER 85-1118) p754 A85-40811
Comparison of the electromagnetic properties of
lightning and EMP (Electromagnetic pulse) Results of
recent lightning studies
(AD-A154325) p800 N85-30560
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
Proceedings of the Symposium on Electromagnetic
Windows (17th) held at Georgia Inst of Technology.
Engmeenng Experiment Station. Atlanta. Georgia on 25-27
Jury 1984 Part 2
[AD-A149125] p 449 N85-21444
Theoretical investigation of single-frequency 8-element
tocalizer signal scattering for ciitiml area determination
[FAA-PM<5-4] p 751 N85-31037
Simulation and analysis ot airborne antenna radiation
patterns p 797 N85-31342
ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING
Scattering from a periodic array of conducting bars of
finite surface resistance p 794 A85-42015
ELECTROMAGNETIC SHIELDING
Electromagnetic shielding by a CFC aircraft fuselage
— Carbon Fiber Composite p4i2 A8S-27625
Detection of electromagnetic radiation leakage through
small structural openings p 826 A85-45140
Shielded enclosures for expenmental studies of
shielding topology
(AD-A149292) p 447 N85-20227
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRA
Recormottenng the electromagnetic spectrum
P879 A85-49094
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION
Detection ot electromagnetic radiation leakage through
small structural openings p 826 A85-45140
ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICES
The Hydraulic and etectrohydraulic elements used in
flight simulators p 287 ASS-19886
A compact electromechanical actuator — for Boeing 727
upper rudder p 854 A85-4S058
A-102
SUBJECTINDEX ELLIPTICAL CYLINDERS
System study (or an Integrated Oigital-Bectnc Aircraft
(IDEA)
[NASA-CR-3840] p255 N85-1S714
Design and test of a four channel motor lor
electromechanical flight control actuation
[NASA-CR-171838] p 297 N85-17294
Electro-expulsive separation system
(NASA-CASE-ARC-11613-1] p 700 N85-29150
ELECTRON PUMPING
Some schemes lor introducing an electron beam into
a dense gas — for laser pumping p 366 A8S-24055
ELECTRONIC AIRCRAFT
Modem aviation electronics — Book
p9S A8S-15523
The de-ta vu of all electnc/all digital aircraft — future
integrated system technology of commercial and military
aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 84-27391 p 157 A85-17893
An assessment of me 1990 digital/electric airplane
[AIAA PAPER 84-2740] p 157 A85-17894
Future electronic map systems p 832 A85-44993
Reconnottenng the electromagnetic spectrum
p879 A85-49094
OOD Value Engmeermg Conference report. Value
Engineering (VE): A tool mat benefits line management
held at Leesburg. Virginia on 1-2 November 1984 Part
2. Plenary session
[AD-A156068] P919 N85-35811
ELECTRONIC CONTROL
Electromc control and momtonng of aircraft secondary
flying controls p 156 A85-17324
Introduction into commercial service for electronic
controls used on large turbofan engines
[SAE PAPER 841507] p 352 A85-25982
Multifunction rotating electronically scanned radar
(RESH) lor air surveillance p 408 A85-27837
Flight testing the Digital Electronic Engine Control
(DEEC) A unique management expenence
p420 A8S-28638
Pressure measurement system for the National
Transom: Facility p445 A85-29568
General aviation avnracs • An overview
P410 A85-29873
Check o) an electronic model of controlled systems
p459 A85-30122
Development flight test of the full authority digital fuel
control in the HH-65A helicopter p 506 A85-31966
Right instrumentation p 578 A85-34585
Invincible aircraft may be a step closer to reality
p585 A85-38723
The development of a hardware-m-the-loop engine
simulation faality
[AIAA PAPER 85-1293] p 682 A85-39706
Fault detection and accommodation testing on an F100
engine in an F-15 airplane — digital engine control
system
[AIAA PAPER 85-1294] p 765 A85-40830
New functional requirement to aero-engine control
system p768 A85-41030
Integrated flight/propulsion control • HIOEC modes
p839 A85-4S042
A compact electromechanical actuator—for Boeing 727
upper rudder P854 A85-45058
A real-Dme FORTRAN implementation of a sensor failure
detection* isolation and accommodation algorithm
P917 A85-47704
An electronic lirmter for aircraft engines
[SAE PAPER 850910) p 890 A85-50122
Performance improvements of a highly integrated digital
electronic control system for an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-86748] p 837 N85-32120
Qualification needs for advanced integrated aircraft
[NASA-TM-86731] p 831 N85-33119
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES
Robust countermeasures help 'leap-frog' the threat
p92 A85-14012
Maintenance test requirements of spread spectrum CNI
systems — Communications-Navigation Identification
p407 A85-26806
Modeling and simulation in missile target tracking
p409 A8S-28607
Airborne Communications Restoral/Relay
P487 A85-32232
Meeting the challenge of ESM/ECM integration
p889 A85-49091
Equipment for preflight test of an Electronic
Countermeasures (ECM) avnnic system
p 293 N85-15949
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
Inspecting fastener holes electronically - The
capacitance hole probe system p 52 A85-12592
Minimization of the maintenance impact associated with
the introduction of high technology electronics to rotary
wing aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 84-24131 p 92 A85-13518
Analysis and synthesis of radio-electronic complexes —
Russian book p 124 A85-14631
A new approach to applying electromagnetic transient
protection requirements to avrarac and electronic
equipment p439 A85-26684
Advance technology impacts on rotorcratt weight
p494 A8S-31973
Use of GPS for determining position of drifting buoys
p 486 A85-32204
Electronics - Key to future military helicopters
p 831 A85-44769
Advanced Computer Aided Engmeermg requirements for
electronics p 859 A85-45146
How much does it cost/how much does it weigh?
[SAWE PAPER 1593] p919 A8S-49913
Electronics/avionics depots in the United States Air
Force Warner Robins Av Logistics Center
[AO-P004000] p71 N85-11981
cost and benefits optimization model for fault-tolerant
aircraft electronic systems
[NASA-CR-166043] p 293 M85-15993
Expenence of one UK electronic equipment supplier with
bite on engine/flight control systems over the past ten
years p296 N85-16738
Vibration isolated cold plate assembly
[AD-D011444] p373 N85-19368
Nose and inlet duct radomes for the firebolt aenal
target
[AO-P004375] p449 N85-21469
Control of cascaded induction generator systems
[AD-A15O429] p527 N85-22897
Avionics integrity issues presented dunng NAECON
(National Aerospace and Electronics Convention) 1984
(AD-A151923) p579 N85-26707
Avionics and civil aircraft systems: The present and
the future
[SNIAS-851-111-104] p751 N85-31038
Air Force bid sample testing p 807 N85-31323
ELECTROMC EQUIPMENT TESTS
On the development of a data base for the Navstar
GPS phase IIS user equipment OTSE (OR) field testing
p95 ASS-14839
Tl 4100 NAVSTAR navigator test results
p95 A85-14840
tow cost GPS receiver signal processing
p95 A85-14841
1984 SAE aerospace handbook: Electromagnetic
compatibility p 156 A85-17247
Development tools • Case study for large systems —
of digital avionics
[AIAA PAPER 84-2635] p 193 A85-17826
Avionics hardware design for testability
[AIAA PAPER 84-2708] p 152 A85-17876
Military electronics - Why so unreliable?
p 185 A85-18440
AUTOTESTCON '83; Proceedings of the Conference.
Fort Worth. TX. November 1-3. 1983
p455 A85-26776
Support program planning • Managing to get it supported
— ATE for avionics p 46. A85-26785
System concepts/real-time parameters for a
MIL-STD-1S538 intermediate level tester
p456 A85-26790
The Expeditionary Test Set - A fresh approach to
automatic testing p 439 A85-26800
Right line EW system testing - The key to operational
readiness p 381 A85-26805
Maintenance test requirements of spread spectrum CNI
systems — Communications-Navigation Identification
p407 A8S-26806
Sectromc warfare automatic test equipment
calibration p440 A85-26809
Operational considerations for the design of military fiber
optic test equipment p 440 A85-26813
Using flowcharts to map ATLAS route
p456 A85-26831
Automating the decision support for ATE operations
management p 456 A85-26836
Automated testing speeds EW receiver Devaluation
p 408 A85-27845
Check of an electronic model of controlled systems
p4S9 A8S-30122
Iterative queuemg network techniques for the analysis
of large maintenance facilities p 535 A85-33299
The Collins AFDS Maintenance System for the Boeing
757/767 — Autopilot Right Director System
[AIAA PAPER 85-19111 p 849 A85-45971
A systematic approach to designing for testability
p 909 A85-49586
Equipment for preflight test of an Electronic
Countermeasures (ECM) aviontc system
p 293 N85-15949
The Avionics Flight Evaluation System (AFES) of
DFVLH
(OFVLR.MITT-85-01] p 657 N85-27864
ELECTRONIC FILTERS
A graphical approach to understanding and preventing
the phenomenon of aliasing p 858 A85-45041
Quantitative feedback design approach to robust Hying
qualities
[AIAA PAPER 35-1902] p 844 A85-45916
ELECTRONIC MODULES
Integrated modular flight control - Costs and benefits[ AIAA PAPER 84-2490 ] p 114 ASS- 13554
Communication control group technology insertion for
theS-3A p 93 A85-14454
Modular standards for emerging avionics technologies
[AIAA PAPER 84-2747] p 184 A85-17897
High density modular avionics packaging
(AIAA PAPER 84-2749] p 184 A85-17898
The relationship between an advanced avtomc system
architecture and the elimination of the need for an Avionics
Intermediate Shop (AIS) p 439 A85-26804
Pressure measurement system for the National
Transonic Facility p 445 A85-29S68
Thermal test and analysis of SEM Format B integrated
rack and application to SEM Format C — Standard
Electronic Modules for aircraft avionics
[SAE PAPER 840944] p 566 A85-33755
Development of consensus modular avionics
standards p 833 A8S-45003
Thermal design criteria for standardized avionic modules
aa applied to system design p 826 A85-45137
ESP (External-Stores Program): A pilot computer
program for determining flutter-critical external-store
configurations. Volume 3. part 1 Program compilation
[AD-A1S2270] p 588 N85-26727
ELECTRONIC PACKAGING
High density modular avionics packaging
(AIAA PAPER 84-2749] p 184 A85-17898
Modular avionics packaging standardization
[AIAA PAPER 84-2746] p 184 A85-17899
Hardware design techniques — systems integration for
civil and military aircraft avionics p 244 A85-21459
Packaging and interconnection for avionics
p 290 A85-21460
The relationship between an advanced avionic system
architecture and the elimination of the need for an Avionics
Intermediate Shop (AIS) p 439 A85-26804
ELECTRONIC WARFARE
Right line EW system testing - The key to operational
readiness p 381 A8S-26805
Electronic warfare automatic test equipment
calibration p440 A85-26809
Automatic ATLAS program generator (AAPG) for the
advanced electronic warfare test set
p456 A85-26817
Automated testing speeds EW receiver evaluation
p408 A85-27845
Electronic warfare - The next 15 years
p792 A85-41547
INEWS ignites technology trade-offs and competition
p879 A85-49096
ELECTRONICS
NAECON 1984. Proceedings of the National Aerospace
and Electronics Conference. Dayton, OH. May 21-25.1984
Volumes 142 p 810 A85-44976
ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATORS
A study of the control of paniculate emissions from
turbine engine lest cells p 898 N85-35205
ELEVATION ANGLE
The flange elevation angle during the drawing of
axsymmetnc parts p 183 ASS-17053
ELEVATORS (CONTROL SURFACES)
The application of the optimal model-following method
to me design of elevator controllers pSU A8S-31342
Application of linear optimal control theory to the design
of the elevator control system of the DHC-2 Beaver
experimental aircraft
[VTH-LR-411] p588 N85-26729
Proposals for the determination of necessary elevator
handling characteristics of sailplanes in high speed
range
[OFVUfl-FB-84-52] p676 N85-27882
ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Application of a two-dimensional gnd solver for
three-dimensional problems — of flows around aircraft
configurations p317 A85-2S127
Computational methods for discontinuities in fluids
p 907 A85-48220
ELLIPTICAL CYLINDERS
Unsteady forces on a body immersed in viscous fluids
I - For a uniformly accelerated elliptic cylinder
p47 A85-10971
bit hysteresis of an oscillating slender ellipse
pSO A85-15332
The stability of symmetrical vortices in the wake of
elliptical cylinders in confined flow p618 A85-37194
The use of visualization as a guide in the numerical
determination of the flow around an abruptly accelerated
elliptic cylinder or airfoil p 904 A85-47127
A-103
ELUpncrnr SUBJECTINDEX
The unsteady boundary layer on an elliptic cylinder
following the impulsive onset at translational and rotational
motion — dynamic stall p 477 N85-23699
ELUPncrrY
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of elliptic cross
section bodies
(AIAA PAPER 85-1607] p 713 A85-40719
Oownwash in the plane of symmetry of an ellrptically
loaded wing
(NASA.TP-2414) p235 N8S-15693
EMBEDDED COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Maintenance Assist Functions embedded within the
737-300 Right Management System
(AIAA PAPER 84-2706) p 165 A85-17874
General Oynanvcs Convair Omsan totally recomlguraote
embedded computer
[AIAA PAPER 84-2748) p 195 A85-17900
Designing a priority uiiveii mufb-frarrie rate flight
executive
(AIAA PAPER 854309] p 268 ASS-19656
Embedded-gnd generation win complete continuity
across interfaces for muiti dement airfoils
p11 N85-10911
The embedded test (SIT)* Impact on the total cost of
possession p202 NS5-18734
EMERGENCIES
Materials for emergency repair of runways
[AO-A146139] p117 N85-12068
EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTERS
Improved legislated emergency locating transmitters and
emergency position indicating radio beacons
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12892-1] p 447 N85-20226
The 121 5 MHz ELT Past, present and future —
Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT)
p782 N85-3110S
EMISSION SPECTRA
A standard aircraft diffusion flame- Spectral
characteristics and a feasibility study for developing an
alternate calibration source for aircraft optical fire detection
systems
(AO-A150231] pSZO N85-22768
EMULSIONS
Ultra nign energy events in ECHOS series and primary
energy spectrum
(HE-3.7-91 P920 N85-3S968
ENERGY ABSORPTION
Energy absorbing qualities of fiber reinforced plastic
tubes P282 A85-21393
Crash energy absorption properties of composite
structural elements p382 A85-24815
Development of an energy absorbing passenger seal
for the B-720 test aircraft p 332 A85-26308
impact dynamics research on composite transport
structures
(NASA-TM-86391) p 797 N8S-30367
Design and testing of an energy-absorbing crewseat for
the F/FB-111 aircraft Volume 2: Data from seat
testing
[NASA-CR-3917] p886 N8S-35184
ENERGY CONSERVATION
ACEE program rationale and implementation
[NASA-TM-64549I
 P2 N85-10908
On-ooard near-optimal climb-dash eneiyy
management p 21 N8S-10931
Hybrid laminar flow control study
[NASA-CR-165930) p21 N85-10933
Energy efficient engine flight propulsion system
preliminary analysis and design report
[NASA-CR-174701] p28 N85-10947
Hangar heating and energy conservation manual
(AO-A147893] p277 1485-15762
Collegium on aviation fuel conservation efforts
p343 N8S-18034
Deputy minister on civil aviation fuel conservation
efforts pSOO 1485-23691
Aviation workers plenum reviews fuel conservation
progress p 542 N85-25197
USSR report: Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-014] p 564 N85-25229
llyushm bureau designer on fuel conservation research
p564 N85-25231
Aviation turbine fuels from tar sands bitumen and heavy
oils. Part i Process analysis
[AD-A151319] p597 N8S-25539
Planning fuel-conservative descents in an antne
emnronmentaJ using a small programmable calculator
Algonthm development and flight test results
[NASA-TP-2393] p 579 N85-26705
On powor effecient operation of the 2m x 2m transonic
wind tunnel at the National Aerospace Laboratory
[NAL-Tfl-847]
 P684 N85-28953
Energy efficient transport technology: Program summary
and btobography
(NASA-RP-1135) p830 N8S-33116
Energy Efficient Engine Program technology
benefit/cost study, volume 2
[NASA-CR-174766-VOL-2I p 892 1485-35198
Comparative analysts of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions m airline flight planning, volume
i
[NASA-CR-167882] p 913 N85-35534
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions m airline flight planning, volume
2
(NASA-CR-167863] p 913 N85-35535
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
?^*vai weather conditions m atrttne flight planning, volume
3
[NASA-CR-167864] p 913 N85-35536
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions in a-rttne flight planning, volume
4
[NASA-CR-167865] p 913 N85-35537
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions in antne night planning:
Summary report
(NASA-CR-167866) p 913 N85-35538
ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Wind tunnel results of advanced high spaed propellers
in the takeoff, cbmb. and landing operating regimes
[AIAA PAPER 85-1259) P817 A85-47025
Hangar heating and energy conservation manual
[AD-A147893] p277 N85-15762
Wind tunnel results of advanced high speed propellers
in the takeoff, dimb and landing operating regimes
[NASA-TM-87054] p 740 N85-29925
ENERGY CONVERSION
Exploratory wind-tunnel investigation of a
wmgnp-mounted vortex turbine tor vortex energy
recovery
(NASA-TP-2468) p 560 N85-26667
ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
The effects of noiv-cofterence on energy extraction from
a turbulent wind p 451 A85-27344
Improved secondary power system efficiency through
expanded electrical power use p838 A85-45037
Energy efficient engine high pressure turtane test
hardware detailed design report
(NASA-CFU167955) p 34 N85-10995
energy efficient Engine Program technology
benefit/cost study, volume 1
[NASA-CO-174766-VOL-1] p 892 M85-35197
ENERGY DISSIPATION
Analytical method for determining tne volurnetnc
efficiency and power losses resulting from resistance in
Ihe inlet and exhaust systems of a piston engine
p 167 A85-16231
An energy approach to linearizing squeeze-film damper
forces P440 A85-27479
A theorem on swirl loss in propeller wakes
p 392 A85-29265
Du-apanve properties of inhomogeneous materials and
systems — Russian book p 687 A85-38874
Energy losses at leading edge of turbine blade during
mult-row tet coding p 508 N85-22826
ENERGY POLICY
llyusrtm bureau designer on fuel conservation research
p564 N85-25231
Navy goo thermal plan
[AO-A152478) P 702 N85-28450
ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
Maximum final energy cnandelle
(AIAA PAPER 85-0200) p247 ASS-19584
ENERGY SPECTRA
Ultra htgft energy events m ECHOS series and primary
uiieigy spectrum
[HE-3.7-9] p920 N8S-35966
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
USSR report Engineering and equipment
(JPRS-UEO-84407) p 188 N85-14954
Air Force Federal Photovoltaic Utilization Program
(DE85-010812) p801 N85-31648
ENERGY TRANSFER
Flow characteristics of a partially submerged liquid
pickup
[DE85-008744] p699 N85-28276
ENGINE AIRFRAME INTEGRATION
Jet and wing/nap interaction noise
[AIAA PAPER 84-2362) p 64 A85-10896
Comment on 'PAN AIR applications to aero-propulsion
integration' p6 A85-11990
A companson of different three-dimensional singularity
methods tor modelling internal flows
[ONERA. TPNO 1984.150) p 205 A85-19264
The Altitude Wind Tunnel (AWT) - A unique facility for
propulsion system and adverse weather testing
[AIAA PAPER 85-0314) p 275 A85-19661
New functional requirement to aero-engine control
system p 766 A85-41030
Advanced propulsion through the 1990s - An airframer's
view
[ AIAA PAPER 85-1192) p 758 A85-42670
Predicted performance benefits of an adaptive digital
engine control system of an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-85916] p 265 N85-15729
Energy efficient engine component development and
integration program
(NASA-CR-172846) p 772 N85-29958
ENGINE ANALYZERS
The software pack GRAD for the analysis of gas-turbine
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for aircraft escape systems
[NASA-TM-86323] p 499 N85-22381
Preliminary design of a limb restraint evaluator
(AD-A1S1749) p564 N85-25226
Generalized escape system simulation: Its purpose,
recent modifications and potential
(DE65-005571] p 565 N85-26689
Design and testing of an energy-absorbing crewseat for
the F/FB-111 aircraft. Volume 2: Data from seat
testing
[NASA-CR-3917]
 P886 N85-35184
ESTERS
The effect of esters on 'antiwear' properties of let engine
fuel obtained by hydrofirnng p 179 A85-16950
ESTIMATES
Estimation of gas turbine engine boost provided by
miecting water behind compressor p 509 N85-22838
High frequency estimation of 2-dimensional cavity
scattering
[AO-A151697] p602 N85-25696
ESTIMATING
Integrated tracking software for muinmode operation
(AIAA PAPER 84-2614] p 193 A85-17814
A method of estimating the probability of vertical overlap
using observed height data p 749 A85-40986
Validation of procedures for reliability evaluation and
confirmation p 854 A85-448Sa
Guaranteed reliability estimates for various amounts of
information on the primary factors p 854 A85-44860
Research on optimal control, stabilization and
computational algorithms for aerospace applications
[NASA-CR-174318) p303 N85-17603
Three position estimation procedures
[AO-A148748] p 338 N85-18042
Estimation of night mechanical variables by mears of
Kalman filters p 876 N85-35171
ETCHING
New processing techniques for automated chemical
removal of surface metal
[OGLH PAPER 84^3851 p 789 A85-40305
EULER EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Numencal solutions of acoustic wave propagation
problems using Euler computations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2290] p 59 ASS-10845
Euler equation simulation of propeller-wing interaction
in transonic flow p 6 A85-11977
Computation of vortex flow around a canard/delta
combination p6 A85-11980
Numencal solutions of the Euler equations for complex
three-dimensional aerodynamic configurations
(AIAA PAPER 84-2399) p 74 A85-13509
Computational simulation of free vortex flows using an
Euler code p 76 A85-139S1
A general perturbation approach for computational fluid
dynamics p 80 A85-1S334
Computation of flow around wings based on the Euler
equations p 142 ASS-18066
The hopscotch finite volume method for solving the Euler
equations p 143 A85-18282
Efficient solution of the Euler and Navier-Stokes
equations with a vectorized multiple-gnd algorithm
p 145 ASS-18679
Spectral methods for the Euler equations I - Founer
methods and shock capturing p 185 ASS-18684
Euler solution of axisymmetnc flows about bodies of
revolution using a multignd method
[AIAA PAPER 85-0017] p 206 A85-19460
A comparison of Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for
supersonic flow over a conical delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 85-0111] p210 AS5-19526
Solution of the unsteady Euler equations for fixed and
rotor wing configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0120] p211 A85-19531
Three-dimensional Euler solutions with grid embedding
[AIAA PAPER 85-0121 ] ' p211 A85-19532
A comparison of finite volume flux vector splittings for
the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0122] p211 A85-19533
Numencal solution of the Euler equations for high-speed,
blended wing-body configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0123] p211 A85-19534
Euler calculations for multielement airfoils using
Cartesian grids
[AIAA PAPER 85-02911 p 218 A85-19641
Numencal solution of the two-dimensional Euler
equations by second-order upwind difference schemes
[AIAA PAPER 85-0292] p 218 ASS-19642
Multignd solution of the Euler equations using implicit
schemes
[AIAA PAPER 85-0293] p 218 A8S-19S43
A relaxation approach to patched-gnd calculations with
the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0295] p 218 A85-19644
A three-dimensional Navier-Stokes; Euler code for
blunt-body now computations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0361 ] p 220 ASS-19696
Split-flux-vector solutions of the Euler equations for
three-dimensional configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0434 ] p 223 ASS-19747
Finite volume solution of the two-dimensional Euler
equations on a regular tnangular mesh
[AIAA PAPER 85-0435] p 223 A8S-19748
Solution method for a hovering helicopter rotor using
the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0436) p 223 A8S-19749
Evaluation of vortex wake predictions in the SWINT
code
[AIAA PAPER 85-0450] p 224 A85-19759
Grid adaptation for the 2-0 Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0484] p 225 A85-19781
An implicit, conservative, zonal-boundary scheme for
Euler equation calculations
(AIAA PAPER 85-0488] p 226 A8S-19785
Simulation of transonic three-dimensional nacelle/inlet
flowfields using an Euler/Navier-Stokes algonthm
[AIAA PAPER 85-0084] p 226 ASS-19798
Euler computations of AGARD Working Group 07 airfoil
test cases
(AIAA PAPER 85-00181 p 229 A85-208S1
Finite element solutions of Euler equations for lifting
airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-0294] p 230 A85-20864
A, numencal simulation of the NF AC (National Full-scale
Aerodynamics Complex) open-return wind tunnel inlet
flow
(AIAA PAPER 35-0437] p 230 A85-20869
Artificial dissipation models for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0438] p 231 A8S-20870
A-109
EUROPE SUBJECTINDEX
A multignd method for calculating transonic flows in
cascades p 315 A85-24092
Computer-aided analysis of tne convergence to steady
state of discrete approximations to tne Euler equations
p 316 A85-24449
Automatic adaptive gnd refinement for me Euler
equations p 391 A85-29087
Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for supersonic shear
flow past a circular cylinder p 391 A85- 29090
Euler solutions of transorac vortex flows around the
Dillner wing p 392 A85-29261
Finite element methods for first-order hyperbolic
systems with particular emphasis on the compressible
Euler equations p446 A85-30218
Spunous entropy production and very accurate solutions
to tne Euler equations p 471 A8S-30996
A new stream function formulation for the steady Euler
equations p474 A85-32609
Comparison of various numerical techniques in gas
dynamics p 475 A85-333S4
Accelerated convergence of Jameson's finite-volume
Euler scheme using van dar llouwen integrators
p610 A85-3517S
An implicit technique for computation of base flowfiaM
p 551 A85-35T78
Triangular fmte element metnods for the Euler
equations p 601 A85-36414
Computation of three dimensional flow using me Euler
equations and a multiple-gnd scheme
p627 A85-39200
Evaluation of Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for
leading-edge and shock-induced separations
| AIAA PAPER 85-15631 p 711 A85-4O6B8
Numerical solution of transonic wing flows using an
Euler/Navier-Stokes zonal approach
[AIAA PAPER 85- 1640] p715 A85-40742
Row simulations using Euler equations for
nacelle-propeller configurations in a wind tunnel
onviroi ii iiunt
[AIAA PAPER 85-1678) p 716 A85-40765
Irwisad flow field analysis of maneuvering hypereonc
vehicles using me SCM formulation and parabolic gnd
generation — Sow-Coefficient Matrix
[AIAA PAPER 85-1682) p 716 A8S-W767
Simulation of wing, fuselage, and wing/fuselage
flowfietds using a three-dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes
[AIAA PAPER 85-1693) p 718 A8S-4077S
Total pressure loss in vortical solutions of tne conical
Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1701] p 718 A85-40777
Three-dimensional unsteady Euler equations solutions
on dynamic grids
[AIAA PAPER 85-1704] p 790 A85-40778
2-O and 3-0 Euler flow calculations with a second-order
accurate Galerkin finite element method
(AIAA PAPER 85- 1706] p 718 A85-40779
Convergence acceleration for a three-dimensnnal
Euler/Navier-Stokes zonal approach
[AIAA PAPER 85-1495) p 720 A8S-40934
Numerical study of a non-centered scheme with
application to aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 85-1497] p 720 A85-40935
Transonic flows about oscillating airfoils using the Euler
equations
(AIAA PAPER 85-1514] p721 A85-40949
An efficient iteration strategy for the solution of the Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-15291 p 803 A8S-40981
Newton solution of direct and inverse transonic Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1530] p722 A85-40962
Implicit flux-sow schemes for me Euler equations
(AIAA PAPER 85-1680] p 803 A85-41743
Time dependent computation of the Euler equations for
designing 2-O cascades, including the case of transonic
shock free design p 727 A85-41814
Flow instabilities in transonic small-disturbance theory
A85-48531
Calculation ot tne flow in an air intake duct by numerical
solution ot the Euler equations
IAAAF PAPER NT 84-24 ] p 870 A85-48998
Finite element simulation of transonic flows by modified
potential and stream function methods
P871 A85-49149
Research on tmpbcrt approximate-factorization
finite-difference method for the Euler equation
p 873 A85-49706
Shock capturing finite difference algorithms for
supersonic flow past fighter and missile type
configurations
[NASA-CR-1740S1] pll N85-10913
A comparative study ot the nonurnqueness problem of
me potential equation
[NASA-TP-2385] p 235 N8S-15694
Flow instabilities in transonic small disturbance theory
[NASA-TM-86251] p 326 N85-18000
Calculation of harmonic aerodynamic forces of aerofoils
and wmgs from the Euler equations p 554 N85-25177
A new implicit plus mmus splitting method for the solution
ot the Euler equations in me transonic flow regime
p556 NB5-25200
Upwind-difference metnods for aerodynamic problems
governed by the Euler equations
(REPT-84-23) P635 N8S-27834
Unsteady flow in multistage turbines
P698 N85-27948
A stream function approach to solving the conservative
Euler equations for transonic flows p 875 N85-35156
EUROPE
Wind tunnel project demonstrates difficulties of
European cooperation p592 A85-36419
Turboshaft truce m Europe p 658 A8S-38436
Analysis of bird strikes reported by European artnea,
1976 - 1980
[AD-P004181] p402 N85-19943
West Europe report Science snd tecrtnotoyy
[JPRS-WST-84412] pSOl N85-25552
Rotterdam Airport and me Common Market
p 641 N85-27840
introduction to European sv tr&ffic control
[AD-A156328] p 878 M85-35176
EUROPEAN AIRBUS
A range for all needs — Airbus A310/A320
development p1S6 A85-17325
Essential design features of A310
[SAWE PAPER 1569] p 160 A85-18821
Advanced technology • The key to European
competitiveness — in Airbus industry
p200 A85-21680
Use of expanded AIDS in engine health monitoring on
the CF6-80 engine for the A310 Airbus
[SAE PAPER 841505] p 352 AB5-25980
Commission stscfcor - Incorpomlion m A totsi locjuoc
concept — for Airbus production
(MBB-UT-36-6-VOE1 p 541 A85-35073
insiQtit. Bflchground infofmstioo (or multipurpose pilots.
Right phenomena p 22 N85-10940
All-composite Airbus empennage p2B4 N85-15931
Airbus fatigue tests P416 NB5-20186
A 320 to neve oombinod sutomstic ptiot, fUo^nt \xwiucd
system p 515 N85-24186
MBS cost-reduction plan for Airbus construction
described p542 N8S-25616
FRG journal analyzes state, prospects of airbus
pioyrams. General analysis p 542 N85-25638
Lightning-safe carbon fiber composite for Airbus tail
unit p692 N85-29100
Avionics and crvd aircraft systems: The present and
the future
[SNIAS-a51-111-104] p751 N85-31038
EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS
European transonic wmd tunnel p 681 A85-37491
Hermes • A cockpit inspired by the Airbus A320
p782 A85-40914
EVACUAT1NQ (TRANSPORTATION)
A user-operated model to study strategy in aircraft
evacuation p 148 ASS-16240
The helicopter, instrument of choice for health
evacuation
(SNIAS-8S1-220-101) p761 N8S-31051
EVALUATION
Performance evaluation of A-10 aircraft mamteance
units and avcraft using cufisuained facet analysu
[AO-A146955] p201 N85-15660
Flight service evaluation of advanced composite aJerora
on the 1-1011 transport arcraft
[NASA-CR-172483] p 284 N8S-17049
US Army Aviation Engineering Right Activity (USAAEFA)
report bibliography update 1983 -1984
[AD-A1S1381] p541 N8S-25168
OC-10 wmglet flight evaluation
[NA.SA-CR-3704] p760 N85-29949
Effect of interference on tne pw fCM n isnco of s minimum
TCAS2
[FAA-PM-84-33] p 880 N8S-34131
EVAPORATION
Effects ot temperature variation among droplets in an
evaporating fuel spray p 520 N8S-22S62
Research test facility for evaporation and combustion
of alternative iet fuels at high air temperatures
[AO-A153830] p 691 N85-29073
EVAPORATIVE COOLING
The transpired turbulent boundary layer in venous
pressure gradients and the blow-off condition
[ASME PAPER 84-WA/HT-71] p 698 A8S-39899
EVAPORATORS
Open-cycle centrifugal vapor-compression heat pump
[PB85-113405/GAR] p 372 MBS-18348
EVASIVE ACTIONS
Pursuit-evasion between two realistic aircraft
p 131 A85-13632
The use of local funcnonals to construct a circumvention
maneuver in game problems of evasion
p 302 A85-22374
To pursue or to evade - That is tne question — differential
game theory application to air combat
p.381 A85-26426
Modeling and simulation in missile target tracking
P409 A85-28607
First-order feedback strategies for variable speed planar
pursuit-evasion games p 703 A85-37198
Pursit-evasion game analysis in a line of sight coordinate
system p803 A85-41339
A new approach to the maneuvenng target tracking
problem p917 A85-47769
EXCITATION
Right test technique for evaluation ot gust load
alleviation analysis methodology
[NASA-TM-86344I p 161 N85-14833
Lflnje smptrtude forcirtQ of & htQh speed 2*dimenston3J
l«
[NASA-CR-175646] p 507 N85-22393
EXHAUST OIFFUSERS
An investigation of high performance, snort thrust
[ASME PAPER 84-WA/FE-10] p 697 A85-39873
Energy efficient engine combustor test hardware
detailed design report
[NASA-CR-167945] p 28 N85-10950
StrutJess diffuser for gas turbine engine
[AO-O011662) p672 N8S-2B943
EXHAUST EMISSION
Fuel effects on gas turbine combustion-liner
temperature, pattern factor, and pollutant emissions
p26 A85-11984
Dispersion process of jet engine exnaust plume
p 351 A85-24569
Pilot pressure and heat transfer measurements in
hydrazme thruster plumes
(AIAA PAPER 854934] p 685 A85-37599
Combustors and their emission control technique
p766 A85-«1027
Effects of heterogeneity of mixtures on 9&soous
emissions in prenuxed/ preveponzsd combustion
p 793 A85-41800
Energy efficient enQine component develop men i snd
p 33 N85-10989
HIS model for military and civilian
[NASA-CR-169496]
OurJme of a new an
aircraft facilities
[OE84-016455] p 131 N85-13394
Impact of aircraft emissions on air quality in the vicinity
of airports. Volume 3: Air quality and emission modeling
[AO-A147951] p299 N85-17435
The influence on IR emission of engine parameters for
an atterbum case A sensitivity study on NATO infrared
air target model (NIRATAM) version 0.0
[AD-8089311L] p422 N85-21171
Composition and photochemical reactivity of turbine
engine exnaust
[AO-A150559] p 533 N85-23256
A study of tne control of paniculate emissions from
turbine engine test cells p 898 N85-35205
EXHAUST FLOW SIMULATION
Techniques to reduce exhaust gas ingeston for
vectored-tnrust V/STOVL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2398) p 97 A85-13508
A novel experimental facility for conducting jet
impingement studies related to VTOL aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 854052] p 209 A85-19484
Approximate determination of the boundaries ot an ideal
gas fat issuing under conditions of pressure difference from
a nozzle with the formation ot a free vortex flow
P315 A85-23982
A new technique to break diaphragms electrically m a
double-tube short duration iet simulation facility
pS82 A85-3897S
Circular-to-rectangular transition ducts lor high-aspect
ratio nonaxisyiiinietnc nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 85-1346] p 632 A6S-39738
A simulation technique for iet temperature effects on
nozzle-afterbody drag at transonic Mach numoers
[AIAA PAPER 85-1463) p 633 A85-39792
The influence on IR emission of engine parameters for
an afterbum case A sensitivity study on NATO infrared
air target model (NIRATAM) version 0 0
(AO-B089311LI P422 N85-21171
Numerical simulations of the effect of floor and ceiling
venting on fire and smoke spread in aircraft cabins
[PB85-178333] p 747 N85-29939
A-110
SUBJECTINDEX F-106 AIRCRAFT
EXHAUST OASES
Loss in turbofan thrust caused by boundary layer growth
in a nacelle's inlet and exhaust ducts
[AIAA PAPER 35-1281 ] p 631 A85-39697
Simulation of Nacelle-afterbody/exhaust-jet flowfields
using a three-dimensional Nawer-Stokes algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 35-1283) p 720 A85-40829
Integrated exhaust gas analysis system for aircraft
turbine engine component testing
(NASA-TP-2424) . p 295 N85-16100
Laboratory simulation of smoke reduction From aircraft
engine test cell exhaust using a dualized bed filter
(AO-A148600) P27S N85-16886
Impact of aircraft emissions on air quality in the vicinity
of airports. Volume 3. »a quality and emission modeling
needs
[AO-A147951] p299 N8S-17435
An analytic model of gas turbine engine installations
(AO-A1487081 P3S4 N85-18059
Experimental study ot aerodynamic shielding ol turbojet
engine air intake against exhaust gases
p3S5 N85-18210
Opacity control technique lor let engine test cells
[AD-O011668] p774 N8S-2996B
EXHAUST NOZZLES
Engine control considerations for multifunction nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 84-2454] p 108 A85-13542
Wind tunnel evaluation of advanced exhaust nozzles
(or STOL tactical aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 34-2457] p 108 A85-13545
A universal turboshaft engine test cell • Design
considerations and model test results
[AIAA PAPER 85-0382] p 275 ASS-19711
Prediction of performance of fltfcrstt QSS turotnos
p264 A85-21682
Modified F-15 vnll investigate advanced control
concepts p340 A85-24725
Altitude testing of a Right weight, self-cooled. 20 thrust
vectonng exhaust nozzle
[SAE PAPER 841557] p 352 A85-25984
Experimental definition of nonaxisymmetnc exhaust
nozzle plumes — for aircraft thrust vector control
p385 A85-287S2
integration of vectonng nozzles in a STOL transonic
tactical aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1285] p 667 A85-39699
Circular-to-rectangular transition ducts for high-aspect
ratio nonaxisymmetnc nozzles
(AIAA PAPER 85-1348] p 632 A85-39738
Summary of nonaxisymmetnc nozzle internal
performance from the NASA Langley Static Test Facility
[AIAA PAPER 85-1347] p 668 A85-39739
Three dimensional CSGM method for the conipiessible
Navier-Stokes equations with application to a multi-nozzle
exhaust flowfiek)
[AIAA PAPER 85-1193] p 726 A8S-41419
The preliminary checkout evaluation and calibration ot
a 3-component force measurement system for calibrating
propulsion simulators for wind tunnel models
[NASA-CR-174113] p118 N85-12903
Static let noise test results of four 0.35 scale-model
OCGAT rmxer nozzles
[NASA-TM-86871 ] p 135 N85-13551
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Application and test venficatnn of finite element analysis
for gas turbine extended reaction exhaust muffler
systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-2334] p 28 A85-10878
Analytical method for determining the volumetric
efficiency and power losses resulting from resistance in
tne inlet and exhaust systems of a piston engine
p 167 A85-16231
Internal aerodynamics of infrared suppressors for
helicopter engines p 507 A85-32012
Dynamic gas temperature measurement system
p694 A85-37706
An evaluation of the exhaust system configuration from
the cruse efficiency criteria of an engine in an aircraft
system p660 A85-39121
AxBymmetnc thrust reversing thrust vectonng exhaust
system for maneuver and balanced field length aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1466] p 670 A85-39794
Numerical simulations of the effect of floor and ceiling
venting on fire and smoke spread in aircraft cabins
[PB85-178333] p 747 N85-29939
Measurement of turbofan-turboiet thrust from tailpipe
static pressure
[AD-A1540361 p774 N85-29967
EXOTHERMIC REACTIONS
Performance assessment of exothermic compounds for
directional solidification p 596 A85-34201
EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES
New adaptive test section for the high-speed wind tunnel
of the DFVLR Goettongen
[DGLfl PAPER 84-1088) p 778 A85-40326
EXPANSION
Fluid motion in the regions of abrupt expansion of the
channels of rotor-cooling systems of energy-converting
machines p 442 A85-28473
Device for measuring relative anal expansion of turbine
rotor employing space-vector tracking method
p 169 N85-14962
Expedient runway surfacing with post tensiorong system
for expeditionary airfields
[AO-O011677] p781 N85-29976
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Selection of rational models m the optimal planning of
aeromechanical expenments p 288 A85-20460
Design and implementation of a low-gravity solidification
experiment package for the F-104 p40 N85-11053
EXPERIMENTATION
On thermomechancal testing m support of constitutive
equation development for high temperature alloys
[NASA-Cfl-174879] p 605 N85-25894
The impact of supercomputers on experimentation: A
view from a national laboratory
[NASA-TM-86822] p 918 N85-34510
EXPERT SYSTEMS
Artificial intelligence applied to the mutual navigation
system performance and maintenance improvement
p94 A85-14830
Design of aerodynamic bodies using artificial
intelligence/expert system technique
[AIAA PAPER 85-0112] p 301 A85-208Sa
Intelligent test generator — for Naval aircraft
maintenance p 456 A85-26821
DARPA stressing development of pilot's associate
system p802 A8S-40917
Avionics as an expert systems domain
p833 A85-45001
Design of an expert-system flight status monitor
[AIAA PAPER 85-1908] p 834 A8S-4S97S
Expert systems in maintenance diagnostics for
self-repair of digital flight control systems
[AO-P003933] p58 N85-11613
An interactive environment for the development ol an
expert system in ZOQ
[AD-A149954] p459 N85-22025
Research Reports: 1984 NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty
Fellowship Program
[NASA-CR-171317] p 462 N8S-22210
Diagnosis: Using automatic test equipment and an
artificial intelligence expert system
(AO-A151918] pSIO N85-27576
OosiQn of fln 6xport*syst8fn flight ststus monitor
[NASA-TM-66739] p 860 1485-32794
Implications of artificial intelligence on the design of
future onboard systems
[SFENA-DPS/C/S3/84252A] p 918 N8S-34596
EXPLODING WIRES
Lightning stnkes on aircraft The TRIP 82 expenment
and 3-dimensnnal electromagnetic interterometry
[ONERA-RF-88/7154-PY] p 565 N85-26690
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
Approach for service life extension of explosive devices
(or aircraft escape systems
[NASA-TM-86323] p 499 N85-22381
EXPLOSIVE FORMING
Explosive forming of low cartoon steel sheet into a
stepped disc shape p694 A85-38169
EXPLOSIVES
Aircraft accident report Western Helicopters. Inc.. Bell
UH-1B. N87701. Valencia, California, July 23, 1982
[PB84-910414] p 149 N85-13789
EXPOSURE
A study of the methods for evaluating the noise impact
of a proposed airport on a community
p609 N85-25957
Low-proMe fastener
[AO-0011687] p796 N85-30343
EXPULSION
Electro-expulsive separation system
. [NASA-CASE-ARC-11613-1] p 700 N85-29150
EXTERNAL STORE SEPARATION i-
A new technique to determine inflight store separation
trajectories p 70 A85-13695
Perturbed motion ol airplane and safe store
separation p674 A85-38168
Implementation of the supersonic triplet singularity into
the USTORE computer code
[CSIR-NIAST-83/47] p8 N8S-10008
Remote pivot decoupler pylon- Wing/store
suppression
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13173-1] p 416 N85-19981
EXTERNAL STORES
Bomb rack technology - Keeping up with advanced
weapons p246 A8S-19274
Inexpensive calibrations for the influence (unction
method using the interference distributed loads code —
for prediction of store loads in aircraft flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 85-0270] p 247 A85-19623
Development of a velocity control algorithm for
controlling a S-OOF captive trajectory model support
p 427 A85-29S67
The representation of aircraft-external
store-interferences under supersonic conditions
[DGLfl PAPER 84-112] p 709 A8S-40328
UH-60A external stores support system fixed provision
tamngs drag determination
[AD-A147188I p 256 N85-15719
ESP (External-Stores Program) A pilot computer
program (or determining flutter-critical external-store
configurations. Volume 1 User's manual
[AD-A152268I p 587 N85-26725
ESP (External-Stores Program) A pilot computer
program lor determining flutter-critical external-store
configurations. Volume 2. Final report on program
enhancement and delivery
[AO-A152289] pS87 N8S-2672S
ESP (External-Stores Program) A pilot computer
program for determining flutter-critical external-store
configurations. Volume 3, part 1 Program compilation
[AD-A152270I p 588 N85-26727
Right tnals of a modified gulfstream commander carrying
external stores
[AD-A153378] P 653 N85-27859
Results of variable enthalpy tests of CPR-488 TIP panels
in MSFC Hot Gas Facility
[NASA-Cn-170889] p902 N85-35237
EXTERNAL TANKS
Design and fabrication of crashworthy composite
external fuel tanks p 104 A85-15630
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation AH-1S (MO
helicopter with external fuel tanks installed
[AD-A148091] P258 N85-16865
BI-PAC F-1S external fuel tank container modification
[AO-A148836] p 344 N85-18053
EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
Aerodynamic charactensucs of a circulation control
elliptical airfoil with two blown iets P816 A85-45834
EXTRACTION
Parachute extraction device for ultralight gliders
[CH-643499-A5] p 559 N85-26663
EXTREMELY HIGH FREQUENCIES
EHF air-to-air communications p 373 N85-19273
EXTREMUM VALUES
Extremum problem concerning a wing with a maximum
gradient ot lirt force p 234 A85-2237Q
An extremum problem concerning the shape ol a body
of revolution in supersonic gas (tow p 234 A85-22371
EXTRUDING
Composites (or aluminum extrusions — for CH-47D
Chinook helicopter p311 A85-25100
Microstructures and properties of HIP, HIP plus forged
and extruded P'M superalloy FGH95
p 786 A85-43137
Dispersion strengthened aluminium extrusions
p 786 A85-43143
EYE (ANATOMY)
The effect of modified spectacles on the field of view
of the helmet display unit of the integrated helmet and
display sighting system
(AD-A148693] p348 N85-18055
EYE MOVEMENTS
Electrooculographic measurement, fatigue and
variability ol performance in simulated aircraft flight
p 760 N85-29948
EYE PROTECTION
Portable automatic eye-safe laser and FUR test set
p440 A85-26810
F-100 AIRCRAFT
Flight testing the Digital Electronic Engine Control
(DEEC) A unique management expenence
p420 A8S-28636
Fault detection and accommodation testing on an F100
engine in an F-t5 airplane — digital engine control
system
[AIAA PAPER 85-1294) p 765 A85-40830
F-104 AIRCRAFT
MSB - Reconnaissance programs p 346 A85-24252
Testing of the digital (light control system of the German
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[AD-A146285] p 119 N85-12115
Modeling of aircraft cabin fires
[PB85-1376S5/GAR] p 333 N85-18031
Suppression and control of Class C cargo compartment
fires
[FAA-CT-84.21 ] P405 N85-21133
A study of mtumescent reaction mechanisms
[AO-A149605] P437 N85-21365
Aircraft skin penetrator and agent applicator. Volume
V Working model development and construction
(AD-A150498I p483 N85-22374
Thermal response of aircraft cabin ceiling materials
during a post-crash, external fuel-spill, fire scenario
[PB85-145647] pS02 N85-23764
Safety recommendationls), A-84-76 through -78
(REPT-3751E1 p564 N85-25224
Numerical simulations of the effect of floor and ceiling
venting on fire and smoke spread in aircraft cabins
[PB85- 178333) p 747 N85-29939
Aviation safety (aircraft passenger sumvability and cabin
safety)
[GPO-39-847] P878 N85-34130
FIXED WINGS
EH 101 - Europe's 'fixed-wing' helicopter
p 104 ASS-15642
Solution of the unsteady Euler equations for fixed and
rotor wing configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0120] p 211 A85-19531
Analysis and testing of the Diamond One wing antHcing
system
[AIAA PAPER 85-0414] p 286 ASS-19735
Joined wmg - Child of the computer
p393 A85-29672
JVX LCC reduction through front-end logistics
p465 A85-31982
Dynamics of helicopter air combat
[DGLH PAPER 84-124] p 801 A85-40337
FIiQttt testing the fixod»wtog configuration of tfto Rotor
Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA)
[NASA-TM-86762] p 886 N85-34135
FIXTURES
An alignment fixture for a 2-Oegree-of-Freedom (TDF)
gyroscope
[AD-A148885] p339 N85-18969
FLAME HOLDERS
Rameholder with integrated air mner
[AD-O011549] p421 N85-21161
FLAME PROPAGATION
Computation of the aerothermodynamic field of laminar
diffusion flames p 41 ASS-10557
A study of the structure of the primary zone of cylindrical
combustion chambers p 351 A85-24004
A experiment method to determine the air distribution
of the holes along the flametube of gas turbine
combustor p 351 A85-25223
Pool fire-ventilation crossflow experiments in a simulated
aircraft cabin interior p 877 A85-49130
Radiation/catalytic augmented combustion
[AD-A148758] p364 N85-18101
FLAME RETARDANTS
A study of mtumescent reaction mechanisms
[AD-A149605] p437 N85-21365
Investigation of expenmental lightweight firewall
materials for A/C engine bay applications
[AD-A155785] p 878 N85-35175
FLAME SPECTROSCOPY
Flame radiation and linear heat transfer in a tubular-can
combustor p 663 A85-39580
FLAME SPRAYING
Thermal barrier coating system
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14057-1 ] p 902 N85-35233
FLAME STABILITY
Aerodynamics of prenuxod flames in flat plate boundary
layers p 41 A8S-10374
Reheat buzz - An acoustically driven combustion
instability
[AIAA PAPER 84-2321 ] p 41 ASS-10868
SFRJ simulator results • Expenment and analysis in cold
flow — Solid Fuel Ramjet
[AIAA PAPER 85-0329] p 263 ASS-19671
The effect of the operating parameters on the
temperature field of gas flow Behind a system of radial
stabilizers p350 A85-23995
Effects of an S-mlet on the flow in a dump combustor
P392 A85-29323
FLAME TEMPERATURE
The influence of fuel quality upon flame-tube
temperature and flame radiation in a model gas-turbine
primary zone
[K233] p508 N85-22396
The influence of fuel molecular composition upon
flame-tube temperature and name radiation in a model
gas-turbine primary zone
[K234] p520 N85-22646
FLAMES
The fuel property/flame radiation relationship for gas
turbine combustors pm A85-15350
FLAMMABIUTY
Model tests of aircraft interior panel flammability
p852 A85-44125
Quasi-steady analysis of aircraft panel flammability
[AD-A145481] p22 N85-10938
Modeling of aircraft cabin fires
[NBS^3CR-84^73] p 91 N85-12880
Preliminary evaluation of an improved flammataility test
method for aircraft materials
[FAA-CT-84-22] p 242 N85-16840
The role of aircraft panel materials in cabin fires and
their properties
[FAA-CT-84-30] p 820 N85-32104
FLANGE WRINKLING
Design, fabrication and test of composite curved frames
for helicopter fuselage structure
(NASA-CR-172438] p 574 N85-25247
FLANGES
The flange elevation angle dunng the drawing of
axisymmetnc parts p 183 A85-17053
FLAPERONS
Active control of buffeting on a modem transport-aircraft
wing configuration in a wind tunnel
[ONERA, TPNO 1984-131] p116 A85-15847
Wing buffeting active control testing on a transport
aircraft configuration in a large sonic windtunnel
p 679 N85-27903
FLAPPING
Further investigation of the coupled flapping and torsion
dynamics of helicopter rotor blades p 102 A85-13680
Pitch-flap-lag instability of elastic modes of an articulated
rotor blade p 496 A85-32003
Active control of helicopter blade flapping
[AIAA PAPER 85-1963] p 827 A85-45947
Stochastic motor blade dynamics
[AO-A146312] p 105 N85-12054
FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
An expenmental investigation of Hap turbulent heat
transfer and pressure characteristics in hypersonic flow
P550 A85-35773
Expenmental investigation of heat transfer distribution
inside the gap of a flat plate-flap combination in a shock
tunnel p 695 A85-38973
Study of an asymmetric flap nozzle as a thrust-vectoring
device p629 A85-39582
Vector control of two-dimensional turbulent free iet by
both-side flaps p 789 A85-40358
Wind-tunnel expenmental investigation on flap spanwise
blowing p 738 A85-43226
An expenmental investigation of flap turbulent heat
transfer and pressure charactenstcs in hypersonic flow
P400 N85-21426
Flow over a bicontc configuration with an afterbody
compression flap
(AD-A151882) p603 N85-25778
Additional flow field studies of the GA(W)-i airfoil with
30-percent chord Fowler flap including slot-gap vanations
and cove shape modifications
[NASA-CR-3687] p 739 N85-29919
FLARED BODIES
A numerical investigation of the aerodynamics of biconic
and non-circular flared configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1814] p 814 A85-43862
FLASH LAMPS
Flares and photoflash items
[AD-A145442] p45 N8S-11253
An evaluation of flashtube signal charactenstics
[AD-A149569] p 339 N85-1S974
FLAT PLATES
Resonance in flows with vortex sheets and edges
p 3 A8S-10357
Interaction between a weak oblique shock wave and a
turbulent boundary layer in purely supersonic flow
P6 A85-12035
Turbulent boundary layer-wake interaction
p 77 ASS-14345
A study of separated flow behind two- and
three-dimensional bodies exposed to a sphencal shock
wave p78 ASS-14590
Wake flow past a plate with spoiler
p 140 ASS-16147
Development of artificially induced perturbations in a
supersonic boundary layer p 140 A85-16177
Theoretical study of blockage effect of wind-tunnel wall
on wake of two-dimensional flat plate normal to plane
wall p272 ASS-19402
Expenmental investigation of blockage effect of upper
wall of wind-tunnel of wake of two-dimensional flat plate
normal to plane boundary p 272 ASS-19403
Critical layer concept relative to hypersonic boundary
layer stability
[AIAA PAPER 85-0303] p 219 A85-19652
Vortex path in the supersonic wake of a rough even
plate — German thesis p 226 ASS-19821
Expenmena on the stability of crossflow vortices in
swept-wing flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-0493] p 231 A85-20873
Vortices m wakes induced by shock waves
P319 A85-25474
Measurements of density and velocity pro'iles in
non-equilibnum laminar hypersonic boundary layers in air
p320 A85-2S483
Airfoil large-eddy breakup devices for turbulent drag
reduction
[AIAA PAPER 85-0520! p 320 A85-25926
More detailed measurements behind turbulence
manipulators including tandem devices using
servo-controlled balances
(AIAA PAPER 85-0521) p 320 A85-25927
Lock-on and instability in a flat plate wake
[AIAA PAPER 85-05711 p 322 A8S-25952
Control plate tor shock-boundary layer interaction
[AIAA PAPER 85-0523] p 387 A85-27877
Vortex induced lift on a flat plate with a curved
forward-facing flap p 394 A85-30175
A-119
FLAT SURFACES SUBJECT INDEX
A supersonic panel method based on the triplet
singularity p617 AS5-37191
Critical flutter parameters of orthotroptc rectangular flat
panels with in-olane loads p 693 A85-37192
Expenmemal investigation of heat transfer dtstnbution
inside tne gap of a flat plate-flap combination in a snock
tunnel p 695 A85-38973
Heat transfer investigation in the junction region of
circular cylinder normal to a flat plate at 90 deg location
(ASME PAPER 84-WA/HT-70) p 698 A85-39896
A multistage time-stepping scheme for ma
Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-CH-172527] p 373 N85-19365
IOVEL-84- A LOw-veLocrty aerodynamic heating code
for flat plates, wedges, and cones
(OE85-002S04) p395 N85-19933
Row past a flat plat with a vortex/sink combination
(JIAA-TR-58) pS58 N85-2S21S
Vortei boundary-layer interactions
[NASA-CR-176192] p911 N85-35373
FLAT SURFACES
Aerodynamic sound generation induced by Mow over
small, cylindrical cavities
[AIAA PAPER 84-2258) p 58 A85-10827
Approximate solution of a nonlinear problem of flow past
a mm airfoil profile near a support surface
P233 A85-22368
Row-field matrix solution for flow along arbitrarily twisted
SI surface employing non-orthogonal curvilinear
coordinates p622 A85-37927
FLEXIBILITY
Vibration and flutter of mtstuned bladed-disk
assemblies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0991) p 181 ASS-16095
Prerwist and shear flexibility m the vibrations of turbine
blades p657 A8S-37233
Two- and three-dimenstonal model and wall data from
a flexible-walled transonic test section
p82 N85-1201S
Random vibrations of aircraft engine blades
p 170 N85-14967
Tne influence of fastener flexibility on load transfer and
fatigue life predictions tor muttraw bolted and meted toons
— aircraft structures
(LSP-PB-172/841 p296 N85-16219
Finger materials for air cushion vehicles. Volume 2.
Sase fabrics for finger materials
[AD-A149701) P448 N8S-21408
A reS68SCh program in active ^yt<*ft?i/^*y^**t^^ft^rty
(NASA-CR-175674 ] p 501 N85-23752
Removable cteanable antirellection shnW
(AD-O011735] p863 N8S-33810
FLEXIBLE BODIES
Pilot modeling and closed-loop analysis of flexible
aircraft in tne pitch tracking task p 172 A85-18334
Stability of soueoze film damped multi-rnsss flexible rotor
bearing systems
(ASME PAPER 34-TRIB-4S) p 289 A85-21298
Modal analysis of flexible aircraft dynamics with handling
qualities implications p 423 A8S-26431
Development of a microprocessor-controlled laser
system for automated precision balanong
P443 A85-28828
Dynamic loads analyses of flexible airplanes - New and
[AIAA PAPER 85-0808) p 492 A85-30394
Right control law synthesis for an elastic vehicle by
eigenspace assignment
(AIAA PAPER 85-1898) p 848 A8S-4S970
Measurement of the menial constants of a ngx) or flexible
structure of arbitrary share Uuuuyh a vibration test
fNASA-TM-77557) p 55 N85-11381
Addition of flexible body option to the TOLA computer
program, part 1
INASA-CR-132732-1) p 652 N85-27855
Addition of flexible body option to me TOLA computer
program. Part 2: User and programmer documentation
(NASA-CR-132732-2) p 652 N85-278S6
Analysis of flexible aircraft longitudinal dynamics and
handling qualities. Volume 1 Analysis methods
[NASA-CR-177943-VOL-1) p 896 N8S-35202
Analysis of flexible aircraft longitudinal dynamics and
handling qualities. Volume 2. Data
INASA-CR-177943-VOL-2] p 896 N85-35203
FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT
Op tints) simultaneous structural and control design of
maneuvering flexible spacecraft p 177 ASS-18338
FLEXIBLE WINGS
The theory of oscillating thick wmgs in subsonic flow
Uttmg line theory p 393 A85-29992
Motion of a flexible wing at supersonic velocity under
the effect of a random gust p 393 A85-30108
Transonic test of a forward swept wing configuration
exhibiting Body Freedom Flutter
(AIAA PAPER 85-0689) p 491' A85-30356
Transonic calculations for a flexible supercritical wing
and comparison with experiment
(AIAA PAPER 85-0665] p 470 A8S-30407
Aerodynamic properties of some flexible profiles
P473 A85-32506
Transonic pressure distribution computations of a
flexible wing p 549 A85-35756
The finite element formulation of airflow around a
deformaole wing by using the incremental finite element
method p 621 A85-37879
Mission adaptive wing p828 A85-46499
Unsteady liftng-line theory as a smgutar-perturbatxm
problem p 871 A85-49353
Transonic pressure distribution computations of a
flexible wing p396 1485-20213
Analytically redundant output feedback scheme tor
reduction of structural loads of a flexible transport
[TT-8303] p417 N85-21154
Transonic calculations for a flexible supercritical wmg
and comparison with experiment
(NASA-TM-86439I p 742 N85-31012
FLICKER
An evaluation of ftashtutae signal characteristics
[AO-A149569] p 339 M85-18974
FLIGHT ALTTTUDE
Effects of measurement errors in estimating the
probability of vertical overlap — in a» traffic
p567 A8S-36510
Safety recommenaatxwils). A-84-82 through -84
[REPT-3957) p489 N85-23748
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Correlation of global and local aerodynamic properties
in flight p 102 ASS-13697
SAAB-Faircnild 340 - Operator's analysts
p 102 ASS-13899
Canada* 601 • Challenger in name and in
performance p 157 A85-18117
Robust flight control for CCV aircraft
p172 A85-18715
Modal analysis of flexible arcrafl dynamics with handling
qualities implications p 423 A8S-26431
Status and concerns for bank-to-tum coiiuul of tactical
masdes P423 A85-2B442
Improving the flying qualities of your aeroplane
p412 A85-27449
A robust and efficient techntojue for dealing with
bme-vasying instrumental bias in linear filtering
p458 AflS-29370
Qpbm \^ian\T*tiuteappWtotr*aenxtynarrK(te3M&
of helicopter tonot blades
[AIAA PAPER 854644] p 490 A85-30245
Equilionum conditions for aircraft steady spin
p584 A85-36484
Fundamentals of the flight operations of helicopters*
Aerodynamics — Russian book p649 A85-38875
The application of cryogenics to high Reynolds number
testing m wind tunnels. I - Evolution, theory, and
advantages p 780 A85-41328
Performance degradation of helicopter rotor in forward
flight due to ice p 746 A8S-42937
Cross coupling in pdot/verude systems
(AIAA PAPER 85-1787] p 838 A8S-43845
Loop Separation Parameter tor landing flying qualities
(AIAA PAPER 85-1788] p 838 A85-43846
Development of time response criteria for retorcraft at
hover and low speed
[AIAA PAPER 85-1790] p 838 A85-43848
Interaction between display dynamics and handling
[AIAA PAPER 85-1805] p 838 A85-438S5
Experimental investigation of the short period response
requirements of MIL-F-878SC — flying qualities of piloted
[AIAA PAPER 85-1806] p 839 A85-43856
Ftymg Qualities tn the time domain
[AIAA PAPER 85-1849) p 842 A85-4S878
An investigation of frying qualities requirements for a
STOL fighter in approach and landing
(AIAA PAPER 85-1807] p 848 A85-47031
Airworthiness and flight charactensdcs test of the
JOH'£A light combat helicopter configured with a wire
strike protection system
[AO-A144880] P20 N85-10038
Airworthiness &nd Flight Characteristics (A and PC) tost
of the EH - 1X/EH - 1H helicopter configurations
[AO-A144881) p20 N8S-10039
Active control technology experience with the Space
Shuttle m the landing regime
(NASA-TM-85910) p 36 N85-10071
YO-3A acoustics research anraft systems manual
[NASA-TM-85968] p 37 N85- 10074
Simulator study of flight charactensncs of several large,
dissimilar, cargo transport airplanes Ourmg approach and
landing
[NASA-TP-2357] p 36 N85-11002
Aircrew-aircraft integration A summary of US Army
research programs and plans
[NASA-TM-85991] p 36 N8S-11004
Flying qualities and control system characteristics for
superaugmented aircraft
(N ASA-CR. 170419] p 173 N85-13800
An in-flight investigation of a twin fuselage configuration
in approach and landing
(NASA-CR-1723661 P173 N85-13801
Effects of aircraft and flight parameters on
energy-efficient profile descents in time-based metered
traffic
(NASA-CR-172338-ADO) p 245 N85-15706
Airworthiness and flight charactensdcs test of the
RC-120 Guardrail V
[AO-A1480461 p258 N85-16864
Realization and testing of an experimental color display
system for general aviation helicopters and aircraft
[BMFT-FB-W-84-042] p 262 N85-16872
Time series analysis of closed-loop pdot vehicle
dynamics: p271 N85-16876
The design or sport and tounng aircraft
(NASA-TM-77783) p 344 N85-18975
In-fbght investigation of the effects of time delay in
control system on flying qualities in landing approach
[DFVLR-FB-84-35] p 425 N85-19989
Technical evaluation report on the FOP Symposium on
Right Test Techniques
(AGARO-AR-208) p417 N85-21157
Low-speed stability and control wind-tunnel
investigations of effects of spanwoe blowing on fignter
flight characteristics at high angles of attack — Langely
12-ft low-speed tunnel and 30- by 60-ft tunnel
(NASA-TP-2431J p479 N85-23708
The design of high-performance gliders
[NASA-TM-77772) p 500 N85-23750
Simulation of aircraft behaviour on and close to the
ground
[NASA-TM-87460] p 501 N85-23754
Preliminary helicopter design decision making based on
flight performance factors
[AO-A151488] p575 N85-25254
Study of longitudinal landing frying qualities evaluation
using pilot model theory
[AD-A152194] p577 N8S-26702
Technical evaluation report on the Right Mechanics
Symposium on Active Control Systems. Review.
Evaluation and Pioioutiufis
[AGARD-AR.220] p 588 N85-26730
The state-of-the-art and future of flight control
systems p 588 N85-26732
In-flight investigation of tne influence of pitch damping
and prtcti control effectiveness on landing approach flying
qualities of statically unstable transport aircraft
[DFVLR-FB-S4-12] p 676 N85-27880
Helicopter Aeromechanics
(AGARO-LS-139) p 617 N85-28913
Helicopter aeromechanics^ Introduction and historical
review p 653 N85-29914
In-flight evaluation of pure time delays in pitch and roll
(NASA-TM-86744) p 847 N85-32123
Ground-based and in-flight simulator studies of flight
characteristics of a twin-fuselage passenger transport
airplane during approach and landing
(NASA-TP-24511 p895 N85-34144
Estimation of flight mechanical variables by means of
Katman fitters p 876 N85-35171
FLIGHT CONDITIONS
Seventh Annual Workshop on Meteorological and
Environmental Inputs to Aviation Systems 26-28 October
1983. Tullahoma. Tennessee p 191 ASS-18324
Dynamics of a holicoptor rotor tn abnormal operating
condraona p 159 A85-18773
Clear turbulence forecasting • Towards a urnon of art
and science
(AIAA PAPER 85-0014) p298 ASS-19458
Automated visibility measurements for airports
[AIAA PAPER 85-0191 ] p 274 A85-19577
Scaling laws for testing of nigh lift airfoils under heavy
rainfall
(AIAA PAPER 85-0257) p 216 A85-19617
Selecting design parameters for an engine from the
totality of flight conditions p 659 A8S-39103
Model of tne wmd field m a downburst
p 701 A85-39218
The flight planning - flight management connection
p 877 A85-47684
Time-controlled aircraft guidance in uncertain winds and
temperatures p 879 A8S-476B7
TAF verification (airport weather forecasts)
[GEOPHYSBDBW-FM-205] p 191 N8S-14420
The Altitude Wind Tunnel (AWT) A unique facility for
propulsion system and adverse weather testing
[NASA-TM-86921) p 360 N85-18067
A-120
SUBJECTINDEX FLIGHT CONTROL
Otrect-stnke lightning photographs, swept-flash
attachment patterns, and 'light conditions for storm
hazards 1982
[NASA-TM-86347] p 454 N85-21877
Safety recommendation(s). A84-111 through -115
(REPT-4011C/27 ] p 484 N85-23744
Extraction of aerodynamic parameters for aircraft at
extreme 'light conditions
[NASA-TM-86730] p 704 N85-2968B
FLIGHT CONTROL
Wnghl Brothers Lectureship in Aeronautics - Handling
qualities and pilot evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2442) p113 A85-13534
Right critical system design guidelines and validation
[AIAA PAPER 84-24811 p 113 A8S-13548
A system approach to flight control reliability and
maintainability
[AIAA PAPER 84-24631 p 114 A8S-13549
Flight control technology 'or current/future transport
aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 84-2491) p 114 A85-13S65
Integrated flight/fire/propulsion controls
[AIAA PAPER 84-2493] p 114 ASS-13566
Future requirements for integrated flight controls
[AIAA PAPER 84-2494] p 114 A85-13567
Nonlinear model simplification in flight control system
design P114 A8S-13831
MultHnput/mura-output controller design for longitudinal
decoupled aircraft motion p 114 A85-13633
YF16-CCV multivanable flight control design with
uncertain parameters p 114 A85-13881
New results in fault latency modelling — in redundant
flight control system p 107 A85-14457
The problem of determining the optimum flight control
law for an aircraft p 170 A85-17064
Third generation digital flight controls
p 170 ASS-17230
Developing safe software for critical airborne
applications
[AIAA PAPER 84-2598] p 192 ASS-17802
Backup modes for the F/A-ta digital flight control
system
[AIAA PAPER 84-2622] p 171 A8S-17819
Integrated flight control/navigation sensors
[AIAA PAPER 84-2623] p 171 ASS-17820
A highly monitored digital flight control system for the
AV-8B Homer II
[AIAA PAPER 84-2624] p 171 ASS-17821
Automated benchmark generation based upon a
specification language
[AIAA PAPER 84-2667] p 194 ASS-17849
Robust flight control for CCV aircraft
p 172 ASS-18715
The avemcs flight test system p 154 A85-18718
Writing executable assertions to test flight software
[SU-CRC-TH-84-14] p 301 A85-21973
Digital optical transducers lor helicopter flight control
systems p368 A85-25331
The importance of aircraft center-of-gravrty position for
flight control p 356 A85-25521
Development of advanced fighter flight controls using
flight simulators
[AIAA PAPER 84-2441 ] p 356 A85-26323
A design methodology for pitch pointing flight control
systems p 423 A85-26429
Design and flight testing of digital direct side-force
control laws p 423 A85-26430
A new era in commercial aircraft flight management
p382 A85-27448
Structural and algorithmic aspects of the design of a
mathematical-modeling system for problems of ballistics,
control, and navigation p 432 A85-28391
Criteria for low-speed longitudinal handling qualities of
transport aircraft with closed-loop flight control systems
— Thesis P423 A85-28477
Investigation of modem flight-control problems with
regard to minimal fuel consumption, with consideration of
amval-tfma limitations, air-traffic density, and onboard
real-erne computation — German mesa
P409 A85-28794
A unified method for evaluating real-time computer
controllers and its application p 458 A85-29408
Multistep terminal guidance of linear systems under
conditions Of parametric and constant perturbations
P534 A85-31453
A piloted simulator investigation of decoupling
helicopters by using a model following control system
p511 A8S-31955
Flight test of the 4-varve fly-by-wire/fly-by-opocs control
system p511 A85-31964
A nonlinear pilot model for hover pS13 A85-32783
Systems 'or the Airbus A320 - Innovation in all
directions p 571 A85-33869
On the identification of a highly augmented airplane
p 584 A85-35979
Flight systems ot future commorcml sircrstt
pS67 A85-36426
Design of digital flight control systems for helicopters
p673 A85-37195
Minimum-time path through wind fields
p647 A85-38358
Description and test methods for a frequency output
accelerometer p694 A85-38536
Development and evaluation of an integrated Night and
propulsion control system
[AIAA PAPER 85-1423] p 669 A85-39771
Integrated flight/propulsion control - Adaptive engine
control system mode
[AIAA PAPER 85-1425] p 669 A85-39772
Right control system technology in the crvd transport
aircraft (Airbus-Program) - Status and key points of new
development requirements
[DGLR PAPER 84-089] p 775 A85-40308
Multiple sensor — lor digital flight control systems
p753 A85-41017
The flight control revolution p 776 A85-41529
Right control dynamics of the 1903 Wnght Ryer
[AIAA PAPER 85-1804] p 809 A85-43877
Robustness enhancement for LOG digital night
controller design p 840 A85-45048
A robust flight control design for the C-135 aircraft
Horowra;s method p840 A85-45049
Real-time analysis of a digital mutdloop flight control
system p840 A85-45050
Design and microprocessor implementation of an
integrated load alleviation-pitch manoeuvre Night controller
for relaxed stability aircraft p 840 A85-45052
Multivanable digital flight control design of the X-29A
using output feedback p 840 A8S-45053
Quantitative synthesis of highly uncertain, multiple
input-output flight control system for the forward swept
wing X-29 aircraft p 841 A85-4S055
Salt-Repairing Right Control System Reliabilty &
Maintainability Program executive overview
p810 A85-45058
A control law for the setf-fepamngy digital flight control
system p 841 A65-45057
An advanced signal selection algorithm — for
redundancy management of flight control sensors
p 841 A85-45064
Triplex bus-connected inter-unit selected PCS
configuration — flight control system
p 841 A85-45065
A review of foreign tschnolOQy in 3tfcrsft fliQht controls
p841 A85-4S068
Digital flight control and avionics integration
techniques p834 A85-451S6
Asymmetric aeroservoelastic modeling for Active
Control Simulation
[AIAA PAPER 85-1861 ] p 843 A85-45890
Design of the robust flight control system by realizable
linear compensator
[AIAA PAPER 85-1897] p 844 A85-4S913
Use of the pseudo-inverse for design of a reconfigurable
flight control system
[AIAA PAPER 85-1900] p 844 A85-45915
Combining quantitative and qualitative reasoning in
aircraft failure diagnosis
[AIAA PAPER 85-1905] p811 A85-45917
An adaptive guidance algorithm for aerospace
vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 85-1917] p 850 A85-45921
The use of Ada in digital flight control systems
[AIAA PAPER 85-1953] p 834 A85-45939
Design for an Ada-based architecture for critical flight
controls
[AIAA PAPER 85-1954] p 859 A85-45940
Totally robust control - A new concept for design of
flight control systems
[AIAA PAPER 85-1974] p 845 A85-45955
Improved feedback algorithms for optimal maneuvers
in vertical plane
[AIAA PAPER 85-1976] p 845 A85-45956
Generic faults • The first word — flight control system
[AIAA PAPER 85-1979] p 856 A85-45957
Stability of adaptive control algorithms - Theoretical
examination and simulation for F-4 flight control
[AIAA PAPER 85-1966] p 845 A85-45965
Singular value analysis of competitive
multHnput/multt-output manual control systems
(AIAA PAPER 85-1943] p 860 A85-45966
Right control law synthesis for an elastic vehicle by
eigenspace assignment
(AIAA PAPER 85-1898] p 846 A85-45970
Design of fast non-interacting digital flight-mode control
systems for high-performance aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-19031 p 346 A85-4S974
Application of a new multivanable model-following
method to decoupled flight control p 846 A85-46339
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encountenng vortices and gusts
[AIAA PAPER 85-1710] p719 A85-40782
Nonstationary aerodynamic characteristics of a profile
m separated flow near an undulated wall
p730 A8S-42120
Numerical analysis of turbulent flow past a plate using
equations for fluctuations p 794 A85-42121
Boundary layers on oscillating airfoils
p 735 A85-42973
Analysis of two-dimensional incompressible flow past
airfoils using unsteady Navwr-Stokes equations
p 735 A85-42975
Hypersonic flow past a wing at large angles of attack
with a detached shock wave p8l5 A85-44788
Use of titanium tetrachlonde for visualization of
accelerating flow around airfoils p 903 A85-47090
Somfl i^ mUJjuttons to tnc moddiitno, of discontinuous
flows p 907 A85-48224
FLOW DIRECTION INDICATORS
Photographic surveying of flow speed and direction
adjacent to a surface p 441 ASS-27646
Determination of corrections to flow direction
measurements obtained with a wing-dp mounted sensor
[NASA-CR-174412] p329 N8S-18962
Miniature electroopncal air flow sensor
[NASA-CASE-LAH-13065-1] p 447 N85-20295
FLOW DISTORTION
Calculation of unsteady fan rotor response caused by
downstream flow distortions
[AIAA PAPER 84-2282] p 76 ASS-13960
Development of artificially induced perturbations in a
supersonic Boundary layer p 140 A8S-16177
An integral aproacn to the determination of the
asymptotic benavor of supersonic flow
p 141 ASS-16918
A sensor for detection of unsteady distortion maxima
m air intakes
[ ONER A. TP NO 1984-148] p 205 A85-19262
Determination of surging line of two-spool axial flow
compressor with cropped tan stages at low speed by use
of parallel compressor theory p 264 A85-20242
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Effect of tne arrangement of apertures on the gain
coefficient during asymmetric gas injection into a Laval
nozzle P229 A85-20S62
Flowfield analysis of low bypass ratio test cells
P265 A85-21839
Inlet flow distortions in centrifugal fans
(ASME PAPER 84-JPGC-GT-4 ] p 314 A85-23193
Using tne discrete vortex mettled tor calculating potential
flow past a high-lift wing in the presence of a screen
p471 ASM 1456
Aerodynamics of swept wings of medium and small
aspect ratios. I p473 A85-32517
The Dynamic Data Analyzer (OOA), an aircraft
aero-propulsion digital analysis tool
(AIAA PAPER 85-1212) p 779 A85-40821
Example of transonic gas flow past an asymmetric
profile pS14 A85-44130
On vortex bursting
[ NASA-TM-77587] p9 N85-10008
Experimental and analytical investigation of fan (low
interaction with downstream struts
(NASA-CFI-175756) p 556 N85-25201
FUOW DISTRIBUTION
Method for calculating separated subsonic gas flow past
wings p2 A85-10114
Experimental research in Poland on turbulence and
high-speed aerodynamics p 3 A85-10322
Unsteady loading of leading-edges in unstable flows -
An overview
[AIAA PAPER 84-2306) p4 ASS-10857
Row field and acoustics of two-dimensional transonic
blade-vortex interactions
[AIAA PAPER 84-2309] p 61 ASS-10860
Mechanism of broadband let noise amplification and
suppression under controlled excitation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2319) p 61 A85-10866
Influence of viscosity on the vortex sound
(AIAA PAPER 84-2339) p 62 ASS-10880
The rule of forbidden signals and apparent Mach number
in transonic compressor cascades p 5 ASS-11632
Analysis of the flow field in an engine inlet particle
separator p5 A85-11633
Lifting rotor analysis at subsonic and transonic flow
p75 A85-13689
Numencal simulation of the transonic flowfieM for
wing/nacelle configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2430) p 76 ASS-13964
Flow over double-delta wing and wing body at high
alpha p 144 A85-18516
Economical influence function calibrations using the
distributed loads code — for prediction of store loads in
aircraft interference flowfleld
[AD-A158490] p 158 ASS-18518
An analysts of the flow past an S-shaped rotor by discrete
vortex model P206 ASS-1940S
An experimental investigation of stator/rotor interaction
influence on multistage compressor rotor flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0009] p 206 ABS-19455
Aerodynamics of an airfoil in ground effect with a ;et
issuing from its undersurface
[AIAA PAPER 65-0019] p 207 ASS-19461
Turbulent flow around a wing-fuselage type juncture
[AIAA PAPER 85-0040] p 208 ASS-19475
Variable-temperature water tunnel for high Reynolds
numbers
[AIAA PAPER 85-0051 ] p 273 A85-19483
Three-dimensional Euler solutions with gnd embedding
[AIAA PAPER 85-0121 ] p 211 ASS-19532
Interrelated effects of pitch rate and pwot point on airfoil
dynamic stall
[AIAA PAPER 85-0130] p 212 ASS-19541
Three-dimensionality in unsteady flow about awing
[AIAA PAPER 85-0132] p 212 ASS-19543
Numencal computation of viscous flowfields about
multiple component airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-0167] p 213 ASS-19563
Generalized adaptive-wall wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 85-0225] p 274 A85-19601
Improvements in low Reynolds number testing in the
NSWC hypervelocity wind tunnel No. 9
[AIAA PAPER 85-0226] p 274 ASS-19602
Application of axisymmetnc analogue for calculating
healing in three-dimensional flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-0245] p216 ASS-19611
A comparison between theoretical and experimental flow
fields of an airfoil with deflected spoiler
(AIAA PAPER 85-0269] p 216 ASS-19622
Euler calculations for multielement airfoils using
Cartesian grids
(AIAA PAPER 8542911 p 218 A85-19641
Recent advances in computational transonic
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 85-0366] p 221 ASS-19699
Body flow field simulation and force/moment prediction
at transonic speeds
(AIAA PAPER 85-0423] p 222 ASS-19738
Numencal optimization design of advanced transonic
wing configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0424] p 248 A8S-19739
Computational aerodynamic design of the Gulfstream
IV wing
[AIAA PAPER 85-0427] p 223 A85-19742
A stream function relaxation method for solving transonic
S1 stream surface with respect to non-orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates p 228 A85-20240
Hypersonic chemically nonequilibnum viscous shock
layer on wings with a catalytic surface
P229 A85-20561
Application of dujit&l intoftoroQrsrn 9/fllufltion
techniques to the measurement of three-dimensional flow
fields
[AIAA PAPER 8540371 p 288 A8S-20852
Drag prediction for proiectiles and finned bodies in
incompressible flow
(AIAA PAPER 85-0104] p 230 A85-20854
A numerical simulation of the NFAC (National Full-scale
Aerodynamics Complex) open-return wind tunnel inlet
flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0437] p 230 A85-20869
Real-gas flowfields about three-dimensional
configurations p 231 A85-21830
Shock-fitting solution of tne supersonic llowfield in a
rounded internal comer p 232 A85-21856
Flowfield scaling in sharp fin-induced shock
wave/turbulent boundary-layer interaction
p232 A8S-21857
The problem of gradual opening in wave rotor
passages p365 A85-23387
Determination of the angles of flow incident on the
rotating cascade of a reversing device
p366 A85-24002
Laser-three-slice (L3S) veloometer and applications in
aerodynamics flow field measurements
p368 A85-25224
Row field studies on a btcornc model in high enthalpy
non-eqwlibnum How p 320 AB5-2S480
Flow fields near bodies placed in rarefied subsonic and
supersonic jets p 322 A85-26018
Experimental study of flows in a two-dimensional inlet
model p386 A85-27092
Streamtube expansion effects on the Oameus wind
turbine p 451 A85-27098
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow patterns for a
number of bluff bodies in subsonic gas flow
p389 A85-28389
A companion of different calculation methods for
axisymmetnc fields in convergent-divergent nozzles
p390 A85-29047
Numencal study of a ramjet dump combustor llowfield
p392 A85-29093
Flowtietd investigation of a supercruise fighter model
P392 A85-29256
Effects of an S-tnlet on the flow in a dump combustor
p392 A85-29323
Spurious entropy production and very accurate solutions
to tne Euler equations p 471 A85-30996
Computation of hydraulic losses in a plane profile
cascade p525 A85-32503
Viscous shock-layer flowfietd analysis by an
explicit-implicit method p474 A85-326I2
Experimental investigation of a simulated compressor
airfoil trading-edge flowfiek) p474 A85-32618
Acoustic shocks in a variable area duct containing near
sonic flows p474 A85-32632
Assessment of three-dimensional imnsad codes and
loss calculations for turbine aerodynamic computations
[ASME PAPER S4-GT-187] p 475 A85-32961
A mixed finite difference analysis of the internal and
external transonic flow fields of inlets with centerbody
p548 A8S-35743
An implicit technique for computation of base (lowfield
p551 A85-35778
The finite element formulation of airflow around a
deformable wing by using the incremental finite element
method p 621 A85-37879
Row-field matrix solution for flow along arbitranly twisted
SI surface employing non-orthogonal curvilinear
coordinates p622 A85-37927
The computation of transonic nozzle flow-field by a
time-dependent method p 625 A85-38963
Estimation of hot gas remgestxjn for a VTOL aircraft
at the conceptual design stage
[SAE PAPER 841555] p 663 A85-39207
Modelling vortex flowfields by supercomputers with
super-size memory
 P628 A8S-39242
Similarity properties in the problem of flow from a
supersonic source past a sphencal bluntness
P629 A85-39445
Calculation of the flow in a dump combustor
[AIAA PAPER 85-1309) p 668 A85-39716
Numencal investigation of internal high-speed viscous
flows using a parabolic technique
(AIAA PAPER 85-1409) p632 A85-39768
Rowfield and performance measurements in a vaned
radial diffuser
[ASME PAPER 84-WA/FM-7] p 634 A85-39876
Measurement and prediction of model-rotor flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 85-1558) p 710 A85-40683
Aerodynamics of two-dimensional blade-vortex
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 85-15601 p 710 A85-40685
An investigation of Mm cooling on a hypersonic vehicle
using a PNS flow analysis code
(AIAA PAPER 85-1591 ] p 712 A85-40707
Comparison of experiment and computation for a missile
base region flowtield with a centered propulsive \e\
(AIAA PAPER 85-1818] p 714 A85-40725
Boundary layer effects on the flowfieW about
flow-through nacelles
[AIAA PAPER 85-1623) p 714 A85-40729
Numencal solution of transonic wing flows using an
Etder/Navier-Stokes zonal approach
(AIAA PAPER 85-1640] p 715 A85-40742
Inviscid flow field analysis of maneuvering hypersonic
vehicles using the SCM formulation and parabolic gnd
generation — Split-Coefficient Matrix
[AIAA PAPER 85-1682] p 716 A85-40767
Time-dependent Nawer-Stokes computations of
separated flows over airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-1684] p 717 A85-40769
Computational study of unsteady compressible How
around an airfoil by a block pentadiagnoal matrix
scheme
[AIAA PAPER 85-1692) p 718 A85-40774
Simulation of wing, fuselage, and wing/fuselage
flowfields using a three-dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes
algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 85-1693] p 718 A85-40775
Simulation of Nacelle-afterbody/exftaust-iet flowfields
using a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes algonthm
[AIAA PAPER 85-1283] p 720 A85-40829
Navier-Stokes solution of the flow field around a
complete aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1509) p 721 <A85-40944
Inviscid hypersonic flow around a conical flat-top
wing-body combination p 723 A85-41011
A numerical method for duct flow with boundary layer
separation
[AIAA PAPER 85-1410] p 726 A85-41422
Numencal computation of hypersonic laminar near-wake
flow via Navier-Stokes solver
[AIAA PAPER 85-1672] p 731 A85-42673
Studies of the flow field near an NACA 4412 aerofoil
at nearly maximum lift p 736 A85-42978
Computation of three-dimensional
shock-wave/turbulent boundary-layer interaction flows
p736 A85-42980
Application of the method of quasi-continuous vorticity
dtstnbudon over the skeleton surface for aeroplane wing
design p 738 A8S-43053
Inviscid analysis of advanced turboprop propeller flow
fields
(AIAA PAPER 85-1263] p 814 A85-43977
Modeling of turbulent flowfields through a cascade of
airfoils at stall conditions p8l6 A85-45716
A computational study of complex three-dimensional
compressible turbulent flowfields p 869 A85-48526
Calculation of three-dimensional flowfields by the
unsteady method of characteristics p 869 A85-48S32
Inviscid and viscous flows in cascades with an explicit
multiple-grid algorithm p869 A85-48539
A wind tunnel inlet flow simulation
p 871 A85-49141
Vanational pnnciple families for hybrid problems of
blade-to-blade flow along axisymmetnc stream-sheet • A
unified variable-domain approach p 872 A85-49703
On rolling resonance and small asymmetrical
aerodynamic force of re-entry body p 873 A85-49708
Computational methods for complex flowfields
[AO-A14S219] p11 N85-10019
Measurement of the development of the boundary layer
in the annulus walls of a fourstage compressor
[CUED/A-TUR8O-TH-121] p 52 N85-10299
Expenmental tnm drag values and flow-field
measurements for a wide-body transport model with
conventional and supercritical wings
(NASA-TP-2071) p 12 N85-10920
Hot section laser anemometry p30 N85-10962
Jet array impingement flow distributions and heat
transfer charactenstics- Effects of initial crossflow and
nonuniform array geometry p 30 N85-10967
Energy efficient engine high pressure turbine test
hardware detailed design report
[NASA-CR-167955] p 34 N85-10995
Problem of reduction to ideal wind tunnel in expenmental
aerodynamics p 13 N85-11702
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Wind Tunnel Wall Interference Assessment and
Correction. 1983
(NASA-CP-2319) p82 N85-12011
Wall interference measurements for three-dimensional
models in transonic wind tunnels: Experimental
difficulties P82 N85-12012
Survey of ONER A activities on adaptive-wall applications
and computation of residual corrections
p 82 N85-12013
investigations ot flow field perturbations induced on
slotted transonic-tunnel walls p 83 N85-12018
Interaction between an airfoil and a streamwtse vortex
| AD-A1458231 p86 N85-12041
An invtsod computational method tor supereonc inlets
(AO-A145997) p86 N85-12042
A study ol flow past an ajrfod witn a jet issuing from
its lower surface|NASA-Cfl.166610| p86 N8S-12860
Development ot computational fluid dynamics at NASA
Ames Research Center
(NASA-TM-86021) p 87 N85-12886
The preliminary checkout, evaluation and Tfllitmtii** of
a 3-component force measurement system for calibrating
propulsion simulators tor wmd tunnel models
[NASA-CR-174113] pt18 N85-12903
Effect of two inner-ring od-flow Uisuilmtion schemes on
tne operating characteristics of a 35 mtUnneter bore ball
bearing to 2.5 million ON
INASA.TP-2404] p 129 N85-13233
Experimental studies of transonic airfoil trading edge and
wake flowtKHd properties p 146 N85-13773
A three-dimensional ansymmetnc calculation procedure
tor turbulent flows m a radial vaneless diffuser
(NASA-TM-86903) p 147 N85-14798
An exploratory study ot finite difference gnds tor
transonic unsteady aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-84583] p 235 N85-15698
Analysis ot tne flow field about a T-45 using PANAIR
|AO-A146811| P238 N85-15699
Aero-optics experimental techniques
[AO-A146755] P294 N85-16067
Con lamination and distortion of steady flow fieM induced
by discrete frequency in aiciaft gas turbmes
(AD-A147092] P294 N85-16073
Calculation ot me vetooty field generated tty a notcopter
mam and tad rotors m rover •
(AD-A147731 ] p239 IM85-16833
Genesis of unsteady separation
[AD-P004173] p370 N85-179S8
Corrections for attached sxjewail boundary-layer effects
in 2-dimensional airtod testing
[NASA-CR-3873] p326 N85-17997
Effect of tet exit vanes on flow pulsations in an open-jet
wmd tunnel
[NASA-TM-86299] p 326 N85-17999
Theory ot wmg rock p 357 N85-18064
Row quality of NAL 2-dimensional transonic wmd tunnel
Pan 2. Extensive and systematK pressure fluctuations
study m the settling chamber, test section and second
throat of me NAL 2-0 transonic wmd tunnel
[NAL-TR-836-PT2] p 360 N85-18066
Analysis of sudden expansion flow m a two-dimensional
duct with and without side-wall infection usmg the k-epsdon
turbulence model p 371 N85-18282
The boundary layer on compressor cascade blarkm
[NASA-CR-174369] p 372 N85-18292
Aerodynamic improvements by discrete wmg tip jets
[AO-A148981] p330 N85-18964
Optimization of a ground coupled heat pump
(OE8S-000273) p 374 N85-19380
A niutod finite GjffsrBncA sn&tysis of tho intomsl snd
external transonic flow hews ot inlets with centerbody
p446 N85-20192
Reconstruction ol a 3-dimensional transonic rotor Mow
field from holographic uuerteioyiam date
(NASA-TM-86690) p 397 N85-21112
An investigation of turbulence mechanisms m V/STOL
upwash flow fields
(AO-A149786] p399 N8S-21123
UnstBftdy flows Around S u^nonsionAl wings
[AO-A1499931 P399 N85-21124
Aerodynamic benavnr ot ventilated wmd tunnel walls
p 476 N85-22363
On the solution of the three-dimensional flowfieid about
a flow-tnrougn nacelle
(NASA-TM-87448] p 477 N85-22371
Estimating unsteady aerodynamic forces on a cascade
in a three-dimensional turbulence field
(NASA-TM-86701] p 478 N85-23704
Measurements in tne flow field of a cylinder with a laser
transit anemometer and a drag rake in the Langley 0.3
m transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TM-86399] p 531 N85-24270
A new implicit plus minus splitting method for the solution
ot the Euler equations m the transonic flow regime
p556 N85-25200
Flow over a bicorac configuration with an afterbody
compression flap
(AD-A151882] p603 N85-25778
Navier-Stokes solution of hypersonic blunt-nosed body
flowfietds P558 N85-26624
The role ot computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering p 605 N85-26629
A method for simulating 3-0 aircraft flow fields with jet
plume effects
[NASA-CR-175802] p 559 N85-26664
Application of CFO techniques toward the validation of
nonlinear aerodynamic models
[NASA-TM-86715] p 560 N85-26671
Static and dynamic pressure measurements on a NACA
0012 airtod m me Ames High Reynolds Number Facility
(NASA-TP-2485] p 634 N8S-27823
User's manual for airfoil flow field computer code
SRAIR
[NASA-CR-172585] p 634 N85-2782S
Predictions and measurements of isothermal flowfieMs
m axoymmemc eombustor geometries
(NASA-CR-174916) p671 N85-27B67
The gust smutadon apparatus of the 3m x 3m tow speed
wmd tunnel of the OFVLR m Goettngen, West Germany
[OFVLR-FB-85-04] p 684 N85-27920
Unsteady flow m multistage turbines
p698 N85-27946
Proceedings of me 9th US A» Force and the Federal
Republic of Germany Data Exchange Agreement Meeting,
Viscous and Interacting Flow Field Effects
(AO-A153020) P699 N85-28266
Additional now field studies of the GA(Vv>1 avfol with
30-percent chord Fowler flap including slot-gap variations
and cove shape modifications
(NASA-CR-3687] p 739 N85-29919
Vapor-screen technique for flow visualization in the
Langley Unitary Plan Wmd Tunnel
[NASA-TM-883841 p 740 N85-29929
Turbine blade-tip clearance excitation forces
(NASA-CR-1715341 p773 N85-29963
SANORAG. A computer code for predicting drag ot
bodies ot revolution at zero angle ot attack in
mcomprasatte flow
(DEBS-0111701 P804 N8S-30684
A theory df quasi-concal solutions of nonmteger degree
— flow fields on supersonc wmgs
(UTH-Lfl-420] p744 N85-31024
Calculation ot steady and unsteady airtod flow fields via
the Navnr-Stokes equations
[NASA-CR-3899] p 818 N85-33105
A three-dimensional viscous flow analysis for the
hebcopter up vortex generation problem
[NASA-CR-3906] p874 N85-34114
A ujiiiuaiiaun of laser Ooppler anemometry and probe
measurements witmn the boundary layer of an airtod at
subsonic flow
(ISL-CO-219/84) p875 N85-34127
Calculation ol compressdUe flow about
three-dimensional inlets with auxiliary inlets, slats and
vanes by means of a panel method
[NASA-CR-174975] p 876 N85-35162
FLOW EQUATIONS
Exact solutions of singular equations tor viscous
transonic flows p 142 A85-16939
Computation of flow around wmgs based on the Euler
equations p 142 A85-18066
Transonic solutions for & irtuttMtefTwnt sufoil using tfw
fun-potential equations p 144 A85-18512
Breakdown ot tne conservative potential equation — for
study of transonic flow
(AIAA PAPER 85-0387] p 221 A85-19700
A subdomain finrta element method for solving the
conservative full potential equation for transonic profile
flows — German thesis p227 A85-198S4
Numerical solutions for transonic stream equations of
flow along Si relative stream surface employing
non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinates and corresponding
velocity components p31S A85-24093
Spectral mumgnd methods with applications to transonic
potential flow p 316 A65-24448
Computer-aided analysis of the convergence to steady
state of discrete approximations to me Euler equations
p 316 A65-24449
On tne use ot parametric differentiation to predict weak
Shockwaves p319 A85-25465
Entropy condition sflttsfymg sppfoximfltions for ttw full
potential equation of transonic flow p 385 A85-26916
Monotone switches m implicit algorithms tor potential
equatxjns applied to transonic flows
p 391 A85-29078
Newton-like minimal resxtual methods applied to
transonic flow calculations p 458 A85-29081
Autontstic fld&ptivo gnd rsfi/wnwnt for the Eulsr
equations p 391 A85-29087
A new stream function formulation for the steady Euler
equations p 474 A85-32609
Application of the single-cycle optimization approacn to
aerodynamic design p 548 A85-35586
Example ot transonic gas flow past an asymmetnc
profile 0814 A85-44130
Numerical approacn for tne aerodynamic analysis it
airfoils witn laminar separation
(NASA-CR-172496] p326 N8S-18001
Calculation of harmonic aerodynamic forces of aerofoils
and wings from the Euler equations p 554 N85-25177
Mathematical modeling ot the AEDC (Arnold Engineenng
Development Center) propulsion wmd tunnel (1ST)
(AD-A151293] p 593 N85-25275
FLOW GEOMETRY
Passive control of lets with indeterminate origins
[AIAA PAPER 84-2299] p4 ASS-10852
Th0 influence of s spotter on too d f^Qioprnont of 3 fu^Wy
curved turbulent wall jet p 123 A85-14348
Measurements in a turbulent rectangular free jet
p 77 A85-14355
On a forced elliptic |« p 78 ASS-14357
Calculation of streamlines from wall pressures on a
fusiform body p 79 A85-14894
Conical flow near external axial comers as a Bifurcation
problem p 145 A85-18676
The effect of phase-difference on the spreading rate
of a laminar circular jet under to-modal excitation
[AIAA PAPER 85-0045] p 208 A85-19479
The distortion of a supersonic turbulent boundary layer
by bulk compression and surface curvature
[AIAA PAPER 85-0299] p 218 A85-19648
Complete three-dimensional flow solution of a cascade
incorporating jiplittw vanes of arbitrary geometry
p 228 A85-20230
Flow behind an attached shock wave m a radiating
gas p 233 A85-J2308
The effectiveness of the initial twist of the air in the
blade cooling systems of gas turbines
p 349 A85-23979
Shaped optimization ot the subsonic profiles ot axial-flow
turbine cascades p 315 A85-24028
Flow control in a diffusing S-Ouct
[AIAA PAPER 85-0524] p 321 A65-2592B
Fluid motion m the regions of abrupt expansion of the
channels of rotor-cooling systems of enaigy*conv r^ting
machines p442 A85-26473
In-flight flow visualization • A fluid approach
p 414 A85-2B644
Structure and characteristics of turbulent separated flow
in a cavity p44S AB5-29919
Modelling turbulent recirculating flows in complex
geometries p 445 A85-29967
Interaction of twm turbulent circular iet
p617 A85-37049
A supersonic mhomogeneous flow of an ideal gas around
blunted bodies p 619 A85-3733S
Gas flow in nozzles and lets p619 A85-37337
Investigation of three-dimensional separated flows
p 819 A85-37338
A study of the critical flow rate through cascades ot
thm slightly bent avfods using the large-parade metnod
p 624 A85-38562
Dynamic overshoot of the state stall angle
P62B A85-3922S
A computational study of the unsteady shock-wave
structure m a two-dimensional transonic rotor
p629 A8S-39578
Numerical calculation ot subsonic tets m crossftow with
reduced numerical diffusion
(AIAA PAPER 85-1441) p697 A85-39780
Transonic flow calculations around isolated inlet
cun figurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1596] p 713 A85-40712
Experimental and numerical investigation ot supersonic
flow tnrouQh a square duct
(AIAA PAPER 85-1622] P 714 A6S-4Q728
Adaptive mesh solution for supersonic conical flow in
a rectjlmear mtet
[AIAA PAPER 85-1626] p 714 A85-4Q732
Measurements of turbulent correlations m supersonic
flows with longitudinal surface curvature
(AIAA PAPER 85-1656] p 715 A85-40754
External compression inlet predictions usmg an implicit,
upwind, multiple zone approacn
[ AIAA PAPER 85-1521 ] p 722 A85-4Q966
Flow structure capturing on overset patched meshes
(AIAA PAPER 85-1690] p 731 A85-42690
Finite-volume scheme tor transonic potential flow about
airfods and bodies in an arbitranly-snaped channel
p 734 A85-42967
The use ot flow visualization for vortex traiectory
mapping p 867 A85-47132
Approximate calculation of flow field in an inlet with
arbitrary cross sections and curved axis
P872 A8S-49652
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An improved computer model for prediction of axial gas
turome performance losses
(NASA-CR-174246) p 265 N85-15724
Numerical calculation of subsonic lets in crossflow with
reduced numerical diffusion
(NASA-TM-87003) p 581 N8S-2S263
Computational aerodynamics in designing aircraft
p576 N85-26622
FLOW MEASUREMENT
Airfoil trailing edge flow measurements and comparison
with theory, incorporating open wind tunnel corrections
[AIAA PAPER 84-2266) p* A8S-10831
Experimental investigation of the sweep effects on a
helicopter blade dp
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-81 ] p 7 A8S-12610
Certain features characterizing the development of
coherent flow structures in the initial region of
three-dimensional turbulent rets p 76 A85-1379S
Turbulence characteristics of the noise producing region
of an exerted round iet II - Large scale structure
characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 84-2342] p 133 ABS-13961
Reynolds-stress measurements in a turbulent trading
vortex p77 A85-14244
The influence of a spoiler on the development of a highly
curved turbulent wall iet p 123 A85-14348
Measurements in a turbulent rectangular free iet
p77 A8S-143S5
On a forced elliptic iet p 78 A85-14357
The influence of leading-edge load alleviation on
supersonic wing design p 144 A85-18SI5
Examining the validity of a combustor flow model with
LOV
[AIAA PAPER 85-0055) p 209 A85-19487
Detailed measurements of the flowtield in the vicinity
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A method for high order linear system reduction and
nonlinear system simplification p 457 A85-27514
Quantifying AFTI/F-16 gust alleviation characteristics
using frequency response analysis p 424 A85-28&4I
Computer-aided frequency domain synthesis of a robust
active flutter suppression control law
[AIAA PAPER 85-0754] p511 A8S-30373
Dynamic loads analyses of flexible airplanes - New and
existing techniques
(AIAA PAPER 85-0808) p 492 A85-30394
Application of frequency domain and time domain
analysis tools to the analysis of nonrecoverable stall
[AIAA PAPER 85-1350] p 765 A85-40836
A robust flight control design for the C-135 aircraft
Horowitz's method p 840 A85-45049
FREQUENCY SHIFT
Doppler frequency shift for aircraft noise in a refractive
atmosphere
[AIAA PAPER 84-2354) p 63 A85-10890
FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
Transdigitizer for relaying signals from Global Positioning
System (GPS) satellites
[AD-O0114421 P339 N8S-18970
FRESNEL LENSES
A second generation WAVIDS (Wide Angle Virtual image
Display System)
(AD-P004328I P359 N85-17982
FRETTING
Slipping behavior and fretting fatigue in the disk/blade
dovetail region p 770 A85-41852
FRICTION
Evaluation of abradable turbine seal by fnction-wear test
and engine performance test p 770 A8S-41842
A-135
FRICTION DRAG SUBJECTINDEX
Laminar flow heat exchangers Viscosity induced
non-unifoim flow
[AD-A144777] p 53 N85-10307
Alternatives for runway ru&Ber removal from porous
fnetion surfaces
[DOT/FAA/PM-84/28] p 176 N85-13803
Analysis for leakage and rotordynamic coefficients of
surface rougnened tapered annular gas seals
p 188 N85-14135
Tecnmgues to analyze vefnde coastdown data
(DE85-005159) p 399 N85-21127
Tnbological systems as applied to aircraft engines
(NASA-TM-86965] p 450 N85-21657
Fncnon and wear behavior of aluminum and composite
I-beam softened airplane skins
[NASA.TM-86418] p 652 N85-27852
FRICTION DRAG
Emmons spot forcing for turbulent drag reductioii
p 145 A85-18698
Design of apparatus for the determination of
aerodynai i »** drag coeffioeAU of automobiles
IAO-A151842) P558 N85-2S219
FRICTION FACTOR
Calculation of fncnon and heat transfer in turbulent flow
of a compressible gas m a plane duct
P291 A85-22114
fixed step tncoon model p 443 A85-28609
Experimental study of neat transfer from shaft m cooled
radial bearing of GNT-25 gas turbine
P529 N85-24088
FRICTION MEASUREMENT
A study of fnetion in high-speed face seals
p46 A85-10381
Skin fnctran measurements for 2 relatively truck airfoil
sections at high Reynolds number
(AD-A150021] p399 N8S-21125
FRICTION REDUCTION
Effects of friction dampers on aerodynaimcaUy unstable
rotor stages p 265 A85-21866
More detailed measurements behind turbulence
manipulators including tandem devices usmg
servo-controlled balances
(AIAA PAPER 854521) p 320 A85-25927
FRONTS (METEOROLOGY)
Characteristics of gust front and downdrafts from single
Ooppler radar data p 453 A85-2B779
FUEL COMBUSTION
Fuel effects on gas turbine combustion-liner
temperature, pattern factor, and pollutant emosions
P28 A85-11384
The fuel property/flame radiation relationship tor gas
turbine combustors pill A85-15350
Liquid-fueled ramiets
[ONEHA, TP NO. 1984-1121 p 111 A85-15832
A study of me stability of combustion m a small
straight-flow combustion chamber p 350 A85-24000
A study of the structure of the primary zone of cylindrical
combustion chambers p 351 A85-24004
Combustion studies of metallized fuels for solid fuel
ramiets
(AIAA PAPER 85-1177] p 689 A8S-39640
Propellent options for long duration, high altitude
unmanned aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 85-13261 p 689 A85-39727
Internal combustion engine combustion chamber
process studies at NASA Lewis Research Center
p8S5 AB5-45856
Combustion gas properties I-ASTM jet A fuel and dry
air
[NASA-TP-2359] p27 N8S-10084
Radiation/catalytic augmented combustion
[AD-A148758] p364 N85-18101
The influence of fuel quality upon name-tube
temperature and flame radiation m a model gas-turbine
primary zone
(K233] P508 N85-22396
The influence of fuel molecular composition upon
flame-tube temperature and flame radiation in a model
gas-turbine primary zone
(K234) p520 N85-22646
influence of fuel properties on gas turbine combustion
performance
(AO-A151464] p596 N85-25448
Analytical fuel property effects—small combustors
[ NASA-CR-174738) p 582 N85-26709
Research test facility for evaporation and combustion
of alternative let fuels at nigh air temperatures
[AO-A153830 ] p691 N85-29073
An experimental investigation of fuel regression rate
control in solid fuel ramiets
| AD-A154251] p782 N85-30008
FUEL CONSUMPTION
Periodic optimal cruse of an atmospheric vehicle
p 102 A85-13701
UOF - GE dares to differ — UnOucted Fan
p 167 A85-16270
Four-dimensional fuel-optimal guidance in the presence
of winds p 158 A85-1832B
Periodic optical cruise of an atmospheric vehicle
p 158 A85-18330
Computer geometric simulation of cruise missile center
of gravity versus fuel consumption
(SAWE PAPER 1511) p 159 ASS-18804
Mi-28 • The Soviets create Havoc p250 A85-20147
Electroimpulse deong rears operation
P400 A85-27364
Fuel economies effected by the use of FMS in an
advanced TMA p412 A85-27604
Investigation of modem night-control problems wrtn
regard to minimal fuel consumption, with consideration of
arnvaMime Imitations, air-traffic density, and onboard
real-time computation — German thesis
p409 A85-28794
The search for fuel effkaency p492 A8S-31225
OrMme determination of optimal flto f^rt paths for
helicopters p495 A85-31994
Definition of requirements for 5000 horsepower tfass
demonstrator engine p 506 A85-32008
Helicopter coobng, ar cycle/vapor cycle trade-offs
[SAE PAPER A840942] p 570 A85-337S3
Aerodynamic test results for a wing-mounted turboprop
propulsion installation
[SAE PAPER 841480] p 627 A85-39060
The reduction of fuel consumption on tne basts of
periodic optimal flight paths
[OGLfi PAPER 84-090) p 753 A85-40309
Fuel conservative guidance for shipboard landing of
powered-lift STOL aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 85-1889) p 827 A85-45911
Minimum-fuel, three-dimensional flight patris for iet
transports p 828 A85-46341
Feedback control for fuel-optimal descants using
singular perturbation techniques p 893 A85-47688
Simulation's rote in the development of the fuel efficient
Boeing 757 and 767 airplanes p 881 AS 5-4 9012
The MCA 11 lulhml of detuf mining thrust of jet aircraft
m flight — Mass Consumption-Acceleration
p 881 A85-49134
The Oelco Performance Management System
p895 A8S-49172
ACEE program rationale and implementation
(NASA-TM-84549] p 2 N8S-10908
Fuel efficiency through new airfrurne technology
[NASA.TM-84548] p2 N8S-10909
Hybrid larnmar flow control study
[NASA-CR-165930] p 21 M85-10933
Energy uffioent engine flight propulsion system
preliminary analysis and design report
(NASA-CR-174701] p28 N85-10947
Energy efficient engine. Volume 1 Component
development and integration program
(NASA-CR-173084) p34 N85-10992
Combined cycle ramjet engine
[AD-O011247] p 178 N85-14859
Reference energy-altitude descent guidance: Simulator
evaluation — aircraft descent and fuel conservation
(NASA-TP-2383] p 261 N85-16868
Collegium on aviation fuel conservation efforts
p 343 N85-18034
Effect of water injection into asr tor turbine cooling on
economy of operation of gas turbine engine with
afterburning p 509 N85-22830
Deputy minister on civil aviation fuel conservation
efforts pSOO 1485-23691
Safety recommendanoriW. A-84-103
[REPT-3909B/1018] p 484 N85-23745
Aviabon workers plenum reviews fuel conservation
progress p542 N85-25197
Hyushn bureau designer on fuel conservation research
p 564 N85-25231
Planning fuel-conservative descents in an airline
unvuoniiieiiial usmg a small programmable calculator
Algorithm development and flight test results
(NASA-TP-2393) p 579 N85-26705
Energy efficient engine high-pressure turbine component
ng performance test report
(NASA-CH-168189] p 772 N85-29955
Energy efficient engine integrated core/low spool test
hardware design report
(NASA-CR-168137] p 772 N85-29956
Energy Efficient Engine (E3) controls and accessories
detail design report
[NASA-CR-168017] p 772 N85-29957
FAA requirements for model to support capacity, delay,
nooeand energy programs
(AO-A1S5815) p 880 N8S-35179
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions in airline flight planning, volume
[NASA-CR-167862] p 913 N85-35534
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions m airline flight planning, volume
2
[NASA-CR-167863] p 913 N85-35535
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weatner conditions in airline flight planning, volume
3
{NASA-CR-167864] p 913 N85-35536
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weatner conditions in airline flight planning, volume
4
(NASA-CR-167865] p 913 N8S-35537
FUEL CONTAMINATION
The determination of biological impurities in fuels
p 179 A85-16949
FUEL CONTROL
Adaptive fuel control for helicopter applications
pi 10 A85-14049
Development flight test of tne full authority digital fuel
control m tne HH-65A helicopter p 506 A85-31966
Control of fuel during starting of a gas turbine
(SAE PAPER 841511] p 661 A85-39155
Development of low cost digital control system for small
gas turbine engine p 769 A85-41839
A new era of fuel controls p889 A85-48073
An electronic lirrater tor aircraft engines
(SAE PAPER 850910] p 890 ASS-50122
Energy Efficient Engine (E3) controls and accessories
detail design report
(NASA-CH-168017] p 772 N85-29957
An experimental investigation of fuel regression rate
control in solid fuel ramiets
[AD-A1S4251] p782 N85-30008
FUEL FLOW
The effect of the operating parameters on the
temperature field of gas flow behind a system of radial
stabilizers p 350 A85-2399S
Analysis of unsteady invactd diffuser flow with a shock
wave p 580 A85-34010
Energy efficient engine high-pressure turbine component
ng performance test report
(NASA-CR-168189] p 772 N85-29955
Detailed studies of aviation fuel flowability
[NASA-CR-174938] p 788 N85-31308
A comparison of two bench scale tests of fuel low
temperature flow properties
(AD-A154477) p 788 N85-31311
FUEL FLOW REGULATORS
Pipeline control system with high safety reliability — for
transportation of aviation fuels p 778 A85-40543
FUEL GAGES
DiQitaJ fuel Quantity indicating system for aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 84-2602] p 163 A85-17805
FUEL INJECTION
liquid-fueled ramiets
(ONERA. TP NO. 1984-112] p 111 A85-15832
Transverse let breakup and atomtzanon wrtn rapid
vaporization along the traiectory p 444 A85-29092
Fuel droplet size measurements with a laser Ooppler
interferometer
[AIAA PAPER 85-1182) p 697 A8S-39643
Fuel injection characterization and design methodology
to improve lean stability
(AIAA PAPER 85-1183] p 664 A85-39644
Small gas turbine combustor study • Fuel injector
performance m a transpiration-cooled liner
(AIAA PAPER 85-1312] p 668 A85-39717
Influence of downstream distance on simplex atomizer
spray characteristics
[ASME PAPER 84-WA/HT-25] p 698 A85-39888
Recent advances in vaporiser fuel injection technology
p 768 A85-41794
Fmlet injector
[AO-O011245] p 180 NSS-14891
Segmented zoned fuel injection system for use with a
combustor
(AD-O011640) p670 N85-27865
Research test facility for evaporation and combustion
of alternative jet fuels at high air temperatures
(AD-A153830) p 691 N8S-29073
FUEL PRODUCTION
Jet fuel property changes and their effect on producibihty
and cost m the U S, Canada, and Europe
(NASA-CR-174840] p 598 N85-27012
FUEL PUMPS
Hydrodynamic simulation of transient processes m
injection system of aircraft engines during pump
unswirting p 509 N85-22829
FUEL SPRAYS
Determination of liquid-fuel prevaponzation and
promoting in gas-turbine combustion chambers — German
thesis p 443 A85-28798
Transverse jet breakup and atomization with rapid
vaporization along the trajectory p 444 A85-29092
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Fuel droplet sae measurements with a laser Doppler
interferometer
[ AIAA PAPER 85-1182) p 697 A85-39643
Influence of downstream distance on simplex atomizer
spray characteristics
[ASME PAPER 84-WA/HT-251 p 698 A85-39888
Research test facility for evaporation and combustion
ol alternative iel luels at high w temperatures
(AD-A1538301 p691 N85-29073
FUEL SYSTEMS
Gas turbine airblast atomizers • A review. I
P420 A85-29343
Heat management system for aircraft
[AO-O011658] p654 N85-28936
Energy Efficient Engine (E3) controls and accessories
detail design report
[NASA-CH-168017] p772 N85-29957
FUEL TANKS
Design and fabncation of crashworthy composite
external fuel tanks p 104 A85-15630
New high temperature and fuel resistant sealants based
on Permapol P-3, polythtoether polymers
p 178 A85-16052
Computer geometric simulation of cruise missile center
of gravity versus fuel consumption
[SAWE PAPER 1511] p159 A8S-18804
A new approach to durability prediction lor fuel tank
skins
[AIAA PAPER 85-0602] p SOS A8S-30331
Adhesive sealing for integral fuel tanks
[SAWE PAPER 1573] p 901 A85-49901
Aircraft wing fuel tank environmental simulator tests for
evaluation of anhrmstmg fuels
[FAA-CT-84-15] P283 N8S-15920
Distnbutnn and storage of aviation turbine fuel for
military operations in northern Australia
(AD-A1471801 p283 N85-15921
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation AH-1S (MC)
helicopter with external fuel tanks installed
[AO-A148091] P258 N85-1688S
81-PAC F-15 external fuel tank container modification
[AO-A148838) p344 N85-18053
Interactions between F-111 fuselage fuel tank sealants.
Part 2 Variation m performance properties of polysulfides
after contact with polyester degradation products
[AD-A149777] p 438 N85-21368
Fuel freeze point investigations
[AO-A152801] P690 N85-28129
Fuel containment and damage tolerance in large
composite primary aircraft structures
(NASA-CR-166083] p 787 N85-30032
Fuel containment and damage tolerance for large
composite pnmary aircraft structures. Phase V Testing
[NASA-CR-166091) P902 N85-35241
FUEL TESTS
Fuel ettects on gas turbine combustion-liner
temperature, pattern factor, and pollutant emissions
p26 ASS-11984
Handbook of aviation fuel properties
[CRC-530] p43 A85-12651
The fuel property/flame radiation relationship for gas
turOtne combustors p 111 A85-15350
The effect of esters on'antwear1 properties of let engme
fuel obtained by hydrofining p 179 A85-16950
Fuel effects on the TF30 engine (Alternate Test
Procedure)
[ASME PAPER 84-JPGC-GT-11 p 349 A8S-Z3191
A method for the evaluation of the boundary lubricating
properties of aviation turbine fuels p 687 A85-37495
Fuel infection characterization and design methodology
to improve lean stability
[AIAA PAPER 85-1183) p 684 A85-39644
Combustion efficiency of a hydrogen-kerosene fuel in
a straight-through channel p836 A85-46221
Observations of the use of the setapomt detector
[AO-A1S4S33] p853 N8S-32208
FUEL VALVES
Man-vehicle systems research facility advanced aircraft
(light simulator throttle mechanism p 856 N85-33527
FUEL-AIR RATIO
delta function and generalized tables of thermodynamic
properties for CnHm-air system combustion products
p43 A8S-123S8
Control of fuel during starting of a gas turbine
[SAE PAPER 8415111 p 661 A85-39155
Technology lor the design of high temperature nse
combustors
[AIAA PAPER 85-1292] p 668 A8S-39705
Critical assessment of thermophysical properties data
of combustion gases for calculating the performance of
gas turbine p 805 A85-41803
Finlet miector
(AD-O0112451 p 180 N85-14891
Flow modifying device
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13562-21 p 892 N85-35195
FUELS
External fuel vaporization study, phase 2
[NASA-CR-1740791 p45 N85-11252
FULL SCALE TESTS
Comparison of scaled model data to full size energy
efficient engine test results
(AIAA PAPER 84-2281 ] p 110 A85-13953
Full-scale testing, production and cost analysts data for
the advanced composite stabilizer for Boeing 737 aircraft
Volume 1 Technical summary
[NASA-CR-3649] * p 179 N85-13912
Full-scale testing, production and cost analysis data for
the advanced composite stabilizer for Boeing 737 aircraft,
volume 2
[NASA-CR-1660121 p 179 N85-13915
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
Design study of technology requirements for high
performance singte-propetter-dnven business airplanes
[NASA-CR-3863] p 235 N85-15692
A digital piloting system for the combat helicopter
P260 N85-16806
Possible technological answers to new design
requirements for power transmission systems
pSIO N85-23779
FUNCTIONAL^
The use of local functianals to construct a circumvention
maneuver m game problems of evasion
p302 A85-22374
Altimetnc-gravimetnc functional boundary value
problem p 799 A85-41177
Analytical construction of flight vehicle surfaces
p 162 N85-14957
FUNCTIONS (MATHEMATICS)
Implementation of the supersonic triplet singularity into
the USTORE computer code
[CSIR-NIAST-83/47] p8 N85-10006
FUSELAGES
Noise transmission through an acoustically treated and
honeycomb stiffened aircraft sidewall
[AIAA PAPER 84-2329] p 82 ASS-10873
Laboratory tests on an aircraft fuselage to determine
the insertion loss of various acoustic add-on treatments
[AIAA'PAPER 84-2330] p 16 ASS-10874
A rivet hole sensor for measuring airplane fuselage
[AIAA PAPER 84-2350) p 47 A85-10886
Propeller none measurements in ONW on die fuselage
of a twin engine aircraft model — German-Dutch wind
tunnel
(AIAA PAPER 84-2367] p 17 A85-10897
Alternate approach to aircraft interior noise control. II
Self-supporting damped interior shell
(AIAA PAPER 84-2372] p 18 A85-10901
Air flow and particle trajectories around aircraft
fuselages. I - Theory p 74 ASS-13651
Air flow and particle trajectories around aircraft
fuselages. II - Measurements p 106 A85-13652
Optimization of the parameters of transport aircraft with
a lift-generating fuselage p 155 ASS-17069
Propagation of propeller tone noise through a fuselage
boundary layer p 197 A85-18514
Turbulent How around a wing-fuselage type (tincture
[AIAA PAPER 85-0040] p 208 A85-19475
Environmental effects and durability evaluation of
advanced composite fuselage structures
p251 A85-21388
Fabncation and assembly of composite rear fuselage
(CRF) tooling and manufacturing for the UH-60
helicopter p 200 A85-21394
Composite curved frames for helicopter fuselage
structure p252 A85-21396
Field-incidence notse transmission loss ol general
aviaton aircraft double-wall configurations
p304 A85-21842
Continuous filament wound composite concepts for
aircraft fuselage structures
[AIAA PAPER 84-0869] p411 A85-26764
Electromagnetic shielding by a CFC aircraft fuselage
- Carbon Fiber Composite p412 A85-2762S
The effect of acoustic/thermal environments on
advanced composite fuselage panels
p445 A85-29251
The effect of source location on the structural-acoustic
interaction of an infinite elastic shell
[AIAA PAPER 854788] p 523 A85-30390
Designing for a crashworthy all-composite helicopter
fuselage p 493 A85-31960
Noise transmission through an acoustically treated and
honeycomb-stiffened aircraft sidewall
p537 A85-32592
Gnd generation for wing-tait-tuselage configurations
p547 A85-35579
Wing optimization and fuselage integration for future
generation of supersonic aircraft p 618 A85-37212
Multignd calculation of transonic flow past
wing-tail-fuselage combinations p628 A85-39216
Simulation of wing, fuselage, and wing/fuselage
flowflelds using a three-dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes
algorithm
(AIAA PAPER 85-1693] p 718 A85-40775
Strength analysis of aircraft — Russian book
p 757 A85-42124
Approach to interior noise control II - Self-supporting
damped intenor shell p 759 ASS-42939
The use of active controls to augment rotor/ fuselage
stability p 776 A85-43220
Crashworthmess of light aircraft fuselage structures A
numerical and experimental investigation
p 20 N85-10399
Analysis of a transport fuselage section drop test
p 21 N85-10400
Modeling of aircraft cabin fires
[N8S-GCR-84-473] p 91 N85-12880
Second sailplane proiect The RP-2
p 129 N85-12977
An in-flight investigation of a twin fuselage configuration
in approach and landing
[NASA-CR-1723661 p 173 N85-13801
A study of crashworthmess of light aircraft fuselage
structures: A numerical and experimental investigation
[UTIAS-286] p 149 N85-14803
Turbulent drag reduction research
p 237 N85-16788
Forced corrosion tests of construction components of
passenger aircraft fuselages p 436 N85-20062
Study for prediction of rotor/wake/fuselage interference,
parti
[NASA-CR-177340-VOL-1] p 466 IM85-22346
Study for prediction of rotor/wake/fuselage interference
Part 2: Program users guide
[NASA-CR-177340-VOL-2] p 467 N85-22347
Redesign of fuselage compartments by method of
special contours p 500 N85-22784
Normal mode calculations for fuselage type mtncate
structures by regarding them as systems with superposed
constraints p 500 N85-22817
Development of a fuselage forward section in Carbon
Fiber Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) type of construction
[MB8/LFA34/CFK/PU8/008] p 651 N85-27851
A survey of recent development in helicopter
aerodynamics pS53 N85-28915
Impact dynamics research on composite transport
structures
[NASA-TM-863911 p 797 N8S-30367
Fuselage upwash effects on RSRA rotor systems
[NASA-CR-177349J p 743 N85-31015
Estimation of dynamic rotor loads for the rotor systems
research aircraft Methodology development and
validation
[NASA-CR-177362] p 760 N8S-31045
Simulation and analysis of airborne antenna radiation
patterns p 797 N8S-31342
Wind tunnel drag evaluations of helicopter nose
sections
[AO-A1554891 p818 N85-32100
Aerodynamic characteristics of a distinct wing-body
configuration at Mach 6 Experiment, theory, and the
hypersonic isolation principle
[NASA-TP-24671 p 818 N85-33107
Ground-based and in-flight simulator studies of flight
characteristics of a twin-fuselage passenger transport
airplane dunng approach and landing
[NASA-TP-2451) p895 N85-34144
QALERKIN METHOD
Rmte element methods for first-order hyperbolic
systems with particular emphasis on me compressible
Euler equations p 446 A85-30218
2-D and 3-0 Euler flow calculations with a second-order
accurate Galerkin finite element method
[AIAA PAPER 85-1706] p 718 A85-40779
A study of internal and distnbuted damping for vibrating
turbomachmer blades
[NASA-CR-175901] p671 N85-27868
GALILEO PROJECT
A high energy stage for the National Space
Transportation System
[IAF PAPER 84-15] p 361 A85-23200
GALLIUM ARSENIDES
High-temperature optically activated CaAs power
switching lor aircraft digital electronic control
(NASA-CR-174711] p116 N85-12901
GAME THEORY
Pursuit-evasion between two realistic aircraft
p 131 A85-13632
Validation of zero-order feedback strategies for
medium-range air-to-air interception in a honzontal plane
p70 A85-13702
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GAMMA RAY BURSTS SUBJECT INDEX
Zerotn-ofOef feedback strategies for medium-range
interception in a horizontal plane p 157 ASS-18327
The use of local tunctionals to construct a circumvention
maneuver in game problems of evasion
p 302 A85-22374
To pursue or to evade - That is the question—ditf erential
game theory application to air combat
p 381 A8S-26426
Eccentric two-target model lor qualitative air combat
game analysis
[AIAA PAPER 83-2122] p 535 A85-32782
A realistic aenal combat duel as a differential game
study P535 A85-33287
A missile duel between two aircraft
p703 A8S-39563
GAMMA RAY BURSTS
Ultra rngfl energy events m ECHOS series and primary
energy spectrum
IHE-37-9] p920 N85-35966
GARBAGE
Effectiveness of an overhead wn earner m deterring
gulls from feeding at a sanitary landfill
[AO-P004199] p4S3 N8S-19966
GAS ANALYSIS
The pyrolysis toxic gas analysis of aircraft interior
[AD-A1462851 pt19 N85-12115
Integrated exhaust gas analysis system for aircraft
turbine engine component testing
(NASA-TP-2424) p295 N85-16100
GAS ATOMIZATION
Effects of heterogeneity of mixtures on gaseous
emissions in premaed/prevaporoed combustion
p 793 A85-41800
GAS BEARINGS
Expenmemal research on the design bases for
aerodynamic spring beanngs — German thesis
pSO A85-11722
Characteristics of gas-lubncated spherical spiral groove
beanngs p 385 A85-23628
Innovative eddy current probe coupling method
p906 A85-»7472
GAS CNROMATOGRAPHY
The pyrolysis toxic gas analysis of areraft interior
materials
(AD-A146285) p 119 N85-12115
GC-FT1R (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometry) of
let fuels
(AD-A 148272] p285 N85-17155
Aspects of high-resolution gas chromatography as
applied to the analysis of Hydrocarbon fuels and other
complex organic mixtures. Volume 1
[AO-A156154]
 P902 N85-35257
GAS COMPOSITION
Combustion gas properties I-ASTM iet A fuel and dry
air
[NASA-TP-2359] p 27 N85-10064
Instrumentation for Application Number 1 Mass
spectrometnc analysis of the boundary layer associated
with the tethered satellite p 433 N85-20372
GASCOOUNG
Some improvements on an annular combustor of Al type
turboiet engine p 264 A85-20235
Kinetics of a gas adsorption compressor
p438 AaS-26504
GAS DENSITY
Application of laser mterterometry to density
measurements in tree iats p 206 A8S-19406
Density and velocity profiles in non-equilibrium lammar
boundary layers in air
(AIAA PAPER 85-0976] p 620 A85-37626
GAS DYNAMICS
Supersonic flow over a cone with power-law injection
through me cone surface p 3 A85-10485
Calculation of friction and heat transfer m turbulent flow
of a compressible gas m a plane duct
P291 A85-22114
Gasdynamc model and similarity relations for the
starting process in supersonic nozzles and lets
p384 A85-26494
Theoretical pnnciples of turbulence and a simple
example of turbulent now p 460 A85-26742
Implicit Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) schemes for
steady-state calculations — in gas dynamics
P388 A85-28209
The effect of quality of gas iet mixing m me mixing
chamber of a subsonic jet pump on the diffuser
performance p 442 A8S-2B374
Problems of contemporary mechanics. Pans 1 & 2
p 442 A85-2B376
Vanatranal problems of gas dynamics - Formulations.
methods of solution, and the relationship between exact
and approximate approaches p 388 A85-28382
Optimal aerodynamic configurations in a twisted
hypersonic gas flow p 389 A85-28390
Theory of hypersonic jets p 389 A8S-28394
Modeling of gas flows with shock waves — Russian
book p472 A85-31889
Comparison of various numerical techniques in gas
dynamics p 475 A85-33354
Transonic small-disturbance theory for dusty gases
p 546 A85-35149
Dynamic gas temperature measurement system
P694 A85-37706
Instability of plane-parallel supersonic gas flows in me
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Higher harmonic control for rotary wing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2484) p 100 A85-13559
Data processing on the rotor test stand at OFVLH m
Brunswick: Micropragrammable interfaces and array
processor as key components in a POP 11 real time data
acquisition and processing system
(DFVLR-MITT-35-03) p 684 N85-27921
Fixed gain and adaptive techniques for rotorcraft
vibration coi'iuo)
CNASA-CR-177344] p 819 N85-33111
HARMONIC GENERATORS
The N/rev phenomenon in simulating a blade-element
rotor system p 413 A85-28605
HARMONIC OSCILLATION
Harmonic oscillations of a rectangular wing with a
circulation variable over the span p 231 A85-21656
Unsteady aerodynamics of oscillating airfoils with mplane
motions p314 A85-23148
Row instabilities in transonic small-disturbance theory
p869 A85-48531
Row instabilities in transonic small disturbance theory
[ NASA-TM-86251) p 326 N8S-18000
Analysis of unsteady pressure measurements on a
supercritical airfoil with a harmonically oscillating trailing
edge flap at subsonic and transonic speeds
[DFVLR-FB-84-49] p 636 N85-27837
HARMONIC RADIATION
Measurement of RF fields associated with ISM
equipment as it relates to aeronautical services
[FAA-ES-84-2] p 795 N85-30180
HARMONICS
Higher harmonic control for rotary wing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-24841 p 100 A85-13559
HARNESSES
Impact tests of automatic lap belt configurations
[AD-A148034] p 243 N85-16844
Torso restraint syst6m
[AD-D011609] p564 N85-26684
Improving inflight negative Gz restraint for aircrewmen
[AD-A151909] p 565 N85-26688
HARRIER AIRCRAFT
Development of the AV-8B propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 84-2426) p 108 A85-13527
A highly monitored digital flight control system for the
AV-88 Hamer II
[AIAA PAPER 84-26241 p 171 A85-17821
From AV-8B to the ASTOVL p 246 A85-19184
Designing a V/STOL fighter - McDonnell's AV-88 Hamer
II p 570 A85-33437
Hamer GR5. second-generation |ump iet - Easier nde.
greater punch p 571 A85-33870
AV-88-mean Manna V/STOL machine
p648 A85-38437
Computer study of a iet flap ASTVOL 'Hamer'
[SAE PAPER 841457] p 650 A85-39202
AV-8B Hamer II training capabilities
[AIAA PAPER 85-1734] p 778 A85-40S54
AV-SS/GR MkS Engine Monitonng System
(AIAA PAPER 85-1295] p 762 A85-40831
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HAULING SU8JECTINDEX
Snatching Hamer from the air with Skyhook
p 781 A85-42890
Getting hooked — ship deck aircraft capture and hangar
packaging p 843 A85-44750
First operational Marine Corps AV-SB squadron Begins
service p 882 A85-49200
Multrvanable flight control with time-scale separation
[NASA-CR- 174320 1 p 268 N85-16873
Hamer p 576 N85-26595
YAV-8B Hamer p 576 N85-26605
HAUUNG
A Lagrange-O'Alembert formulation of the equations of
motion of a helicopter carrying an externally suspended
load
[NASA.TM-85B64I p 416 N8S-21149
HAZARDS
The use of synthetic aperture radar imagery to detect
hazards to navigation
(AO- A 149324] p339 N85-18971
Successful control of gulls and other birds at a sanitary
landfill
[AD-P004198I p4S3 N8S-19965
HAZE
Method for measuring haze in transparencies
(AO-0011233) p65 N85-10823
The measurement of aircraft windscreen haze and its
effect on visual performance
(AD- A 154949] p829 N85-32114
HEAD (ANATOMY)
Powered articulated headrest system
[AD-0011353] p254 N85-1S710
HEAD FLOW
An analytical investigation of the ground and ambient
head flow influence on the free inlet flow into a turboiet
engine p 726 A85-41608
HEAD-UP DISPLAYS
The approach to optical system designs for aircraft head
up displays p 22 ASS- 10628
Volume phase holograms and their application to avwrnc
displays p47 A85-10634
Ctistification of a Imtuyiaptuc head-up display system
for low visibility landings
[AIAA PAPER 84-2689] p 165 A85- 17868
Contrsst sensitivity poffofnt&nco ftOTftSff^ y*! of HUO
display systems p2S9 A85-21593
Head-up displays for general aviation
(SAE PAPER 850902] p 889 A85-50119
A safety evaluation of the relocation of me ACM (Air
Combat Maneuver) panel in the F-14 ( )/AIP (Avoracs
integration Program)
(AO-A 149596] p419 N85-2115B
Crew systems and night station concepts for a 1995
transport aircraft
(NASA-CR-166068I p 781 N85-29973
HEAT BALANCE
Heating parameter estimation using coaxial
thermocouple gages in wind tunnel test articles
[AD- A 153039 1 p 699 N85-28328
HEAT EXCHANGERS
The AH-64A nitrogen inemng system
| AIAA PAPER 84-2480] p 108 A85-13557
Thermal design of rotatable cryogenic heat pipe joints
— for heat exchangers m space applications
[AIAA PAPER 85-0068] p 279 A85-1949S
Analysis of the transient and steady-state heat transfer
m rotary regenerative neat exchanger
P366 A85-24098
Electrolucniiiiu. of complex parts and heat exchanger
systems
[MBB-Z-42-85-OE] p 599 A85-352S6
Ceramic heat exchangers for gas tuibiiws or turboiets
[ONER A. TP NO. 1985-35] p 904 A85-47288
propulsion improvwnont tnrougn
(SAE PAPER 850894) p 890 A85-50114
Uammar flow heat exchangers. Viscosity induced
non-umfonn flow
[AD-A144777] p53 N85-10307
Effect of inclination, transverse tntertip spacing, and
logitudmal pitch on crossflow heat transfer from an array
of finned tubes p 373 N85-193S9
Heat management system for aircraft
[AO-O011658] p654 N85-28938
Research test facility for evaporation and combustion
of alternative |et fuels at high air temperatures
[AD- A 153830] p 691 N85-29073
HEAT FLUX
Vertical plate fin with conjugated forced
convection-conduction turbulent flow
(ASME PAPER 84-WA/HT.fl] p 698 ABS-39878
Heat transfer investigation in the junction region of
circular cylinder normal to a flat plate at 90 deg location
{ ASME PAPER 84-WA/HT-70] p 698 A85-39S98
Temperature fluctuations and heat flux m grid-generated
isotropic turbulence with streamwise and transverse
mean-temperature gradients p 908 A85-49359
High temperature thermocouple and heat flux gauge
using a unique thm film-hardware hot juncture
[NASA-TM-S6898] p 295 N85-16096
Development of advanced high-temperature heat flux
sensors. Phase 2: Verification testing
[ N AS A-CR-174973] p911 N85-35391
Case studies for flux measurements along a low-flying
route to the south of Munich p91S N85-35548
HEAT GENERATION
An experimental investigation and numerical prediction
of thermomechanical phenomena in high speed rotor tip
rubbing p 351 A85-25442
HEAT MEASUREMENT
Transient technique for measuring heat transfer
coefficients on stator aufoils m a iet onyine environment
(AIAA PAPER 85-1471 ] p 697 A85-39796
Transient techruquo for inoBOiiiinij heat transfer
coefficients on stator avfods in a jet engine environment
[NASA-TM-87005] p 604 N85-25794
HEAT PIPES
Thermal design of rotatable cryogenic heat pipe jo^ttA
— for heat exchangers in space applications
(AIAA PAPER 85-0068) p 279 A85-19495
HEAT PUMPS
Development of a Sraun linear onginodnven.
heat-ectuated nest pump
(DE84-016647) p 129 N85-13188
Open-cycle vapor compression heat pump
[PB85-101475/GAR] p 188 N8S-149S1
Opon-cycto contnfuQ&l vopor"Compression host pump
[P885-113405/GAR] p 372 N85-18348
Optinuzsbon of 3 ground coupted host pump
[DE8S-000273] p 374 N85-19380
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
Statistical tatigue crack propagation of IN100 at elevated
temperatures p41 A85-11614
Creep life predictions m nickel-based superaUcys
p42 A8S-12100
SueiigHieniiig the study on the usability of aircraft
materials p 42 A85-12354
Merostnjctural development of protective AI2O3
scales P283 A85-21650
Evaluation of cumulative damage models for fatigue
crack yiuwUi in an avcraft engine alloy
p433 A85-27095
Chemical reactions involved in Me initiation of hot
corrosion of 114-738 p 519 A8S-31688
Polycrystallme gram controlled castings for rotating
compressor and turbine cmnpuiwilts
P519 A8S-32380
A history of superalloy metallurgy for superalloy .
metallurgists p 519 A85-32409
Development of coatings for the protection of gas turbine
blades against high temperature oxidation and corrosion
P519 A85-32433
Performance assessment of exothermic compounds for
directional solidification p 596 A85-34201
Coating composition and the formation of protective
oxide layers at high temperatures p 598 A85-36234
Titflfttuni 3itoys fof fugti tsmporsturo spcticfltions • A
review p 783 A85-40922
Heat resistant alloys for jet engines and high strength
steels for landing gears p 784 A85-41004
Engine materials p 784 A85-41033
Effect of inclusions on tensile ductility of a racket-base
mode disperses strengthened superalloy
p785 A8S-427S3
Some recent Belgian research works on PM
superalloys p 786 A85-43133
Microstnjctur0s snd proportiss of HIP. HIP ptus fonjod
and extruded P/M superalloy FGH9S
p786 A85-43137
High strength and elevated temperature PM alloy
forgmgs for aerospace applications p 788 A85-43141
Dispersion strengthened aluminum extrusions
p786 A85-43143
Modem processes tor superdean metal powder
production p 795 A85-43154
Repair and reiuvenation procedures for aero gas-turbine
hot-section components p 855 A85-4S801
Rsfur&isninQ suporslloy components for 933 turbtnos
p855 A85-45802
Superalloy rrocrostructural variations induced by gravity
level during directional solidification p 900 A85-48274
High temperature static strain sensor development
program p 29 N85-109S9
Studies on the hot corrosion of a nickel-base superalloy.
Udimet 700
(NASA-TM-86882 ] p 45 N85-11224
Materials for advanced turbine engines. Protect 2: Rene
150 direcnonally solidified superalloy turbine blades,
volume 2
(NASA-CR-1679931 p 112 N85-12059
Effects of MAR-M247,substrate (modified) composition
on coating oxidation coating/substrate interdiffusion —
protective coatings for not section components of gas
turbine engines
(NASA-CH-174851) p364 N85-19073
On thermomecnarueal testing in support of constitutive
equation development for high temperature alloys
[NASA-CR-174879] p 605 N85-2S894
Crack closure characteristics considenng center cracked
and compact tension specimens
(AD-A151702) P605 N8S-25907
Precision die forging of blades or gas turbines
p 672 N85-28148
Dtrectionally solidified gas turbme alloys
[PNR-90264] p 901 N85-34279
HEAT SHIELDING
Improvomonts in low Reynolds number tosttng in tfio
NSWC hypervetocrry wmd turmel No 9
[AIAA PAPER 85-0226] p 274 A85-19602
The problems arising in testing of carbon-based
materials for structural components of airframes
P686 A8S-37339
Results of tests of the SRB an skirt heat shield curtain
in the MSFC Hot Gas Facility
(NASA-CR-170888] p 899 N85-35223
HEAT TRANSFER
On the stability of an infinite swept attachment line
boundary layer p 75 A8S-13723
Development of a procedure for calculating
two-dimensional boundary layers at gas turbine blades —
German thesis p81 A85-15873
Heat transfer effects of longitudinal vortices embedded
in a turbulent boundary layer
(ASME PAPER 84-HT-21] p 186 A85-18827
Advances in heat transfer Volume 16
p 288 A85-20501
A study of heat transfer dunng the injection of water
into the cooling air of a turbine blade
p 349 A8S-23984
Analysis of me transient and steady-state heat transfer
in rotary regenerative neat exchanger
p366 A85-24098
Factors influencing neat transfer to the pressure
surfaces of gas turbine blades p 421 A85-2934S
Experimental investigation of heat transfer to bluff
cylinders and cones m hypersonic rarefied gas flow
p 548 A85-35747
A method for the prediction of Conotis induced
secondary flows and their influence on heat transfer in
rotating ducts p 601 A85-36672
Shock tunnel measurements of heat transfer in a model
scramjet
[AIAA PAPER 85-0908] p 658 A85-37582
Hypersonic 933 dynsmtcs
(AIAA PAPER 854999] p 621 A85-37643
Instrumentation for gas turbine research in
short-duration facilities
[SAE PAPER 841504) p695 A85-390S2
A generalization of expenmental data on heat transfer
hum the working medium to the housing components of
the compressor of a gas-turbine engine
p660 A8S-39112
Similarly properties in the problem of flow from a
supersonic source past a spherical bluntness
p629 A8S-3944S
Flame radiation and linear heat transfer m a tubular-can
combustor p 663 A85-39580
Advanced Ftoatwall combustor liner technology
eliminates TF30-P-100 transition duct fatigue cracking
[AIAA PAPER 85-1288] p 667 A85-39701
Advanced liner-cooling techniques for gas turbine
CufllJjUStUIS
[AIAA PAPER 85-1290] p 687 A85-39703
Transient technique for measuring heat transfer
coefficients on stator airfoils in a jet engine environment
(AIAA PAPER 85-1471] p 697 A85-39796
Heat transfer investigation in the junction region of
circular cylinder normal to a flat plate at 90 deg location
[ASME PAPER 84-WA/HT-70] p 698 A85-39898
1983 Tokyo International Gas Turbine Congress. Tokyo.
Japan. October 23-29. 1983. Procebdings Volumes 1. 2
S3 p767 A85-41776
Influence of heat transfer between turbine and
compressor on the performance of small turbocnargers
p 793 A85-41833
Future fundamental combustion research for
aeroproputsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 85-1398] p 771 A85-42S71
Ceramic neat exchangers for gas turbines or turboiets
(ONERA. TPNO 1985-35] p 904 A85-47288
Theoretical and experimental study of nonadiabatic
transonic snock/boundary-layer interaction
P869 A85-48529
Turbulent boundary layers over rough surfaces
hypersonic flow
[AO-A145040] p 10 N85-10016
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The effect of channel convergence on heat transfer in
a passage with snort pm fins
[NASA-TM-838011 p 53 N85-10303
A review and analysis of boundary layer transition data
lor turbine application
(NASA-TM-86880I p 53 N85-10306
Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology (HOST)
(NASA-TM-83022] p 28 N85-10951
Turbine heal transfer p 30 N85-10964
Gas stda neat transfer 2-0 flow p 30 N85-10965
Jet array impingement flow distnbutions and heat
transfer characteristics: Effects of initial crossflow and
nonuraform array geometry p 30 N85-10967
Burner liner thermal/structural load modelling
p30 N8S-10970
Heat transfer and pressure drop in blade cooling
channels with turbulence promoters
(NASA-CR-3837) p 128 N85-12315
Heat transfer results and operational characteristics of
the NASA Lewis Research Center Hot Section Cascade
Test Facility
[NASA-TM-86890] p 189 N85-15133
Engine Cyclic Durability by Analysis and Testing
[AGARD-CP-368] p266 N85-15733
Monitoring engine thermal stresses
p266 N8S-15735
High temperature thermocouple and heat flux gauge
using a unique thin film-hardware hot juncture
[NASA-TM-88898] p 295 N85-16096
Effect of inclination, transverse interBp spacing, and
logitudinal pitch on crossflow heat transfer from an array
Of finned tubes p 373 N8S-19359
Expenmental study of ceramic coated tip seats for
turboiet engines
(NASA-TM-66939] p 373 N85-I9363
LOVEL-84- A LOw-VElocrty aerodynamic heating code
lor flat plates, wedges, and cones
[DE85-002604] p395 N85-I9933
Advanced liner-cooling techniques for gas turbine
combustors
(NASA-TM-86952) p 397 N85-21115
Aerostructure nondestructive evaluation by thermal field
detection. Phase 2: Technique refinement and quantitative
determination of flaw detection capabilities
[AO-A149622] p417 N8S-21155
Pressure drop and coefficients of internal heat transfer
necessary for transpiration cooling p 527 N85-22831
effect of gas stream sweeping past the effluent of a
perforated plate on heat transfer inside the perforations
p527 N85-22838
Experimental study of heat transfer from shaft in cooled
radial bearing of GNT-25 gas turbine
p529 N85-24068
Flow over a bicornc configuration with an afterbody
compression flap
(AO-A1518S21 p603 N85-25778
Transient technique for measuring heat transfer
coefficients on stater airfoils in a |et engine environment
(NASA-TM-87005] p 604 N85-25794
Adaptive gnd generation lor numerical solution of
Burger's equation
[AO-A152217) p611 N8S-27608
Future fundamental combustion research for
aeropropulsan systems
[NASA-TM-87049] p 671 N85-27870
Investigation of heat transfer to a turbine blade cascade
using a shock tube
(AD-A153090] p671 N85-27871
Fuel freeze point investigations
[AO-A152801] p690 N85-28129
Heating parameter estimation using coaxial
thermocouple gages in wind tunnel test articles
[AO-A153039] p699 N85-28328
Heat management system for aircraft
[AD-O011658] p654 N85-28938
Flat-plate transition p 798 N85-31438
A review and analysis of boundary layer transition data
for turbine application p 798 N85-31440
Heat transfer in aeropropulsun systems
(NASA-TM-87066] p 798 N85-31444
R and 0 actwiWol the Propulsion Division
p799 N85-32025
Component-specific modeling
[NASA-CR-174765] p 891 N85-34140
Heat transfer characteristics lor two-dimensional arrays
of impinging jets with initial crossflow
p91t N8S-35365
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
Heat transfer m the case of iel flow past an arbttranly
nornsothermal surface p 368 A85-25621
Calculation of the full cooling efficiency of the perforated
wall of a gas turbine nozzle guide vane
P352 A85-25623
Heat transfer from rectangular plates inclined at different
angles of attack and yaw to an air stream
P600 A85-35593
Acquisition of detailed heat transfer behavior in complex
internal flow passages
(SAE PAPER 841503] p 695 A85-39061
Time resolved measurements of a turbine rotor
stationary tip casing pressure and heat transfer field
[AIAA PAPER 85-12201 p 666 A85-39663
Quantitative evaluation of transient heat transfer on anal
flow compressor stability
[AIAA PAPER 85-13521 p 697 A85-39742
Vertical plate fin with coniugated forced
convection-conduction turbulent flow
[ASME PAPER 84-WA/HT-8) p 698 A85-39878
Application of boundary element method to heat transfer
coefficient measurements around a gas turbine blade
[ASME PAPER 84-WA/HT-69I p 698 A85-39897
Unsteady heat transfer of oscillating wake flows
p726 A85-41781
Cooling charactenstics of air cooled radial turbine
blades p 792 A85-41784
Impingement cooling of gas turbine components
p787 A85-41785
Inpmgement cooling of turbine airfoils by multiple
two-dimensional jets p 768 A85-41786
Determination of the local heat transfer coefficients of
three simulated smooth ice formation charactenstics on
a cylinder
(AIAA PAPER 85-1836] p 819 A85-43873
Laminar flow heat exchangers. Viscosity induced
non-uniform flow
[AD-A144777] p 53 N85-10307
Calculating heat transfer coefficients for turbine profiles
taking surface curvature and elevated flow turbulence into
account p 371 N85-18212
Transport processes in the upper atmosphere
p 454 N85-20375
The effect of iniecnon-stream turbulence on film cooling
effectiveness and heat transfer coefficients
p 797 N85-31424
HEAT TRANSMISSION
Procedural aspects of testing aerodynamic models with
combustion in high-enthalpy transient-mode installations
p 188 N85-14658
HEAT TREATMENT
Problems and possibilities for lite extension in gas turbine
components p 267 N85-15742
CrionitcflJ &oo pnotoQTaptac evaluation of ngid oxptosivo
transfer lines
[AO-A149303] p437 N85-2014S
Case depth on flanks of gears for helicopter
gearboxes p 528 N85-23780
HEATERS
Heater block assembly for use in thermal oxidation
testing of jet fuel
[AD-D0114301 P28S N85-17077
HEATING
Active transition fixing and control of the boundary layer
in air
(AIAA PAPER 85-0564] p 369 A8S-259SO
Heat generation in aircraft tires p 756 A85-41133
The effect of direct heating on combustion efficiency
of the chamber of let engine in the simulation test on the
ground p835 A85-43699
HEAVING
Computer simulation of hovercraft heave dynamics and
control p66 ASS-11665
Dynamic charactenstics ot peripheral letACV. I - Heaving
motion p 791 A85-40985
Dynamic charactenstics of penpheral let ACV III •
Coupling, motion of heaving and pitching
p 791 A85-41006
HEAVY LIFT AIRSHIPS
Conwnont on 'effects of atmosphonc turbulonco on a
quaorotor heavy-lift airship' p 144 A8S-18522
An aerodynamic performance model for hybrid heavy
lift systems
[AIAA PAPER 85-0865] p 648 A85-38781
The Cycle-Crane - A new concept to heavy vertical lift
[AIAA PAPER 85-0871] p 648 A85-38786
An investigation into the hovenng behaviour of the LTA
20-1 airship in calm and turbulent air
[AIAA PAPER 85-0878] p 641 ABS-38793
An expenmental determination of the longitudinal
stability properties of the LTA 20-1 airship
[AIAA PAPER 85-0879) p 674 A85-38794
A new concept of hybrid airship
(AIAA PAPER 854868 ] p 649 A8S-38798
HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS
Helicopter cargo - New opportunities through technology
transfer
[SAE PAPER 840703] p 342 A85-26314
A new concept of hybrid airship
[AIAA PAPER 8548681 p 649 A8S-38798
HELICAL FLOW
Investigation of the axial velocities induced along rotating
blades by trailing helical vortices p 75 A85-13678
HELICOPTER CONTROL
The modelling and control of RC helicopter — Radio
Control p t IS ASS-15657
Ultrareliable fault-tolerant control systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-2650] p 194 A85-17837
Digital avionics and flight path director functions of the
HH-60 helicopter
[AIAA PAPER 84-2674 ] p 151 ASS-17857
Application of differential GPS to civil helicopter terminal
guidance
[AIAA PAPER 84-2676] p 151 A85-17858
Pilot command interfaces for discrete control of
automated nap-of-earth flight
[AIAA PAPER 84-2621 ] p 172 A85-173S9
A fault-tolerant approach to helicopter swashplate
control p 172 ASS-18335
Future helicopter developments P311 A85-24512
Digital optical transducers for helicopter flight control
systems p 366 A85-25331
Active control of helicopter vibrations through multicyclic
controls p 356 A85-26018
Development and qualification testing of S-76 helicopter
takeoff and landing procedures for reduced field length
p 414 A85-28643
Fault tolerant computer system for the A129
helicopter p 504 A8S-31271
Tacntstoscopic studies ot powerplanl instruments
p 504 A85-31779
A piloted simulator investigation of decoupling
helicopters by using a model following control system
p511 A85-31955
Insights into helicopter air combat maneuverability
p 493 A85-31957
Right test of the 4-vatve tty-by-wtre/fty-by-optics control
system p511 A85-31964
Analytic and expenmental verification of the NOT AS
circulation control tail boom p 495 A85-31990
The AH-64 Back-Up Control System
p512 A85-32000
Development and evaluation of a genenc active
helicopter vibration controller p 496 A85-32004
Development of piloting techniques to reduce helicopter
approach rose p 512 A85-32015
Flight instrumentation p 573 A85-34585
BK 117 for dual pilot IFR operation
[MBB-UCM22-84-OE] p 572 A8S-35253
Design of digital flight control systems for helicopters
p 673 A85-37195
Terrain/wire and wirelike obstacles warning system for
helicopters p655 A85-38363
Automatic flight control system (AFCS) of helicopter
using an optical control algonthm p 674 A85-38364
Radio navigation and landing devices for IFR navigation
with helicopters p 748 A85-40243
Identification of linear dynamic control plants by means
of signal expansion on the basis of the Walsh function
p 803 A85-42675
The use of active controls to augment rotor/fuselage
stability p 776 A8S-43220
Reliability analysis of the A129 Integrated Multiplex
System — in flight control in helicopters
p834 A3S-4S142
Flight test of a helicopter fly-by-wire/light actuation
control system p842 A85-4S155
Periodic control of the indmdual-blade-control helicopter
rotor p 842 A85-45795
MultHnput multi-output automatic design synthesis for
performance and robustness
[AIAA PAPER 85-1929] p 859 A8S-45929
Handling-qualities investigation of conventional
helicopter directional control charactensdcs
[AIAA PAPER 85-1947] p 345 A85-45936
Active control of helicopter blade flapping
[AIAA PAPER 85-1963] p 827 A85-4S947
The design and development of an integrated core
system for battlefield helicopters p 260 N85-16811
A review of US Army aircrew-aircraft integration research
programs p 270 N85-16814
Flight tests with a new helicopter Force Feel System
(FFS) P257 N85-16818
Helicopter active control with rotor blades relaxation
p 270 N8S-16819
Right research on visusl aids and navigation equipment
for helicopter low-level flight at night
p 261 N85-16820
A preliminary investigation ot handling qualities
requirements for helicopter instrument flight during
decelerating approach maneuvers and overshoot
[NRC-24173] p 652 N85-27857
The evolution of ACS for helicopters: Conceptual
simulation studies to preliminary design
p 677 N85-27890
ACT applied to helicopter flight control
p 878 N85-27891
The evolution of active control technology systems for
the 1990's helicopter p 680 N85-27911
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Data processing on the rotor test stand at OFVLfl in
Brunswick Microprogrammable interfaces and array
processor as key comoonents in a POP 11 real time data
acquisition and processing system
[OFVLR-MITT-85-03] p 684 N85-27921
Helicopter Aeromechanics
(AGAHD-LS-139) p617 N85-28913
The role ol simulation p 684 N8S-28919
HEUCOPTEH DESIGN
Optimal Ireguency response shaping by appendant
structures — for helicopter model p 46 ASS-10403
Helicopter stability — Russian book
p 18 A8S-11249
Composite flexbeam tad rotor practical
p 1 ASS-12082
Hughes' new attackers p 18 A85-1217S
A system approach for designing a crasfnvorthy
helicopter using program KRASH
[AIAA PAPER 84-2448) p 98 ASS-13538
Helicopter airtrame variable tune vibration absorber
(AIAA PAPER 84-2531) p 101 ASS-13590
Design and development of a dynamically scaled model
AH-64 mam rotor
(AIAA PAPER 84-2532] p 101 ASS-13591
Purtner investigation of the coupled flapping and torsion
dynamics of helicopter rotor blades p 102 ASS-13680
Improved auxiliary dutch for CH-S3 helicopters
p 123 ASS-13699
Helicopter vibrations - A technological perspective
p 103 A85-14046
Adaptive fuel control for helicopter applications
p110 ASS-14049
PAH-2 - The German/French a
p 104 A8S-15593
EH-101 - Agusta and Westtand ion forces
p 104 A85-15596
EH 101 • Europe's 'fixed-wing' helicopter
p 104 ASS-15642
Evaluation of Kevtar 29 for filament-wound structural
applications in helicopter p 178 A85-16033
Experimental methods for the analysis of dynamic
phenomena found m helicopters p 155 A8S-16199
Weight-aspects of the advanced composite airtrame
program (ACAP)
[SAWE PAPER 1517) p 159 ASS-18808
Impact of MIL-STD-1290 crasriwortrtmess requirements
on design of hebcopter composite structures
[SAWE PAPER 1567] p 160 ASS-18819
Advanced helicopter technology • Industry girds for
challenges of evolving operational needs
p199 A8S-2OOS7
Technology gams expected to yMU LHX sue, weight
cost reductions p 249 A85-20058
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Development Aircraft Icing Program
(AIAA PAPER 85-0015] P 247 A85-19459
The development of mathematical modelling techniques
for helicopter rotor icmg
(AIAA PAPER 854336) p 240 ASS-19879
Correlation of airfoil rang relationships with
twc-HJimonsionsj model and full scale rotorcraft ictng test
data
(AIAA PAPER 85-0337) p 240 A85-19680
Detailed measurements of the ftowfieU m the wcmrty
of an airfoil with glaze ice
(AIAA PAPER 85-0409] p 222 A8S-19730
Progress in development of a Navier-Stokes solver for
evaluation of iced airfoil performance
[AIAA PAPER 85-0410) p222 A85-19731
Three-dimensional airflow and hydrometeor trajectory
calculation with applications
[AIAA PAPER 85-0412] p 222 A85-19733
Measurement of ice accretion using ultrasonic
pulse-echo techniques
[AIAA PAPER 85-0471) p286 A85-19769
Analytical determination of propeller performance
degradation due to ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 85-0339] p 264 A85-20867
Icing tunnel tests of Electro-Impulse De-long of an
engine inlet and high-speed wings
[AIAA PAPER 85-0468) p 241 A85-20872
long conditions encountered by a research aircraft
P299 A85-21141
Expenmental aerodynamic cfiaractensocs of an NACA
0012 airfoil with simulated ice p 252 A85-21844
Predicting nme ice accretion on airfoils
P317 A8S-25135
The NASA altitude wind tunnel - Its role in advanced
icing research and development
(AIAA PAPER 85-0090] p 357 A85-26381
Overview of icmg research at ONERA
[AIAA PAPER 85-0335) p 401 A85-28028
Natural icmg flight tests of the Beech Model F90-1
prototype p 401 A85-28642
The UH-tH helicopter icing flight test program - An
overview
[AIAA PAPER 854338] p 401 A85-28898
long flight research - Aerodynamic effects of ice and
ice shape documentation with stereo photography
(AIAA PAPER 854468] p 402 A85-30192
Measurement of ice accretion using ultrasonic
pulse-echo techniques p600 A85-35589
long on aircraft - Again a topic ot interest
p745 A85-41065
Performance degradation of helicopter rotor in forward
flight due to ice p 746 A85-42937
Determination of the local heat transfer coefficients of
three simulated smooth ice formation characteristics on
a cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 85-1838] p819 A85-43873
Aircraft icing must never be understated
p877 A85-48862
Automated aircraft icing forecast technique
[AO-A1448531 p 57 N85-10571
The UH-1H helicopter rang flight test program- An
overview
[NASA-TM-86925] p 242 N85-15702
The NASA Altitude Wind Tunnel (AWT) Its role in
advanced icing research and development
(NASA-TM-86920) p 276 N85-15758
long flight research Aerodynamic effects of ice and
ice shape documentation with stereo photography
[NASA-TM-86906] p 343 N85-18049
First stage of equipping a Do 28 as a research aircraft
for rang, and first research results
(ESA-TT-855) p 416 N85-19982
Ice shapes and the resulting drag increase for a NACA
0012 airfoil
[NASA-TM-83556] p 641 NS5-27839
On the state of knowledge on meteorologically caused
icmg of aircraft in clouds
(ESA-TT-8811 p801 N85-31736
Artificial and natural icing tests YEH-60A quick fix
helicopter
[AD-A155147] p830 N85-32116
ICE PREVENTION
Progress toward the development of an aircraft rang
analysis capability
[AIAA PAPER 844105] p 13 A85-10653
Analysis and testing of the Diamond One wing anti-rang
system
[AIAA PAPER 854414] p 286 A85-19735
Thermal analysis techniques for design of VSTOL aircraft
rotor ice protection
[AIAA PAPER 854340] p 332 A85-26387
Overview of rang research at ONERA
[AIAA PAPER 854335] p 401 A85-28028
Performance of a new nose-lip hot-air ann-icmg
concept
(AIAA PAPER 85-1117] p 664 A85-39614
Right evaluation of an insect contamination protection
system for laminar flow wings
[SAE PAPER 850860] p 884 A8S-50102
Right testing a liquid ice protection system on a
single-engine airplane
[SAE PAPER 850923] p 885 A85-50129
Heliport snow and ice control methods and guidelines
[OOT/FAA/PM-84/22I p 37 N85-10073
To take off and to land safely. Hoechst 1678 for ice
and snow free runways p 149 N85-13791
Analytical and physical modeling program for the NASA
Lewis Research Center's Altitude Wind Tunnel (AWT)
[NASA-TM-86919] p 276 N85-15757
ICE REPORTING
Ultrashort-wave radar subsurface sounding of sea ice
and earth covers p 374 A85-25594
IDEAL FLUIDS
Nonstaoonary aerodynamic charactensocs of a profile
in separated flow near an undulated wall
p 730 A85-42120
Vanational pnnople for two dimensional flows of me
compressible ideal fluid with incontinuous surfaces
P909 A85-49704
IDEAL QAS
Approximate determination of the Boundaries of an ideal
gas jet issuing under conditions of pressure difference from
a nozzle with the formation of a free vortex flow
P315 A85-23982
Conical flows near edge breaks of surfaces dividing the
supersonic wake flows of an ideal gas
P389 A85-28441
A supersonic mhomogeneous flow of an ideal gas around
blunted bodies p619 A85-37335
IDENTIFYING
Microscopic identification of feathers in order to improve
birdstnke statistics
[AO-P004187] p 403 N85-19950
IFF SYSTEMS (IDENTIFICATION)
Aircraft identification based on pattern recognition of
FM emission spectra p 15 A85-11078
ILYUSHIN AIRCRAFT
Testing solution for IL-76 braking system problem
P256 N85-16766
IMAGE ANALYSIS
An approach to automatic FUR video assessment
p 182 A8S-16650
The impact of VLSI on guidance and control system
design p 595 N85-26654
IMAGE CONTRAST
Contrast sensitivity performance assessment of HUD
display systems p 259 A8S-21S93
IMAGE INTENSIFIERS
Use ot a radiance amplifier for visualizing seeded
aerodynamic flows p 855 A8S-4S671
IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION
Depth of field for SAR with aircraft acceleration
p 91 ASS-12664
The mam charactenstics of a synthetic-aperture radar
in the case of arbitrary motion of the flight vehicle
P96 A85-15687
A-155
IMAGE PROCESSING SUBJECTINDEX
Autofocus motion compensation for synthetic aperture
radar and its compatibility with strapdown inemal navigation
sensors on highly maneuverable aircraft
[AO-A151940] pS69 N85-26693
IMAGE PROCESSING
Scene matching and its application to aerospace
electronic systems p 15 ASS-12353
imaging Sensor Autoprocessor — for automatic target
recognition
(AIAA PAPER 84-2613) p 164 ASS-17811
Application of digital interferogram evaluation
techniques to me measurement of three-dimensional flow
fields
[AIAA PAPER 85-0037) p 288 A85-208S2
Detection 01 moving vehicles m thermal imagery
ODtained from a moving platform p 367 A8S-24284
Passive millimeter wave imaging for guidance
applications p347 A85-24937
Passive navigation by tnangulation and tracking of
undistinguished features m successive high-resolution
images p642 A8S-37830
Development of a simulator facility for helicopter
air-to-air combat
[AIAA PAPER 85-1733) p 780 A65-42662
Advances in computer-generated imagery for flight
simulation p850 A85-44124
Airborne Electronic Terrain Map System - Conclusions
p834 ASS-45152
Digital fnnge reduction techniques applied to the
measurement of thioe dimensional transonic flow fields
p907 A85-48521
R0cont sdv&ncos tn contputor imago Qsnorstion
p 918 A85-49005
Simulators - How real does the visual system need to
be? P898 A85-49948
Analysts of on-board CIG (Computer Image Generator)
applications for aircrew training
IAO-A145214) p38 N85-10079
Functional budt-m-test in a pipelined image processor
p202 N85-16740
The IMAGE 3 Conference Proceedings
[AD-A148636] p313 1485-17982
The use of lasers m wide-angle visual systems
(AD-P004322] p370 N8S-17976
A second generation WAVIDS (Wide Angle Virtual Image
Display System)
[AO-P004328] P3S9 N85-17982
Military applications of the Singer link-Miles IMAGE
visual system
[AD-P004337] p359 N85-17991
AVTS (Advanced Visual Technology System): A high
fidelity visual simulator
[AO-P004338] p359 N85-17992
IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
Three-dimensional tomographic reconstruction of the
flow around a revolving helicopter rotorblade - A numerical
simulation p 903 A85-47106
Digital fnnge reduction techniques applied to the
measurement of three-dimensanal transonic flow fields
P907 A85-48521
IMAGES
Aircraft flow effects on cloud droplet images and
(AO-A146178) p 131 N85-12S29
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
Automated and interactive data base generation
[AD-P004316] p374 N85-17970
Geographic subdivision and top level data structures.
Columbus, Magellan, and expanding CIG (Computer Image
Generation) horizons
(AD-P004317) p374 N85-17971
CIG (Computer image generation) data bases in an
instance: Bits and pieces
(AD-P0043181 P375 N85-17972
The generation of throe dimensional data bases using
a building block approach
[AD-P004319] p379 N8S-17973
SODERN Visualization System (SVS) tor flight
simulation
[AD-P004320] p358 N85-17974
An overview of the research program at the visual
technology research simulator
[AD-P004321) p359 N85-17975
Design considerations for an eye tracked AOI (Area of
Interest) display system
(AD-P004324) p359 N8S-17978
Control systems analysis program- A tool for analysis
of the GE-VSCDP (General Electric-Visual System
Component Display Program) image display system
(AO-PO04325) p 356 N85-17979
Progress report on an eye-slaved area-ot-tnterest visual
display
[AD-P0043261 p 359 N8S-17980
Baffled eye and confounded brain or usmg visual illusions
to tram blind pilots
(AO-P004332) p 359 1485-17986
On-board Computer Image Generator (CIG)
applications
(AD-P004335) p376 N85- 17989
CIG (Computer Image Generator) goes to war The
tactical illusion
[AD-P004336] P376 N85- 17990
Military applications of the Singer Link-Miles IMAGE
visual system
(AD-P004337] p359 N85- 17991
IMBEDOINGS (MATHEMATICS)
A 3-D chimera gnd embedding technique
| AIAA PAPER 85-1523) p 802 A85-40955
IMPACT
Evaluation of the tnrdstnke threat to the F-15 present
fleet, rapid deployment force, and dual role fighter
transparencies
[AD- A 148954 1 p334 N85- 18966
IMPACT DAMAGE
^M^ss*n^nl of d&nidQO tottyiincfl in composites
p688 A85-39S98
Impact bending of a rotating, ngid-ptastic fan blade
p838 A85-4S860
BtfdS 3nd SVleltKXl
(AO-P004177) p402 N85-19939
Avoiding senous bird strike incidents
(AD-P004178) p 402 N85-19940
Acudmila and senous modems to ovd aircraft due to
bo su ikes
(AO-P004180) p402 N85-19942
Worldwide birdstnke statistics of Lufthansa German
Ajrtnes
(AO-P004183) P403 N85-19945
Birds and aircraft engine strike rates
[AD-P004184] p403 N85-19946
IMPACT LOADS
Three dimensional nonlinear dynamic finite element
analysis for the response of a truck laminated shell to
[AIAA PAPER 85-0713] p 491 A85-30361
Alternative shock characterizations for consistent shock
. test specifications p372 N85- 18396
General Aviation Crashwortrmess Proiect Phase 2.
Impact severity and potential injury prevention in genera!
aviation accidents
[PB85-917002] p747 N85-29938
Analysis of luiomaft crash dynamics for development
of improved crasnworthineM design cntena
[FAA-CT.85-111 p747 N85-31031
IMPACT RESISTANCE
Crash-sunnvable fbght data recorder
[AIAA PAPER 84-2705) p 166 A85-17878
Impact of MIL-STD-1290 crasnwortnmess requu amenta
on design of helicopter composite structures
[SAWE PAPER 1567) p 160 A85-18819
IMPACT STRENGTH
Proceedings of the International Conference and
Exposition on Structural Impact and Crashwortruness
[AO-A147845] p242 N85-15703
IMPACT TESTS
Imp&ct fracture of ttxH ni&Uy toinporod glass hobcoptor
[ACS PAPER 41-G-83F] p363 A85-25084
Crashworthmess of light aircraft fuselage structures: A
numerical and experimental investigation
p20 N85-10399
Analysis of 8 transport fusoiaQC socoon drop tost
p 21 N85-10400
Full-scale crash-test evaluation of two toad-limiting
subrtoors tor general aviation artrames
[NASA-TP-2380) p 129 N85-13267
Impact tests of automatic lap belt configurations
[AO-A148034] p243 N85-16844
Development of a high temperature single impact ram
erosion test capability
[AD-P004371 ] p 431 N85-21465
Impact studies of a 1/3-scale model of an air cushion
[NASA-TM-S6360] p 501 N85-23757
Flight test experience and controlled impact of a large,
tour-engine, remotely piloted airplane
[NASA-TM-86738] p 847 N85-33123
Design and testing of an energy-absorbing crewseat for
the F/FB-111 aircraft. Volume 2. Data from seat
testing
(NASA-CR-3917) p886 N85-35184
IMPACT TOLERANCES
Assessment of damage tolerance m composites
p 688 A85-39598
Design and testing of an energy-absorbing crewseat for
the F/FB-111 aircraft Volume 2. Data from seat
testing
(NASA-CR-3917] p886 N85-3S184
IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT
Surface characterization of anodic oxides on aluminum
alloys by means of surface potential difference, surface
impedance and surface morphology p 442 A85-27908
IMPELLERS
An analysis of unsteady torque on a
quasi-three-dimensional centnfugal impeller
p 185 A85-18531
Calculation and analysis of the three-dimensional flow
in centnfugal compressor impellers p 228 A85-20231
Experimental investigation of backswept centnfugal
compressor impeller I p 264 A85-20243
Finite element analysis for 3-D compressible potential
flow in turbomacrnnery p 728 A85-4181S
The effect of boundary layer control on the performance
of radial tan impellers p 728 A85-41820
A consideration concerning stall and surge limitations
within centnfugal compressors. II p 793 A85-41821
Slip Factor dependence on flow coefficient in centnfugal
compressors p 793 A65-41823
Development of high specific speed centnfugal
compressors for turbochargers p 793 A85-41831
Blade vibration on radial impellers excited by rotating
stall-cells and during surge p 771 A65-41854
Lateral fluid forces acting on a whirling centnfugal
impeller in vanetess and varied dirfuser
p 187 N85-14123
Hydraubc forces on a contnfuga) impel isf undwQoing
synchronous whirl p 187 N85-14124
I lydrodynamic impeller stiffness, damping, and inertia
in the rotordynamics of centrifugal flow pumps
p 187 N85-14125
Investigation of gas-turbine engine blower impeller
vibrations with change in engine intake conditions
pS30 N85-24170
IMPINGEMENT
Experimental and numerical investigation of a shock
wave impingement on a cylinder p 545 A85-35130
Impingement cooling of gas turbine components
p767 A85-41785
Inpmgement cooling of turbine airfoils by multiple
two-dimensional lets p 768 A85-41786
Computation of three-dimensional shock wave and
boundary-layer interactions
[NASA-TM-86780] p911 N85-35372
IMPULSE GENERATORS
Fast response impulse generator
[AO-O011283) p 178 N85-148S3
IMPURITIES
The determination of biological impurities in fuels
p 179 A85-16949
Mdlmg of Si3N4 with SC3N4 hardware
[NASA-TM-86864] p 43 N85-10191
IN-FUGHT MONITORING
Electronic control and monitoring of aircraft secondary
flying controls p 156 A85-17324
Right study of induced turbofan inlet acoustic radiation
with theoretical comparisons p 197 A85-18513
Irvflignt simulation in flight mocnamcs
p 159 A85-18713
The lightning threat to aerospace vehicles
[ AIAA PAPER 85-O094) p 240 A85-19516
Measurement of ice accretion using ultrasonic
pulse-echo techniques
[AIAA PAPER 85-O471] p 286 A85-19769
The unambiguous in-flight determination of propeller
rotational noise in aircraft with four-cycle combustion
engines p 304 A85-20650
Maintenance computer for Tornado
P348 A85-258S4
Living with EICAS • Operational experience to date on
the 757 and 767 — Engine Indication and Crew Alerting
System
(SAE PAPER 841506] p 352 A85-25981
The enigma of false bias detection m a strapdown system
during transfer alignment p 406 A85-26428
Right line EW system testing - The key to operational
readiness p 381 A85-2680S
In-flight flow visualization - A fluid approach
p414 A8S-28644
Takeoff performance data using onboard
instrumentation p 418 A85-2S651
PAOOS - A Portable Airborne Digital Data System
p418 A85-28652
767/757 instrumentation system p 418 A85-28653
Flight-test evaluation of engine power effects on lift and
drag p 497 A85-32588
Measurement of ice accretion using ultrasonic
pulse-echo techniques p 600 A85-35589
The test stand flies with the aircraft' - Engine condition
monitoring m the case of the Airbus A 310 of the
Lufthansa
[DGLH PAPER 84-1141 p764 A85-40330
MU-300 flight test data system p 762 A85-40977
Stress measuring oouiptnonts tor aircraft
p 762 A85-40978
Application of aircraft integrated data system on iet
engine module performance monitoring and turbine blade
life accounting p 770 A85-41840
A-156
SUBjeCT/NDEX INERTIAL NAVIGATION
Using aviation oils on me basis of their actual
condition p 852 A85-44200
Combining quantitative and qualitative reasoning in
aircraft failure diagnosis
(AIAA PAPER 85-1905) p 811 A85-45917
Identification of pilot dynamics from in-flignt tracking
data
IAIAA PAPER 85-1945] p 845 A8S-4S93S
The Collins AFDS Maintenance System for the Boeing
757/767 — Autopilot Flignt Director System
(AIAA PAPEH 85-1911 ] p 849 A85-45971
E and H fields measurements on the Transall C160
aircraft during lightning flashes
(ONER A. TP NO. 1985-481 p 876 A85-472S9
Laboratory studies related to in-fligm acoustic emission
monitoring p 90S A85-47428
Acoustic intensity techniques for airplane cabm
applications p919 A8S-49137
Wind shear measuring on board an airliner
[NASA-TM-77463] p 131 N85-12521
Tornado: Structural Usage Monitoring System
(SUMS) P292 N85-15680
Right parameters recording for structure fatigue life
monitoring p 292 1485-15682
USAF approach to airborne structural data recording:
Airborne Data Acquisition Multifunction System (ADAMS)
P292 N85-15683
INCIDENCE
The effect ot changes <n the angle of incidence in the
event of a nchochet at a float step
[HAE-TRANS-2120) p 255 N85-15712
INCOMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
Boundary layers and separation on a spheroid at
incidence p 145 A85-18883
More detailed measurements behind turbulence
manipulators including tandem devices using
servo-controlled balances
[AIAA PAPER 35-0521 ] p 320 A85-25927
The high Reynolds number finite flat-plate cascade
p474 A85-3ZS18
A method of determining the suction velocity for laminar
flow control of two-dimensional airfoil in incompressible
flow
INAL-TR-845] p637 N8S-28925
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW
Design method for highly-loaded blades with blockage
m cascade p5 A8S-11644
Theoretical study of two dimensional stall in an
incompressible Flow
[ONERA. TPNO 1984-831 p7 A85-12812
Role of constraints in inverse design for transonic
airfoils p80 A85-15337
Quasistatic analysis of composite lifting surfaces in
incompressible gas Dow p 142 A85-17061
The aerodynamic behavior of infinite swept wings -
Another point of view p 144 A85-18517
An incremental block-lme-Gauss-Seidel method for the
Navter-Stokes equations
(AIAA PAPER 85-00331 p 207 A85-19470
Computational study of circulation control with suction
(AIAA PAPER 85-00421 p 208 A85-19477
Accelerated convergence far incompressible How
calculations
[AIAA PAPER 85*0581 p 209 ASS-19489
A Founer Transform method for calculating velocity
profiles on airfoils
(AIAA PAPER 854208) p 215 A85-19592
Survey on jet instability theory p 227 A8S-20074
Drag prediction for proiectiles and finned bodies m
incompressible flow
(AIAA PAPER 854104) p 230 A8S-20854
An experimental investigation of the mixing of co-annular
swirling flows
(AIAA PAPER 85-01881 p 230 A85-20862
Optimal control of flow of a viscous incompressible
fluid P290 A85-22105
Calculation of three-dimensional unsteady
incompressible flows by a vortex method
p 291 A85-22240
Some analytical solutions applicable to verify 3-D
numerical methods in turbomachtnes
p318 A85-25216
Numerical calculation of rotor performances in real flight
configurations
(ONERA. TP NO. 1985-13] p 388 A85-27892
Incompressible flow round an airfoil in a straight-line
cascade and between parallel walls, with some
phenomena in the boundary layer taken into
consideration p 388 A85-28373
Vortex induced lift on a flat plate with a curved
forward-facing flap p 394 A85-3017S
Lifting surface approach of oscillating wings in weak
shear flow p 394 A85-30201
Exact solution tor wind tunnel interference using the
panel method p 591 A85-34734
A method for the estimation of get interferences
p549 A85-35751
A numerical study of the separation flow by
Navier-Stokes equation past a circular cylinder and
sphere p 551 A85-35782
Characteristics of the oscillations of a tail unit in a flow
of an incompressible gas p 649 A85-39125
The interaction at a diffusing line vortex and an aligned
shear flow p 788 A85-40254
Lift due to thickness for low aspect ratio wings in
incompressible flow
(AIAA PAPER 85-1588] p712 A8S-40705
Computation of internal incompressible separated flows
using a space-marching technique
[AIAA PAPER 85-1624) p 790 A85-40730
On the accuracy of the pseudocompressibility method
in solving the incompressible Navnr-Stokes equations
(AIAA PAPER 85-1689) p 717 A85-40772
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of an
aeroplane wing in compressible flow
p726 A85-41606
A discussion on lift and moment characteristics of
aerofoils m incompressible potential flows
p730 A85-42441
Aero/hydrodynamc stability of elastically supported
plates in narrow channels with upstream barriers
preventing flow redistribution p 794 A85-42564
A numerical method for second order thin airfoil
theory p815 A85-44626
Computation of irmsad incompressible flow with
rotation p 871 A85-49356
Classical free-streamline flow over a polygonal
obstacle
(NASA-CR-172448] p S3 N65-10301
Incompressible lifting-surface aerodynamics for a
rotor-stator combination
(NASA-TM-83767) p 86 N85-12039
Calculation of the velocity field generated by a helicopter
main and tad rotors in hover
(AO-A147731) p239 N85-16833
Analysis of sudden expansion flow in a two-dimensional
duct with and without side-wall injection using the k-epsilon
turbulence model p371 N85-18282
Experimental investigation of a breakdown criterion for
a vortex in an incompressible flow — delta wing
(ONERA-RT-27/1147-AY) p 395 N85-19935
A method of determining the suction velocity for laminar
flow control of two-dimensional airfoil in incompressible
flow
[NAL-TR-845] p637 N8S-28925
A computational method for wings of arbitrary
planform
(AO-A1S3788) p638 N85-28929
A method for computing the core flow in
three-dimensional leading-edge vortices
[NASA-TM-87489] p 741 N85-29932
SANDRAG. A computer code for predicting drag of
bodies of revolution at zero angle of attack in
incompressible flow
[DE85-011170] p804 N85-30884
Generation by conforma! mappings of aerofoil sections
and of certain other simple shapes suitable for both
aerodynamic and stress-concentration problems
(AD-A1549011 p819 N85-33112
Modelling of unsteady, incompressible separation on an
aerofoil using an invisod flow algorithm
[GU-AERO-8412] p874 N85-34122
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS
An analysis of the resistance of two disks in turbulent
flow of an incompressible fluid p 390 A85-28466
The theory ot oscillating thick wings in subsonic flow
Lifting line theory p 393 A85-29992
INCONEL (TRADEMARK)
Statistical fatigue crack propagation of IN100 at elevated
temperatures p4l A8S-11614
Hot forming of mechanically alloyed gas turbine
components p 787 A8S-43157
Benchmark notch test (or life prediction
p 28 N85-10953
Expenences with the matenal bevaviour and high
temperature low cycle fatigue life prediction of the IN 738
blading alloy p 292 N85-15746
Hold-time effects in elevated temperature fatigue crack
propagation
(AO-A1S41481 p 797 N85-30376
Finite element analysis of notch behavior using a state
variable constitutive equation p 799 N85-31548
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
A preliminary study of using a strain-gauged balance
and parameter estimation techniques for the determination
of aerodynamic forces on a model in a very short duration
wind tunnel
(AD-A146473] p 190 N85-15145
Optimum performance parameters for ski-jump
operations of USAF fighter aircraft
[AD-A148532] p 258 N85-16867
The effects of parameter variation on helicopter
performance
[AO-A156027] p887 N85-35189
INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION)
A research program to reduce the interior noise m
general aviation aircraft, index and summary
(NASA-CR-176178) p919 N85-35695
INDEXES (RATIOS)
The application of a technology index to aircraft turbine
engine cost estimating relationships
[AO-A147701] p268 N85-16874
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
Advanced Aircrew Display Symposium. 6th. Patuxem
River, MO. May 15. 16. 1984. Proceedings
P655 A85-38951
An argument for standardization in modem aircraft crew
stations p657 A85-38961
INDUCTION MOTORS
Solar powered actuator with continuously variable
auxiliary power control
(NASA-CASE-MFS-25637-11 p 454 N85-21769
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
DOO Value Engineering Conference report Value
Engineering (VE). A tool that benefits line management
held at Leesburg. Virginia on 1-2 November 1984 Part
2, Plenary session
[AD-A156068] p919 N85-35811
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
The battle against noise in industry
p 705 A85-39349
Aviation repair plant directors on quality control
measures p 384 N8S-21106
West Europe report Science and technology
(JPHS-WST-84-012) p601 N85-25552
MSB uses new CFC form tool for titanium alloy air
intake p 601 N85-25553
West Europe report Science and technology
[JPRS-WST-85-020] p 797 N85-31333
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
Portable automatic eye-safe laser and FUR test set
p440 A8S-26810
INDUSTRIES
Airport ground equipment under development at Riga
p 360 N8S-18038
INELASTIC STRESS
The 3-D inelastic analysis methods for hot section
components: Bnef description p 31 N85-10972
INERTIA
Measurement of the ineroal constants of a ngid or flexible
structure of arbitrary share through a vibration test
(NASA-TM-77557) p 55 N85-11381
Hydrodynamic impeller stiffness, damping, and inertia
in the rotordynamtcs of centrifugal flow pumps
p 187 N8S-14125
INERTIAL NAVIGATION
Artificial intelligence applied to the inertia! navigation
system performance and maintenance improvement
p94 ASS-14830
Integrated flight control/navigation sensors
(AIAA PAPER 84-2623] p 171 A85-17820
Modeling ot certain strapdown heading-sensitive errors
in INS error models p 153 A8S-1834S
The avionics flight test system p 154 A8S-18718
The enigma of false bias detection in a strapdown system
during transfer alignment p 406 A85-26428
Structural and algorithmic aspects of the design of a
mathematical-modeling system for problems of ballistics.
control, and navigation p 432 A8S-28391
Fighter aircraft dynamic performance
p 414 A85-28647
Takeoff performance data using onboard
instrumentation p418 A85-28651
Autocalibration of a laser gyro strapdown mertial
reference/navigation system p 642 A8S-37808
Integrated Inertial Sensor Assembly program status
p642 A8S-37810
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ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE
Temperature fluctuations and heat flux in gnd-generated
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Newton-like minimal residual methods applied to
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Newton iteration formulas for correcting temperature and
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Community noise testing - New techniques and
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A more modem theory of combustion noise
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Commercial aircraft noise
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Expenmental investigation ot shock-cell noise reduction
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measurements
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JET BOUNDARIES
Approximate determination of the boundaries of an ideal
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The effect of esters on 'antrwear' properties of iet engine
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Oxidation and stabilization ot iet fuels — Russian Book
p 281 A85-20925
Fuel effects on the TF30 engine (Alternate Test
Procedure)
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Stabilizing T-6 fuel with annoxidant mixtures
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Combustion gas properties I-ASTM iet A fuel and dry
air
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with oncogenic viruses and endogenous viruses
[AD-A145484] p45 N85-11255
Lubricity ot well-characterized iet and broad-cut fuels
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(NASA-TM-638071 p 120 N85-12183
Compound class quantitation ot JP-5 iet fuels by high
performance liquid chromatography-differential refractive
index detection
[AO-A14S754] ' p 120 N85-1218S
Liquid phase products and solid deposit formation from
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[NASA-TM-86874] p 121 N85-13066
Method for evaluating petrol products corrosrvity using
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engine corrosion tests
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Storage stability ot jet fuels
[AD-A146360] p 180 N85-14943
Heater block assembly lor use in thermal oxidation
testing of iet fuel
[ AD-O011430 ] p 285 N85-17077
GC-FTIH (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometry) of
let fuels
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Atmospheric photochemical modeling of turbine engine
fuels. Phase 1 Experimental studies Volume 2
Environmental chamber data tabulations
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Oxidation and gum formation in iet fuels
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Influence of fuel properties on gas turbine combustion
performance
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oils. Part V Process analysis
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Jet fuel property changes and their effect on produotaility
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Jet fuel instability mechanisms
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atfcraft ejection seat
(AD-O011464] p334 N85-18968
LOGIC DESIGN
Gate array, standard cell, and fully custom - Budding
blocks for the digital avnma designer
[AIAA PAPER 84-2711] p 184 A85-17880
New concepts in collision avoidance logic
[AIAA PAPER 84-2737] p 153 A85-17890
LOGIC PROGRAMMING
TCAS 2 logic performance during phase one operational
evaluation
[DOT/FAA/PM-64/20] p 154 N85-13793
LOGISTICS
Future robotics program at San Antonio ALC (Air
Logistics Center)
(AO-P004011) p 127 N85-11991
Supply center processes
(AD-P004014) D 127 N85-11993
Logistics support costs for the 8-18 aircraft can be
reduced
[AD-A14S846] p72 N85-11996
Distribution and storage of aviation turbine fuel for
military operations in northern Australia
[AO-A147180) p 283 N85-15921
A description of a logancally ideal aircraft
[AD-A148425) p 258 M85-16866
A preliminary analysis of C-12 aircraft usage by the Navy
Air Logistics System
[AD-A151921] p 543 N85-26634
LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT
JVX LCC reduction through front-end logistics
p 465 A8S-31982
Commission stacker - Incorporation in a total logistic
concept — tor Airbus production
(MBB-UT-36-64-OE] p 541 A85-35073
Dyna-METRIC • New capabilities — Dynamic
Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable Item Control
P859 A85-45148
Modeling aircraft combat damage repair
P866 A85-49S76
R4M analysis techniques for lault-tolerant systems
0909 A85-4958B
An update of the functional requirements of the Naval
Aviation Logistics Command Management Information
System (NALCOMIS)
[AO-A146565] p 198 N85-15532
Managing recoverable aircraft components in the PP8
and related processes: Executive summary
[AD-A146806] P308 N85-16667
Utilization of Increased Airlift Capability (UIAQ study
[AD-A148669] P243 N85-16847
Managing recoverable aircraft components in the PPB
(Planning. Programming and Budgeting) and related
processes. Technical volume
(AD-A152014) p542 N85-25169
LONG DURATION SPACE FLIGHT
Propellent options for long duration, high altitude
unmanned aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 85-1326] p 689 A85-39727
LONGERONS
Advanced-composite |Oints and finings for primary
structural components p290 A85-21385
Tensile and fracture toughness properties of Mirage III
spars
[AR-003-019] p 605 N85-25899
Fatigue lives of specimens representing critical locations
in Mirage 3 spars under Australian and Swiss test
spectra
[ARL-STRUC-R-415] p 887 N85-35187
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
Mum-mput/multi-output controller design foe longitudinal
decoupled aircraft motion pil4 A85-13633
Pilot modeling and closed-loop analysis of flexible
aircraft in me pitch tracking task p 172 ASS-18334
Criteria tor low-speed longitudinal handling qualities of
transport aircraft with closed-loop flight control systems
— Thesa P423 A85-28477
Prtch-flap-lag instability of elastic modes of an articulated
rotor blade p 496 A85-32003
Design of direct digital flight-mode control systems tor
high-performance aircraft with multiple actuator
non-lineanties p 840 A85-45051
Application of frequency domain handling qualities
criteria to the longitudinal landing task
(AIAA PAPER 85-1848] p 342 A85-4S877
Flying qualities in the time domain
[AIAA PAPER 85-1849) p 842 A85-45878
Application of a new multivanable model-following
method to decoupled flight control p 846 A85-46339
Design of decoupled longitudinal flight control laws
utilizing eigensystem assignment p 893 A85-47697
Design of a pitch orientation control system for aircraft
control in stall region p 893 A85-47701
Flight tests with a new helicopter Force Feel System
(FFS) p257 N85-16818
A feasibility study of free-tip rotor appbcaoon as a passive
cyclic control device p343 N85-18046
Remote pivot decoupler pylon- Wing/store
suppression
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13173-1] p416 N85-19981
Total energy-rate feedback for automatic glide-slope
tracking during wind-shear penetration
[NASA-TP-2412] pSIS N85-23801
In-flight investigation of the influence of pitch damping
and pitch control effectiveness on landing approach flying
qualities of statically unstable transport aircraft
[DFVLR-FB-84.12] p 676 N85-27880
Transomc and supersonic wind tunnel tests on control
effectiveness on schematic missde configurations
(FFA-TN-1983-20] p 743 N85-31020
Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel tests on control
effectiveness on schematic missile configurations'
Supplement
[FFA-TN-1983-ZO-SUPPL] p 743 N85-31021
Analysts of flexible aircraft longitudinal dynamics and
handling qualities. Volume 1 Analysis methods
[ NASA-CR-177943-VOI.-1 ] p 896 N85-35202
Analysis of flexible aircraft longitudinal dynamics and
handling qualities. Volume 2 Data
[NASA-CR-177943-VOL-2] p 896 N8S-35203
A-172
SUBJECTINDEX LOW TEMPERATURE
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
A longitudinal stability augmentation system (or a tilt rotor
aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 85-0072] p 268 ASS-19498
An expenmental determination of the longitudinal
stability properties of trie LTA 20-1 airship
(AIAA PAPER 85-0879) p 674 AB5-38794
Discussions on the regular behavior of the longitudinal
dynamic response ot aircraft dunng variable sweep
flights p674 A85-38974
Singular perturbation theory of longitudinal dynamic
stability and response of aircraft p 839 A85-44683
Approximate neutral point of a subsonic canard
aircraft
(NASA-TM-86694] p 557 N85-25205
Static longitudinal stability and control characteristics
of the Fokker F27 Friendship calculated by simple
handbook methods
[VTH-LR-394] P588 N85-26728
Realisation of relaxed static stability on a commercial
transport p 679 N85-27899
Contributions on the subtect of longitudinal movements
of aircraft in wind shears
(NASA-TM-77837] p 702 N85-29432
LOOP ANTENNAS
Effect of counterpoise on VOR antenna radiation
patterns p 566 A85-33999
Tactical HF commumcaoon for military helicopters using
the NVIS mode p 297 N85-16807
LOOPS
Normal mode calculations tor fuselage type intricate
structures by regarding them as systems with superposed
constraints p 500 N85-22817
Low-profile fastener
(AO-O011667) p796 N85-30343
LORAN C
Evaluation ot radionavtgatjon systems
p643 A8S-37B31
National Airspace System Plan- Facilities, equipment
and associated development p 569 N85-26692
LOSSES
An improved computer model for prediction of axial gas
turbine performance losses
(NASA-CR-174246] p 265 N8S-I5724
Current status of trailing edge loss calculation for a
turbine blade
[PNR-90244] p354 N85-18061
LOUVERS
Advanced Floatwall combustor liner technology
eliminates TF30-P-100 transition duct fatigue cracking
[AIAA PAPER 85-1288] p 667 A85-39701
Pre-HOST high temperature crack propagation
p29 N85-10956
UOW ALTTTUOE
Survey ot lightning hazard and low altitude direct
lightning strike program
[AIAA PAPER 84-2485] p 89 A85-13560
Ooppler effect and its influence on low-altitude CW
altimeters p 106 A85-13971
Escape system operation through adaptive control
p 331 A65-22769
A calculation method of ground effects for the aircraft
p549 A85-35782
Using a limited field of view simulator to instruct high
speed, low altitude flying skills
[AO-P004309] p358 N85-17963
Visual perceptual aspects of low level high speed night
and flight simulation
[AD-P004310] p358 N85-17964
Low altitude high speed flight simulation using video disc
technology
[AD-P004312] p356 N85-17966
AvTS (Advanced visual Technology System): A high
fidelity visual simulator
(AO-P004338] p359 N85-17992
Personnel protection concepts for advance escape
system design p334 N85-19658
Safety recommendation )^. A-84-82 through -84
[REPT-3957] p 489 N85-23748
The role of simulation p684 N85-28919
LOW ASPECT RATIO
Study of controlled diffusion stator blading
(NASA-CR-167995] p 354 N85-18058
LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
Efflaent algonthm for unsteady transonic aerodynamics
of low-aspect-ratio wings p 385 A85-26756
Aerodynamics of swept wings ot medium and small
aspect ratios. I p 473 A85-32S17
A numerical calculation of nonequilibnum now past a
wing in the approximation of a thin shock layer
p544 A85-33593
Computational/experimental pressure distnbuttons on a
transonic, low-aspect-ratio wing p 628 A8S-39210
Lift due to thickness lor low aspect rado wings in
incompressible flow
(AIAA PAPER 85-15881 p 712 A85-40705
Computation of the op vortex off a low-aspect-ratio
wing p730 A85-42352
The rolling vortex-dampmg of supersonic wing
P872 A85-49705
Experimental data base for computers program
assessment Report of the Fluid Dynamics Panel Working
Group 04 Addendum
[AGAHD-AH.138-ADO] P11 N8S-10020
LOW CARBON STEELS
Explosive forming of low cartoon steel sheet into a
stepped disc shape p 694 A85-38169
LOW COST
Low cost dornonstiBtcrs for frtstunnQ tochnotogios •*••
in (Tttlitflfy flircrsft dovstopirwiit
[AIAA PAPER 84-24721 p 99 A85-13554
Low cost GPS receiver signal processing
p9S ABS-14841
Low-cost dBflioflstrotors *or nistunnQ tschnoloQios ~~
in military aircratt development p 827 A8S-45842
Training effectiveness evaluation and utilization
demonstration of a low cost cockpit procedures trainer
[AO-A14S179] p38 N85-10078
Navigation- Accounting for copy p 568 N85-26641
LOW DENSITY FLOW
Application o( laser interferometry to density
measurements in free tets p206 A85-19406
Low density aerothermodynarmcs
[AIAA PAPER 85-0994) p 620 A85-37640
LOW DENSITY MATERIALS
Strengthening the study on the usability of aircraft
materials p42 A85-12354
LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
Experimental investigation of heat transfer to bluff
cylinders and cones in hypersonic rarefied gas flow
p548 A85-35747
LOW FREQUENCIES
Mechanisms of transmission and control of
low-frequency sound in aircratt interiors
[SAE PAPER 850879] p 885 A85-50111
LOW GRAVITY MANUFACTURING
The use of countergravity casting for producing
compressor body castings of AK-7 alloy
p 441 A8S-27717
Superalloy rmcrostructural variations induced by gravity
level during directional solidification p 900 AB5-48274
Directional solidification of flake and nodular'cast iron
during KC-135 low-g maneuvers p44 N85-11040
Design and implementation of a low-gravity solidification
experiment package tor the F-104 p 40 N85-11053
LOW LEVEL TURBULENCE
Adding computationally efficient realism to Monte Carlo
turbulence simulation
[NASA-TP-2469] p 704 N85-28708
LOW PASS FILTERS
An airborne infrared thermal scanning system for easy
use on Navy P-3 aircraft
(AD-A149690] p 461 N85-22143
LOW PRESSURE
Energy efficient engine. Low pressure turbine test
hardware detailed design report
(NASA-CR-167956] p 34 N85-10994
LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER
Turbulent roughness drag due to surface wavtness at
low roughness Reynolds numbers p 181 A85-16243
The design of airfoils at low Reynolds numbers
(AIAA PAPER 85-0074) p 209 A85-19500
Flows over low Reynolds number airfoils - Compressible
Nawer-Stokes numerical solutions
[AIAA PAPER 85-0107] p 210 A85-19523
Improvements in low Reynolds number testing in the
NSWC hypervelocity wind tunnel No. 9
[AIAA PAPER 854226] p 274 A85-19602
Evaluation of low Reynolds number turbulence models
for attached and separated flows
(AIAA PAPER 854375] p 286 A85-19708
The soanwae variation of laminar separation bubbles
on finite wings at low Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 85-1590] p 712 A85-40706
Aerofoils at low Reynolds numbers • Prediction and
experiment p 736 A65-42979
The influence of laminar separation and transition on
low Reynolds number airfoil hysteresis
p817 A85-45838
The aerodynamic characteristics of a GU25-5(11)8
aerofoil for low Reynolds numbers p 873 A85-49874
Low Reynolds number vehicles
[AGARD-AG-288] p 560 N85-26666
Aerodynamic characteristics of a distinct wing-body
configuration at Mach 6. Expenment. theory, and the
hypersonic isolation pnnaple
(NASA-TP-2467] p 818 N85-33107
LOW SPEED
Benefits and costs of powered engine simulation at low
speeds
(AIAA PAPER 85-0381! p 263 A85-19710
Development of time response criteria for rotorcratt at
hover and low speed
[AIAA PAPER 85-1790) p 838 A85-43848
Results of winglet development studies for OC-10
derivatives
[NASA-CR-3677] p 22 N85-10936
Design studies of thick laminar flow airfoils for low speed
flight employing turbulent boundary layer suction over me
rear part p 257 N8S-16786
Recent methods for calibrating the anemometry of
helicopters at low speeds p 260 N85-16809
Air intake efficiency at zero speed and lip suction —
let engines
(BAE-KRS-N-GEN-303) p 326 N85-17996
Effects of leading-edge devices on the low-speed
aerodynamic charactensucs ot a highly-swept
arrow-wing
[NASA-CR-172S31] p476 N8S-22365
The use of pressure sensing taps on the aircraft wing
as sensor for flight control systems p 606 N85-26660
LOW SPEED STABILITY
Mirage 2000 fighter combines acceleration, low-speed
stability p646 A85-38243
Application of the ONERA model ot dynamic stall
[NASA-TP-2399J p 87 N85-12862
Low-speed stability and control wind-tunnel
investigations of effects of spanwise blowing on fighter
flight characteristics at high angles of attack — Langely
12-ft low-speed tunnel and 30- by 60-ft tunnel
[NASA-TP-2431 ] p 479 N85-23708
Low-speed tests of a htgh-aspect-ratio
supercmcal-wing transport model equipped with a high-lift
flap system in the Langley 4- by 7-meter and Ames 12-foot
pressure tunnels
[NASA-TP-2097] p 742 N85-31010
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
A numerical simulation ot the NFAC (National Full-scale
Aerodynamics Complex) open-return wind tunnel inlet
flow
(AIAA PAPER 854437] p 230 A85-20869
The performance of smooth-wall drag reducing
outer-layer devices in rough-wall boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 85-0558) p369 A85-2S947
An experiment research ot boundary layer control
technique for multi-component airfoils
pSSO A85-35775
Low-speed wmd tunnel testing /2nd edition/ — Book
p592 A85-35804
An integral method of wall interference correction for
low speed wmd tunnel p682 A85-38962
Modernization of the Braunschweig low-speed wind
tunnel p 779 A85-41066
Transient aerodynamic characteristics of a
two-dimensional airfoil dunng stepwise incidence
variation p 731 A85-42929
A wmd tunnel inlet flow simulation
p871 A85-49141
Wall influence corrections in wind tunnels- Blockage
correction according to the wall pressure signature
method
[FW-FO-1613] p 88 N85-12875
Companson of options for reduction ot noise in the test
section ot the NASA Langley 4x7m wind tunnel, including
reduction of nozzle area
[NASA-CR-172446-VOL-2] p 197 N85-14667
Investigations into the effects of scale and
compressibility on lift and drag in the RAE 5m pressunzed
low-speed wind tunnel p236 N85-18773
Low-speed wmd tunnel tests of the NAL fan-iet STOL
research aircraft model with ground simulation by
tangential blowing
(NAL-TR-828) p 345 N85-18978
Investigations into the effects of scale and
compressibility on lift and drag in the RAE 5m pressunsed
low-speed wind tunnel
(RAE-TM-AERO-2006] p 477 N85-22372
CARD'S low-speed wind tunnel descnbed
p516 N85-22849
Construction 1976-1980 Design, manufactunng,
calibration of the German-Dutch wind tunnel (DNW)
P683 N85-27913
Background noise measurements from iet exit vanes
designed to reduced flow pulsations in an open-iet wind
tunnel
[NASA-TM-86383I p 683 N85-27916
The influence of helicopter tail shape on drag An
aerodynamic study using a low speed wind tunnel
(AD- A1563041 p876 N85-35174
LOW TEMPERATURE
Detailed studies of aviation fuel flowability
(NASA-CR-174938] p 788 N8S-31308
A comparison of two bench scale tests ot fuel low
temperature flow properties
(AO-A154477] p788 N85-31311
A-173
LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS SUBJECTIND£X
Measurement and correlation of l«t fuel viscosities at
low lemoeratures
(NASA-CR-174911] p901 N85-34295
LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS
Effect of temperature on the fatigue and fracture
properties of 7475-T761 aluminum p 900 A8S-47973
Low temperature and loading frequency effects on crack
growtn and fracture toughness of 2024 and 7475
aluminum p 900 A85-47974
LOW VISIBILITY
TADS/PNVS • The keen eyes of the hunter — Target
Acquisition Designation Sight/Pilot Night Vision Sensor
p 107 ASS-15594
Certification o' a holographic head-up display system
for low visibility landings
[AIAA PAPER 84-2689) p 165 A85-17868
Status of warm fog dispersal research
(AIAA PAPER 85-0010] P272 ASS-19456
LUBRICANT TESTS
Corrosion-inhibiting gas-turbine engine lubricant I
Accelerated test development and validation
[ASLE PREPRINT 84-AM-5D-3] p 363 A85-25961
Certification of reciprocating engine avcrsft oils and
additives by supplemental type certification procedures
[ SAE PAPER 8508991 p 901 A85-50116
LUBRICANTS
A theoretical study of stability of a rigid rotor under the
influence of dilute viscoelastic lubricants
(ASMEPAPER84-TRIB-17) p 289 A85-21278
Determination of the optimum lubncant change ponod
for the joints of the landing gear of aircraft
p695 A8S-38600
Transmission efficiency ft*^awtfflmfTnn and correlations
with physical characteristics of the lubncant
p 521 N85-23781
Con-elation of rheologjcal characteristics of lubricants
witn transmission efficiency measurements
(NASA-TM-86988) p 796 N85-30342
LUBRICATING OILS
The recovery of used MS-8p cd by rngn-votume
consumers p42 A8S-118SO
A study of characteristics of tne 'long' hydrooynarrae
dampers of gas turbine ongine iulms with allowance for
lubncant turbulizanon and cavitation in the damper
clearance p349 A85-23978
Corrosion-inhibiting gas-turbine engine lubncant I
Accelerated test development and validation
I ASLE PREPRINT S4-AM-5D-3] p 363 A85-25961
Corrosion-inhibiting gas-turbine engine lubncant II - Fluid
formulation and evaluation
(ASLE PREPRINT 84-AM-50-4] p 363 A8S-25962
Chemical nature of wear aeons — in lubnotmg oils used
in gas turbine engines
[ASLE PREPRINT 844.C-3A-1] p 363 A8S-25964
Determination of the service life of oils m arcratt gas
turbine engines p 364 A85-26280
Condition monitoring of get engines
p835 A85-43649
Using aviation oils on the basts of their actual
condition p 852 A85-44200
Effect of two inner-nng oil^ low distribution schemes on
the operating characteristics of a 35 mtfltmeter bore ball
bearing to 2.5 million ON
[NASA-TP-2404] p 129 N85-13233
Fine filtration' An attractive route towards lower
helicopter operating costs p 503 N85-23774
Design of piping for oil dram from turbine bearings
p 529 N8S-24073
LUBRICATION
Lubricity of wao-cnaractenzed i«t and broad-cut fuels
by bau-on-cytinder machine
[NASA-TM-83807] p 120 N8S-12163
Study of advanced fuel system concepts for commercial
(NASA-CR-174751] p415 N85-19978
Tnbologjcal systems as applied to aircraft engines
(NASA-TM-86965) p 450 N8S-21657
Lubncation and performance of high-speed
rolling-element bearings
[NASA-TM-86958] p 450 N85-21658
Development of a multiplane multtspeed balancing
system for turbine systems
(NASA-CR-174750] p 516 N85-22400
Gears and Power Transmission Systems tor Helicopters
and Turboprops
[AGARD-CP-369] p 502 N85-23765
Helicopter transmission lubricants
PS20 N8S-23768
A stale of the art assessment of turboprop transmission
technology and protected needs for the next generation
pSIO N85-23770
Problems of elastic hydrodynamic lubrication of
helicopter transmission gears p 521 N85-23784
Experimental study of heal transfer from shaft in cooled
radial bearing of GNT-25 gas turbine
p 529 N8S-24068
LUBRICATION SYSTEMS
Lubncation systems for air turbine starters
[SAE PAPER 841547] p 662 A85-39157
Design of piping tor od dram tram turbine bearings
P529 N85-24073
LUGS
Crack growth of lugs under spectrum loading
[AIAA PAPER 84-2451) p 122 A8S-13540
The analysis on the dynamic performance of a single
lug
[AD-P0042B9] P379 N85-18866
Advanced life analysis methods. Volume V Cracking
data survey and NDI (nondestructive inspection)
fl^ **»mi*"i for attachment lugs
[AO-A150419] p528 N85-23108
Advanced We analysis methods. Volume 4 Tabulated
test data tor attachment lugs
[AO-A151016] P502 NB5-23760
Advanced life analysis methods. Volume 5: Executive
summary and damage tolerance criteria recommendations
for attachment lugs
(AO-A1S1017J p502 N85-23761
Advanced life analysis methods. Volume 3:
Experimental evaluation of crack growth analysts methods
for attachment tugs
[AO-A151058] p531 N85-24319
LUMINAIRES
Radiolumtnescent lighting for rural Alaskan runway
lighting and marking
[DE85-007022] p 594 M85-26764
Acceptability testing of radioluminescent lights for
VFR-night air taxi operations
[DEBS-007303] p 594 N85-26765
LUMINANCE
Electronic displays: Their strengths and weaknesses
tor advanced high performance aircraft
P349 N85- 19664
Visual simulation requirements tor aircraft aspect
recognition at real world distances
[AD-A151040] p 517 " N8S-23810
LUMINESCENCE
Light your runways and tamways without etectnoty
[DE85400269] p 429 N85- 19991
Examination of the feasibility for demonstration and use
of radntummescent lights for Alaskan remote runway
[DE85-002503] p 431 N85-2118S
M
MACH NUMBER
The effect of the Macn number on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a deforrnable body during its
nonstanonary motion p 472 A85-31491
A method for computing the drag rise Mach number
for any aerofod section p472 A8S-31781
Near*sofuc subsonic flow around a profile * in particular'
me foot-point structure of a shock and the flow-reverse
theorem p 553 A85-36342
Research on supersonic vJiHuseis of centrifugal
compressor by means of swirl flow. I - Row m a diffuser
at various Mach numbers p 728 A85-41824
Wind tunnel tests on a tube-launched maste
configuration with a deflectable nose coftiKH and a novel
wrap-around fin stabiliser
[AR-003-698] p8 N85-10003
Effect of upstream sidewall boundary layer removal on
an avtoil test — conducted in Langjey 0.3-m transonic
cryogenic tunnel p83 N85-12019
Progress in wind tunnel wafl interference
assessment/correction procedures at me NAE
p64 N8S-12025
Comparison of analytical and experimental steadyand
unsteady-pressure distributions at Mach number 0.78 tor
a high-aspect-ratio supercritical wing model with oscdlatmg
control surfaces
[NASA-TM-S4589] p 235 N85-15697
Jomed wtng transonic design and test validation
[AD-A148355] P239 N85-16834
Unsteady stall penetration of an oscillating swept wing
(AO-POOA1561 p323 N85-17941
Mach-10 high Reynolds number development in the
NSWC (Naval Surface Weapons Center) hypervelocity
facility
[AO-A151241] p 593 N8S-2S274
Measurements of the symmetric aerodynamic
coefficients for flat laced cylinders m the angle of attack
regime 0 to 90 deg tor transonic and supersonic speeds
(FFA-TN-1984-04] p 561 N85-26675
On power efteoent operation of the 2m x 2m transonic
wind tunnel at the National Aerospace Laboratory
(NAL-TR-847) p 684 1485-28953
Development of a temperature-compensated hot-film
anemometer system lor boundary-layer transition
detection on high-performance aircraft
[NASA-TM-86732] p 835 N85-33121
An evaluation of three Helicopter rotor sections
[ NASA-TM-86719] p 874 N8S-34115
MACH REFLECTION
Experimental study of Macn reflection of weak shock
waves p 124 A85-14888
Mach reflection flowfields associated with strong
shocks p 391 A85-Z9082
MACHINE TOOLS
Airport ground equipment under development at Riga
P360 N85-18038
Automating the study of error tn discretB aerodynamic
famng design p 504 N8S-24176
MACHINING
New processing techniques for automated chemical
removal of surface metal
[DGLR PAPER 84-085] p 789 A85-40305
T700 cutter life improvement program
(AD-A150450) p528 N85-23089
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
Review of the ongm of Japanese Industrial Standard
p280 A8S-20545
Damage tolerance design for aircraft hubs made of cast
magnesium alloy p 852 A85-44250
MAGNET COILS
Design and test of a four channel motor for
electromechanical flight control actuation
[NASA-CR-171838] p 297 N85-17294
MAGNETIC BEARINGS
Adaptive control of an elastic rotor with a magnetic
bearing p 600 A85-36321
MAGNETIC RELOS
MagenocaUy actuated compressor
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12799-1] p 448 N85-21404
MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
Piugiess toward magnetic suspension and balance
systems for large wind tunnels p427 A85-29252
Trie generation of rolling momenta with the
superconducting solenoid model
[NASA-CH-172520] p 360 N85-18068
A preliminary investigation of the dynamic
torce-caUraoon of a magnetic suspension and balance
system
[NASA-CR-172580] p 517 N85-23808
Study on needs for a magnetic suspension system
upeiauiiy with a iiansoruc wind tunnel
[NASA-Cn-3900] p 593 N8S-26759
Effect of superconducting solenoid model cores on
spanwue iron magnet roll cuiiuul
[NASA-TM-88378] p 683 N85-27915
MAGNETIC TRANSDUCERS
Geomagnetic vetoometer
(AD-O011672] p764 N85-299S3
MAGNETOMETERS
The use of a self-compensated magnetometer in an
economical navigation system for the helicopter
p 568 N85-26650
A method of estimating aircraft attitude from fly by wire
flight control system data p 586 N85-26653
MAGNETRONS
Very-short-pulse modulator using asymmetric
thynstors p 185 A85-18466
MAGNUS EFFECT
A computer simulation of separated flow past a rotating
cylinder and the Magnus force reversal
P390 A85-28465
Surface pressure measurements on a transonic spinning
protectto p392 A85-29303
Computations of projectile Magnus effect at transonic
velocities P626 A85-38981
The effect of the Magnus moment on the motion stability
of an asymmetric flight vehicle p 850 A85-44848
MAINTAINABILITY
A system approach to flight control reliability and
maintainability
[AIAA PAPER 84-2463] p 114 A8S-13S49
Supportability engineering why. now. when, who
p 381 A85-26850
Development of consensus modular avionics
standards p833 A85-45003
A comparison of various Life Cycle Cost models — in
avionics systems acquisition p 863 A85-4S150
Annual Reliability and Maintainability Symposium San
Francisco. CA. January 24-26. 1984. Proceedings
p908 A85-49526
Maintamabibty aspects in maintenance management
p 909 A85-49S36
DoO/industry - R&M technology study analysis
p909 A85-49538
Establishing realistic requirements for reliability,
maintainability, and bult-m-test p 909 A85-49539
An M principle • Pay me now or spend more later
p909 A85-49581
A-174
SUBJECTINDEX MANAGEMENT PLANNING
F-15 readiness - The maintainability contrbuoon
p882 A85-49582
Design for Tactical Avionics Maintainability
[AOARD-CP-361) p 201 N85-16731
Obiectives m studying tne maintainability of aircraft
systems P 202 N85-16732
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[AIAA PAPER 84-2749) p 184 ASS-17898
PAINTS
Potyurethane pant systems • High surface quality
p 784 A85-41400
Laser pamt removal
[AO-P004009I P 127 N85-11989
Investigation of the influence of some paint systems
and water displacing corrosion inhibitors on anodic
undermining corrosion of aluminum 2024 dad alloy •-
aircraft structures
[VTH-LR-443] p 598 N85-27009
PANEL FLUTTER
Free vibration characteristics of periodically stiffened
panels with damped stringers p 182 ASS-16763
A digital simulation study of 2-dimensional flutter active
suppression system p 172 A85-18280
Exploratory flutter test in a cryogenic wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 85-0736) p 515 A85-30369
Computer-aided frequency domain synthesis of a robust
active flutter suppression control law
[AIAA PAPER 85-0754J p 511 A85-30373
Critical flutter parameters of orthotropie rectangular flat
panels with in-plane loads P 693 A85-37192
The role of damping on supersonic panel flutter
P907 A85-48S57
PANEL METHOD (FLUID DYNAMICS)
CFO is mating a new plateau — current panel methods
m aircraft design p 103 A85-1S074
Applicability of a panel method, which includes nonlinear
effects, to a forward-swept-wing aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 84-2402] p 139 A85-16105
Comment on 'Prediction of subsonic aerodynamic
characteristics - A case tor low-order panel methods'
p 144 A85-18521
A comparison of different three-dimensional singularity
methods for modelling internal flows
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-150] p 205 A85-19264
Calculation of compressible potential flow about
multielement airfoils using a finite fieto-panel approach
[AIAA PAPER 854038) p 207 A85-19473
The use of panel methods for the development of
low-subsonic wall interference and blockage corrections
(AIAA PAPER 85-0159] p 212 ASS-19556
A new iterative matrix solution procedure for
three-dimensional panel methods
(AIAA PAPER 85-0176] p 213 ASS-19568
Unearned potential flow analysis of complex aircraft
configurations by HISSS. a rngher order panel method
[AIAA PAPER 85-0281 ] p 217 ASS-19632
Calculation of steady flow about propellers by means
of a surface panel method
[AIAA PAPER 85-0283) p 218 A85-19634
An attached flow design of a norantertenng leading edge
extension to a thick delta wmg
[AIAA PAPER 85-0350) p 220 A85-19689
Circulation around thick wings with free vornces —
German thesis P 227 A85-19848
Flowfiek) analysis of low bypass ratio test calls
P 265 A85-21839
Wing-in-around effect aerodynamic predictions using
PANAIR
(AIAA PAPER 84-2429) p 322 A85-26321
A field panel/finite difference method tor potential
unsteady transonic flow p 391 A8S-29084
Calculation ol aerodynamic charactenstics of winglets
and experimental verification p 393 A85-29692
A harmonic gradient method for unsteady supersonic
now calculations p 473 A85-32S83
Aerodynamic canard/wing parametnc analysis for
general-aviation applications p 473 A8S-32587
Exact solution for wmd tunnel interference using the
panel method P 591 A8S-34734
A-194
SUBJECTINDEX PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Calculation of nonlinear subsonic characteristics of
wings with thickness and camber at high incidence
p 545 A85-35126
A generalized discrete-vortex metnod for sharp-edged
cylinders P 548 A8S-35132
An iteration panel method lor predicting three
dimensional surface pressure distribution of a wing with
thickness m me subcnacal steady transonic (low
p 549 A85-35749
A locally linearized panel method lor transutasomc now
past an oscillating wing p 549 A85-35755
Calculation ol the flow around thick wmgs with separation
vortices pSSO A85-35769
A supersonic panel method based on the triplet
angularity p617 A85-37191
Substantiation of the applicability of VSAERO panel
method to subsonic inlet design
[AIAA PAPER 85-1119] p 629 A85-39615
Vortex panel calculation of wake roUup behind a large
aspect ratio wing
[AIAA PAPER 85-15611 p 710 A85-40886
Calculation of compressible flow about
three-dimensional inlets with auxiliary inlets, slats and
vanes by means of a panel metnod
[AIAA PAPER 85-11961 P 719 A85-40817
A summary of an AGAP.D assessment of testing
tschruQUGS for 3ircrfllt 3 ft Bf body nows
[AIAA PAPER 85-1465) P 779 A85-40844
Aerodynamic charactensucs of swept propellers
p723 A8S-40981
Purely three-dimensional analysis ol a flow in an axial
rotor by panel method p 728 A85-41817
Transonic panel method for the lull potential equation
flppliod to rnuJ bcotnpofiont <urfoils
[AIAA PAPER 83-1855] p 816 A85-45704
Convergence cnaractensocs of a vortex-lance method
tor nonlinear configuration aerodynamics
p816 A8S-45835
PAN AIR A computer program for predicting subsonic
or supersonic linear potential flows about arbitrary
configuratkjns using a higher order panel method. Volume
3: Case manual (version 1.0)
[NASA-CR-3253] p 13 N85-10S22
PieUiution of dynamic stall characteristics using
advanced non-linear panel methods
[AO-A148453] p 239 N8S-16836
Numencal approach for the aerodynamic analysis if
airfoils with laminar pop oration
[NASA-CR-172498) p 326 N85-18001
Calculation of the flow around thick wmgs with separation
vortices p400 N85-21424
Application of une-lineanzed methods to oscillating
wmgs in transonic flow and flutter p 585 N85-25182
A study of aerodynamic control m stalled flight
leading-edge vortex formation analysis
(AD-A153758] p638 N85-28928
Shock waves in adiacent engine inlets
[ISL-H-104/84] p 781 N8S-31088
Cafculanm of compressible flow about
three-dimensional inlets with auxiliary inlets, slats and
vanes by means of a pane* method
[NASA-CR-174975] p 878 N8S-35182
PANELS
Measurements of the response of transport aircraft
ceiling panels to fuel pool fires
[AIAA PAPER 85-0394] p 240 A85-19720
Field-incidence noise transmission loss of general
aviation aircraft double-wall configurations
p 304 A85-21842
The dynamics of a parachute panel during opening
p819 A8S-44173
Quasi-steady analysis of aircraft panel flammability
[AO-A145461] p22 N85-10938
cffoct of stress concentrations in coin posits structures
[NASA-CR-1739761 p 44 N85-11140
Poftocmflnco of two transonic dtrfod wind tunnels utilizing
limited ventilation p83 N85-12020
Prefabricated panels for rapidly runway repair and
expedient airfield surfacing
[AO-O011277] p 177 N85-13804
Preliminary evaluation of an improved flammability test
method for aircraft materials
[FAA-CT-84-22I p 242 N85-16840
Composite repair of aircraft structures
p285 N8S-17059
A safety evaluation of the relocation of the ACM (Air
Combat Maneuver) panel in the F-14 ( )/AIP (Avionics
Integration Program)
(AO-A149S961 p419 N85-21158
Aircraft salety improvement p 564 N85-26602
Removable cleanable antireflection shield
(AD-0011735] p863 N8S-33810
A research program to reduce the interior noise in
general aviation aircraft index and summary
[NASA-CR-1761781 p 919 N85-3569S
PARABOLIC BODIES
Flight tests of a sweptback parabolic tip on a Oauphm
365N
(ONERA. TP NO. 1984-84) p7 A85-12613
PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Nornteratnre three-dimensional gnd generation using
parabolic partial differential equations
(AIAA PAPER 85-04851 p 300 A85-19782
Analysis of turbulent underexpanded jets. I - Parabolized
Navier-Stokes model. SCIPVIS p 391 A8S-29080
Numencal investigation of internal high-speed viscous
flows using a parabolic technique
[AIAA PAPER 85-1409) p 632 A85-39768
An investigation of film cooling on a hypersonic vehicle
usmg a PNS flow analysis code
(AIAA PAPER 85-1591] p 712 A85-W707
PARABOLIC FLIGHT
Parabolic aircraft flights - An effective tod in preparing
rracrogravity experiments p 782 A85-42697
PARACHUTE DESCENT
Dynamic analysis of large-scale mechanical systems and
animated graphics
(AIAA PAPER 83-0946] p 184 A85-18340
Investigation of me use of radar data (or me
measurement of parachute rate of descent and glide
ratio p 331 A85-22764
The functional structure of the aerodynamic coefficients
ol a parachute due to symmetry p47l A65-314S1
Parachute expedition to Arctic p 238 N85-16240
PARACHUTE FABRICS
A parachute theory allowing for the structure of the
canopy fabnc p 13 A85-11822
The effect of the deformation of the parachute material
on the aeroelastic characteristics of the parachute during
opening p 140 A85-16152
The dynamics of a parachute panel during opening
p819 A85-44173
PARACHUTES
Determination of the limits of the stability region of a
parachute system with a low-permeability canopy
p 142 A85-17075
Drag of the fundamental shapes of parachutes
p 231 A85-20998
Stress analysis and shaping of the canopy of a square
parachute p 242 A85-21668
ACES II RaO upgrade program p 330 A85-22757
Development and testing of the RPS-1000 parachute
system for the MMR-06-OART meteorological rocket
system p685 A85-38608
A nonlinear solution for parachute suspension line
deformation p 877 A85-49140
60.000 pound rmprtcity extraction system
[AO-A145841] p 105 N85-12052
A theoretical view on the stress analysis of fully inflated
parachute canopies
[AO-A148387] p239 N85-16835
Deployment sequence mode selection system for
aircraft election seat
(AO-0011464) p334 N8S-18968
Airspeed sensing pressure valve system
(AD-0011472)
 P348 N8S-18987
Parachute inflation dynamics p 396 N85-20792
Parachute extraction device tor ultralight gliders
[CH-643499-A5] p 559 N85-26663
Dual towline spin-recovery device
[NASA-CASe-LAR-13076.il p 895 N85-35200
PARALLEL FLOW
Instability of plane-parallel supersonic gas flows in the
linear approximation p 623 A85-38551
PARALLEL PROCESSING (COMPUTERS)
A parallel quasniineanzaoon algorithm for air vehicle
trajectory optimization
(AIAA PAPER 85-04981 p 279 A85-19792
Multibus-based parallel processor for simulation
P457 A6S-28613
Ada - Win COD'S new computer language cut software
cost?
 P459 A85-29669
Interface specifications for SCR (Software Cost
Reduction) (A-7E) extended computer module, revised
(AD-A1499481 p4S9 N85-22024
PARALLELEPIPEDS
Closely spaced independent parallel runway simulation
[DOT/FAA/CT-84/45] p117 N85-12902
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
Modal test and parameter identification of a flutter wing
model with external missiles p 51 A85-12363
Identification of multrvanable high-performance turbofan
engine dynamics from closed-loop data
p 109 ASS-13630
Optimum parametric control of objects with a lagging
argument p 192 A85-17058
The effect of design parameters on the ground
resonance of helicopters p 493 A8S-31780
Aerodynamic canard/wing parametric analysis for
general-aviation applications p 473 A85-32587
Numencal computation of extended Kalman filter and
its application to aerodynamic parameter identification of
reentry satellite p 610 A85-35796
On-line estimation and identification of aircraft stability
derivatives using the modified gain extended Kalman
filter
(AIAA PAPER 85-1762] p 837 A85-43627
An analysis of the Space Shuttle hypersonic entry mm
anomaly
[AIAA PAPER 85-1764] p 850 A85-43878
Stability of adaptive control algorithms - Theoretical
examination and simulation for F-4 flight control
[AIAA PAPER 85-1966] p 845 A8S-45965
A new approach to the maneuvering target tracking
problem p9i7 A85-47769
Aeroelastic analysis and the identification of flight loads
— Mirage 2000 aircraft p254 N85-15679
More than you want to know about maximum likelihood
estimation
[NASA-TM-85905] p 270 N85-15752
A method for estimating the rolling moment due to spin
rate for arbitrary planform wings
[NASA-TM-86365] p 357 N65-18990
Air combat simulation: Methods, models, trends
p 498 N8S-22359
Determination of aerodynamic and propulsion
parameters of general aviation aircraft using steady state
flight test data p 499 N85-22377
Development and application of optimum sensitivity
analysts of structures
[NASA-CR-175857] p 608 N85-27257
Parameter identification results of tests in nonsteady
symmetric flight with the Hawker Hunter Mk 7
[NLR-TR-83042-U] p 653 N8S-27860
Identification of gust input and gust response
charactensucs from Do 28 TNT flight test data
(OFVLf)-FB-84-48) p 876 N85-27881
Heating parameter estimation using coaxial
thermocouple gages in wind tunnel test articles
[AO-A153039] p 699 N85-28328
PARAMETERIZATION
Time series approximation of unsteady aerodynamics
including pole locations as free parameters
[AIAA PAPER 854663] p 491 A85-30350
Parameter space design of control systems using
interactive computer graphics p916 A85-47681
The static aeroelasticity of a composite wing
p 701 N85-29321
PARSING ALGORITHMS
Evaluating syntactic constraints to speech recognition
in a fighter aircraft environment
[AD-A152117] P607 N85-27119
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Entropy condition satisfying approximations for the full
potential equation of transonic flow p 385 A85-26916
Equation associated with the theory of local interaction
in a rarefied gas p 394 A85-30110
Generation of 3-dimensional body fitted coordinates
using hyperbolic partial differential equations
[AD-A1460S9] p327 N85-18006
The generation of three-dimensional body-fined
coordinate systems for viscous flow problems
[AD-A150881] P536 N85-24848
PARTICLE DIFFUSION
Performance deterioration of cascades exposed to solid
particles p 112 N85-12057
PARTICLE IN CELL TECHNIQUE
Finite difference computations of flow about supersonic
lifting bodies p319 A85-25479
PARTICLE LADEN JETS
Installed engine performance in dust-laden
atmosphere
[AIAA PAPER 84-2468] p 109 A85-13563
EnvironniontflJ problems in turoornflcninefy
p769 A85-41811
PARTICLE MOTION
Least acceleration motion lor given terminal
conditions p 459 A85-26443
The motion of a spherical particle suspended in a
turbulent flow near a plane wall p 444 A85-29056
Determination of the drag of free flying particles m
supersonic flow with a pulsed laser p 400 N85-21129
PARTICLE PRECIPITATION
Effect of precipitation static on general aviation digital
avionics
[AIAA PAPER 94-26411 p 157 A85-1783Q
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Analysis of a split-flow inertia! particle separator by finite
elements — for helicopter gas turbine engine
p 231 A8S-21845
Predicting nme ice accretion on airfoils
P317 A85-25135
Droplet sae distribution effects on aircraft ice
accretion p 563 A85-35S85
Milling of Si3N4 with S>3N4 hardware
(NASA-TM-86864) p 43 N8S-10191
A-195
PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES SUBJECT INDEX
Size distributions of elemental carbon m atmosphere
aerosols
[PB8S-1535341 p609 N8S-25963
An investigation into the soot production processes in
a gas turbine engine
[AD-A152710] p690 N85-27992
PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
Air flow and parade traiectones around aircraft
fuselages I • Theory p 74 ASS-13651
Air flow and panicle traiectones around aircraft
fuselages. II • Measurements p 106 A85-13652
Computational particle trajectory analysis on a
3-OimensJonal engine inlet
(AIAA PAPER 85-0411) p 222 A85-19732
Three-dimensional airflow and hydrometaor traieetory
calculation with applications
(AIAA PAPER 85-04121 p222 A85-19733
Development of an advanced vanetess inlet particle
separator for helicopter engines
(AIAA PAPER 85-1277] p 666 A85-39694
PflftomisrtCB dstonor&Don of csscsdos exposed to soud
parades p 112 N85-12057
PARTICLES
Technical Review of me Solid Parade Receiver
Program
[DES4-015181) p56 N85-10451
Effect of the Basset term on parade relaxation behind
normal Shockwaves
[AD-A145446] p54 N85-11320
P ARTICULATE SAMPLING
A study of the control of paniculate emissions from
turbine engine test cells p 898 N8S-3S205
PASSAGEWAYS
Vortex-generating coolant-flow-passage design tor
increased Mm-cooling effectiveness and surface
coverage
[NASA-TP-2388) p 127 N85-12314
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
SAAB-FaircMd 340 • Operator's analysis
p 102 A85-13899
Developing aircraft passenger seats for safety and
economy p 90 ASS-15170
PW2037 starts work p 167 A8S-16271
RAO m me evolution of the DASH 8
p 155 A85-17226
Development of me PW100 turboprop engines
p 168 ASS-17229
Simulators/training devices tor commuter avlmes
p 174 A85-17232
Evaluation of aircraft interior panels under full-scale
cabm fire test conditions
(AIAA PAPER 85-0393] p 240 A85-19719
A look at 'cfiair-chutea' - Parachute industry's answer
to airline safety in the 1940s p 331 A8S-22765
The importance of aircraft center-of-gravrty position for
flight control p 356 A85-25521
Aircraft engmeenng design - Design engineer's problems
are now: Proceedings of the Aerospace Engmeenng
Conference and Show. Los Angeles. CA. February 12-14.
1985
[AIAA PAPER 85-0847) p 341 A85-26305
Redesign of airplane windows due to environmental
crazing of acrylic p 341 A8S-26306
Getting a partnership into the air - Testing of me
Saab-Paffcfnld 340 p413 A85-28635
Boeing's artner launch criteria p383 A85-2S824
Avtek 400 - What is if p415 A85-29800
ATR42 achieves flight-test goals p 492 A85-31000
Test flying the 146 p 571 A8S-34S81
Who needs advanced-technology airliners?
p647 A85-38434
GP180 • Reaching tor an ideal p 752 A8S-40072
ATR 42 • The definitive configuration certification
program begun p 755 A85-40911
Commuter airlines - The manufacturer's viewport
p745 A8S-41337
Use of programmable calculators onboard commercial
aircraft p 763 A85-41397
Dash 8 • Made tor the new commuter market
p756 A85-41531
The ATRE 72 - Design and performance features
p757 A85-S1916
Avtek 400 - Ugm is ngm p 756 A85-42895
Weight design and efficiency of passenger aircraft.
Handbook (2nd revised and enlarged edition) — m
Russian P82B A85-46564
The extended range operation of twin-engined public
transport aircraft 111 p 882 A85-49175
GIV . Gulfstream goes further p 882 A85-49658
Advanced systems for the Gutfstream IV
[ SAE PAPER 850900) p 885 A85-50117
Air-cycle air conditioning of turbine-powered general
aviation and commuter aircraft
[SAE PAPER 850901) p 885 ASS-50118
Aircraft accident report, Scandinavian Airlines System.
Fhght901.McOonnellDouglasDC-10-30.JonnF Kennedy
International Airport Jamaica. New York. February 28.
1984
[PB84-91041S] p 149 N85-137S8
A preliminary analysis of C-12 aircraft usage by the Navy
Air Logistics System
[AO-A151921] pS43 N8S-26634
FAA regulation of 9-seat and under passenger aircraft
(GPO-42-703) p747 N85-31032
MSB demonstrates new research aircraft ATT AS
p762 N85-31334
PASSENGERS
Affcraft delay impact on a central terminal hall - A
simulation model P 174 A85-16269
The artne passenger undergoing withdrawal or
overdose from narcotics or ullw drugs
p 748 A8S-42074
tvt ffBffici Iftstniroonts, flvpovts, conipBntos, post, cuu t^
and passengers p 641 N85-28932
Aviation safety (arcraft passenger survrvatxlrty and cabm
safety)
(GPO-39-847) p878 N85-34130
PATENT APPLICATIONS
Flying obiects
• [CH-634S16-A5] p573 N85-25242
A*foil wmg with flap
[CH-634787-AS] P574 N8S-25243
HflUcopt6f rotor
[CH-637890-A5] p 574 N85-25245
Aircraft
[CH-642S98-A5] p 574 N85-25246
PATENTS
Frying obiects
[CH-634516-A5] p 573 N8S-25242
Artcd wmg with flap
[CH-634787-A5] p 574 N85-2S243
Aircraft structure for application to raining arcraft
(CH-635288-A5) p 574 N85-2S244
Amraft
[CH-642598-AS] p 574 N8S-25246
PATTERN RECOGNITION
Atrcfsft ii iHiilifii Hlii in hrtBftrl on psttoni recognition oi
FM emission spectra p 15 A85-11078
A model for the optimal synthesis and analysis of
maintenance facilities p456 A85-2683S
Content, variety, and augmentation of simulated visual
scenes for teaching atf-to-ground flftirk
[AO-A145218] p38 N85-10080
Optics! dfitsi processing for rnrtsite fluidSHCfl
[AD-A149348] p339 N85-18972
PAVEMENTS
Test loading of airfield pavements
p426 A85-27721
Evaluation of laser profile and deflection measunng
system
(FAA-PM-84-24) p55 N85-11341
Development of a pavement maintenance management
system. Volume 10: Summary of development from 1974
through 1983
[AD-A14603S] p 117 N85-12067
Development of a pavement maintenance management
system. Volume 9: Development of airfield pavement
performance prediction models
(AO-A146150) p 117 N85-12O69
Prefabricated panels for rapidly runway repar and
expedient arfiaM surfacing
[AD-O011277] p 177 N85-13804
System for rapxl repair of damaged avtield runways
[AO-O011325] P276 N8S-15754
Development of a preliminary ALRS stabilized material
pavement analysis system (SPAS)
[AD-A147116] p277 N8S-15760
Aofopfoyokt dovotops unpfovod njnwsy svnsotig
p 277 N85-16770
Runway rubber removal specification development field
evaluation piocmlwfls development
[FAA-PM-84-27] p 430 N85-21179
Reid validation of statistically-based acceptance plan
lor Bituminous airport pavements. Volume f Correlation
analysis of Marshall properties of laboratory-compacted
specimens
(FAA-PM-84-12-VOL-1) p 430 N85-21180
Retd validation of statistically-based acceptance plan
for bituminous airport pavements. Volume 2. Statistical
analysis of Marshall properties of plant-produced
bituminous materials
[FAA-PM-84-12-VOL-21 p 430 N85-21181
Reid validation of statistically-based acceptance plan
for bituminous airport pavements. Volume 3 Statistical
analysis of 3 methods tor determining maximum specific
gravity of bituminous concrete mixtures
[FAA-PM-84-12-VOL-3] p 430 N85-21182
Reid validation of statistically-based acceptance plan
for bituminous airport pavements Volume 4 Computer
simulation of multiple acceptance criteria
[FAA-PM-84-12-VOL-4J p 431 N85-21183
Reid validation of statistically-based acceptance plan
tor bituminous airport pavements. Volume 5 Summary
of validation studies
(FAA-PM-84-12-VOL-5) p 431 N85-21184
Study of acceptance cntena for |omt densities in
bituminous airport pavements
(FAA-PM-85-5) p594 N85-26761
PAYLOAOS
Assuring payload security in flight and recovery - Design
approaches and flight experience p 640 A85-38315
An automated technique for encasing specific payloads
with tow-drag fairings p 886 N85-35183
POP 11 COMPUTER
Data processing on the rotor test stand at DFVLR m
Brunswick: Microprogrammable interfaces and array
processor as key components in a POP 11 real time data
acquisition and processing system
[DFVLR-MITT.85-03] p 684 N85-27921
PEELING
Finger materials for air cushion vehicles. Volume 2
Base fabncs for finger materials
(AO-A149701) p448 N8S-21408
PENALTIES
Punitive damages m avutoon products liability cases
p 461 A85-27394
PENETRATION
Evaluation of me birdstnke threat to the F-15 present
fleet, rapid deployment force, and dual role fighter
(AD-A1489541 p 334 N85-18966
Aircraft skm penetrator and agent applicator Volume
1 Working model development and construction
[AD-A150498] p 483 N85-22374
Aircraft skm penetrator and agent applicator Volume
2: Test and evaluation
(AO-A151609) p564 N8S-2522S
PERFORATED PLATES
Suppression of shocks on transonic airfoils
P319 A85-25458
effect of gas stream sweeping past the effluent of a
perforated plate on heat transfer inside me perforations
pS27 N85-22836
PERFORATION
Wind tunnel wall interference
[AD-A151212I P 593 N85-25273
PERFORMANCE
Optinufli pw f 01 in&nc8 psr&nwtflfs for skr-junrp
operations of USAF fighter aircraft
[ AD-A148532) p 258 N85-16867
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
Progress toward the development of an aircraft icing
analysis capability
(AIAA PAPER 84-0105) p 13 A85-10653
Methodology to better predict structural maintenance
requirements for individual aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2411) p 69 A85-13517
Suboptmal filtering for aided GPS navigation
p94 A8S-14832
Predicted performance benefits of an adaptive digital
engine control system on an F-15 airplane
(AIAA PAPER 85-0255) p 263 A85-19801
A method for calculating me performance of elector
nozzles p 287 A85-20232
Prediction of performance of aircraft gas turbines
P264 A85-21682
Analysis of sorting performance of the single shaft gas
turbines by theory of sonilanty p 351 A85-25211
Calculation and analysis of the off-design performance
of split shan gas turbine p 351 A8S-25212
Fixed step friction model p443 A85-28609
Noseboom position error prediction data base update
p418 A85-28650
The nonlinear model for predicting rotating stall in
multistage anal-flow compressors p 471 ASM 1339
Optimal symmetric flight with an intermediate verude
model p 497 A85-3Z7SO
Predicted turbine stage pei foi inance using
quasi-three-dimensional and boundary-layer analyses
pSBO A85-34013
A simplified analysis of aircraft steady spin
p584 A85-36483
Probabilistic prediction of the fatigue life of the
compressor blades of gas-turbine engines under two-level
programmed loading p 658 A8S-37567
Hovercraft skirt design and manufacture
P694 A85-38233
Redundancy management in strapdown navigation
systems p 644 A8S-38530
An aerodynamic performance model for rtyond heavy
bfl systems
[AIAA PAPER 85-0865) p 648 A85-38781
A-196
SUBJECT INDEX PHASE DEVIATION
Performance of a new nose-lip hot-air antHCing
concept
(AIAA PAPER 85-1117] p 664 A85-39614
Performance characteristics of rectangular and circular
thrust augmenting electors
[AIAA PAPER 85-1344] p 631 A85-39736
Modeling post-stall operation ol aircraft gas turbine
engines
(AIAA PAPER 85-1431) p 669 A85-39775
Mathematical modelling of performance characteristics
and optimization of turbomacfune stages
p 769 A85-41812
Performance prediction of the Wells self-rectifying air
turbine P857 A85-45352
An analogue method lor crack propagation life
prediction P 856 A8S-46825
The Oetco Performance Management System
p895 A85-49172
Maintainability aspects in maintenance management
p909 A85-49536
A management guide to reliability predictions
p909 A85-49541
The aerodynamic characteristics of a GU25-5(11)8
aerofoil for low Reynolds numbers p873 A85-49874
Predicting changes in reliability characteristics of gas
turbine engines dunng operation p 169 N85-14964
The influence of fastener flexibility on load transfer and
fatigue life predictions for muiuiow bolted and nveted joints
— aircraft structures
[L8F-FB-172/84] p 296 N85-16219
Boundary layer control by transition fixing —
conference
[DFVLR-MITT-84-17] p 479 N8S-23712
Simulation: A tool for cost-effective systems design and
live test reduction p613 N85-26657
Analytical fuel property effects-small combustors
[NASA-CR-174738] p 582 N85-26709
Mission requirements and handling qualities
p680 N85-28918
PERFORMANCE TESTS
Operational evaluation of an expenmental TCAS —
Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System
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measurement of parachute rate of descent and glide
ratio p 331 A85-22764
Airborne early warning radar p 408 A8S-27835
An investigation ot association region in maneuvenng
multi-target tracking p 410 A85-29697
Nonlinear and adaptive lilters for aircraft tracking —
German thesis p 485 A85-31848
Observation of birds in the flight path of aircraft • An
important stage m the prevention of bird stnkes
p639 A85-37544
Algonthms for improved, heading assisted, maneuver
tracking p 644 A85-39458
A likelihood function method for multiple aircraft
maneuver tracking p 888 A85-47699
Design and realization of a muitiradar tracking system
for air traffic control
[ENST-84E0101 p338 N85-18044
An empirical self-protection chaff model
[AD-A151928] p607 N85-2711S
RADAR TRANSMITTERS
A wideband X100 low noise microwave frequency
multiplier p 903 A85-47060
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION
Cooling characteristics of air cooled radial turbine
blades p 792 A85-41784
RADIAL FLOW
The behavior of turbocompressors and turbocompressor
installations during the pumping of the compressor —
German thesis p 443 A85-28792
Numerical determination of detached internal flow with
the example of a radial compression tunnel — German
mesa p 443 A85-28796
Procedure for the calculation ot the characteristics of
axial, respectively radial, one or multistage thermal flow
machines, taking into consideration also the effect of
ad|U9table guide devices — German thesis
p 598 A85-33402
Transonic now in the throat region of radial or nearly
radial supersonic nozzles p626 A85-39001
Flcwfield and performance measurements in a varied
radial ditfuser
(ASME PAPER 84-WA/FM-7] p 634 A85-39876
Studies on the flow in supersonic axial-flow compressor
rotor. VI - A possibility of two-dimensional supersonic
section having quasi-axisymmetnc flows which satisfy
simplified radial equilibrium p 723 A85-41007
The effect of boundary layer control on the performance
of radul fan impellers p 728 A85-41820
The three-dimensional compressible flow in a radial
inflow turbine scroll p 729 A85-41826
Development ot a high specific speed radial-inflow
turbine for turbochargers p 793 A85-41832
Measurement of the radial flow along a low speed
compressor biading during (installed and stalled
operation p 729 A85-41834
RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
The fuel property/flame radiation relationship for gas
turbine comtaustors p 111 A85-15350
Further observations of X-rays inside thunderstorms
p 701 A85-37720
Microwave responses of the western North Atlantic
[NASA-CR-1758881 p 699 N85-28191
RADIANT HEATING
Development ot advanced high-temperature heat flux
sensors. Phase 2: Verification testing
[NASA-CR-174973] p911 N85-35391
RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
A numerical study of three-dimensional radiation fields
in problems ol supersonic flow past segmemal bodies
p227 A85-20025
Measurements of polarization characteristics of radiation
field of on-board aircraft antennas pi 27 N85-12230
Measurement of RF fields associated with ISM
equipment as it relates to aeronautical services
[FAA-ES-84-2] p79S N85-30180
RADIATION EFFECTS
Right test techniques for validating simulated nuclear
electromagnetic pulse aircraft responses
[AIAA PAPER 84-24981 p 100 A85-13569
RADIATION HAZARDS
China report Science and technology
[JPRS-CST-84^339] p446 N85-20206
RADIATION MEASUREMENT
Flame radiation and linear heat transfer in a tubular-can
combustor p 663 A85-39580
Combustion system for radiation investigations
p33 N85-10986
Measurement of RF fields associated with ISM
equipment as it relates to aeronautical services
[FAA-ES-84-2] p 795 N85-30180
RADIATION SHIELDING
A new approach to applying electromagnetic transient
protection requirements to aviomc and electronic
equipment p 439 A85-26684
RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Radiative entropy production
[AIAA PAPER 85-04081 p 304 A85-19729
Flow behind an attached shock wave in a radiating
gas p 233 A85-22308
Combined analysis and optimization of extended heat
transfer surfaces p 856 A85-46482
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RADIATIVE TRANSFER SUBJECT INDEX
RADIATIVE TRANSFER
Radiative transfer in a gas turbine combustor
[AIAA PAPER 85-1072] p 658 A85-37682
RADIO ALTIMETERS
Ooppler effect and its influence on low-altitude CW
altimeters p 106 A85-13971
Clock coasting and altimeter error analysis for GPS
p94 A85-14S34
RADIO ANTENNAS
The Tethered Aerostat Antenna Program (TAAP)
demonstration phase
(AIAA PAPER 85-08831 p 616 A85-38797
RADIO BEACONS
Automated VQR ground check techniques
p4B5 A85-31273
Improved legislated emergency locating transmitters and
emergency position indicating radio beacons
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12892-1] p 447 N85-20226
Trajectory measurements for take-off and landing tests
and other short-range applications, volume 16
[AGARO-AG-160-VOL-16] p 604 N85-25801
The 121 5 MHz ELT- Past, present and future —
Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT)
p782 N85-31105
RADIO COMMUNICATION
Applications of air-ground-air digital communication
system ACARS/AIRCOM
(AIAA PAPER 84-2604) p 150 A85-17807
An adaptive airborne VLF communications array
concept
(AIAA PAPER 84-2698] p 151 A85-17870
Airborne Communications Restoral/Relay
p487 A85-32232
Ministry wants better commo facilities for agraaviation
p 127 N85-12003
Operational requirements versus technological
capabilities p 204 N85-16798
Spectrum resource assessment of the Aeronautical
Mobile Service between 400 MHz and 17.7 GHz
(PB85-125995] p447 N85-20241
Survey of narrow band vocoder technology
[AO-A151919] p606 N85-27114
RADIO CONTROL
The modelling and control of RC helicopter — Radio
Control p115 A85-15657
Designing an Rpv • The Lockheed Atjuda
p411 A85-27367
Radio frequency test facility for evaluation of missile
hardware p432 A85-28621
RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
A feasibility study of a VLF radio compass for Arctic
navigation p 94 A85-14833
RADIO ELECTRONICS
Analysis and synthesis of radio-electronic complexes —
Russian book p 124 A85-14631
RADIO EQUIPMENT
A reliability and survrvabtlrty assessment tool lor
fault-tolerant integrated radio systems
p824 A85-45143
RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
Anomalous interference in Omega VLF wave
propagation on east-to-west equatorial paths
p 14 A85-11024
Measurement of signal separation between radio service
and air navigation service
(IRT-TB-B-40/82) p 246 N85-16860
Measurement of RF fields associated with ISM
equipment as it relates to aeronautical services
[FAA-ES-64-2] p795 N85-30180
RADIO NAVIGATION
A feasibility study of a VLF radio compass for Arctic
navigation p 94 A85-14S33
Navstar
(IAF PAPER 83-265] p 335 A85-23812
An austere GPS receiver for airborne applications
p485 A85-32194
Geostar - A multi-purpose satellite system to serve owl
aviation needs p 488 A85-32485
New airborne systems developed for navaids test and
calibration p 488 A85-32489
Evaluation of radionaviganon systems
p643 A85-37831
Radio navigation and landing devices for IFR navigation
with helicopters p 748 A85-JO243
Radio navigation sensor p 749 A85-41016
The technical evolution of on-board docks
p853 A65-44053
GPS/AHRS - A synergrsnc mix p 822 A85-45023
Measurement of signal separation between radio service
and air navigation service
[IRT-TB-B-40/82] p246 N85-16860
Navigation Accounting for copy p 568 N85-26641
Evaluation of radio navigation systems and their
configuration with respect to minimum cost
[ESA-TT-847] p 751 N85-31043
RADIO RECEIVERS
C/A code receivers for precise positioning
applications P 95 ASS- 14838
Low cost GPS receiver signal processing
p 95 A85-14841
Application of digital signal processing to a low data
rate communications recen/er
(AIAA PAPER 84-2652] p 183 ASS- 17839
A comparison of multichannel, sequential and multiplex
GPS receivers for air navigation p 336 A85-25194
GPS/Navstar • Some experimental results
p337 A85-25818
An example of a French Navstar/GPS receiver
p337 A85-25819
An austere GPS receiver for airborne applications
p485 A85-32194
Low cost GPS receiver design considerations
P485 A85-32195
A GPS fast acquisition receiver p486 A85-32205
RADIO SCATTERING
Theoretical investigation of single-frequency 8-etement
locateer signal scattering for critical area determination
[FAA-PM-85-4] p751 N85-31037
RADIO TELEMETRY
Real tone translator design considerations — for Global
Positioning System p 487 A85-32208
RADIO TRANSMISSION
Propagation Influences on Digital Transmission
Systems: Problems and Solutions
(AGARD-CP-3631 p 373 N85-19269
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
Examination of the feasibility for demonstration and use
of radiolummescent lights for Alaskan remote runway
lighting
[DE85-002503] p 431 N85-21185
RADIOACTIVITY
Evaluation of arctic test of improved mtum
r&dioluinmoscont fighting
(AD-A148215) p278 N85-16884
Light your runways and taxiways without electncrty
[DEB5-000269] p 429 N85-19991
RADIOGRAPHY
Aerospace radiography - The last three decades
p 908 A85-49100
RADIOMETERS
Attitude determination in a limb-scanning balloon
radiometer p655 A85-38319
Development of advanced high-temperature heat flux
sensors. Phase 2. Verification testing
[NASA-CR-174973] P 911 N85-35391
RADIOMETHIC CORRECTION
An algonthm for radnmetnc and geometric correction
of digital SLAR data p56 A85-11216
RAOOME MATERIALS
Continuous fibre reinforced thermoplastics m new
generation radomes p 900 AS5-48572
Proceedings of the Symposium on Electromagnetic
Windows (17th) held at Georgia Inst of Technology,
Engineering Experiment Station. Atlanta. Georgia on 25-27
July 1984 Part 2
[AD-A149125] P 449 N85-21444
Development of a high temperature single impact ram
erosion test capability
[AD-P004371] p431 N85-21465
Laminated thermoplastic radome
(AD-D011664] p691 N85-29045
RADOMES
Problems of radome design tor modem airborne radar.
II p599 A85-34661
A radome for air buffo control SSR radar systems
[AD-P004373] p 449 N85-21467
Development of the F-20 nose radome
[AD-P004374] p449 N85-21468
Nose and inlet duct radomes for the firebolt aenal
target
[AO-P004375] p449 N8S-21469
Laminated thermoplastic radome
[AD-D011664] p691 N85-29045
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
USSR report Transportation
[JPflS-UTR-84-008] p468 N85-23694
USSR report Transportation
USSR repot Transportation
[JPRS-UTH-84O17] p542 N85-25196
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-014] p 564 N85-25229
RAIN
Evaluation and correction of the adverse effects of (i)
inlet turbulence and (ii) ram mgesnon on high bypass
engines
(AIAA PAPER 84-2486] p 109 A85-13561
Scaling laws for testing of high lift airfoils under heavy
rainfall
(AIAA PAPER 85-0257] p 216 A85-19617
Measurements of water film characteristics on airfol
surfaces from wind-tunnel tests with simulated heavy
ram
(AIAA PAPER 85-0259] p 274 ASS-19618
The aerodynamic effect of surface wetting
characteristics on a laminar flow airfoil in simulated heavy
rain
(AIAA PAPER 85-0260] p 247 ASS-19619
Aircraft and Ooppler air motion comparisons in a JAWS
microburst p 453 A85-28775
Scale-model tests of airfoils in simulated heavy rain
P548 A85-3S590
Laminated thermoplastic radome
[AD-0011664] p691 N85-29045
RAIN EROSION
Development of a high temperature single impact rain
[AD-P004371] P431 N85-21465
RAMJET ENGINES
Real gas effects in advanced technology engines
(AIAA PAPER 85-0252] p 262 A85-19615
SFRJ simulator results - Expenment and analysis in cold
flow — Solid Fuel Ramjet
[AIAA PAPER 854329] p 263 A85-19671
Analysis of steady, two-dimensional, chemically reacting,
nonequilibnum, irtvead flow in nozzles
P317 A85-25129
Response of a supersonic inlet to downstream
perturbations P386 A65-27093
Numerical study of a ramiet dump combustor flowfield
P392 A85-29093
Evaluation of nozzle throat materials for ramjet
engines p 686 A8S-37201
Interaction between acoustics and subsonic ducted flow
in a ramiet configuration p 704 A85-37209
Combustion studies of metallized fuels for solid fuel
ramjets
(AIAA PAPER 85-1177] p 689 A85-39640
Numerical solutions of ramjet nozzle flows
(AIAA PAPER 85-1270] p 631 A85-39689
The'new look'ramiet p 766 A85-40912
A study of ramjet engine II - Altitude specific range at
the ceilng p 766 A85-41013
An exptii imental investigation of combustion pressure
oscillations m solid fuel ramjets
[AD-A144870] p 43 N85-10147
Pressure oscillations in liquid-fueled ramjet engines
p 169 N85-13797
Combined cycle ramjet engine
[AD-O011247) p 178 N85-14859
Analysis of sudden expansion flow in a two-dimensional
duct with and without side-wall injection using the k-epsilon
turbulence model p 371 N85-18282
Window on science visit to the USA. 21 March - 22
April. 1984 — ramjets and solid propellent rocketry
[vTH-LR-426] P432 N85-20011
Study of HTPS-based SOFRAM fuels
[FOA-C-20563-D3] p 437 N85-20150
Selection of air intake parameters for supersonic-flow
operation p 527 N85-22837
Fiscal year 1986 technical objective document
[AD-A151039] p 539 N85-25000
Gasdynarrac evaluation of choking cascade turns
(AD-A151854J p 603 N85-25776
An experimental investigation of fuel regression rate
control in solid fuel ramjets
[AD-A154251] p782 N85-30008
A model of hypersonic two-dimensional oblique
detonation wave ramjet
[UTIAS-TN-257] p 891 N85-34139
RAMJET MISSILES
Liquid-fueled ramjets
(ONERA.TP NO. 1984-112] pill A85-15832
RAMP FUNCTIONS
The collected data for ramp function tests on a NACA
23012 aerofoil. Volume 1: Description and pressure
[GU-AERO-8413-VOL-1] p 875 N85-34123
RAMPS (STRUCTURES)
Tensile ski-jump ramp for aircraft takeoff
(AIAA PAPER 85-0802) p 491 A85-30302
RANDOM LOADS
Fatigue crack growth analysis under random spectrum
loading using the generalized Willenborg model
P49 A85-11668
Snap-through of initially buckled beams under uniform
random pressure p 51 A85-12450
Fractographic observation and estimation of crack
growth curve of aluminum alloy under ramdom flight
simulation loading
(NAL-TR-824) p 180 N85-14913
RANDOM PROCESSES
Flutter and divergence boundary prediction from
nonstationary random responses at increasing flow
P523 A85-30357[AIAA PAPER 85-0691)
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SUBJECT INDEX RECTANGULAR WINGS
Random w traffic generation for computer models
p 567 A85-36509
RANDOM VIBRATION
Motion of a flexible wing at supersonic velocity under
the effect of a random gust p 393 A85-30108
Efficiencies of multiple-input techniques for aircraft
ground vibration testing
ISAE PAPER 841575) p682 A8S-39274
Stocnastic motor blade dynamics
IAD-A146312] p 105 N85-12054
Random vibrations of aircraft engine blades
p170 N85-14967
RANGE FINDERS
Observability of relative navigation using range-only
measurements p 750 A85-42399
RANGEFINOING
Anomalous clutter interference in radar ranging
p335 A85-24912
High dynamic, low volume GPS receiver
p487 A85-32208
Translated GPS real-dme tracking
p487 A85-32209
RANKINE CYCLE
Modeling of a second-generation solar-dnven Rankine
air conditioner
(OES4-015132] p52 N85-10223
RARE OASES
Design for military aircraft on-board inert gas generation
systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-2518) p 109 A8S-13581
RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS
Determination of rarefied-flow aerodynamics of the
Shuttle orBiter from flight measurements on STS-6 and
STS-7
[AIAA PAPER 85-0347] p 219 A8S-19688
Row fields near bodies placed in rarefied subsonic and
supersonic lets p322 A8S-26016
Equation associated witn me theory of local interaction
in a rarefied gas p394 A85-30110
Knudsen layer characteristics for a highly cooled blunt
body in hypersonic rarefied flow p 545 A8S-35127
The drag of simple shaped bodies in the rarefied
hypersonic Bow regime
[AIAA PAPER 854998) p 621 A85-37842
Hypersonic gas dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 85-0999] p 621 A85-37643
The effect of the bluntness shape on the drag coefficient
of a body « hypersonic flow of a rarefied gas
P624 A85-38564
Study of stresses on surface of flat barrier immersed
in under expanded let of rarefied gas
p562 N85-27061
Unsteady transonic heat transfer in a transient facility
[NASA-CR-176145) p 910 N85-34354
RAREFIED OASES
Aerodynamic and thermal charactenstics of stellate
bodies m hypersonic flow of rarefied gas at angle of
attack p 148 N85-14974
Experimental investigation of heat transfer to bluff
cylinders and cones in hypersonic rarefied gas flow
P396 N85-20195
RATES (PER TIME)
Influence of sampling rate on the calculated fidelity of
an aircraft simulation p 57 AS5-11083
An evaluation of flashtube signal charactenstics
[AO-A149569] p339 N8S-18974
RAY TRACING
High frequency estimation of 2-dimensional cavity
scattering
(AO-A151697) p602 N85-25696
REACTION KINETICS
Chemical reactions involved in the initiation of hot
corrosion of IN-738 p 519 A8S-31688
A study of intumescent reaction mechanisms
[AO-A149605] p437 N85-21365
REACTION PRODUCTS
Radiative transfer in a gas turbine combustor
[AIAA PAPER 85-1072] p 658 A85-37682
REACTION TIME
Experimental investigation of the short period response
requirements of MIL-F-8785C — flying qualities of piloted
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1806) p839 A85-43856
REACTOR TECHNOLOGY
USSR report Engineenng and equipment
[JPRS-ClEQ-85-003] p526 N85-22782
REAL GASES
Real gas effects in advanced technology engines
[AIAA PAPER 85-0252] p 262 ASS-19615
Real-gas flowfields about three-dimensional
configurations p 231 A85-21830
REAL TIME OPERATION
The design of an on-board look-ahead-stmulaMn for
approach p 96 ASS-15658
Real time data processing for avionics testing on the
A-6E
[AIAA PAPER 84-2666] p 175 A85-17852
Evaluation of a real-time predictive guidance law for
landing VTOU aircraft at sea
[ AIAA PAPER 84-28731 p 151 ASS-17856
Four-dimensional luel-optimal guidance in the presence
of winds p 158 ASS-18328
An empirical study of the methodology for real-time air
traffic control system simulation testing
p375 A85-24085
Considerations in level of fidelity in real-dme avionic
system simulations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2437] p 338 A85-26322
A unified method for evaluating real-time computer
controllers and its application p 458 A85-29408
Ro&l tuno transistor dosiQn considerations — for GlobflJ
Positioning System p 487 A8S-32208
Translated GPS real-time tracking
P487 A85-32209
Moving target distributed, real-time simulation using
Ada p609 A85-34131
Optima) generalized multntep integration formulae for
real-time digital simulation
[AIAA PAPER 85-1740] p802 A85-40556
A nng-vortex downburst model for real-time flight
simulation of severe wind shears
[AIAA PAPER 85-1749] p 799 A8S-40561
Real-time analysis of a digital multiloop flight control
system p 840 A85-450SO
RoflJ tvno sirnuifltioo of suborns r&d&r systoms
p849 A85-45124
A gonofslcBd computor codo for dsvoloping dynanmc
gas turbine engine models (DIGTEM)
p890 A85-49021
Reconnortermg the electromagnetic spectrum
P879 A85-49094
A umfied method for evaluating real-time computer
controllers: A case study — aircraft control
[NASA-CR-174168] p 132 N85-13478
Some charactenstics of automotive gasolines and their
performance in a light aircraft engine
(FAA-CT-84-12) p283 N85-15919
Tno offoct on softwsTB dosiQH of tostino, by symbolic
execution p303 N85-18750
Reliable software design for avaracs and space
applications p303 N85-18751
Interface specifications tor SCR (Software Cost
Reduction) (A-7E) extended computer module, revised
(AO-A149948] p459 N8S-22024
Graphic simulation of a machine-repairman model
(AD-A151761) pS43 N85-26633
Design and specification of a local area network
architecture for use in real-time flight simulation
[AO-A152242] p594 N8S-26762
Data processing on the rotor test stand at OFVLR in
Brunswick: Microprogrammable interfaces and array
processor as key components in a POP 11 real time data
acquisition and processing system
[OFVLR-MITT-85-03] p 684 N85-27921
REATTACHED FLOW
Effect of initial conditions on turbulent reattachment
downstream of a backward-facing step
p80 ASS-15331
Modification of vortex interactions in a reattaching
separated flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0555) p 321 A85-25946
Flow separation from the leading edge of an airfoil and
the effect of acoustic perturbations on the separated
flow p694 A85-38510
RECEIVERS
High dynamic, low volume GPS receiver
P487 A85-32206
Using the control system design environment in the
design of a data link receiver unit for the Coast Guard
HH-65A helicopter
[AO-A148624] p271 N85-18880
The susceptibility of aeronautical navigational aids to
interference from adjacent-band broadcast transmissions
[BBC-RO-1984/121 p371 N85-18234
RECESSION
Results of variable enthalpy tests of CPR-488 TIP panels
in MSFC Hot Gas Facility
[NASA-CR-170889] p902 N85-35237
RECIPROCATION
Certification of reciprocating engine aircraft oils and
additives by supplemental type certification procedures
[SAE PAPER 8508991 p 901 A85-50116
RECIRCULATIVE FLUID FLOW
Calculation of confined swirling flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-0060] p 285 A85-19491
A study of the flow reorculation problems within an
anechoic hover chamber
[AIAA PAPER 85-00711 p 273 A85-19497
Computation of recirculating compressible How in
axisymmetnc geometnes
[AIAA PAPER 85-0185] p 286 A85-19575
Modelling turbulent recirculating flows m complex
geometnes p 445 A85-29967
Influence of the blockage ratio on the efficiency of swirl
generation with vane swirlers
[AIAA PAPEH 85-1103] p 696 A85-39605
Row past rectangular cylinder of square section placed
on a plane boundary p 724 A85-41024
RECONNAISSANCE
Marine helicopter missions p 139 N85-14811
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT
Surbank's Blackbirds — encompassing SP.-71
reconnaissance aircraft and YA-12/12-A interceptors
P252 A85-22081
RF-5e production development and flight test
p 346 A85-24253
Sinus • An advanced concept for photo-interpretation
P367 A85-24259
Airworthiness and flight characteristics test of the
RC-12D Guardrail V
[AO-A148048] p2S8 N85-16864
RECONNAISSANCE SPACECRAFT
A method for determining mesoscale dynamic
topography
[AD-0011412] p300 N85-17506
RECORDING
Low altitude high speed flight simulation using video disc
technology
[AO-P004312] p358 N85-17966
RECOVERABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
Winged first stages of space transport appliances
[TUM-flT-TB-84/31 p 40 N8S-11125
RECOVERY
Calibration loading of a strain-gauged diveness
helicopter weapon recovery system
[AD-A151488] p575 N85-25253
RECOVERY PARACHUTES
A 73-ft cross parachute for cargo delivery
p 402 A85-29264
B-52B/DTV (Drop Test Vehicle) flight test results Drop
tost missions
[NASA-CR-171530) p 741 N85-29934
RECOVERY VEHICLES
Calibration loading of a strain-gauged drverless
helicopter weapon recovery system
[AO-A151488] p 575 N85-25253
RECTANGLES
An experimental investigation of an underexpanded
rectangular jet elector
[AO-A149656] p422 N85-21170
RECTANGULAR PANELS
Critical flutter parameters of orthotropic rectangular flat
panels with in-plane loads p693 A85-37192
Noise transmission loss of a rectangular plate m an
infinite baffle
[NASA-TP-2398] p461 N85-22109
RECTANGULAR PLANFORMS
Aerodynamic improvements by discrete wing tip jets
[AO-A148981] P330 N85-18964
RECTANGULAR PLATES
Vibration response and sound radiation from beams,
plates, and cylinders excited by nonhomogeneous random
pressure fields
(AIAA PAPER 84-2327) p 61 A85-10871
Vibrations of a plate induced by an aerodynamic
turbulent boundary layer p 377 A85-22S75
Heat transfer from rectangular plates inclined at different
angles of attack and yaw to an air stream
p600 A85-35593
RECTANGULAR WIND TUNNELS
Laser-three-slice (L3S) velocimeter and applications m
aerodynamics flow field measurements
p368 A85-25224
RECTANGULAR WINGS
Three-dimensional effects on a pitching lifting surface
[AIAA PAPER 85-0041 ] p 208 A85-19476
Crossflow drag of fintte-lengtn rectangular wing-bodies
(AIAA PAPER 85-0451 ] p 224 A85-19760
Harmonic oscillations of a rectangular wing with a
circulation variable over the span p231 A85-21656
Wing-nvground effect aerodynamic predictions using
PANAIR
(AIAA PAPER 84-2429] p 322 A85-26321
biting surface approach of oscillating wings in weak
shear flow p 394 A85-30201
Aerodynamic properties of some flexible profiles
p 473 A85-32506
Cl Beta of unswept flat wings in sideslip II
P623 A85-38371
The spanwise vanauon of laminar separation bubbles
on finite wings at low Reynolds numbers
(AIAA PAPER 85-1590! p 712 A8S-40706
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REDUCED GRAVITY SUBJECT INDEX
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic characteristics at an
aeroplane wing in compressible flow
p726 A85-41606
Effects ol viscosity and modes on transonic aerodynamic
and aeroetastic cnaractenstics of wtngs
p817 A85-45837
On the flow processes in sharply inclined and stalled
airfoils in parallel movement and rotation
(NASA-TM-77509) p 328 N85-18952
Transonic pressure distributions on a two-dimensional
0012 and supercritical MBB-A3 profile oscillating in heave
and pitch p 554 N85-25173
Gust load alleviation of a cantilevered rectangular elastic
wing Wind tunnel experiment and analysis
[NAK-TR-86] p 681 N85-28950
REDUCED GRAVITY
Low-gravity sobdification of cast iron and space
technology applications p44 N85-11022
Design and implementation of a tow-gravity solidification
experiment package for the F-104 p40 N8S-110S3
Investigation of surface tension phenomena using the
KC-13S aircraft
[NASA-TM-82508] p 362 N8S-18995
REDUNDANCY
Sensor failure detection tor jet engines using analytical
redundancy
|AIAA PAPER 84-1452] p 167 ASS-16097
Ultrareltable fault-tolerant control systems
| AIAA PAPER 84-2650] p 194 A85-17837
Are two always bettor than one? — aircraft systems
redundancy in number of engines, pilots, and crew
protection p 496 AB5-31997
Redundancy management in strapdown navigation
systems p 644 A85-38530
An advanced signal selection algorithm — for
redundancy management of flight control sensors
p 841 A85-45064
Digital flight control and avionics integration
techniques p834 A85-45156
Analytical redundancy management mechanization and
flight data analysis for me F-8 digital fly-by-wire aircraft
flight contiol sensors
[NASA-CR-170396] p 173 N85-14844
Analytically redundant output feedback scheme for
reduction of structural loads of a flexible transport
aircraft
fTT-8303] p417 N85-21154
Some flight test results with redundant digital flight
control systems p 589 1485-26739
Intelligent redundant actuation system requirements and
preliminary system design
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Rotor dynamics simulation • A new approach
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RUNWAY CONDITIONS
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Examination of the feasibility for demonstration and use
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lighting
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An experimental investigation and numerical prediction
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High-temperature erosion of plasma-sprayed,
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environment
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Theory versus experiment for the rotordynamic
coefficients of annular gas seals. Part 1 Test facility
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Spacer structure
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Design decisions guide airborne radar
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Search and rescue in Canada p807 N85-31098
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organization in Norway p 807 N85-31099
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Impact tests of automatic lap belt configurations
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SEATS
Developing aircraft passenger seats for safety and
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during a post-crash, external fuel-spill, fire scenario
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SECONDARY FLOW
Wavelength selection and growth ot Goertler vortices
p73 A8S-12703
A method for calculating the performance of ejector
nozzles pZ87 A6S-20232
Effect of wmg nose shape on the flow in a wing/body
junction p316 A8S-24203
Flow control m a diffusing S-Ouct
[AIAA PAPER 85-0524] p 321 A85-25928
Expenmental investigation of losses and secondary flow
m an axial compressor stage p 524 A85-31007
Control of secondary flow m a turbine stage -
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Semiannual report to Congress on the effectiveness of
the ctvd aviation security program
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SEDIMENTS
Chemistry of fuel deposits and sediments and their
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Storage stability of jet fuels
[ AD- A1 46360] p 180 N85-14943
SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS
Technical evaluation report on the Right Mechanics
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Evaluation and Projections
[AGARD-AR-220] p 588 N85-26730
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P526 A85-32711
SELF EXCITATION
Local instability characteristics and frequency
determination of self-exerted wake flows
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Internal hysteresis experienced on a high pressure syn
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of thermal turbomachines
[NASA-TM-77292] p 295 N85-161BO
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[NASA-CR-171534] p773 N85-29963
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Natural mode analysis of N blades disc coupled system
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SELF OSCILLATION
Self-oscillations in a |et impinging on a banter
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The discrete nature of the motion of a system during
surface working p 524 A85-31473
Characteristics of the oscillations of a tail unit in a flow
of an incompressible gas p 649 A85-39125
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Invincible aircraft may be a step closer to reality
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Maintainability Program executive overview
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system P 841 A85-45057
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Investigation of device and electronic interactions in
GaAs device processing
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SEMICONDUCTORS (MATERIALS)
Life cycle cost model for very high speed integrated
circuits
(AD-A147798] p 297 N85-17298
The impact of VLSI on guidance and control system
design p595 N85-26654
SENSITIVITY
Definition of acceptable levels of mismatch for equivalent
systems of augmented CTOL (Conventional Take-Off and
Landing) aircraft
[AD-A145619] p37 N85-11007
Visual simulation requirements for aircraft aspect
recognition at real world distances
[AD-A151040] p517 N85-23810
Selecting step sizes in sensitivity analysis by finite
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[NASA-TM-88382] p 856 N85-33538
SENSORIMOTOR PERFORMANCE
Investigation of limb-sidestick dynamic interaction with
roll control
[AIAA PAPER 85-1853] p 843 A85-45882
SENSORS
Sensor failure detection for jet engines using analytical
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[AIAA PAPER 84-1452] p 167 A85-16097
Fabrication and testing of a brazed multpiece beryllium
support structure for tactical sensors
[AIAA PAPER 85-0679] p 522 A8S-30260
Integration of sensor and display subsystems
p 656 A85-38955
A real-time FORTRAN implementation of a sensor failure
detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm
p917 A85-47704
Low-resolution target classification from a staring
infrared sensor
[AD-A151690] pS12 N85-26358
SEPARATED FLOW
Method for calculating separated subsonic gas flow past
wings p2 A85-10114
Generation of instability waves in flows separating from
smooth surfaces p3 A85-10352
Calculation of unsteady transonic separated flows by
viscous-mviscid interaction
[ONEHA.TPNO 1984-100] p8 A85-12621
A study of separated flow behind two- and
three-dimensional bodies exposed to a spherical shock
wave p78 A85-14590
A numerical analysis of unsteady separated flow by the
discrete vortex method combined with the singularity
method p81 A85-15884
An incremental blocMine-Gauss-Seidel method for the
Nawer-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0033] p 207 A85-19470
A theory tor the core of a three-dimensional leading-edge
vortex
(AIAA PAPER 85-0108] p 210 A85-19524
Some features of two-dimensional turbulent separated
flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-0178] p 214 ASS-19570
Structure of the wall pressure fluctuations m a
shock-induced separated turbulent flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0179] p 214 A85-19571
Prediction of subsonic/transonic separated flow about
airfoils
(AIAA PAPER 85-0205) p 215 A85-19589
A study of the effects of numerical dissipation on the
calculation of supersonic separated flows
[AIAA PAPER 854301 ] p 219 A85-19650
Passive control effects on flow separation around a
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propagation quality enhancement to and from airborne
platforms
[AIAA PAPER 85-0351) p 220 A85-19690
Viscous/imnsad interaction analysis of transonic shock
induced separated flow including normal pressure
[AIAA PAPER 85-0371 ] p 221 A85-19703
Evaluation of low Reynolds number turbulence models
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[AIAA PAPER 85-0375] p 286 ASS-19706
Detailed measurements of the flowfield in the vicinity
of an airfoil with glaze ice
[AIAA PAPER 85-0409] p 222 A85-19730
Expenmental and theoretical analysis of laminar
separation bubbles
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Leading-edge separations and cross-flow shocks on
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Vortices m wakes induced by shock waves
p319 A85-25474
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boundary layer
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Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for supersonic shear
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Structure and characteristics of turbulem separated flow
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The Kutta condition in unsteady flow
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Advances in the study of separated flows
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vortices p 550 A85-35769
Numerical calculation of separation flow over severely
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Numerical analysis of a 3-D separated flow
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Experimental research on the effect of separation flow
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The numerical calculation of the pressure distribution
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Numerical and experimental determination ot secondary
separation on delta wings in subsonic flow
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Evaluation of Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for
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boundary-layer equations
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Control of secondary flow in a turbine stage -
Experimental and theoretical study p 727 A85-41S04
Estimation of the wave resistance of bodies of revolution
with a front separation zone in supersonic flow
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Nonstatronary aerodynamic characteristics of a profile
in separated flow near an undulated wall
p730 A85-42120
The ideal-liquid concept in calculations on the detached
flow around blunt obiects with a turbulent shear layer at
the boundary of the detachment region
p730 A8S-42287
High angle-of-attack calculations of the subsonic vortex
flow on slender bodies p730 ABS-42353
Developments in the simulation of separated flows using
firms difference methods p 732 A85-42953
Tho computdtnn of vtsod/invtscid interaction on (wfoils
with separated flow p 732 A8S-42954
Application of a vacous-uwiscid interaction method to
predict transonic separated flows p 732 A8S-42957
Airfoils with separation and the resulting wakes
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Comparison of interactive and Navier Stokes
calculations of separating boundary layer flows
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Massive separation and dynamic stall on a cusped
trailing-edge airfoil p 735 A85-42974
Studies ot the (low field near an NACA 4412 aerofoil
at nearly maximum lift p 736 A85-42978
3-0 separation on bodies with elliptic cross-section and
near root-section of wing-body combination
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Prediction of dynamic separation characteristics using
a time-stepping vrectd/invisad approach
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Drag reduction by means of controlled separated
flows
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An irmsad model of unsteady aerofoil flow with fixed
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The rolling vortex-damping ot supersonic wing
P872 A85-49705
A calculating method of the breakdown feature of the
leading-edge separating vortex for slender delta wings
P873 A85-49707
Laser anemometer study of separated flow on wing
profiles
[ISL-CO-214/83] p88 N85-12872
Simulation of separated transonic airfod flow by
finite-difference tnscousHnviscid interaction
p 146 N8S-13768
Right test results on stall charactenstxa of a large iat
transport
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A collection ot flow visualization techniques used in the
Aerodynamic Research Branch
[NASA-TM-85998] p 189 N85-15135
Turbulent bubbles behind airfoils and wings at high angle
of attack
 P296 N85-18779
Proceedings of the workshop on unsteady separated
flow held at the United States Air Force Academy on August
10-11. 1983
[AO-A148249] p 313 N85-17937
A visual study of a delta wing in steady and unsteady
motion
[AD-P004158] p324 N85-17943
Some structural features of unsteady separating
turbulent shear flows
(AO-P004184I
 P370 N85-17949
Unsteady separated flow Forced and common voracity
about oscillating airfoils
[AD-P004167] p 324 N85-17952
Unsteady separated flows Generation and use by
insects
[AO-P004168] p324 N85-179S3
Row separation induced by penodic aerodynamic
interference
[AD-P004174]
 P325 N85-17959
On the flow processes in sharply inclined and stalled
airfoils in parallel movement and rotation
[NASA-TM-77509] p 328 N85-18952
Annular groove m compressor casing as device for
control of air stream p 509 N85-22832
Investigation of the turbulent separated flow behind a
[ISL-CO-240/83] p 481 N85-23726
Stability ot vortex structures during separation flow past
array of wmgs p481 N8S-24110
Calculation of unsteady transonic separated flows by
vucous-tnvisad interaction p 554 N8S-25178
An exploratory investigation of sharp fin-induced shock
wave/turbulent boundary layer interactions at high shock
strengths
[AD-A151S71] p602 N8S-25772
The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering p 605 N85-26629
Method of calculating separation flow of subsonic gas
stream around wings p636 N85-28161
Proceedings ot the 9th US Air Force and the Federal
Republic of Germany Data Exchange Agreement Meeting.
Viscous and Interacting Flow Reid Effects
[AD-A153020] pS99 N85-28266
Additional flow field studies of the GA(W)-t airfoil with
30-percent chord Fowler flap including slot-gap variations
and cove shape modifications
[NASA-CR-3687] p739 N85-29919
Expenmental investigations on airfoils with different
geometries in the domain of high angles of attack-flow
separation
[NASA-TM-77892] p818 N85-33110
Modelling of unsteady, incompressible separation on an
aerofoil using an invisod flow algorithm
[GU-AERO-8412] p 874 N85-34122
SEPARATORS
Analysis of the flow field in an engine inlet particle
separator p5 A8S-I1633
Analysis ot a split-flow mortal particle separator by finite
elements — for helicopter gas turbine engine
P231 ABS-2184S
Development of an advanced vaneiess inlet particle
separator for helicopter engines
(AIAA PAPER 85-1277] p 666 A85-39694
SEQUENCING
Low-resolution target classification from a staring
infrared sensor
[AD-A1S1690) p612 N85-26358
SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS
A method ot estimating the probability of vertical overlap
using observed height data p 749 A85-40986
SERIES EXPANSION
Time series approximation of unsteady aerodynamics
including pole locations as free parameters
[AIAA PAPER 85-0663) p 491 A85-30350
SERVICE LIFE
Creep life predictions in nickel-based superalloys
P42 A85-12100
Accumulation of fracture probability as damage
accumulation for the prediction of service life and crack
propagation in dynamically loaded aviation sheet metal
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Maintenance impact of current loads recording
methodology on crack-growth based individual aircraft
tracking
[AIAA PAPER 84-2410] p97 A85-13516
Damage accumulation techniques in damage tolerance
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Long-endurance drones mature p 157 A85-18116
Polyimide protective coatings for 700 deg service
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Determination of the service life of oils in aircraft gas
turbine engines p 364 A85-26280
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plasma-sprayed thermal-barrier coating
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Determination ot the optimum lubricant change period
for the |0ints of the landing gear ot aircraft
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Acquisition of detailed heat transfer Behavior in complex
internal flow passages
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Usage momtonng • A milestone in engine MB
management
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Using aviation oils on the basis of their actual
condition p 852 A85-44200
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(NASA-TM-86735] p 773 N85-29962
A study of the application of differential techniques to
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approach
(NASA-CR-1773261 p 750 N8S-31035
Simulation and analysis of airborne antenna radiation
patterns p 797 N85-31342
Impulsive nose due to transonic blade-vortex
interactions P806 N65-31913
Effect of interference on the performance of a minimum
TCAS2
[FAA-PM-84-33] p 880 N8S-34131
Ultra high energy events in ECHOS series and primary
energy spectrum
[HE-37-9] P920 N85-35968
SIMULATORS
A simulator tor studying helicopter weapons systems
P277 N85-16816
Rotorcraft digital advanced avionics system (Rodaas)
p576 N85-26608
The gust simulation apparatus of the 3m x 3m low speed
wind tunnel of the DFVLR in Goenngen. West Germany
[OFVLR-FB-85-O4] p 684 N85-27920
SINGLE CRYSTALS
The effect of coatings on the tftermomechanical fatigue
life of a single crystal turbine blade material
[AIAA PAPER 85-1366] p 689 A85-39744
Ufe prediction and constitutive models for anisotropic
materials p 31 N85-10978
Biaxial constitutive equation development for single
crystals
[ MASA-CR-1740561 p 65 N85-11862
Cost effective single crystals: The Rolls Royce approach
— gas turbine components
(PNR-90262] p919 N85-34717
SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
A new singular integral method for compressible
potential flow
(AIAA PAPER 85-0481) p 225 A85-19778
SINGULARITY (MATHEMATICS)
A numerical analysis of unsteady separated now by the
discrete vortex method combined with the singularity
method p 81 A85-15B84
Exact solutions of singular equations for viscous
transonic flows p 142 ASS-16939
A companson of different three-dimensional singularity
methods for modelling internal flows
(ONERA, TP NO. 1984-150] p 205 ASS-19264
Optimized discrete-singularity representation of
ansymmetnc bodies — for potential flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0284] p 218 ASS-19635
A supersonic panel method based on the triplet
singularity p617 A85-37191
An investigation of lift augmentation of tandem
cascades
[ASME PAPER 84-WA/FM-31 p 633 A85-39875
Implementation of the supersonic triplet singularity into
the USTORE computer code
(CSIR-NIAST-83/47] p 8 N85-10006
Classical free-streamline flow over a polygonal
obstacle
[NASA-CR-172448] p 53 N85-10301
Singularity model for the analysis of wall interference
in closed wind tunnels according to the wall pressure
signature method (blockage and lift)
(FW-FO-1612] P88 N85-12874
Row calculation on a thin wing, with specific attention
to separation point at the trailing edge
[FTW-FO-1721] p 146 N85-13787
SINKS
Row past a flat plat with a vortex/sink combination
[JIAA-TR-S8] pS58 N85-25215
SINTERED ALUMINUM POWDER
Engineering property companions of PM and IM
aluminum alloy forgings
[AD-8088146L] p298 N85-17398
SINTERING
lornc radn and alectronegativities of effective sintering
aids for &3N4 ceramics p 519 A85-328SO
Reaction-bonded and fiber-reinforced SiC static and
dynamic gas turbine components
[BMFT-FB-T-84-302] p 672 NB5-27874
SITE SELECTION
On matching among wind turbines, loads and sites
p374 A85-24090
Airport site selection and design
[AO-P004193] p428 N85-19959
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
Air turbine starter sizing for a proper bleed source
match
[SAE PAPER 841509] p661 A85-39153
SIZE DETERMINATION
Computer sizing of fighter aircraft
[NASA-TM-863S11 p 203 N85-16759
SIZING (SHAPING)
Application of finite element method to the sizing of
mechanical parts — helicopter design
[SNIAS-851-210-105] p 798 N85-31515
Protirntfisiy sizing 3ftd pof (011 itsnco of strcrsft
[NASA-TM-863571 p 829 N85-32111
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
Divergence speed degradation of forward-swept wings
with damaged composite skin p 18 ASS-11988
A new approach to durability prediction for fuel tank
skins
(AIAA PAPER 85-0602] p 505 A85-30331
Crack propagation analysis of longitudinal skin cracks
in a pressurized cabin p645 A85-37188
Age forming technology expanded in an autoclave
[SAE PAPER 850885] p 910 A85-50113
Low power laminar aircraft structures
p 73 N85-12857
Aircraft skin penetrator and agent applicator Volume
2. Test and evaluation
[AO-A151609] p564 N85-25225
Development of a field repair technique for
mim-sandwich Kevlar/epoxy aircraft skin
[AO-A151369] p596 N85-25439
Fnctnn and wear behavior of aluminum and composite
I-beam stiffened airplane skins
[NASA-TM-86418] p 652 N85-27852
Laminated thermoplastic radome
[AO-0011664] p691 N85-29045
Impact dynamics research on composite transport
structures
[NASA-TM-86391 ] p 797 N85-30367
SKIN FRICTION
NASA research on viscous drag reduction II
P48 ASS-11624
A method for designing three-dimensional configurations
with prescribed skin friction p 6 ASS-11989
More detailed measurements behind turbulence
manipulators including tandem devices using
servo-controlled balances
[AIAA PAPER 854521 ] p 320 A85-25927
Turbulent boundary layers over rough surfaces
hypersonic flow
(AO-A145040] p 10 N85-10016
Full scale experiments into the use of large eddy breakup
devices for drag reduction on aircraft
p 257 N85-18790
SKIN TEMPERATURE (NON-BIOLOGICAL)
Turbine heat transfer p 30 N85-10964
SKIRTS
Hovercraft skirt design and manufacture
p 694 A85-38233
Finger materials for air cushion vehicles. Volume 2:
Base fabrics for finger materials
(AD-A149701]
 P448 N85-21408
Study of MSI and related cable performance dunng tests
performed m the NASA Hot Gas Facility
(NASA-Cfl-170886] p912 N85-35423
SKIS
Determination of parameters ot cupped aircraft landing
ski p 162 N85-14956
SLEDS
Design and testing of an energy-absorbing crewseat for
the F/FB-111 aircraft Volume 2 Data from seat
testing
[NASA-CR-39171 p 888 N85-35184
SLENDER BODIES
Unsteady boundary layers close to the stagnation region
of slender bodies p 77 ASS-14242
Calculation of streamlines from wall pressures on a
fusiform body p 79 ASS-14894
Lift hysteresis of an oscillating slender ellipse
p80 A85-1S33Z
Approximate solution of a nonlinear problem of flow past
a thin airfoil profile near a support surface
p 233 A85-22368
An extremum problem concerning the shape of a body
of revolution in supersonic gas flow p 234 A85-22371
Contribution to the linear dynamic analysis of slender
bodies in low and medium frequency ranges
(ONEHA, TPNO 1985-95] p 525 A85-32345
The effect of winglet on the spatial vortex of slender
body at high angle of attack p 551 A8S-35788
Aerodynamic hysteresis in stationary separated flow past
elongated bodies p 552 A85-35881
Unsteady transonic flow over oscillating slender
bodies
[AIAA PAPER 85-1709] p 718 A85-40781
High angle-of-attack calculations of the subsonic vortex
flow on slender bodies p 730 AS5-42353
Nonlinear applications ot slender-body theory to missile
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 85-1775] p 812 A85-43836
Aerodynamic effects of asymmetric vortex shedding
from slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 85-1797] p813 A85-43850
The use of flow visualization for vortex trajectory
mapping p867 A85-47132
Companson ot uniform perturbation solutions and
numerical solutions for some potential flows past slender
bodies
[NASA-CR-1724851 p 147 N8S-14799
Some important problems in unsteady boundary layers
including separation 2: Unsteady boundary layers close
to the stagnation region of slender bodies
[AO-A146964] p294 N85-16069
An expenmema! and analytical study of the aerodynamic
interference effects between two Sears-Haack bodies at
Mach 2.7
[NASA-TM-85729] p 560 N85-26673
SLENDER CONES
Regarding parametric investigations of slender cone
nose bluntness effects
[AIAA PAPER 85-0349] p 220 A85-19688
Transition effects of boundary layer on static and
dynamic stability of slender cone p 731 A85-42783
SLENDER WINGS
Computational simulation of free vortex flows using an
Eulercode p 76 ASS-13951
Hypersonic flow past a wing at large angles of attack
p78 A8S-14591
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a
wing p 142 ASS-17066
Subsonic wing rock of slender delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 85-0198] p 214 ASS-19582
Subsonic wing rock of slender delta wings
p38S A8S-26760
A calculation of slender delta wing with leading-edge
separation by Ouasi-Vortex-Lattice method
pSSO A85-3S768
The numerical calculation of the pressure distribution
of sharp edge slender wings with leading or side edge
vortex separation p 625 A85-38966
Winglet effects on the flutter of a twin-engine
transport-type wing p650 A85-39217
Vortex panel calculation of wake rollup behind a large
aspect rado wing
(AIAA PAPER 85-15811 p 710 A85-40686
The entrainment effect of a leading-edge vortex
[AIAA PAPER 85-1584) p 712 A85-40703
The buffeting pressure field of a high-aspect-ratio swept
wing
[AIAA PAPER 85-1609] p 714 A85-40720
A calculating method of the breakdown feature of the
leading-edge separating vortex for slender delta wings
p873 A85-49707
Transonic wing and far field test data on a high aspect
ratio transport wing for three dimensional computational
method evaluation p 19 N85-10021
Flutter parametric studies of cantilevered twin-engine
transport type wing with and without winglet Volume 2
Transonic and density effect investigations
[NASA-CR-172410-VOL-2] p 130 N85-13270
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SLIP FLOW SUBJECTINDEX
A calculation ol slender delta wing with leading-edge
separation by quasi-vortex-laroce method
p400 N8S-21423
Numerical simulation of transonic fluner of a high-aspect
ratio transport wing p 586 N85-26630
Aerodynamic performance of a wing in ground effect
using the PANAIR program
[AD-A153303] p635 N85-27832
Low-speed tests of a high-aspect-ratio,
supercntical-wing transport model equipped with a high-lift
flap system in the Langley 4- by 7-meter and Ames 12-foot
pressure tunnels
(NASA-TP-2097) p 742 N85-31010
SLIP FLOW
Effects of slip and chemical reaction models on
three-dimensional nonequilibnum viscous shock-layer
flows p80 A8S-15506
Slip Factor dependence on flow coefficient in centrifugal
compressors p 793 A85-41823
SLIPSTREAMS
Characteristics of a two-dimensional turbulent |e1 in a
bounded slipstream p695 A85-39131
Turbulent get flow m a channel with a circulation region
p 371 N85-18218
An experimental investigation of propfan installations on
an upswept supercritical wing at transonic Mach
numbers
(NASA-CR-172605] p 742 N85-31013
SLOPES
NASA-FAA helicopter Microwave Landing System
curved path flight test p 485 A85-31993
Guidelines for the evaluation of visual approach slope
indicators
[ARL/SYS-R-32] p880 N85-34132
SLOT ANTENNAS
An analysis of the pattern of longitudinal slot antenna
on the metal cylinder covered with a high collision plasma
layer p 183 A85-17173
Main stages and problems in the design of low-gain
active antennas p 794 A85-42106
SLOTTED WIND TUNNELS
A slotted test section numerical model for interference
assessment p426 A85-26759
Computer studies of hybrid slotted working sections with
minimum steady interference at subsonic speeds
p628 A85-39241
Interference from slotted walls p84 N85-12028
An inerference assessment approach for a
three-dimensional slotted tunnel with sparse wall pressure
data pB4 N85-12030
A local slot boundary condition tor transonic flow
calculations in slotted-wall test sections of wind tunnels
[FFA-TN-1984-34] p 88 N85-12879
Investigation for the improvement of the transonic tunnel
working section of the Emmen Federal Aircraft Works
(Switzerland)
[FW-FO-1681] p118 N85-12904
Flow quality of NAL 2-dimensional transonic wind tunnel
Part 2. Extensive and systematic pressure fluctuations
study m the settling chamber, test section and second
throat of the NAL 2-0 transonic wind tunnel
[NAL-TR-836-PT2] p 360 N85-18066
Finite difference computation of the flow around airfoils
in two-dimensional transonic stoned wall wmd tunnel
p396 N85-20216
Wind tunnel wall interference
[AD-A151212] p593 N85-25273
SLURRIES
Very high speed lap with positive lift effect
[AO-0011710] p796 N85-30344
Very high speed lap with negative lift effect
[AO-D011711] p796 N85-30345
SLURRY PROPELLANTS
Boron slurry fuel atormzation evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 85-1184] p 689 A8S-39645
SMALL PERTURBATION FLOW
Simplified tr&nsoiuc intogrsl OQustions for lifting profilos
and wings p6 A85-12034
A characteristics approach to swept
shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions
p73 A85-12717
Method of fundamental solutions - A novel theory of
lifting surface in a subsonic flow p 79 A85-15077
Computation of unsteady aerodynamic pressure
coefficients in a transonic straight cascade. II
[ONERA, TP NO 1984-118] p 80 A85-15838
Body flow field simulation and force/moment prediction
at transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 85-0423) p 222 A85-19738
The effects of gusts on the fluctuating airloads of airfoils
in transonic flow p 385 A85-26762
Monotone switches in implicit algorithms for potential
equations applied to transonic flows
p 391 A85-29078
Non-isentropic unsteady transonic small disturbance
theory
[AIAA PAPER 85-0600] p 469 A85-30329
Transonic small-disturbance theory for dusty gases
p546 A85-35149
Determination of aerodynamic characteristics of bodies
in weakly perturbed gas flows p619 A85-37341
A second-order approximate method for transonic
small-disturbance potential flow and its application to the
analysis of flows over airfoils p 625 A85-38922
Unsteady transonic flow over oscillating slender
bodies
[AIAA PAPER 85-1709) p 718 A85-40781
Transonic aerodynamic computations for a canard
configuration p 731 A85-42931
Effects caused by small discrete two-dimensional
roughness elements immersed in turbulent boundary
layers p 908 A85-49351
Extension of the small perturbations method m
three-dimensional transonic, unsteady flow to the case of
real wings
[ONERA-NT-17/3064-RY-070-n] p 743 N85-31017
SMOKE
Modeling of turbulent buoyant flows m aircraft cabins
p90 A85-15867
Numerical simulations of the effect of ventilation control
on fire and smoke spread in aircraft cabins
[ASME PAPER 84-HT-104] p 149 A85-18843
Analytical fuel property effects: Small combustors,
phase 2
[NASA-CR-174848] p 365 N85-19175
Advanced smoke meter development survey and
analysis
[NASA-CR-168287] p 604 N85-25792
SMOKE ABATEMENT
Laboratory simulation of smoke reduction from aircraft
engine test cell exhaust using a fluidized bed filter
[AO-A148600] P278 N85-16886
Numerical simulations of the effect of floor and ceiling
venting on fire and smoke spread in aircraft cabins
(PB85-178333] p 747 N85-29939
SMOKE TRAILS
A new single filament smoke tube injection device
p903 A85-47082
Numerical simulations of the effect of floor and ceiling
venting on fire and smoke spread m aircraft cabins
[PB85-178333] p 747 N85-29939
SMOOTHING
Computer programs for smoothing and scaling airfoil
coordinates
[NASA-TM-84666] p 742 N85-31011
SNOW
Heliport snow and ice control methods and guidelines
[OOT/FAA/PM-64/22] p 37 NBS-10073
SOCIAL FACTORS
Disturbance to the population due to flight operations
at landing fields. Questionnaire on community reaction
to non-commercial and sporting aviation
[NASA-TM-76531] p 534 N85-24537
SODIUM CHLORIDES
Reactions of Nad with gaseous SOS, SO2. and O2
P42 A85-11897
SODIUM SULFATES
Reactions of Nad with gaseous SOS. SO2. and O2
p42 A85-11897
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Modular programming structure applied to the simulation
of non-linear aircraft models p 132 A85-15661
Developing safe software for critical airborne
applications
[AIAA PAPER 84-2598] p 192 A85-17802
The use of structured methods in the development of
large software-based avaracs systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-2595] p 192 ASS-17803
Integrated tracking software for multimode operation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2614] p 193 A85-17814
Software controlled display/pushbutton — for avionics
[AIAA PAPER 84-2657] p 164 A85-17844
SoftwB/o dssjQn rnothods — for civil snd nulitflry sircrsft
avionics systems p 301 A8S-21457
Validation of flight-body system simulations
[MBB-UA-837-84-OE] p 457 A85-27989
Ada - Wdl OOD's new computer language cut software
cost? p459 A85-29669
The SDF - A radar avionics software development
environment p 858 A85-45068
Reinventing the DAIS wheel in Ada •- distnbuted
avionics executive p 858 A85-45073
A concept for more test time on flight software
pSSB A85-45076
The use of a simulated multifunction keyboard (SMFK)
in MFK software development protects
p859 A85-45101
Technical Workshop: Advanced Helicopter Cockpit
Design
[NASA-CP-2351 ] p154 N85-14806
Ultrasound instrumentation for the 7 inch Mach seven
tunnel
[NASA-CR-174277] p 305 N85-16586
Built-in-test for first line testing p 202 N85-16739
Functional built-in-test in a pipelined image processor
p 202 N85-16740
Documentation and separate test program development
is most important for test/maintenance
p 203 N85-16745
Effective life cycle software support A study in discipline
and versatility p 302 N85-16T46
Experience in using on-aircraft software tor testing
integrated Systems p302 N85-16747
Software test handbook. Software test guidebook,
volume 2
(AD-A147289] p 303 N85-17578
An experiment in software reliability
[NASA<SM72553] p 536 N85-24813
IPAO Integrated Programs for Aerospace-vehicle
Design
[NASA-CR-3890] p 610 N85-26221
Diagnosis: Usmg automatic test equipment and an
artificial intelligence expert system
[AD-A151918] p610 N8S-27576
SOFTWARE TOOLS
On the development of a data base tor the Navstar
GPS phase IIB user equipment DT&E (OR) field testing
p95 A85-14839
Development tools - Case study for large systems —
of digital avionics
[AIAA PAPER 84-2635] p 193 A85-17826
Automated benchmark generation based upon a
specification language
[AIAA PAPER 84-2667] p 194 A85-17849
Writing executable assertions to test flight software
[SU-CRC-TR-84-14] p 301 A85-21973
Automatic ATLAS program generator (AAPG) for the
advanced electronic warfare test set
p456 A85-26817
Usmg flowcharts to map ATLAS route
p456 A85-26831
Software Quality Assurance Program for the AH-64
Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) p 466 A8S-32010
The software pack GRAD for the analysis of gas-turbine
engines p 660 A8S-39119
The structure of the application software pack RAFIPKS
for the analysis of physical processes in combustion
chambers p 661 A85-39122
The smptoynwot of 3-0 proQr&rns in flircrsft dssiQn
[DGLR PAPER 84-113] p 754 A85-40329
Developing an off-line environment for testing real time
aerodynamics simulation
[AIAA PAPER 85-1751] p 803 A85-42666
The SDF - A radar avionics software development
environment p 858 A85-45068
A concept for more test tame on flight software
p858 A85-45076
The use of a simulated multifunction keyboard (SMFK)
in MFK software development protects
p 859 A85-45101
Development and validation of a general purpose
linearization program for ngid aircraft models
[AIAA PAPER 85-1891 ] p 846 A85-4S976
The interactive generation of specifications for an
onboard software series (GISELE) p 679 N85-27906
SOIL MECHANICS
A dynamic tare/sod contact surface interacting model
for aircraft ground operations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0708] p 482 A85-30358
Development of a preliminary ALRS stabilized material
pavement analysis system (SPAS)
[AD-A147116] p277 N85-15760
SOILS
Development of a preliminary ALRS stabilized material
pavement analysis system (SPAS)
[AD-A147116] p277 N85-15760
Prediction accuracy of the torques for rotary tillage by
an analog tool
[AD-P004288] p379 N85-18865
The analysis on the dynamic performance of a single
lug
[AD-P004289] P379 N85-18866
SOLAR ACTIVITY EFFECTS
A search for solar neutrons on a long duration balloon
flight
[SH-1 44] p 920 N85-34766
SOLAR ARRAYS
Solar powered actuator with continuously variable
auxiliary power control
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25637-1] p 454 N85-21769
SOLAR COLLECTORS
Modeling of a second-generation solar-driven Rankine
air conditioner
[DE84-015132] p52 N85-10223
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SUBJECT INDEX SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION
Technical Review of the Solid Particle Receiver
Program
(OE84-015181] pS6 N85-10451
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
Sunrise, the world's first solar-powered airplane
p865 A85-49127
SOLAR FLARES
A search lor solar neutrons on a long duration balloon
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[SH-14-6] P920 N85-34766
SOLAR POWERED AIRCRAFT
Starduster - A solar powered nigh altitude airplane
[ AIAA PAPER 85-1449) p 651 A85-39786
To fly on trie wings of the sun • A study of solar-powered
aircraft p 809 A8S-43691
Sunnse. the world's first solar-powered airplane
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Mission analysis of solar powered aircraft
[NASA-CR-172583] p 782 N8S-31072
SOLAR PROPULSION
Long-endurance drones mature p 157 A85-18116
Mission analysis of solar powered aircraft
[NASA-CR-1725831 p 782 N85-31072
SOLENOIDS
The generation of rolling moments with the
superconducting solenoid model
[NASA-CR-172520] p360 N8S-18068
Effect of superconducting solenoid model cores on
spanwise ran magnet roll control
[NASA-TM-86378) p 683 N85-27915
SOLID LUBRICANTS
The dynamics of ball separators in ball bearings. II -
Results of optimization study
[ASLE PREPRINT 84-AM-6C-3] p 369 A85-25957
SOLID PBOPELLANT COMBUSTION
SFRJ simulator results • Expenment and analysis in cold
flow — Solid Fuel Ramjet
[AIAA PAPER 85-0329] p 263 A85-19871
An experimental investigation of combustion pressure
oscillations in solid fuel ramjets
[A0-A1*48701 p43 N85-10147
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
Window on science visrt to the USA. 21 March • 22
April. 1984 — ramiets and solid propellam rocketry
[vTH-Lfl-428] p432 N8S-20011
SOUO ROCKET BINDERS
Study of HTPB-based SOFRAM fuels
[FOA-C-20563-O3] p 437 N85-20150
SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Combined cycle ramiet engine
[AO-0011247] p 178 N85-14859
SOUO STATE DEVICES
Ramp's new primary surveillance radar — Radar
Modernization Project p 153 A85-18145
SOLID STATE LASERS
Peripheral vision displays: The future
p24 N85-10058
SOLID SURFACES
Investigation to optimize the passive shock
wave/boundary layer control for supercritical airfoil drag
reduction
[NASA-CR-1757881 p 559 N85-26665
Unsteady transonic heat transfer in a transient facility
(NASA-CR-176145J p 910 N85-34354
SOLID WASTES
FAA policy regarding solid waste disposal facilities
[AO-P004196) P428 N85-19963
Airport bird hazards associated with solid waste disposal
facilities
[AO-P004197] p428 N85-19964
SOUO-SOUO INTERFACES
Porysulfide-polyurethane interfaaal aspects
p434 A85-2790S
SOLIDIFICATION
Low-gravity solidification of cast iron and space
technology applications p44 N85-11022
Directional solidification of flake and nodular cast ran
during KC-135 low-g maneuvers p 44 N85-11040
Design and implementation of a low-gravity solidification
expenment package for the F-104 p40 N85-11053
SOLIDS
USSR report Engmeenng and equipment
(JPRS-UEO-8S-001 ] p370 N85-18200
USSR report Engineering and equipment
[JPfiS-UEO-85-003] p 526 N8S-22782
SOLVENTS
A thermoplastic polyimidesulfone — synthesis of
processable and solvent resistant system
p282 A85-21483
SONAR
Detection. classification. and extraction of
helicopter-radiated noise
[AD-A1459931 p 134 N85-12661
SONIC BOOMS
Effect of sonic boom on a cracked plaster-wood wall
p 191 A85-16256
The shock wave from a supersonic proieccle
p319 A85-25467
SONIC NOZZLES
Experimental study of forward-located let-interaction
nozzles
(AIAA PAPER 85-04541 p 224 A85-19762
SONOBUOYS
Use of GPS for determining position of drifting buoys
p486 A85-32204
SOOT
A standard aircraft diffusion flame Spectral
characteristics and a feasibility study for developing an
alternate calibration source tor aircraft optical fire detection
systems
[AO-A1S0231] p520 1485-22768
An investigation into the soot production processes in
a gas turbine engine
[AD-A152710) p690 N85-27992
SOUND AMPLIFICATION
Large-scale coherent structure and far-field get noise
p 78 A85-14390
Far-field noise of a subsonic let under controlled
excitation p 537 A8S-30669
Controlled suppression or amplification of turbulent |et
rmse p611 A85-35128
SOUND FIELDS
Finite element modelling of acousdc singularities with
application to near and far field propeller noise
(AIAA PAPER 84-2286] p 59 A85-10842
The inverse problem of azmuthal correlations of an
acoustic far field and modeling of sources of let noise
p 132 A85-12775
The diffraction of sound waves by an elastic half-plane
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Flight study of induced turbofan inlet acoustic radiation
with theoretical comparisons p 197 A85-18513
Analysis of the surface load and radiated sound of a
vibrating airfoil with application to the expenment of
Brooks
(NASA-CR-3864] p 305 N85-16590
SOUND GENERATORS
Aerodynamic sound generation induced by flow over
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[AIAA PAPER 84-22581 p 58 A8S-10827
On the generation of sound by turbulent boundary layer
flow over a rough wall p 133 A85-13724
Aerodynamic sound generation caused by viscous
processes p 705 A85-38432
An experimental investigation of the generation and
consequences of acoustic waves in an axial flow
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p 805 A85-42044
SOUND INTENSITY
A technique for the evaluation of the magnitude of
acoustic power radiated from the duct of a turbojet using
a point measurement p 861 A85-44045
Research on the effect of noise at different times of
day: Models, methods and findings
[NASA-CR-38B8I p 538 N8S-23375
A study of interior norse levels, noise sources and
transmission paths m light aircraft
(NASA-CH-172152) p 805 N85-30766
SOUND PRESSURE
Proposed criteria for sound pressure levels in USAF
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2294] p 60 A85-10849
Influence of viscosity on the vortex sound
[AIAA PAPER 84-2339) p 62 ASS-10880
Predicted changes in advanced turboprop noise with
shaft angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 84-2347] p 63 A85-10884
A nvet hole sensor for measuring airplane fuselage
acoustic pressures
[AIAA PAPER 84-2350] p 47 A85-10888
The effect of acoustic disturbances on the vibrations
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An improved source model for aircraft interior noise
studies
[AIAA PAPER 85-0787] p 537 A85-30389
Acoustic shocks in a variable area duct containing near
sonic flows p474 A85-32632
Average force acting on a small sphere in a
traveling-wave field in a viscous fluid
p805 A85-41646
Predicted changes in advanced turboprop noise with
shaft angle of attack p 836 A85-45861
An improved source model for aircraft interior noise
studies
[NASA-CR-172517] p305 N8S-17668
Wind tunnel acoustic study of a propeller installed behind
an airplane empennage Data report
(NASA-CR-177335) p 538 N8S-23377
SOUND PROPAGATION
The influence of mean flow on the acoustic properties
of a tube bank
(AIAA PAPER 84-2312] p 61 A85-10863
Influence of viscosity on aerodynamic sound emission
in free space p 132 ASS-12880
Analysis of the effect on combustor noise measurements
of acoustic waves reflected by the turbine and combustor
inlet
[AIAA PAPER 84-2323] p 196 A85-16103
An experimental study of sound attenuation
characteristics in circular ducts with lined radial baffles
[AIAA PAPER 85-0079] p 304 A85-19505
Noise measurement flight test: Data/ Analyses, hughes
500 D/E helicopter
[AD-A148110] p501 N85-23758
Fundamental studies of structure borne noise for
advanced turboprop applications
(NASA-CR-175737] p 612 NSS-26320
SOUND TRANSMISSION
Field-incidence noise transmission loss of general
aviation aircraft double-wall configurations
p 304 A85-21842
Nose transmission through aircraft panels
p 460 A85-29258
Mechanisms of acoustical energy transfer by a cylindrical
shell near the ring frequency p 861 A85-44039
The transmission of acousdc energy by a finite cylindrical
shell exerted by external plane waves
p 861 A85-44040
Noise transmission characteristics of aircraft-type
composite panels
(SAE PAPER 850878] p 919 A85-50110
Mechanisms of transmission and control of
low-frequency sound m aircraft intenors
[SAE PAPER 850879] p 885 AB5-50111
The susceptibility of aeronautical navigational aids to
interference from adiacent-band broadcast transmissions
[BBC-RO-1984/12] p371 N85-18234
SOUND WAVES
Reheat buzz - An acoustically driven combustion
instability
(AIAA PAPER 84-2321) p 41 A85-10868
Ground plane microphone installation for measurement
of aircraft flyover noise
[AIAA PAPER 84-2353) p 63 A85-10869
Turbulence characteristics of the noise producing region
of an excited round let I - Time-average flow properties
[AIAA PAPER 84-2343] p 133 A85-13962
Analysis of the effect on combustor noise measurements
of acoustic waves reflected by the turbine and combustor
inlet
[AIAA PAPER 84-2323] p 196 A85-16103
The sound field in a finite cylindrical shell
p537 A8S-31195
Contributions to the finite element solution of the fan
noise radiation problem
[ASME PAPER 84-WA/NCA-1 ] p 537 A85-32954
A new look at sound generation by blade/vortex
interaction
(ASME PAPER 84-WA/NCA-2) p 538 A85-329S5
Computation of noise radiation from a free let
perpendicular to its axis via laser anemometry
measurements
[ESA-TT-870I p378 N85-18669
SOUND-SOUND INTERACTIONS
Investigation of nonlinear effects in the instabilities and
noise radiation of supersonic lets
[AIAA PAPER 85-0081 ] p304 A85-19507
SOUNDING ROCKETS
Development and testing of the RPS-1000 parachute
system for the MMR-06-OART meteorological rocket
system p 685 A85-38608
Solution of certain technical problems connected with
the development of the MMR-06M meteorological rocket
p685 A85-38610
A study on a medium-sized rocket with Burnout frame
[NAL-TR-821] P361 N85-18082
SOUTH KOREA
Korea's air transport • Planned expansion
p 681 A85-37949
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,
Visibility monitoring in the southern California desert for
the Department of Defense' Research on
operations-limiting visual extinction. RESOLVE protocol
[AD-A1466171 p 191 N85-1531S
SOYUZ SPACECRAFT
Effect of aerodynamic moment on the regime of the
gravity gradient stabilization of the Salyut-6 - Soyuz orbital
system p 432 A8S-28488
SPACE BASED RADAR
Aircraft track initiation with space based radar
p93 ASS-14440
Development concerns lor satellite-based air traffic
control surveillance systems p 489 N8S-23816
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION
Widespread civil uses envisioned for satellite navigation
system p 566 A85-34217
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SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION SUBJECT INDEX
SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
Parabolic aircraft flights • An effective tool in preparing
mtcrogravity experiments p 782 A85-42697
SPACE EXPLORATION
Reliable software design for avionics and space
applications p 303 N85-16751
The 1985 long-range program plan
[NASA-TM-87464] p 612 N8S-26440
SPACE FLIGHT
Research and technology
[NASA-TM-86321] p 67 N85-11973
SPACE HEATING (BUILDINGS)
Hangar heating and energy conservation manual
(AD-A147893) p277 N85-15762
SPACE LAW
Annals of arr and space law Volume 8
p378 A85-23799
SPACE MISSIONS
An optimization method for the preliminary design of
interplanetary aerobraJtmg missions p 238 (485-16822
SPACE NAVIGATION
Institute of Navigation. Annual Meeting, 40th.
Cambridge. MA. June 25-28. 1984 p 93 ASS-14826
The general class of optimal proportional navigation
p 153 A85-18346
Technical evaluation report on the 46th Symposium of
the Avionics Panel on Space System Applications to
Tactical Operations
[AGARD-AR-203J p 349 N85-18988
SPACE PLATFORMS
The effect of parameter scatter on the quality indices
of a flight vehicle platform stabilization system
p 177 A8S-17052
SPACE PROGRAMS
China report: Science and technology
(JPRS-CST-S4-039] p446 N85-20206
SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
Karman vortex shedding - Fnend or foe of the structural
dynamictst? — application to Space Shuffle cable tray
flutter
[ AIAA PAPER 85-0661 ] p 470 AB5-30349
B-52B/DTV (Drop Test Vehicle) flight test results: Drop
test missions
[NASA-CR-171S30] p 741 N85-29934
SRB thermal protection systems materials test results
m an arc-heated nitrogen environment
(NASA-CR-170881] p902 N85-35236
Study of NSI and related cable performance during tests
performed in the NASA Hot Gas Facility
(NASA-CR-170886] p 912 N85-35423
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
Rotordynamc analysis of the SSME turbopumps using
roducod models
[NASA-CR-171170] p53 N85-10355
Turbine blade damping study, introduction
P113 N85-12891
Advanced High Pressure O2/H2 Technology
[NASA-CP-2372] p 595 N85-26862
SRB thermal protection systems materials test results
in an arc-heated nitrogen environment
[NASA-CR-170881] p902 N85-35236
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-8
Determination of rarefied-flow aerodynamics of the
Shuttle orbrter from flight measurements on STS-6 and
STS-7
[AIAA PAPER 85-0347] p219 A8S-19686
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
Determination of rarefied-flow aerodynamics of the
Shuffle orbrter from flight measurements on STS-6 and
STS-7
[AIAA PAPER 85-0347] p 219 A85-19686
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
Orbiter spacecraft weight and center of gravity
determination
[SAWE PAPER 1559] p 178 A85-18817
Determination of raretied-flow aerodynamics of the
Shuttle orbrter from flight measurements on STS-6 and
STS-7
[AIAA PAPER 85-0347] p 219 A85-19686
Three-dimensional nonequilibrrum viscous flow over the
Shuttle Orbrter with catalytic surface effects
p392 A85-29301
Microwave Scanning Seam Landing System
performance during Shuttle landings
p486 A85-32199
An analysis of the Space Shuttle hypersonic entry trim
anomaly
[AIAA PAPER 85-1764] p 850 A85-43878
Effect of aerodynamic and angle-of-attack uncertainties
on the May 1979 entry flignt control system of the Space
Shuttle from Mach 8 to 1 5
[NASA-TP-2365] p 280 N85-15778
Use of a hyperbolic gnd generation scheme m simulating
supersonic viscous flow about three-dimensional winged
configuration
[NASA-TM-85344] p 874 N85-34116
SPACE SHUTTLES
Air breathing space transport vehicles with wings
p280 A85-20909
A high energy stage for the National Space
Transportation System
[IAF PAPER 84-15] p361 A85-23200
Some real-time simulation applications to Space Shuttle
approach and landing design and test
p899 A85-49016
Active control technology experience with the Space
Shuttle in the landing regime
[NASA-TM-85910] p 38 N85-10071
Results of tests of advanced flexible insulation vortex
and flow environments in the North American
Aerodynamics Laboratory lowspeed wind tunnel using
00405-scale Space Shuttle Orbiter model 16-0 (test
OA-309)
[NASA-CR-167692] p 39 N8S-10096
Development of computational flux] dynamics at NASA
Ames Research Center
[NASA-TM-86021 ] p 87 N85-12866
The Satellite sad p433 N85-20376
Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel
[NASA-TM-87428] p 406 N85-2113S
Research Reports: 1984 NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty
Fellowship Program
[NASA-CB-171317] p462 N85-22210
Ground and flight testing for aircraft guidance and
COIllIOl
[AGARD-AG-262] p 467 N85-22350
Formulation and implementation of nonstationary
adaptive estimation algorithm with applications to air-data
reconstruction
[NASA-TM-86727] p 577 N85-26699
Active control technology expenence with the Space
Shuttle in the landing regime p 590 N85-26747
Heating parameter estimation usmg coaxial
thermocouple gages in wmd tunnel test articles
[AD-A153039] p 699 N85-28328
Results of tests of the SRB aft slurt heat shield curtain
m the MSFC Hot Gas Fatality
[NASA-CR-170888] p 899 N85-35223
SPACE STATIONS
FRG's OFVLR ready tor participation m space station
p433 N85-20176
SPACE SURVEILLANCE
Future commumcationa/navigatxjn/surveillance
requirements for Department of Defense Air Transport
Operations P407 A85-27533
SPACE SURVEILLANCE (GROUND BASED)
Integrated Global Navigation and Surveillance System
P94 A85-14835
SPACE SURVEILLANCE (SPACEBORNE)
Aircraft track initiation with spacft based radar
p93 A85-14440
Integrated Global Nawgatwn and Surveillance System
p94 A65-14835
SPACE TRANSPORTATION
Transatmosphenc vehicles - A challenge for the next
century
[ AIAA PAPER 84-2414 ] p 98 A85-13519
Winged first stages of space transport appliances
[TUM-RT-TB-84/3] p 40 N85-11125
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
A high energy stage for the National Space
Transportation System
[IAF PAPER 84-15] P361 A85-23200
Microwave Scanning Beam Landing System
performance during Shuttle landings
p486 A85-32199
NASA R and T aerospace plane vehicles: Progress
and plans
[NASA-TM-86429] p 595 N85-25368
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM FLIGHTS
Introductory aerothermodynamics of advanced space
transportation systems p 231 A85-21S27
SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PROGRAM
Orbiter spacecraft weight and center of gravity
determination
[SAWE PAPER 1559] p 178 ASS-18817
SPACEBORNE EXPERIMENTS
Use of gravitational stabilization in performance of
experiments p40 N85-11084
A method for determining mesoscale dynamic
topography
[AD-0011412] P300 N85-17506
NASA Ames Summer High School Apprenticeship
Research Pioyiam
(NASA-TM-86006) p613 N85-26590
SPACECRAFT
An opturuzsbon method for tti6 pfslurtmsry dostgn of
interplanetary aerobrakmg missions p 238 N85-16822
On the frontier Flight research at Dryden 1946-1981
(NASA-SP-4303) P313 N85-17934
SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS
Large antenna control methods Current status and
future trends p 518 N85-23845
SPACECRAFT CHARGING
Propagation of an ion |et near a dielectnc surface
p 197 A85-16187
SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION
Time division multiple access differential GPS
p 486 AS5-32203
Research and technology highlights of the Lewis
Research Center
[NASA-TM-86899] p 309 N85-17928
Technical evaluation report on the 46th Symposium of
the Avionics Panel on Space System Applications to
Tactical Operations
[AGARD-AR-203] p 349 N8S-18988
SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
Technical and economical aspects in manufacturing
aviation and space components by using superplastic
forming (SPF) and/or superplastic forming/diffusion
bonding (SPF/D8)
[MBB-BB-572-84-OE] p 181 A85-16087
SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
Air breathing space transport vehicles with wings
p280 AS5-20909
A roprssontstion of ths &6fodyn&mtc ct^ srsctGnsttcs of
a flight vehicle of varying shape p8lS A85-44850
Constellations p 433 N85-20352
On-orbrt systems identification of flexible spacecraft
Technol.. 1984. Pt 2 p 465-481 p 518 N85-23841
SPACECRAFT CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
PM aerospace materials; Proceedings of the
International Conference. Bern. Switzerland, November
12-14. 1984 Volumes 1 & 2 p 785 A85-43126
R and 0 activities of the Structural Sciences Division
p 799 N85-32026
SPACECRAFT CONTROL
New concepts in control theory. 1959-1984 (Dryden
Lectureship in Research) — for aerospace flight control
p 703 A85-39551
Guidance, Navigation and Control Conference.
Snowmass, CO. August 19-21, 1985, Technical Papers
p842 A85-45876
Use of gravitational stabilization in performance of
experiments p 40 N85-11084
The Satellite sail p 433 N85-20376
SPACECRAFT DESIGN
Optimal simultaneous structural and control design of
maneuvering flexible spacecraft p 177 A85-18338
CAD systems for knowledge transfer
p375 A85-24509
Hermes • A cockpit inspired by the Airbus A320
p 782 A85-40914
Geopotential Research Mission - Status report
p800 A85-42469
Design of flight vehicles and their systems
p 654 A8S-44832
Descent vehicles — Russian book
p899 A85-49435
Aerodynamic characteristics of some lifting reentry
concepts applicable to transatmosphenc vehicle design
[NASA-TM-86331] p 138 N85-14787
Constellations p433 N85-20352
Uses of composite materials p 520 N85-22698
SPACECRAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
IUS-1 - Redundant inertia) measurement unit test plan
and results p 899 A85-47057
SPACECRAFT GUIDANCE
New analytical results tor AOTV guidance
[AIAA PAPER 85-1820] p 849 A85-43865
SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS
IUS-1 - Redundant inertia! measurement unit test plan
and results p899 A85-47057
SPACECRAFT LANDING
Microwave Scanning Beam Landing System
performance during Shuttle landings
p486 A85-32199
Active control technology expenence with the Space
Shuffle m the landing regime
[NASA-TM-85910] p 36 N85-10071
SPACECRAFT MANEUVERS
Optimal simultaneous structural and control design of
maneuvering flexible spacecraft p 177 ASS-18338
Effect of maximum lift to drag ratio on optimal
aeroassisted plane change
[AIAA PAPER 85-1817] p 849 A85-43863
New analytical results for AOTV guidance
[AIAA PAPER 85-1820] p 849 A85-4386S
SPACECRAFT MOTION
A representation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a flight vehicle of varying shape p 815 A85-44850
Use of gravitational stabilization in performance of
experiments p 40 N85-11084
Control of lateral conjectory motion of spacecraft in
atmosphere p 40 N85-11085
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SJK1ECTINDEX SPIN DYNAMICS
SPACECRAFT PERFORMANCE
An experimental program (or the testing and
demonstration of GPS/Navstar. taking into account
applications in crvit aviation
I OGLR PAPER 84-092) p 748 A85-40311
SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES
Identification of power analysis models for ETS-III
operation p 595 A8S-34426
SfMCECflAFT PROPULSION
Air breathing space transport vetnctes with wings
p280 A85-20909
Fiscal year 1386 technical otaiective document
[AO-A151039] pS39 N85-25000
SPACECRAFT RADIATORS
Thermal design ot rotatable cryogenic heat pipe pints
— for haat exchangers in space applications
[A«AA PAPER 85-00681 p 279 A85-19495
SmCECflAFT REENTRY
Three-dunensional nonequlibnum viscous flow over the
SButrJB Orbiter with catalytic surface effects
p392 A85-29301
Analytic solution tor a cruising plane change
maneuver P432 A85-29306
Numerical computation of extended Kalman filter and
^application to aerodynamic parameter identification of
reentry satellite p610 A85-35796
An analysis of the Space Shuttle hypersonic entry tnm
anomaly(AIAA PAPER 85-1764] p 850 A85-43878
Mintmax optimal control and its application to the reentry
of,a space glider p899 A85-47306
Effect of aerodynamic and angle-of-attack uncertainties
oorthe May 1979 entry flight control system of the Space
Shuttle from Mach 8 to 1 5
[NASA-TP-23651 p 280 N85-15778
SPACECRAFT RELIABILITY
A now approach to durability prediction for fuel tank
starts
[AIAA PAPER 85-0602) p SOS A85-30331
SBftCECRAFT STABILITY
The effect of parameter scatter on the quality indices
ota flight vehicle platform stabilization system
p 177 A85-170S2
Effect of aerodynamic moment on the regime of the
gravity gradient stabilization of the Satyut-8 - Soyuz orbital
system P432 A8S-28488
S0MCCRAFT STRUCTURES
Damping of composite materials p119 ASS-15579
Aeronautical applications of adhesive bonding
p384 A85-29854
Introduction to aerospace structural analysis — Book
p446 A85-29974
Review of research on structurebome noise
[AIAA PAPER 85-0786] p 536 A85-30388
New processing techniques for automated chemical
removal of surface metal
(DGLR PAPER 84-085] p 789 A85-40305
Probabilistic combination of vehicle dynamic vibration
and acoustically induced random accelerations
paSS A8S-45847
Aerospace radiography - The last three decades
p908 A85-49100
Measurement of the inertia! constants of a ngid or flexible
stnicture of arbitrary share through a vibration test
(NASA-TM-77557) p 55 N8S-11381
Elastomer toughened polyimide adhesives — bonding
meal and composite material structures for aircraft and
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12775-2) p 437 N85-21349
R'and 0 activities of the Structural Sciences Division
p799 N85-32026
SBAOELA0
FRG's OFVLR ready for participation in space station
p433 N85-20176
S8ACELA0 PAYLOADS
Parabolic aircraft flights - An effective tool in preparing
rmemgravrty expenments p 782 A85-42697
S8ACERS
Spacer structure
[A£MX>116411
 P670 N85-27866
SBAHWISE BLOWING
Approach and landing technologies for STOL fighter
configurations p 414 A85-29254
Trie effect of a small blowing on vortex-breakdown of
a swirling flow p 393 A85-29964
The spanwise vanation of laminar separation bubbles
oitifinite wings at low Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 85-1590] p 712 A8S-40706
Wind-tunnel experimental investigation on flap spanwise
blowing p 738 A85-43226
Low-speed stability and control wind-tunnel
investigations of effects of spanwise blowing on fighter
INgnt charactenstics at high angles of attack — Langely
12-ft low-speed tunnel and 30- by 60-11 tunnel
[NA3A-TP-24311 p 479 N85-23708
SPARE PARTS
The relationship between an advanced avtomc system
architecture and the elimination of the need for an Avionics
Intermediate Shop (AIS) p 439 A85-26804
The development of maintenance and supply support
of multi-mission helicopters operating from multiple
locations p 466 A8S-31984
Dyna-METflIC - New capabilities — Dynamic
Mult-Echelon Technique for Recoverable Item Control
p8S9 A85-45148
DYNA-SIM- A nonstatronary queuing simulation with
application to the automated test equipment problem
[AO-A146384J p 196 N8S-15450
Managing recoverable aircraft components in the PP8
and related processes: Executive summary
[AD-A146806] p308 N85-16667
The Air Force can improve its forecasts of aircraft spare
parts requirements
[AO-A147911] p308 N85-16682
Estimating wartime support resource requirements.
Statistical and related policy issues
[AO-A147923I p308 N85-16685
Managing recoverable aircraft components in the PP8
(Wanning, programming and Budgeting) and related
processes. Technical volume
(AD-A152014) p542 N85-25169
SPARK IGNITION
FRG ceramic engine components (PET)
P297 N8S-17193
Radiation/catalytic augmented combustion
[AD-A148758] p364 N85-18101
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
Spatial variation of sea surface temperature and
flux-related parameters measured from aircraft in the
JASIN experiment
(AD-A1493211 p 130 A85-15425
SPATIAL MARCHING
Noraterauve cross-flow integration for the pressure-split
analysis of subsonic mixing-layer problems
p 145 A85-18697
X-marcnmg methods to solve the Navnr-Stokes
equations in two- and three-dimensional flows
[ONERA. TP NO. 1985-6) p 387 A85-27886
Computation of three-dimensional viscous flows using
a space-marching method p 392 A65-292S9
Computation of internal incompressible separated flows
using a space-marching technique
[AIAA PAPER 85-1624) p 790 A85-40730
SPATIAL RESOLUTION
Electronic displays: Their strengths and weaknesses
for advanced niQfi performance aircraft
p349 N8S-19684
SPECIFIC IMPULSE
Review of empirical and analytical specific impulse
methodologies
[AIAA PAPER 85-1434) p 669 A85-39778
SPECIFICATIONS
Manufacturing Methods and Technology (MM/T)
specifications for miniature cathode ray tube
[AD-A145597] p 54 N8S-11298
Mission-oriented requirements for updating MIL-H-8501
Volume 1 STI proposed structure — military rotorcraft
[NASA-CR-177331-VOL-1] p 271 N85-16877
MissKXHwented requirements for updating MIL-H-8501
Volume 2: STI background and rationale — military
rotorcraft
[NASA-CR-177331-VOL-21 p 271 N8S-16878
Using the control system design environment in the
design of a data link receiver unit for the Coast Guard
HH-65A helicopter
[AO-A148624] p271 N85-18880
Avionics database
(AD-A15241S) p6S7 N85-27863
The interactive generation of specifications for an
onboard software series (GISELE) p 679 N85-27908
SPECIMEN GEOMETRY
Blade tip geometry - A factor in abrading sintered seal
material p no A85-13714
SPECKLE PATTERNS
Laser speckle technique for burner liner strain
measurements p29 N85-10960
SPECTRAL METHODS
Damage accumulation techniques in damage tolerance
analysis p 126 A85-15861
Spectral methods for the Euler equations. I - Fourier
methods and shock captunng p 185 A8S-18684
Spectral methods for modeling supersonic chemically
reacting flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 85-0302] p 219 A85-19651
Spectral charactenstics of radar echoes tram
aircraft-dispensed chaff D406 A8S-26606
Identification of linear dynamic control plants by means
of signal expansion on the basis of the Walsh function
p 803 A8S-42675
SPECTROMETERS
Evaluation of the forward scattenng spectrometer probe
I - Electronic and optical studies p 291 A85-22168
Condition morutonng of jet engines
p 835 A85-43649
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Aircraft identification based on pattern recognition of
FM emission spectra p 15 ASS-11078
Power spectral density of subsonic iet noise
p 704 A85-37898
Spectral analysis of optimal and suboptimal gyro
monrtonng filters p 696 A8S-39459
Pseudospectral calculations of two-dimensional
transonic flow (Task 1). Numerical investigation of VTOL
aerodynamics (Task 2)
[AD-A150123] p399 N85-21126
SPEECH RECOGNITION
Speech recognition making progress - Direct voice input
is a promising infant p244 A85-19183
Integration of advanced displays. FMS. speech
recognition and data link p 407 A85-27605
Adaptive nose cancellation in a fighter cockpit
environment
[AD-A153178] p749 A8S-41321
Literature review of voice recognition and generation
technology for Army helicopter applications
[AD-A14687S) P293 N85-159S4
A voice-actuated wind tunnel model leak checking
system
(NASA-TM-86359) p 313 N8S-17936
Evaluating syntactic constraints to speech recognition
in a fighter aircraft environment
[AD-A152117] p607 N8S-27119
Study to determine potential flight applications and
human factors design guidelines for voice recognition and
synthesis systems
[NASA-CR-172590] p 797 N85-31349
SPEED CONTROL
Application of model-following control synthesis
techniques to design of hydraulic velocity flight simulation
table with one axis p 195 ASS-18285
Development of a velocity control algorithm for
controlling a 6-OOF captive traiectory model support
P427 A85-29567
Use ot braking stages for control of turbine speed
p371 N85-18215
Pulsewidth modulated speed control of brushless dc
motors
[AD-A151966] p607 N85-27148
SPEED INDICATORS
The design of a fludic low-airspeed sensor
P888 A85-47791
Airspeed sensing pressure valve system
[AD-D011472] P348 N8S-18987
Miniature electroopucal air flow sensor
(NASA-CASE-LAR-13065-1] p 447 N85-20295
SPHERES
An experimental study of pressure fluctuations in flow
around a sphere p 460 A85-29005
The motion of a sphencal particle suspended in a
turbulent flow near a plane wall p 444 A8S-29056
Approximate relationships for determining pressure at
the surface of a sphere or a cylinder for arbitrary
free-stream Mach numbers p 624 A85-38563
Average force acting on a small sphere in a
traveling-wave field in a viscous fluid
p 805 A8S-41646
SPHERICAL WAVES
A study of separated flow behind two- and
three-dimensional bodies exposed to a sphencal shock
wave p 78 A85-14590
SPHEROIDS
Boundary layers and separation on a spheroid at
incidence , p 145 ASS-18683
SPIKES (AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS)
Modes of shock-wave oscillations on spike-tipped
bodies p232 A8S-218S5
SPIN
A method for estimating the rolling moment due to spin
rate for arbitrary planform wings
(NASA-TM-88365) p 357 N85-18990
SPIN DYNAMICS
A simplified analysis of aircraft steady spin
p 584 A85-36483
Equilibrium conditions for aircraft steady spin
p 584 A85-36484
A numerical study of spin effects on axisymmetnc flow
past a body of revolution
[AIAA PAPER 85-1605] p 724 A85-414Q2
Flight investigation of stall, spin and recovery
charactenstics ot a low-wing, single-engine. T-tail light
airplane
[NASA-TP-2427] p 574 N8S-25248
Use of quaternions in flight mechanics
(AD-A152616) p675 N85-27875
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SPIN REDUCTION SUBJECT INDEX
Dual towlme sptn-recovery device
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13076-1] p 895 N85-35200
SPIN REDUCTION
Measurements of desptn and yawing moments produced
by a viscous liquid p 423 A85-26447
Discontinuous wing leading edge to enhance spin
resistance p 424 A85-29255
Taming the deadly spin p 584 A85-36148
SPIN STABILIZATION
Use of gravitational stabilization in performance of
experiments p 40 N85-11084
Hypothetical zero yaw drag traiectory of spinning
proiectiles between M = 5 and M = 10
(AD-A148899] p 329 N85-18963
SPLINE FUNCTIONS
The use of functional splines for constructing aircraft
surfaces p 534 A85-31466
Computer programs for smoothing and scaling airfoil
coordinates
(NASA-TM-84666) p 742 N85-31011
SPLINES
Control of rotordynamic instability in a typical gas
turbine's power system p 187 N85-14120
SPOILERS
Calculation of unsteady transonic separated flows by
viscous-mviscid interaction
[ONERA, TP NO 1984-100] p 8 ASS-12621
The influence of a spoiler on the development of a highly
curved turbulent wall |et p 123 A85-14348
Wake flow past a plate with spoiler
p 140 A85-16147
A comparison between theoretical and experimental flow
fields of an airfoil with deflected spoiler
[AIAA PAPER 85X1269] p 216 ASS-19622
An experimental study of airfoil-spoiler aerodynamics
[NASA-CH-177328] p 147 N85-14796
Repair of composites p 284 N85-17058
Investigation of the turbulent separated flow behind a
spoiler
(ISL-CO-240/83] p481 N85-23726
Calculation of unsteady transonic separated flows by
vtscous-inviscid interaction p 554 N85-25178
Study of boundary layer separation on a supercritical
profile with a spoiler by means of a laser Doppfer
veloometer
[ISL-CO-225/84] p 875 N85-34128
SPRAY CHARACTERISTICS
Influence of downstream distance on simplex atomizer
spray characteristics
(ASME PAPER 84-WA/HT-25] p 698 A8S-39888
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wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-86290] p 190 N8S-15144
The S2MA wind tunnel at the Modane-Avneux
aerodynamic test center
[ESA-TT-862] p 361 N85-18071
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Aeronautical facilities catalogue Volume 1 Wind
tunnels
[NASA-RP-1132) P361 N85-18991
Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel tests on control
effectiveness on schematic missile configurations
(FFA-TN-1983-20] p 743 N8S-31020
Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel tests on control
effectiveness on schematic missile configurations
Supplement
(FFA-TN-1983.20-SUPPL) p 743 N85-31021
SUPERSONICS
Supersonic cruise technology
INASA-SP-472] p617 N8S-28912
SUPPLYING
Chronic fuel shortages in Volga cml aviation
administration p 596 N85-25198
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A cost-effective integrated diagnostics support system
p439 A8S-26797
Automating the decision support for ATE operations
management p 456 A65-26836
Supportatxlity engineenng why. how, when, who
p 381 A8S-26850
Fabrication and testing of a brazed multipiece beryllium
support structure for tactical sensors
[AIAA PAPER 85-0679] p 522 A85-30260
Army aviation maintenance data and supponabiliry
interface p465 A8S-31980
The development of maintenance and supply support
of multi-mission helicopters operating from multiple
locations p466 A85-31984
Supportability considerations for advanced engine
development
[AIAA PAPER 85-1205] p 665 A85-39655
UH-60A external stores support system fixed provision
fainngs drag determination
IAD-A147188] p256 N85-15719
SUPPORTS
Remote Bivot decoupler pylon: Wing/store
suppression
(NASA-CASE-LAH-13173-1) p 416 N85-19981
Low-profile fastener
(AD-D011667] p796 N85-30343
SURFACE COOLING
The effect of cooling on supersonic boundary-layer
stability p77 A85-14239
Cooling of a turbine profile in the case of air injection
through porous areas p 352 A85-25622
Acquisition of detailed neat transfer behavior in complex
internal flow passages
[SAE PAPER 841503] p 695 A85-39061
Unsteady heat transfer due to tame-dependent free
stream velocity p 699 N85-27947
SURFACE CRACKS
Bonded repairs to surface flaws — by adhesive BFRP
patching p 137 ASS-16245
Crack propagation analysis of longitudinal stun cracks
in a pressurized cabin p 645 A85-37188
Concepts and application of aircraft damage tolerance
analysis p645 A85-37206
Laboratory studies related to in-flight acoustic emission
monitoring p 905 A85-47428
Modifications of flight by flight load sequences to provide
for good fracture surface readability p 532 N85-24330
SURFACE DEFECTS
The effects of surface discontinuities on convective hear
transfer in hypersonic How
(AIAA PAPER 85-0971 ] p 620 A8S-37621
Electnc Current Perturbation inspection of selected
rettrement-for-cause turbine engine components
p906 A85-47474
Manufacturing tolerances for natural laminar flow
airframe surfaces
[SAE PAPER 850863] p 884 A85-50103
Exploratory development of advanced surface flaw
detection methods
[AD-A148757] p 354 N85-18060
SURFACE DISTORTION
The measurements of drag resulting from small surface
irregularities immersed in turbulent boundary layers
p 126 A85-1S937
SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS
Development of asymptotic algorithms in the Polet
package of applications programs — for sea surface effect
vehicle design p 233 A85-22366
Detection. classification. and extraction of
helicopter-radiated noise
[AD-A145993] p 134 N85-12661
SURFACE FINISHING
Improved surface preparation of AM355 for adhesive
bonding p 180 ASS-15999
The discrete nature of the motion of a system during
surface working p 524 A85-31473
New processing techniques for automated chemical
removal of surface metal
(DGLR PAPER 84-085] p 789 A85-4030S
DoO Robotics Application Workshop Proceedings
[AD-A145867] P 71 N85-11978
Air force, robotic painting
[AD-P004006] P126 N85-11986
Initial investigation of cryogenic wind tunnel model filler
materials
[NASA-TM-86363] P 360 N85-18069
Performance improvements from surfacing in aero
engine components
[PNR-90257] p 891 N85-34142
Results of tests of weathered K5NA ctoseout material
in the MSFC Hot Gas Facility
[NASA-CR-170893] p 902 N85-35239
SURFACE GEOMETRY
Conical bodies with a star-shaped transverse cross
section, having a reserve of static stability
P229 A85-20557
The use of functional splines for constructing aircraft
surfaces P 534 A85-31466
Measurements of turbulent correlations in supersonic
flows with longitudinal surface curvature
[AIAA PAPER 85-1656] p 715 A85-40754
Quick geometry generation and surface mesh partition
for arbitrary 3-D bodies p759 A85-43242
Sermanatvdc modeling of aerodynamic shapes
[NASA-TP-2413] p 398 N85-21120
SURFACE LAYERS
Aeroproyekt develops improved runway surfacing
P277 N8S-16770
A survey of the turbulence in the marine surface layer
for the operation of low-Reynolds number aircraft
[AD-A154133] p 800 N85-30558
SURFACE NAVIGATION
Institute of Navigation, Annual Meeting, 39th. Houston,
TX, June 20-23. 1983, Proceedings p 91 A8S-13442
Equipment for a maritime user of the Global Positioning
System (GPS) P 337 A85-2S820
Satellite navigation systems for the USSR merchant
marine p408 A85-27607
Design aspects, performance analysis and test results
of a strapdown single gyro attitude and heading
reference p822 A85-45021
SURFACE PROPERTIES
Measurements of water film characteristics on airfol
surfaces from wind-tunnel tests with simulated heavy
ram
f AIAA PAPER 85-0259) p 274 ASS-19618
Scale-model tests of airfoils in simulated heavy ram
p548 A85-35590
Approximate relationships for determining pressure at
the surface of a sphere or a cylinder for arbitrary
free-stream Mach numbers p624 A85-38563
Scattering from a penodic array of conducting bars of
finite surface resistance p 794 A85-42015
Vanataonal pnnaple for two dimensional flows of the
compressible ideal fluid with incontanuous surfaces
p909 A85-49704
Flow separation induced by penodic aerodynamic
interference
(AO-P004174] p325 N85-17959
Calculating heat transfer coefficients for turbine profiles
taking surface curvature and elevated flow turbulence into
account p371 N85-18212
Runway rubber removal specification development field
evaluation procedures development
[FAA-PM-84-27] p 430 N85-21179
SURFACE REACTIONS
Effect of variable surface catalysis on heating near the
stagnation point of a blunt body
(AIAA PAPER 854248] p 323 A85-26386
Three-dimensional nonequilibnum viscous flow over the
Shuttle Ortatter with catalytic surface effects
p392 A85-29301
The problems ansmg in testing of carbon-based
materials for structural components of airframes
p6B6 A85-37339
Effects of surface chemistry on hot corrosion life
| NASA-CR-17491*] p582 N85-26711
The role of surface generated radicals in catalytic
combustion p 671 N85-27869
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
A combined visualizauon-anemometry study of the
turbulent drag reducing mechanisms of triangular
micro-groove surface modifications
I AIAA PAPER 85-0548] p 369 A85-25941
Developments in aerothermal test techniques at the
AEDC supersonic-Hypersonic wind tunnels
(AIAA PAPER 85-1003] p 681 A85-37644
Turbulent boundary layers over rough surfaces
hypersonic flow
[AD-A145040] p 10 N85-10016
Analysis for leakage and rotordynairoc coefficients of
surface roughened tapered annular gas seals
p 188 N85-14135
Investigation of the conditions for tripping transition with
roughness elements and their influence on boundary layer
development p 480 N8S-23720
Generation of marker lines on fatigue fracture
surfaces p 532 N85-24328
Proceedings of the 9th US Air Force and the Federal
Republic of Germany Data Exchange Agreement Meeting,
Viscous and Interacting Flow Field Effects
(AD-A153020] p699 N85-28266
SURFACE ROUGHNESS EFFECTS
Drag and aeroacoustic noise characteristics generated
by surfaces featuring coupled roughness and blowing
p 48 A8S-11620
On the generation of sound by turbulent boundary layer
flow over a rough wall p 133 A85-13724
A simple and safe takeoff or landing procedure with
wing surface contaminations p 155 A85-16239
Turbulent roughness drag due to surface waviness at
low roughness Reynolds numbers p 181 A85-16243
Vortex path in the supersonic wake of a rough even
plate — German thesis p226 A85-19821
The performance of smooth-wall drag reducing
outer-layer devices in rough-wall boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 85-0558] p 369 A85-25947
Effects caused by small discrete two-dimensional
roughness elements immersed in turbulent boundary
layers p 908 A85-49351
SURFACE STABILITY
Development of a preliminary ALRS stabilized material
pavement analysis system (SPAS)
[AO-A147116] p277 N85-15760
SURFACE TEMPERATURE
Analytical fuel property effects: Small combustors.
phase 2
[NASA-CH-1748481 p 365 N85-19175
Fabrication of ceramic substrate-reinforced and free
forms
[NASA-TM-86994] p 518 N8S-23926
SURFACE VEHICLES
Structural crashworthtness: International Symposium,
1 st University of Liverpool. Liverpool. England. September
14-16. 1983, Invited Lectures p 47 A85-10624
The influence of aircraft turbomachine technology on
vehicular turbocharger design p 793 A85-41830
Automatic land vehicle navigation using road map
[DE84-017178] p338 N85-18043
Planning of air cushion transport vehicles
p530 N85-24160
SURFACES
Incompressible lifting-surface aerodynamics for a
rotor-stator combination
[NASA-TM-83767] p 86 N85-12039
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for interfering lifting
surface configurations
[NASA-TM-86432] p 741 N85-29931
Removable cleanable armreflection shield
[AD-O011735J p863 N85-33810
SURGES
Turtaofan-engme nonrecoverable stall
computer-simulation development and validation
[AIAA PAPER 85-1432] p 765 ABS-40840
A consideration concerning stall and surge limitations
within centrifugal compressors. II p 793 A85-41821
A study of the physical mechanisms and the
perturbations created by the attachment of an arc to a
conducting cylinder
[ONERA. TP NO. 1985-47] p 904 A8S-47258
Surge transient simulation in turbo-tet engine
p 169 N85-13796
On one design pnnaple of surge protector for gas turbine
engine compressor p 370 N85-18206
A theory of post-stall transients in multistage axial
compression systems
[NASA-CR-3878] p 398 N85-21117
SURVEILLANCE
An approach to the multi-sensor integration problem —
for aenal surveillance p 93 A85-14443
Multi-sensor surveillance performance evaluation tool
— using computerized simulation
(AIAA PAPER 84-2631 ] p 193 A85-17827
TCASII- Design and validation of the high-traffic-density
surveillance subsystem
[DOT/FAA/PM-84/5] p 489 N85-22375
SURVEILLANCE RADAR
FAA's new terminal radar, the ASfl-9 incorporates a
separate weather channel p 15 A85-12080
Using satellites to improve civilian aircraft surveillance
coverage
(AIAA PAPER 84-2405] p 91 A85-13512
Aircraft track initiation with space based radar
p 93 A85-14440
Secondary surveillance radar mode S potential
applications and future requirements in Europe
(AIAA PAPER 84-2735] p 153 A85-17892
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Ramp's new pnmary surveillance radar — Radar
Modernization Protect p 153 A85-18145
Experimental analysis of an innovations-based detection
algonthm for surveillance radar p 338 A85-25102
The plan for an integrated FAA surveillance and weather
system p 407 A85-27528
Design of a new airport surveillance radar (ASfl-9)
p 408 A85-27832
Airport surface detection equipment
P408 A85-27833
Multifunction rotating electronically scanned radar
(HESH) for air surveillance p 408 A85-27837
The interceptor radar evolves as a sensor
P409 A8S-27847
Tethered aerostat operations in the mame
etMironintint
[AIAA PAPER 85-0860) p 640 A85-38778
Design and realization of a muldradar tracking system
foc'3ir traffic control
[ENST-84E010] P338 N8S-18044
The use of small mobile radars to detect monitor, and
quantify bird movements
[AffiP004188] P403 N8S-19951
On ma altitudinal distribution of turds and bird strikes
inrthe Netherlands
[AO-P004189] p404 N85-19952
Development concerns for satellite-based air traffic
control surveillance systems p 489 N85-23816
SURVEYS
General aviation activity and avionics survey
[AO-A149572] P384 N85-21103
A community survey of helicopter noise annoyance
conducted under controlled noise exposure conditions
[NASA-TM-86400] p 538 N85-23374
Research on the effect of noise at different times of
day. Models, methods and findings
(NASA-CR-3888I p 538 N8S-23375
SBHVWAL
Advanced escape systems p 877 A85-49625
Aviation safety (aircraft passenger sumvability and cabm
safety)
[GPO-39-847] p878 N85-34130
stawivAL EQUIPMENT
Development and testing of the Martin-Baker
crashworthy seat p 340 A85-22753
StBFENDINO (HANGING)
A 4-agrange-O'Alambert formulation of the equations of
motion of a helicopter carrying an externally suspended
load
[NASA-TM-85864] p416 N85-21149
SaSPENDING (MIXING)
The motion of a spherical particle suspended in a
turbulent flow near a plane wall p 444 A85-29056
SUSPENSION SYSTEMS (VEHICLES)
Low-profile fastener
[ACE0011667] p796 N85-30343
SMEKT COOUNQ
Advanced liner-cooling techniques for gas turbine
cornbustors
(AtAA PAPER 85-1290] p 667 A85-39703
Advanced liner-cooling techniques for gas turbine
cornbustors
(NASA-TM-86952] p 397 N8S-21115
Finnair, LOT. SAS reps m USSR on present operations.
plans p333 N85-18035
SHEEP EFFECT
Experimental investigation of the sweep effects on a
hetaopter blade tip
(ONERA, TP NO. 1984-81] p7 A85-12610
Some effects of swoop direction and strokes for wings
wrttvsnarp leading edges p 78 A85-14851
Flutter of swept fan blades
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-138] p 528 A85-32962
Benefits of blade sweep for advanced turboprops
[AMA PAPER 85-1260] p 787 A85-41420
Design of a basic profile for a low sweep airfoil. Part
22 Expenmental investigation on the DFVLR-W1 airfoil
profile m the Brunswick transonic wind tunnel
[DFVLR.FB-85-01.PT-2] p 635 N85-27833
SWEPT FORWARD WINGS
Trie forward swept wing and the Grumman X-29A
p 4 ASS-10546
Divergence speed degradation of forward-swept wings
vwtn'damaged composite skin p 18 A85-11988
The X-29 flight-research program p 102 ASS-13895
Some engineering aspects of the X-29 airplane
p 155 ASS-16064
Applicability of a panel method, which includes nonlinear
affects, to a forward-swept-wmg aircraft
[AtAA PAPER 84-2402] p 139 A85-16105
Forward sweep - The pros and cons
P250 A8S-20U6
Design verification testing of the X-29 graphite/epoxy
vwrtg covers p415 A85-30163
Transonic test of a forward swept wing configuration
exhibiting Body Freedom Flutter
[AIAA PAPER 85-0689] p 491 A85-303S6
The X-29 • Is it coming or going? p 572 A85-34699
On the effect of wing taper and sweep direction on
leading edge transition p 545 A85-35000
Investigation on configurations in longitudinal direction
wind-tunnel testing of forward swept wings
p625 A85-38969
Experimental aeroelastic behavior of unswept and
forward-swept cantilever graphite/epoxy wings
p758 A85-42932
Quantitative synthesis of highly uncertain, multiple
input-output, flight control system for the forward swept
wing X-29 aircraft p 841 AB5-45055
Forward-Swept Wing control system development
p894 A8S-49011
The development of a dynamic model of a generalised
combat aircraft with forward wings for the identification
of stability and control characteristics
[CAR-84-33] p343 N85-18050
Active control of forward swept wings with divergence
and Mutter aeroelastic instabilities p 356 N85-18063
Multrvanable control law design for the X-29 aircraft
[AO-A1S1828] p578 N85-25259
Active control of forward swept wings with divergence
and flutter aeroelastic instabilities
[AO-A1S1837] p585 N85-25270
Some effects of sweep direction and strakes for wings
with sharp leading edges
[CA-8421] p634 N85-27826
X-29 digital flight control system design
p677 N8S-27889
The static aeroelasdcrty of a composite wmg
p 701 N85-29321
SWEPT WINGS
Induced drag and lift of wing by the piecewise continuous
kernel function method p6 ASS-11976
A method for designing three-dimensional configurations
with prescribed skm friction p6 A8S-11989
On the stability of an infinite swept attachment line
boundary layer p75 A65-13723
Calculation of streamlines from wall pressures on a
fusiform body p 79 A85-14894
The aerodynamic behavior of infinite swept wings -
Another point of view p 144 A85-18517
Three-dimensional effects on a pitching lifting surface
[AIAA PAPER 85-0041 ] p 208 A85-19476
Disturbance-wave interactions in flows with crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0494] p 226 A85-19788
Expenments on the stability of crossflow vortices in
swept-wing flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-0493] p 231 A85-20873
Expenmental and theoretical study of transition
phenomena on an infinite swept wmg
p317 A85-24804
Unsteady transonic phenomena around highly swept
wings p322 A85-26025
Computation of three-dimensional viscous flows using
a space-marching method p 392 A85-29259
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of winglets
and expenmentai verification p 393 A85-29692
An integral method for calculating the effects on
turbulent boundary-layer development of sweep and
taper p 470 A85-30994
Aerodynamics of swept wings of medium and small
aspect ratios. I p473 A85-32517
Conical sirmlanty of shock/boundary-iayer interactions
generated by swept and unswept fins
p628 A85-38984
Companson of advanced turboprop installation on swept
and unswept supercritical wings at transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 85-1284] p 830 A85-39686
The static aeroelastraty of the anisotropic wing
[DGLR PAPER 84-158 ] p 752 A85-40287
The buffeting pressure field of a high-aspect-ratio swept
wing
[AIAA PAPER 85-1609] p 714 A85-40720
Analysis of transitional separation'bubbles on infinite
swept wings
[AIAA PAPER 85-1685] p 717 A85-40770
Aerodynamic characteristics of swept propellers
p 723 A85-40981
Computation of turbulent separated flows over wings
p 737 A85-42991
An examination of turbulence models for a separating
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
(ONERA. TP NO 1985-741 p 904 A85-47273
Expenments suitable for wind tunnel wall interference
assessment/correction p 83 N8S-12021
Design of a basic airfoil for a slightly swept wing. Pan
1: Theoretical transonic airfoil design
(DFVLH-FB-64-19-PT-1I p 86 N85-12043
Expenmental study on transonic flutter charactensncs
of sweptback wing with core composite plates having
different fiber onentations
[NAL-TR-827] p173 N85-14842
Application of two and three-dimensional criteria for
calculating transitions and boundary layers over swept
wings p 237 N85-16783
Full scale axpenments into the use of large eddy breakup
devices for drag reduction on aircraft
p257 N85-16790
Joined wing transonic design and test validation
[AO-A148355] p 239 N85-16834
Unsteady stall penetration of an oscillating swept wing
[AO-P0041581 p323 N85-17941
Effects of leading-edge devices on the low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of a highly-swept
arrow-wing
(NASA-CR-172531 ] p 476 N85-22365
Calculation of vortex-flap aerodynamic charactansttcs
(NASA-CR-175624) p 476 N85-22367
Calculation of unsteady transonic flow around a high
swept wmg p 555 N85-25184
La Recherche Aerospatiale Bimonthly Bulletin. Number
1984-4, 221/July-August
[ESA-TT-884] p 543 N85-26637
On the effect of wing taper and sweep direction on
leading edge transition
[CA-8435] p634 N85-27827
Effect of leading-edge load constraints on the design
and performance of supersonic wings
[NASA-TP-2446] p 739 N85-29923
Selecting step sizes in sensitivity analysis by finite
differences
[NASA-TM-88382] p 856 N85-33538
SWEPTBACK WINGS
On the effect of wing taper and sweep direction on
leading edge transition p 545 A8S-35000
Effects of viscosity and modes on transonic aerodynamic
and aeroelastic characteristics of wings
P817 A85-45837
Expenence with transonic unsteady aerodynamic
calculations p 554 N85-25176
Some effects of sweep direction and strakes for wings
with sharp leading edges
(CA-8421] p634 N85-27826
Expenmental and theoretical study of the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of delta and double-delta
wings at Mach numbers of 1 60, 1 90. and 2 16
[NASA-TP-2433] p 739 N85-29922
Design of a basic airfoil for a slightly swept wing Part
1 * Theoretics) transonic airfoil design
[ESA-TT-8921 p 761 N85-31054
SWIHUMQ
Row visualization of lateral jet injection into swirling
CTQSSflOW
[AIAA PAPER 85-0059] p 209 ASS-19490
Calculation of confined swirling flows
(AIAA PAPER 85-00601 p 285 ASS-19491
An experimental investigation of the mixing of co-annular
swirling flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-01861 p 230 A85-20862
Swirling flow in a research combustor
p283 A85-21863
Effects of an Snnlet on the flow in a dump combustor
P392 A85-29323
The effect of a small blowing on vortex-breakdown of
a swirling flow p 393 A85-29964
Influence of the blockage ratio on the efficiency of swirl
generation with vane swirlers
[AIAA PAPER 85-1103] p 696 A85-39605
Circular-to-rectangular transition ducts for high-aspect
ratio nonaxrsymmetnc nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 85-1346] p 632 A85-39738
Research on supersonic diffusers of centrifugal
compressor by means of swirl flow I - Row in a diffuser
at various Mach numbers p 728 A85-41824
The propagation of acoustic modes in the annular
circular duct of turbomachmery in the presence of swirling
mean flow p 861 A85-44041
Flow modifying device
(NASA-CASE-LEW-t 3562-21 p 892 N8S-35195
SWITCHES
LED multifunction keyboard engineenng study
[AO-A145199] p 24 N85-10061
High-temperature optically activated GaAs power
switching for aircraft digital electronic control
[NASA-CR-174711] p116 N85-12901
SWITCHING CIRCUITS
The switched network approach to high speed
communications p 822 A85-44994
SYMMETRY
Oownwash m the plane of symmetry of an elliptically
loaded wing
[NASA-TP-2414] p235 N8S-15693
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SYNCHRONISM
A validation methodology for fault-tolerant dock
synchronization
[AIAA PAPER 64-2648] p 193 ASS-17335
Experiences with nonsynchronous forced vibration in
centnfugal compressors p 187 N85-14119
SYNCHRONIZERS
Hydraulic forces on a centnfugal impeller undergoing
synchronous whirl p 187 N8S-14124
SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS
Uft and thrust of a linear synchronous engine with a
solid-conductor stator winding p 658 A85-37550
SYNCHRONOUS PLATFORMS
Full load testing in me platform module prior to tow-out
A case history of subsynchronous instability
p 186 N85-14117
SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES
Orbit control of a synchronous satellite — Russian
book p899 A85-49448
SYNCHROPHASING
Noise control characteristics of synchrophasmg - An
analytical investigation — of turboprop aircraft noise
[AIAA PAPER 84-2369] p 17 A85-10898
Noise contiol characteristics of synchrophastng - An
experimental investigation — on aircraft fuselage model
[AIAA PAPER 84-2370] p 17 A85-10899
An improved source model for aircraft interior noise
studies
[AIAA PAPER 85-0787] p 537 A85-30389
An improved source model for aircraft interior noise
studies
[NASA-CR-172517] p 305 N85-17668
SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY
On the state of knowledge on meteorologically caused
icing of aircraft in clouds
[ESA-TT-861] p801 N85-31736
SYNTAX
Evaluating syntactic constraints to speech recognition
m a fighter aircraft environment
(AD-A152117] p607 N85-27119
SYNTHESIS (CHEMISTRY)
Fire-resistant phosphorus containing pofyirrndes and
copolyimides
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11522-2] p 901 N85-34280
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
Depth of field for SAR with aircraft acceleration
p91 A85-12664
The main characteristics of a synthetic-aperture radar
m the case at arbitrary motion of the flight vehicle
p96 A85-15687
A rnuttipurposo synthetic flporturs fotisf
p335 A85-24887
Advanced SAR system maps Arctic regions
p441 A85-27841
Stereo models from synthetic aperture radar
p533 A85-30961
Construction of a special computer for image production
using synthetic aperture radar — German thesis
P834 A85-45550
The use of synthetic aperture radar imagery to detect
hazards to navigation
(AD-A149324] p339 N85-1B971
Autofocus motion compensation tor synthetic aperture
radar and its compatibility with strapdown menial navigation
sensors on highly maneuverable aircraft
[AO-A151940] p569 N85-26693
SYNTHETIC FUELS
A companson of two bench scale tests of fuel low
temperature flow properties
[AD-A154477] p788 N85-31311
Aspects of high-resolution gas chromatography as
applied to the analysis of hydrocarbon fuels and other
complex organic mixtures. Volume 1
[ AD-A156154 ] p 902 N85-35257
SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
An approach to automatic FLIP video assessment
p 182 A85-16650
U S. Navy experience with side-by-side unsequenced
escape in A-6 series aircraft lessons to be learned (1
January 1969 through 31 December 1979)
p 331 A85-22768
The RS-700 series of infrared line scanners
p347 A85-24254
MSG-3 as viewed by the manufacturer (was it effective?)
— Maintenance Steering Group
(SAE PAPER 841482] p 312 A8S-25989
An evaluation of the exhaust system configuration from
the cruise efficiency criteria of an engine in an aircraft
system p 660 A85-39121
Maintenance Management Information and Control
System (MMICS) Administrative boon or burden
[AD-A145762] p 136 N85-12790
Effectiveness of agricultural aviation
p 106 N85-13460
Operation of aviation support bases
p118 N85-13461
Flying qualities and control system characteristics for
superaugmented aircraft
[NASA-CR-1 70419] p 173 N85- 13800
Army aviation today and tomorrow
p 139 N85-14810
S-3A ballast block final design and engineering tests
( AD-A147685] p 243 N85-16842
Transmission efficiency measurements and correlations
with physical characteristics of the lubricant
p 521 N85-23781
Comtamatonal performance/cost analysis of an
autonomous navigation system for aircraft
p 568 N85-26640
SYSTEM FAILURES
Electronic control and monitoring of aircraft secondary
flying controls p 156 ASS- 17324
A minimum interruption ac electric power generating
system lor avionics
(AIAA PAPER 84-2742] p 168 A85-17895
Use of the pseudo-inverse tor design of a reconfigurable
flight control system
[AIAA PAPER 85-1900] P844 A85-45915
The application of the detection filter to aircraft control
surface and actuator failure detection and isolation
(AIAA PAPER 85-1973) p 845 A85-«5954
Genenc faults - The first word — flight coriuol system
[AIAA PAPER 85-1979] p 856 A85-45957
A real-time FORTRAN implementation of a sensor failure
detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm
p917 A85-47704
Squadron Maintenance and Repair Techniques
(SMART) validation test report p866 A85-49584
How to handle failures in advanced flight control systems
of future transport aircraft p 679 N85-27905
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
The need for system identification in flight mechanics,
taking into account the benefits of such an identification
p175 A85-18714
PAOOS - A Portable Airborne Digital Data System
p418 A85-28652
On the identification of a highly augmented airplane
p584 AB5-35979
Application of system identification techniques to
• poststall combustor dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 85-1353] p 669 A85-39743
Identification of quasi-steady in-stall compressor maps
from transient data
[AIAA PAPER 85-1351 ] p 765 A85-40837
Idufilificatjon of linear dynamic cmitiul plants by means
of signal expansion on the basis of the Walsh function
p803 A85-42675
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The TASZrSD (IMI 685) charactenzation m strain
controlled tests. (Specimens obtained from a forged
spinning wheel) no. M4-45870
[M4-4S870] P128 N85-12384
Dec fatigue life predictions for gas turbine engines
p267 N85-15743
Study of residual stresses introduced into TA6ZrD (685)
cylinders by QucncfunQ ~ compressor disk fllloy
[PNR-90240] p372 N85-18435
MSB uses superplastac forming, diffusion bonding for
alloys p 446 N85-20177
West Europe report Science and technology
[JPRS-WST-84-012] p601 N85-25552
MBB uses new CFC form tool for titanium alloy air
intake p 601 N85-25553
TITANIUM CHLORIDES
Use of Mamum tetrachlonde for visualization of
accelerating flow around airfoils p 903 A85-47090
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
The damage tolerance design philosophy
p46 A85-10543
Metallurgical aspects of metallic materials and damage
tolerance m accessory gearboxes p 46 A85-10544
Damage tolerance of metallic structures- Analysis
methods and applications p 125 A85-15859
Damage accumulation techniques in damage tolerance
analysis p 126 A85-15861
Ar force damage tolerance design philosophy
p126 A85-15866
Concepts and application of aircraft damage tolerance
analysis p645 A85-37206
Manutactunng tolerances for natural laminar flow
airframe surfaces
[SAE PAPER 850863] p 884 A85-50103
Development of powder metallurgy 2XXX senes Al alloys
for rngh temperature aircraft structural applications
[NASA-CR-172408] p44 N85-11220
Advances in composites technology
[NASA-TM-86353] p 284 N85-17048
Advanced life analysis methods. Volume 1 Cracking
data survey and NDI (nondestructive inspection)
assessment for attachment lugs
[AD-A150419] P528 N85-23108
Advanced life analysis methods Volume 4 Tabulated
test data for attachment lugs
[AD-A151016] p502 N85-23760
Advanced lite analysis methods. Volume 5- Executive
summary and damage tolerance criteria recommendations
for attachment lugs
[AD-A151017] pS02 N85-23761
Mulbaxial and thermomecharucal fatigue considerations
m damage tolerant design
[NASA-TM-87022] p 597 N85-26964
TOLLMEIN-SCHUCHTING WAVES
Disturbance-wave interactions in flows with crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0494] p 226 A85-19788
Instabilities and transition in the wall boundary layers
of low-disturbance supersonic nozzles
(AIAA PAPER 85-1573) p 712 A85-40697
TOMAHAWK MISSILES
Designing a cruise missile - General Dynamics' BGM-109
Tomahawk p 158 A85-18441
TOMOGRAPHY
Optical tomography for flow visualization of the density
field around a revolving helicopter rotor blade
p48 A85-11264
Tomographtc reconstruction of three-dimensional flow
over airfoils
(AIAA PAPER 854479] p 225 A85-19776
Applications of a photomultiplier to visualization of
aerodynamic flows by laser tomography
(ONER A, TP NO. 1985-11] p 442 A85-27890
Three-dimensional tomographe reconstruction of the
flow around a revolving helicopter rotorblade • A numerical
simulation p903 A85-47106
Reconstruction of a 3-dimensional transonic IOIGT flow
field from holographic mterferogram data
[NASA-TM-86690] p 397 N85-21112
TOOLING
Tooling problems in the manufacture of AH-64
Composites Flexbeam Tad Rotor p 200 A85-21382
TOOLS
Prediction accuracy of the torques for rotary Ullage by
an analog tool
[AD-P004288] p379 N85-18865
Aircraft Stan penetrator and agent applicator Volume
2. Test and evaluation
(AD-A1S1609] p564 N85-2S225
TOPEX
TOPEX ground data system p517 A85-32192
TOPOGRAPHY
TOPEX ground data system p517 A85-32192
Evaluation of Defense Mapping Agency Level V high
resolution data for training simulator applications
pB49 A85-45119
A Computer-generated topographic display system for
navigation and mission planning in helicopters
p259 N85-16800
A method for determining mesoscale dynamic
topography
[AD-D011412] p300 N85-17506
Fatigue Crack Topography
[AGARD-CP-376] p 531 N85-24321
TOPOLOGY
A generalized algorithm for the topological optimization
of the secondary electric power distribution systems of
aircraft p 506 A85-31458
Advances in the study of separated flows
P550 A85-35765
Some developments in vortex motion research
p 738 A85-43239
Shielded enclosures tor experimental studies of
shielding topology
(AD-A149292] p 447 N85-20227
TORQUE
An analysis of unsteady torque on a
quasi-three-dimensional centrifugal impeller
p 185 A85-18531
A 2400 kW lightweight helicopter transmission with
split-torque gear trans
(ASME PAPER 84-OET-91) p 580 A85-33773
The in-flight estimation and indication of cumulative
fatigue damage to helicopter gears
[ARLMERO-fl-164] p 104 N85-12050
Prediction accuracy of the torques for rotary tillage by
an analog tool
[AD-P004288] p 379 N85-18865
Advanced gearbox technology in small turbo propeller
engines p510 N85-23771
SupsrconductinQ QyroscopG rescflrch
[NASA-CR-171406) p 604 N85-25795
Estimation of dynamic rotor loads for the rotor systems
research aircraft Methodology development and
validation
[NASA-CR-177362] p 760 N85-3104S
Two-plane balance and slip-ring design
p856 N8S-33S36
Dual towline spin-recovery device
(NASA-CASE-LAR-13076-11 p 895 N85-35200
TOROUEMETERS
Tacfnstoscoptc studies of powerplant instruments
p504 A85-31779
Two-plane balance and stip-nng design
p856 N85-33536
A-254
SUBJECT INDEX TRAJECTORIES
TORSION
Hygrothermally curvature stable laminates with
tension-torsion coupling p 787 A85-43224
Initial sailplane protect The HP-t
p 129 N8S-12976
TORSIONAL STRESS
Further investigation of the coupled Happing and torsion
dynamics of helicopter rotor blades p 102 A85-13680
TORSIONAL VIBRATION
Flutter of turbofan rotors with mistuned blades
p 122 A85-12716
Effects of mistunmg on the forced vibration of bladed
disks in subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-07601 P SOS A85-30377
The effect of aerodynamic and structural detuning on
turbomacline supersonic unstalled torsnnal Mutter
[AIAA PAPER 854)761 ] p 506 A85-30378
Measurement of unsteady pressure distribution on
oscillating airfoils in a turbine annular cascade
p 769 A85-41829
Optimization ol cascade blade mistiming. I - Equations
of motion and basic inherent properties
p 771 A85-42365
TORSO
Torso restraint system
[AO-0011609] PS64 N85-26684
TOWED BODIES
A Lagrange-O'Alembert formulation of the equations of
motion of a helicopter carrying an externally suspended
load
[NASA-TM-a5864] p418 N8S-21149
TOWERS
Some considerations on Aeroelastjc instabilities caused
by coupling between propeller-type rotor and its supporting
structure
[NAL-TH-804! p9 N65-10013
TOXIC HAZARDS
Evaluation of aircraft interior panels under full-scale
cabin fire test conditions
[AIAA PAPER 85-0393] p 240 A85-19719
The pyrofysis toxic gas analysis of aircraft interior
[AO-A146285] P119 N8S-1Z115
Strategies for preparing and submitting a part B
application for a DoO facility
[AO-P0041391 P375 N85-18475
TRACKING (POSITION)
Real time translator design considerations — for Global
Positioning System p 487 A85-32208
Device for measuring relative axial expansion of turbine
rotor employing space-vector tracking method
p 169 N85-14962
Stereo Electro-optical Tracking System (SETS)
[NASA-CR-172471] p295 N85-16098
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions in airline flight planning, volume
t
[NASA-CR-167862] p 913 N85-35S34
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions in airline flight planning, volume
2
(NASA-CR-167863] p 913 N8S-3553S
TRACKING FILTERS
A three-dimensional Kalman filter for short observation
times to extrapolate flight tragectones — German thesis
p 301 ASS-19835
An investigation of association region in maneuvering
mulD-target tracking p410 A8S-29697
Nonlinear and adaptive filters for aircraft tracking —
German mesa p 485 A8S-31848
Algonthms for improved, heading assisted, maneuver
tracking p 644 A85-39458
A distributed aeroacousoc tracking algorithm
P917 A85-47774
Algorithm for tracking manuevermg obiect with
ambiguous measurements p 189 N85-150S7
TRACKING NETWORKS
A balloon tracking system that uses the VHP
ormdtrecoonal range (VOR) network p 643 ABS-38313
A distributed aeroacousoc tracking algorithm
p917 A85-47774
TRACKING PROBLEM
Integrated tracking software for multimode operation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2614] p 193 A85-17814
Decoupling of nigh-gain murtrvanable tracking systems
p 172 A85-18332
An Optimal. Proportional-plus-lntegral/Tracking control
law for aircraft applications p 513 A85-33282
A plane-tracking method p 750 A85-43236
Identification of pilot dynamics from in-flight tracking
data
(AIAA PAPER 85-1945] p 845 A85-45935
A likelihood function method for multiple aircraft
maneuver tracking p 888 A85-47699
A new approach to the maneuvering target tracking
problem p917 A85-47769
TRACKING RADAR
Design decisions guide airborne radar
p 409 A85-27848
A proof-of-pnnaple getaway special free-flying satellite
demonstration p40 N85-1105I
Avionics Right Evaluation System (APES)
p 505 N8S-22357
TRACKING STATIONS
Translated GPS real-time tracking
p487 A8S-32209
TRACTORS
The analysis on the dynamic performance of a single
lug
(AO-P004289I p379 N85-18866
TRADEOFFS
High specific power aircraft turn maneuvers. Tradeoff
of tjme-(o-turn versus change in specific energy
[AO-A151701] p575 N85-25257
TRAILING EDGE FLAPS
MBB studies variable camber wings to improve lift,
expand fleet uniformity p 474 A85-32799
Pressure distribution data from tests of 2,29 M (7 5 feet)
span EET high-lift transport aircraft model in the Ames
12-foot pressure tunnel
[NASA-TM-84517] p 709 N85-29912
Low-speed tests of a rngh-aspect-rado.
supercntical-wing transport model equipped with a high-lift
flap system in the Uangley 4- by 7-meter and Ames 12-foot
pressure tunnels
[NASA-TP-2097] p 742 N85-31010
TRAILING EDGES
Airfoil trailing edge flow measurements and comparison
with theory, incorporating open wind tunnel corrections
[AIAA PAPER 64-2266] p4 A85-10831
Reynolds-stress measurements in a turbulent trailing
vortex p 77 A85-14244
Dynamic edge effects during the aeroelasnc vibration
of plates p 124 ASS-15248
Effect of angle of attack on rotor trailing-edge noise
p 134 A85-15346
Roll up of strake leading/trailing-edge vortex sheets for
double-delta wmgs p 144 A8S-185I9
A class of airfoils having, finite trailing edge pressure
gradients
(AIAA PAPER 85-0208] p 215 A8S-19590
Free surface scars arid stnations due to trailing vortices
generated by a submerged lifting surface
[AIAA PAPER 85-0445] p 286 A8S-19754
Experimental results for Reynolds number effects on
trailing vortices p 232 A85-21849
Scaling of airfod self-noise using measured flow
parameters p304 A85-21858
Viscttf/invtsad interaction analysis of separated
traiimg-edge flows p390 A8S-29076
The Kutta condition in unsteady flow
p471 A85-31183
Experimental investigation of a simulated compressor
airfoil trading-edge flowfield p 474 A85-32618
Diffraction of a baffled dipole - Frequency dependence
p611 A85-33915
Massive separation and dynamic stall on a cusped
trailing-edge airfod p 735 A85-42974
Wing span loads of complex high-lift systems from wake
measurements p817 A85-45850
Characteristics of a trading-edge flow with turbulent
boundary-layer separation p 872 A85-49366
Expenmental studies of transonic airfoil trailing edge and
wake flowfield properties p146 N85-13773
Simultaneous flow visualization and unsteady lift
measurement on an oscillating lifting surface
[AO-P004157] p323 N85-17942
Current status of trailing edge loss calculation for a
turoine blade
[PNR-90244] p354 N85-18061
Aerodynamic heating rate distributions induced by
trailing edge controls on hypersonic aircraft configurations
atMachS
[NASA-TM-87453] p 478 N85-22370
Low-speed charactenstics of a circulation control airfoil
with AFT camber and a spiral trailing edge
[AD-A150851]
 P481 N85-23725
A design procedure to modify the trailing edge upper
surface pressure gradient of a given aerofoil
[GU-AERO-8408] p 874 N85-34120
Reflection plane tests of a wind turbine blade tip section
with ailerons
[NASA-TM-87018] p 912 N85-34444
TRAINING AIRCRAFT
25.000 flight hours m the Alpha let by the 8th chase
squadron I p 159 A85-18725
Japanese aerospace advances with XT-4 military
trainer p 571 A85-33871
Tweety-bird replacement — from T-37B to Fairchild
T-4SA trainer aircraft p 646 A85-3794S
Realism provided in a procedural trainer — for F-15
aircraft p 848 A85-4S117
Pegasus - An intermediate/advanced Navy iet trainer
aircraft p 829 A85-46997
Analysis of the flow field about a T-45 using PANAlR
[AO-A146811] 9236 N85-15699
Collision avoidance for Naval training aircraft
(FAA-PM-S4-41 p410 N85-21136
Aircraft structure for application to training aircraft
[CH-635286-A5] p 574 N85-25244
RAFTS A T-38 replacement for the 21 st century
(AO-A1S6103I p887 N65-3SI91
TRAINING ANALYSIS
Pilot education and safety awareness programs
p333 N8S-18026
TRAINING DEVICES
Meeting tomorrow's standards with yesterday's
simulators - The problems of upgrading
p174 A85-17228
Simulators/training devices for commuter airlines
p174 A85-17232
Onboard simulation - A newly emerging technology and
the potential of the helmet mounted display as an
embedded training device
[AIAA PAPER 85-1737] p 757 A85-42664
Realism provided in a procedural trainer — for F-tS
aircraft p848 A85-45117
Aeronautical systems technology needs. Escape.
rescue and survival, test facilities and test equipment and
training-simulation equipment
[AO-A1450S9] p 1 N85-10002
Training effectiveness evaluation and utilization
demonstration of a low cost cockpit procedures trainer
[AO-A145179] p38 N85-10078
Simulating speed and height cues in the C-i 30 weapon
system trainer
[AO-P004313] p358 N85-17967
Cockpit resources management and the theory of me
situation p333 N85-18022
Cockpit resource management training
p 333 N85-18023
Pilot education and safety awareness programs
p333 N85-18026
Initiative uses of aircraft for flight training
p333 N85-18027
New flight simulators at vnukovo permit less m-flight
training p 429 N85-21107
TRAINING EVALUATION
Training effectiveness evaluation and utilization
demonstration of a low cost cockpit procedures trainer
[AD-A145179I p38 N8S-10078
NASA Ames Summer High School Apprenticeship
Research Program
[NASA'TM-86006] p 613 N8S-26590
The use of flight simulators in measuring and improving
training effectiveness
[AD-A 153817] p684 N85-28954
TRAINING SIMULATORS
Visual simulation takes flight — Computer-generated
imagery for improving realism of aircraft landing
p 116 A85-1S581
Modular simulators, their feasibility, design, and
procurement
[AIAA PAPER 85-0312] p 274 A8S-19659
History of the development and manufacture of flight
simulators in Czechoslovakia and the rest of the world
p27S A85-19878
Television systems for flight simulators
p427 A85-29862
Simulators for training aircraft maintenance personnel
p427 A8S-29863
Current trends in the development of flight simulators
p427 A85-29868
Prospects for the development of flight simulation
equipment p 427 A8S-29867
AV-8B Hamer II training capabilities
(AIAA PAPER 35-1734] p 778 A8S-40554
Cost effectiveness of simulated aircraft maintenance
training systems p 848 A85-4S118
Evaluation of Defense Mapping Agency Level V high
resolution data (or training simulator applications
p849 A85-45119
CAUTRA ATC simulator strives for realism
p897 A85-488S7
Advances in flight simulators p 898 A85-49019
The use of flight simulators in measunng and improving
training effectiveness
[AO-A153817] p 684 M85-28954
TRAJECTORIES
Numencal calculation of subsonic lets m crossflow with
reduced numerical diffusion
[AIAA PAPEH 85-1441) p 697 A85-39780
The development of the generalized escape system
simulation program
[ASME PAPER84-WA/DSC-20! p 651 A8S-39B69
A-255
TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS SUBJECTINDEX
A Generalized Escape System Simulation (GESS)
computer program Volume 2 GESS programmer's
manual, version 2
[AD-A148363] P243 N85-16845
A user's manual for AMEER flight path traiectory
simulation code
(DE85-006580] p576 NS5-2S260
Numencal calculation of subsonic tets m crossflow with
reduced numerical diffusion
(NASA-TM-87003) p 581 N85-25263
TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
Root locus method and automatic identification of modes
in flutter analysis p 35 A85-12356
Development of a 3-0 interactive graphics flight path
analysis program for the T-38 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2439) p 113 ASS-13533
A new technique to determine inflight store separation
traiectones p 70 A85-13695
The dynamics of takeoff and landing of aircraft —
Russian book p 115 A85-14636
Second-order p-rterative solution of the Lambert/Gauss
problem — algorithm tor efficient orbit determination
p 177 A85-18674
A three-dimensional Kalman filter for short observation
times to extrapolate flight traiectones — German thesis
p301 A85-19835
Development of a velocity control algorithm for
controlling a 6-DOF captive traiectory model support
p427 A85-29567
Energy-modelled cbmb and climb-dash - The Kaiser
technique — reviewed for Me 262 jet fighter aircraft
traiectones p 572 A85-35350
Algorithm for tracking manuevenng object with
ambiguous measurements p 189 N85-15057
TRAJECTORY CONTROL
Sensitivity reduction and robust tracking with application
to aircraft control p 513 A85-33283
New analytical results for AOTV guidance
[AIAA PAPER 85-1820] p 849 A85-43865
Heunstically-guided planning for mission
control/decision support
[AIAA PAPER 85-1909] p 850 A85-4S919
Further application of output predictive algorithmic
control to terrain following p 894 A85-47734
TRAJECTORY MEASUREMENT
Estimating the traiectory of an acceieratonless aircraft
by means of a stationary acoustic sensor
p64 A85-12300
Fnendly ejection seat trajectory computer program
p330 A85-22754
Selectable thrust rocket motor tor crew escape
systems p 340 A85-22758
Investigation of the use of radar data for the
measurement of parachute rate of descent and glide
ratio p 331 A85-22764
A method for determining the flight trajectory of an
election seat p 493 A85-31778
Trajectory estimation using translated GPS signals
p487 A85-32207
Trajectory measurements for take-oft and landing tests
and other short-range applications, volume 16
[ AGARD-AG-160-VOL-16] p 604 N85-25801
TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
Interception in three dimensions - An energy
formulation p 158 A85-18329
Periodic optical cruise of an atmospheric vehicle
p 158 A85-18330
Isochrones for maximum endurance horizontal gliding
flight p 158 A85-18348
Maximum final energy cnandelle
(AIAA PAPER 85-0200] p 247 A85-19584
A parallel quast-lineanzatron algorithm for air vehicle
trajectory optimization
[AIAA PAPER 85-0498] p 279 A85-19792
Calculation of the minimum-time loop maneuver for jet
aircraft p 269 A85-19876
Least acceleration motion for given terminal
conditions p 459 A85-26443
Separation of time scales in aircraft trajectory
optimization p 411 A85-26444
Vector optimization of aircraft deceleration in air
p423 A85-27795
Time-optimal deceleration of the rotation of an
axisymmetnc ngid body near the center of mass
p432 A85-28455
Onboard near-optimal climb-dash energy management
p497 A85-32781
Instationary dolphin flight - The optimal energy exchange
between a sailplane and vertical currents in the
atmosphere p646 A85-37488
Aircraft intercept vectonng in a known wind field
[AIAA PAPER 85-1782] p 824 A8S-43842
Effect of maximum lift to drag ratio on optimal
aeroassisted plane change
[AIAA PAPER 85-1817] p 849 A85-43863
Optimal flight paths through microburst wind profiles
[AIAA PAPER 85-1833] p 839 A85-43872
Improved feedback algorithms for optimal maneuvers
in vertical plane
(AIAA PAPER 85-1976] p 845 A85-45956
Minimax optimal control and its application to the reentry
of a space glider p899 A85-47306
Minimum time turns using vectored thrust
[AD-A151693] p575 N85-25256
Piloted simulation of an algorithm for onboard control
of time"Optimai intercept
[NASA-TP-2445] p681 N85-28949
TRANSATMOSPHERIC VEHICLES
Transatmosphenc vehicles - A challenge for the next
century
(AIAA PAPER 84-2414] p 98 A85-13519
NASA R and T aerospace plane vehicles: Progress
and plans
[NASA-TM-86429] p 595 N85-25368
TRANSCONTINENTAL SYSTEMS
Airlines reach out for longer range • Twins cross the
Atlantic; long-haul flights get longer p 752 A85-40071
TRANSDUCERS
Innovativo Gddy currsnt probo coupbnQ nwlhod
p906 A85-47472
Unsteady pressure fTWflffln'fT^oitft on a biconvex airfoil
in a transonic oscillating cascade
[NASA-TM-86914] p 234 N85-15689
R and D activities of the Systems Engineering Division
p808 N85-32027
TRANSEOUATORIAL PROPAGATION
Anomalous interference in Omega VLF wave
propagation on east-to-west equatorial paths
p 14 A85-11024
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
Time series approximation of unsteady aerodynamics
including pole locations as free parameters
[AIAA PAPER 85-0663] p491 A85-30350
Definition of acceptable levels of mismatch tor equivalent
systems of augmented CTOL (Conventional Take-Off and
Landing) aircraft
[AO-A145619] p37 N85-11007
Modal synthesis of multidimensional Pi-regulators for
objects with martial sections p 529 N85-24O64
A study of mtenor noise levels, none sources and
transmission paths in light aircraft
[NASA-CR-172152] pSOS N8S-30766
TRANSFER ORBITS
Orbit control of a synchronous satellite — Russian
book p899 A85-49448
TRANSFERRING
Chemical and photographic evaluation of ngid explosive
transfer lines
[AD-A149303] p437 N85-20145
TRANSFORMATIONS (MATHEMATICS)
The determination of load and slope transformation
matrices tor aeroelasBc analysis p 794 A85-42940
A conformal mapping suitable for problems involving
interaction between given geometries and known far
fields
[AD-A149050] p376 N85-19744
Application of Roquet theory to helicopter blade flapping
stability
[AO-A154460] p760 N85-29952
TRANSIENT HEATING
A synthesizing procedure for transient temperatures m
composed structures
[AIAA PAPER 85-0830] p 523 A85-30319
QuanbUtbve evaluation of transient heat transfer on axial
flow compressor stability
[AIAA PAPER 85-1352] pS97 A85-39742
TRANSIENT LOADS
Unsteady loading of leading-edges m unstable flows -
An overview
[AIAA PAPER 84-2306] p4 A85-10857
Crack growth geometry in aluminum alloy sheet material
under flight simulation loading. V A comparison between
TWIST and mmiTWIST FALSTAFF and snort FALSTAFF
2: Effect of truncating high loads
[VTH-LR-441] p436 N85-20119
TRANSIENT PRESSURES
Surge transient simulation in turbo-|et engine
p169 N85-13796
TRANSIENT RESPONSE
A new approach to applying electromagnetic transient
protection requirements to avioruc and electronic
equipment p439 A85-26684
Transient aerodynamic charactenstics of a
two-dimensional airfoil during stepwise incidence
variation p 731 A85-42929
Hydrodynamic simulation of transient processes in
injection system of aircraft engines dunng pump
unswirtmg p 509 N85-22829
TRANSITION FLOW
Expenmental and theoretical study of transition
phenomena on an infinite swept wing
p317 A85-24804
Active transition fixing and control of the boundary layer
in air
[AIAA PAPER 85-0564J p 369 A85-25950
Transition calculations in three-dimensional flows
[ONEHA, TP NO 1985-7] p 387 A85-27887
Stability expenments m the flow over a rotating disk
p444 A85-29091
A nonstationary transition process caused by injection
of a gas into the near wake of a body in a supersonic
flow p619 A85-37336
Stability charactenstics of a supersonic boundary layer
and their relation to the position of the laminar-turbulent
transition pomt p 730 A85-42123
Boundary layer control by transition fixing —
conference
[DFVLR-MnT-84-17] p 479 NS5-23712
Investigation of the conditions for tripping transition with
roughness elements and their influence on boundary layer
development p480 N85-23720
Transition fixing and simulation of high Reynolds number
flow at transonic velocities p480 N85-23721
Development of a temperature-compensated hot-film
anemometer system for boundary-layer transition
detection on high-performance aircraft
[NASA-TM-86732] p 835 N85-33121
Nozzle wall roughness effects on free-stream noise and
transition m the pilot low-disturbance tunnel
[NASA-TM-86389] p 910 N85-34355
TRANSLATIONAL MOTION
The unsteady boundary layer on an elliptic cylinder
following the impulsive onset of translatonal and rotational
motion — dynamic stall p 477 N85-23699
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY
ProtoJofns of radomo d6SKjn for modem airbomo radar
II p599 A85-34661
Correlation of rheological charactenstics of lubricants
with transmission efficiency measurements
[NASA-TM-86988] p 796 N8S-30342
TRANSMISSION LOSS
Atmospheric propagation losses for long-range airborne
radar systems analysis
[AIAA PAPER 85-0267] p 244 A85-19620
Field-incidence noise transmission loss of general
aviation aircraft double-wall configurations
p304 A85-21842
Mechanisms of acoustical energy transfer by a cylindncal
shell near the ring frequency p 861 A85-44039
Nose transmission loss of a rectangular plate in an
infinite baffle
[NASA-TP-2398] p 461 N85-22109
TRANSMISSIONS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
Metallurgical aspects of metallic matenals and damage
tolerance in accessory gearboxes p 46 A85-10544
Development of a graphite/polyimide composite
transmission housing p2B1 A85-21380
An engine for a light helicopter p 353 A85-26024
Acoustic vibration characteristics of high contact ratio
planetary gears p 524 A85-31954
Will preplans require gearboxes? p 507 A85-32946
A 2400 kW lightweight helicopter transmission with
split-torque gear trains
[ASME PAPER 84-OET-91 ] p 580 A85-33773
Advanced techniques for health and usage momtonng
of helicopter transmissions
[AIAA PAPER-85-1142] p 617 A85-39621
The in-flight estimation and indication of cumulative
fatigue damage to helicopter gears
[ARL/AERO-R-164] p 104 N85-12050
Investigation on experimental techniques to detect
locate and quantify gear noise in helicopter
transmissions
[NASA-CR-3847] p 305 N85-17667
Gears and Power Transmission Systems for Helicopters
and Turboprops
[AGARD-CP-369] pS02 N85-23765
Summary of dnve-tram component technology in
helicopters p 509 N85-23766
Current transmission systems p510 N85-23767
Helicopter transmission lubricants
p 520 N85-23768
Special power train requirements tor the next generation
of rotary-wing aircraft p 510 N8S-23769
A state of the art assessment of turboprop transmission
technology and projected needs for the next generation
p510 N85-23770
Th6 hfibcoptsr transmission dssign process
p510 N8S-23772
Fine filtration- An attractive route towards lower
helicopter operating costs p 503 N85-23774
Possible technological answers to new design
requirements for power transmission systems
p510 N85-23779
A-256
SUBJECTINDEX TRANSONIC FLOW
Transmission efficiency measurements and correlations
with physical charactensucs of the lubricant
p 521 N85-23781
Problems of elastic hydrodynarmc lubrication of
helicopter transmission gears p 521 N85-23784
Evolution of the design techniques for helicopter main
transmission gearboxes P 510 N85-23789
Do new aircraft need new technologies and certification
rules' P 503 N85-23795
Establishment and maintenance of certification
standards for helicopter and turboprop power transmission
systems p 503 N8S-23796
Correlation of rheological characteristics of lubricants
with transmission efficiency measurements
(NASA-TM-86988) p 796 N85-30342
Estimation of dynamic rotor loads for the rotor systems
research aircraft Methodology development and
validation
[NASA-CR-177362) p 760 N8S-3104S
TRANSOCEANIC FLIGHT
Extended range operation of twin-engined transport
aircraft (STOPS)
(AIAA PAPER 84-2512! P 89 ASS-13578
Aeronautical satellite data link study
p855 A85-45340
TRANSONIC COMPRESSORS
Computation of three-dimensional Mows for application
to transonic oomfMess i^A
[ONERA. TP NO 1984-146) p 204 A85-19260
Computation of potential How on S2 stream surface for
a transonic axial-flow compressor rotor
p315 A8S-24091
Investigations on transonic double circular arc
(OCA)profiles of axial flow compressor - Calculations of
profile design p318 A85-2S214
Simplified implicit block-bidiagonal finite difference
method for solving the Nawer-Stokes equations
p695 A85-39003
A technique for the evaluation of the magnitude of
acoustic power radiated from the duct of a turbotet using
a point measurement p 881 A85-4404S
A finite element method for me solution of
two-dimensional transonic flows in cascades
(PNR-90216) p86 N85-12045
Study of controlled diffusion stator blading
[NASA-CR-167995] p 354 N85-18058
TRANSONIC FLIGHT
TRO-2D • A code for rational transonic aerodynamic
optimization
[AIAA PAPER 85-0425] p 223 ASS-19740
Modeling techniques for transonic airfoils
p 871 A85-49014
Joined wing transonic design and test validation
[AO-A14835S] p239 N85-16834
Experiences with transition fixation in the high-speed
regime at NLH p480 N85-23715
Design of a basic airfoil for a slightly swept wing. Part
1 Theoretical transonic airfoil design
[ESA-TT-8921 p 761 N85-31054
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Higher approximations in the transonic expansion of the
solution to the Chaplygm equation p3 A85-10117.
Row field and acoustics of two-dimensional transonic
blade-vortex interactions
[AIAA PAPER 84-2309] p 61 A85-10860
The rule of forbidden signals and apparent Macn number
in transonic compressor cascades p 5 A85-11632
Euler equation simulation of propeller-wing interaction
in transonic flow p6 A85-11977
Computational transonic analysis of canted wmglets
p6 A85-11982
Measurement of transonic dips in the flutter taoundanes
ot a supercritical wing in a wind tunnel
p 18 A85-11986
Simplified transonic integral equations for lifting profiles
and wings p6 ABS-12034
A kernel function method for computing unsteady load
on Ihiuo dimensional wings in transonic flow
p7 A85-12355
Expenmental investigation of the sweep effects on a
helicoptar blade tip '
[ONERA, TP NO 1984^1] p7 ASS-12610
Study of the unsteady transonic flow on rotor blade with
different tip shapes
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-82] p7 ASS-12611
Improvement and extension of a computational method
for three-dimensional transonic flows
[ONERA. TP NO 1984-99] p8 A85-12620
Calculation of unsteady transonic separated Hows by
viscousnnviscid interaction
[ONERA. TP NO 1984-100] p8 A85-12621
Forced oscillations of transonic channel and inlet flows
with shock waves p 73 A85-12711
Application of the Godunov method and its second-order
extension to cascade flow modeling
(AIAA PAPER 83-19411 p 73 A8S-12714
Theoretical study of the transonic How past wedge
profiles with detached shock waves p 74 A85- 12870
Lifting rotor analysis at subsonic and transonic flow
p 75 ASS- 13689
A multignd method for computing the transonic flow over
two closely-coupled airfoil components
0 76 A85-13952
Numerical simulation of the transonic flowfield for
wing/ nacelle configurations
I AIAA PAPER 84-24301 p 76 A85- 13964
Computation of unsteady aerodynamic pressure
coefficients in a transonic straight cascade
p 79 A85- 14893
The circular cylinder in subsonic and transonic flow
p79 A85-1S329
Role of constraints in inverse design for transonic
airfoils p80 A85-15337
Computation of unsteady aerodynamic pressure
coefficients in a transonic straight cascade. II
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-118) p 30 A8S-1S838
Aerodynamic methods used in France for the study of
propellers for high-speed aircraft
tONEHA, TPNO 1984-120) p 81 A85-15840
Exact solutions of singular equations for viscous
transonic flows p 142 A85-16939
Computation of flow around wings based on tne Euler
equations p 142 A85-18068
Potential equation for transonic steady flow with large
longitudinal disturbance and line relaxation
p 142 A8S-18281
The hopscotch finite volume method for solving tne Euler
equations p 143 A85- 18282
Transonic solutions for a multielement airfoil using the
full-potential equations p 144 ASS- 185 12
An improved version of the LTRAN2 for high frequency
domain p205 ASS- 19401
Numerical solutions ot viscous transonic flow in
turtaomachtnery cascades
[AIAA PAPER 85-0007] p 206 A8S- 19454
On boundary layer transition in high-subsonic and
transonic flow under the influence of acoustic disturbances
and free-stream turbulence
I AIAA PAPER 85-0082] p 210 AB5-19508
A quasi-conservative lambda formulation — for invtsad
transonic flow simulation
[AIAA PAPER 854088] p 210 A85-19S11
Analysis of circulation control airfoils using an implicit
Navter-Stokes solver
[AIAA PAPER 85-01 71 1 p 213 A85-19S65
Computation of unsteady shock-induced vortex
separation
[AIAA PAPER 85-0183] p 214 A85- 19573
Prediction of subsonic/transonic separated flow about
airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-0205] p215 A85-19589
Prediction of HiMAT RPRV component interference
effects at transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 85-0213) p 215 ASS- 19593
Multignd solution of the Euler equations using implicit
schemes
[AIAA PAPER 85-0293] p 218 ASS- 19643
Recent advances in computational transonic
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 85-0366) p 221 ASS- 19699
Breakdown of tne conservative potential equation — for
study of transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0387] p 221 A85-19700
The numerical simulation of steady transonic rotational
flow using a dual potential formulation
[AIAA PAPER 85-0368] p 221 A85-19701
Shock waves in transonic channel flows at moderate
Reynolds number
[AIAA PAPER 85-0369] p 221 A8S-19702
Viscous/invisod interaction analysis of transonic shock
induced separated flow including normal pressure
(AIAA PAPER 85-0371 ] p 221 A85- 19703
Nawer-Stokes computations of axisymmetnc transonic
flows with a two-equation model ot turbulence
[AIAA PAPER 85-0373) p 221 A85-19705
Numerical optimization design of advanced transonic
wing configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0424) p 248 A85-19739
Finite volume solution of the two-dimensional Euler
equations on a regular triangular mesh
(AIAA PAPER 85-0435] p 223 A85-19748
A comparative study between an implicit and explicit
algorithm for transonic airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-0480) p 225 A85-19777
Efficient self-consistent vtscous-inviscid solutions for
unsteady transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0482) p 225 ASS- 19779
Simulation of transonic three-dimensional nacelle/inlet
flowfields using an Euler/ Navier-Stokes algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 85-0084) p 226 ASS- 19798
Computation of transonic inlet flows — German thesis
p227 A85-19844
A subdomam finite element method for solving the
conservative full potential equation for transonic profile
flows — German thesis p 227 A85-19854
A fast algonthm for solving the conservative transonic
Si full potential equation employing non-orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates and non-orthogonal velocity
components p 228 A85-20239
A stream function relaxation method for solving transonic
S1 stream surface with respect to non-orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates p 228 A8S-20240
A linearized unsteady aerodynamic analysis for transonic
cascades p 229 A8S-20744
Rmte element solutions of Euler equations for lifting
airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-0294] p 230 A85-20864
Shock-free turtaomacfiinery blade design
p232 A85-21864
Nonreflecting boundary conditions for the complete
unsteady transonic small-disturbance equation
P290 A85-21875
Design of lifting symmetric supercnttcat airfoils
P233 A85-22228
The full-approximation method in the theory of transonic
flows p233 A85-22367
Approximate factorization algonthm for
three-dimensional transonic nacelle/inlet flowfield
computations p314 A85-23392
A multignd method for calculating transonic flows in
cascades p315 A85-24092
Numerical solutions for transonic stream equations of
flow along S1 relative stream surface employing
non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinates and corresponding
velocity components P315 A85-24093
Solution of transonic 31 surface flow by successively
reversing the direction of integration of the stream function
equation p315 A85-24094
Transonic cascade flow with given shock shapes solved
by separate supersonic and subsonic computations
P315 A85-24095
Spectral multignd methods with applications to transonic
potential flow p3l6 A85-24448
Transonic shock wave • Boundary layer interaction at
a convex wall p 317 A85-24800
Base pressure of a protecnle within the transonic flight
regime p3l7 A8S-25136
Suppression of shocks on transonic airfoils
p319 A85-25458
On the use of parametric differentiation to predict weak
Shockwaves p319 A85-25465
Unsteady transonic phenomena around highly swept
wings P322 A85-26025
Aerodynamic effects of probe-induced flow separation
of bluff bodies at transonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 85-0103] p 322 A85-26382
A special boundary element technique m transonic
flow p 385 A8S-26690
Efficient algonthm for unsteady transonic aerodynamics
of low-aspect-ratio wings p 385 A85-26756
The effects of gusts on the fluctuating airloads of airfoils
in transonic flow p 385 A85-26762
Entropy condition satisfying approximations for the full
potential equation of transonic flow p 385 A85-26916
The addition of quasi-three-dimensional terms into a
finite element method for transonic turbomachmery
blade-to-blade flows p 386 A85-26920
A finite element method for the solution of
two-dimensional transonic flows in cascades
P386 A8S-26921
The numerical analysis of transonic flow around a circular
airfoil using hybrid difference scheme
P386 ASS-27325
Hybrid approach to steady transonic normal
shock-compressible laminar boundary layer interactions
over airfoils with suction
[AIAA PAPER 85-0522] p 386 A85-27876
A viscous-mvisod interaction method for computing
unsteady transonic separation
[ONERA. TP NO 1985-5) p 387 A85-2788S
Monotone switches in implicit algonthms for potential
equations applied to transonic flows
p 391 A85-29078
Newton-like minimal residual methods applied to
transonic flow calculations p 458 A85-29081
A field panel/finite difference method for potential
unsteady transonic flow p 391 A85-29084
Relative effects of Reynolds number and freestream
turbulence in transonic flow p 391 A85-29085
Automatic adaptive gnd refinement for the Euler
equations p 391 A85-29087
Transonic flow calculations using triangular finite
elements p 391 A85-29088
Euler solutions of transonic vortex flows around the
Dinner wing p 392 A85-29261
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A type-dependent splitting scheme with variable
parameters (or the longitudinal large-disturbance potential
equation p 393 A85-29693
Design and experimental investigation of a high-loaded
transonic axial model turbine p 421 A8S-29695
The theory of oscillating thick wings in subsonic flow
lifting line theory p 393 A85-29992
Investigations of the influence of taper on the
charactenstic values of rotating annular turbine cascades
in the transonic flow regime p 394 A85-30170
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for
two-dimensional canard-wing configurations with
aeroelastic applications
[AIAA PAPER 85-0585] p 468 A85-30320
Viscous effects on transonic atrtod stability and
response
[ AIAA PAPER 85-0586) p 469 A85-30321
Measured unsteady transonic aerodynamic
characteristics of an elastic supercritical wing with an
oscillating control surface
[AIAA PAPER 85-0598) p 469 A8S-30327
Coupling Imearaed far-field boundary conditions with
non-linear near-field solutions in transonic flow
(AIAA PAPER 85-0599) p 469 A85-30328
Norwsentrooic unsteady transonic small disturbance
theory
[AIAA PAPER 85-0600] p469 A85-30329
Transonic calculations for a flexible supercritical wing
and comparison with expenment
(AIAA PAPER 85-0665] p 470 A85-30407
The prediction of transonic flows on advancing rotors
p472 A85-31988
Transonic time responses of the MB5 A-3 supercritical
airfoil including active controls p 512 A8S-32586
A new stream function formulation for the steady Euler
equations p 474 A85-32609
Transonic shock-wave/turbulent boundary-layer
interactions in a circular duct p 474 A85-32610
Some iterative schemes for transonic potential flows
p474 A85-32624
Acoustic shocks in a variable area duct containing near
sonic flews p474 A85-32632
Investigation of flow phenomena m a transonic fan rotor
using laser anemometry
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-199] p475 A85-32963
Numerical optimization method for airfoil design
p475 A85-33014
The effect of freestream turbulence on pressure
fluctuations in transonic flow p 545 AB5-34998
Comparison of invisad and viscous computations with
an rnterferometncally measured transonic flow
p545 A85-35129
Transonic small-disturbance theory for dusty gases
p546 A85-35149
Perturbations of a transonic flow with vanishing shock
waves p546 A85-35152
Transonic shock interaction with a tangentally iniected
turbulent boundary layer p 548 A85-35584
Application of the single-cycle optimization approach to
aerodynamic design p 548 A85-35586
A fast aigonthm of the finite difference method tor
computation of the transonic flow past an arbitrary airfoil
with the conservative full-potential equation
p548 A85-35742
A mixed finite difference analysis of the internal and
external transonic flow fields of inlets with centertaody
p548 A85-35743
An iteration panel method for predicting three
dimensional surface pressure distribution of a wing with
thickness in the subcrrdcal steady transonic flow
P549 A85-35749
A locally linearized panel method for trartsubsorac flow
past an oscillating wing p 549 A85-357S5
Transonic pressure distribution computations of a
flexible wing p 549 A85-35756
On relaxation of transonic flows around zerc-Mt airfoil
and convergence of self-correcting wind tunnels
p549 A85-35757
On detached shock wave of sphere moving with
transonic velocities p 549 A85-35763
Finite difference computation of the flow around airfoils
in two-dimensional transonic stoned wall wind tunnel
p549 A85-35764
Fundamentals of transonic flow — Book
p552 A85-35S10
Validity of solution of three-dimensional linearised
boundary value problem for axial disturbance velocity u.
in transonic-supersonic flow p 553 A85-36341
Design of a transonic flow with compression shock
p553 A85-36344
Multignd acceleration of an iterative method with
application to transonic potential flow
P553 A85-36404
Triangular finite element methods for the Euler
equations p 601 A85-36414
The solution of transonic flow through three-dimensional
turbine blade P622 A85-37929
Configuration of shock waves closing a local supersonic
zone P623 A85-38481
A second-order approximate method for transonic
small-disturbance potential flow and its application to the
analysis of flows over airfoils p 625 A85-38922
The computation of transonic nozzle flow-field by a
time-dependent method p 625 A85-38963
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional transonic flow
in a turbomachinery p 625 A85-38965
The charactenstics compatibility conditions on the
boundary points are applied to tone-marching methods for
transonic flow past plane cascades p 625 A65-38967
Computations of projectile Magnus effect at transonic
velocities P626 A85-38981
Transonic flow in the throat region of radial or nearly
radial supersonic nozzles p 626 A85-39001
Investigation of transonic inlet drag charactenstics
[SAE PAPER 841539) P627 A85-39063
Muftjgnd calculation of transonic flow past
wmg-tail-fuselage combinations p 628 A85-39216
A computational study of the unsteady shock-wave
structure m a two-dimensional transonic rotor
P629 A85-39S78
Application of Runge Kutta time marching scheme for
the computation of transonic flows m turbomachmes
[AIAA PAPER 85-1332] p 631 A85-39728
Accurate and efficient solutions of transonic internal
flows
(AIAA PAPER 85-1334] p 631 A8S-39729
A simulation technique tor jet temperature effects on
nozzle-afterbody drag at transonic Macti numbers
(AIAA PAPER 85-1463] p 633 A85-39792
Measurement and prediction of model-rotor flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 85-1558] p710 A85-40683
Aerodynamics of two-dimensional blade-vortex
interaction
(AIAA PAPER 85-1560] p710 A85-40685
Transonic airfoil design based on Navier-Stokes
equation to attain arbitrarily specified pressure distribution
- An iterative procedure
[AIAA PAPER 85-1592] P712 A85-40708
Refined numerical solution of the transonic flow past a
wedge
(AIAA PAPER 85-1593] P713 A85-40709
New iterative aigonthm between stream function and
density tor transonic cascade flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-1594] p713 A85-40710
Computation of three-dimensional transonic viscous
flowfields using unsteady parabolized Navier-Stokes
equations
(AIAA PAPER 85-1595] p713 A85-40711
Transonic flow calculations around isolated inlet
conftgur&tions
[AIAA PAPER 85-1596] p 713 A85-40712
A Navier-Stokes solution procedure for analysis of
steady two-dimensional transonic nozzle flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-1597] p713 A85-40713
The buffeting pressure field of a high-aspect-ratio swept
wmg
[AIAA PAPER 85-1609] p714 A85-40720
Transonic turbulent flow computations for axisymmetnc
afterbodies
[AIAA PAPER 85-1639] p715 A85-40741
Numerical solution of transonic wmg flows using an
Euler/Navier-Stokes zonal approach
[AIAA PAPER 85-1640] p715 AS5-40742
Improvements m transonic airfoil potential flow
calculations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1642] P715 A85-40743
Computation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics with
steady state fixed by truncation error injection
[AIAA PAPER 85-1644] p715 A85-40744
Predictions of transonic separated flow with an
eddy-vtscosity/Reynotds-shear-stress closure model
[AIAA PAPER 85-1683] p717 A85-40768
Unsteady transonic flow over oscillating slender
bodies
[AIAA PAPER 85-1709] p718 A85-40781
Unsteady transonic full potential solutions for airfoils
encountering vortices and gusts
[AIAA PAPER 85-1710] p719 A85-40782
Unsteady transonic flow calculations tor interfering lifting
surface configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1711 ] p 719 A85-40783
Computation of three-dimensional viscous transonic
flows with the LU factored scheme
(AIAA PAPER 85-1510] p 721 A85-40945
Transonic flows about oscillating airfoils using the Euler
equations
(AIAA PAPER 85-1514] p 721 A85-40949
A 3-D chimera gnd embedding technique
(AIAA PAPER 85-1523] p 802 A85-40955
Overset grids in compressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-1524] p 803 A8S-40956
A self-adaptrve-gnd method with application to airfoil
flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-1525] p 722 A85-40957
Newton solution of direct and inverse transonic Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1530] p 722 A85-40962
3-D finite element solution of steady Euler transonic flow
by stream vector correction
(AIAA PAPER 85-1532) p 722 A85-40967
Computation of transonic vortex flows past delta wings
Integral equation approach
[AIAA PAPER 85-1582] p 725 A85-41415
A comparison between implicit and hybrid methods for
the calculation of steady and unsteady inlet flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-1125] p 725 A85-41417
Implicit flux-split schemes for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1680] p 803 A85-41743
Time dependent computation of the Euler equations for
designing 2-D cascades, including the case of transonic
shock free design p 727 A85-41814
A numerical method to weaken shock in transonic
cascades p 727 A85-41815
Computation of me tip vortex off a low-aspect-ratio
wmg p730 A85-42352
Iterative three-dimensional transonic wmg design using
integral equations p 731 A85-42928
Transonic aerodynamic computations for a canard
configuration p 731 A85-42931
Application of a viscous-trn/isad interaction method to
predict transonic separated flows p 732 A85-42957
Development of a Navier-Stokes analysis to investigate
the mechanism of shock/wave boundary layer
interactions p 734 A85-42966
Finite-volume scheme for transonic potential flow about
airfoils and bodies in an arbitranly-shaiped channel
p734 A85-42967
Assessment of wind tunnel corrections for multielement
airfoils at transonic speeds p 734 A85-42968
Transonic interactions of unsteady vortical flows
p 734 A85-42969
The effect of boattailmg of a projectile in transonic
flow
[AD-A157758] p736 A85-42983
An interactive scheme for three-dimensional transonic
flows p737 A85-42992
The roll motion of a wraparound fin configuration at
subsonic and transonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 85-1777] p 837 A85-43838
Projectile aerodynamics prediction with CSCM-S upwind
implicit relaxation aigonthm
(AIAA PAPER 85-1838] p814 A85-43874
Example of transonic gas flow past an asymmetric
profile p 814 A85-44130
Transonic panel method for the full potential equation
applied to multicomponent airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 83-1855] p 816 A85-45704
Effects of viscosity and modes on transonic aerodynamic
and aeroelastic characteristics of wings
p817 A65-4S837
Subcntjcal damping ratios of a two-dimensional airfoil
in transonic fiow p817 A85-45849
Comparison of a computed transonic flow and
interterometnc measurements around the leading edge of
a two dimensional aerofoil asymmetrically mounted in a
wind tunnel P868 A65-47164
Extension and use of numencal procedure for the three
dimensional unsteady transonic flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1985-67] p 868 A85-47269
Some contributions to the modelling of discontinuous
flows p907 A85-48224
Digital fringe reduction techniques applied to the
measurement of three-dimensional transonic flow fields
p907 A85-48521
Theoretical and experimental study of nonadiabattc
transonic shock/boundary-layer interaction
p869 A85-48S29
Calculation of three-dimensional flowfields by the
unsteady method of characteristics p 869 A8S-48532
Numencal analysis of transonic flow around a
two-dimensional airfoil by solving full Navier-Stokes
equations p 869 A65-48875
Finite element simulation of transonic flows by modified
potential and stream function methods
p 871 A85-49149
An experimental study of the transonic equivalence rule
with lift, part 2
[AR-LR-614-PT-2] p8 N85-10004
Development and applications of algorithms for
calculating the transonic flow about harmonically
oscillating wings
[NASA-CR-172376] p9 N85-10007
Computational methods for complex flowfields
[AD-A145219I p11 N85-10019
Transonic flow analysis for rotors Part 1
Three-dimensional quasi-steady, full-potential calculation
[NASA-TP-2375-PT-1) p11 N85-10914
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Further development of a transonic cascade analysis
[AO-A145410] P54 N85-11319
Inverse design technique for cascades
[NASA-CR-3836] P 81 N85-12008
Performance of two transonic anted wind tunnels utilizing
limited ventilation P 83 N85-12020
Experiments suitable for wind tunnel wall interference
assessment/correction p 83 N85-12021
Design of a basic airtod lor a slightly swept wing. Pan
i Theoretical transonic airfoil design
[OFVLR-FB-84-19-PT-1] p 86 N8S-12043
A finite element method for the solution of
two-dimensional transonic flows in cascades
[PNH-90216] P86 N85-12045
Investigations of boundary layers in the Emmen Federal
Aircraft works transonic tunnel, Switzerland
[FW-FO-1641] p88 N8S-12877
Comparative flow calculation on transonic cone/cylinder
standard models in connection with the wall interference
(FW-FO-1689] p88 N85-12878
A local slot boundary condition for transonic flow
calculations in slotted-wall test sections of wind tunnels
[FFA-TN-1984-34] p 88 1485-12979
Investigation for me improvement of me transonic tunnel
working section of the Emmen Federal Aircraft Works
(Swirzeitand)
[FW-FO-1881] p118 N8S-12904
Simulation of separated transonic airfoil now by
finite-difference \nscouSHnvoctd interaction
p 146 N85-13768
The numerical simulation of steady transonic rotational
flow using a dual potential formulation
p 146 N85-13770
Experimental studies of transonic airfoil trailing edge and
wake flowfieM properties p 146 N85-13773
Development of the code NSFOIL for analyzing nigh
Reynolds number transonic How around an airfoil
[NAL-TR-816] p 147 N8S-14801
A theoretical design method for 3-dlmensional transonic
(NAL-TR-830] p 161 N85-14834
Review of requirements and status of simulation and
scaling of transonic, viscous flows
[AD-A146357] p 189 N8S-15137
A comparative study of the nonurnqueness problem of
the potential equation
[NASA-TP-2385] p 235 N85-15694
An exploratory study of finite difference grids for
transonic unsteady aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-84583] p 235 N85-15696
Shock waves in transonic (tows at moderate Reynolds
Number p238 N8S-16823
Theoretical contnbuaons to transonic flow analysis for
transport aircraft
[BMFT-F8-W-84-036] p 239 N85-16838
Analysis of inviscid transonic flow around an airfoil by
diagonal form of IAF scheme
[NAL-TR-831] p328 N85-189S5
Effects of airfoil shape, thickness, camber, and angle
of attack on calculated transonic unsteady airloads
[NASA-TM-86320] p 328 N85-18957
Efficient self-consistent vacous-inviscid solutions tor
unsteady transonic flow
[NASA-TM-86335] p 329 N85-18959
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for
two-dimensional canard-wing configurations with
aeroelastic applications
[NASA-TM-86375] p 329 N85-18960
Viscous effects on transonic airtod stability and
response
[NASA-TM-86374] p 329 N85-18961
Unsteady transonic pressure measurements on a
semtspan wind-tunnel model of a transport-type
supercntical wing (Lann model). Part 2: Pressure
distnbutions (ploned) and plots of the vibration modes
[AO-A130488] p330 N85-18965
A fast algorithm of the finite difference method for
computation of the transonic flow past an arbitrary airfoil
with the conservative full-potential equation
p 395 N85-20191
A muted finite difference analysis of the internal and
external transonic flow fields of inlets with centetbody
p 446 N85-20192
A locally linearized panel method for tran-/subsonic flow
past an oscillating wmg p396 N85-20212
Transonic pressure distribution computations of a
flexible wmg - p 396 N85-20213
On relaxation of transonic flows around zero-lift airfoils
and convergence of self-conrecting wing tunnels
p396 N85-20214
Finite difference computation of the flow around airfoils
in two-dimensional transonic slotted wall wind tunnel
p396 N85-20216
Reconstruction of a 3-dimensionaJ transonic rotor flow
field from holographic mterterogram data
[ NASA-TM-866901 p 397 N85-21112
Transonic interactions of unsteady vortical flows
(NASA-TM-86658) P 397 N85-21113
Measured unsteady transonic aerodynamic
characteristics of an elastic supercntical wing with an
oscillating control surface
[NASA-TM-86376] p 398 N85-21116
Pseudospectral calculations of two-dimensional
transonic flow (Task 1) Numerical investigation of VTOL
aerodynamics (Task 2)
[AD-A150123] p399 N85-21128
Unsteady transonic pressure measurements on a
semi-span wind-tunnel model of a transport-type
supercntical wing (Lann model). Pan 2: Pressure
dotnbirtons (plotted) and plots of the vibration modes
[AO-A130488I p449 N85-21S79
Preliminary development of an approximation procedure
for supercritical wing design optimization applications
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The theoretical minimum induced drag of three-surface
airplanes in trim p894 A85-J9128
TWO DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
Turbulent boundary layer-wake interaction
p77 A85-14345
Development of a procedure tor calculating
two-dimensional boundary layers at gas turbine blades —
German thesis p 81 A85-15873
The measurements of drag resulting from small surface
irregularities immersed in turbulent boundary layers
p 126 A85-15937
Efficient self-consistent viscous-invisod solutions for
unsteady transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0482] p 225 A85-19779
TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW
Resonance in flows with vortex sheets and edges
p3 ASS-10357
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Tvra dimensional blade-vortex interaction flow
visualization study
(AIAA PAPER 84-2307] p4 A85-10858
Design method (or highly-loaded blades with blockage
in cascade pS A85-I1644
Theoretical study o) two-dimensional and
three-dimensional potential (tows with rotational source
terms - Application to turbomachines — French thesis
p50 A85-11729
Theoretical study of two dimensional stall in an
incompressible now
(ONERA. TP NO. 1984^3] p 7 A85-12612
Application of the Godunov method and its second-order
extension to cascade Row modeling
[AIAA PAPER 83-19411 p 73 A85-12714
Theoretical study of tfi« transonic now past wedge
profiles with detached shock waves p 74 ASS-12870
Two-dimensional unsteady Mow in Comoro* rotor
p 123 A8S-13995
Hypersonic large-deflection similitude for oscillating
delta wings P 78 A85-148S3
A random choice method for two-dimensional steady
supersonic shock wave Attraction problems
p 141 A85-16531
Theoretical study of blockage effect of wind-tunnel wall
on wake ol two-dmensiona) flat plate normal to plane
wall P272 A85-19402
An incremental Wock-line-Gauss-Seidel method for the
Navier-Stokes equations
(AIAA PAPER 85-0033] P 207 A85-19470
Computational study of circulation control with suction
[AIAA PAPER 85-0042] P 208 A85-19477
Calculation of viscous nozzle Rows by the unsteady
method ot characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 85-01311 P 212 A85-19542
Analysis of circulation control airfoils using an implicit
Navier-Stokes solver
[AIAA PAPER 854171] P 213 ASS-19565
Some features of two-dimensional turbulent separated
Row*
[AIAA PAPER 85-0178] P 214 A85-19570
Application of continuous voracity panels to general
unsteady two-dimensional lining flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-0282] p217 ASS-19633
Numerical solution of the two-dimensional Euler
equations by second-order upwind difference schemes
[AIAA PAPER 85-0292) p218 ASS-19642
Finite volume solution of the two-dimensional Euler
equations on a regular triangular mesh
[AIAA PAPER 85-0435] P 223 A85-19748
Qnd adaptation for the 2-0 Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0484] p 225 A85-19781
On the variety of type discrimination criteria of equations
on S1 and 52 stream surfaces in turbomachtne
P228 A85-20238
Effect of inlet and outlet flow conditions on the Row
and performance ot subsonic two-dimensional diffuser
P228 A85-20241
Analysis of steady, twc-<liii>ensional. chemically reacting,
nonequilibnum, invnad flow in nozzles
p317 A85-25129
Experimental and theoretical investigations ot the
supersonic flow field on a two-dimensional step—German
thesis P318 A85-25448
Sidewall boundary-layer corrections m subsonic,
two-dimensional airfoil/ hydrofoil testing
p439 A85-26761
The effects of gusts on the fluctuating airloads of airfoils
in transonic flow p385 A85-26762
A finite element method for tne solution of
two-dimensional transonic flows in cascades
p386 A8S-26921
Experimental study of flows in a two-dimensional inlet
model P386 A85-27092
Numerical calculation of a laminar two dimensional
straight cascade flow p 386 A85-27348
X-marchmg methods to solve the Nawer-Stokes
equations in two- and three-dimensional flows
(ONgRA, TP NO. 19854] P 387 A8S-27886
Vortex induced lift on a flat plate with a curved
forward-facing Rap p 394 A85-30175
Exact solution for wmd tunnel interference using tne
panel method p 591 AB5-34734
Computation of steady supersonic flows by a
Rux-ditference/splitting method p 545 A85-34735
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamics of
nozzle flow in a rectangular passage
p547 A85-35500
An expenment research of boundary layer control
technique for multi-component airfoils
pSSO A85-35775
Separated flows p 600 A85-36302
Dynamic ground effects on a two-dimensional Rat
plate P628 A8S-39226
A computational study of the unsteady shock-wave
structure in a two-dimensional transonic rotor
p629 A85-39578
Accurate and efficient solutions of transonic internal
Rows
(AIAA PAPER 85-1334] p 631 A85-39729
Two-dimensional turbulent Row analysis in
turbomachmery by the finite element method
(ASME PAPER 84-WA/FM-2] p 633 A85-39874
A Navier-Stokes solution procedure for analysts of
steady two-dimensional transonic nozzle flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-1597] p 713 A85-40713
2-0 and 3-0 Euler flow calculations with a second-order
accurate Galerkin finite element method
[AIAA PAPER 85-1706] p 718 A85-40779
A setf-adaotrve-gnd method with application to airfoil
flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-1525] p 722 A85-40957
Two- and three-dimensional gnd generation for internal
Row applications of computational fluid dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 85-1526] p 803 A85-40958
An impld algorithm tor solving 2D rotational flow in
an aircraft engine fan frame
[AIAA PAPER 85-1534) p 722 A8S-40965
Time dependent computation of the Euler equations for
designing 2-0 cascades, including the case of transonic
shock free design p 727 A85-41814
Tw& i^inonston&l unsts&dy flow in Comprox rotor
p728 A85-41819
Flow structure capturing on overset patched meshes
[AIAA PAPER 85-1690] p 731 A85-42690
Transonic interactions of unsteady vortical flows
p734 A8S-42969
Numerical solution of unsteady two-dimensional viscous
Row around bodies p 734 A85-42970
Analysis of two-dimensional incompressible How past
airfoils using unsteady Navier-Stokes equations
p735 A85-42975
An interactive scheme for three-dimensional transonic
flows p737 A85-42992
Example of transonic gas flow past an asymmetric
profile p814 A85-44130
Contribution to theory of similitude of subsonic Row
p888 A85-48189
Flow instabilities in transonic small-disturbance theory
P869 A85-48531
Vanaoonal principle for two dimensional flows of the
compressible ideal fluid with incontmuous surfaces
p909 A8S-49704
Research on implicit approximate-factorization
finite-difference method for tne Euler equation
p873 A8S-49706
Analytical solutions for unsteady PrandS-Meyet flow
p873 A85-49710
Row instabilities in transonic small disturbance theory
(NASA-TM-86251 ] p 326 N8S-18000
Analysis of sudden expansion flow in a two-dimensional
duct with and without side-wall infection using the k-epsilon
turbulence model p 371 N85-18282
Transonic interactions of unsteady vortical Rows
[NASA-TM-86658] p 397 N85-21113
Pseudospectra! calculations of two-dimensional
transonic Row (Task 1). Numerical investigation of VTOL
aerodynamics (Task 2)
[AO-A1501231 p399 N85-21126
Numerical integration of the unsteady full-potential
equation with applications to transonic Row about a
two-dimensional airfoil
[NLR-MP-84022-U] p 400 N85-21130
Experimental studies of Quasi-Two-Dimensional and
three-dimensional viscous interaction regions induced by
skewed-shock and swept-shock boundary layer
interactions
(AO-A150080] p449 N85-21587
Propagation of three-dimensional turbulent jet from lobar
nozzle through surrounding stream p 527 N85-2278S
Unsteady transonic aerodynamic and aeroelasnc
calculations about airfoils and wings
p 555 N85-25185
Influence of surface roughness on compressor blades
at high reynolds number in a two-dimensional cascade
[AO-A151855] p 603 N85-25777
Flow quality of National Aerospace Laboratory
two-dimensional transonic wind tunnel Part 3. Flow
turbulence level and measuring method
[NAL-TR-842-PT-3] p 684 N85-28952
An evaluation of tour methods of numerical analysis for
two-dimensional airfoil flows
[AO-A155202] p818 N85-32098
TWO DIMENSIONAL JETS
A comparison of triple-moment temperature-velocity
correlations in the asymmetric heated let with alternative
closure models p 124 ASS-14378
Approximate determination of the boundaries of an ideal
gas |et issuing under conditions of pressure difference from
a nozzle with the formation of a free vortex Row
p315 A85-23982
Measurements of a zero-pressure-gradient boundary
layer blown by an asymmetric |et p 390 A85-29077
Characteristics of a two-dimensional turbulent iet m a
bounded slipstream p695 A85-39131
Vector control ot two-dimensional turbulent free |flt by
bottvside flaps p 789 A8S-40358
Inpmgement cooling of turbine airfoils by multiple
two-dimensional lets p 768 A85-41786
Large amplitude forcing of a high speed 2-dimensional
let
[NASA-CR-175646] p 507 N85-22393
TWO PHASE FUOW
Spontaneous vapor condensation in nonequilibnum
supersonic monodisperse flow p 47 ASS-10550
A numerical study of gas-parade supersonic Row past
blunt bodies • The case of axisymmetnc flow
p 74 A85-12771
The fundamental equations of 3-dimensional two-phase
paniculate gas Row and a twofold stream surfaces model
of solution for partculate gas flow in turbomachmes
P228 A85-20233
The motion of a spherical particle suspended m a
turbulent flow near a plane wall p 444 A85-29056
Transonic small-disturbance theory for dusty gases
P546 A85-3S149
Environmental problems in turbomachinery
p769 A85-41811
Row of nitrogen-pressurized Halon 1301 m fire
extinguishing systems
[NASA-CR-174271] p 242 N85-15701
Flow characteristics of a partially submerged liquid
pickup
[OE8S-008744] p699 N8S-28276
TWO STAGE TURBINES
Precalculation ot rotating stall in multistage axial
compressors — German thesis p 287 ASS-19832
Procedure tor the calculation of the charactensdcs of
axial, respectively radial, one or multistage thermal flow
machines, taking into consideration also the effect of
adiustable guide devices — German thesis
p598 A85-33402
u
USSR.
MtG-2000 P412 A85-27839
From Hind to Havoc p4i2 A85-27840
Soviet Ooctme and Aviation Technology Study Seminar.
Washington. DC, April 12, 13, 1985. Proceedings
p463 A85-29949
Evolution ot Soviet air power p 463 A85-29950
Some weight aspects of Soviet helicopters
P495 A85-31975
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-028] p 72 N85-12002
Ministry wants better commo facilities for agroaviation
p 127 N85-12003
Start-2 ATC system installation progresses at
Leningrad p96 N85-12007
USSR report Transportation
[ JPRS-UTR-85-001 ] p 204 N85-16763
Director on institute's cml aviation protects
P204 N8S-16764
International protects, other work of Aeroproyekt
Institute P204 N85-16767
Designer on ovd aircraft design trends in USSR
p 256 N85-16768
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-85-003] p 333 N8S-18032
First deputy minister on 1984 civil aviation
performance p 333 N85-18033
Collegium on aviation fuel conservation efforts
p 343 N8S-18034
Activities at Mil Experimental Design Bureau
p 343 N85-18036
Improvements under way at Gorkry airport
p 360 N85-18040
USSR report Engtneenng and equipment
[JPRS-UEO-85-0011 p370 N85-18200
Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-85-004I p 384 M85-21105
Current development applications of airships in USSR
P396 N85-21109
Minister Bugayev on civil aviation m 1984. plans for
1985 P 468 N85-23689
1st deputy minister on civil aviation support of
economy , p 483 N85-23690
Deputy minister on civil aviation fuel conservation
efforts p 500 N85-23691
Deputy minister on civil aviation construction protects
p 517 N85-23692
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Improvements in personnel needed for better (light
safety p 483 N85-23693
USSR report Engineering and equipment
[JPRS-UEO-84-005] P530 N8S-24157
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-85-008] p 542 N85-25189
Official on Soviet research in deiong techniques
pS63 N85-25191
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-64-015] p S42 N85-25192
Civil air code international flights section explained
p 563 N85-25194
USSR report Transportation
(JPRS-UTR-84-025] p 641 N85-27841
U-2 AIRCRAFT
U-2R. TR-1 - Lockheed's black ladies
p 158 A85-18472
NASA thunderstorm overfhgrft program: Atmosphere
electnaty research An overview report on the optical
lightning detection experiment for spnng and summer
1983
[NASA-TM-86468] p 128 N8S-12330
UOIMET ALLOYS
The substitution of nickel for cobalt in hot isostafically
pressed powder metallurgy UDIMET 700 alloys
p586 A85-37415
UH-1 HELICOPTER
Navigation and flight director guidance for the
NASA/FAA helicopter MLS curved approach flight test
program
[NASA-CR-177350] p 569 N8S-26691
UH-«OA HELICOPTER
Fatigue substantiation of the SH-60B stabilator by test
(AIAA PAPER 84-2452] p 98 A85-13541
long flight tests p 90 ASS-15595
UH-60A external stores support system fixed provision
fainngs drag determination
[AD-A147188] P256 N85-15719
Assessment of simulation fidelity using measurements
of piloting technique in flight p 278 N85-16817
ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCIES
Ultrashort-wave radar subsurface sounding of sea ice
and earth covers p 374 A65-25594
Feasibility of a UHF/TDM communications link for the
worldwide airborne command post (WWA8NCP) system
p823 A85-45133
ULTRALIGHT AIRCRAFT
FAA regulation of ultralight vehicles
p66 A85-11938
Ultralight aircraft • Do they have a future?
[AIAA PAPER 84-2434] p 69 A85-13529
Effects of covering configurations on ultralight wmg
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 85-0277] p217 ASS-19629
Finite element analysis of an ultralight aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-0816] p 490 A85-30234
Ultralights break the rules p615 A85-38439
Parachute extraction device for ultralight gliders
[CH-643499-A5] p 559 N8S-26663
ULTRAPURE METALS
Modem processes tor superdean metal powder
production p 795 A85-43154
ULTRASHORT PULSED LASERS
In situ aircraft inspection by pulsed laser holography
p 1 A85-10554
ULTRASONIC FLAW DETECTION
Inspection of gas-turbine engine blades under operating
conditions p 421 A8S-29775
Ultrasonic detection of cracks m web geometries
p905 A85-47380
Crack characterisation in turbine disks
p905 A85-47396
Development of a quantitative flaw characterization
module - A status report p 905 A85-47402
Evaluation of captured water column technology for
advanced ultrasonic sizing techniques
p906 A8S-47475
Defect detection threshold m riveted joints, test report
no 44-633/F — in aircraft p 129 N85-13260
Nondestructive tests of ceramic components tor aircraft
turbines p 583 N85-26718
ULTRASONIC TESTS
Measurement of ice accretion using ultrasonic
pulse-echo techniques
[AIAA PAPER 85-0471] p 286 A85-19769
Measurement of ice accretion using ultrasonic
pulse-echo techniques p 600 A85-35589
Ultrasonic microstructural noise parameters in a powder
metal alloy p 905 A85-47381
Nondestructive inspection: Improved capabilities of
technicians
[AD-A147388] p295 N85-16196
ULTRASONIC WELDING
Aircraft service testing of ultrasorucally welded panels
p646 A85-37408
Ultrasonic weld bonding of pnmary structures
p853 A85-43546
ULTRASONICS
Evaluation of expenmental epoxy monomers
[NASA-TM-87476] p 597 N85-26996
UNDERCARRIAGES
Deflection model of a CT4-A undercarriage
[AD-A149778] P417 N85-21156
Selection of effective arrangement of heavy
undercarriage systems for use with concrete runways
p 503 N85-24158
UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS
The diffraction of sound waves by an elastic half-plane
attached to a vertical rigid plane p 182 A85-16266
UNDERWATER PROPULSION
Observations of tip vortex cavrtaton inception from a
model marme propeller p 526 A85-33220
UNIFORM FLOW
Noise of an airfoil in a flow
[ONERA. TP NO 1984.155] p 303 A85-19269
Companson of uniform perturbation solutions and
numerical solutions for some potential Mows past slender
bodies
[NASA-CR-172465] p 147 N85-14799
UNITED KINGDOM
Air traffic control and airport authorities - The U.K
viewpoint p 138 AS5-18163
Punitive damages in aviation products liability cases
p 461 A85-27394
Cargo claims - From the earner's point of view
p 461 A85-27395
The liability of aircraft manufacturers and certification
authorities in the United Kingdom p 462 A85-27397
Air frame management concepts tor me UK in the 1990's
A review of recent RSRE work
[AD-A147850] p 246 N85-16853
Innovation in British industry (notably the aircraft
industry) and its value: Collected papers
[BAE-KRS-N-GEN-286] p 313 N85-17933
Snef review of current work in the UK on three
dimensional boundary layers p 603 N85-25788
UNITED STATES
Birds and airport agriculture in the conterminous United
States. A review of literature
(AD-P004208] p429 M85-19975
The FAA grant-in-aid assurances- FAR part 139, and
airport hazards
[AD-P004209] p 429 N85-19976
UNIVERSITIES
NASA Lewis Research Center/University Graduate
Research Program on Engine Structures
[NASA-TM-66916] p 372 N85-18375
Air Force Academy Aeronautics Digest
[AD-A149614] p384 N85-21104
UNMANNED SPACECRAFT
Winged first stages of space transport appliances
[TUM-RT-TB-84/3] p 40 N85-11125
UNSTEADY FLOW
Expenmental research in Poland on turbulence and
high-speed aerodynamics p3 A85-10322
Unsteady loading of leading-edges in unstable flows -
An overview
[AIAA PAPER 84-2306] p4 A85-10857
Unsteady forces on a body immersed in viscous fluids.
I - For a uniformly accelerated elliptic cylinder
p47 A85-10971
Unsteady turbulent boundary layers and fncdon:
Pioceodirujs of the Energy Sources Technology
Conference. New Orleans, LA February 12-15, 1984
p48 A85-11626
Study of the unsteady transonic flow on rotor blade with
different tip shapes
[ONERA. TP NO 1984-82] p7 A85-12611
Improvement and extension of a computational method
for three-dimensional transonic flows
[ONEHA.TPNO 1984-99] p8 A85-12620
Calculation of unsteady transonic separated flows by
\nscous-mviscid interaction
[ONERA.TPNO 1984-100] p8 A85-12621
Calculation of unsteady fan rotor response caused by
downstream flow distortions
[AIAA PAPER 84-2282] p 76 A85-13960
Two-dimensional unsteady flow m Comprex rotor
p 123 A85-13995
High frequency properties in the unsteady linearised
potential flow of a compressible fluid p 78 A85-14852
Computation of unsteady aerodynamic pressure
coefficients in a transonic straight cascade
p 79 ASS-14893
Computation of unsteady aerodynamic pressure
coefficients in a transonic straight cascade. II
[ONERA. TP NO 1984-118] p 80 ASS-15838
A numerical analysis of unsteady separated flow by the
discrete vortex method combined with the singularity
method p 81 ASS-15884
Unsteady response of an axial flow compressor to planar
temperature transients p 143 A85-18507
Steady and unsteady transonic airloads on a supercntical
wing p 143 A85-18509
A vortex-lattice method for general, unsteady
aerodynamics p 144 A85-18S11
An analysis of unsteady torque on a
quasi-three-dimensional centrifugal impeller
p 185 ASS-18531
A sensor for detection of unsteady distortion maxima
in air intakes
(ONERA, TP NO 1984-148] p 205 A85-19262
Comparative study of various quadratures for subsonic
lifting surface chordwise integrals p 205 ASS-19404
An experimental investigation of an airfoil undergoing
large amplitude pitching motions
[AIAA PAPER 85-0039] p 207 ASS-19474
Solution of the unsteady Euler equations for fixed and
rotor wmg configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0120] p211 ASS-19531
Numerical solution of unsteady viscous flow past rotor
sections
[AIAA PAPER 854)129] p 212 A85-19540
Calculation of viscous nozzle flows by the unsteady
method of characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 85-0131] P212 A85-19542
Three-dimensionality in unsteady flow about a wmg
[AIAA PAPER 85-0132] p 212 A85-19543
Unsteady aerodynamics of an airfoil encountering a
passing vortex
[AIAA PAPER 85-0203] p 214 ASS-19587
A Founer Transform method for calculating velocity
profiles on airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-0208] p 215 AB5-19592
Application of continuous vorticrty panels to general
unsteady two-dimensional lifting flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-0282] p 217 A85-19633
Recent advances in computational transonic
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 85-0366) p 221 A85-19699
Is the tree flight/wind tunnel equivalence concept valid
for unsteady viscous flow?
(AIAA PAPER 85-0378] p 222 ASS-19708
Visualization of the spanwise vortex structure in the
starting flow behind an airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 85-0447] p 224 A85-19756
Efficient self-consistent viscous-<nviscid solutions for
unsteady transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0482] p 225 ASS-19779
Disturbance-wave interactions m flows with crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 854)494] p 226 A85-19788
A linearized unsteady aerodynamic analysis for transonic
cascades p 229 A85-20744
An expenmental investigation of an unsteady
combusting flow in a pulse combustor
[AIAA PAPER 85-0322] p 281 A85-20865
Nonreflectmg boundary conditions for the complete
unsteady transonic small-disturbance equation
p290 A85-21875
Unsteady flow at the outlet of the high specific speed
centrifugal compressor impeller
[ASME PAPER 84-JPGC-GT-10] p 365 A85-23194
Three-dimensional unsteady flow in an axial flow
turbine p 314 ASS-23388
Expenmental study of the unsteady flow around a
buffeting wing p317 A85-24805
On the use of parametric differentiation to predict weak
Shockwaves p319 A8S-25465
Control of unsteady separated flow structures on
airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-0531 ] p 321 A85-25931
The effect of opposing unsteady vortiaty on turbulent
wall flow
(AIAA PAPER 854)550] p 321 A85-25943
Unsteady transonic phenomena around highly swept
wings p322 A85-26025
Numerical simulation of unsteady flow m a compressor
rotor cascade
[AIAA PAPER 854)133] p 323 A85-26383
Efficient algorithm for unsteady transonic aerodynamics
of low-aspect-ratio wings p 385 A85-26756
Nonplanar doublet lattices — for lifting surfaces
p 385 A85-26765
Unsteady surface pressure measurements on a pitching
airfoil
(AIAA PAPER 85-0532] p 387 A85-27878
Numerical calculation of rotor performances in real flight
configurations
[ONERA. TP NO 1985-13] p 388 A85-27892
A computer simulation of separated flow past a rotating
cylinder and the Magnus force reversal
p390 A85-28465
A field panel/finite difference method for potential
unsteady transonic flow p 391 A85-29084
Unsteady laminar boundary-layer separation on
oscillating configurations p 391 A8S-29089
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A new approach to apply the potential gradient method
(or supersonic unsteady airloads
[AIAA PAPER 85-05961 p 469 A85-30325
Trie computation of second-order accurate unsteady
aerodynamic generalized forces
[AIAA PAPER 85-0597] p 469 A85-30328
Non-isentropic unsteady transonic small disturbance
theory
[AIAA PAPER 85-0600] p 469 A85-30329
The Kutta condition in unsteady flow
p471 A85-31183
The prediction of transonic flows on advancing rotors
p472 A85-31988
A harmonic gradient method for unsteady supersonic
flow calculations P473 A8S-32583
Unsteady flow atxmt a Joukowski avfod in the presence
of moving vortices p 473 AS5-32603
Observations of tip vortex cavrtatwn inception from a
model marine propeller p S26 ASS-33220
Analysis of unsteady invraod diftuser flow with a shock
wave pSSO A85-34010
A method for predicting unsteady potential flow about
an aerofoil p 545 A85-34707
Some problems in discrete vortex numerical modelling
on vortex motion behind a circular cylinder
p550 A8S-3S786
A new unsteady prescribed wake model of me
aerodynamic behavior of a rotor m forward flight
p817 A85-37178
Aerodynamic characteristics ol the Wea-Fogh
mechanism p623 A85-38370
Stability of the thin-tet model of the unsteady let flap
pS26 A85-38997
A computational study of the unsteady shock-wave
structure in a two-dimensional transonic rotor
p629 A85-39578
Unsteady blade row interactions in a multi-stage
compressor
[AIAA PAPER 85-1134] p 630 A85-39618
Effects of inlet pressure fluctuations on axial flow
compressors - Some experimental and theoretical
results '
[AIAA PAPER 85-1135] p 696 A85-39619
Combustion instability sustained by unsteady vortex
combustion
[AIAA PAPER 85-1248] p 689 A85-39678
Unsteady aerodynamics on the ZKP large-scale model
as a result of rapid control-surface motion
[DGLH PAPER 84-130] p 710 A85-40342
Computation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics with
steady state fixed by truncation error injection
[AIAA PAPER 85-1644] p 715 A85-40744
Computational study of unsteady compressible Row
around an airfoil by a block pentadtagnoal matrix
scheme
[AIAA PAPER 85-1692] p 718 A85-40774
Three-dimensional unsteady Euler equations solutions
on dynamic grids
[AIAA PAPER 85-1704] p 790 A85-4077S
Unsteady characteristics of an airfoil interacting witti a
vortical wake
[AIAA PAPER 85-1707] p 718 A85-40780
Unsteady transonic flow over oscillating slender
bodies
[AIAA PAPER 85-1709] p 718 A85-40781
Unsteady transonic full potential solutions for airfoils
encountering vortices and gusts
[AIAA PAPER 85-1710] p 719 A8S-40782
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for interfering lifting
surface configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1711] p 719 A85-40783
A Mach 2 0 plus supersonic inlet study using the
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1211] p 720 A85-40820
An implicit time-marching method for studying unsteady
flow with massive separation
(AIAA PAPER 85-1489] p 790 A85-40929
Unsteady viscous flow round moving circular cylinders
and airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-1490] p 720 A85-40930
A fast time-accurate unsteady full potential scheme
(AIAA PAPER 85-1512] p 802 A85-40947
Navier-Stokes simulations of rotor-stator interaction
using patched and overlaid grids
(AIAA PAPER 85-1519] p 721 A85-40952
Numerical calculation of unsteady transonic potential
flow over three-dimensional wings p 723 A85-40988
Unsteady, separated flow p 791 A85-40989
A comparison between implicit and hytand methods for
the calculation of steady and unsteady inlet flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-1125] p 725 A85-41417
An improved kernel function computation in subsonic
unsteady lifting surface theory p 726 A85-41739
Unsteady heat transfer of oscillating wake flows
p 726 A85-41781
Unsteady temperature analysis of air-cooled turbine
vanes p 767 A8S-41783
Two-dimensional unsteady flow in Comprex rotor
p728 A85-41819
Measurement ol the three-dimensional unsteady flow
inside a rotor blade passage of an axial-flow fan
p729 A85-41827
Measurement of 3-D unsteady flow downstream of rotor
and staler blades in axial-flow compressors
p729 A85-41828
Aerodynamic responses of turbine rotor blade to
sinusoidal gust of large voracity p 729 A85-41835
An exponmentaJ investigation of an airfoil undergoing
large-amplitude pitching motions p 730 A85-42351
Transonic interactions of unsteady vortical flows
p734 A85-42969
Numerical solution of unsteady two-dimensional viscous
flow around bodies p 734 A85-42970
Unsteady airfoil boundary layers • Experiment and
computation p 735 A8S-42972
Analysis of two-dimensional incompressible flow past
airfoils using unsteady Navier-Stokes equations
p735 A85-42975
An invisod model of unsteady aerofoil flow with fixed
upper surface separation p 816 A85-45166
Computed static stall of a supercritical airfoil
p 867 A85-47103
Extension and use of numerical procedure for the three
dimensional unsteady transonic flows
[ONERA, TP NO 1985-67] p 868 A85-47269
Calculation of three-dimensional flowfteWs by the
unsteady method of characteristics p 869 A8S-48532
The unsteady properties of a flow within a schematic
air intake
[AAAF PAPER NT 84-09] p 870 A8S-48989
The characteristics of unsteady flow in air intakes
[AAAF PAPER NT 84-13] p 870 A85-48993
Verification of calculation methods for unsteady airloads
in the prediction of transonic flutter
[AIAA PAPER 84-0871 ] p 871 A8S-49126
Is any free flight/wind tunnel equivalence concept valid
for unsteady viscous flow? p 871 A85-49138
Unsteady lifdng-line theory as a singular-perturbation
problem p 871 A85-49353
Analytical solutions for unsteady Prandd-Meyer flow
p873 A85-49710
Development and applications of algorithms for
calculating the transonic flow about harmonically
oscillating wings
[NASA-CR-172378] p9 N85-10007
Experiences with nonsynchronous forced vibration in
centrifugal compressors p 187 N85-14119
An expenmental study of airfoil-spoiler aerodynamics
[NASA-CR-177328] p 147 N85-14796
Comparison of analytical and expenmental steadyand
unsteady-pressure distributions at Mach number 0.78 for
a high-aspect-ratio supercritical wing model with oscillating
control surfaces
[NASA-TM-84589] p 235 N85-15697
Some important problems in unsteady boundary layers
including separation 2: Unsteady boundary layers close
to the stagnation region of slender bodies
[AD-A146964] p294 N8S-16069
Proceedings of the workshop on unsteady separated
Row held at the United States Air Force Academy on August
10-11, 1983
[AO-A148249] p 313 N85-17937
Wing rock flow phenomena
[AO-P004154]
 P323 N85-17939
Unsteady aerodynamic loading of an airfoil due to
vortices released intermittently from its upper surface
(AO-P0041621 p324 N85-17947
Can the singularity be removed in time-dependent
flows?
[AO-P0041S5] p324 N85-17950
Unsteady separated flow. Forced arid common voracity
about oscillating airfoils
[AD-P004167] p324 N85-17952
Unsteady separated flows: Generation and use by
insects
[AD-P004168] p324 N8S-17953
Theoretical study of non-linear unsteady aerodynamics
of a non-ngid lifting body
[AD-P004169] p325 N85-17954
Theoretical investigation of dynamic stall using a
momentum integral method
[AD-P004170] p325 N85-17955
Preliminary results from the unsteady airfoil model
USTAH2
[AD-P004171] p325 N8S-17956
Flow separation induced by penodic aerodynamic
interference
(AD-P004174]
 P325 N85-17959
On the flow processes in sharply inclined and stalled
airfoils in parallel movement and rotation
[NASA-TM-77509] p 328 N85-18952
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for
two-dimensional canard-wing configurations with
aeroelasoc applications
[NASA-TM-86375] p 329 N85-13960
Parachute inflation dynamics p 396 N85-20792
Unsteady aerodynamic charactenzation of a military
aircraft in vertical gusts
[NASA-TM-77810] p 396 N85-21110
Three-dimensional unsteady lifting surface theory in the
subsonic range
[NASA-TM-77812] p 397 N85-21111
Transonic interactions of unsteady vortical flows
[NASA-TM-46658] p 397 N85-21113
Unsteady flows around 3-dimensional wings
[AO-A149993] p399 N85-21124
Numerical integration of the unsteady full-potential
equation with applications to transonic flow about a
two-dimensional arrfori
[NLR-MP-84022-U] p 400 (485-21130
Estimating unsteady aerodynamic forces on a cascade
in a three-dimensional turbulence field
(NASA-TM-86701 ] p 478 N85-23704
Recent transonic unsteady pressure measurements at
the NASA Ungley Research Center
(NASA-TM-86408] p 479 N85-23710
Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and its Aeroelastic
Applications
[AGARO-CP-374] p 542 N85-25171
Trends in computational capabilities for fluid dynamics
p601 N8S-25172
Transonic pressure distributions on a two-dimensional
0012 and supercritical M8B-A3 profile oscillating in heave
and pitch p 554 N85-25173
Analysis ol transonic aerodynamic charactenstics for a
supercntical airfoil oscillating in heave, pitch and with
oscillating flap p 554 N85-25175
Experience with transonic unsteady aerodynamic
calculations p 554 N85-25176
Calculation of unsteady transonic separated flows by
viscous-mvisctd interaction p 554 N85-25178
A semi-empmcal unsteady transonic method with
supersonic free stream p 555 N85-25179
Improvement and extension of a numerical procedure
for the three dimensional unsteady transonic flows
p 555 N85-25181
Computation of unsteady transonic flows about
two-dimensional and three-dimensional AGARD standard
configurations p 555 N85-25183
Calculation of unsteady transonic flow around a high
swept wing p 555 N85-25184
The development of unsteady transonic 3-0 full potential
code and its aeroelasoc applications
p 555 N85-2S187
Unsteady analysis of rotor blade tip How
[NASA-CR-3868] p 556 N85-25202
Transonic aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics
of a variable sweep wing
[NASA-TM-66677] p 556 N85-25203
Recent progress in computational aerodynamics
p 558 N8S-26626
Background noise measurements from jet exit vanes
designed to reduced flow pulsations in an open-iet wind
tunnel
[NASA-TM-86383] p 683 N85-279I6
Unsteady flow in multistage turbines
p 698 N85-27946
A first-order time-domain Green's function approach to
supersonic unsteady flow
[NASA-CR-172208] p 741 N85-29930
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for interfenng lifting
surface configurations
[NASA-TM-66432] p 741 N85-29931
Verification of calculation methods for unsteady airloads
in the precipitation of transonic flutter
[NLR-MP-84016-U] p 744 N85-31027
Compendum of unsteady aerodynamic measurements,
addendum 1
[AGARO-R-702-AOO-1] p 744 N85-31028
Data set 9- LANN wing. Pitching oscillation
p744 N85-31030
Modelling of unsteady, incompressible separation on an
aerofoil using an invisad flow algonthm
[GU-AERO-8412] p874 N85-34122
Unsteady transonic heat transfer in a transient facility
[NASA-CR-176145] p910 N85-34354
UNSTEADY STATE
Full load testing in the platform module pnor to tow-out-
A case history of sub-synchronous instability
p 186 N85-14117
Subsynchronous vibrations in a high pressure centnfugal
compressor A case history p 186 N85-14118
Control of rotordynamic instability in a typical gas
turbine's power system p 187 N85-14120
Expenmental on-stream elimination of resonant whirl in
a large centnfugal compressor p 187 N85-14121
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UNSWEPT WINGS
Wing tip sails which give lower drag at all normal flight
speeds p 79 ASS-14854
Cl Beta of unswept flat wings in sideslip II
P623 A85-38371
Conical similarity of shock/boundary-layer interactions
generated by swept and unswept fins
p 626 A8S-38984
Turbulent bubbles behind airfoils and wings at high angle
of attack p 296 N8S-16779
UPPER ATMOSPHERE
Aerodynamics for an entry research vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 85-1793] p814 A85-43879
MERIT A man/computer data management and
enhancement system for upper atr nowcastmg/forecasting
m the United States — Minimum Energy Routes using
Interactive Techniques (MERIT) p 56 N85-10558
Transport processes in the upper atmosphere
p 454 N85-20375
UPPER SURFACE BLOWING
Development of a pneumatic thrust deflector
[SAE PAPER 841558] p 663 A8S-39209
A study of lift characteristics of an upper surface blown
letwtng with a rectangular nozzle p 145 N85-13767
Low-speed wind tunnel tests of the NAL fan-fat STOL
research aircraft model with ground simulation by
tangential blowing
[NAL-TR-828] p 345 N85-18976
UPSTREAM
Upstream influence in eomcalty symmetric flow
P546 A85-35153
Effect of upstream sidewall boundary layer removal on
an airfoil test — conducted in Langley 0.3-m transonic
cryogenic tunnel p 83 N85-12019
UPWASH
Effects of a central fence on upwasn flows
p817 A85-4S839
Integral equation of lining surfaces in Laplace domain
and analytic continuation of its pressure kernel
[NAL-TR-795T] p9 N85-10009
An investigation of turbulence mechanisms m V/STOL
upwash flow fields
[AD-A149786] p 399 N85-21123
Fuselage upwash effects on RSRA rotor systems
[NASA-CR-177349] p 743 N85-31015
UREAS
Long term durability of urea formaldehyde glued ictnts
removed from Vampire aircraft
[AD-A1490S3] p 346 N85-18985
USER MANUALS (COMPUTER PROGRAMS)
Computer programs to predict induced effects of jets
exhausting into a aosslluw
[NASA-CR-166591] p 146 N85-13776
PROGRAM VSAERO- A computer program for
calculating the non-linear aerodynamic characteristics of
arbitrary Configurations. User's manual
[NASA-CH-166476] p 148 N85-14802
NOISEMAP 4 4 computer program update, operator's
manual, addendum 1
[AD-A147091] p302 N85-16503
Automatic dynamic Aircraft Modeler (AOAM), volume
1
[AD-A151410] p57S N85-25252
A user's manual for AMEER flight path traiectory
simulation code
(DE85-006580] p 576 N85-25260
ESP (External-Stores Program)- A pilot computer
program for determining flutter-critical external-store
configurations. Volume 1 User's manual
[AD-A152268] p567 N85-26725
Users manual for coordinate generation code
CROSRA
[NASA-CR-172584] p 634 N85-27824
User's manual for airfoil flow field computer code
SRAIR
[NASA-CR-172585] p 634 N85-2782S
Airport and airway system cost allocation model. Volume
7 User's manual
[AD-A152877] p683 N85-27917
Development of NATOPS performance software for the
SH-3D and SH-3H helicopters
[AD-A156140] ' p887 N85-35192
USER REQUIREMENTS
Operational air traffic control requirements tor the new
Voice Switching and Control System
[AIAA PAPER 84-2435] p 92 ASS-13530
On the development of a data base for the Navstar
GPS phase MB user equipment OT&E (OR) field testing
P95 A85-14839
Future commumcanons/'navigation/surveiHance
requirements tor Department of Defense Air Transport
Operations p 407 A85-27533
New model introduction - The operators' perspective
— in helicopter industry p 482 A85-31981
A mission oriented approach to cockpit design as applied
to observation and attack helicopters
p497 A85-32011
Maintainability aspects in maintenance management
p909 A85-49536
Qvil law enforcement missions p 139 N85-14812
ATE user's view on design for maintainability
p202 N85-16737
Study on needs for a magnetic suspension system
operating with a transonic wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-3900] p 593 N85-26759
1/nUTY AIRCRAFT
LUX - Not just another helicopter p 572 A8S-35351
Application possibilities for transport helicopters
p 707 A85-40290
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
Analytical study of blowing boundary layer control for
subsonic V/STOL inlets p5 A85-11646
Design development and optimization criteria
considerations for a tandem fan medium speed V/STOL
propulsion concept
[AIAA PAPER 84-2395] p 107 A85-13506
Techniques to reduce exhaust gas ingestnn for
vectored-thrust V/STOVL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2398] p 97 ASS-13508
Advances m elector thrust augmentation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2425 J p 107 ASS-13526
Single expansion ramp nozzle development status
[AIAA PAPER 84-2455] p 108 A85-13543
Unique weight and balance aspects of V/STOL airplane
design
[SAWE PAPER 1518] p 159 ASS-18809
From AV-8B to the ASTOVL p 246 A85-19184
Thermal analysis techniques for design of VSTOL aircraft
rotor ice protection
[AIAA PAPER 85-0340] p 332 A85-26387
Designing a V/STOL fighter - McDonnell's AV-SB Harrier
II p570 A85-33437
Hamer GR5, second-generation jump iet. Easier nde,
greater punch p 571 A65-33870
Research trend m advanced technology helicopter
p647 A85-38360
AV-8B-mean Manne V/STOL machine
p648 A8S-38437
V/STOL An update and overview: Proceedings of the
Aerospace Congress and Exposition, Long Beach. CA.
October 15-18. 1984
[SAESP-591] p616 A85-39201
Computer study of a get flap ASTVOL 'Harrier1
[SAE PAPER 841457] p 650 A85-39202
Model test results of the split-fan cross-ducted
propulsion system concept for medium speed V/STOL
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 841495] p 663 A85-39203
Series flow tandem fan - A high-speed V/STOL
propulsion concept
[SAE PAPER 841496] p 650 A85-39204
Circulation control technology applied to propulsive high
lift systems
[SAE PAPER 841497] p 627 A85-39205
Recent developments in elector design for V/STOL
strcrsft
[SAE PAPER 841498] p 663 A85-39206
Twin tilt nacelle V/STOL aircraft
[SAE PAPER 841556] p 650 AB5-39208
Study of an asymmetric flap nozzle as a thrust-vectoring
device p 629 A85-39S82
Investigation of outside visual cues required for low
speed and hover
[AIAA PAPER 85-1808] p 857 A85-43857
Effects of a central fence on upwash flows
p817 A85-45839
Inlet and airframe compatibility for a V/STOL
fighter/attack aircraft with top-mounted inlets
[NASA-TM-84252] p 10 N85-10015
Computer programs to predict induced effects of lets
exhausting into a crossflow
[NASA-CR-166591] p 146 N85-13776
An investigation of turbulence mechanisms in V/STOL
upwasn flow fields
(AD-A149786) p399 N85-21123
Some aspects of the design of a fly-by-wire flying control
system for a supersonic V/STOL fighter aircraft
[COLL-AERON-8413] p 425 N85-21175
Special course on V/STOL aerodynamics; An
assessment of European ier lift aircraft
[AGARD-R-710-ADDENDUM] p 542 N85-25188
Future of V/STOL aircraft systems A survey of
opinions
[NASA-TM-86689] p 654 N85-28937
VALUE ENGINEERING
New materials needs in aeronautics
[SNIAS-851-502-101] p831 N85-33120
DOD Value Engineering Conference report Value
Engineering (VE) A tool that benefits line management
held at Leesburg. Virginia on 1-2 November 1984 Part
2 Plenary session
(AO-A156068] P919 N85-35811
VALVES
Airspeed sensing pressure valve system
[AD-D011472] p348 N85-18987
VANADIUM ALLOYS
The influence of micro-structure on the
temperature-dependent flow properties of T1-6AMV
P687 A6S-38749
Development and properties of Ti-15V-3Cr-3Sn-3AI
(TM5-3) p 851 A85-43662
VANELESS DIFFUSERS
Development of an advanced vaneless inlet particle
separator for helicopter engines
[AIAA PAPER 85-1277] p 666 A85-39694
Slip Factor dependence on flow coefficient in centrifugal
compressors p 793 A85-41823
Lateral fluid forces acting on a whirling centrifugal
impeller m vaneless and varied diffuser
p 187 N85-14123
A three-dimensional axisymmetnc calculation procedure
for turbulent flows in a radial vaneless diffuser
[NASA-TM-86903] p 147 N85-14798
VANES
Matrix solution of compressible flow on S(1) surface
through a turbomachine blade row with splitter vanes or
tandem blades p 227 A85-20228
Complete three-dimensional flow solution of a cascade
incorporating splitter vanes of arbitrary geometry
p 228 A85-20230
Influence of the blockage ratio on the efficiency of swirl
generation with vane swirters
[AIAA PAPER 85-1103] p696 A85-39605
Unsteady temperature analysis of air-cooled turbine
vanes p 767 A8S-41783
Studies on the hot corrosion of a nickel-base superalloy.
Udimet700
(NASA-TM-86882] p 45 N85-11224
Comparison of options for reduction of noise in the test
section of the NASA Langley 4x7m wind tunnel, including
reduction of nozzle area
[NASA-CR-172446-VOL-2] p 197 N85-14667
Prediction of vortex-induced loads on wind-tunnel turning
vanes
[NASA-TM-86678] p 556 N85-25204
Aerodynamic forces developing in channels between
vases in turbine drive wheels p 606 N85-27062
VAPOR PHASES
Helicopter cooling, air cycle/vapor cycle trade-offs
[SAE PAPER A840942] p 570 A85-33753
Environmental control systems for helicopters
compared p 756 A85-41070
VAPOR PRESSURE
Trends of petroleum fuels
[DE85-000116] p522 N85-24023
VAPORIZERS
Recent advances in vaporiser fuel injection technology
p 768 A85-41794
VAPORIZING
Transverse iet breakup and atormzauon with rapid
vaporization along the traiectory p 444 A85-29092
VAPORS
Vapor-screen technique for flow visualization in the
Langley Unitary Ran Wind Tunnel
[NASA-TM-86384] p 740 N85-29929
VARIABILITY
Variability of major organic components in aircraft fuels
Volume 3. Sample data package for the reference JP-4
fuel
[AD-A14S483] p45 N85-112S4
VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES
Variable cycle turboshatt technology for rotor-craft of
the90's
[AIAA PAPER 85-1278] p 666 A85-39695
Supersonic cruise technology
[NASA-SP-472] p617 N8S-28912
Variable cycle engine for high altitude aircraft
(AD-D011705) p774 N85-29969
VARIABLE GEOMETRY STRUCTURES
Design and performance evaluation of a two-position
variable geometry turbofan combustor
p 580 A85-34005
New adaptive test section tor the high-speed wind tunnel
of the OFVLR Goettmgen
(OGtH PAPER S4-J08B) p 778 A8S^O326
A representation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a flight vehicle of varying shape p815 A85-44850
The propagation of a subsonic turbulent iet in a dosed
plane container of varying length p 816 A85-44851
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VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS
Design of compensation schemes for a
nonmtnimum-phase multivanable plant
p458 A85-28810
Circulation control propellers for general aviation,
including a SASIC computer program
[NASA-CR-165968] p 773 N8S-29959
VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
Canard/tad comparison for an advanced
vanable-sweep-wmg fighter
[AIAA PAPER 84-2401J p 97 ASS-13510
Proiacted advantage of an oblique wing design on a
lighter mission
[AIAA PAPER 84-2474) p 102 ASS-13965
Potential flow calculations and preliminary wtng design
in support of an NLF variable sweep transition flight
experiment
[AIAA PAPER 85-04261 p 248 ASS-19741
Discussions on the regular behavior of the longitudinal
dynamic response ot aircraft dunng variable sweep
fights p 674 A8S-38974
Mission adaptive wmg p828 A05-46499
Protect advantage of an oblique wing design on a fleet
air defense mission pB81 A85-49135
AFT1 MAW - Wmg of the future — Advanced Fighter
Technology Integrator flight test program for Mission
Adaptive Wing concept
(SAWE PAPER 1617] p8B3 A8S-49921
Transonic aerodynamic and aeroeiasoc characteristics
of a variable sweep wmg
[NASA-TM-86677] p 556 N85-25203
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES
Application of a vanational method for generating
adaptive gnds — for gas dynamics past airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-0487! p 226 A85-19784
The solution of vanational finite element method for the
inverse problem on S2 relative stream surface in
turbines p318 A65-25215
Vanational problems of gas dynamics - Formulations,
methods of solution, and the relationship between exact
and approximate approaches p 388 A85-28382
The computation of second-order accurate unsteady
aerodynamic generalized forces
(AIAA PAPER 854597] p 469 A85-30326
Families of vanational principles tor the semi-inverse and
type-A hybrid problems on a S2-streamsheet in mixed-flow
turbomachmes p 622 A85-37930
Implicit TVO schemes for hyperbolic conservation laws
in curvilinear coordinates
[AIAA PAPER 85-1513] p 721 A85-40948
Vanational pnnciple families for hybrid problems of
blade-to-blade flow along axtsymmetric stream-sheet • A
unified variable-domain approach p 872 A85-49703
Vanational principle lor two dimensional flows ot the
compressible ideal fluid with incontinuous surfaces
p909 A85-49704
VARIATIONS
The effects of parameter variation on helicopter
[AD-A1S6027] p887 N85-35189
VATOL AIRCRAFT
Preliminary performance of a vertical-attitude takeoff and
landing, supersonic cruise aircraft concept having thrust
vectoring integrated into the flight control system
[NASA-CH-172530] p345 N85-18977
Ground effect on helicopter aerodynamics and stability
p778 N85-31063
VECTOR ANALYSIS
Wind shear measuring on board an airliner
[NASA-TM-77483] p 131 N85-12521
VECTOR SPACES
An algebraic solution of the GPS equations
P406 A85-26609
VECTORS (MATHEMATICS)
Determination of the discrepancy vector components
using nonlinear functions in solving certain boundary value
elasticity problems P600 A85-35900
VEHICLE WHEELS
The analysis on tne dynamic performance of a single
lug
(AO-P004289) p379 N85-18866
VELOCITY
Speed benefits of tilt-rotor designs tor LHX
(NASA-CR-166437] p 255 N85-15717
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
A Founer Transform method for calculating velocity
profiles on airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 8542081 p21S A85-19592
Unsteady flow at the outlet of the high specific speed
centnfugal compressor impeller
(ASME PAPER 84-JPGC-GT-tOI p 385 A85-23194
Incompressible flow round an airfoil in a straight-line
cascade and between parallel walls, with some
phenomena in the boundary layer taken into
consideration p 388 A85-28373
A theorem on swirl loss in propeller wakes
p392 A85-29265
Tno prolifTttna/y dosiyn of ssfodynfliruc pronlBS
p475 A85-33350
Mean velocity and static pressure distributions in a
three-dimensional turbulent free iet p 546 A85-35155
LOA measurements for leading edge vortex core of a
strake-wmg p 550 A85-35774
Power spectral density of subsonic iet noise
p704 A85-37898
Computations of proiectile Magnus effect at transonic
velocities p626 A85-38981
Effects of non-uniform velocity profiles on dual lets in
a crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 85-1674] p 716 A85-40763
Computation of velocity and pressure variation across
thick turbulent stem flows p 738 A85-4298S
Laser anemomaler study of separated flow on wing
profiles
[ISL-CO-214/83] p88 N85-12872
Laminar separation bubble with transition: Prediction
test witft local interaction
[BLL-PNH-9023M8019 3153)] p 189 N8S-15132
Calculation of the velocity Reid generated by a helicopter
mfltn 3nd tsd rotors in hovw
[AO-A147731] p239 N8S-16833
Effsct 0* drsQ, botufKJ nozzlo srray on its forco sod onor^ y
characteristics p 481 N85-24107
Investigation of potential and viscous flow effects
contributing to dynamic stall
[AD-A151696] p602 N8S-25773
A comparison of laser Doppler anemometry and probe
measurements witfm the boundary layer of an airfoil at
subsonic flow
(ISL-CO-219/84] p875 N85-34127
VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Laser-mree-slice (L3S) vetoameter and applications in
aerodynamics flow field measurements
p368 A85-25224
Laser anemometry - Beyond laboratory techniques
P369 A85-26019
Photographic surveying of flow speed and direction
adjacent to a surface p 441 A85-27646
Velocity charactenstics of the wakes of in-cylmder
projectiles
(AIAA PAPER 85-1676] p 716 A8S-40784
Velocity measurements in me near wake of a hovering
rotor
(AIAA PAPER 85-1875] p 725 A85-41408
Measurements of flow field within an axial flow fan rotor
using a Laser Two Focus vekxaneter
p7Z7 A85-41809
The design of a fluidic low-airspeed sensor
P888 A85-47791
Laser vetocimetet measurements of the flow fields
around single- and counter-rotation propeller models
(SA6 PAPER 850870] p 873 A85-50105
Hot section laser anemometry p30 N85-10962
Laser anemometer optimization p 30 N85-10963
Analysis of pressure gradient-velocity correlation in
turbulent prermxed flames p325 N85-17994
Method ot calculating separation flow of subsonic gas
stream around wings p 638 N8S-28181
Geomagnetic veloameter
[AD-OQ11872) p784 N85-29953
Determination of vertical air velocity using
measurements of (tie aircraft motion
p914 N85-35545
VENTILATION
Numerical simulations of the effect of ventilation control
on fire and smoke spread in aircraft cabins
[ASME PAPER 84-HT-104] p 149 A85-18843
Hangar destratrficaDon investigation
[AO-A145049] p38 N85-10078
PoffornAncfi of two transonic flirfoU wtnd tunrrots utilizing
limited ventilation p83 N85-12020
Active and passive shock/boundary layer interaction
control on supercritical airfoils p 238 N85-18795
Theoretical and experimental investigations of dust
loaded flow fields in industrial halls
[BMFT.F8-HA-84-044] p 449 N85-21411
VENTILATION FANS
Theoretical and experimental research to determine load
limits for highly loaded axial flow fans — German thesis
P81 AB5-15872
The effect ot the fan characteristic on the dynamics of
a stand supported by excess pressure — for air cushion
devices p 315 A85-23998
VENTING
Opacity control technique for jet engine test cells
(AD-O011668I
 P774 N8S-29968
VENTS
Numerical simulations ot the effect of floor and ceiling
venting on fire and smoke spread in aircraft cabins
(PB85-178333) p 747 N85-29939
VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS
Aerodynamic charactenstics of an airfoil in a nonunitorm
wind profile p 143 ASS-18506
Aircraft performance in a JAWS microburst
p 453 A85-28776
Instationary dolphin flight - The optimal energy exchange
between a sailplane and vertical currents m the
atmosphere p 646 A85-37488
Numerical solution of the minimum-time flight of a glider
through a thermal by use of multiple shooting methods
p 638 A85-37489
Aircraft performance in a JAWS microburst
p 701 A85-39213
Model of the wmd field m a downburst
p 701 A85-39218
Electra vertical air motions in summer MONEX - Using
the aircraft as an air motion sensor and notification ot a
data labeling error p 800 A85-42173
Optimal flight paths through microburst wind profiles
(AIAA PAPER 85-1833) p 839 A85-43872
Analysis of aircraft control strategies for microburst
encounter — low altitude wind shear
p846 A8S-46327
Determination of vertical air velocity using
measurements of the aircraft motion
p 914 N85-35545
Measurements for the determination of the vertical
structure ot the corrvectrve boundary layer — atmospheric
boundary layer p 915 N85-35550
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION
Partitioning of the vertical turbulent energy transport into
positive and negative contributions — meteorology
p 915 N85-35551
Aircraft measurements dunng the Bonn Experiment
(BONEX 1) - meteorology p 915 N85-35552
VERTICAL FLIGHT
Optimal symmetric flight with an intermediate vehicle
model p 497 A85-32780
Improved feedback algorithms tor optimal maneuvers
in vertical plane
(AIAA PAPER 85-1976] p 845 A85-45956
VERTICAL LANDING
Joint services vertical lift development (JVX) program -
Looking to Die future p 71 A85-15592
Evaluation of a real-time predictive guidance law for
landing VTOL aircraft at sea
(AIAA PAPER 84-2673] p 151 A85-17856
Loading charactenstics ot VTOL aircraft and their effect
on the remaining life of the aircraft p 250 A85-20469
Visualization studies of jet impingement flows at
McDonnell Douglas Research Laboratories
p867 A85-47144
Why vertical landing — aircraft
(BAE-KRS-N-GEN-301 ] p 343 N85-18048
VERTICAL ORIENTATION
Lateral fluid farces acting on a whirling centrifugal
impeller in vanetess and vaned dirfuser
p 187 N85-14123
VERTICAL TAKEOFF
Development and qualification testing of S-76 helicopter
takeoff and landing procedures for reduced field length
P414 A85-28643
Visualization studies of iet impingement flows at
McDonnell Douglas Research Laboratones
p 867 A85-47144
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
A novel expenmental facility for conducting iet
impingement studies related to VTOL aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 85-0052] p 209 ASS-19484
Structural components, design ol nit-rotor JVX near
completion p 249 A85-20059
Loading characteristics of VTOL aircraft and their effect
on the remaining life of trie aircraft p 250 A85-20469
Comparison of noise prediction for the X-wing system
and a conventional rotor in hover p 493 A85-31953
An assessment of the impact of technology on VTOL
weight prediction p495 A85-31974
JVX design update p496 A85-31999
TF34 convertible engine control system design
P506 A8S-3200S
A nonlinear pilot model for hover p 513 A85-32783
Sensitivity reduction and robust tracking with application
to aircraft control p513 A85-33283
V-22 Osprey development contract tests new
procurement policy p 541 A85-36421
Estimation ot hot gas remgestion for a VTOL aircraft
at the conceptual design stage
(SAE PAPER 841555] p 663 A85-39207
The integration ot a new concept in VTOL aircraft
propulsion
(AIAA PAPER 85-14481 p 651 A85-39785
Argus • Standoff-reconnaissance with unmanned rotor
platform
(DGLH PAPEB 84-126] p 754 A85-40339
A-273
VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION SUBJECTINDEX
Extension of CFD technology used to design the JVX
inlet
[AIAA PAPER 85-1215] p 720 A85-40822
The V-22 Osprey p 755 A85-41068
Snatching Hamer from the air with Skyhook
p 781 A85-42890
Supersonic jump lets p 825 A85-43941
Reduced conservatism in time domain stability
robustness bounds by state transformation - Application
to aircraft control
f AIAA PAPER 85-1926] p 859 A85-45927
Multivanable control of VTOL aircraft for shipboard
landing
[AIAA PAPER 85-1928] p 844 A85-45928
Optimization of ski-jump take-off performance
[AIAA PAPER 85-1962] p 827 A85-45946
JVX design to cost methodology — Joint Services
Advanced Vertical Lift Aircraft Program
(SAWE PAPER 1591) p883 A85-49912
An engine trade study for a supersonic STOVL
fighter-attack aircraft, volume 1
[NASA-CR-166304] p2 N85-10910
Simulation evaluation of two VTOL control/display
systems in IMC approach and shipboard landing
[NASA-TM-85996] p 173 N85-14841
Circulation control A bibliography of DTNSRDC
research and selected outside references: Update
(AD-A146966] p 201 N85-15661
International aviation (selected articles)
[AO-A148704] p204 N8S-16762
Pseudospectral calculations of two-dimensional
transonic Bow (Task 1) Numerical investigation of VTOL
aerodynamics (Task 2)
(AO-A150123) p399 N85-21126
Analysis of control system from a viewpoint of desired
pole placement and desired degree of robustness
[AD-A152627] p 675 N85-27876
VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
Gate array, standard cell, and fully custom - Building
blocks for the digital avionics designer
[AIAA PAPER 84-2711) p 184 A85-17880
VLSI chip set for high-performance avnrac computers
[AIAA PAPER 84-2730] p 184 A8S-17887
Development of consensus modular avionics
standards p 833 AS5-45003
VERY LOW FREQUENCIES
Anomalous interference in Omega VLF wave
propagation on east-to-west equatorial paths
p 14 A85-11024
A feasibility study of a VLF radio compass for Arctic
navigation p 94 A85-14833
VHP OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION
Some concepts for improving non-precision approach
guidance through use of on-board data bases
p95 A85-14837
Automated VOR ground check techniques
p465 A85-31273
Effect of counterpoise on VOR antenna radiation
patterns p 566 A85-33999
A balloon tracking system that uses the VHF
omidi/ectonal range (VOR) network p 643 A8S-38313
Use of microprocessor techniques and new antenna
systems to improve the navigation aids very high frequency
omnidirectional radar (VOR). Ooppler VOR and Instrument
Landing System (ILS)
fBMFT-FB-W-S4-OZ6] p 16 N85-10930
Evaluation of radio navigation systems and their
configuration with respect to mtmmum cost
[ESA-TT-847] p751 N85-31043
VHSIC (CIRCUITS)
Life cycle cost model for very high speed integrated
circuits
[AD-A147798] p297 N85-17298
VIBRATION
Helicopter rotor blade design for minimum vibration
[NASA-CR-3825] p 19 N85-10032
Rotordynamic analysis of the SSME turbopumps using
reduced models
(NASA-CR-171170J p53 N85-10355
Subsynchronous vibrations m a high pressure centrifugal
compressor A case history p 186 N85-14118
Expenences with no-asynchronous forced vibration in
centrifugal compressors p 187 N85-14119
Internal hysteresis expenenced on a high pressure syn
gas compressor p 187 N85-14122
Propulsive efficiency of vibrating wing m supersonic
flow p 146 N85-14656
F-8 refueling boom ground vibration test
[NASA-TM-64914] p 255 N8S-15713
Analysis of the surface load and radiated sound of a
vibrating airfoil with application to the experiment of
Brooks
(NASA-CH-3864] p 305 NS5-16590
Integrated Technology Rotor/Right Research Rotor
(ITH/FHR) concept definition study
[NASA-CR-166444] p 345 N85-18981
Ada Aeronautca et Astronautic Sinica (selected
articles)
[AD-A148830] P384 N85-19922
Normal mode calculations for fuselage type intricate
structures by regarding them as systems with superposed
constraints p 500 N85-22817
Condition monttonng of helicopter gearboxes using
automatic vibration analysis techniques
p510 N85-23790
Transmission error measurements in gearbox
development p 529 N85-23794
Oscillations of gas turbine installation rotors under
operating conditions p 530 N85-24077
Recent developments m the dynamics of advanced rotor
systems
[NASA-TM-86669] p 531 N85-24320
Turbine blade-tap clearance excitation forces
[NASA-CH-171S34) p773 N85-29963
A phase-kicked frequency multiplier for the signal
averaging of the vibration of the Wessex helicopter input
spiral bevel pinion
[AO-A154914] p829 N85-32113
Proposal tor modifications to the Wessex helicopter mam
rotor gearbox vibration monitoring program
[AD-A155196] p830 N85-32117
Development of a temperature-compensated hot-film
anemometer system for boundary-layer transition
detection on high-performance aircraft
(NASA-TM-86732] p 835 N85-33121
Laboratory vibration schedules
(AD-A155856] P887 N85-3S188
VIBRATION DAMPING
Optimal frequency response shaping by appendant
structures — tor helicopter model p 46 A85-10403
The prediction of buffeting response in flight from
wind-tunnel measurements on models of conventional
construction p 18 A85-11475
Resonance vibrations of skeleton models of turbine
blades with a composite fir-tree root p 26 A85-11821
Root locus method and automatic identification of modes
in flutter analysis p35 A85-12356
Higher harmonic control for rotaiy wmg aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2484) p 100 ASS-13559
Damping of composite materials p 119 A85-15579
A digital simulation study of 2-dnnens»naf flutter active
suppression system p 172 A85-18280
Determination of subcntical damping in CF-5 flight flutter
tests p 158 A85-18520
Active control of helicopter vibrations through multjcydic
controls p356 A8S-26018
Computer-aided frequency domain synthesis of a robust
active flutter suppression control law
[AIAA PAPER 85-0754] p511 A85-30373
Development and evaluation of a generic active
helicopter vibration controller p 496 A85-32004
Active vibration suppression of a cantilever wmg
p497 A85-32344
Design of a flutter suppression system for an
experimental drone aircraft p 497 AS5-32S84
Active flutter suppression using exjenspace and linear
quadratic design techniques p 512 A85-32779
The status of flutter suppression technology using active
controls p775 A85-4099S
Rotor system design - An adventure in compromise
p7S6 A85J1069
Analyses of cascade flutter as a multi-eigenvalue
problem (on cascade composed of two groups of blades
having different natural frequencies!
p 769 A85-41836
Subcnbcal damping ratios of a two-dimensional airfoil
in transonic flow p817 A85-<5849
A second order adaptive controller for wmg flutter
control
[AIAA PAPER 85-1965] p 828 A85-4S949
Basic study of bladed disk structural response
[AD-A146226] p112 N85-12061
Turbine blade damping study, introduction
p113 N85-12891
F-8 refueling boom ground vibration test
(NASA-TM-34914) p 255 N85-15713
Study to eliminate ground resonance using active
controls
[NASA-CR-166609] p 255 N85-15715
A study of internal and distributed damping for vibrating
turbomachmer blades
[NASA-Cn-175901) p671 NS5-27868
Stressed-stramed state of tightening buckles in sectional
runners of gas turbines p 672 N85-28149
Fixed gain and adaptive techniques for rotorcratt
vibration control
[NASA-CR-177344] p819 N85-33111
Flutter clearance of the Schwaizer 1-36 deep-stall
sailplane
[NASA-TM-85917] p 830 N8S-33118
VIBRATION EFFECTS
The effect of vibration on film cooling over a gas turbine
blade p 168 A85-16576
Load sharing in a planetary gear stage m the presence
of gear errors and misalignment
[ASMS PAPER 84-OET-54] p 580 A85-33768
Singular asymptotic expansions in nonlinear
rotordynamics
[NASA-CR-174012] P39 N85-10100
Propeller propulsion system integration State of
technology survey
[NASA-CR-3882] p 398 N8S-21119
Singular asymptotic expansions in nonlinear
rotordynamics p 451 N85-22218
Vibrations of rotors connected through couplings with
backlash p672 N85-28147
Stressed-stramed state of tightening buckles in sectional
runners of gas turbines p672 N8S-2S149
VIBRATION ISOLATORS
Helicopter airframe variable tune vibration absorber
(AIAA PAPER 84-25311 p 101 A85-13S90
Stability of squeeze film damped multi-mass flexible rotor
bearing systems
[ASME PAPER 84-TRIB-45] p 289 A85-21296
Extended aeroelasnc analysis for helicopter rotors with
prescribed hub motion and blade appended penduluum
vibration absorbers
[NASA-CR-172455) p 85 N85-12038
Vibration isolated cold plate assembly
[A0-D011444] p373 N85-19368
Helicopter rotor
[CH-637890-A5] P574 N85-25245
Aircraft rotor blade with passive tuned tab
[NASA-CASE-ARC-1 1444-1) p 759 N85-29947
VIBRATION MEASUREMENT
Experimental methods for the analysis of dynamic
phenomena found in helicopters p 155 A85-16199
Development of a noninterference technique for
measuring turbine engine rotor blade stresses
[AIAA PAPER 85-1472] p697 A85-39797
Noncontact engine blade vibration measurements and
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 85-1473] p 670 A85-39798
Noncontact measurement of rotating blade vibrations
P770 A85-41853
Blade vibration on radial impellers excited by rotating
stall-cells and during surge p 771 A85-41854
Monitoring and diagnosing the technical condition of
gas-turbine engines from vibration parameters — Russian
book p 771 A85-42275
VIBRATION MODE
Experimental methods for the analysis of dynamic
phenomena found in helicopters p 155 A85-16199
Modes of shock-wave oscillations on spike-tapped
bodies p232 A85-21855
The evolution of flutter excitation at McDonnell Aircraft
P414 A85-28648
Natural mode analysis of N blades disc coupled system
- Modal synthesis of symmetric structure with Cnv group
P445 A85-29147
Multimode instability prediction method
(AIAA PAPER 85-0737] p 523 A85-30370
Contribution to the linear dynamic analysis of slender
bodies in low and medium frequency ranges
[ONERA, TP NO. 1985-95] p 525 A8S-32345
Experimental determination of the effect of nonlinear
stiffness on the vibration of elastic structures
P692 A85-37177
Analysis of asymmetric natural vibrations of an aeroplane
with moving deformable control surfaces
P883 A85-49672
Analysis of natural vibrations of a deformable aeroplane
with fixed control systems p883 A85-49673
Helicopter rotor blade design for minimum vibration
[NASA-CR-3825) p 19 N85-10032
The use of an optical data acquisition system for bladed
disk vibration analysis
[NASA-TM-86891] p 190 NB5-15184
Unsteady transonic pressure measurements on a
semi-span wind-tunnel model of a transport-type
supercritical wing (Lann model). Part 2. Pressure
distributions (plotted) and plots of the vibration modes
[AD-A 130488] p449 NB5-21579
VIBRATION TESTS
Dynamic characteristics of an unloading device — tor
flight vehicle vibration tests p 155 ASS-17068
Determination of subcntical damping in CF-5 flight flutter
tests p 158 ASS-18520
The development of a finite element model of an aircraft
vertical stabilizer lor vibration analysis
p290 A85-21683
A review of complete weapon vibration testing
techniques p 426 A85-26555
A test system lor determining the strength of structural
elements exposed to a high-temperature gas stream and
vibratonal loads p 426 A85-27768
A-274
SUBJECTINDEX VISCOUS FLOW
The evolution of flutter excitation at McDonnell Aircraft
p 414 A8S-28648
Exploratory Nutter test in a cryogenic wind tunnel
(AIAA PAPER 85-0736) p 515 A8S-303S9
Evaluation of intenor noise control treatments for
advanced turboprop aircraft p 573 A85-35588
Efficiencies of multiple-input techniques for aircraft
ground vibration testing
[SAE PAPER 8415751 p 682 A85-39274
F-3 refueling boom ground vibration test
(NASA-TM-64914) p 255 N85-15713
Investigation ot gas-turbine engine blower impeller
vibrations with change in engine intake conditions
pS30 N85-24170
Vibrations ot rotors connected through couplings vnth
backlash pS72 N85-28147
VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA
An explanation for the asymmetry of the modulation
sidebands about the tooth meshing frequency in epicyctic
gear vibration p 441 A8S-27480
Investigation on experimental techniques to detect,
locate and quantity gear noise in helicopter
transmissions
[NASA-CR-3847] p305 N85-17667
VIBRATIONAL STRESS
The dynamic stressed state of the cantilever
turbocompressor blades of gas-turbine engines
p 421 A85-29886
Investigation of gas-turbine engine blower impeller
vibrations with change in engine intake conditions
pS30 N85-24170
VIDEO DATA
Producing high scene content with perspective validity
(AO-P004314) p358 N85-17968
Automated and interactive data base generation
[AO-P004316] p374 N8S-17970
Geographic subdivision and top level data structures.
Columbus, Magellan, and expanding CIG (Computer Image
Generation) horizons
[AO-P004317J P374 N85-17971
CIG (Computer image generation) data bases in an
instance: Sits and pieces
[AD-P004318I p375 N8S-17972
VIDEO DISKS
Low altitude high speed flight strnulatjon using video doc
technology
[AO-P004312I p35B N85-17966
VIDEO EQUIPMENT
Recent advances in airborne video/data recording
p347 A85-24263
VIRUSES
Molecular interactions of high energy fuels and iet fuels
with oncogenic viruses and endogenous viruses
[AO-A145484] p45 N8S-11255
VISCOELASnC DAMPING
Development of the aerospace structures technology
damping design guide p 39 A85-12477
Free vibration characteristics ot penodealty stiffened
panels with damped stringers p 182 A85-16763
The role of damping on supersonic panel flutter
p907 A8S-48557
VISCO ELASTICITY
A theoretical study of stability of a ngid rotor under the
influence of dilute vracoeiastic lubricants
[ASME PAPER 84-TRI8-17] p 289 A85-21278
Skirt material effects on air cushion dynamic heave
stability P307 A85-21840
Hyperbolic phenomena in the flow of viscoelasttc
fluids
(AO-A153533) pTOO N85-29186
viscopLAsncrrv
Life prediction at high temperature under multiaxial
loading p 267 N8S-15745
On thermomechamcal testing in support of constitutive
equation development for high temperature alloys
[NASA-CR-174879] p 60S N85-25894
VISCOSITY
Choking phenomena in multiftow nozzles with and
without viscosity effects p 3 A85-10540
Influence of viscosity on the vortex sound
(AIAA PAPER 84-2339) p 62 ASS-10880
Influence of viscosity on aerodynamic sound emission
in free space p 132 A85-12880
Effects of turbulence and viscosity variation on the
dynamic coefficients of fluid film loumal bearings
[ASME PAPER 84-TRIB-8] p 289 A85-21283
Estimation of structural transformations in jet fuels from
electrical conductivity and viscosity p 518 A85-31572
Aerodynamic sound generation caused by viscous
processes p 705 A85-38432
Effects of viscosity and modes on transonic aerodynamic
and aeroelastic charactensncs of wings
p817 A8S-45837
Laminar flow heat exchangers. Viscosity induced
non-uniform flow
[AD-A1447T7] p 53 N85-10307
External fuel vaporization study, phase 2
[NASA-CH-174079] p45 N85-11252
New discovery in supersonic flight research
p 314 N85-18041
Trends of petroleum fuels
[OE85-000116J P522 N85-24023
Aerodynamic performance of a wing in ground effect
using the PANAIR program
(AD-A1533031 p635 N85-27832
Floating shock-fitting in transonic potential flow
calculations p 742 N85-31007
Measurement and correlation of iet fuel viscosities at
low temperatures
(NASA-CFI-174911) p901 N85-34295
VISCOUS DAMPING
Effects of friction dampers on aerodynarmcaUy unstable
rotor stages p265 A85-21866
VISCOUS DRAG
NASA research on viscous drag reduction II
p48 A85-11624
Aircraft drag reduction technology
p257 N85-16782
VISCOUS FLOW
Effects of slip and chemical reaction models on
three-dimensional nonequilibnum viscous shock-layer
flows pSO A8S-15S06
A theory for a three-dimensional hypersonic viscous
shock layer in the vanity of a plane of symmetry
p 141 A85-16217
Exact solutions of singular equations for viscous
transonic flows p 142 A85-16939
Viscous/inroad analysis of curved sub- or supersonic
wall tets p 145 A8S-18677
Numerical solutions of viscous transonic flow in
turbomacrnnery cascades
[AIAA PAPER 85-0007] p 206 ASS-19454
Numerical solution of unsteady viscous flow past rotor
sections
[AIAA PAPER 85-0129] p 212 A8S-19540
Calculation of viscous nozzle flows by the unsteady
method of characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 85-0131] p 212 ASS-19542
Numencal computation of viscous flowfiekts about
multiple component ainous
[AIAA PAPER 85-0167) p 213 ASS-19563
Computation of unsteady shock-induced vortex
separation
[AIAA PAPER 85-0183] p 214 ASS-19573
Recent advances in computational transonic
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 654366] p 221 ASS-19699
Viscous/invtsDd interaction analysis of transonic shock
induced separated flow including normal pressure
gradients
[AIAA PAPER 85-0371 ] p 221 A85-19703
Efficient self-consistent viscous-tnvtscid solutions for
unsteady transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0482] p 225 A85-19779
Hypersonic chemically nonequiiibnum viscous shock
layer on wings with a catalytic surface
p229 A8S-20561
Optimal control ot flow ot a viscous incompressible
fluid p290 A85-22105
Analytical modeling of circuit aerodynamics in the new
NASA Lewa Altitude Wind Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 85-0380) p 323 A8S-26389
A full Navier-Stokes solution of viscous gas flow through
profile cascade on SI stream surface of revolution
employing nonortnogonal curvilinear coordinate system
p385 A85-26699
Numencal calculation of a laminar two dimensional
straight cascade flow p 386 A85-27348
A viscous-mvisod interaction method for computing
unsteady transonic separation
[ONERA. TP NO. 1985-5] p 387 A85-27885
Visod/invtsod interaction analysts of separated
trailing-edge flows p390 A85-29076
Review • Computational methods for internal flows with
emphasis on turbomachinery p 392 A85-29126
Computation of three-<iimensionaJ viscous flows using
a space-marching method p 392 A85-29259
Three-dimensional nonequiiibnum viscous flow over the
Shuttle OrtMer with catalytic surface effects
P392 A8S-29301
Viscous effects on transonic airfoil stability and
response
[AIAA PAPER 85-05861 p 469 A85-30321
Viscous shock-layer flowlield analysis by an
explicit-implicit method p 474 A85-32612
A note on blade wake interaction influence on
compressor stator row aerodynamic performance
P475 A85-32965
Numencal optimization method for airfoil design
p475 A85-33014
Numencal calculation of separation flow over seventy
indented blunt body p 551 A85-35777
A numerical study of the separation How by
Navier-Stokes equation past a circular cylinder and
sphere p 551 A85-35782
Viscous influence in axisymmetnc laminar supersonic
flow over blunt bodies p 552 A8S-36339
Large CYBER 205 model of the Euler equations for
vortex-stretched turbulent flow around delta wings
p 553 A85-36675
A numerical investigation ot a viscous hypersonic air
flow around elongated blunted bodies at large angles of
attack p619 A85-37333
European transonic wind tunnel p 681 A85-37491
Numencal simulation of hypersonic viscous fore- and
afterbody flows over capsule-type vehicles at angles of
attack
[AIAA PAPER 8549241 p 620 A85-37593
Computational methods for hypersonic viscous flow over
finite ellipsoid-cones at incidence
[AIAA PAPER 85-0925] p 620 A8S-37594
Numencal solution of two- and three-dimensional rotor
tip leakage models p 626 A8S-38989
Calculation of three-dimensional, viscous flow through
turbomachinery blade passages by parabolic marching
[AIAA PAPER 85-1408] p 632 A85-39767
Numencal investigation of internal high-speed viscous
flows using a parabolic technique
[AIAA PAPER 85-1409] p 632 A85-39768
Numencal calculation of subsonic lets in crossflow with
reduced numerical diffusion
[AIAA PAPER 85-1441] p697 A85-39780
Computation of three-dimensional transonic viscous
flowfields using unsteady parabolized Navier-Stokes
equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1595] p 713 A85-40711
Boundary layer effects on the flowfield about
flow-through nacelles
(AIAA PAPER 85-1623] p 714 A85-40729
Unsteady viscous flow round moving circular cylinders
and airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-1490] p 720 A85-40930
Computation of three-dimensional viscous transonic
flows with the LU factored scheme
[AIAA PAPER 85-1510] p 721 A85-40945
Finite element methods for high speed Hows
[AIAA PAPER 85-1533) p 791 A85-40963
Recent tendency of flow field calculations with
three-dimensional separation around high velocity
vehicle p 723 A85-40992
A numerical method for duct flow with boundary layer
separation
[AIAA PAPER 85-1410) p 726 A85-41422
Developments in the simulation of separated flows using
finite difference methods p 732 A85-42953
Application of a viscous-inviscid interaction method to
predict transonic separated flows p 732 A85-42957
Newton solution of coupled Euler and boundary layer
equations p 733 A85-42958
Airfoils with separation and the resulting wakes
p 733 A85-42959
Vorticity dynamics - A viscous point of view over
aerodynamics p 733 A85-42961
Viscous-inviscid interaction computations using a
pseudo Navier-Stokes approach p 733 A85-42964
Numencal solution of unsteady two-dimensional viscous
flow around bodies p 734 A85-42970
A three-dimensional boundary-layer analysis including
heat-transfer and blade-rotation effects
p 737 A85-42988
Invisctd and viscous flows in cascades with an explicit
multtple-gnd algorithm p 869 A85-48539
Numerical simulations of viscous fluid flows in air intakes
at high angles of attack
[AAAF PAPER NT 84-12) p 907 A85-48992
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of fighter
wings at high angles of attack
CAO-A145107] p 10 N85-10017
Review of requirements and status ot simulation and
scaling of transonic, viscous flows
[AD-A146357] p 189 N85-15137
Analytical modeling ot circuit aerodynamics in the new
NASA Lewis wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-86912] p 234 N85-1S688
Recent advances in computational methods to solve
the high-lift multi-component airfoil problem
p 236 N85-16774
Aerodynamic issues in the design of high-lift systems
(or transport aircraft p 256 N85-16780
Theoretical study of non-linear unsteady aerodynamics
of a non-ngid lifting body
[AO-P004169] p325 N85-17954
Numencal approach lor the aerodynamic analysis if
airfoils with lamnar separation
[NASA-CR-172498] p 326 N85-18001
Viscous effects on transonic airfoil stability and
response
[NASA-TM-86374] p 329 N85-18961
A-275
VISCOUS FLUIDS SUBJECT INDEX
A multistage time-stepping scheme for me
Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-CR-172527] p 373 N85-19365
The generation of three-dimensional body-fitted
coordinate systems for viscous flow problems
(AD-A150861) p 536. N85-24848
Numerical calculation of Subsonic jets in crossflow with
reduced numencal diffusion
[NASA-TM-87003] p 581 N85-25263
Investigation of potential and viscous flow effects
contributing to dynamic stall
[AD-A151696] p602 N85-25773
Computational aerodynamics in designing aircraft
p 576 N85-26622
Recent progress m computational aerodynamics
p558 N85-26626
The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering p 605 N85-26629
Proceedings of the 9th US An- Force and the Federal
Republic of Germany Data Exchange Agreement Meeting,
Viscous and Interacting Flow Reid Effects
[AD-A153020] p 699 N85-28266
A new finite element approach: Progiess m invraod
flow computations
[NASA-TM-86434] p 798 N85-31450
A three-dimensional viscous flow analysis for the
helicopter tip vortex generation problem
[NASA-CR-3906] p874 N85-34114
VISCOUS FLUIDS
Unsteady forces on a body immersed in viscous fluids
I - For a uniformly accelerated elliptic cylinder
p47 A8S-10971
Measurements of despin and yawing moments produced
by a viscous liquid p 423 A8S-26447
Cavitation models of separated flow of a low-viscosity
fluid past wing profiles p 390 A85-29004
Average force acting on a small sphere in a
traveling-wave field in a viscous fluid
pSOS A8S-41646
Analysis of the surface load and radiated sound of a
vibrating airfoil with application to the experiment of
Brooks
(NASA-CR-3864] p 305 N85-16590
VISIBILITY
Automated visibility measurements for airports
[AIAA PAPER 85-0191 ] p 274 A85-19577
Shipboard measurement of cloud bases and average
surface visibility with an eye-safe lidar
[AD-A144889] p 53 N85-10345
Evaluation of nose, roof, and mast mounted sensor
platforms for piloting and sighting, integrated m future
combat helicopters p 260 N85-16808
The visibility climatology of McMurdo Sound-Williams
Field. Antarctica
(AO-A148108) p300 N85-17492
The measurement of aircraft windscreen haze and its
effect on visual performance
| AD-A154949] p 829 N85-32114
VISION
The development and evaluation of color display
systems for airborne applications Phase 1: Fundamental
visual, perceptual, and display system considerations
[FAA/PM-85-19] p857 N85-33700
VISUAL AIDS
Among the weeds at night - Transition to night NOE
flying p763 A85-41532
VISUAL CONTROL
Guidelines for the evaluation of visual approach slope
indicators
[ARL/SYS-H-32] p880 N85-34132
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[AO-P004139] p375 N85-18475
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[AO-P004196] p428 N85-19963
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[AO-P004197] p428 N85-19964
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[AD-P004199] p4S3 N85-19966
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[AO-P004200]
 P454 N85-19967
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[PB85-101475/GAH] p 188 N85-14951
WASTE TREATMENT
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[AO-P004139] p375 N85-18475
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[AD-P004139] p375 N85-18475
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A study of heat transfer dunng the injection of water
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p 349 A85-23984
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Description of a technique to measure spray distnbunon
in an air stream
[AD-A149780] p398 N85-21122
Estimation of gas turbine engine boost provided by
injecting water behind compressor p 509 N85-22838
WATER LANDING
Air earner overwater emergency equipment and
procedures
[PB85-917008] p820 N85-32105
WATER TEMPERATURE
Variable-temperature water tunnel for high Reynolds
numbers
(AIAA PAPER 854051 ] p 273 A85-19483
WATER TUNNEL TESTS
Vortex research facility improvements and preliminary
density stratification effects on vortex wakes
[AIAA PAPER 85-0050] p 209 A85-19482
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numbers
[AIAA PAPER 854051 ] p 273 A85-19483
Quantitative exploitation of tracer visualization obtained
in the hydrodynamic tunnels ot ONERA
[ONERA.TP NO. 1985-10] p 442 A85-27889
LDA measurements for leading edge vortex core of a
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Flow visualization in water channels by means of a
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Vortex flow visualization studies of a strake-wing in water
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development
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development p 856 N85-33535
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Mechanism of broadband iet noise amplification and
suppression under controlled excitation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2319) p 61 A85-10866
WAVE DIFFRACTION
The diffraction of sound waves by an elastic half-plane
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supersonic shock wave diffraction problems
p 141 A85-16531
Diffraction of a baffled dipole - Frequency dependence
p611 A85-33915
Diffraction of a single plane wave by a conical wing
p623 A85-38483
WAVE DRAG
Arrays for minimum wave drag of bodies of revolution
[AIAA PAPER 85-0449] p 249 ASS-19758
An extremum problem concerning the shape of a body
of revolution in supersonic gas flow p 234 A85-22371
Optimal aerodynamic configurations in a twisted
hypersonic gas flow p 389 A85-28390
Arrays of bodies of revolution for minimum wave drag
p881 ASS-49136
An investigation of vortex-induced aerodynamic
cnaractensncs ot supersonic cruise configurations
[NASA-CR-174299] p 234 N8S-1S690
WAVE FRONT RECONSTRUCTION
Methods for design aerodynamics of modem transport
aircraft
[OFVLR-F8-85-05] p 636 N85-27838
WAVE INTERACTION
Disturbance-wave interactions in flows with crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 854494) p 226 AB5-19788
Computation of three-dimensional shock wave and
boundary-layer interactions
[NASA-TM-86780] p 911 N85-35372
WAVE PROPAGATION
Generation of instability waves in flows separating from
smooth surfaces p 3 A85-10352
On the stability of an infinite swept attachment line
boundary layer p 75 A85-13723
Feedback in separated flows over symmetnc airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 34-2297] p 390 A85-28899
Computation of steady supersonic flows by a
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Nonlinear waves theones in vortex flow
p 550 A85-3S767
Implementation of the supersonic tnplet singularity into
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Propagation Influences on Digital Transmission
Systems: Problems and Solutions
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Applications of the conforms! mapping method to the
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Hyperbolic phenomena in the flow of viscoelastic
fluids
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Theoretical and experimental analyses of laser
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WEAPON SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
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Advanced concepts in combat automation
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Design and wind tunnel evaluation of a symmetric airtoil
seres lor large wind turbine applications
(NASA-CR-174764] p 12 N85-10919
Tailored airfoils tor vertical axis wind turbines
(DE85-004628] p399 N8S-21128
_NASTRAN-based software for the structural dynamic
analysis of vertical and horizontal axis wind turbines
(OE85-001712I p60S N85-2S911
Field test report of the Department of Energy's 100-kW
vertical axis wind turbine
IDE85-008475] p 702 N85-28458
A 5-year research plan. 1985-1990 Wind energy
technology Generating power from the wind
[DE85-008427) p 702 N85-28463
Wake effects on the aerodynamic performance of
horizontal axis wind turbines
[NASA-CR-174920] p 702 N85-29364
Reflection plane tests of a wind turbine blade tip section
with ailerons
INASA-TM-87018) p 912 N85-34444
WIND VANES
R and D activities of the Systems Engineering Division
p808 N85-32027
WIND VELOCITY
On matching among wind turbines, loads and sites
p374 A85-24090
Aircraft and Doppler air motion comparisons in a JAWS
mtcroburst p 453 A85-28775
Optimization of averaging intervals of wind velocity for
meteorological services to aviation p 453 A85-28956
Design considerations for high-altitude, long-endurance,
microwave-powered aircraft
[NASA-TM-88403] p 501 N85-23751
Comparison of wind velocity in thunderstorms
determined from measurements by a ground-based
Doppler radar and an F-106B airplane
[NASA-TM-86348] p 565 N8S-26687
Formulation and implementation of nonstationary
adaptive estimation algorithm with applications to air-data
reconstruction
[NASA-TM-S8727] p 577 N85-26699
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions in airline flight planning, volume
1
[NASA-CR-167862] . p913 N85-35534
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions in airline flight planning, volume
2
[NASA-CR-167863] p 913 N85-35535
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions in airline flight planning, volume
3
(NASA-CR-167864] p 913 N8S-35536
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions m ajrime flight planning, volume
4
[NASA-CR-167865] p 913 N85-35537
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions in airline flight planning
Summary report
[NASA-CR-167866] p 913 N85-35538
WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Comparisons of lidar and radar wind measurements
made during the JAWS experiment—Joint Airport Weather
Study p452 A85-28770
Electra vertical air motions in summer MONEX - Using
the aircraft as an air motion sensor and notification of a
data labeling error p 800 A85-42173
Recent methods for calibrating the anemometry of
helicopters at low speeds p260 N85-16809
The use of pressure sensing taps on the aircraft wing
as sensor for flight control systems p 606 N85-26660
Aerodynamic measurement of the wind flow m the
number two secMn of the SIMA wind tunnel
[ONERA-PV-1/8138-GY] p743 N85-31019
Control variables in vertical wind determination using
simple flight-mechanical equations p 914 N85-35546
The principles of wind measurement with the help of
aircraft p916 N85-35558
WINDOWS (APERTURES)
Redesign of airplane windows due to environmental
crazing of acrylic p 341 A85-26306
WINDPOWER UTILIZATION
On matching among wind turbines, loads and sites
p374 A85-24090
The effects of non-conerence on energy extraction from
a turbulent wind p 451 A85-27344
The properties of isolated and coupled Savomus
rotors p 451 A85-27346
Field test report of the Department of Energy's 100-kW
vertical axis wmd turbine
(DE8S-008475) p702 N85-28458
A 5-year research plan. 1985-1990 Wind energy
technology Generating power from the wind
[DE85-008427) p 702 N85-28463
R and D programmes at the National Aeronautical
Laboratory
[AR-221 p 807 N85-32022
WINOPOWERED GENERATORS
Field test report of the Department of Energy's 100-kW
vertical axis wind turbine
[DE85-008475] p 702 N85-28458
WINDSHIELDS
Impact fracture of thermally tempered glass helicopter
windshields
[ACS PAPER 41-G-83F] p 363 A85-25084
Three dimensional nonlinear dynamic finite element
analysis for the response of a thick laminated shell to
impact loads
[A1AA PAPER 85-071 3] p 491 A85-30361
Method for measuring haze in transparencies
(AO-0011233) p65 N85-10823
Evaluation of the brtstnke threat to the F-15 present
fleet, rapid deployment force, and dual role fighter
[AD-A148954] p334 N85-18966
Avoiding senous bird stnke incidents
[AD-P004178J p402 N85-19940
1983 Air Force bird strikes
[AD-P004182] P403 N85-19944
Bird impact evaluation of the F/RF-4 transparency
system p 403 N85-19949
The measurement of aircraft windscreen haze and its
effect on visual poi (uifiiance
[AD-A154949] p829 N85-32114
WING CAMBER
The influence of camber variation on the aerodynamics
of civil transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-0353] p 220 ASS- 19691
MSB studies variable camber wings to improve lift.
expand fleet uniformity p 474 A8S-32799
AFTI MAW - Wing of the future — Advanced Fighter
Technology Integrator flight test program for Mission
Adaptive Wing concept
[SAWE PAPER 1617] p883 A85-49921
Automatic flight control modes for the AFTI/F-111
mission adaptive wmg aircraft p 680 N85-27909
WING FLAPS
Jet and wing/flap interaction nose
[AIAA PAPER 84-2362] p 64 A85-10896
Electronic control and monitoring of aircraft secondary
flying controls p 156 ASS- 17324
An investigation of the tabbed vortex flap
p547 A85-35583
Force and moment measurements on a 74 deg delta
wing with an apex flap
[NASA-CR-166081] p 12 N85-10918
Recent progress of development and understanding of
high lift systems p 236 N85-16772
Analysis of transonic aerodynamic characteristics for a
supercntical airfoil oscillating in heave, pitch and with
oscillating flap p 554 N85-25175
Airfoil wing with flap
[CH-634787-A5] p 574 N8S-25243
Simulator study of the stall departure characteristics of
a light general aviation airplane with and without a
wtng-leading-edge modification
(NASA-TM-86309] p 574 N85-25250
WING FLOW METHOD TESTS
Airfoil trailing edge flow measurements and comparison
with theory, incorporating open wmd tunnel corrections
[AIAA PAPER 84-2266] p4 A85-10831
Study of delta wmg characteristics as a tan blade model.
I - Visualization of three-dimensional flow by smoke wire
method p 144 A85-18527
Three-dimensional effects on a pitching lifting surface
[AIAA PAPER 85-0041 ] p 208 A85-19476
Vortex research facility improvements and preliminary
density stratification effects on vortex wakes
(AIAA PAPER 85-0050] p 209 ASS- 19482
Free surface scare and stnations due to trading vortices
generated by a submerged lifting surface
[AIAA PAPER 85-O445] p 286 A85-19754
Visualization of the spanwise vortex structure in the
starting flow behind an airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 85-0447] p 224 ASS- 19756
Flight testing of a wing section with laminar flow
control p 233 A6S-22227
Wing-m-ground effect aerodynamic predictions using
PANAIR
[AIAA PAPER 84-2429] p 322 A85-26321
Euler solutions of transonic vortex flows around the
Dillner wing p 392 A85-29261
Transonic calculations for a flexible supercritical wmg
and comparison with experiment
[AIAA PAPER 85-0665] p 470 A85-30407
Study of flow field in the near wake of delta wings
p472 A85-31753
Determination of forward edge eddies in delta wings
p 547 A85-35260
Aerodynamic characteristics of the Weis-Fogh
mechanism p623 A85-38370
Vortex flow visualization studies of a strake-wing in water
tunnel p 904 A85-47131
Flow visualization study of a vortex-wing interaction
[NASA-TM-86656] p 86 N85-12040
Transition fixing on wings in industnal wind tunnels and
associated problems p 480 N85-23717
Transonic calculations for a flexible supercntical wing
and comparison with experiment
(NASA-TM-86439) p 742 N85-31012
WING LOADING
A kernel function method for computing unsteady load
on three-dimensional wings in transonic flow
p7 A85-12355
The influence of leading-edge load alleviation on
supersonic wing design p 144 ASS-18515
Optimization of airplane wing structures under landing
loads P252 A85-22005
Nonpfanar doublet lattices — for lifting surfaces
p 385 A8S-26765
Estimating the weight of generally configured dual wing
systems
[AIAA PAPER 85-0641 ] p 490 A8S-30244
A description of Helix and Felix, standard fatigue loading
sequences tor helicopters, and of related fatigue tests used
to assess them p 570 A85-33470
Calculation of the flow around thick wings with separation
vortices P550 A8S-35769
Strength analysis of aircraft — Russian book
p 757 A85-42124
Design and microprocessor implementation of an
integrated load allevtation-prtch manoeuvre flight controller
for relaxed stability aircraft p 840 A8S-45052
Wmg span loads of complex high-lift systems from wake
measurements p 817 A85-45850
Design of a digital nde quality augmentation system for
commuter aircraft
[NASA-CR-172419] p 20 N85-10037
Numerical simulation of the subsonic wmg-rock
phenomenon p1l6 N8S-12064
Crack resistance of pressed and rolled semifinished
goods of aluminum alloys used in load-bearmg aircraft wing
structures p 120 N85-12245
Right test technique for evaluation of gust load
alleviation analysis methodology
[NASA-TM-86344] p 161 N8S-14833
Structural load measurements on a Nondrop NF-5A
p253 N85-15667
Downwash in the plane of symmetry of an ellipticaHy
loaded wing
[NASA-TP-2414] p235 N8S-15693
WING NACELLE CONFIGURATIONS
Numerical simulation of the transonic flowfield for
wing/nacelle configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2430] p 76 ASS-13964
The accuracy of trials with powered 1/2 models m the
S2MA wind tunnel
(ONERA. TP NO 1984-156] p 272 A85-19270
Aerodynamic test results for a wing-mounted turboprop
propulsion installation
[SAE PAPER 841480] p 627 A8S-39060
Unsteady aerodynamic forces induced by aeroelastic
vibrations of a turbojet engine in a nacelle
[ONERA. TP NO 1985-56] p 880 A85-47302
Installed nacelle drag-improvement tests of an M = 08
turboprop transport configuration
[NASA-TM-84302] P 255 N85-15716
Nacelle/pylon/wing integration on a transport model
with a natural laminar flow nacelle
[NASA-TP-2439] p 740 N85-29924
WING OSCILLATIONS
Propulsive efficiency of vibrating bodies in a subsonic
gas flow p2 A8S-10111
Two dimensional blade-vortex interaction flow
visualization study
[AIAA PAPER 84-2307] p4 ASS-10858
Pressure distributions around an airfoil placed m a
penodicaUy fluctuating air flow. I - A flat plate
approximation p 5 A8S-10970
Bending effects on structural dynamic instabilities of
transonic wings p 51 ASS-11987
Modal test and parameter identification of a flutter wing
model with external missiles p 51 ASS-12363
High frequency properties in the unsteady linearised
potential flow of a compressible fluid p 78 A85-14852
Hypersonic large-deflection similitude for oscillating
delta wings p 78 A85-14853
Dynamic edge effects during the aeroelastic vibration
of plates p124 A85-15248
Lift hysteresis of an oscillating slender ellipse
p80 ASS-15332
Active control of buffeting on a modem transport-aircraft
wmg configuration in a wmd tunnel
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-131 ] p 116 ASS-15847
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Propulsive efficiency ot an oscillating cylinder in
supersonic flow P 140 A8S-16181
Numerical study on the dynamic stall process of a NACA
0012 airfoil
(AIAA PAPER 85-01281 P 212 A85-19539
Interrelated effects of pitch rate and pivot point on airfoil
dynamic stall
[AIAA PAPER 85-0130) p 212 A85-19541
Three-dimensionality in unsteady flow about a wing
(AIAA PAOER 85-0132] p212 A85-19543
Subsonic wing rock of slender delta wings
(AIAA PAPER 85-0198) p 214 A85-19582
Theory of wing rock
[AIAA PAPER 85-0199] P 268 A85-19583
Harmonic oscillations of a rectangular wing with a
circulation variable over me span P231 A85-21656
Vibration tailoring of advanced composite lifting
surfaces P290 A85-2184S
Calculation ot the hydrodynamic characteristics 01
pot/planes p290 A85-22113
Unsteady aerodynamics of oscillating airfoils with inpfane
motions P314 A8S-23148
Subsonic wing rock ot slender delta wings
p385 A85-28760
Unsteady laminar boundary-layer separation on
oscillating configurations p 391 A85-29089
The theory of oscillating truck wings in subsonic flow
Lifting line theory P 393 A85-29992
Lining surface approach of oscillating wings in weak
shear flow p394 A85-30201
Flutter and divergence boundary prediction from
nonstationary random responses at increasing flow
(AIAA PAPER 85-0691 ] p 523 A85-303S7
Active vibration suppression of a cantilever wing
P497 A85-32344
A locally linearized panel method for transubsornc flow
past an oscillating wing p 549 A85-35755
Nonequilibnum supersonic flows past oscillating 2-0
lifting surfaces and thm elastic bodies
p618 A85-37197
A study on me method for solving the equation of
subsonic oscillatory lifting-surface theory IV - Computer
program SOLST t p 622 A85-38355
Stability of the thm-tet model of me unsteady let flap
p62S A85-38997
Numerical calculation of unsteady transonic potential
flow over three-dimensional wings p 723 A85-40988
Unsteady, separated flow p 791 A85-40989
The status of flutter suppression technology using active
controls P 775 A65-40995
Measurements of canard-induced roll oscillations
[AIAA PAPER 85-18301 p 839 A85-43871
Active aeroelastic oscillation control on the F/A-18
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1858] p 843 A85-45B87
A second order adaptive controller for wing flutter
control
[AIAA PAPER 85-1965] p 828 A85-45949
Some results of experimental and analytical buffeting
investigations on a delta wing
[ONEHA.TP NO. 1985-59] p 868 A85-47262
Theory of wing rock p 895 A85-49139
Unsteady lifting-line theory as a singular-perturbation
problem p 871 A85-49353
Analysis of asymmetric natural vibrations of an aeroplane
with moving deformable control surfaces
P883 A85-49672
Graphics software for me display of body deformation
motion
(FW-FO-1840] p 108 N8S-12888
Propulsive efficiency of vibrating wing in supersonic
flow p 146 N85-14656
Wing rock flow phenomena
(AO-P004154) p323 M85-17939
Transonic steady- and unsteady-pressure
measurements on a high-aspect-ratio supercntical-wing
model with oscillating control surfaces
[NASA-TM-81888] p 327 N8S-18003
A locally lineanzed panel method tor trarv/suosornc flow
past an oscillating wing p 396 N85-20212
Oscillating airfoils and their wake
[NASA-TM-778311 p 478 N85-23701
Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and its Aeroelastic
Applications
[AGARO-CP-374] p542 N85-25171
Analysis ot transonic aerodynamic charactenstics for a
supercritical airfoil oscillating in heave, pitch and with
oscillating flap p 554 N85-25175
Calculation of harmonic aerodynamic farces of aerofoils
and wings from the Euler equations p 554 N85-25177
A semi-empmcal unsteady transonic method with
supersonic free stream p 555 N85-25179
Application ol time-lmeanzed methods to oscillating
wings in transonic flow and flutter p 585 N85-25182
The development of unsteady transonic 3-0 full potential
code and its aeroelastic applications
p 555 N85-25187
Propulsion efficiency of vibrating bodies in subsonic gas
stream p 699 N85-28159
Data set 9: LANN wing. Pitching oscillation
p 744 N85-31030
WING PANELS
Magnaweave shapes for aircraft • Integrally woven wmg
sections, stiffened shear panels, and others
p 71 A85-15959
A summary ot NASA's research on the fluid ice protection
system
[AIAA PAPER 85-0467] p 241 ASS-19768
Expenmental investigation on advanced composite
softened structures under uniaxial compression and
bonding
(AIAA PAPER 85-0674] p 518 A85-30259
Design ot a CFRP-wmg for the alpha-tet major panel
tests
[AIAA PAPER 854725] p 490 A85-30278
Flutter analysis ot cannlevered quadrilateral plates
p600 A85-35296
A program tor computerized structural resizing ot aircraft
structure subiect to strength and local panel buckling
criteria under multiple loading p 693 A85-37187
Contour assessment of formed wing panels
(SAE PAPER 850884] p 886 A85-50131
WINQ PLANFORMS
Method for calculating separated subsonic gas How past
wings p2 A85-10114
Improvement and extension ot a computational method
for three-dimensional transonic flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-99] p8 ASS-12620
Some effects ot'sweep direction and strakea for wings
with sharp leading edges p 78 ASS-14851
The icnned wmg - An overview — aircraft tandem wings
in diamond configurations
[AIAA PAPER 354274) p 247 A85-19826
An attached flow design ot a nomnterfenng leading edge
extension to a thick delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 85-0350 ] p 220 A85-19689
Effect of wmg nose shape on the flow in a wing/body
junction p 316 A85-24203
'Phoemx' - A polyester-film inflatable man-powered
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 840028) p 342 A85-26312
Impact of fuselage incidence on the supersonic
aerodynamics of two fighter configurations
P473 A85-32S90
Calculation of nonlinear subsonic characteristics of
wings with thickness and camber at high incidence
p54S A8S-35126
Theoretical considerations in the aerodynamic
effectiveness ot wingleO p628 A85-39224
A method for estimating the rolling moment due to spin
rate for arbitrary planform wings
(NASA-TM-863S5) p 357 N85-18990
Calculation ot the flow around thick wings with separation
vortices p 400 N85-21424
Supersonic aerodynamic charactenstics at canard,
tailless, and aft-tail configurations for 2 wmg plantorms
[NASA-TP-2434] p634 N85-27822
Some effects of sweep direction and strokes for wings
with sharp leading edges
[CA-6421] p634 N85-27826
A method to calculate the parameters ot wings of
arbitrary planform
[AD-A152689] p635 N85-27831
WINO PROFILES
Wing design for minimum drag with practical
constraints p 18 A85-11983
Rnita element calculation of potential flow around
wings
[ONEHA, TP NO. 198448] p 7 ASS-12603
Measurements ot water film charactenstics on airtol
surfaces from wind-tunnel tests with simulated heavy
ram
[AIAA PAPER 85-0259] p 274 ASS-19618
Effects of covering configurations on ultralight wing
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 85-0277] p217 A85-19629
Body flow field simulation and force/moment prediction
at transonic speeds
(AIAA PAPER 85-0423] p 222 A85-19738
Numerical optimization design of advanced transonic
wing configurations
(AIAA PAPER 85-0424] p 248 ASS-19739
Computational aerodynamic design ot the Gultstream
IV wmg
(AIAA PAPER 85-0427] p 223 A85-19742
Split-flux-vector solutions of the Euler equations for
three-dimensional configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0434] p 223 A85-19747
Extremum problem concerning a wing with a maximum
gradient of lift force p 234 A85-22370
A special boundary element technique in transonic
flow p 385 A85-26690
Using the discrete vortex method for calculating potential
flow past a high-lift wing in me presence of a screen
p 471 A85-3U56
A numerical analysis of the aerodynamic properties of
wings using a minicomputer p 472 A85-31777
Aerodynamic properties of some flexible profiles
p 473 A85-32506
Aerodynamic canard/wing parametric analysis tor
general-aviation applications p 473 A85-32587
MBB studies vanable camber wings to improve lift.
expand fleet uniformity p 474 A85-32799
Scale-model tests of airfoils in simulated heavy rain
p 548 A85-35590
Calculation of the flow around thick wings with separation
vortices p 550 A85-35769
The aerodynamical calculation of the wing section with
separation p 551 A8S-35784
Development in UK rotor blade technology
p615 A8S-38236
Diffraction ot a single plane wave by a conical wing
p 623 A85-38483
The isolated nature of solutions with a strong attached
shock wave at the edges ot a conical wing and a wedge
p623 A85-38488
Numerical solution ot transonic wing flows using an
Euler/Navier-Stokes zonal approach
[AIAA PAPER 85-1640] p 715 A85-40742
Simulation of wing, fuselage, and wing/fuselage
llowfiekte using a three-dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes
algorithm
(AIAA PAPER 85-1693] p 718 A85-40775
Vortex trajectories and breakdown on wing-canard
configurations p 731 A85-42926
Iterative three-dimensional transonic wing design using
integral equations p 731 A8S-42928
Transient aerodynamic charactenstics ol a
two-dimensional airfoil dunng stepwise incidence
variation p 731 A85-42929
Application of the method of quasi-continuous vorticity
distribution over the skeleton surface for aeroplane wing
design p 738 A85-43053
Computational aerodynamic design of the Gulfstream
IV wing p817 A8S-45843
Analytical solutions for unsteady PrandD-Meyer flow
p 873 A85-49710
AFT1 MAW - Wing ot the future — Advanced Fighter
Technology Integrator flight test program for Mission
Adaptive Wing concept
[SAWE PAPER 1817] p883 A85-49921
Laser anemometer study of separated flow on wing
profiles
[ISL-CO-214/83] p88 N85-I2872
Manulactunng report of an augmented lift, variable
deflection naif wing
[ONERA-RT-25/1738-AY-108-A] p 138 N85-13766
Integrated technology wmg study (oral presentation)
(NASA-CR-169497] p 256 N8S-15718
Transition fixing in the high speed range for the
development ot CM) aircraft wings p 480 N85-23716
The influence of transition strips on the pressure
distribution on transonic profiles p 480 N85-23718
Investigation ot the conditions for tnpping transition with
roughness elements and their influence on boundary layer
development p480 N8S-23720
Studies on the interference of wings and propeller
slipstreams
[NASA-CR-175753] p 557 N85-25210
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for interfering lifting
surface configurations
[NASA-TM-86432] p 741 N85-29931
Low-speed tests of a high-aspect-ratio,
supercntical-wing transport model equipped with a high-lift
flap system in the Langley 4- by 7-meter and Ames 12-foot
pressure tunnels
[NASA-TP-2097] p 742 N85-31010
Design of a basic airfoil for a slightly swept wing. Pan
1. Theoretical transonic airfoil design
[ESA-TT-892] p 761 N85-31054
WINQ ROOTS
Optimum design ot nonplanar wings: Minimum induced
drag for a given lift and wing root bending moment
[NAL-TR-797] p9 N85-10011
WINO SPAN
New tncks for cutting drag p 143 A85-18434
Effect of a wing-tip mounted pusher turboprop on the
aerodynamic charactenstics of a semi-span wmg
[AIAA PAPER 85-1286] p 631 A85-39700
Integrated technology wing study (oral presentation)
[NASA-CR-169497] p 256 N85-15718
WINS TANKS
Fuel containment and damage tolerance in large
composite primary aircraft structures
(NASA-CR-166083] p 787 N8S-30032
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WING TIP VORTICES
Comparison of experimental and analytical predictions
of rotor blade-vortex interactions using model scale
acoustic data
(AIAA PAPER 84-2269) p 58 A85-10833
Airfoil tip vortex formation noise
| AIAA PAPER 84-2308) p 60 A85-108S9
New tncks for cutting drag p 143 ASS-18434
Interaction of a turbulent vortex with a lifting surface
[AIAA PAPER 85-0004] p 206 ABS-19452
Numerical study on the dynamic stall process of a N ACA
0012 airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 85-0128] p 212 A8S-19539
Circulation around truck wings with free vortices —
German thesis p227 A85-19848
Generalized wake geometry for a helicopter in forward
flight and effect of wake deformation on airloads
p472 A85-31986
Large CYBER 205 model of the Euler equations for
vortex-stretched turbulent flow around delta wings
pS53 A85-36675
Effect of a wing-op mounted pusher turboprop on the
aerodynamic characteristics of a semi-span wing
[AIAA PAPER 85-1286] p 631 A85-39700
Wide-field shadowgraph flow visualization of tip vortices
generated by a helicopter rotor
[AIAA PAPER 85-1557] p 710 A85-40682
Computation of the tip vortex off a low-aspect-ratio
wing p730 A85-42352
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of fighter
wings at high angles of attack
[AD-A145107] p 10 N85-10017
Aerodynamic improvements by discrete wing tip jets
[AO-A1489811 p330 N85-18964
Investigation of the Vortex Tab
[ N AS A-CR-172586] p 557 N85-25209
Interaction of a turbulent vortex with a lifting surface
p 557 N85-25214
WING TIPS
Modular potential flow computation including fuselage
and wing dp effects p 75 A85-13677
Wing tip sails which give lower drag at all normal flight
speeds p 79 A85-14854
Analysts of counter-rotating propeller performance
[AIAA PAPER 85-0005] p 262 A85-19453
Development in UK rotor blade technology
p615 A85-38236
A flow visualization study of the effect of wing-dp jets
on wake vortex development p 867 A85-47129
Integrated technology wing study (oral presentation)
[N AS A-CR-169497] p 256 1485-15718
Determination of corrections to flow direction
measurements obtained with a wing-tap mounted sensor
[NASA-CR-174412) p329 N85-18962
Exploratory wind-tunnel investigation of a
wingtip-mounted vortex turbine tor vortex energy
recovery
[NASA-TP-2468] p 560 N85-26667
Wingtip vortex propeller
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13019-1] p 892 N85-35194
WINGED VEHICLES
Cross! low drag of finite-length rectangular wing-bodies
[AIAA PAPER 85-0451 ] p 224 A85-19760
Wavenders p 595 A85-34193
An overview of some monoplanar missile programs
[NASA-TM.86330] p 138 N85-14788
WINGLETS
Computational transonic analysis of canted wmglets
P6 A85-11982
Study of winglets applied to biplanes
[AIAA PAPER 85-0279] p217 A85-19631
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of winglets
and expenmental verification p 393 A85-29692
The effect of wmglet on the spatial vortex of slender
body at high angle of attack p 551 A85-35788
Winglet effects on the flutter of a twin-engine
transport-type wmg p650 A85-39217
Theoretical considerations in the aerodynamic
effectiveness of winglets p 628 A85-39224
Optimum design of nonplanar wings: Minimum induced
drag for a given lift and wing root bending moment
[NAL-TR-797] p9 N85-10011
Natural laminar flow airfoil design considerations for
winglets on low-speed airplanes
[NASA-CR-3853] p 87 N85-12863
Flutter parametric studies of cantlevered
twin-engine-transport type wing with and without winglet.
Volume i Low-speed investigations
[NASA-CR-172410-VOL-1] p129 N85-13269
Flutter parametric studies of cantitevered twin-engjne
transport type wing with and without winglet. Volume 2
Transonic and density effect investigations
[NASA-CR-172410-VOL-2] p 130 N85-13270
Study of winglets applied to biplanes
(NASA-TM-86350] p 258 N85-16862
DC-10 winglet flight evaluation
(NASA-CR-3704) p 760 N85-29949
WINGS
Computation of flow around wings based on the Euler
equations P 142 A85-18066
long tunnel tests of Electro-Impulse De-Icing of an
engine inlet and high-speed wings
[AIAA PAPER 85-0466] p241 ASS-20872
Wing design with attainable leading-edge thrust
considerations P411 A85-26763
Mode test of a wmg pair of the HARM missile
P415 A85-30162
Unsteady transonic flow calculations tor
two-dimensional canard-wing configurations with
aeroelasnc applications
[AIAA PAPER 85-0585] p 468 A85-30320
Influence of warpage on composite aeroelastjc
theones
[AIAA PAPER 85-0710] p 491 A85-30359
The contribution of Elie Carafoti to the development of
the theory of wings with lateral tets p 473 A85-32501
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[AD-A151702] P605 N85-25907
Low-resolution target classification from a staring
infrared sensor
[AD-A151690J p612 N85-26358
Autofocus motion compensation for synthetic aperture
radar and its compatibility with strapdown mertial navigation
sensors on highly maneuverable aircraft
[AD-A151940] p 569 N85-26693
Generation of flight paths using heunstac search
[AD-A151949] p 569 N85-26694
Study of longitudinal landing flying qualities evaluation
using pilot model theory
(AD-A152194) p 577 N85-26702
A comparison of pictorial and speech warning messages
in the modern cockpit
[AD-A151917] p579 N85-26706
Flight control system reconfiguration design using
quantitative feedback theory
[AD-A151771] p587 N85-26722
A modem control design methodology with application
to the CH-47 helicopter
[AD-A151946] p 587 N85-26723
The effect of load factor on aircraft handling qualities
[AD-A152118] p587 N85-26724
Design and specification of a local area network
architecture for use in real-tame flight simulation
[AD-A152242] p 594 N85-26762
Survey of narrow band vocoder technology
[AD-A151919] p606 N85-27114
An empincal self-protection chaff model
[AD-A151928] p 607 N85-27115
Evaluating syntactic constraints to speech recognition
in a fighter aircraft environment
[AD-A152117] p607 N85-27119
Diagnosis Using automatic test equipment and an
artificial intelligence expert system
- -{AD-A151918] p610 N85-27576
Adaptive gnd generation for numerical solution of
Burger's equation
[AD-A152217] p611 N85-27606
Aerodynamic performance of a wing in ground effect
using the PANAIR program
[AD-A153303] p 635 N85-27832
Investigation of heat transfer to a turbine blade cascade
using a shock tube
[AD-A153090] p 671 NB5-27871
Design of robust controllers for a multiple input-multiple
output control system with uncertain parameters
application to the lateral and longitudinal modes of the
KC-135 transport aircraft
[AD-A153100] p675 N85-27877
Heating parameter estimation using coaxial
thermocouple gages in wind tunnel test articles
[AD-A153039] p699 N85-28328
Application of Roquet theory to helicopter blade flapping
stability
[AD-A154460] p760 N85-29952
Investigation of expenmental lightweight firewall
materials for A/C engine bay applications
[AD-A155765] p 878 N85-35175
Air Force Logistics Command, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio.
Laser paint removal
[AD-P004009] p 127 N85-11989
C-2
CORPORA TE SOURCE Arizona Univ., Tucson.
Air Fore* Logistics Management Center, Gunter AFS,
Ala.
Automated maintenance system test program \ncremem
VI production scheduling
[AD-A1S3694] p706 N85-29838
Oeployable Core Automated Maintenance System
(DCAMS)
(AD-A15369SI P 706 N85-29839
Air Force Offlc* of Scientific Research, Boiling AFB,
Washington, D.C.
Proceedings of the workshop on unsteady separated
flow held at the United States Air Force Academy on August
10-11. 1983
[AO-A148249] p313 N8S-17937
Air Force Packaging Evaluation Agency,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
BI-PAC F-15 external fuel tank container modification
[AD-A148836] P344 N85-18053
Air Fore* Rocket Propulsion Lab, Edwards AFB, Calif.
Onboard near-optimal climb-dash energy management
p497 A85-32781
Air Force Space Dlv, Los Angeles, Calif.
Potential impact of Navstar GPS on NATO tactical
operations P*S9 N85-20763
Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio.
Characteristics of systems engineering in aviation
science research
[AO-A145602] p67 N85-11899
For the sacred air space of our motherland: an interview
with our country's famous aircraft designer, Lu
Hsiao-Peng
[AO-A146291] p72 N8S-11997
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A148704) p204 N8S-16762
Acta Aeronautica et Astronaudc Svnca (selected
articles)
[AO-A148830] p384 N85-19922
Acta Electrantca Sirnca (selected articles)
[AO-A148829] P 447 N8S-202S2
China has developed a new version of fighter aircraft
[AO-A155293] . P830 N8S-32118
Air Force Test Pilot School, Edwards AFB, Cam.
Peripheral vision horizon display testing in RF-4C
aircraft P 23 N85-100S4
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Labs, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio.
Air force plasma spray at SA-ALC (San Antonio Air
Logistics Center)
[AO-P004004] p 72 N8S-11984
Cumulative damage modeling of fatigue crack growth
p267 N8S-15741
Verification of life prediction through component
testing p 292 N85-15748
Optimum performance parameters for sto-jump
operations of USAF fighter aircraft
[AD-A148532] P2S8 N85-16867
The Satellite sail p 433 N85-20376
Fiscal year 1988 technical objective document
[AD-A151039] pS39 N85-25000
Flow over a Income configuration with an afterbody
compression flap
(AD-A151882] p603 N85-2S778
The STOL and maneuver technology program integrated
control system p S91 N85-26757
Use of quaternions in flight mechanics
[AD-A152616J p675 N85-27875
The STOL and maneuver technology program integrated
control system development p680 N8S-27910
Proceedings of the 9th US Air Force and the Federal
Republic of Germany Data Exchange Agreement Meeting,
Viscous and Interacting Flow Field Effects
[AO-A153020] P699 N8S-282S6
Improved statistical analysis method for prediction of
maximum inlet distortion
[AO-A153767) p673 N8S-28947
Air Force Federal Photovoltaic Utilization Program
(OE85-010812I P801 N85-31648
Nitrogen analysis by chemiluminescence
[AO-A156197] p902 N85-35308
Air Midwest, Inc. Wichita, Kans.
Pilot education and safety awareness programs
p333 N8S-18026
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc, Allentown, Pa.
Solid state compressor
[AO-A1507901 p 531 N85-24302
Air Training Command, Nellls AFB, Nev.
Using a limited field of view simulator to instruct high
speed, low altitude flying skills
(AD-P004309] p358 N85-17963
Air Wisconsin, Inc, Appleton.
Initiative uses of aircraft for flight training
p 333 N85-18027
Aircraft Research Association Ltd, Bedford (England).
Pressure distributions measured on research wing M100
mounted on an axisymmetnc body p 11 N85-10023
Pressure distributions measured on research wing M86
mounted on an axisymmetnc body p 11 N85-10024
AIResearch Mfg. Co, Torrance, Calif.
Open-cycle centrifugal vapor-compression heat pump
[PB85-113405/GAFI] p 372 N85-18348
Alrtech Precision Shot Peening, Uvonia, Mich.
Development of a mathematical model for predicting
the percentage fatigue life increase resulting from snot
peened components
[AD-A155774] p 912 N85-35425
All-Marseilles Unlv. (France).
Structure of the wall pressure fluctuations in a
shock-induced separated turbulent flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0179) p 214 A8S-19571
Akron Unlv, Ohio.
Progress in development of a Navier-Stokes solver for
evaluation of iced airfoil performance
(AIAA PAPER 85-0410] p 222 A85-19731
Plastic flow of plasma sprayed ceramics
p362 A85-24181
On thermomechanical testing in support of constitutive
equation development for high temperature alloys
[ NASA-CR-174879] p 605 N85-25894
Measurement and correlation of let fuel viscosities at
low temperatures
[NASA-CR-174911] p 901 N85-34295
Alabama Unlv, Huntsvill*.
Design and implementation of a low-gravity solidification
experiment package for the F-104 p 40 N85-11053
Superconducting gyroscope research
[NASA-CR-171406] p604 N85-25795
Alabama Univ., Tuscaloosa.
Research Reports: 1984 NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty
Fellowship PfOQrflrn
[NASA-CR-1713171 p462 N85-22210
Albany International Corp, Dedham, Mass.
Finger materials for air cushion vehicles. Volume 2:
Base fabrics for finger materials
[ AD-A149701 ] p448 N85-21408
Alberta Unrv, Edmonton.
Newton-like minimal residual methods applied to
transonic flow calculations p 458 A85-29081
Some iterative schemes for transonic potential flows
p474 A8S-32624
Ametek, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Aircraft skin penetrator and agent applicator. Volume
1 Working model development and construction
[AD-A150498] p483 N85-22374
Aircraft skin penetrator and agent applicator Volume
2: Test and evaluation
[AO-A151609] pS64 N85-25225
Amsterdam Univ. (Netherlands).
Microscopic identification of feathers in order to improve
birdstnke statistics
[AD-P004187] p 403 N85-19950
Ami fuer Wehrgeopnyslk, Traben-Trarbach (West
Germany).
TAF verification (airport weather forecasts)
[CEOPHYSBOBW-FM-205] p 191 N8S-14420
Amtec Engineering, Inc, Bellevue, Wash.
A method for simulating 3-0 aircraft flow fields with |6t
plume effects
[NASA-CH-175802] p 559 N85-26664
Anacapa Sciences, Inc, Santa Barbara, Calif.
A Computer-generated topographic display system for
navigation and mission planning in helicopters
p259 N85-16800
Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc, Mountain View,
Calif.
Evaluation of a real-time predictive guidance law for
landing VTOL aircraft at sea
[AIAA PAPER 84-2673] p 151 A85-17856
Fuel conservative guidance for shipboard landing of
powerad-lift STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1889] p 827 A85-45911
The flight planning • flight management connection
p877 A85-47684
Enhanced TCAS 2/COTI traffic Sensor digital simulation
model and program description
[NASA-CR-172445] p 15 N85-10927
Analysis of estimation algorithms for CDTI and CAS
applications
[NASA-CR-172444] p 505 N85-22387
Navigation and flight director guidance lor the
NASA/FAA helicopter MLS curved approach flight test
program
[NASA-CR-177350] p 569 N85-26691
Analytical Methods, Inc, Bellevue, Wash.
Airloads on bluff bodies, with application to the
rotor-induced downloads on tilt-rotor aircraft
p 544 A85-33469
PROGRAM VSAERO: A computer program for
calculating the non-linear aerodynamic charactenstics of
arbitrary configurations User's manual
(NASA-CR-166476] p 148 N85-14802
Analytical Methods. Inc, Redmond. Wash.
Prediction of aerodynamic charactenstics of fighter
wings at high angles of attack
[AO-A145107] p 10 N85-10017
Prediction of dynamic stall charactenstics using
advanced non-linear panel methods
[AD-A148453] p239 N85-16836
Prediction of dynamic stall charactenstics using
advanced nonlinear panel methods
[AD-P004160] p342 N85-17945
Imnscid analysis of unsteady blade tip flow correlation
studies
(NASA-CR-172S06! p 329 N85-18958
Study for prediction of rotor/wake/ fuselage interference
parti
[NASA-CH-177340-VOL-1] p 466 N85-22346
Study for prediction of rotor/wake/fuselage interference
Part 2. Program users guide
[NASA-Cfl-177340-VOL-2] p 467 N85-22347
Unsteady analysis of rotor blade tip flow
[NASA-CR-3868] p 556 N85-25202
A study of aerodynamic control in stalled flight
leading-edge vortex formation analysis
[AD-A153758] p 638 N85-28928
A study of aerodynamic control in stalled flight long
laminar separation bubble analysis
[AD-A153850] p638 N85-28930
Analytical Services and Materials, Inc, Tabb, Va.
A study of laminar separation bubble in the concave
region of an airfoil using laser velocimetry
p 868 A85-48520
Applied Systems Inst, Inc, Washington, O.C.
Avionics data base
[AD-A152415] p 657 N85-27863
Avionics Data Base users manual
[AD-A153810] p 657 N8S-28942
Arbeitsgemetnschaft Oeutscher Verkehrsflughaefen,
Stuttgart (West Germany).
Activities report on West German civil airports Part 1
Text
[ISBN-3-87977-055-7-PT-1] p 279 N85-16887
Activities report for the West German Civil Airports Part
2: Tables
(ISBN-3-87977-055-7-PT-2) p 279 N85-16888
Argonne National Lab, in.
Outline of a new emissions model for military and civilian
aircraft facilities
[DES4-016455] p 131 N85-13394
Impact of aircraft emissions on air quality in the vicinity
of airports. Volume 3. Air quality and emission modeling
needs
[AO-A147951] p299 N85-17435
Impact of aircraft emissions on air quality in the vicinity
of airports. Volume 4 Nitrogen dioxide and
hydrocarbons
[AD-A 148253 ] p299 N8S-17436
Structural ceramics in transportation Fuel implications
and economic impacts
[DE85-003024] p 436 N85-20130
Introducing engine innovations. An examination of future
markets for Brayton and Stirling automotive engines
[OE84-016319] p 448 N85-20382
Ceramic turbochargers: A case study of a near-term
application of high-strength ceramics
[DE85-006495] p 700 N85-28379
Future of ceramic turbochargers: Promises and
pitfalls
[DE85-006209] p 700 N85-28380
Arizona State Unlv, Tempe.
Experiments on the stability of crossflow vortices in
swept-wing flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-0493] p 231 A85-20873
Multibus-based parallel processor for simulation
p 457 A85-28613
Jet array impingement flow distributions and heat
transfer charactenstics Effects of initial crossflow and
nonuniform array geometry p 30 N85-10967
Low power laminar aircraft structures
p 73 N85-12857
Behavior of turbulent gas jets in an axisymmetnc
confinement
(NASA-CR-174829] p 581 N85-25265
Heat transfer charactenstics for two-dimensional arrays
of impinging jets with initial crossflow
p 911 N85-35365
Arizona Unlv, Tucson.
Effect of airfoil mean loading on convected gust
interaction noise
[AIAA PAPER 84-23241 p 133 A85-13955
Noise produced by the interaction of a rotor wake with
a swept stator blade
[AIAA PAPER 84-2326 ] p 133 A85-13956
Identification of vortex-induced clear air turbulence using
airline flight records p 299 A85-21843
C-3
Army Aeromedlcal Research Lab., Fort Rucker, Ala. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Refined numerical solution of the transonic flow past a
wedge
[AIAA PAPER 85-1 593) p 713 A85-40709
Computation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics with
steady state fixed by truncation error injection
(AIAA PAPER 85-1644) p 715 A85-40744
Army Aeronwdlcal Research Lab, Fort Rucker, Ala.
The effect of modified spectacles on the field of view
of the helmet display unit of the integrated helmet and
display sighting system
I AD-A 148693) p 348 N85- 18055
Army Aviation Center, Fort Rucker, Ala.
Army aviation today and tomorrow
p 139 N85-14810
Army Aviation Engineering Flight Activity, Edwards
AFB, Calif.
Airworthiness and flight characteristics test of the
JOH-6A light combat helicopter configured with a wire
strike protection system
[AD- A 144880] p20 N85-10038
Airworthiness and Flight Characteristics (A and FC) test
of the EH • 1X/EH • 1H helicopter configurations
(AO-A144881) p20 N85-10039
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the Rutan Aircraft
Factory (RAF). Inc. LONG-EZ airplane with external
sight
[AO-A145381] p22 N85-10937
UH-60A external stores support system fixed provision
famngs drag determination
[AD-A147188] p2S6 N85-15719
Airworthiness and flight characteristics test of the
RC- 120 Guardrail V
[AO-A148046] p 258 N85-16864
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation AH-1S (MC)
helicopter with external fuel tanks installed
[AD-A148091] p2S8 N85-16865
US Army Aviation Engineering Right Activity (USAAEFA)
report bibliography update 1983-1984
[AD-A151381J p541 N85-25168
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of a National
Aeronautics and Space Administration automated stall
warning system for an OV-1 aircraft
[AD-A152010] p 579 N85-26708
Artificial and natural icing tests YEH-60A quick fix
helicopter
[AD-A155147] p830 N85-32116
Army Aviation Rvsttftrcn and D4vofopiTwnt Conwnsrio,
Moffett Field, Calif.
Numerical solution of the lull-potential equation for rotors
and oblique wings using a new wake model
(AIAA PAPER 85-0268) p216 A85-19621
Army Aviation Systems Command, SL Louis, Mo.
Wind-tunnel evaluation of a 21 -percent-scale powered
model of a prototype advanced scout helicopter
(NASA-TP-2420) p637 N85-28923
Arnty Avionics Rosttsrcn and DGv0lopin0m Activity,
Fort Monmouth, N. J.
Evolution toward a multi-bus architecture for Army
helicopter avorac systems p260 N85-16812
Army Command and General Staff Cott, Fort
Computer assisted flight schedule optimization
[AD-A151689] p611 N85-27623
Army Concepts Analysis Agency, Bethesda, Md.
Utilization of Increased Airlift Capability (UIAQ study
(AD-A148669) p 243 N8S-16B47
Army Constnictton Engineering Research Lab.,
Champaign, ML
Development of a pavement maintenance management
system Volume 10- Summary of development from 1974
through 1983
[AD-A146035] p117 N85-12067
Development of a pavement maintenance management
system Volume 9. Development of airfield pavement
performance prediction models
(AO-A146150) P117 N85- 12069
Prediction and modeling of helicopter noise
(AD- A 145764] p 134 NB5-126S6
Rotary-wing aircraft noise measurements Analysis of
vanations and proposed measurement standard
[AD- A 146207] p 135 N85- 12662
Prototype concept design for US Army type 3A Air Traffic
Control Tower (ATCT)
[AD-A148840] p 361 N85-18070
Operational noise data for the UACV-30 air cushion
vehicle
[AD-A154063] p806 N85-30773
Am,/ Elei.li ui lies Reftearcti and Development
Command, Fort Monmouth, N. J.
Recent advances m electroluminescent displays
applicable to future crew-station interfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-2663] p 164 ASS- 17845
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,
Vteksburg, Miss.
Evaluation of laser profile and deflection measuring
system
[FAA-PM-84-24] p 55 N85-11341
Army Military Personnel Center, Alexandria, Va.
A methodology for the determination of rotary wing
aircraft vulnerabilities in air-to-air combat simulation
[AD-A148984] p346 N85-18984
Army Missile Lab, Redstone Arsenal, Ala.
Development of a high temperature single impact ram
erosion test capability
[AD-P004371 ] p 431 N85-21465
Army Propulsion Lab, Cleveland, Ohio.
Comparison of icing cloud instruments for 1982-1983
tang season flight program
(AIAA PAPER 84-0020] p 183 ASS-16098
A note on blade wake interaction influence on
cmiipiessor stator row aerodynamic r^ iUim j^i^ e
p475 A85-32965
Temperature distortion generator for turboshaft engine
testing
[SAE PAPER 841541] p 659 A85-39065
High-temperature erosion of plasma-sprayed,
yttna-stabilized zrcorea m a simulated turbine
environment
[AIAA PAPER 85-1219] p 689 A85-39662
Army Research and Technology Labs, Cleveland,
Onto.
Predicted turbine stage performance using
quasi-three-dimensional and boundary-layer analyses
p 580 A85-34013
Future fundamental combustion research tor
aeropropulsion systems
(AIAA PAPER 85-1398] p 771 A85-42671
Life prediction and constitutive models for arusotropic
materials p 31 N85-10976
Combustion hot section technology
p32 N85-10981
High-temperature erosion of plasma-sprayed,
yttna-stabttaed Zffcorna in a simulated turbine
environment
[NASA-TP-2406] p 121 N85-13045
Summary of drive-tram component technology in
helicopters p 509 N85-23766
Transmission efficiency mffHsuiftfp^ptB and correlations
with physical characteristics of the lubricant
p 521 N85-23781
Muttajoal and tnerrnomecharacal fatigue considerations
in damage tolerant design
[NASA-TM-67022] p 597 N85-26964
DEAN A program for dynamic engine analysis
[NASA-TM-87033] p 673 N85-28945
Army Research and Technology Labs, Fort Eustta, Va.
US Army helicopter operational flight loads
p254 N85-15675
Army Research and Technology Labs, Moffett Field,
Calif.
The effects of gusts on the fluctuating airloads of airfoils
in transonic flow p 385 A85-26762
The prediction of transonic flows on advancing rotors
p472 A85-31988
NASA-FAA helicopter Microwave Landing System
curved path flight test p485 AB5-31993
Advanced AFCS developments on the XV-15 tilt rotor
research aircraft p 512 A85-32013
Antoads on-bluff bodies, with application to the
rotOTHnduced ifantiittart* on UK-rotor aircraft
p544 A85-33469
Motor/body aerodynamic interactions
pS44 A85-33473
Transonic interactions of unsteady vortical flows
p734 A85-42969
Dynamic stall progiess in analysis and prediction
[AIAA PAPER 85-1769] p 817 A8S-47026
Interaction between an airfoil and a strearmnse vortex
[AD-A145823] p 86 N85-12041
Helicopter model rotor-blade vortex interaction impulsive
norse- Scalability and parametric vanatxms
[NASA-TM-86007] p 238 rJ85-16826
Effects of side-stick controllers on rotorcraft handling
qualities for terrain flight
[NASA-TM-86688] p 585 N85-25267
Finite-difference computations of rotor loads
[NASA-TM-86682] p 560 N85-26669
Piloted simulation of one-on-one helicopter air combat
at NOE flight levels
[NASA-TM-86686] p 586 N85-26720
Army Structure* Lab, Hampton, Va.
Comparison of expenmental and analytical predictions
of rotor blade-vortex interactions using model scale
acoustic data
(AIAA PAPER 84-2269] p 58 A85-10833
Laboratory tests on an aircraft fuselage to determine
the insertion loss of various acoustic add-on treatments
(AIAA PAPER 84-2330] p 16 ASS-10874
Optimization methods applied to the aerodynamic design
of helicopter rotor blades
[AIAA PAPER 85-0644] p 490 A85-30245
A nonlinear analysis of infinitely long graphite-epoxy
cylindrical panels loaded with internal pressure
(AIAA PAPER 85-0770] p 522 A85-30291
Laser veloctmeter measurements of the flow fields
around single- and counter-rotation propeller models
[SAE PAPER 850870] p 873 A85-50105
Friction and wear behavior of aluminum and composite
I-beam stiffened airplane skins
[NASA-TM-86418] P 652 N85-27852
Army Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen
Proving Ground. Md.
Flares and photoflash items
(AD-A145442) p45 N85-11253
Laboratory vibration schedules
(AD-A155856) p 887 N85-35188
Ashland Petroleum Co, Ky.
Aviation turbine fuels from tar sands bitumen and heavy
oils. Pan 1 Process analysis
(AD-A151319) p597 N85-25539
Atlanta Untv, Oa.
Random equations m aerodynamics
(NASA-CR-174279) P 238 N85-16825
Atmospheric Science Associates, Bedford, Mass.
Three-dimensional airflow and hydrometeor trajectory
calculation with applications
[AIAA PAPER 85-0412] p 222 ASS-19733
Auburn Untv, Ala.
Singular asymptotic expansions in nonlinear
rotordynamics
[NASA-CR-174012] p39 N85-10100
Singular asymptotic expansions in nonlinear
rotordynamics P 451 N85-22218
Avco Lycomlng Dry, Stratford, Conn.
Application of Runge Kutta time marching scheme lor
the computation of transonic flows in turbomachines
[AIAA PAPER 85-1332] p 631 A85-39728
Control of rotordynamic instability in a typical gas
turbine's power system p 187 N85-14120
Avion* Marcel Dassault, Saint-Cloud (France).
Aeroelastic analysis and the identification of flight
loads P254 N8S-15679
Avtons Marcel Oassniit-Breguet Aviation, Saint-Cloud
(Franca).
Interactive design of specifications for airborne software
set(GISELE) p610 N85-26753
The interactive generation of specifications for an
onboard software series (GISELE) p 679 N85-27906
B
Ballistic Research Laos, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md.
Hypothetical zero yaw drag trajectory of spinning
proiectles between M = 5 and M = 10
[AD-A148899] p329 N85-18963
Barber-Nichols Engineering Co, Arvada, Colo.
Modeling of a second-generation solar-dnven Rankine
air conditioner
[DE84-015132] p52 N8S-10223
Barl Univ. (Italy).
An incremental block-lme-Gauss-Seidel method for the
Navier-Stokes equations
__(AIAA PAPER 85-0033) _ _ p 207_ A8M9470
BatteUe Columbus Laos, Onto.
Avionics integrity program (Avip) Volume 4 Force
management Economic life considerations
[AD-A145592] p 24 N85-10941
Avionics integrity program (Avrp) Volume 1
Procurement phase issues. Design, manufactunng, and
integration
[AD-A145651] p25 N85-10943
Avionics Integnty Program (Avtp). Volume 2: Hardware
case studies
[AD-A145689] p 25 N85-10944
Composition and photochemical reactivity of turbine
engine exhaust
[AO-A150559] p 533 N85-23256
An overview of the MIL-HDBK-5 program
[AD-A147788] p 521 N85-23970
Bell Helicopter Co, Fort Worth, Tex.
Integration of sensor fusion m advanced helicopter
cockpit design p260 N85-16813
The helicopter transmission design process
p 510 N85-23772
Bendlx Corp, Southfleld. Mich.
New results in fault latency modelling
p 107 A85-14457
Blonctlcs Corp., Hampton, Va.
Notse transmission through an acoustically treated and
honeycomb stiffened aircraft sidewall
[AIAA PAPER 84-2329] p 62 ASS-10873
C-4
CORPORA TE SOURCE CAE Electronics Ltd., Montreal (Quebec).
Reld-tnaflence noise transmission loss of general
aviation aircraft double-wall configurations
p304 A85-21842
Noise transmission through aircraft panels
p 460 A85-29258
Noise transmission through an acoustically treated and
honeycomb-stiffened aircraft sidewall
p537 A85-32592
Research on the effect of noise at different times of
day Models, methods and findings
[NASA-CR-3888I P 538 N8S-23375
Circulation control propellers lor general aviation,
including a BASIC computer program
[NASA-CH-1659681 p 773 N85-29959
Data on noise environments at different times of day
around airports
(NASA-CH-172612) p 806 N85-30769
Bocftum Untv. (West Germany).
Drag reduction due to boundary-layer control by
combined blowing and suction p 237 N85-16785
Bodensmwerk Geraetetectinlk QjiUMt, Uebertlngen
(West Germany).
Simulation: A tool for cost-effective systems design and
live test reduction p613 N85-Z6657
Bering Aerospace Co, Seattle, Wash.
LED multifunction keyboard engineering study
[AD-A145199] p24 N85-10081
Software test handbook: Software test guidebook,
volume 2
[AO-A147289] p303 N85-17578
Automatic flight control modes for the AFTI/F-111
mission adaptive wing aircraft p 591 N85-26756
Boeing Co, Seattle. Wash.
QMRES acceleration of computational fluid dynamics
codes
(AIAA PAPER 85-1494] p 802 A8S-40933
Boeing Commercial Airplane Co, Seattle, Wash.
Aeronautical technology 2000 - A protection of advanced
vehicle concepts
[AIAA PAPER 84-2501) p 100 A85-13572
Transonic shock-wave/turbulent boundary-layer
interactions in a circular duct p 474 A85-32610
Winglet effects on the flutter of a twin-engine
transport-type wing p 650 A85-39217
Development and applications of algorithms for
calculating the transonic flow about harmonically
oscillating wings
[NASA-CR-172378] p9 N8S-10007
Hybrid Idntmsr flow control study
[NASA-CR-165930] p 21 N85-10933
Advanced composite stabilizer for Boeing 737 aircraft
(NASA-CR-168451 ] p 21 N8S-10934
Aircraft surface coatings
[NASA-CR-3661 ] p 21 N85-10935
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport
proiect-longitudinal handling qualities study of a
relaxed-stability airplane
(NASA-CR-3660) p36 N8S-11005
Wall interference measurements for three-dimensional
models in transonic wind tunnels: Experimental
difficulties p82 N8S-12012
Right phase status monitor study. Phase 1. Systems
concepts
[DOT/FAA/PM-84/181 p 90 N85-12046
Flutter parametric studies of canfllevered
twin-engine-transport type wing with and without winglet
Volume V Low-speed investigations
[NASA-CH-172410-VOL-1) p 129 N85-13269
Rutter parametric studies of canMevered twin-engine
transport type wing with and without winglet Volume 2.
Transonic and density effect investigations
[NASA-CR-172410-VOL-2] p 130 N8S-13270
Full-scale testing, production and cost analysis data for
the advanced composite stabilizer for Boeing 737 aircraft
Volume 1 Technical summary
(NASA-CR-3649) p 179 N85-13912
Design, ancillary testing, analysis and fabrication data
for the advanced composite stabilizer lor Boeing 737
aircraft Volume 1 • Technical summary
(NASA-CR-36481 p 179 N85-13913
Design, ancillary testing, analysis and fabrication data
for the advanced composite stabilizer for Boeing 737
aircraft, volume 2
[NASA-CR-166011] p 179 N85-13914
Full-scale lasting, production and cost analysis data for
the advanced composite stabilizer for Boeing 737 aircraft
volume 2
[NASA-CR-166012] p 179 N85-13915
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport proiect.
ACT/Control/Guidance System study, volume 1
(NASA-CR-165963-VOL-11 p 162 N85-14837
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport proiect
ACT/Control/Guidanca System study Volume 2.
Appendices
(NASA-CR-165963-VOL-2] P 162 N85-14838
Systems study for an Integrated Digital-Electnc Aircraft
(IDEA)
[NASA-CR-3840] p255 N85-1S714
cost and benefits optimization model for fault-tolerant
aircraft electronic systems
[NASA-CR-1660431 p293 N85-15993
IPAD Integrated Programs for Aerospace-vehicle
Design
[NASA-CR-3890] p610 N85-26221
Traffic alert and collision avoidance system: Operational
simulation
[FAA-PM-flS-101 p750 NB5-29941
Detailed studies of aviation fuel flowatjility
(NASA-CR-174938] p 788 N85-31308
Study to determine potential flight applications and
human factors design guidelines for voice recognition and
synthesis systems
[NASA-CR-172590] p 797 N8S-31349
The development and evaluation of color display
systems for airborne applications. Phase 1 Fundamental
visual, perceptual, and display system considerations
[FAA/PM-85-19] p857 N85-33700
Boeing Military Airplane Development, Seattle, Wash.
Howfield investigation of a supercruise fighter model
p392 A85-292S6
PAN AIR: A computer program for predicting subsonic
or supersonic linear potential flows about arbitrary
configurations using a higher order panel method. Volume
3 Case manual (version 1 0)
[NASA-CR-32531 p 13 N85-10922
Aircraft wing fuel tank environmental simulator tests for
evaluation of andmistong fuels
[FAA-CT-84-15] p283 N85-1S920
Aerodynamic issues in the design of high-lift systems
for transport aircraft p256 N85-16780
Pictorial format display evaluation
[AO-A149252) p348 N85-18986
Automatic flight control modes for the AFTI/F-111
mission adaptive wing aircraft p 680 N85-27909
Fuel freeze point investigations
[AD-A152801] . p690 N85-28129
Boeing Military Airplane Development, Wichita, Kans.
Baffled eye and confounded brain or using visual illusions
to train blind pilots
[AD-P004332] p359 N85-17986
B-52B/DTV (Drop Test Vehicle) flight test results: Drop
test missions
[NASA-CR-171530] p 741 N85-29934
Boeing Verto) Co, Philadelphia, Pa.
Aeromecharocal stability of a full-scale hingeless rotor
in hover p 496 A85-32002
Performance degradation of helicopter rotor in forward
flight due to ice p 746 A85-42937
Integrated technology rotor/flight research rotor hub
concept definition
(NASA-CFH66447] p 344 N85-18051
Special power train requirements for the next generation
of rotary-wing aircraft p510 N85-23769
Fuselage upwash effects on RSRA rotor systems
[NASA-CR-17T349] p 743 N85-31015
Bolt, Beranek, ano Newman, Inc, Cambridge, Mass.
An experimental investigation of blade-vortex interaction
at normal incidence
[AIAA PAPER 85-0003] p 206 A8S-194S1
Turbofan noise generation. Volume 2' Computer
programs
(NASA-CR-167952] p 65 N85-11791
Sources, paths, and concepts for reduction of noise in
me test section of the NASA Langley 4x7m wind tunnel
[ NASA-CR-172448-VOL-1) p 197 N85-14666
Comparison of options for reduction of noise in the test
section of the NASA Langley 4x7m wind tunnel, including
reduction of nozzle area
[NASA-CR-172448-VOL-2] p 197 N85-14667
An experimental investigation of the chopping of
helicopter main rotor tip vortices by the tail rotor
[NASA-Cfl-177338] p 538 N85-23376
A study of interior noise levels, noise sources and
transmission paths in light aircraft
[NASA-CH-172152] p 805 N85-30766
Bolt Beranek, and Newman, Inc, Canoga Park, Calif.
Aircraft noise annoyance at three pint air earner and
general aviation airports p 452 A85-27359
Flight investigation of cabin noise control treatments for
a light turboprop aircraft
[SAE PAPER 850876] p 885 A85-50109
NOISEMAP 4 4 computer program update, operator's
manual, addendum 1
(AD-A147091I p302 N85-16503
Wind tunnel acoustic study of a propeller installed behind
an airplane empennage. Data report
(NASA-CR-1773351 p 538 N85-23377
Bom Univ. (West Germany).
Motor glider meteorology p914 N85-35543
Partitioning of the vertical turbulent energy transport into
positive and negative contnbutions p 915 N85-35551
Aircraft measurements during the Bonn Experiment
(80NEX 1) p915 N85-35552
Bordeaux 1 Univ., Qradignan (France).
Ultra high energy events in ECHOS senes and primary
energy spectrum
[HE-3.7-9] p920 N8S-3S966
Boston Untv, Mass.
A first-order Green's function approach to supersonic
oscillatory flow A mixed analytic and numenc treatment
[NASA-Cfl-172207] p 327 N85-18002
Flutter taming: A new tool for the aeroelastic designer
[AD-A150834I p515 N85-23802
A first-order time-domain Green's function approach to
supersonic unsteady flow
[NASA-CR-172208] p 741 N8S-29930
Bregust-Aviation, Saint Cloud (France).
Objectives in studying the maintainability of aircraft
systems p202 N85-16732
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Brough (England).
ACT flight research expenence p 678 N85-27894
British Aerospace Aircraft Group,
KInttstorHipon-Thames (England).
Innovation in British industry (notably the aircraft
industry) and its value Collected papers
[BAE-KRS-N-GEN-286] p 313 N85-17933
Air intake efficiency at zero speed and lip suction
[BAE-KRS-N-GEN-303) p 326 N85-17996
Why vertical landing
[BAE-KRS-N-GEN-301] p 343 N85-18048
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Preston (England).
Experiences obtained from service fatigue monitoring
exercises p 292 N85-15672
Tornado- Structural Usage Monitonng System
(SUMS) p 292 N85-15680
An update on experience on the fly by wire Jaguar
equipped with a full-time digital flight control system
p 589 N85-26740
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Stockport (England).
Advanced fatigue momtonng on service aircraft
p 292 N8S-15671
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Weybrldge
(England).
Recent progress of development and understanding of
high lift systems p 236 N85-16772
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Woodford (England).
A semi-empirical unsteady transonic method with
supersonic free stream p 555 N85-25179
British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co., Brough (England).
ACT flight research expenence p 589 N85-26741
British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co, Lancashire
(England).
An update of expenence on the fly by wire Jaguar
equipped with a full-time digital flight control system
p 678 N85-27893
British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co., Preston (England).
A method of estimating aircraft attitude from fly by wire
flight control system data p 586 N85-26653
British Broadcasting Corp, Klngswood (England).
The susceptibility of aeronautical navigational aids to
interference from adiacent-band broadcast transmissions
(BBC-RD-1984/12] p 371 N85-18234
Brown Boveri Research Center, Baden (Switzerland).
Expenences with the matenal bevaviour and hign
temperature low cycle fatigue life prediction of the IN 738
blading alloy p 292 N85-1S746
Brunswick Corp, Marion, Va.
Nose and inlet duct radomes for the firebolt aerial
target
[AO-P004375] p 449 N8S-21469
Bundesanstalt fuer Flugsicherung, Frankfurt am Main
(West Germany).
Activities report in air traffic control
P96 N85-12047
Directions of the West German Ministry of Transport
for education and control of airline personnel (section 3.
chapters 2 and 12) p 243 N85-16848
Directions of the West German Ministry of Transport
for education and control or airline personnel. Report 6.
chapters 3/A and 3/B p 244 N85-16S49
CAE Electronics Ltd, Montreal (Quebec).
The fiber-optic helmet-mounted display
[AD-P004330] p348 N85-17984
Binocular overlap in a fiber optic helmet mounted
display
[ AD-P004331| p 348 N85-17985
C-5
California Inst of Tech., Pasadena. CORPORA TE SOURCE
California Inat of Tech, Pasadena.
Vortex induced lift on a flat plate with a curved
iorward-facmg flap p 394 A85-30175
Effect of stress concentrations in composite structures
[NASA-CR-173976] p 44 N85-11140
Pressure oscillations in liquid-fueled ramjet engines
p 169 N8S-13797
Lateral fluid forces acting on a whirling centnfugal
impeller in vaneiess and vaned ditfuser
p 187 N85-14123
Hydrodynamic impeller stiffness, damping, and inertia
in the rotordynamics of centnfugal flow pumps
p 187 N85-14125
California State Unto., Long Beach.
Boundary layers on oscillating airfoils
P735 A85-42973
California Univ., Berkeley.
Multtvanable control of VTOL aircraft tor shipboard
landing
(AIAA PAPER 85-1928) p 844 A85-45928
California Univ, Oavfa.
Cross coupling in pilot/vehicle systems
(AIAA PAPER 85-1787] p 838 A85-43845
Identification of pilot dynamics from in-flight tracking
data
[AIAA PAPER 85-1945] p 845 A85-4S935
California Untv, Loa Angatea.
Treatment of supersonic flows with embedded subsonic
regions p 145 A85-18681
Structural optimization with dynamic behavior
constraints p 185 A85-18693
Coupled helicopter rotor/body aeromechanical stability
companson of theoretical and experimental results
P252 A85-21847
Entropy condition satisfying approximations for me full
potential equation of transonic flow p 385 A85-26916
Data flow methods for dynamic system simulation - A
CSSL-IV microcomputer network interface
P458 A85-28614
A functional language approach in high-speed digital
simulation p 458 A85-28615
Microbursts in JAWS depicted by Ooppfer radars. PAM,
and aenal photographs p 453 A85-28777
Application of the finite-state arbitrary-motion
aerodynamics to rotor blade aeroelastic response and
stability in hover and forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 85-0763] p 491 A85-30380
Diffraction of a baffled dipole - Frequency dependence
P6t1 A85-33915
A fast, time-accurate unsteady full potential scheme
[AIAA PAPER 85-1512) p 802 A85-40947
Shock capturing finite difference algorithms for
supersonic flow past fighter and missile type
configurations
[NASA-CR-174051] p 11 N85-10913
Flutter control with unsteady aerodynamic models
[AO-A1478S8] p270 N85-15753
Size distributions of elemental carbon in atmospheric
aerosols
[PB85-153534] p 609 N85-25963
California Unlv, Riverside.
Atmospheric photochemical modeling of Untune engine
fuels. Phase i Expenmental studies. Volume 2;
Environmental chamber data tabulations
[AO-A147786] p 300 N85-17470
California Univ, San Diego, La Jolla.
Constellations p 433 N8S-20352
Calapan Advanced Technology Canter, Buffalo, N.Y.
A preliminary flight evaluation of the peripheral vision
display using the NT-33A aircraft
[AD-A145123] p24 N85-10060
An in-flight investigation of a twin fuselage configuration
in approach and landing
[NASA-CR-172366] p 173 N85-13801
Expenmental studies of Ouasi-Two-Oimensional and
three-dimensional viscous interaction regions induced by
skewed-shock and swept-shock boundary layer
interactions
[AO-A150080] P449 N85-21S87
The interpretation of flying qualities requirements for
flight control system design
[NASA-CR-177942] p 848 N85-33125
Calapan Corp, Buffalo, N. Y.
Extracts from the test plan tor in-flight evaluation of the
NT-33A peripheral vision display p 23 N85-10055
Calspan Field Services, me, Arnold AFS, Term.
A numerical simulation of the NFAC (National Full-scale
Aerodynamics Complex) open-return wind tunnel inlet
flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0437) p 230 A85-20869
A 3-D chimera gnd embedding technique
(AIAA PAPER 85-1523] p 802 A85-40955
A data base for three-dimensional all-interference code
evaluation p 83 N85-12O17
Determination of equivalent model geometry for tunnel
wall interference assessment/correction
p85 N85-12031
Mathematical modeling of the AEDC (Arnold Engineering
Development Center) propulsion wind tunnel (16T)
[AD-A151293] p 593 N85-25275
Two approaches lor the prediction of plume-induced
separation
[AD-A154098] p741 N85-2993S
Cambridge Acoustical Associates, Inc., Mas*.
The sound field in a finite cylindrical shell
p537 A85-31195
Cambridge Univ. (England).
Measurement of the development of the boundary layer
in the annulus walls of a fourstage compressor
(CUED/A-TURBO-TR-121] p 52 N85-10299
Activities report of the Department of Engineering
p 127 N85-12202
Transmission error measurements in gearbox
development p 529 N85-23794
Canada* Ud, Montreal (Quebec).
TUTOR (CL-41A) tail flight load survey
p254 N85-15678
Canadian Wildltfe Service, Ottawa (Ontario).
Evaluation of effectiveness of bird scaring operations
at a sanitary landfill site near CFB Trenton, Ontano,
Canada
[AD-P004201] p454 N85-19968
Canterbury Univ, Christchurch (New Zealand).
Wave envelope and infinite element schemes for fan
noise radiation from turbofan inlets p 134 ASS-15330
Canyon Research Group, Inc, Weatlake Village, Calif.
Content, variety, and augmentation of simulated visual
scenes for teaching air-to-ground attack
[AD-A145218] p38 N85-10080
Visual simulation requirements tor aircraft aspect
recognition at real wortd distances
[AO-A151040) p517 N85-23810
Camegle-tleUon Univ, Ptttaburgh, Pa.
Effects of friction dampers on aerodynarmcally unstable
rotor stages p265 A85-21866
Validation of fault-free behavior of a reliable
multiprocessor system - FTMP- A case study
p888 A85-47757
Optical data processing for missile guidance
[AD-A149346] p 339 N85-18972
Caae Weatem Reserve Unlv, Cleveland, Onto.
Plastic flow of plasma sprayed ceramics
p362 A85-24161
Analysis of transitional separation bubbles on infinite
swept wings
[AIAA PAPER 85-1685] p 717 A85-40770
Laser anemometer optimization p 30 N85-10963
Catholic Univ. of America, Washington, D.C.
Storage stability of jet fuels
[AD-A146360] p 180 N85-14943
Center for Naval Analyse*, Alexandria, Va.
The use of flight simulators m measuring and improving
training effectiveness
[AD-A153817] p684 N85-28954
Centra d'Electronlque de I'Armement, Bruz (France).
A simulator for studying helicopter weapons systems
p 277 N85-16816
Centre d"E*»ai* Aeranautlque Toulouse (France).
The TA6Zr5D (IML685) characterization in strain
controlled tests (Specimens obtained from a forged
spinning wheel) no. M4-45870
[M4-45S70] p128 NSS-12384
Guide for the execution of reliability tests in the
laboratory p 608 N85-27237
Influence of the molding joint plane on the fatigue
resistance of the alloys 7010 and 7050. Test Report No
M1-631600
[PV-M1-631600] p799 N85-31562
Centra d'E*»al» en Vol. Istra* (France).
The DG4OO propulsed glider
[CEV/IS/SE/AV/84] p 161 N85-13795
Glider Nimbus 3-24.5 Partial certification test results
for importation in the U category
[REPT-CEV/IS/SE/AV/84] p 502 N85-23763
Centra d'Etudes et de Recherche*, Toulouse (France).
Three-dimensional boundary layers and shear flows
activities at ONERA/CERT p597 N85-25785
Active Control Technology (ACT)' Past, present and
future p 676 N85-27884
Centre National d'Etude* Spatial**, Toulouae (Franca).
Characterization of sotderless mmiwrapping
connections
(CNES-NT-112) p608 N85-27238
Search and rescue in Canada p 807 N85-31098
Cnartea River Analytic*, Inc. Cambridge, Mas*.
Evaluation of a fault tolerant system tor an integrated
avionics sensor configuration with TSRV flight data
[NASA-CR-172589] p 657 N85-28941
Chicago Univ, III.
Microbursts in JAWS depicted by Doppler radars. PAM,
and aenal photographs p 453 A85-28777
Chrysler Corp, New Orleans, La.
Results of tests of advanced flexible insulation vortex
and flow environments in the North Amencan
Aerodynamics Laboratory lowspeed wind tunnel using
0 0405-scale Space Shuttle Orbrter model 16-0 (test
OA-309)
fNASA-CR-167692) P 39 N85-10096
Cincinnati Univ, Ohio.
Computation of internal flows- Methods and applications.
Proceedings 01 the Energy Sources Technology
Conference. New Orleans, LA. February 12-16, 1984
p49 ASS-11630
A study of fatigue damage mechanisms in Waspaloy
from 25 to 800 C p 42 ASS-12098
A procedure for the calculation of supersonic flows with
strong viscous-mviscid interaction
[AIAA PAPER 85-0166] p 213 A85-19562
On-line determination of optimal flight paths for
helicopters p 495 A85-31994
The high Reynolds number finite flat-plate cascade
p 474 AB5-32616
An implicit time-marching method for studying unsteady
flow with massive separation
[AIAA PAPER 85-1489] p 790 A85-40929
The three-dimensional compressible flow in a radial
inflow turbine scroll p 729 A85-41826
Massive separation and dynamic stall on a cusped
trailing-edge airfoil p 735 A85-42974
Analysis of two-dimensional incompressible flow past
airfoils using unsteady Navier-Stokes equations
p735 A85-42975
Performance deterioration of cascades exposed to solid
particles p112 N85-12057
Surge transient simulation in turbo-tet engine
p 169 N85-13796
A numerical study of several supersonic flows
P325 N85-17995
Pirate element analysis of notch behavior using a state
vanable constitutive equation p 799 N85-31548
Citadel CoH, Charleston, S.C.
Effectiveness of an overhead wire barrier system in
reducing gull use at the BFI Jedburg sanitary landfill,
Berkeley and Dorchester counties, South Carolina
[AD-P004200] p454 N85-19967
Chril Aeronautics Board, Washington, D.C.
Airport activity statistics of certificated route air
earners
[AD-A148472] p243 N85-16846
Chril Aviation Authority, Redhiil (England).
Accidents and serious incidents to cnnl aircraft due to
Uusliikes
[AD-P004180] p402 N85-19942
Analysis of bird stnkes reported by European airlines.
1976 -1980
[AD-P004181] p402 N85-19943
Clarkson Coll. of Technology, Potsdam, N.Y.
Control of cascaded induction generator systems
[AD-A150429] p 527 N85-22897
Clemaon Unlv, S.C.
Laboratory simulation of smoke reduction from aircraft
engine test cell exhaust using a fludaed bed filter
[AD-A148600] p278 N85-16886
The use of small mobile radars to detect, monitor, and
quantify bird movements
[AD-P004188] -~ p~403 N85-19951 ~
Field validation of statistically-based acceptance plan
for bituminous airport pavements. Volume 1: Correlation
analysis of Marshall properties of laboratory-compacted
spuuMimm
[FAA-PM-84-12-VOL-1] p 430 N85-21180
Field validation of statistically-based acceptance plan
for bituminous airport pavements. Volume 2: Statistical
analysis of Marshall properties of plant-produced
bituminous materials
[FAA-PM-84-12-VOL-2] p 430 N85-21181
Field validation of statistically-based acceptance plan
for bituminous airport pavements. Volume 3 Statistical
analysis of 3 methods for determining maximum specific
gravity of bituminous concrete mixtures
[FAA-PM-84-12-VOL-31 p 430 N85-21182
Field validation of statistically-based acceptance plan
tor bituminous airport pavements Volume 4 Computer
simulation of multiple acceptance cntena
[FAA-PM-84-12-VOL-4] p 431 N85-21183
Field validation of statisocally-oased acceptance plan
tor bituminous airport pavements Volume 5 Summary
of validation studies
[FAA-PM-84-12-VOL-5] p 431 N85-21184
Data compression for noiseless channels
p527 N85-22851
Study of acceptance cntena for joint densities m
bttumtnous airport pavements
(FAA-PM-85-5] p 594 N85-26761
C-6
CORPORA TE SOURCE Department of the Air Force, Washington, O.C.
Cleveland State Univ.. Ohio.
Investigation on experimental techniques to detect
locate and quantify gear noise in helicopter
transmissions
[NASA-CR-3847] P 30S N85-17667
Unsteady Now in multistage turbines
p698 N85-27946
Coast Guard Research and Development Center,
Groton, Conn.
An evaluation of flashtube signal crtaractenstics
(AD-A1495691 P339 N85-18974
College of William and Mary. Wllllamsburg, Va.
Optimal maintenance center inventories for faulMolerant
repairable systems P 301 AS5-21S48
Spectral multignd methods with applications to transonic
potential Row p316 A85-24448
A slotted test section numerical model for interference
assessment p426 A85-26759
The use of Ada m distributed simulations
P457 A85-286I2
Moving target distributed, real-time simulation using
Ada P 609 A85-34131
Colorado School of Mines, Golden.
Jet fuel instability mechanisms
[NASA-CR-1758561 P 690 N85-28127
Colorado State Univ, Fort Collins.
A spatial model of wind shear and turbulence
[AIAA PAPER 84-0277] P 190 A85-16236
Efficient solution of the Euler and Navier-Stokes
equations with a vectorized multiple-gnd algorithm
p 145 ASS-18679
A spatial model of wind shear and turbulence for flight
simulation P 130 N85-12518
Colorado Untv, Boulder.
Numencal optimization design of advanced transonic
wing configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0424) p 248 A85-19739
Shock-free turbomacrtinery blade design
P232 A8S-21864
On me accuracy of the pseudocompresstbility method
in solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-16891 p717 A85-40772
Unsteady aerodynamic loading of an airfoil due to
vortices released mtemuttentty from its upper surface
[AO-P004162] P324 N85-17947
Unsteady separated flow Forced and common vortxaty
about oscillating airfoils
[AD-P004167] p324 N85-17952
Unsteady separated flows: Generation and use by
insects
[AO-P004168] p324 N85-17953
The unsteady boundary layer on an elliptic cylinder
following me impulsive onset of translations and rotational
motion P477 N85-23699
Columbia Untv, New York.
Theoretical design of acoustic treatment for cabin noise
control of a light aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-23281 p 16 ASS-10872
Noise transmission txrough aircraft panels
p460 A85-29258
Theoretical design of acoustic treatment for noise control
in a turboprop aircraft p 414 A85-29260
Review of research on structurebome nose
[AIAA PAPER 85-07881 p 536 A85-30388
Aircraft c«ibtn noiso prediction ctnd optirntzstion
[NASA-CR-175982] p 806 N85-30768
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
(U. & Senate).
Satellite navigation
[S-HRG-98-8S6I p 246 NB5-16851
Status of air traffic control system
[S-HRG-98-1197] p750 N85-31038
Committee on Public Works and Transportation (U. S.
House).
Legislation to improve airline safety
[GPO-38-222] p405 N85-21132
The impact of weather on aviation safety
[GPO-35-520] p565 N85-26685
FAA regulation of 9-seat and under passenger aircraft
(GPO-42-703) p747 N85-31032
Aviation safety (aircraft passenger survrvability and cabin
safety)
[GPO-39-847] p 878 N85-34130
Committee on Science and Technology (U. S. House).
Aircraft navigation and landing technology; Status of
implementation
[GPO-38-615] p97 N85-12883
Ultralight aircraft technology and public safety
[GPO-38-948] p405 N85-21131
Wind shear detection technology
[GPO-38-920] P455 N85-21879
Community Planning and Development Inst,
Washington, O.C.
International airport study How to improve the effect
of airports on trade and on export-related industries
[PB85-1249231 p 429 N85-19992
Computer Dynamics, Ine, Virginia Beach. Vs.
Some iterative schemes for transonic potential flows
p 474 A85-32624
Computer Technology Associates, Inc. Englewood,
Cola
Operations concept for the advanced automation system
man-machine interface
[AD-A1497971 p410 N85-21139
Connecticut Untv, Storrs.
Biaxial constitutive equation development for single
crystals
(NASA-CR-1740561 p 65 N8S-11862
Continuum Dynamics, Inc, Princeton. N. J.
Scaling laws for testing of high lift airfoils under heavy
rainfall
(AIAA PAPER 85-0257] p 216 A85-19617
Cornell Unhr, Ithaca, N.Y.
Effect of angle of attack on rotor trailing-edge noise
p 134 A85-15346
Combustion efficiency of a promoted continuous flow
combustor p 785 A85-42571
Unsteady aerodynamic response of cascades and
turborotors p112 N85-12058
Airport noise impact prediction and measurement
p 130 N85-12476
A theory of post-stall transients in multistage axial
compression systems
(NASA-CR-3878) p398 N85-21117
Roating shack-fitting in transonic potential flow
calculations p 742 N85-31007
Impulsive noise due to transonic blade-vortex
interactions p 806 N85-31913
Cranfletd Inst of Tech, Bedford (England).
On the stability of an infinite swept attachment line
boundary layer p 75 A85-13723
Large scale computing in aeronautical design
p20 N8S-10043
The development of a dynamic model of a generalised
combat aircraft with forward wings tor the identification
of stability and control characteristics
(CAR-84-33) p343 N85-180SO
Some aspects of the design of a fly-by-wire flying control
system for a supersonic V/STOL fighter aircraft
[COLL-AERON-84131 p 425 N85-21175
Some effects of sweep direction and strikes for wings
with sharp leading edges
[CA-8421] p634 N85-27826
On the effect of wing taper and sweep direction on
leading edge transition
[CA-8435] p634 N85-27827
An assessment of the suitability of the SHGA structural
test ng for aerodynamic testing of hang gliders
(CA-8505) p 652 N85-27853
Some problems in high speed gears and geanng
p910 N85-34312
Crouzet Aerospace and Systems, Valence (France).
Recent methods for calibrating the anemometry of
helicopters at low speeds p 260 N85-16809
Oasssult-Breguet Aviation, St Cloud (France).
Calculation of unsteady transonic flow around a high
swept wing p 555 N85-25184
Dayton Untv., Onto.
A simple and safe takeoff or landing procedure with
wmg surface contaminations p 155 A85-16239
Clear turbulence forecasting - Towards a union of art
and science
[AIAA PAPER 854014) p 298 ASS-19458
Turbine blade damping study, introduction
p113 N85-12891
Visual perceptual aspects of low level high speed flight
and night simulation
[AD-P004310I
 P358 N85-17964
USAF damage tolerant design handbook. Guidelines
for the analysis and design of damage tolerant aircraft
structures, revision B
[AO-A153161] p652 N85-27858
Hold-time effects in elevated temperature fatigue crack
propagation
(AO-A154146) p 797 N85-30376
Aspects of high-resolution gas chromatograpfry as
applied to the analysis of hydrocarbon fuels and other
complex organic mixtures Volume 1
[AD-A156154] 0902 N85-35257
The physical and empirical basis for a specific dear-air
turbulence nsk index
(NASA-CR-178S22] p914 N8S-3S540
DCS Corp, Alexanderia, Va.
Analysis of on-board CIG (Computer Image Generator)
applications for aircrew training
[AD-A145214) p38 N85-10079
De Havllland Aircraft Co. of Canada Ltd, Oownsview
(Ontario).
An update of the Canada/USA augmentor-wing
proiect p 257 N85-16781
Deere and Co, Mollne, III.
Low-gravity solidification of cast iron and space
technology applications p 44 N85-M022
Defence Research Establishment. Ottawa. (Ontario).
An alignment fixture for a 2-Oegree-of-Freedom (TDR
gyroscope
[AO-A148885] p 339 N85-18969
A general area air traffic controller simulation using
colour graphics
[AD-A153634] p 645 N85-28933
A companson of two bench scale tests of fuel low
temperature flow properties
[AO-A154477) p 788 N85-31311
Observations of the use of the setapomt detector
[AD-A154533) p 853 N85-32208
Defence Research Information Centre, Orpington
(England).
Oxidation resistant materials for hot gas turbines and
jet engines
[AD-B087399L] p 507 N85-22389
Defense Logistics Agency, Alexandria, Va.
Depot modernization at the Defense Logistics Agency
[AD-P004008] p 126 N85-11988
Defense Systems Management School, Fort Belvoir,
Vs.
OoO Robotics Application Workshop Proceedings
[AD-A145887] p71 N85-11978
Program Manager The journal of the defense systems
management college, volume 14. number 2, March-April
1985
[AO-A1S4219) p808 N85-32031
Denver Air Route Traffic Control Center, Longmont,
Colo.
Denver ARTCC (Air Route Traffic Control Center)
evaluation of PROFS (Program for Regional Observing and
Forecasting Services) mesoscale weather products
[PB85-120301/GAH] p 338 N85-18045
Denver Research Inst, Colo.
Interactive Graphics Simulator Design, development
and effectrveness/cost evaluation
[AD-A149417] p378 N85-19712
Department of Energy, Bartlesville, Okla.
Trends of petroleum fuels
(OE85-0001t6] p 522 N85-24023
Department of Energy, Washington, 0. C.
A 5-year research plan. 1985-1990. Wind energy
technology Generating power from the wind
(DE85-008427] p 702 N85-2B463
Combined cold compressor/elector helium refngerator
[DE35-006408] p 910 N85-34326
Department of National Defence, Ottawa (Ontario).
Development of a Helicopter integrated navigation
system p 245 N85-16802
Department of the Air Force, Washington, D.C.
NASA-FAA helicopter Microwave Landing System
curved path flight test p 485 A85-31993
Simple ncnrestnctive arm restraint system
[AO-O011216) p 14 N85-10026
Stall elimination and restart enhancement device
[AO-0011217] p27 N85-10062
Variable inlet vane assembly for a gas turbine
combustion
[AO-O011220] p27 N85-10063
Aircraft cabin pressunzation control system tester
[AO-0011225) p38 N85-10081
Method for measuring haze in transparencies
[AD-D011233] p65 N85-10823
Combined cycle ramjet engine
(AO-O011247) p 178 N85-148S9
Windblast leg protector assembly
[AD-O011376] p242 N85-15700
Powered articulated headrest system
[AD-0011353] p254 N85-15710
Aircraft thrust control scheme for terrain following
system
[AO-D011387) P255 N85-15711
Siodynamc resistant control stick
(AO-0011380) P259 N8S-15721
Mounting construction for turbine vane assembly
[AD-D0113951 P265 N85-15723
Voice command weapons launching system
[AO-0011378] p293 N85-15940
EMI (electromagnetic interference) filter capacitor unit
[AD-D011392] p293 N85-15941
Turbulence measurement interferometer apparatus
[AO-0011377] p295 N85-16156
Heater block assembly lor use in thermal oxidation
testing of iei fuel
(AD-0011430) P285 N85-17077
Flow measurement device
(AD-D011432] P298 N85-17369
C-7
Department of the Army, Washington, D. C. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Transdigitaer for relaying signals fiom Globs) Positioning
System (GPS) satellites
(AO-0011442] p339 N85-18970
One-piece HPTR blade squealer tip
[AO-D0114S2) p355 N85-18989
Vibration isolated cold plate assembly
(AD-D011444J p373 N85-19368
Integrated paratroop door
[AO-O011S07] p416 N85-21148
Flameholder with integrated air mner
[AD-D011S49] p421 N85-21161
Translating rudder pedal system
[AD-0011510] p425 N85-21172
Laser clock
[AO-0011513] p4SO N8S-21634
Segmented zoned fuel injection system for use with a
combustor
[AD-D011640) p670 N85-27865
Spacer structure
[AD-0011641]
 P670 N85-27866
Optical system for measuring shadowgraph data
[AD-D011642] p705 N85-28784
Heat management system for aircraft
[AD-O011658] p654 N8S-28936
Strutless diffuser tor gas turfame engine
[AD-D011662) p672 1485-28943
Laminated thermoplastic radome
[AD-D011664] p691 N85-29045
Variable cycle engine for high altitude aircraft
[AD-0011705) p774 N85-29969
Very high speed lap with positive lift effect
[AD-0011710] p798 N85-30344
Very high speed lap with negative lift effect
[AD-D011711] p 796 N8S-3034S
Removable cleanable anBretlection shield
[AD-00117351 P863 N85-33810
Department of the Army, Washington, D. C.
Moving obiect detection system using infrared
scanning
[AD-0011222) p64 N85-10822
Fast response impulse generator
[AD-D011283] p 178 N85-14853
Rnlet injector
[AO-0011245] p 180 N85-14891
Department of the Navy, Washington, D. C.
Prefabncated panels for rapidly runway repair and
expedient airfield surfacing
[AD-D0112771 p177 N85-13804
System for rapid repair of damaged airfield runways
[AD-D011325] p276 1485-15754
Aircraft barricade
[AD-D011316]
A method tor
topography
[AD-D011412]
determining
p277 N85-15761
rnesoscale dynamic
p300 N85-17506
Deployment sequence mode selection system for
aircraft ejection seat
[AD-0011464) p334 N85-18968
Airspeed sensing pressure valve system
[AD-0011472] p348 N85-18987
Adhssivs joint Torrnadon under fiold conditions
[AD-D011478] p365 N85-191S3
Torso restraint system
[AD-D011609] p564 1485-26684
Air bag restraint system
[AD-O011671] p747 1485-29936
Geomagnetic velocimeter
[AD-D011672] p764 N85-29953
Opacity control technique for jet engine test celts
[AD-0011668] p774 1485-29968
Expedient runway surfacing with post tenswnmg system
for expeditionary airfields
[AD-0011677] p781 N85-29976
Low-profile fastener
(AD-D011667] p796 N85-30343
Deputy Chief of Staff for Research Development and
Acquisition (Army), Washington, D.C.
Proceedings of the 14th Army Science Conference
Volume 2: Principal authors I through O
[AO-A149201] p919 N85-35690
Detroit Dies* Allison, Indianapolis, Ind.
Gas side heat transfer 2-O flow p 30 N85-10965
Analytical fuel property effects-small combustors
[ NASA-CR-174738) p 582 N85-26709
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) technology project
[N AS A-CR-174798) p 773 N8S-29961
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuehsanstalt fu*r Luft-
und Raumfahrt Brunswick (West Germany).
Design of a basic airfoil for a slightly swept wing. Part
1 Theoretical transonic airfoil design
[DFVLR-FB-84-19-PT-1] p 86 N85-12043
Flight testing of Litton laser gyro strapdown system
LTN-90 for general aviation
[DFVLR-MITT-84-16] p 245 N85-15709
Right research on visusl aids and navigation equipment
for helicopter low-level flight at night
p 261 N85-16820
Aeroacoustics at the DFVLR Brunswick Research
Center A survey on recent and current activities
[DFVLR-MITT-84-14] p 306 N85-17677
In-flight investigation of the effects of time delay in
control system on flying qualities in landing approach
[DFVLR-FB-84-35] p 425 N85-19989
Algorithms for automatic four-dimensional aircraft
guidance, considering the momentary wind situation
(DFVLFI-FB-84-40) p 410 N85-21146
Dynamic wind tunnel testing for active control
research p 514 N85-22352
Guidance and control research flight testing with HFB
320 test aircraft p 514 1485-22355
Avionics Right Evaluation System (AFES)
pSOS N85-22357
The influence of transition strips on the pressure
distribution on transonic profiles p480 N85-23718
Wind modelling for increased aircraft operational
efficiency p 559 N8S-26652
Aspects of application of ACT systems for pilot workload
alleviation p 588 N85-26734
Design of a base profile for a low sweep airfoil. Part
2: Experimental investigation on the DFVLR-W1 airfoil
profile in the Brunswick transonic wind tunnel
[DFVLR-FB-85-01-PT-2] p 635 N85-27833
The Avionics Flight Evaluation System (AFES) of
DFVLR
[DFVLR-MITT-85-01] p 657 N85-27864
In-fligm investigation of the influence of pitch damping
and pitch control effectiveness on landing approach flying
qualities of statically unstable transport aircraft
[DFVLH-FB-84-12] p 676 N85-27880
Identification of gust input and gust response
characteristics from Do 28 TNT flight test data
[DFVLR-FB-84-48] p 676 N85-27881
Proposals for the determination of necessary elevator
handling characteristics of sailplanes in high speed
range
[DFVLR-FB-84-52] p 676 N85-27882
Aspects of application of ACT systems for pilot workload
alleviation p 677 N85-27887
Mission requirements and handling qualities
p680 M85-28918
Structural Analysis
[DFVLR-MITT-84-21 ] p 701 1485-29313
Research on structural analysis at the DFVLR.
Brunswick p 701 N85-29314
The static aeroelasocrty of a composite wing
p 701 N85-29321
A feasibility study for the use of electronic flight strips
in ATC controller workstations
[DFVLR-FB-85-08) p 751 1485-31039
Simulations of strapdown-system errors and error
compensation methods
[DFVLR-MITT-84-22] p 751 N85-31040
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstait fuar Lutt-
und Raumfahrt Cologne (West Germany).
Experiences with the use of a side-strut model support
system for high angles of attack in the Tnnsonik wind tunnel
TMK
[DFVLR-MnT-84-09] p277 1485-15763
Activities report in aerospace in West Germany
[ISSN-0070-3966] p 379 N85-18947
Actrvtt&s in ftiQht mocti&mcs snd fli0nt control
(ISSN-0720-7808) p 515 1485-23803
Dsutsch* Forsenungs- und Versuchssnstatt fuer Lutt-
und Raumfahrt Goettlngen (West Germany).
A tame-split finte-volume algorithm tor three-dimensional
flowfieW simulation p 73 A85-12708
Wind tunnel wall interference in dosed, ventilated and
adaptive test sections p 82 N85-12014
Boundary layer control by transition fixing
[DFVLR-MrtT-84-17] p479 1485-23712
Transition fixing and simulation of high Reynolds number
flow at transonic velocities p 480 1485-23721
Investigation of the aerodynamic forces on bluff bodies
at high Reynolds numbers
[DFVLfl-MITT-84-19] p 481 N85-23727
Transonic pressure distributions on a two-dimensional
0012 and supercritical MBB-A3 profile oscillating m heave
and pitch p 554 N85-25173
Analysts of unsteady pressure measurements on a
supercritical airfoil with a harmonically oscillating trailing
edge flap at subsonic and transonic speeds
[OFVLR-FB-84-49] p 636 1485-27837
Methods for design aerodynamics of modem transport
aircraft
[DFVLR-FB-85-05] p 636 1485-27838
Adaptive wall wind tunnels and wall interference
correction methods
[DFVLR-IB-222-84-A-37] p 683 1485-27912
The gust simulation apparatus of the 3m x 3m low speed
wind tunnel of the DFVLR in Goettingen, West Germany
[DFVLR-FB-85-04) p 684 N85-27920
A supersonic potential gradient method for the
calculation of unsteady aerodynamic pressures on
harmonically oscillating wings
(DFVLR-FB-85-11) p 744 N85-31026
Deutsche Forscfiungs- und Versuchsanstait fuer Lurt-
und Raumfahrt Oberpfaffenhofen (West Germany).
Three powered sailplanes as meteorological
instrumentation for atmospheric boundary layer studies at
DFVLR
[DFVLR-FB-84-50) p 653 N85-27862
Data processing on the rotor test stand at DFVLR in
Brunswick: Microprogrammable interfaces and array
processor as key components in a POP 11 real time data
acquisition and processing system
[DFVLR-MITT-85-03] p 684 N85-27921
Investigation of air pollution impact in Eastern Bavaria.
Measurement results from August and September. 1984
[DFVLR-FB-85-03] p 702 N85-28471
Proceedings of Meteorological Motor Glider (MEMO)
Workshop'84
[DFVLR-MrtT-85-04] p914 (485-35542
Typical and histoncal aspects of motor gliders as
meteorological measuring aircraft p 888 N85-35544
A comparison between Falcon data and motor glider
data p914 N85-35547
Case studies for flux measurements along a low-flying
route to the south of Munich p915 N85-35548
Measurements for the determination of the vertical
structure of the convectrve boundary layer
P915 N85-35550
The determination of lee circulation during the foehn
wind p915 N85-35554
Accuracy and error analysis p 916 N85-35557
Deutsche Lufthansa AkHengeseltschatt, Cologne (West
Germany).
Digest of the Deutsche Lufthansa report, 1983
[ISSN-0415-603X] p379 N85-18948
Deutsche Lufthansa Aktiengeseftschaft Frankfurt am
Mam (West Germany).
Activities report of the aerospace industry in West
Germany
[ISSN-0176-5086] p 198 N85-14718
Deutscnes Museum, Munich (West Germany).
Air traffic: Instruments, airports, companies, post cargo
and passengers p 641 N8S-28932
Dikewood Corp, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Shielded enclosures for expenmental studies of
shielding topology
[AD-A149292] p 447 N85-20227
Directorate of Civil Aviation, Copenhagen (Denmark).
The bird strike situation and its ecological background
in the Copenhagen Airport. Kastrup
[AD-P004203] p404 N85-19970
Bird Strike Committee Europe
[AD-P004207] P405 N85-19974
OOD Product Engineering Services Office, Alexandria,
Vs.
DOD Value Engineenng Conference report. Value
Engmeenng (VE) A tool that benefits line management
held at Leesourg. Virginia on 1-2 November 1984 Part
2. Plenary session
[AD-A156068] p919 N85-35811
DomKr-Werk* GjnJiJi, Frledriehshafen (West
Germany).
Theoretical contributions to transonic flow analysis for
transport aircraft
[BMFT-FB-W-84-036] p 239 N85-16838
Ffight test of the Open Loop Gust Alleviation (OLGA)
system
[BMFT-FB-W-84-038] p 271 N85-16881
OLGA: An open loop gust alleviation system
p 678 N85-27897
OormsT-Werk* GjrubJH, Munich (West Germany).
OLGA: An open loop gust alleviation
p590 N85-26744
Douglas Aircraft Co, Inc, Long Beach, Calif.
Aerodynamic test results for a wing-mounted turboprop
propulsion installation
[SAE PAPER 841480] p 627 A85-39060
Calculation of compressible flow about
three-dimensional inlets with auxiliary inlets, slats and
vanes by means of a panel method
[AIAA PAPER 85-1196] p 719 A85-40817
Low-speed aerodynamic test of an ansymmetnc
supersonic inlet with variable cowl slot
[AIAA PAPER 85-1210] p 719 A85-4Q819
Results of wmglet development studies for DC-10
derivatives
[NASA-CB-3677] p 22 N85-10936
Jet noise suppression by porous plug nozzles
[NASA-CR-3613] p 65 N8S-11790
C-8
CORPORA TE SOURCE Federal Aviation Administration, Washington, D.C.
A comparative evaluation at EMAOS (Engine Monitoring
and Display System) and conventional engine
instruments
(AD-A145901I P112 N85-12060
Probabilistic computer model of optimal runway
tumoffs
[NASA-CR-172549] p 594 N85-26760
DC* 10 winglet flight evaluation
(NASA-CR-3704) p 760 N85-29949
Right-service program for advanced composite rudders
on transport aircraft
(NASA-CR-174537] p 760 N85-29950
Calculation of compressible flow about
tfiree-dimansional inlets with auxiliary inlets, slats and
vanes by means of a panel method
(NASA-CR-174975) P 878 N85-35162
Dowty Electronics Ltd. London (England).
Experience of one UK electronic equipment supplier with
bite on engine/flight control systems over the past ten
years P 296 N85-16738
The effect on software design of testing by symbolic
execution p303 N85-16750
Draper (Chart** Stark) Lab. Inc. Cambridge Mas*.
Advanced Information Processing System - Fault
detection and error handling
[AIAA PAPER 85-1952] p 859 A85-45938
The application of the detection filter to aircraft control
surface and actuator failure detection and isolation
[AIAA PAPER 85-1973] p 845 A85-45954
Analytical redundancy management mechanization and
flight data analysis for the F-8 digital fly-by-wire aircraft
night control sensors
[NASA-CR-170396] p 173 N85-14844
Development and evaluation of a Fault-Tolerant
Multiprocessor (FTMP) computer Volume 2. FTMP
software
[NASA-CR-166072] p 804 N85-30706
Drexel Univ., Philadelphia, Pa
Modal insensitivity with opdmality p917 A85-47735
Materials for emergency repair of runways
[AO-A148139] P117 N85-12088
The effect of miectnn-stream turbulence on film cooling
effectiveness and heat transfer coefficients
p797 N85-31424
Dutts-Nedertandse Wlndturmel. Noordoostpolder
(Netherlands).
Construction 1976-1980 Design, manufacturing,
calibration of the German-Dutch wind tunnel (DNW)
p683 N8S-27913
Dynamics Technology, Inc. Torrance, Calif.
Investigation of nonlinear effects in the instabilities and
noise radiation of supersonic lets
[AIAA PAPER 85-0081 ] p 304 ASS-19507
Ecole National* Superleure des Telecommunications,
Paris (Franc*).
Analytical modeling of a polling protocol
[ENST-84H001] p333 N85-18029
Design and realization of a multaradar traclung system
for air traffic control
[ENST-84E010] p338 N85-18044
Edgerton, G«rmeshaus*n and Grl«r. Inc. Idaho Falls,
Idaho.
Techniques to analyze vehicle coastdown data
[DE85-005159] p 399 N85-21127
EG ft Q Wasnlngton Analytical Services Center. Inc.
Hrverdale, Md.
Regional mean sea surfaces based on GEOS-3 and
SEASAT ammeter data p 453 A85-29716
Eldgenoescteche Technlsche Hochschule,
Grosshesselohe (Switzerland).
Airfoil wing with flap
[CH-634787-A5] p 574 N85-25243
Eidg<no< s>l8Ctx> F) UQXMJQ w ork, Enifliwi
(Switzerland).
Singulanty model for the analysis of wall interference
in closed wind tunnels according to the wall pressure
signature method (blockage and lift)
[FW-FO-1612] p88 N85-12874
Wall influence corrections in wind tunnels. Blockage
correction according to the wall pressure signature
method
[FW-FO-1613] p88 N85-1287S
Parametric determination of blockage interference of
3-dtmensional models in the Emmen Federal Aircraft works
transonic tunnel (Switzerland)
[FW-FO-1636] p88 NBS-12876
Investigations of boundary layers in the Emmen Federal
Aircraft works transonic tunnel. Switzerland
(FW-FO-1641 ] p88 N85-12877
Comparative flow calculation on transonic cone/cylinder
standard models in connection with the wall interference
problem
[FW-FO-1689] p88 N85-12878
Graphics software for the display of body deformation
motion
[FW-FO-1640] p 106 N8S-12888
Investigation for the improvement of the transonic tunnel
working section of the Emmen Federal Aircraft Works
(Switzerland)
(FW-FO-1681] p118 N85-12904
Row calculation on a thin wing, with specific attention
to separation point at the trailing edge
[FTW-FO-1721] p 146 N85-13787
Eidgenoesslsches Inst fuer Reaktorf orschung,
Wuerenllngen (Switzerland).
Determination of vertical air velocity using
measurements of the aircraft motion
p914 N85-35545
Environmental-physical measurements and
determination of atmospheric turbulence with the ASK-16
motor glider p 915 N85-35549
Electronic Spac* System* Corp. Concord, Mas*.
A radome for air traffic control SSR radar systems
(AD-P004373) p449 N85-21467
Electronic System CLmJj.R, Munich (West Germany).
Program INNAVSAT Global Positioning System (GPS)
Test and demonstration program
[BMFT-FB-W-84-047] p 410 N85-21145
Elektroscnnratzwerk Kenpten GJTUD.H, Munich (West
Germany).
Development and fabrication of refractory bodies for gas
turbine engines
[BMFT-FB-T-84-1801 p113 N85-12899
Elliott-Automation Space and Advanced Military
Systems Ltd. Camberley (England).
The development of complex systems
p807 N85-32021
Elmer, Rom* (Italy).
Tactical HF communication tor military helicopters using
the NVIS mode p297 NSS-16807
Engineering and Economics Research, Inc. Falls
Church, Va.
National airspace review enhancement plan, revision 3
[AD-A150743] p246 N85-16852
EOQifWQnnQ sno Economics RttsvxrciX Inc^  VMIWW,
Va.
National airspace review p 15 N85-10926
National airspace review: Airport radar service area
operational confirmation report
[DOT/FAA/AT-84/2] p 245 N85-15707
Engineering Dynamic*. Inc. San Antonio, Tex.
Experiences with nonsynchronous forced vibration in
centrifugal compressors p 187 N85-14119
Environmental Research Inst. of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
The use of synthetic aperture radar imagery to detect
hazards to navigation
[AO-A149324] p 339 N85-18971
Essex Corp. Alexandria, Va.
An overview of the research program at the visual
technology research simulator
[AD-P004321] p359 N85-17975
European Organisation for the Safety of Air
Navigation, Bntssella (Belgium).
A cost-efficient control procedure for the benefit of all
airspace users p613 N85-26651
European Spac* Agency, Paris (France).
German domestic scheduled air transport in the year
2000
(ESA-TT-a28) p 149 N85-13792
The Prandtl Hergesell protect of a national research
establishment for aeronautics
[ESA-TT.8351 p 313 N85-17993
A finite difference method for inverse mode calculations
of a three-dimensional boundary layer
(ESA-TT-8631 p 327 N85-18007
The S2MA wind tunnel at the Modane-Avneux
aerodynamic test center
[ESA-TT-862] p 361 N85-18071
Contnbutron of the study of light aircraft propeller
noise
(ESA-TT-865] p377 N85-18667
Computation of noise radiation from a free iet
perpendicular to its axis via laser anemometry
measurements
[ESA-TT-870) p 378 N85-18669
Flight mechanics analysis of dynamic derivatives of the
Dormer variable wind tunnel model
[ESA-TT-854] p-395 N85-19937
First stage of equipping a Do 28 as a research aircraft
for long, and first research results
[ESA-TT-855] p416 N85-19982
The ONERA establishment at Cannes in the service of
aeronautical research
[ESA-TT-875] p 593 N85-25276
Definition and layout of a traffic generator for an air
traffic control simulation
(ESA-TT-888J p 748 N85-31034
Using regression analysis for determining air data sensor
errors by means of an inertia) navigation system
[ESA-TT-888] p 751 N85-31041
Evaluation ot radio navigation systems and their
configuration with respect to minimum cost
(ESA-TT.847] p 751 N85-31043
Flight-mechanics test with a restricted flying aircraft
model in a wind tunnel
[ESA-TT-885] p 761 N85-31053
Design of a basic airfoil for a slightly swept wing Part
1: Theoretical transonic airfoil design
(ESA-TT-892] p 761 N85-31054
Design and implementation ot input signals for
identification of pilot/aircraft models
(ESA-TT-8801 p 762 N85-31055
Experiences with the use of a side-strut model support
system for high angles for attack in the TMK Tnnsonik
Wind Tunnel
[ESA-TT-895] p 781 N85-31069
On the evaluation of boundary layer measurements on
boattailed bodies of revolution in axisymmetnc
compressible subsonic flow
[ESA-TT-883] p 798 N85-31471
On the state of knowledge on meteorologically caused
rang of aircraft in clouds
[ESA-TT-861) p801 N85-31736
The contribution made by flight mechanics to civil
aviation p 878 N85-35169
Estimation of flight mechanical vanables by means of
Kalman filters p 876 N85-35171
Evans and Sutherland Computer Corp. Salt Lake City,
Utah.
Geographic subdivision and top level data structures
Columbus, Magellan, and expanding CIG (Computer Image
Generation) horizons
[AO-P004317] p374 N85-17971
CIG (Computer image generation) data bases in an
instance' Bits and pieces
[AD-P004318] p 375 N85-17972
Executive Office of the President, Washington, D. C.
National aeronautical R and D goals: Technology for
Amenca's future p 807 N85-30964
Exxon Chemical Co. Inc. Baytown, Tex.
Experimental on-stream elimination of resonant whirl in
a large centrifugal compressor p 187 N85-14121
Exxon Research and Engineering Co. Florham Park,
NU.
Full load testing in the platform module pnor to tow-out
A case history ot subsynchronous instability
p 188 N85-14117
Exxon Research and Engineering Co., Linden, N.J.
Radiation/catalytic augmented combustion -
[AD-A148758] p 364 N85-18101
Jet fuel property changes and their effect on producibility
and cost in the U S. Canada, and Europe
[NASA-CR-174840] p 598 N85-27012
Factory Mutual Research Corp. Norwood, Mass.
Modeling of aircraft cabin fires
[NBS-GCR-84-473] p 91 N85-12880
Modeling of aircraft cabin fires
[P885-137685/GAR] p 333 N85-18031
Federal Aviation Administration, Atlantic City, N.J.
Mixing four-dimensional equipped and unequipped
aircraft in the terminal area p 488 A85-32778
Simulation ot time-control procedures for the advanced
air traffic control system p 878 A85-47686
Closely spaced independent parallel runway simulation
[DOT/FAA/CT-84/45] p117 N85-12902
The effect ot aircraft generated electromagnetic
interference (EMI) on future avionics systems' A
compendium
[AD-A146380] p 189 N85-15101
Preliminary evaluation of an improved flammability test
method for aircraft matenals
(FAA-CT-84-22] p 242 N85-16840
Federal Aviation Administration, Oes Plalnes, III.
Establishment and maintenance of certification
standards for helicopter and turboprop power transmission
systems p 503 N85-23796
Federal Aviation Administration, Fort Worth, Tex.
Certification ot advanced systems
p 167 N85-14829
Federal Aviation Administration, Oklahoma City, Okla.
General Aviation Airworthiness Alerts, no 85
(FAA-AC-43-16) p830 N85-33117
Federal Aviation Administration, Washington, D.C.
Helicopter noise survey performed at Las Vegas
Nevada, 19-21 January. 1984
[AD-A147392] p305 N85-16593
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Federal Aviation Agency, Atlantic City, N J. CORPORA re SOURCE
Noise measurement flight test Data-analyses
aerospatiale AS-355F TWinStar helicopter
[AD-A147497] p 305 N85-16595
FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) statistical
handbook ol aviation, calendar year 1983
(AD-A148171] p203 N85-16760
Test of dispersal of turbojet aircraft departure tracks
at Washington National Airport (1983-84), volume 1
report
(AO-A148111) P306 N85-17669
Noise measurement flight test for Boeing Vertol 234/CH
47-d helicopter Data/analyses
(AO-A148172] p306 NB5-17670
Noise measurement flight test Data-analyses
Aerospatiale AS 3500 AStar helicopter
[ AD-A1484 96] p306 N8S-17672
Noise measurement flight test Data-analyses, Sikorsky
S-76A helicopter
[AD-A148525] p306 N85-17673
Semiannual report to Congress on the effectiveness ol
the civil aviation security program
(AO-A149522] p334 N85-18967
NstioroJ sirsp&CB systonr Opsrsbonsl rG^uirornflirts
[AD-A149349] p339 N8S-18973
Avoiding senous turd stnke incidents
(AD-P004178] p402 N85-19940
Review of engine ingestoons to vnde body transport
aircraft
[AD-P004165] p403 N85-19947
FAA policy regarding solid waste disposal facilities
[AD-P004196] p428 N85-19963
The FAA grantnn-aid assurances: FAR part 139. and
airport hazards
(AD-P004209) p429 N8S-19976
Planned office and facility consolidations. To improve
system effectiveness and efficiency, FY 1985-87
[AD-A150441) p489 N85-22376
FAA aviation forecasts. Fiscal years 1985-1996
IAD-A151050] p484 N85-23747
An analysis of the impacts of the Airport Radar Service
Area (ARSA)
[AD-A150954] p489 N85-23749
Noise measurement flight test Data/Analyses, hughes
500 D/E helicopter
[AD-A1481JO] p501 N85-23758
Development concerns for satellite-based air traffic
control surveillance systems p 489 N85-23816
National airspace review Implementation plan.
Revised
(AD-A151412] p568 N85-25238
National Airspace System Plan. Facilities, equipment
and associated development p 569 N85-26692
National airspace review, change 1
[AD-A1523691 p 644 N85-27844
FAA air traffic activity, fiscal year 1984
[AD-A154318] p750 N85-29942
Aviation noise effects
[AD-A1S4319] p806 N85-30776
FAA/GAMA (Federal Aviation Adrrnrnstration/General
Aviation Manufacturer's Association) propeller aircraft
noise test program, Salma Municipal Airport Salina,
Kansas
[AD-A154818] p862 N85-32983
Federal Aviation Agency. Atlantic City, nU.
A study of bird ingestjons into large high bypass ratio
turbine aircraft engines
[DOE/FAA-CT-84/13] pJ4 N85O0028__
Quasi-steady analysis of aircraft panel ftammaoility
[AD-A145461] p22 N85-10938
The pyrolysa toxic gas analysis of aircraft mtenor
materials
[AO-A146285] p119 N85-12115
Suppression and control of Class C cargo compartment
fires
[FAA-CT-84-21 ] p405 N85-21133
Federal Aviation Agency, Washington, O.C.
U S Ovd airmen statistics for calendar year 1984
[AD-A156326] p866 N85-35153
FenaiiU Defence Systems I til, Edinburgh (Scotland).
Low cost two gimbal inemal platform and its system
integration p 569 N85-26661
Ferrantl Ltd., Edinburgh (Scotland).
A practical example of reducing life cycle costs and
increased availability p296 N85-16736
Automatic bnefing and mission management systems
for battlefield support p259 N85-16799
Flat Aviazlone S-pJU Turin (Italy).
Possible technological answers to new design
requirements for powor transmission systems
p510 N8S-23779
Evolution of the design techniques for helicopter main
transmission gearboxes p 510 N85-23789
Fish and Wildlife Service. Denver. Colo.
Birds and airport agriculture m the conterminous United
States- A review of literature
[AO-P004208] p 429 N85-19975
Fish and Wildlife Service, Sandusky, Ohio.
Blackbirds and starlings' Population ecology and habits
related to airport environments
[AD-P004190] p404 N85-19953
Right Safety Foundation, Inc, Arlington, Va.
Safety awareness, pilot education, and incident reporting
programs p 332 N85-18020
Florida State Untv, Tallahassee.
On the relationship between broadband shock
associated noise and screech tones
[AIAA PAPER 84-2276) p 59 A85-10838
Row Research, Inc, Kent, Wash.
Wind tunnel wall interference correction for aircraft
models p 84 N85-12029
A visual study of a delta wing m steady and unsteady
motion
[AD-P004158] p324 N85-17943
Unsteady flows around 3-dimensnnal wmgs
[AD-A149993] p399 N85-21124
Pseudospectral calculations of two-dimensional
transonic flow (Task 1) Numerical investigation of VTOL
aerodynamics (Task 2)
[AD-A150123] p399 N85-21126
Row Simulations, Inc., SunnyvUe, Calif.
Computations of two-dimensional airfoil-vortex
interactions
[NASA-CR-3885] p 479 N85-23709
Fraunhofer-mat. fuer Betriebsf estigkett, Darmstadt
(West Germany).
The influence of fastener flexibility on load transfer and
fatigue life predictions for multirow bolted and nveted
loints
[LBF-FB-172/84] p 296 N85-16219
Fuji Heavy Industries Ltd, Utsunomlya (Japan).
Comparison of computational results of a few
representative three-dimensional transonic potential flow
analysis programs p 559 N8S-26628
FWG Associate*, Inc., Tullahoma, Term.
Wind shear terms in the equations of aircraft motion
p35 A85-11981
Aircraft performance m a JAWS mtcroburst
p453 A85-28776
Garrett Mfg. Ltd, Rexdate (Ontario).
Peripheral vision displays: The future
p24 N85-10058
A production peripheral vision display system
p24 N85-10059
Garrett Turbine Engine Co, Phoenix, Ariz.
Life modeling of atmospheric and low pressure
plasma-sprayed thermal-bamer coating
p435 A85-29728
Progress in the utilization of an
oxide-disperston-strengthened alloy for small engine
turbine blades
[SAE PAPER 841512] P688 A85-39284
Experiments in dilution jet mixing - Effects of multiple
rows and non-circular orifices
[AIAA PAPER 85-1104) p664 A85-39606
Dilution jet mixing p 33 N85-10985
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) powertram system
development for automotive applications
(NASA-CR-174809) P379 N85-18831
Gale* LMrfet Corp, Wichita, Kara.
Aerodynamic canard/wing parametnc analysis for
general-aviation applications p 473 A85-32587
Leaflet Model 55 wmg analysis with landing loads
p 604 N85-25883
Gelljiuui Research Associates, Inc, Jenfctntown, Pa.
The economics of private sector R and D deosianmaking
in aeronautics
[NASA-CR-176007) p 807 N85-3O962
General Accounting Office, Washington, 0. C.
Performance capabilities of the C-5 and C-17 cargo
aircraft
[AD-A145518] p22 N85-10939
Increased joint avionics standardization could result in
major economies and operational benefits
[AD-A145730] p 25 N85-10945
Logistics support costs for the B-18 aircraft can be
reduced
[AD-A145846] p72 N85-11996
The Air Force can improve its forecasts of aircraft spare
parts requirements
[AD-A147911] p308 N85-16682
General Dynamlca Corp, Fort Worth, Tex.
An engine trade study for a supersonic STOVL
fighter-attack aircraft volume 1
[NASA-CR-166304] p 2 N85-10910
F-16 force management yesterday, today and
tomorrow p 254 N85-15674
Application of AFT1/F-16 task-tailored control modes in
advanced muttrole fighters p 589 N85-26735
Application of AFTI/F-16 task-tailored control modes in
advanced multirole fighters p 677 N85-27888
General Dynamics Corp, San Diego. Calif.
Numerical optimization design of advanced transonic
wing configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0424) p 248 A85-19739
General Dynamics Corp, St Louis, Mo.
The generation of three-dimensional data bases using
a building block approach
(AD-P004319) p 379 N85-17973
General Dynamics/Fort Worth, Tex.
Initial quality of advanced joining concepts
(AD-A152241J p606 N85-27027
General Electric Co, Blnghamton, N.Y.
The state-of-the-art and future of night control
systems p 588 NS5-26732
The state-of-the-art and future of flight control
systems p677 N85-27885
General Electric Co, Cincinnati, Onto.
Comparison of scaled model data to full size energy
efficient engine test results
[AIAA PAPER 84-2281) p 110 A85-13953
Measurement and prediction of Energy Efficient Engine
noise
[AIAA PAPER 84-2284] p 110 A85-13954
Considerations for damage analysis of gas turbine hot
section components
[ASME PAPER 84-PVP-77] p 169 A8S-18792
Altitude testing of a flight weight self-coded. 2D thrust
vectoring exhaust nozzle
[SAE PAPER 841557] p 352 A85-25984
Life modeling of atmospheric and low pressure
plasma-sprayed thermal-bamer coating
p435 A85-29728
Stall recovery control strategy methodology and
results
[AIAA PAPER 85-1433) p 765 A85-40841
Equivalent damage. A critical assessment
p 28 N85-10952
Benchmark notch test for life prediction
p 28 N85-10953
Burner liner thermal/structural load modelling
p30 N85-10970
Energy efficient engine component development and
integration program
[NASA-CR-169496] p 33 N85-10989
Energy efficient engine component development and
integration program
(NASA-CR-170034] p 33 N85-10990
Energy efficient engine ICLS Nacelle detail design
report
[NASA-CR-167870] p 34 N85-10993
Energy efficient engine Low pressure turbine test
hardware detailed design report
[NASA-CR-167956] p 34 N85-10994
Energy efficient engine high pressure turbine test
hardware detailed design report
[NASA-CR-167955] p 34 N85-10995
Energy efficient engine ICLS engine beanngs. drives and
configuration- Detail design report
[NASA-Cfl-167871] p 34 N85-10997
Energy efficient engine High pressure compressor
detail design report
[NASA-CR-165558] p35 N85-10998
Materials for advanced turbine engines Project 2. Rene
150 directionally solidified superalloy turbine blades.
volume 2
[NASA-CR-167993] p 112 N85-12059
Experimental investigation of shock-cell noise reduction
for dual-stream nozzles in simulated flight
[NASA-CR-3846] p 135 N85-13549
Experimental investigation of shock-cell noise reduction
for single stream nozzles in simulated flight
[NASA-CR-3845] p 135 N85-13550
Study of advanced fuel system concepts for commercial
aircraft
[NASA-CR-174751] p415 N85-19978
Development of a rotor wake-vortex model, volume 1
[NASA-CR-174849] p 560 N85-26668
Effects of surface chemistry on hot corrosion life
[NASA-CR-174915] p 582 N85-26711
Energy Efficient Engine (E3) controls and accessones
detail design report
[NASA-CR-168017] p 772 N85-29957
Component-specific modeling
[NASA-CR-174925] p 836 N85-32119
Elevated temperature crack growth
[NASA-CR-174957] p856 N85-33540
High pressure compressor component performance
report
[NASA-CR-168245] p 891 N85-34138
Component-specific modeling
[NASA-CR-174765] p 891 N85-34140
Energy efficient engine Fan and quarter-stage
component performance report
[NASA-CR-168070] p 891 N85-34141
C-10
CORPORA TE SOURCE Illinois Univ., Urbana.
Row modifying device
(NASA-CASE-LEW-13562-21 p 892 N85-3S195
Energy efficient engine, high pressure turbine thermal
tamer coating. Support technology report
[NASA-CR-1680371 p892 N8S-35t99
General Electric Co, Oaytona Beach. Fla.
Design considerations for an eye tracked AOI (Area of
Interest) display system
IAO-P0043241 p3S9 N85-17978
Control systems analysis program. A tool lor analysis
of the GE-VSCOP (General Electric-Visual System
Component Display Program) image display system
(AO-P00432S1 p356 N85-17979
AVTS (Advanced Visual Technology System) A high
fidelity visual simulator
[AD-P004338] p359 N85-17992
General Electric Co, Evendsl*. Ohio.
Aerothermal modeling program p32 N85-10983
Oftnral Electric Co, Lynn. Maaa.
Shock-free turbomachinery blade design
p232 A85-21864
Contingency power concepts for helicopter turboshaft
engine P 506 A85-32005
TF34 convertible engine control system design
p506 A8S-32006
Analytical fuel property effects: Small combustors.
phase 2
[NASA-CR-174848] p 365 N85-19175
T700 cutter life improvement program
[AD-A1504501 p528 N85-23089
A state of the art assessment of turboprop transmission
technology and prqected needs for me next generation
p510 N85-23770
General Electric Co, Schenectady, N. Y.
Preliminary investigation of labynnth packing pressure
drops at onset of swirl-induced rotor instability
p 187 N8S-14132
Advanced smoke meter development survey and
analysis
[NASA-CR-168287] p 604 N8S-25792
G«n*ral Motors Corp, IndlanapoUa, Ind.
Cwsrnic flpphcdtions in turbtno otvQmos
(NASA-CR-174715) p690 N8S-28109
GSorge Washington Untv, Hampton, Va.
On the identification of a highly augmented airplane
p584 A85-35979
Effect of initial condition on subsonic let noise
p862 A85-45710
Geluiyv Waahlngton Unto., Waahlngton, O.C.
Estimation of the threshold in fatigue crack initiation
models: A Bayesian approach
(AD-A144847J p 54 N8S-10410
Determination of corrections to now direction
measurements obtained with a wing-Up mounted sensor
[NASA-CH-174412] p329 N8S-18962
On the solution of the three-dimensional flowfield about
a flow-through nacelle
(NASA-TM-87448) p 477 N85-22371
A research program in active control/aeroelasticity
[NASA-CR-175674] p 501 N8S-23752
Georgia mat. of Tech, Atlanta.
A study of fatigue damage mechanisms in Waspaloy
from 25 to 800 C p 42 A85-12098
Turbulent flow around a wing-fuselage type juncture
(AIAA PAPER 85-00401 p 208 A85-19475
An intelligent flight-management aid for procedure
execution p332 A85-25793
Effect of the Basset term on particle relaxation behind
normal Shockwaves
IAO-A145446] p 54 N85-11320
Auditory information systems in military aircraft: Current
configurations versus the state of the art
[AD-A145469] p65 N85-11794
Theoretical study of non-linear unsteady aerodynamics
of a non-ngtd lifting body
[AD-P004169] p325 N85-17954
Analysis of sudden expansion flow in a two-dimensional
duct with and without side-wall injection using the x-ep&ilon
turbulence'model p 371 N85-18282
Proceedings of the Symposium on Electromagnetic
Windows (17th) held at Georgia Inst of Technology,
Engineering Experiment Station, Atlanta. Georgia on 25-27
July 1984 Part 2
[AO-A149125] p 449 N85-21444
Simple theoretical models for composite rotor blades
[NASA-CR-175620] p499 N85-22382
Gfiorgla State Untv, Atlanta.
Analysis of pressure gradient-velocity correlation in
turbulent, premised flames p 325 N85-17994
airman Board for Blrdatrike Prevention,
Traben-Trarbach (West Germany).
Worldwide btrdstnke statistics of Lufthansa German
Airlines
[AO-P0041831 p403 N8S-19945
Landscape management on airports for reduction of bird
populations
[AO-P004194] p428 N85-19960
Glasgow Univ. (Scotland).
A design procedure to modify the trailing edge upper
surface pressure gradient of a given aerofoil
[GU-AERO-8408] p874 N8S-34120
The aerodynamic characteristics of a GU25-S(11)8
aerofoil for low Reynolds numbers
[GU-AERO-8410] p874 N85-34121
Modelling of unsteady, incompressible separation on an
aerofoil using an invtsod flow algorithm
[GU-AERO-6412] P874 N85-34122
The collected data for ramp function tests on a NACA
23012 aerofoil Volume 1- Description and pressure
data
[GU-AERO-8413-VOL-1] p 875 N85-34123
An investigation into the three-dimensional stall
development on a modified NACA 23012 aerofoil
(GU-AERO-8414) p875 N85-34124
Comments on the prediction of dynamic stall
[GU-AERO-85011 p875 N85-34125
GMAF, Inc, Freeport. N.Y.
Inverse design technique for cascades
[NASA-CR-3838] p 81 N85-12008
Gould, Inc, El Monte, Calll.
Avionics integrity program (Avip). Volume 3. Program
cost assessment • environmental stress screening and
diagnostic techniques
(AQ-A145644) p25 N85-10942
Greater Orlando Aviation Authority, Fla.
Bird control program Orlando International Airport
[AD-P004204] p404 N85-19971
Groupenwnt d'Etude* et de Promotion pour Avlons
Lagers, Paris (France).
Aircraft structure for application to training aircraft
[CH-635286-A5] p 574 N85-25244
Grumman Aerospace Corp, Bethpage, N.Y.
Computational transonic analysis of canted wmglets
p6 A85-11982
Supercritical airfoil drag reduction by passive shock
wave/boundary layer control in the Mach number range
7510 90
[AIAA PAPER 85-0207] p 215 A85-19591
Prediction of HiMAT RPRV component interference
effects at transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 85-0213| p 215 A85-19593
The computational treatment of supersonic wake flows
in INCOREL
[AIAA PAPER 85-0304] p 219 A85-19653
TRO-20 - A code for rational transonic aerodynamic
optirn izstton
[AIAA PAPER 85-0425] p 223 A85-19740
Potential now calculations and preliminary wing design
in support of an NLF variable sweep transition flight
expennient
[AIAA PAPER 85-0426] p 248 A85-19741
Transonic test of a forward swept wing configuration
exhibiting Body Freedom Flutter
[AIAA PAPER 85-0689] p 491 A85-30356
Twin tilt nacelle V/STOL aircraft
[SAE PAPER 841556] p 650 A85-39208
The computation of vtsod/invtsod interaction on airfoils
with separated flow p 732 A85-42954
Producing high scene content with perspective validity
[AD-P004314] p358 N85-17968
An investigation of turbulence mechanisms in V/STQL
upwash flow fields
[AD-A149788] p399 N85-21123
F-14A aircraft high-speed flow simulations
[NASA-CH-172559] p 478 N85-23702
ESP (External-Stores Program): A pilot computer
program for determining flutter-critical external-store
configurations. Volume 1 User's manual
[AO-A152268] p587 N85-26725
ESP (External-Stores Program)- A pilot computer
program for determining flutter-critical external-store
configurations. Volume 2. Final report on program
enhancement and delivery
(AD-A152269] p 587 N85-26726
ESP (External-Stores Program)- A pilot computer
program for determining duller-critical external-store
configurations. Volume 3, part 1 Program compilation
(AD-A152270] p588 N85-26727
X-29A digital flight control system design
p 589 N85-26736
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp, Bethpage, N. Y.
X-29 digital flight control system design
p 677 N8S-27889
H
Hamilton Standard, Windsor Locks, Conn.
Propagation ol propeller tone noise through a fuselage
boundary layer p 197 ASS-18514
Large-scale Advanced Propfan (LAP) performance
acoustic and weight estimation. January. 1984
(NASA-CFM 74782] p 476 N85-22368
Hamilton Standard Dlv, United Aircraft Corp, Windsor
Locks, Conn.
Large-scale advanced preplan (LAP) program progress
report
[AIAA PAPER 85-1187] p 836 A85-47021
Hart (Fred C.) Associates. Inc, New York, N.Y.
Strategies for preparing and submitting a part 3
application for a DoO facility
[AO-P004139] p 375 N85-18475
Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass.
A new reeling technique for very long extension scanning
in the stratosphere p 640 A85-38312
Cockpit resources management and the theory of the
situation p 333 N85-18022
High Technology Corp, Hampton, Va.
Instability and transition in supersonic boundary layers
pS A85-11625
On the stability of an infinite swept attachment line
boundary layer p 75 A85-13723
Stability expenments in the flow over a rotating disk
p 444 A85-29091
Hoechst A.Q, Frankfurt am Main (West Germany).
To take off and to land safely, Hoechst 1673 for ice
and snow free runways p 149 N85-13791
Honeywell, Inc, Bloomlngton, Minn.
Development of a Braun linear engine-driven
heat-actuated heat pump
[DE84^)16647] p 129 N85-13188
Honeywell, Inc, Rosevllle, Minn.
Development of a Sraun linear engine-driven
heat-actuated heat pump
[DE84^)16647] p 129 N85-13188
Honeywell, Inc, SL Louis Park, Minn.
Hotorcraft digital advanced avionics system (ROOAAS)
functional description
[NASA-CR-166611] p 568 N85-25237
Houston Univ., Tex.
Finite element methods for first-order hyperbolic
systems with particular emphasis on the compressible
Euler equations p 446 A85-30213
Acrosswtnd response of towers and stacks of circular
cross-section p 796 N85-30354
Hughe* Helicopters, Culver City, Calif.
Higher harmonic control for rotary wing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2484] p 100 A85-135S9
Application of the finite-state arbitrary-motion
aerodynamics to rotor blade aeroelastic response and
stability in never and forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 85-0763] p 491 A85-30380
The use of active controls to augment rotor/ fuselage
stability p 776 A85-43220
Study to eliminate ground resonance using active
controls
[NASA-CR-166609] p 255 N85-15715
Integrated Technology Rotor/Flight Research Rotor
(ITR/FRR) concept definition study
[NASA-CH-l 66444] p 345 N85-18981
Human Engineering Labs, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md.
Literature review of voice recognition and generation
technology for Army helicopter applications
[AD-A146878] p 293 N85-15954
Huntlngton Beach Police Dept, Calif.
The need for a dedicated public service helicopter
design p 154 N85-14828
Hydraulic Research Textron, Irvine, Calif.
Intelligent redundant actuation system requirements and
preliminary system design
[NASA-CR-177366] p 886 N85-34136
I
Ibarakl Untv, Hitachi (Japan).
Discrete modifications to continuous dynamic structural
systems p 372 N8S-18410
IBM Research Lab, Yorktown Heights, N. Y.
A unified method for evaluating real-time computer
controllers and its application p 458 A85-29408
IIT Research Inst, Chicago, III.
Wear and corrosion of components under stress and
subjected to motion
[AD-A145781] P128 N85-12372
Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana.
The potential of the NEXRAD radar system lor warning
of bird hazards
[AO-P004210] p405 N85-19977
Illinois Unlv, Urbana.
A class of airfoils having finite trailing edge pressure
gradients
[AIAA PAPER 85-0206] p 215 A8S-19590
Stochastic motor blade dynamics
(AO-A1463121 p 105 N85-12054
C-11
Illinois Univ., Urbana-Champaign. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Modeling of propulsive jet plumes-extension of
modeling capabilities by utilizing wall curvature effects
[AO-A146262] p 128 N85-12324
Development of a preliminary ALRS stabilized material
pavement analysis system (SPAS)
[AD-A1471161 p277 N85-15760
Multiple resources and display formatting: The
implications of task integration in a simulated air traffic
control task
(AD-A150713] p530 N85-24205
Research test facility for evaporation and combustion
of alternative jet fuels at high air temperatures
(AD-A153830) p691 N8S-29073
Illinois Untv, Urbana-Champaign.
An optimization method for the preliminary design of
interplanetary aerobraking missions p 238 N85-16822
Theoretical and expenmental analyses of laser
altimeters for barometric measurements over the ocean
p 298 N85-173S1
Rotor blade flap-lag stability and response in forward
night in turbulent flows p 577 N85-26698
Imperial Coll. of Selene* and Technology. London
(England).
On the stability of an infinite swept attachment (me
boundary layer p 75 A85-13723
Proceedings of the International Conference and
Exposition on Structural Impact and Crashworthmess
[AD-A147845] p 242 N85-15703
Helicopter transmission lubricants
p 520 N85-23768
Vortex boundary-layer interactions
[NASA-CB-176192] p911 NB5-35373
Indian Irat of Tech, Bombay.
Estimation of aerodynamic forces and moments on a
steadily spinning airplane p 170 ASS-16238
lndustrieantagen-Betrlebsge««||«chatt mJxH,
Ottobrunn (West Germany).
Operational loads data evaluation for individual aircraft
fatigue monitoring p 253 N8S-15669
Air combat simulation: Methods, models, trends
P498 N85-22359
Generation of marker lines on fatigue fracture
surfaces p 532 N85-24328
Informatics Gemnl Corp, Palo Alto, Cmttf.
Metre-discontinuous zonal gnd calculations using the
Osher scheme p6 A85-12151
Navier-Stokes computations for exotic airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-0109] p 230 A85-20855
A numerical simulation of the NFAC (National Full-scale
Aerodynamics Complex) open-return wind tunnel inlet
flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0437] p 230 A85-20869
Efficient algorithm for unsteady transonic aerodynamics
of low-aspect-ratio wings p 385 A85-26756
Monotone switches in implicit algorithms for potential
equations applied to transonic flows
p 391 A85-29078
Numerical solution of transonic wing flows using an
Euler/Navier-Stokes zonal approach
(AIAA PAPER 85-1640] p 715 A85-40742
On the accuracy of the pseudocompressibility method
in solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
(AIAA PAPER 85-1689] p 717 A85-40772
Informatics, Inc, Palo Alto, Calif.
Effect of variable surface catalysis on heating near the
stagnation point of a blunt body
(AIAA PAPER 85-0248] ~ p 323 A85-26386
Information and Control Systems, me, Hampton, V*.
Optimal generalized muttistep integration formulae for
real-time digital simulation
[AIAA PAPER 85-1740] p 802 A85-40556
Right tests of the Digital Integrated Automatic Landing
System (DIALS)
[NASA-CR-3859] p116 N85-12900
Instthit Franco-Altanand d* Recherche*, SL Louis
(Franc*).
Laser anemometer study of separated flow on wing
profiles
[ISL-CO-214/83] p88 N85-12B72
Investigation of the turbulent separated flow behind a
spoiler
(ISL-CO-240/83)
 P481 N85-23726
Application of laser anemometry to lets in combustion
chambers
(ISL-CO-210/83) p 531 N85-24253
Analyses of orderly structures in jets and the relationship
with emitted noise
[ISL-R-117/83] p612 N85-27646
Shock waves in adjacent engine inlets
[ISL-R-104/84] p 781 N85-31068
A comparison of laser Doppler anemometry and probe
measurements within the boundary layer of an airfoil at
subsonic flow
(ISL-CO-219/84] p875 N85-34127
Study of boundary layer separation on a supercritical
profile with a spoiler by means of a laser Doppler
velocimeter
[ISL-CO-225/84] p 875 N85-34128
tnstJtut fuer Rundfunktechrdk, Munich (West Germany).
Measurement of signal separation between radio service
and air navigation service
[IRT-TB-B-40/82] p 246 N85-16860
Institute for Defense Analyses, Alexandria, Va.
Cost-estimating relationships for tactical combat
aircraft
[AD-A151575] p575 NBS-25255
Integrated Systems, Inc, Palo Alto, Calif.
Optimal symmetric flight with an intermediate vehicle
model P497 A85-32780
Identification of integro-differential systems for
application to unsteady aerodynamics and aeroelashcity
(AIAA PAPER 85-1763] p 858 A85-43828
Fixed gain and adaptive techniques for rotorcraft
vibration control
[NASA-CR-177344] p 819 N85-33111
International Business Machine* Corp, Owego, N.Y.
HH-60D night hawk helicopter p 161 N85-14817
International Business Machine* Corp, Research
Trfangj* Park, N-C.
Investigating version dependence in fault-tolerant
software p302 N85-16749
In tflrfution*ai Clvtt Avtfltlon Of^ ADiutioiit Montrsn
(Quebec).
Search and rescue services for international civil
aviation p807 N85-31090
International Society for Terrain-VeMcle Systems,
Hanover, N.H.
The analysis on the dynamic performance of a single
lug
[AD-P004289] p 379 N85-18866
low* State Untv. of Science and Technology, Ames.
Application of the implicit MacCormack scheme to the
paraOotaed Navier-Stokes equations p80 A85-15335
A note on blade wake interaction influence on
compressor stator row aerodynamic performance
p475 A85-32965
Application of a viscousnnviscid interaction method to
predict transonic separated flows p 732 A85-42957
Vortex sheet modeling with higher order curved panels
p797 N85-31428
lshUcawa|lma-H*rtma Heavy Industries Co. Ltd, Tokyo
(Japan).
Numsncfll snflJysos in sorodyndirnc dssiQn of
aero-engine tan p 582 N85-26618
ITT Aerospace/Optical Dhr, Fort Wayrw, Ind.
Stereo Electro-optical Tracking System (SETS)
(NASA-CH-172471) p 295 N85-16098
Jet Propulsion Lab, California Inst of Tech,
Pasadena.
Aerodynamic sound generation induced by flow over
small, cylindrical cavities
[AIAA PAPER 84-2258] p SB A85-10827
Using satellites to improve civilian aircraft surveillance
coverage
(AIAA PAPER 84-2405] p 91 ASS-13512
Operational air traffic control requirements for the new
Voice Switching and Control System
[AIAA PAPER 84-2435] p 92 A85-13530
Spatial variation of sea surface temperature and
flux-related parameters measured from aircraft m the
JASIN experiment
[AO-A149321] p 130 A85-15425
Measurements of the response of transport aircraft
ceding panels to fuel pool fires
[AIAA PAPER 85-0394] p 240 ASS-19720
Kinetics of a gas adsorption compressor
p438 A85-26504
TOPEX ground data system p 517 A85-32192
High dynamic, low volume GPS receiver
p487 A85-32206
GPS-based certification for the microwave landing
system p642 A85-37825
Wide-field shadowgraph flow visualization of tip vortices
generated by a helicopter rotor
[AIAA PAPER 85-1557] p 710 A85-40682
Effect of maximum lift to drag ratio on optimal
aeroassisted plane change
[AIAA PAPER 85-1817) p 849 A85-43863
Pool fire-ventilation crossflow experiments in a simulated
aircraft cabm interior p877 A85-49130
Row of nitrogen-pressurized Haton 1301 in fire
extinguishing systems
[NASA-CR-174271] p242 N85-15701
Large amplitude forcing of a high speed 2-dimensional
jet
[NASA-Cfl-175646] p 507 N85-22393
Large antenna control methods- Current status and
future trends p 518 N85-23845
Microwave responses of the western North Atlantic
(NASA-CR-175888] p 699 N85-28191
John Deere Technologies International, Inc,
Wooo>«idge, NJ.
Stratified charge rotary aircraft engine technology
enablement program
(NASA-CR-174812] p422 N85-21163
Joint Inst for Advancement of Right Sciences,
Hampton, Va.
A multiloop robust controller design study using singular
value gradients p 703 A85-39564
Boundary layer effects on the flowfield about
flow-through nacelles
[AIAA PAPER 85-1623] p 714 A85-40729
Joint Publication* Research Service. Arlington, Va.
Thermal fatigue of gas turbine engine blades made of
material based on silicon nitride and silicon carbide
p43 N85-10115
Use of gravitational stabilization in performance of
experiments p40 NB5-11084
Control of lateral coniectory motion of spacecraft in
atmosphere p40 N8S-11085
Laminar-to-turbulent flow transition under influence of
acoustic oscillations p 55 N85-11701
Problem of reduction to ideal wind tunnel in expenmental
aerodynamics p 13 N8S-11702
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84O28] P 72 N85-12002
Ministry wants better commo facilities for agroaviation
p 127 N85-12003
Editorial urges improved aviation repair work quality
p72 N85-12004
Study of effects of lightning on aircraft systems
stressed p90 N85-12005
New airport ground traffic control system planned
p96 N85-12006
Start-2 ATC system installation progresses at
Leningrad p96 N85-12007
Measurements of polarization charactenstics of radiation
field of on-board aircraft antennas p 127 N85-12230
Crack resistance of pressed and rolled semifinished
goods of aluminum alloys used in load-bearing aircraft wing
structures p 120 NB5-12245
Metallurgy Institute's developments for alloy and aircraft
producers p 120 N85-12268
Accounting for error stochastraty in terminal homing of
aircraft p97 N8S-1311S
Effectiveness of agricultural aviation
p 106 N85-13460
Operation of aviation support bases
P118 N85-13461
Propulsive efficiency of vibrating wing in supersonic
flow p 146 N85-14656
Procedural aspects of testing aerodynamic models with
combustion in high-enthalpy transient-mode installations
p 188 N85-14658
China report Science and technology
[JPRS-CST-84-042] p 138 N85-14789
New fighter aircraft reported p 139 N85-14790
F-7 supersonic day fighter viewed
p 139 N85-14791
A-5 supersonic attack aircraft descnbed
p 139 N85-14792
Details of export A-5 dose-support aircraft given
p 139 N85-14793
~ ~USSH report "Engineenng and equipment
[JPRS-UEO-84-007] p 188 N85-14954
Iterative method of calculating strength of airframe
members using finite element method
p 162 N8S-14955
Determination of parameters of cupped aircraft landing
ski p 162 N85-14956
Analytical construction of flight vehicle surfaces
p 162 N85-14957
Device for measunng relative axial expansion of turbine
rotor employing space-vector tracking method
p 169 N8S-14962
Predicting changes in reliability characteristics of gas
turbine engines dunng operation p 169 N85-14964
Optimum thermogasdynamic design of gas turbine
engines by charactenstics of element prototypes
p 170 N85-14965
Random vibrations of aircraft engine blades
p 170 NB5-14967
Terminal control of gliding in atmosphere
p 174 N85-14968
Aerodynamic and thermal characteristics of stellate
bodies in hypersonic flow of rarefied gas at angle of
attack p 148 N85-14974
Hypersonic flow of mixture around blunt body
p 148 N85-14979
Strength analysis of fan-shaped wing considenng
temperature deformation and creep deformations
p 163 N85-14983
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Analysts ot thin-walled airtrame members in
geometrically nonlinear statement p 163 N85-14985
Microstnp antenna for multichannel radiometer
p 188 N85-15056
Algorithm lor tracking manuevenng object with
ambiguous measurements P 189 N85-15057
All-composite Airbus empennage p 284 N85-15931
Investigation of semiautomatic aircraft control processes
employing time redundancy in on-board digital trajectory
control computers p 270 N85-16048
Parachute expedition to Arctic p 236 N85-16240
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTH-85-001 ] P204 N85-16763
Director on institute's end aviation projects
p204 N85-16764
Designer on Aeroflot automated COMMO system
development p 296 N85-1676S
Testing solution tor IL-76 braking system problem
p 256 N85-16766
International projects, other work of Aeroproyekt
Institute P204 N85-16767
Designer on avil aircraft design trends in USSR
p256 N8S-16768
Aeroproyekt develops improved runway surfacing
p277 N8S-16770
FRG ceramic engine components (PET)
p297 N85-17193
Description ot MBS computerized design techniques for
A320 P303 N85-17194
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-85-003] p 333 N85-18032
First deputy minister on 1984 civil aviation
performance p 333 N85-18033
Collegium on aviation fuel conservation efforts
p 343 N85-18034
Finnair. LOT. SAS reps in USSR on present operations,
plans P333 N85-18035
Activities at Mil Experimental Design Bureau
p343 1485-18038
Research at automated ATC Scientific-Expenmental
Center p313 N85-18037
Airpon ground equipment under development at Riga
p360 N85-18038
Improvements in Kazan airport equipment facilities
P360 N85-18039
Improvements under way at Gorkiy airport
p360 N85-18040
New discovery in supersonic flight research
p314 N85-18041
USSR report Engineenng and equipment
[JPRS-UEQ-aS-0011 p370 N85-18200
Influence of normalized frequency on time-dependent
aerodynamic charactenstics of vane blading profiles
P370 N85-18204
On one design pnnciple of surge protector for gas turbine
engine compressor p 370 N85-18206
On selecting bypass mixers for turbofan engines
P354 N85-18207
Influence of setting angle of jet cooling nozzles on
temperature and stress state of a turbine wheel
p 355 N85-18208
Improvement of gas turbine engine performance by
water injection into turbine cooling air
P370 N85-18209
Experimental study of aerodynamic shielding of turbojet
engine air intake against exhaust gases
p355 N85-18210
Calculating heat transfer coefficients for turbine profiles
taking surface curvature and elevated flow turbulence into
account p 371 N85-18212
Correction of engraving stamp for forming blanks of gas
turbine engine blades p 371 N85-18213
Use of braking stages for control of turbine speed
p371 N8S-18215
Turbulent jet flow in a channel with a circulation region
p 371 N85-18218
On limits of applicability of linear models to dynamics
of gas channels in aircraft engines p 355 N85-18219
On solving nonlinear problems of aircraft structural
mechanical design p 344 N85-18223
FRG firms jump into market for auto, aircraft ceramics
p 364 N85-18225
China report Science and technology
(JPRS-CST-S4-037] p 346 N8S-18982
Details of export A-5 close-support aircraft given
p346 N85-189S3
High-strength composite matenals for aircraft, body
armor p 435 N85-20057
Forced corrosion tests of construction components of
passenger aircraft fuselages P 436 N85-20062
FRG's DFVLR ready for participation in space station
p433 N85-20176
MSB uses superplastic forming, diffusion bonding for
alloys p446 N85-20177
Airbus fatigue tests p 416 N85-20186
China report Science and technology
[JPRS-CST-84-026) p 446 N85-20189
A fast algorithm of the (mite difference method for
computation of the transonic flow past an arbitrary airfoil
with the conservative full-potential equation
p395 N85-20191
A mixed finite difference analysis of the internal and
external transonic flow fields of inlets with centerbody
p446 N85-20192
A study for calculating rotor loads using free vortex
concept p395 N85-20194
Experimental investigation of heat transfer to bluff
cylinders and cones in hypersonic rarefied gas flow
P396 N85-20195
New air supply-prime mover facility for engine tests
detailed p448 N8S-20204
Btomecharncs finds practical applications in aerospace
research p 446 N85-20205
China report Science and technology
[JPRS-CST-84-039] p 446 N85-20206
A locally linearized panel method for trarWsubsonic flow
past an oscillating wing p 396 N85-20212
Transonic pressure distribution computations of a
flexible wing p 396 N85-20213
On relaxation of transonic flows around zero-lift airfoils
and convergence of self-correcting wing tunnels
P396 N85-20214
Rnrte difference computation of the flow around airfoils
in two-dimensional transonic slotted wall wind tunnel
p396 N85-20216
Parachute inflation dynamics p 396 N85-20792
Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-85-004] p 384 N85-21105
Aviation repair plant directors on quality control
measures p 384 N85-21106
New flight simulators at Vnukovo permit less in-flight
training p429 N85-21107
New runway enables IL-76 flights to Tenkeli in far
north p430 N85-21108
Current development, applications of airships in USSR
P396 N85-21109
A calculation of slender delta wing with leading-edge
separation by quasi-vortex-lattice method
p 400 N85-21423
Calculation of the flow around thick wings with separation
vortices p 400 N85-21424
An experimental investigation of flap turbulent heat
transfer and pressure charactenstics in hypersonic flow
p400 N85-21426
China report Science and technology
(JPRS-CST-844081 p 500 N85-22384
Improved Y-11 general-purpose transport designated
Y-12 p500 N85-22385
Uses of composite matenals p 520 N85-22698
USSR report Engineenng and equipment
[JPRS-UEQ-85-003] p 526 N85-22782
Redesign of fuselage compartments by method of
special contours p 500 N85-22784
Propagation of three-dimensional turbulent ;et from lobar
nozzle through surrounding stream p 527 N85-22785
Flight dynamics of axtsymmetncal rotating bodies in air
medium p477 N85-22791
Hypersonic flow about triangular airfoil at large angles
of attack p 477 N85-22792
Absolute stability of unsteady movement of
axisymmetncal rotating flight vehicle
p 477 N85-22793
Normal mode calculations for fuselage type intncate
structures by regarding them as systems with superposed
constraints p 500 N85-22817
Efficiency of algonthms for gas-air channel diagnostics
in gas turbine engines based on gas tnermodynamic
parameters p 508 N85-22823
Exergeocal analysis of turbojet engine cycle
pS08 N85-22825
Energy losses at leading edge of turbine blade during
multrow jet cooling p 508 N85-22826
Some unique features in operation of two-stage turbojet
engine with afterburner p 509 N85-22828
Hydrodynamic simulation of transient processes in
injection system of aircraft engines dunng pump
unswirling p 509 N85-22829
Effect of water injection into air for turbine cooling on
economy of operation of gas turbine engine with
afterburning p 509 N8S-22830
Pressure drop and coefficients of internal heat transfer
necessary for transpiration cooling p 527 N85-22831
Annular groove in compressor casing as device for
control of air stream p 509 N85-22832
effect of gas stream sweeping past the effluent of a
perforated plate on heat transfer inside the perforations
P527 N85-22836
Selection of air intake parameters for supersonic-flow
operation p 527 N85-22837
Estimation of gas turbine engine boost provided by
injecting water behind compressor p 509 N85-22838
CARD'S low-speed wind tunnel described
p 516 N85-22849
Coordinate determination errors in measuring
charactenstics of radiation field of airborne antennas
p 528 N85-22919
Minister Bugayev on civil aviation in 1984 plans for
1985 p 468 N85-23689
1st deputy minister on cnnl aviation support of
economy p 483 N85-23690
Deputy minister on civil aviation fuel conservation
efforts p 500 N8S-23691
Deputy minister on ovil aviation construction projects
p517 N85-23692
Improvements in personnel needed for better flight
safety p 483 N85-23693
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-0081 p 468 N8S-23694
Minister Bugayev reviews 1983 cnnl aviation work, sets
course for 1984 p 468 N85-2369S
Bugayev on cnnl aviation ministry's 1983
achievements p 468 N85-23696
Ministry officials on improving aircraft technical
servicing p 468 N85-23697
Riga Institute seeking faster introduction of new
technology p 468 N85-23698
Modal synthesis of multidimensional Pi-regulators for
objects with inertia! sections p 529 N85-24064
Optimization of combined convectrve and film cooling
of perforated baffle blades in gas turbines
p 529 N85-24067
Expenmental study of heat transfer from shaft in cooled
radial bearing of GNT-25 gas turbine
p 529 N85-24068
Design of piping for oil drain from turbine bearings
p 529 N85-24073
Construction of profiles of intermediate blade sections
from master profiles given on conical surfaces
p 529 N85-24075
Oscillations of gas turbine installation rotors under
operating conditions p 530 N85-24077
Right simulation for inertia! navigation system
p 490 N85-24081
Some optimization problems in state aeroelasttcity for
wings made of composite matenals p 503 N85-24104
Effect of drag behind nozzle array on its force and energy
charactenstics p 481 N85-24107
Stability of vortex structures dunng separation flow past
array of wings p 481 N85-24I10
China report Science and technology
[JPRS-CST-84-0121 p 530 N85-24140
Harbin's subsonic, transonic wind tunnel detailed
pS17 N85-24143
USSR report Engineenng and equipment
[JPRS-UEO-84-005) P530 N85-24157
Selection of effective arrangement of heavy
undercamage systems for use with concrete runways
p503 N8S-24158
Durability calculation of wing panel element
p 503 N85-24159
Planning of air cushion transport vehicles
p 530 N85-24160
Estimate of fatigue stability of gas-turbine engine
compressor vanes in probabilistic aspect
p 530 N85-24169
Investigation of gas-turbine engine blower impeller
vibrations with change in engine intake conditions
P530 N85-24170
Automating the study of error in discrete aerodynamic
fainng design p 504 N8S-24176
Problem of reduction to ideal tube in experimental
aerodynamics p 481 N85-24179
A 320 to have combined automatic pilot, flight control
system p 515 N85-24186
MI-8 helicopter cargo loading experiment for Arctic
shipping p 504 N85-24425
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-85-008] p 542 N85-25189
floundtable on effective use of flight simulators
p 593 N85-25I90
Official on Soviet research in deicing techniques
p 563 N85-2S191
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-0151 p 542 N85-25192
Administration chief on air traffic control improvements
p 567 N85-25193
Civil air code international flights section explained
p563 N85-25194
USSR report. Transportation
[JPRS-UTR^4-0171 p 542 N8S-25196
Aviation workers plenum reviews fuel conservation
progress p 542 N85-25197
Chronic fuel shortages in Volga civil aviation
administration p 596 N85-25198
Effects of lightning on aircraft studied at
Sheremetyevo p 563 N8S-2S199
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USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-014] p564 N8S-25229
Designer O. K Antonov on new AN-74 arctic transport
p 564 N85-25230
llyushin bureau designer on fuel conservation research
p 564 NS5-25231
West Europe report Science and technology
IJPRS-WST-34-012] p601 N85-25552
MSB uses new CFC form tool for titanium alloy air
intake p 601 N85-25553
MSB cost-reduction plan tor Airbus construction
described p 542 N85-25616
FRG loumal analyzes state, prospects of airbus
programs General analysis p 542 N85-25638
Row around rotating and nonmoving circular cylinder
near flat screen Report 1 Aerodynamic forces in
cylinder p 562 N85-27059
Study of stresses on surface of flat barrier immersed
in under expanded jet of rarefied gas
p562 N85-27061
Aerodynamic forces developing in channels between
vases in turbine drive wheels p 606 N85-27062
Hypersonic nonequtlibnum gas flow past zero-aspect
wing p562 N85-27063
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-025] p 641 N85-27841
Test flight of IL-76TD long-range transport variant
p 641 N85-27S42
Vibrations of rotors connected through couplings with
backlash p 672 N85-28147
Precision die forging of blades or gas turbines
p672 N85-28148
Stressed-stramed state of tightening buckles in sectional
runners of gas turbines p 672 N85-28149
Characteristics of steady-state hypersonic flow about
blunted bodies with discontinuities m generators
pS36 N85-2B155
Supersonic flow around blunt wedge
p636 N85-2815B
Propulsion efficiency of vibrating bodies m subsonic gas
stream p699 N85-28159
Method of calculating separation flow of subsonic gas
stream around wings p 636 N85-28161
MBB expands CADAM system for a 320 program
p 704 N85-29099
Lightning-safe carbon fiber composite for Airbus tail
unit p 692 N85-29100
DFVLR research in aluminum-lithium alloys
p 692 N85-29105
West Europe report Science and technology
[JPRS-WST-85-020] p 797 N85-31333
MBB demonstrates new research aircraft ATTAS
p 762 N85-31334
JRB Associate*. McLean, Va.
Environmental and energy audits of Air Force
government owned-contractor operated installations
[AO-P004138] p375 N85-18474
K
Kaman Aerospace Corp, BloomfMd, Conn.
Integrated Technology Rotor/Right Research Rotor
(ITR/FRR) concept definition
[NASA-CR-166445] p 345 N85-18979
Transmission of gear noise to aircraft interiors prediction-
methods p539 N85-23788
Kama* Univ., Lawrence.
Theory of wing rock
(AIAA PAPER 85-0199] p268 A85-19583
Sensitivity analysis of automatic flight control systems
using singular value concepts
[AIAA PAPER 85-1899] p 844 A85-45914
Theory of wmg rock p895 A8S-49139
An investigation of vortex-induced aerodynamic
characteristics of supersonic cruise configurations
(NASA-CR-174299) p 234 N85-15690
A feasibility study of free-up rotor application as a passive
cyclic control device p 343 N8S-18046
Modeling of aircraft performance from flight test results
using quasi steady-state test techniques
p343 N85-18047
Theory of wmg rock p 357 N85-18064
Calculation of vortex-flap aerodynamic characteristics
[NASA-CR-175624] p 476 N85-22367
Kansas Univ. Center for Research, Inc, Lawrence.
Design of a digital nde quality augmentation system for
commuter aircraft
[NASA-CR-172419] p 20 N85-10037
VORCOR- A computer program for calculating
characteristics of wings with edge vortex separation by
using a vortex-filament and-core model
[NASA-CR. 165902] p 13 N85-10921
The preliminary checkout, evaluation and calibration of
a 3-component force measurement system for calibrating
propulsion simulators for wind tunnel models
[NASA-CR-174113] P118 N85-12903
Design study of technology requirements for high
performance single-propeller-dnven business airplanes
[NASA-CR-3863] p 235 N85-15692
Application of two-dimensional unsteady aerodynamic
to a free-tip rotor response analysis
[NASA-CR- 177348] p 741 N85-29933
A research program to reduce the interior noise in
general aviation aircraft index and summary
[NASA-Cfl-176178] p 919 N85-35695
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd, Akashl (Japan).
The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering p 605 N85-26629
Kent/on International, Inc, Hampton, Va*
Airfoil trailing edge flow measurements and comparison
with theory, incorporating open wind tunnel corrections
[AIAA PAPER 84-2266] p4 A85-10831
Aeroacoustic interaction of a distributed vortex with a
lifting Joukowski airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 84-2287] p 59 A85- 10843
Flight test configuration for verifying inerttal sensor
redundancy management techniques
[AIAA PAPER 84-2496] p 92 A85-13568
Vortex research facility improvements and preliminary
density stratification effects on vortex wakes
[AIAA PAPER 85-0050] p 209 A85- 19482
Wmg design with attainable leadmg-edge thrust
considerations p411 A85-26763
Optimization methods applied to the aerodynamic design
of helicopter rotor blades
[AIAA PAPER 85-0644] p 490 A85-3024S
Dynamic loads analyses of flexible airplanes - New and
existing techniques
[AIAA PAPER 85-0808] p 492 A85-30394
Design of a flutter suppression system for an
experimental drone aircraft p 497 A85-32S84
Nonlinear applications of slender-body theory to missile
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 85-1775] p 812 A8S>43836
Manufacturing tolerances for natural laminar flow
airframe surfaces
[SAE PAPER 850863] p 884 A85-50103
Preliminary performance of a vertical-attitude takeoff and
landing, supersonic cruise aircraft concept having thrust
vectonng integrated into the flight control system
[NASA-CR-1 72530] p345 N85-18977
Application of an aerodynamic analysts method including
attainable thrust estimates to low speed leading-edge flap
design for supersonic cruise vehicles
[NASA-CR-165843] p 739 N85-29918
Ketron, Inc, Wirmlntster, Pa.
A Generalized Escape System Simulation (GESS)
computer program Volume 2 GESS programmer's
manual, version 2
[AD-A148363] p243 N85-16845
KFO Associates. Inc, Wyckoff, NJ.
A second generation WAVIDS (Wide Angle Virtual Image
Display System)
(AD-PO04328] p359 N85-17982
Kloury (Ell* Philippe), Cairo (Egypt).
__ Araaft _____
[CH-642598-A5] p 574 N85-25246
Srtuatnnal interactive micro/graphic simulator system
for improving maintenance performance
[AD-A146677] p 177 N85-14846
Kyoto Technical Univ. (Japan).
Recent progress m computational aerodynamics
p558 N85-26626
Kyoto Unrv. (Japan).
Prediction accuracy of the torques for rotary ullage by
an analog tool
(AD-P004288) P379 N85-18865
LABEMSpl stn 9n and System*. Milan
(Italy).
Reliable software design for avionics and space
applications p 303 N85-16751
Lawrence Uvermore National Lab, Cain.
OYNA3D. INGRID, and TAURUS. An integrated,
interactive software system for crashwortrnness
engineering
[DEB5-010928] P860 N85-32846
Lecdvitt* Airport, Inc, Colo.
Inexpensive multipurpose landscaping
P428 N85-19961
Lerrigh univ, Bvllilelisiii, Pa.
Mechanisms of corrosion fatigue in high strength I/M
(Ingot Metallurgy) and P/M (Powder Metallurgy) aluminum
alloys
[AD-A151177] p597 N85-25478
Lesley Coll, Cambridge. Mas*.
Maintenance Management Information and Control
System (MMICS). Administrative boon or burden
[AD-A145762] P 136 N85-12790
LGL Ltd, Toronto (Ontario).
Effectiveness of an overhead wire bamer in deterring
gulls from feeding at a sanitary landfill
(AO-P004199) P453 N85-19966
Lightning Technologies, Inc, Plttsf leld, Mas*.
Direct-strike lightning photographs, swept-flash
attachment patterns, and flight conditions for storm
hazards 1982
[NASA-TM-86347] p 454 N85-21877
UTEF, Freiburg (West Germany).
Documentation and separate test program development
is most important for test/maintenance
p 203 N85-16745
Lockheed-Calif omia Co, Burbank.
Dynamic response and acoustic fatigue of stiffened
composite structure p 52 A8S-12473
Demonstration of relaxed static stability on a commercial
transport P 35 A85-12593
An aerodynamic theory based on time-domain
aeroacoustjcs P 546 A85-35135
Development and flight evaluation of an augmented
stability active controls concept Executive summary
[ NASA-CR-166009) p 37 N85-11006
Advanced manufacturing development of a composite
empennage component for L-1011 aircraft
(NASA-CR-165885] p 44 NB5-11141
Development of powder metallurgy 2XXX senes Al alloys
for high temperature aircraft structural applications
[NASA-CR-172408] p 44 N85-11220
Integrated technology wing study (oral presentation)
[NASA-CR-169497] p 256 N85-15718
Integrated digital/electric aircraft concepts study
[NASA-CR-3841] p 257 N85-16861
Right service evaluation of advanced composite ailerons
on the L-1011 transport aircraft
(NASA-CR-172483J p 284 N85-17049
Study of advanced fuel system concepts for commercial
aircraft and engines
[NASA-CR-174752] p 365 N85-19176
Study for the optimization of a transport aircraft wmg
for maximum fuel efficiency Volume V Methodology,
criteria, aeroelastic model definition and results
[NASA-CH-172551] p 499 N85-22378
Periodic loading sequences for the systematic marking
of fatigue crack fracture surfaces p 532 N85-24329
Demonstration of relaxed stability on a commercial
transport p 590 N85-26745
Demonstration of relaxed static stability on a commercial
transport p 679 N85-27898
Fuel containment and damage tolerance m large
composite pnmary aircraft structures
[NASA-CR-166083] p 787 N85-30032
Fuel containment and damage tolerance for large
composite primary aircraft structures. Phase 1 Testing
[NASA-CR-166091] p 902 N85-35241
Lockheed-Georgia Co, Marietta.
— Numerical simulation of the transonic flowfield for
wing/nacelle configurations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2430] p 76 A85-13964
Experiments on the stability of crossflow vortices in
swept-wmg Bows
[AIAA PAPER 85-0493] p 231 A85-20873
Pilot's Desk Flight Station p 258 A85-21555
Approximate factorization algorithm for
three-dimensional transonic nacelle/inlet flowfield
computations p 314 A85-23392
Transonic wmg and far field test data on a high aspect
rain transport wing for three dimensional computational
method evaluation p 19 N85-10021
Tunnel constraint for a let m crossflow
p84 N85-12027
Aircraft drag reduction technology
p257 N85-16782
Advanced lite analysis methods Volume 1 Cracking
data survey and NDI (nondestructive inspection)
assessment for attachment lugs
(AO-A150419J p 528 N85-23108
Advanced life analysis methods. Volume 4 Tabulated
test data for attachment lugs
[AD-A1S1016] P502 N85-23760
Advanced life analysis methods. Volumes. Executive
summary and damage tolerance criteria recommendations
for attachment lugs
[AD-A151017] p502 N85-23761
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Advanced life analysis methods. Volume 3-
Eipenmental evaluation of crack growth analysis methods
for attachment lugs
(AO-A151058] p 531 N8S-24319
Computation of unsteady transonic flows about
two-dimensional and three-dimensional AGARD standard
configurations P 555 N8S-25183
The structural finite element model of the C-SA
p 604 N85-25885
Crew systems and flight station concepts for a 1995
transport surcfflft
(NASA-CH-166068) P 781 N85-29973
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co, HuntavUla, Ala.
Results of testa ol the SH8 an skirt heat shield curtain
in the MSFC Hot Gas Facility
[NASA-CR-1708881 p 899 N85-35223
Results of tests of MTA-2 TPS on the SRB hold-down
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an aircraft simulation p 57 A85-11083
Metnc-discontimjous zonal gnd calculations using the
Osher scheme p6 A85-121S1
Effect of a buned-wire gage on the separation bubble
Numerical study p73 A8S-12704
A time-split firnte-volume algorithm for three-dimensional
flowfieW simulation p 73 A85-12708
Rotor systsfns rososrcti &ircr&ft sirptsno confiQur&tion
flight-test results
[AIAA PAPER 84-2485] p 99 A8S-13551
Effect of initial conditions on turbulent reattachment
downstream of a backward-facing step
pSO A85-15331
A general perturbation approach for computational fluid
dynamics p 80 ASS-15334
Application of the implicit MacCormack scheme to the
parabolized Nawer-Stokes equations p 80 A85-15335
Applicability of a panel method, which includes nonlinear
effects, to a forward-swept-wing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2402) p 139 A85-16105
A user-operated model to study strategy in aircraft
evacuation p 148 ASS-16240
Aircraft automatic digital flight control system with
inversion of the model in the feed-forward path
[AIAA PAPER 84-2627] p 171 A85-17823
Ultrareliable fault-tolerant control systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-2650] p 194 A8S-17837
Automated benchmark generation based upon a
specification language
[AIAA PAPER 84-2667] p 194 A85-17849
Evaluation of a real-time predictive guidance law for
landing VTOL aircraft at sea
[AIAA PAPER 84-2873] p 151 A85-17856
Interception in three dimensions - An energy
formulation p 158 A85-18329
NAS - Supercomputing master tool for aeronautics
p 195 ASS-18442
Transonic solutions for a multielement airfoil using the
full-potential equations p 144 ASS-18512
Second-order p-iterative solution of the Lambert/Gauss
problem p 177 A85-18674
On boundary layer transition in high-subsonic and
transonic flow under the influence of acoustic disturbances
and free-stream turbulence
(AIAA PAPER 854082] p 210 A85-19508
Cu-culanon control airfoils - Past present future
[AIAA PAPER 85-0204] p 215 A85-19588
Generalized adaptive-wall wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 85-0225] p 274 A85-19601
Numerical solution of the full-potential equation for rotors
and oblique wings using a new wake model
[AIAA PAPER 85-02681 p 216 A85-19621
Numerical solution of the two-dimensional Euler
equations by second-order upwind difference schemes
[AIAA PAPER 85-02921 p 218 A85-19642
A relaxation approach to patched-gnd calculations with
the Euler equations
(AIAA PAPER 85-02951 p 218 A8S-19644
Calculation of the exchange ratio for the Adaptive
Maneuvering Logic program
(AIAA PAPER 85-03111 p 199 A85-19658
The numerical simulation of steady transonic rotational
flow using a dual potential formulation
[AIAA PAPER 85-0368) p 221 A8S-19701
Numencal optimization design of advanced transonic
wing configurations
(AIAA PAPER 85-0424] p 248 A85-19739
Arrays for minimum wave drag of bodies of revolution
[AIAA PAPER 85-0449] p 249 ASS-19758
Nonilerative three-dimensional gnd generation using
parabolic partial differential equations
(AIAA PAPER 85-0485] p 300 ASS-19782
A three-dimensional adaptive gnd method
[AIAA PAPER 85-0486] p 225 A85-19783
Predicted performance benefits of an adaptive digital
engine control system on an F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 85-0255] p 263 A85-19801
Application of an adaptive blade control algontnm to a
gust alleviation system p 269 A8S-20143
Euler computations of AGARO Working Group 07 airfoil
test cases
[AIAA PAPER 85-0018] p 229 A8S-20851
Nawer-Stokes computations for exotic airfoils
(AIAA PAPER 85-0109] p 230 A85-20855
Recent improvements in efficiency, accuracy, and
convergence for implicit approximate factonzation
algorithms
(AIAA PAPER 854360) p 230 A85-20868
A numerical simulation of the NFAC (National Full-scale
Aerodynamics Complex) open-return wind tunnel inlet
flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0437) p 230 A85-20869
Artificial dissipation models for the Euler equations
(AIAA PAPER 8544381 p 231 A85-20870
A large-scale computer facility for computational
aerodynamics p 301 A85-21791
Introductory aerothermodynamics of advanced space
transportation systems p 231 A85-21827
Real-gas flowtields about three-dimensional
configurations p 231 A85-21830
Identification of vortex-induced clear air turbulence using
, airline flight records p 299 A85-21843
A perspective of theoretical and applied computational
fluid dynamics p368 A85-25128
Implicit upwind methods for the compressible
Nawer-Stokes equations p317 A85-25134
Effect of variable surface catalysis on heating near the
stagnation point of a blunt body
[AIAA PAPER 85-0248] p 323 A8S-26386
Separation of time scales in aircraft trajectory
optimization p4li A85-26444
Efficient algorithm for unsteady transonic aerodynamics
of low-aspect-ratio wings p 385 A85-26756
The effects of gusts on the fluctuating airloads of airfoils
in transonic flow p 385 A85-26762
Implicit Total Variation Diminishing (TVO) schemes for
steady-state calculations p 388 A8S-28209
The N/rev phenomenon in simulating a blade-element
rotor system p 413 A85-2860S
Monotone switches in implicit algorithms for potential
equations applied to transonic flows
p 391 A8S-29078
The prediction of transonic flows on advancing rotors
P472 A85-31988
Computerized aerodynamic design of a transonically
•quiet'blade p 473 A85-31989
NASA-FAA helicopter Microwave Landing System
curved path night test p485 A85-31993
Aeromecnamcal stability of a full-scale hmgeless rotor
in hover p 496 A85-32002
Advanced AFCS developments on the XV-15 tilt rotor
research aircraft ' p 512 A85-32013
Simulation validation of the XV-15 tilt-rotor research
aircraft p497 A85-32016
Transonic shock-wave/turbulent boundary-layer
interactions in a circular duct p 474 A85-32610
Mixing four-dimensional equipped and unequipped
aircraft in the terminal area p 488 A85-32778
Time scheduling of a mix of 40 equipped and unequipped
aircraft p 483 A85-33278
Airloads on bluff bodies, with application to the
rotor-induced downloads on tilt-rotor aircraft
p544 A85-33469
Rotor/body aerodynamic interactions
P544 A85-33473
Simulation of rotating stall by the vortex method
P544 A85-34012
Expenmental and numerical investigation of a shock
wave impingement on a cylinder p 545 A85-35130
Oblique wing ready for research aircraft
P573 A85-36149
Control response measurements of the Skysnip-500
airship
[AIAA PAPER 85-0881 ] p 849 A85-38796
Aerodynamic test results for a wing-mounted turboprop
propulsion installation
[SAE PAPER 841480) p627 A85-39060
C-17
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Computer study of a jet flap ASTVOL 'Hamer1
[SAE PAPER 841457] p650 A85-39202
Circulation control technology applied to propulsive high
lift systems
[SAE PAPER 841497] p627 A85-39205
Twin tilt nacelle V/STOL aircratt
[SAE PAPER 841556] p 650 A85-39208
Computational/experimental pressure distntautions on a
transonic, low-aspect-ratio wing p 628 A85-39210
Applications of state estimation in aircraft flight-data
analysis p 650 A8S-39211
Computer studies of hybrid slotted working sections with
minimum steady interference at subsonic speeds
p628 A85-39241
Slow and fast state variables for three-dimensional flight
dynamics p 675 A85-39567
The investigation of inlet/nozzle flowfield coupling using
compact propulsion simulators
(AIAA PAPER 85-1284] p 651 A85-39698
Measurement and prediction of model-rotor flow fields
(AIAA PAPER 85-1558) p 7tO A65-40683
A holographic mterferometnc study of an ansymmetnc
shock-wave/boundary-layer strong interaction flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-1564] p 711 A65-40689
Numerical solution of transonic wmg flows using an
Euler/Navier-Stokes zonal approach
[AIAA PAPER 85-1640] p 715 A85-40742
Computation of flow around a circular cylinder in a
supercritical regime
[AIAA PAPER 85-1660] p 715 A65-40756
Predictions of transonic separated flow with an
sddy-viscosity/Reynolds-shear-strass closure model
[AIAA PAPER 85-1683] p 717 A85-40768
On the accuracy of the pseudocompressibilrty method
in solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
(AIAA PAPER 85-1689] p 717 A85-40772
A time-accurate multple-gnd algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 85-1493] p 802 A85-40932
Convergence acceleration for a three-dimensional
Cufer/Navier-Stokes zonal approach
[AIAA PAPER 85-1495] p 720 A85-40934
Implicit TVO schemes for hyperbolic conservation laws
in curvilinear coordinates
[AIAA PAPER 85-1513] p 721 A85-40948
Navier-Stokes simulations of rotor-stator interaction
using patched and overlaid grids
[AIAA PAPER 85-1519] p 721 A85-40952
A 3-D chimera grid embedding technique
[AIAA PAPER 85-1523J p 802 A85-40955
Overset grids in compressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-1524] p 803 A85-40956
A setf-adaptrve-gnd method with application to airfoil
flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-1525] p 722 A85-40957
A comparison between implicit and hybrid methods for
the calculation of steady and unsteady inlet flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-1125] p 725 A85-41417
Computation of the tip vortex off a low-aspect-ratio
wing p730 A85-42352
High angle-of-attack calculations of the subsonic vortex
flow on slender bodies p 730 A85-42353
Putting the 'super1 in supercomputers
P804 A85-42894
Developments in the simulation of separated flows using
finite difference methods p 732 A85-42953
Transonic interactions of unsteady vortical flows
PJT34 A85-42969
Boundary layers on oscillating airfoils ~~~
p735 A85-42973
Computation of three-dimensional
shock-wave/turbulent boundary-layer interaction flows
p736 A85-42980
The use of active controls to augment rotor/fuselage
stability p776 A85-43220
Thrust changes induced by ground and ceiling planes
on a rotor m hover p 759 A8S-43223
On the wake hazard alleviation associated with roll
oscillations of wake-generating aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1774] p 812 A85-43835
A historic review of canard configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1803] p 825 A85-43854
A numencal investigation of the aerodynamics of btcorac
and non-circular flared configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1814] p 814 A85-43862
Wind-tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
Characteristics of the Standard Dynamics Model in coning
motion at Mach 0 6
[AIAA PAPER 85-1828] p 814 A8S-43869
Rotary-balance experiments on a modem fighter aircraft
Configuration at high Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 85-1829] p 848 A85-43870
Measurements of canard-induced roll oscillations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1830] p 839 A85-43871
Comparison of supercritical airfoil flow calculations with
wind tunnel results p 816 A85-45701
Applications of numencal optimization methods to
helicopter design problems - A survey
p826 A85-45792
Convergence characteristics of a vortex-lattice method
for nonlinear configuration aerodynamics
p816 A85-45835
Effects of viscosity and modes on transonic aerodynamic
and aeroelastic characteristics of wings
p817 A85-45837
Ground based concept tor time control of aircraft
entering the terminal area
[AIAA PAPER 85-1888] p 824 A85-45910
Fuel conservative guidance for shipboard landing of
powered-lift STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1889] p 827 A85-45911
Flight evaluation of highly augmented controls and
electronic displays for precision approach and landing of
powered-4rft aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 85-1944] p 827 A85-45934
Minimum-fuel, three-dimensional flight paths tor jet
transports P 828 A85-46341
Dynamic stall progress in analysis and prediction
[AIAA PAPER 85-1769] pB17 A85-47026
Concepts and algorithms for terminal-area traffic
management p 878 A85-47683
Simulation of tune-control procedures for the advanced
air traffic control system p 878 A85-47686
Digital fringe reduction techniques applied to the
measurement of three-dimensional transonic flow fields
p907 A85-48521
A computational study of complex three-dimensional
compressible turbulent flowfields p 869 A85-48526
Rotororaft simulation at Ames p 897 A85-49006
Numencal optimization of circulation control airfoil at high
subsonic speed P 871 A85-49131
Handling qualities related to stall/spin accidents of
supersonic fighter aircratt p 894 A85-49132
Arrays of bodies of revolution for minimum wave drag
p 881 A85-49136
A wind tunnel inlet flow simulation
p 871 A85-49141
Inlet and airframe compatibility for a V/STOL
fighter/attack aircraft with top-mountad inlets
[NASA-TM-84252] p 10 N85-10015
A mathematical simulation model of the CH-47B
helicopter, volume 1
[NASA-TM-84351-VOL-1] p 19 N85-10033
Applications of numencal optimization methods to
helicopter design problems: A survey
[NASA-TM-86010] p 19 N85-10036
NASA Ames-Dryden T-37 demonstration comments
p23 N85-100S6
Active control technology experience with the Space
Shuttle in the landing regime
[NASA-TM-85910] p 36 N85-10071
YO-3A acoustics research aircraft systems manual
[NASA-TM-85968] p 37 N85-10074
Transonic flow analysis for rotors. Part 1:
Three-dimensional quasi-steady, full-potential calculation
[NASA-TP-2375-PT-1 ] p11 N85-10914
Role of research aircraft in technology development
[NASA-TM-85913] p 21 N85-10932
Aircrew-aircraft integration A summary of US Army
research programs and plans
[NASA-TM-85991] P 36 N8S-11004
Assessment of lift- and blockage-induced wall
interference m a three-dirnertsionaJ adaptive-wall tunnel
p83 N85-12016
Experiments suitable for wind tunnel wall interference
assessment/correction p 83 N85-12021
Status and prospects of computational fluid dynamics
for unsteady transonic viscous flows
[NASA-TM-86018] p 85 N85-12037
Flow visualization study of a vortex-wing interaction
[NASA-TM-86656] p 86 N85-12040
Numencal studies of unsteady transonic flow over an
oscdlatmg airfoil
[NASA.TM-86011] p 128 N85-12316
Application of the ONERA model of dynamic stall
(NASA-TP-2399) p87 N85-12862
Development of computational fluid dynamics at NASA
Ames Research Center
[NASA-TM-86021 ] p 87 N85-12866
A comparison of Wortmann airfoil computer-generated
lift and drag polars with flight and wind tunnel results
[NASA-TM-86035] p 87 N85-12863
Flight and wind-tunnel comparisons of the inlet-airframe
interaction of the F-15 airplane
[NASA-TP-2374] p 105 N85-12884
Fiber optic data bus using Frequency Division
Multiplexing (FDM) and an asymmetric coupler
[NASA-TM-86015] p 129 N85-13139
An experimental investigation of the parallel blade-vortex
interaction
[NASA-TM-86005] p 146 N85-13777
Technical Workshop Advanced Helicopter Cockpit
Design
[NASA-CP-2351] p 154 N85-14806
Superaugmented rotorcraft program
p 139 N85-14807
Guidance and navigation programs and plans
p 154 N85-14809
Ovil law enforcement missions p 139 N85-14812
Some thoughts on the implementation of pilot night
vision devices for helicopters p 166 N85-14814
HH-65A Dolphin digital integrated avionics
p 166 N85-14815
Operational requirements - system concepts
p 161 N85-14823
Dosing the design loop on HiMAT (highly maneuverable
aircraft technology)
[NASA-TM-BS923] p 162 N85-14836
Simulation evaluation of two VTOL control/display
systems in IMC approach and shipboard landing
[NASA-TM-85996] p 173 N85-14841
A collection of flow visualization techniques used in me
Aerodynamic Research Branch
[NASA-TM-8S998] p 189 N85-15135
Ground-effect analysis of a jet transport airplane
[NASA-TM-85920] p 234 N85-15687
Downwash m the plane of symmetry of an elltpticalry
loaded wmg
[NASA-TP-2414] p235 N85-15693
F-8 refueling boom ground vibration test
[NASA-TM-84914] p 255 N85-15713
Predicted performance benefits of an adaptive digital
engine control system of an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-85916] p 265 N85-15729
More than you want to know about maximum likelihood
estimation
[NASA-TM-85905] p 270 N85-15752
Missions and vehicle concepts for modem, propelled,
hghter-than-air vehicles
[NASA-TM-86672] p 203 N85-16757
A review of US Army aircrew-aircraft integration research
programs p270 N85-16814
Assessment of simulation fidelity using measurements
of piloting technique m flight p278 N85-16817
Development and flight test of a helicopter compact
portable, precision landing system concept
p 261 N85-16821
Helicopter model rotor-blade vortex interaction impulsive
noise- Scalability and parametric variations
[NASA-TM-86007] p 238 N85-16826
Right Training Technology for Regional/Commuter
Airline Operations: Regional Airline Association/NASA
Workshop Proceedings
[NASA-CP-2348] p 332 N85-18009
The aviation safety reporting system
p 332 N85-18021
Reconstruction of a 3-dimensrana! transonic rotor flow
field from holographic interferogram data
[NASA-TM-86690] p 397 N85-21112
Transonic interactions of unsteady vortical flows
[NASA-TM-8S658] p 397 N85-21113
A Lagrange-D'Alembert formulation of the equations of
motion of a helicopter carrying an externally suspended
load
[NASA-TM-85864] p 416 N85-21149
Analytical and flight investigation of the influence of rotor
and other high-order dynamics on helicopter flight-control
system bandwidth
[NASA=TM-86696] p 425- N85-21174—
Space shuttle pilot-mduced-osallatjon research testing
p 498 N85-223S1
Effects of inlet distortion on a static pressure probe
mounted on the engine hub m an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TP-2411] 0508 N85-22394
Estimating unsteady aerodynamic forces on a cascade
in a three-dimensional turbulence field
[NASA-TM-86701) p 478 N85-23704
Bifurcation theory applied to aircraft motions
[NASA-TM-86704] p 478 N85-23705
Hover test results of a small-scale twin-nit nacelle
model
[NASA-TM-86665] p 478 N85-23706
Recent developments in the dynamics of advanced rotor
systems
[NASA-TM-86669] p 531 N85-24320
Research and technology
[NASA-TM-86662] p 539 N85-25166
Missions and vehicle concepts for modem, propelled,
lighter-than-air vehicles
(NASA-TM-87461 ] p 542 N85-25170
Trends in computational capabilities for fluid dynamics
p601 N85-25172
Numencal studies of unsteady transonic flow over
oscillating airfoil p 554 N85-25174
Status and prospects of computational fluid dynamics
for unsteady transonic flow p 555 N85-25180
C-18
CORPORA TE SOURCE NASA. Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.
Unsteady transonic aerodynamic and aeroelastic
calculations about airfoils and wings
pSSS N85-25185
Transonic aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics
of a variable sweep wing
[NASA-TM-86677] P 556 N8S-2S203
Prediction of vortex-induced toads on wind-tunnel turning
vanes
(NASA-TM-866781 P ss6 N85-25204
Approximate neutral point of a subsonic canard
aircraft
(NASA-TM-86694] P 557 N8S-2S20S
Nonlinear problems in flight dynamics involving
aerodynamic bifurcations
[NASA-TM-867061 P 557 N85-25206
Effects o« side-so* controllers on rotorcraft handling
qualities for terrain flight
(NASA-TM-866881 P 585 N85-25267
NASA Ames Summer High School Apprenticeship
(NASA-TM-86008) P 813 N85-26590
Hamer p576 N85-26S95
Aircraft safety improvement p564 N85-26602
YAV^B Hamer pS76 N85-26605
Rotorcraft digital advanced avionics system (Rodaas)
p578 N85-26608
Finite-difference computations of rotor loads
[NASA-TM-86682] P 560 N85-26669
Application of CFD techniques toward the validation of
nonlinear aerodynamic models
(NASA-TM-8871S) P 560 N85-26671
Formulation and implementation of nonstationary
adaptive estimation algorithm with applications to air-data
reconstruction
[NASA-TM-86727] P 577 N85-26699
Piloted simulation of one-on-one helicopter aa combat
at NOE night levels
[NASA-TM-86688] P 586 N85-26720
Development and flight test of a helicopter, X-oand,
portable precision landing system concept
[NASA-TM-86710] P 588 N8S-26721
Observations, theoretical "teas and modeling of
turbulent flows: Past, present and future
[NASA-TM-86679] P 607 N85-27t67
Static and dynamic pressure measurements on a NACA
0012 atftod m the Ames High Reynolds Number Facility
[NASA-TP-2485] P634 N85-27823
Numerical study of porous airfoils m transonic flow
[NASA-TM-867131 P 835 N8S-27828
Rotorcraft research testing m the National Full-Scale
Aerodynamics Complex at NASA Ames Research
Center
[NASA-TM-86687] P 652 N85-278S4
Recent developments in me dynamics of advanced rotor
systems P 653 N8S-28917
Future of V/STOL aircraft systems: A survey of
opinions
[NASA-TM-86689] P 654 N85-28937
Electro-expulsive separation system
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11613-11 P TOO N8S-29150
Extraction of aerodynamic parameters for aircraft at
oxtrarno fliQflt conditions
[NASA-Tl*86730l P 704 N85-29686
Aircraft rotor blade with passive tuned tab
[NASA-CASE-ARC-1 1444-11 P 759 N85-29947
Fault detection and accommodation testing on an FIDO
engine in an F-15 airplane
(NASA-TM-86735) P 773 N85-29962
Effect of ground and/or ceiling planes on thnjst of rotors
im hover
[NASA-TM-867541 P 743 N85-31014
Recent developments in rotary-balance testing of fighter
areraft configurations at NASA Ames Research Center
(NASA-TM-86714) p811 N85-32090
Aerodynamic characteristics of the standard dynamics
model in coning motion at Macn 0 8
[NASA-TM-88717] P 817 N85-32094
In-fliqht evaluation of pure time delays in pitch and roll
[NASA-TM-88744I P 847 N85-32123
Flutter clearance of the Schweizer 1-36 deep-stall
sailplane
[NASA-TM-85917] P 830 N85-33118
Qualification needs for advanced integrated aircraft
[NASA-TM-88731 ] P 831 N85-33119
Development of a temperature-compensated hot-film
anemometer system for boundary-layer transition
detection on high-performance aircraft
(NASA-TM-86732) P 835 N85-33121
Development o< control laws tor a flight test maneuver
autopilot for an F-15 aircraft
[NASA-TM-86736] P 847 N85-33122
Flight test expenence and controlled impact of a large,
four-engine, remotely piloted airplane
(NASA-TM-86738I P 847 N85-33123
Application of frequency domain handling qualities
criteria to the longitudinal landing task
[NASA-TM-86728I p 847 N85-33124
Man-vehicle systems research facility advanced aircraft
flight simulator throttle mechanism p 856 N85-33527
Circulation control lift generation expenmenc Hardware
development p 856 N85-33535
Two-plane balance and slip-nng design
p856 N85-33536
An evaluation of three helicopter rotor sections
[NASA-TM-867191 p 874 N85-34115
Use of a hyperbolic grid generation scheme m simulating
supersonic viscous flow about three-dimensional winged
configuration
[NASA-TM-85344] p 874 N85-34116
Right testing the fixed-wing configuration of the Rotor
Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA)
[NASA-TM-86782] p 888 N85-34135
Fire-resistant phosphorus containing polyimides and
copofyimides
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11522-2] p 901 N85-34280
Practical aspects of laser holographic interferometry in
wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-86788) p911 N85-34378
The impact of supercomputers on experimentation: A
view from a national laboratory
[NASA-TM-86822] p 918 N85-34510
Computation of three-dimensional shock wave and
boundary-layer interactions
[NASA-TM-867801 p911 N85-35372
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Drydwt (Hugh 1_) Right Research Center, Edward*,
Calif.
Integrated flight/propulsion control - Adaptive engine
control system mode
[AIAA PAPER 85-1425] p 669 A85-39772
Rotor systems research aircraft airplane configuration
flight-test results
(NASA-TM-859111 p 19 N85-10034
Peripheral Vision Horizon Display (PVHD)
[NASA-CP-2306] p 23 N85-10044
NASA Amea-Dryden T-37 demonstration comments
p23 N85-10058
A comparison of Wortmann airfoil computer-generated
lift and drag polars with night and wind tunnel results
[NASA-TM-86035] p 87 N85-12868
Predicted performance benefits of an adaptive digital
engine control system of an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-85916] p 265 N85-15729
More than you want to know about maximum likelihood
estimation
[NASA-TM-85905] p 270 N85-15752
On the frontier Right research at Oryden 1946-1981
[NASA-SP-4303] p313 N85-17934
Active control technology expenence with the Space
Shuttle in the landing regime p 590 N85-26747
Performance improvements of a highly integrated digital
electronic control system for an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-86748] p 837 N85-32120
Development and validation of a general purpose
linearization program for rigid aircraft models
[NASA-TM-86737] p 847 N85-32122
Design of an expert-system flight status monitor
[NASA-TM-86739] p 860 N85-32794
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Flight
Research Center, Edwards, Calif.
Rotor systems research aircraft airplane configuration
flight-test results
[AIAA PAPER 84-2465] p 99 ASS-13551
The X-29 night-research program p 102 ASS-13895
Role of research aircraft m technology development
(AIAA PAPER 84-2473] p 155 A85-16106
Test expenence on an ultrareliable computer
communication network
[AIAA PAPER 84-2649] p 194 A85-17836
Ground-effect analysis of a iet transport airplane
(AIAA PAPER 85-0307] p 248 ASS-19677
The Western Aeronautical Test Range of NASA Ames
Research Canter
[AIAA PAPER 85-0316] p275 ASS-19678
Right testing the Digital Electronic Engine Control
(DEEC) A unique management expenence
p420 A85-28636
Modernizing engine displays p 658 A85-38956
Results of a wind tunnel/flight test program to compare
afterbody/nozzle pressures on a 1/12 scale model and
an F-15 aircraft
[SAE PAPER 841543 |
 P649 A8S-39066
Fault detection and accommodation testing on an F100
engine in an F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 85-12941 _ p 765 A85-40830
Identification of Integra-differential systems for
application to unsteady aerodynamics and aeroelastraty
[AIAA PAPER 85-1763 ] p 858 A85-43828
Application of frequency domain handling qualities
cntena to the longitudinal landing task
(AIAA PAPER 85-1848] p 842 A85-45877
In-flight evaluation of pure time delays in pitch and roll
[AIAA PAPER 85-1852] p 843 A85-45881
Development of control laws for a flight test maneuver
autopilot for an F-15 aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 85-1859] p 843 A85-45S88
Qualification needs for advanced integrated aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 85-1865] p 827 A85-45894
Design of an expert-system flight status monitor
(AIAA PAPER 85-1908] p 834 A85-45975
Development and validation of a general purpose
linearization program for rigid aircraft models
(AIAA PAPER 85-1891 ] p 846 A85-45976
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Right Center, Greenbelt, Md.
Regional mean sea surfaces based on GEOS-3 and
SEASAT altimeter data p 453 A85-29716
Improved legislated emergency locating transmitters and
emergency position indicating radio beacons
(NASA-CASE-GSC-12892-1] p 447 N85-20226
Magentjcally actuated compressor
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12799-11 p 448 N85-2U04
MIZEX 1984. NASA CV-990 flight report
[NASA-TM-86216] p 800 N85-30451
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Johnson (Lyndon B.) Space Center,
Frequency response of a iet engine test facility air supply
system
[AIAA PAPER 85-0053] p 273 A85-19485
A three-dimensional Navier-Stokes/Euler code for
blunt-body flow computations
(AIAA PAPER 85-0361 ] p 220 ASS-19696
Computational methods for hypersonic viscous flow over
finite etUpsoid-eones at incidence
(AIAA PAPER 85-0925] p 620 A85-37594
Some real-time simulation applications to Space Shuttle
approach and landing design and test
p899 A85-49016
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Kennedy (John F.) Space Center, Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Orbiter spacecraft weight and center of gravity
determination
[SAWE PAPER 1559] p 178 A85-18817
Inflight IFR procedures simulator
(NASA-CASE-KSC-11218-1]
 | p 429 N85-19990
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.
The effects of installation on single- and counter-rotation
propeller none
[AIAA PAPER 84-2263] p 58 A85-10830
Airfoil trailing edge flow measurements and comparison
with theory, incorporating open wind tunnel corrections
(AIAA PAPER 84-2266] p 4 ASS-10831
Comparison of expenmental and analytical predictions
of rotor blade-vortex interactions using model scale
acoustic data
(AIAA PAPER 84-2269] p 58 ASS-10833
On the relationship between broadband shock
associated noise and screech tones
(AIAA PAPER 84-2276] p 59 A85-10838
Control of iet shock associated noise by a reflector
[AIAA PAPER 84-2279) p 59 A85-10839
Aeroacousuc interaction of a distributed vortex with a
lifting Joukowski airfoil
(AIAA PAPER 84-2287] p 59 ASS-10843
Numencal solutions of acoustic wave propagation
problems using Euler computations
(AIAA PAPER 84-2290] p 59 ASS-10845
Quantification of advanced turboprop aircraft flyover
noise annoyance
[AIAA PAPER 84-2293] p 56 ASS-10848
The unified acoustic and aerodynamic prediction theory
of advanced propellers in the time domain
[AIAA PAPER 84-2303) p 60 A85-10854
Two dimensional blade-vortex interaction flow
visualization study
[AIAA PAPER 84-2307] p4 A85-1085B
Airfoil tip vortex formation noise
[AIAA PAPER 84-2308] p 60 A85-10859
Theoretical design of acoustic treatment for cabin noise
control of a light aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2328) p 16 A85-10872
Noise transmission through an acoustically treated and
honeycomb stiffened aircraft sidewall
[AIAA PAPER 84-2329] p 62 ASS-10873
Laboratory tests on an aircraft fuselage to determine
me insertion loss at various acoustic add-on treatments
[AIAA PAPER 84-2330] p 16 ASS-10874
Effects of acoustic treatment on the interior noise levels
of a twin-engine propeller aircraft - Expenmental flight
results and theoretical predictions
[AIAA PAPER 84-2331 ] p 17 ASS-10875
C-19
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Predicted changes in advanced turboprop noise with
shaft angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 84-2347] p 63 A85-10884
Review of recent research of interior noise of propeller
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 84-2349] p 17 ASS-10885
NASA research on viscous drag reduction M
p48 A8S-11624
Wind shear terms in the equations of aircraft motion
p3S A85-11981
The aerodynamic characteristics of a propulsive
wing/canard concept in STOL
[AIAA PAPER 84-2396) p 74 ASS-13507
The revolutionary impact of evolving aeronautical
technologies
(AIAA PAPER 84-2445] p 69 A85-13S3S
Impact of flight systems integration on future aircraft
design
(AIAA PAPER 84-2459] p 99 A85-13547
Plight critical system design guidelines and validation
methods
(AIAA PAPER 84-2461) p 113 ASS-13548
Plight test configuration for verifying inertial sensor
redundancy management techniques
[AIAA PAPER 84-2496] p 92 ASS-13568
Plight test techniques tor validating simulated nuclear
electromagnetic pulse aircraft responses
[AIAA PAPER 84-2498] . p 100 A85-13569
Some fighter aircraft trends
[AIAA PAPER 84-2503] p 100 A85-13573
Advances in high speed let aeroacoustjcs
[AIAA PAPER 84-2275] p 133 A85-13959
Large-scale coherent structure and tar-field jet noise
p 78 A85-14390
New results in fault latency modelling
p 107 A85-144S7
Analysis of airfoil leading-edge separation bubbles
[AIAA PAPER 83-0300] p 79 ASS-15327
National transonic facility shakedown test results and
calibration plans
[AIAA PAPER 84-0584] p 174 A85-16101
Estimation of aerodynamic forces and niuineiils on a
steadily spinning airplane p 170 A85-16238
Microwave-powered, unmanned, high-altitude
airplanes p 155 A85-16241
Turbulent roughness drag due to surface waviness at
low roughness Reynolds numbers p 181 ASS-16243
A validation methodology for fault-tolerant dock
synchronization
[AIAA PAPER 84-2648] p 193 A85-17835
Recent advances in electioluininescent displays
applicable to future crew-station interfaces
[AIAA PAPER 84-2663] p 164 ASS-17845
An advanced media interface for control of modem
transport aircraft navigational systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-2686] p 165 A85-17865
A simulator application of a 'hands-on throttle and stick'
concept to a transport pilot/autopilot interface
[AIAA PAPER 84-2687] p 165 ASS-17866
Plight study of induced turbofan inlet acoustic radiation
with theoretical comparisons p 197 A8S-18513
The influence of leading-edge load alleviation on
supersonic wing design p 144 A85-18S15
Spectral methods for the Euler equations. I - Fourier
methods and shock capturing p 185 A85-18684
Smmons spot forcing for turbulent drag reduction
p 145 ASS-18698
An incremental block-line-Gauss-Seidel method tor the
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0033] p 207 A85-19470
A multistage time-stepping scheme for the
Navtar-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0035] p 207 ASS-19472
Turbulent flow around a wing-fuselage type juncture
(AIAA PAPER 85-0040] p 208 A85-19475
Vortex research facility improvements and preliminary
density stratification effects on vortex wakes
[AIAA PAPER 85-0050] p 209 ASS-19482
A theory for the core ot a three-dimensional leading-edge
vortex
(AIAA PAPER 85-0108] p 210 ASS-19524
A comparison of Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for
supersonic flow over a conical delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 85-0111) p210 A8S-19526
A comparison of finite volume flux vector splittings for
the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0122] p211 A85-19533
Numerical solution of the Euler equations for high-speed,
blended wing-body configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0123] p211 A85-19S34
Studies of condensation effects on airfoil testing m a
transonic cryogenic tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 85-0229] p 274 ASS-19603
Application of axisymmetnc analogue for calculating
heating OT three-dimensional flows
[AIAA PAPER 65-0245] p 216 ASS-19611
Measurements of water film characteristics on airtol
surfaces from wind-tunnel tests with simulated heavy
rain
(AIAA PAPER 85-0259] p 274 A8S-19618
Subsonic pressure distributions near a wing-fin juncture
on a supersonic arrow-wing configuration with
wing-mounted vertical fins
(AIAA PAPER 85-0276] p217 ASS-19628
Study of winglets applied to biplanes
[AIAA PAPER 85-0279] p217 ASS-19631
Euler calculations for multielement airfoils using
Cartesian gnds
[AIAA PAPER 85-0291 ] p218 A85-19641
Spectral methods for modeling supersonic chemically
reacting flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 85-0302] p219 A85-19651
Designing a pnonty driven multi-frame rate flight
executive
[AIAA PAPER 85-0309] p 268 ASS-19656
Hypersonic characteristics of an advanced aerospace
plane
(AIAA PAPER 85-0346] p 269 ASS-19685
Determination of rarefied-flow aerodynamics of the
Shuttle ortxter from flight measurements on STS-6 and
STS-7
[AIAA PAPER 85-0347] p 219 ASS-19686
An attached flow design of a nonmterfermg leading edge
extension to a thick delta wmg
[AIAA PAPER 85-0350] p 220 A85-19689
Recent advances m computational transonic
aerodynamics
{AIAA PAPER 85-0366) p 221 A85-19699
Breakdown of the conservative potential equation
[AIAA PAPER 854367] p 221 A85-19700
Potential flow calculations and preliminary wing design
in support of an NLF vanable sweep transition flight
[AIAA PAPER 85-0426] p 246 ASS-19741
Correlation and analysis of od flow data for an
air-breathing missile model
[AIAA PAPER 85-04521 p 224 A85-19761
Experimental study of forward-located (el-interaction
nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 85-0454] p 224 A85-19762
Efficient self-consistent viscous-mvtsaa solutions for
unsteady transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0482] p 225 ASS-19779
Application ot a vanational method for generating
adaptive gnds
[AIAA PAPER 85-0487] p 226 A8S-19784
The application of some lifting-body reentry concepts
to missile design
[AIAA PAPER 85-O497] p 279 A85-19791
Ground test experience with large composite structures
for commercial transports p251 A85-21383
A thermoplastic polyimidesulfone p 282 A85-21483
Evaluation ot a stalled airfoil analysis program
p 231 A85-21848
Shock-fitting solution of the supersonic llowfield in a
rounded internal comer p 232 A85-21856
Scaling of airfoil self-noise usmg measured flow
parameters P 304 A85-21858
Nonreflecting boundary conditions for the complete
unsteady transonic small-disturbance equation
p290 A85-21875
Spectral muitignd nwthods with applications to transonic
potential flow p316 A85-24448
Heat-transfer JiAtubutions for biconics at incidence in
rr/persorec-nypervetocrty real-gas flows
p319 A8S-25478
Development and performance of the NASA Langley
Research Center expansion tube/tunnel, a
hypersorac-nypervelocity real-gas facility
p368 A85-25482
Airfod large-eddy breakup devices for turbulent drag
reduction
[AIAA PAPER 85-0520] p 320 A85-25926
The effect of opposing unsteady vortcrty on turbulent
wall flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0550] p 321 A85-25943
Active transition fixing and control of the boundary layer
in air
[AIAA PAPER 85-0564] p 369 A85-2S950
Development of an energy absorbing passenger seat
for the 8-720 test aircraft p 332 AB5-26308
Wing design with attainable leading-edge thrust
considerations p 411 A8S-26763
Entropy condition satisfying approximations for the full
potential equation of transonic flow p 385 A85-26916
Two-dimensional viscous simulation of inlet/diffuser
flows with terminal shocks p 386 A85-27091
Hybrid approach to steady transonic normal
shock-compressible laminar boundary layer interactions
over airfoils with suction
(AIAA PAPER 854522] p 386 A65-27876
Control plate for shock-boundary layer interaction
[AIAA PAPER 85-0523] p 387 A85-27877
Visctd/inviscid interaction analysis of separated
trading-edge flows p 390 A85-29076
Analysis of turbulent underexpanded lets I - Parabolized
Navier-Stokes model. SCIPVIS p 391 A85-29080
Newton-like minimal residual methods applied to
transonic flow calculations p 458 A85-29081
Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for supersonic shear
flow past a circular cylinder p 391 A85-29090
Stability experiments in the flow over a rotating disk
p444 A85-29091
Numerical study of a ramget dump combustor flowfield
p392 A85-29093
Progress toward magnetic suspension and balance
systems for large wind tunnels p 427 A85-29252
Approach and landing technologies for STOL fighter
configurations p 414 A85-29254
Discontinuous wing leading edge to enhance spin
resistance p 424 A85-29255
Flowfield investigation of a supercrutse fighter model
p 392 A85-292S6
trflfTsnussiofi ttvouQti fltrcrsft psnsls
p460 A85-29258
Theoretical design of acoustic treatment tor noise control
in a turboprop aircraft p 414 A85-29260
Measured and calculated airloads on a transport wing
model p392 A85-29263
Pressure measurement system for the National
Transonic Facility p 445 A85-29S68
Multidisciplinary analysis and synthesis - Needs and
opportunities
[AIAA PAPER 854584] p 534 A85-30227
Optimization methods applied to the aerodynamic design
of helicopter rotor blades
[AIAA PAPER 854644] p 490 A85-30245
A nonlinear analysis of infinitely long graphite-epoxy
cylindrical panels loaded with internal pressure
[AIAA PAPER 854770] p 522 A85-30291
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for
two-dimensional canard-wing configurations with
aeroelasnc applications
[AIAA PAPER 854585] p 468 A85-30320
viscous effects on transonic airfoil stability and
response
[AIAA PAPER 854586] p 469 A8S-30321
Measured unsteady transonic aerodynamic
charactenstics of an elastic supercritical wing with an
oscillating control surface
[AIAA PAPER 854598] p 469 A8S-30327
Transonic test of a forward swept wing configuration
exhibiting Body Freedom Flutter
[AIAA PAPER 854689] p 491 A85-30356
Exploratory nutter test in a cryogenic wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 854736] p 515 A85-30369
Review of research on structurebome noise
[AIAA PAPER 854786] p 536 A85-30388
Dynamic loads analyses of flexible airplanes - New and
existing techniques
[AIAA PAPER 854808] p 492 A85-30394
Transonic calculations for a flexible supercritical wing
and comparison with experiment
[AIAA PAPER 854665] p 470 A85-30407
Far-field noise of a subsonic |et under controlled
excitation p 537 A85-30669
Comparison of noise prediction for the X-wmg system
and a conventional rotor in hover p 493' A85-319S3
Design of a flutter suppression system for an
experimental drone aircraft p 497 A85-32584
Transonic time responses of the MSB A-3 supercritical
airfoil including active controls p512 A85-32586
Impact of fuselage incidence on the supersonic
aerodynamics of two fighter configurations
p473 A85-32590
Nose transmission through an acoustically treated and
honeycomb-stiffened aircraft sidewall
p537 AS5-32592
Analysis of aerothermal loads on spherical dome
protuberances p473 A85-32602
Analysis of turbulent underexpanded lets. II - Shock
nose features using SCIPVIS p 537 A85-32605
Viscous shock-layer flowfield analysis by an
explicit-implicit method p 474 A85-32612
Some iterative schemes for transonic potential flows
p 474 A85-32624
Refinement of an 'alternate' method for measunng
heating rates in hypersonic wind tunnels
p516 A85-32625
Acoustic shocks in a vanable area duct containing near
some flows p 474 A85-32632
Contributions to the finite element solution of the tan
noise radiation problem
[ASME PAPER 84-WA/NCA-1 ] p 537 A85-32954
A new look at sound generation by blade/vortex
interaction
(ASME PAPER 84-WA/NCA-2] p 538 A6S-32955
C-20
CORPORA TE SOURCE NASA. Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.
Assessment of preliminary prediction techniques for
vnng leading-edge vortex flows at supersonic speeds
p547 A85-35580
Fundamental aerodynamic characteristics of delta wings
with leading-edge vortex flows P 547 A85-35581
Axisymmetnc blurt-body drag reduction through
geometrical modification P 5*8 A85-3S587
Scale-model tests of airfoils in simulated heavy rain
pS48 A85-35590
On tlie identification of a highly augmented airplane
p584 A85-35979
The design, development and flight testing of a
modem-control-designed autoland system
p584 A85-3S981
Techniques for accommodating control ettector failures
on a mildly statically unstable airplane
p584 A85-35982
A review of some approximate methods used in
aerodynamic heating analyses
[AIAA PAPER 85-0906] p 620 A85-37580
Measured and predicted vortex-induced leeward heating
on a bicoruc at Macn 6 and 10
[AIAA PAPER 85-1061 ] p 621 A85-37675
Power spectral density of subsonic iet noise
p704 A85-37898
Stability and control results for advanced turboprop
aft-mount installations
[SAE PAPER 841479] p 675 A85-39059
Results of a wind tunnel/flight test program to compare
afterbody/nozzle pressures on a 1/12 scale model and
an F-15 aircraft
[SAE PAPER 841543.] p 649 A85-39066
Winglet effects on the flutter of a twin-engine
transport-type wmg p 650 A85-39217
A multiloop robust controller design study using singular
value gradients p 703 A85-39564
Comparison of advanced turboprop installation on swept
and unswept supercritical wings at transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 85-1264] p 630 A85-39688
Effect of a wing-dp mounted pusher turboprop on the
aerodynamic characteristics of a semi-span wmg
[AIAA PAPER 85-1286] p 631 A85-39700
QrculaMc-rectangular transition ducts for high-aspect
ratio nonajosvmmetnc nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 85-1348] p 632 A85-39738
Summary of nonansymmetnc nozzle internal
performance from the NASA Langley Static Test Facility
[AIAA PAPER 85-13471 p 668 A8S-39739
Results of AGARD assessment of prediction capabilities
for nozzle afterbody flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-1464] p 633 A85-39793
Composite statistical method for modeling wind gusts
for aircraft simulation
[AIAA PAPER 85-1750] p 799 A85-40562
Instabilities and transition in the wall boundary layers
of low-disturbance supersonic nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 85-1573] p 712 A85-40697
Boundary layer effects on me flowfield about
flow-through nacelles
[AIAA PAPER 85-1623] p 714 A85-40729
Numerical simulation of flow through scramiet inlets
using a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes code
[AIAA PAPER 85-1664] p 716 A85-40760
Time-dependent Navier-Stokes computations of
separated flows over airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-1684] p717 A85-40769
Unsteady transonic flow calculations tor interfering lifting
surface configurations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1711] p719 A85-40783
Juncture flow measurements using laser velocimetry
[AIAA PAPER 85-1612] p 719 A85-40804
An efficient iteration strategy for the solution of the Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1529] p 803 A85-40981
A new finite element approach for prediction of
aerothermal loads - Progress in irmsctd flow
computations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1533] p 722 A85-40964
Readying technology for a super SST
p755 A85-41054
Natural laminar flow hits smoother air
p 724 A85-41055
The application of cryogenics to nigh Reynolds number
testing in wind tunnels I - Evolution, theory, and
advantages p 780 A85-41328
An external insulation system for a cryogenic wind
tunnel p 780 A85-41340
Computation of transonic vortex flows past delta wings
Integral equation approach
[AIAA PAPER 85-1582] p 725 A85-41415
A parabolized Navier-Stokes algonthm for separated
supersonic internal flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-1411] p726 A85-41423
Implicit flux-split schemes for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1680] p 803 A85-41743
Engtneenng flowfield method with angle-of-attack
applications p 731 A85-42913
Finite-volume scheme for transonic potential flow about
airfoils and bodies in an arbitranly-shaped channel
p734 A85-42967
Assessment of wind tunnel corrections for multielement
airfoils at transonic speeds p 734 A85-42968
A three-dimensional boundary-layer analysis including
heat-transfer and blade-rotation effects
p 737 A85-42988
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of some reentry
concepts for angles of attack up to 90 deg
[AIAA PAPER 85-1795] p812 A85-43849
Low-speed expenmental study of the vortex flow effects
of a fighter forebody having unconventional
cross-section
[ AIAA PAPER 85-17981 p 813 A85-43851
Application of the SWINT code to wmg/body/tail
geometries
[AIAA PAPER 85-1811] p813 A85-43859
An analysis of the Space Shuttle hypersonic entry mm
anomaly
[AIAA PAPER 85-1764] p 850 A85-43878
Aerodynamics for an entry research vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 85-1793] p 814 A85-43879
A review of foreign technology in aircraft flight controls
p 841 A85-45066
Effect of initial condition on subsonic iet noise
p862 A85-45710
Noise radiation patterns of counter-rotation and
unsteadily loaded single-rotation propellers
P862 A85-45840
Effects of acoustic treatment on the interior noise of a
twin-engine propeller airplane p827 A85-45841
Predicted changes in advanced turboprop noise with
shaft angle of attack p 836 A85-45861
Stability robustness improvement using constrained
optimization techniques
[AIAA PAPER 85-1931] p 859 A85-45930
Feedback control for fuel-optimal descents using
singular perturbation techniques p 893 A85-47688
A study of laminar separation bubble in the concave
region of an airfoil using laser vetoometiy
p868 A85-48520
Row instabilities in transonic smaU-daturdance theory
p869 A85-46531
Full potential solutions of three-dimensional supersonic
flows p 871 A85-49133
A user's vww of CARE III p91S A85-49570
Crashworthy design considerations for general aviation
seats
(SAE PAPER 850855] p 884 A85-50101
Right evaluation of an insect contamination protection
system for laminar flow wings
[SAE PAPER 850860] p 884 A85-50102
Manufacturing tolerances for natural laminar flow
airframe surfaces
[SAE PAPER 850863] p 884 A85-50103
Laser velocimeter measurements of the flow fields
around single- and counter-rotation propeller models
[SAE PAPER 850870] p 873 A85-50105
Right investigation of cabin noise control treatments for
a light turboprop aircraft
[SAE PAPER 850876] p 885 A85-50109
Simulation study of an automatic tnm system for reducing
the control forces on a light twin after an engine failure
[SAE PAPER 850913] p 895 A85-50124
Impact of new computing systems on computational
mechanics and flight-vehicle structures technology
p20 N85-10042
Classical free-streamline flow over a polygonal
obstacle
[NASA-CR-172448] p 53 N85-10301
Analysis of a transport fuselage section drop test
p 21 N85-10400
Foreign civil aviation competition' 1976 summary and
implications
[NASA-TM-X-73907] p 1 N85-10907
ACEE program rationale and implementation
[NASA-TM-64549] p2 N85-10908
Fuel efficiency through new airframe technology
[NASA-TM-84548] p2 N85-10909
Characteristic boundary conditions for
three-dimensional transonic unsteady aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-86292] p 12 N85-10915
Lifting surface theory for a helicopter rotor in forward
flight
[NASA-TM-86315] p 12 N85-10916
Fitting aerodynamic forces in the Laplace domain- An
application of a nonlinear nongradient technique to
multilevel constrained optimization
[NASA-TM-86317] p 12 N85-10917
Expenmental mm drag values and flow-field
measurements for a wide-body transport model with
conventional and supercritical wings
[NASA-TP-20711 p 12 N85-10920
Simulator study of flight characteristics of several large
dissimilar, cargo transport airplanes dunng approach and
[NASA-TP-2357] p 36 N85-11002
Computations for the 16-foot transonic tunnel NASA
Langley Research Center
[NASA-TM-86319] p 39 N85-11009
Analysis of noise measured from a propeller in a wake
(N ASA-TP-2358 ] p65N8S-11788
Research and technology
(NASA-TM-863211 P 67 N85-11973
Wind Tunnel Wall Interference Assessment and
Correction. 1983
[NASA-CP-2319] p82 N85-12011
Effect of upstream sidewall boundary layer removal on
an airfoil test p 83 N85-12019
Effect of boundary layers on solid walls in
three-dimensional subsonic wind tunnels
p 84 N85-12023
Review of the advanced technology airfoil test program
in the 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
p85 N8S-12033
Some expenence with Bamwell-Sewall type correction
to two-dimensional airfoil data p 85 N85-12034
Adaptation of a four-wall interference
assessment/correction procedure for airfoil tests in the
03-mTCT p85 N85-12035
Effect of a variable camber and twist wing at transonic
Macn numbers
[NASA-TM-86281 ] P 87 N8S-12869
Solvent resistant thermoplastic composite matrices
p 120 N85-12960
Composite fracture toughness and impact
characterization p 120 N85-12963
Full-scale crash-test evaluation of two load-limiting
subfloors for general aviation airframes
[NASA-TP-2380] p 129 N85-13267
Evaluation of the Langley 4- by 7-meter tunnel for
propeller noise measurements
[NASA-TM-85721 ] p 136 N85-13553
An overview of some monoplanar missile programs
[NASA-TM-66330] p 138 N85-14786
Aerodynamic charactenstics of some-lifting reentry
concepts applicable to transatmosphenc vehicle design
studies
[NASA-TM-86331] p 138 N85-14787
The aerodynamics of some guided proiectiles
[NASA-TM-88334] p 138 N85-14788
Static internal performance of single-expansion-ramp
nozzles with various combinations of internal geometric
parameters
[NASA-TM-86270] p 147 N85-14797
Companson of uniform perturbation solutions and
numerical solutions for some potential flows past slender
bodies
[NASA-CR-172485] p 147 N85-14799
Right test technique for evaluation of gust load
alleviation analysis methodology
[NASA-TM-863441 p 161 N85-14833
Investigation of light source and scattering medium
related to vapor-screen flow visualization in a supersonic
wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-86290] p 190 N85-15144
Loads and Aeroelasticity Division research and
technology accomplishments for FY 1984 and plans for
FY 1985
[NASA-TM-86356] p 234 N8S-1S691
A comparative study of the nonuniqueness problem of
the potential equation
[NASA-TP-2385] p 235 N85-15694
Aileron effectiveness for a subsonic transport model with
a htgh-aspect-ratio supercritical wing
[NASA-TM-85674] p 235 N85-15695
An exploratory study of finite difference grids for
transonic unsteady aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-84583] p 235 N85-15696
Companson of analytical and experimental steadyand
unsteady-pressure distributions at Mach number 0 78 for
a high-aspect-ratio supercritical wing model with oscillating
control surfaces
[NASA-TM-84589] p 235 N85-15697
Oescnpoon of the insulation system for the Langley
0.3-Meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[NASA-TM-86274) p 276 N85-15755
Effect of aerodynamic and angle-of-attack uncertainties '
on the May 1979 entry flight control system of the Space
Shuttle from Macn 8 to 1 5
[NASA-TP-2365] p 280 N85-15778
Laminar heat-transfer distributions on biconics at
incidence in hypersonic-hypervelocity flows
[NASA-TP-2213] p293 N85-16065
Computer sizing of fighter aircraft
[NASA-TM-S6351] p 203 N85-16759
Technology developments for laminar boundary layer
control on subsonic transport aircraft
p 237 N85-16787
C-21
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Turbulent drag reduction research
p 237 N85-16788
Study of winglets applied to biplanes
(NASA-TM-863SO) p 258 N85-16862
Reference energy-altitude descent guidance- Simulator
evaluation
[NASA-TP-2383] p 261 N85-16868
A cockpit-display concept for executing a multiple
glide-slope approach for wake-vortex avoidance
[ NASA-TP-23861 p 261 N8S-16869
Langley Mach 4 scrarrqet test facility
(NASA-TM-86277] p 278 N85-16883
Advances in composites technology
(NASA-TM-86353) p 284 N85-17048
Scientific and technical information output of the Langley
Research Center for calendar year 1984
[NASA-TM-86336] p 309 N85-17740
A voice-actuated wind tunnel model leak checking
system
[NASA-TM-86359] p 313 1485-17936
Effect of let exit vanes on flow pulsations in an open-jet
wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-86299] p 326 N85-17999
Row instabilities in transonic small disturbance theory
[NASA-TM-86251] p 326 N85-18000
Transonic steady- and unsteady-pressure
measurements on a high-aspect-ratio supercrrdcal-wing
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Subsonic and transonic pressure measurements on a
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control surfaces
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Initial investigation of cryogenic wind tunnel model filler
materials
[NASA-TM-86363) p 360 N85-18069
Detailed pressure distnbution measurements obtained
on several configurations of an aspect-ratio-7 variable twist
wing
[NASA-TM-86308] p 314 N85-18950
Static internal performance of a two-dimensional
convergent nozzle with thrust-vectoring capability up to
60 cteg
[NASA-TP-2391] p 328 N85-18951
Some fighter aircraft trends
[NASA-TM-86352) p 328 N85-18954
Effects of airfoil shape, thickness, camber, and angle
of attack on calculated transonic unsteady airloads
(NASA-TM-86320] p 328 N85-18957
Efficient self-consistent vrscouSHnvrscid solutions for
unsteady transonic flow
[NASA-TM-86335] p 329 N85-18959
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for
two-dimensional canard-wing configuralions with
aeroeJasuc applications
[NASA-TM-86375] p 329 N85-18960
Viscous effects on transonic airfoil stability and
resoonse
(NASA-TM-86374] p 329 N85-18961
A method for estimating the rolling moment due to spm
rate tor arbitrary plantorm wings
[NASA-TM-86365] p 357 N85-18990
A multistage time-stepping scheme for the
Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-CR-172527] p 373 N85-19365
SUBOPT A CAO program for suooptimal linear
regulators
[NASA-CR-172536] ~" " p 376 N85-19702
Fluctuating pressures on tan blades of a turbofan engine,
flight test investigation
[NASA-TP-2381] p378 N85-19790
Wind-tunnel investigation of a full-scale
canard-configured general aviation airplane
[NASA-TP-23821 p395 N85-19925
Parametric study of a canard-configured transport using
conceptual design optimization
[NASA-TP-2400] p415 N85-19979
Over the wing propeller
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13134-1] p 415 N85-19980
Remote pivot decoupler pylon- Wing/store
suppression
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13173-1] p 416 N85-19981
Leading -edge flap system for aircraft control
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Process for preparing essentially colorless polynmde film
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Technology and test p 447 1485-20353
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p448 N85-20370
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spectrometnc analysis of the boundary layer associated
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Measured unsteady transonic aerodynamic
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oscillating control surface
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Exploratory nutter test in a cryogenic wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-86380] P 451 N85-21689
Oirect-stnke lightning photographs, swept-flash
attachment patterns, and flight conditions for storm
hazards 1982
[NASA-TM-86347] p 454 N8S-21877
Dynamic wind-tunnel testing of active controls by the
NASA Langley Research Center p 514 N8S-22353
A flight management algorithm and guidance for
fuel-conservative descents in a time-based metered air
traffic environment Development and flight test results
p498 N85-22356
AIR LAB. A laboratory for flight-crucial-electrontcs
system research p 499 N85-22362
The application of some littmg-body reentry concepts
to missile design
[NASA-TM-86394] p 476 N85-22366
Aerodynamic heating rate distributions induced by
trailing edge controls on hypersonic aircraft configurations
at Mach 8
[NASA-TM-87453] p 476 N85-22370
A description of the Langley wireframe geometry
standard (LaWGS) format
[NASA-TM-85767] p 499 N85-22380
Approach for service life extension of explosive devices
for aircraft escape systems
[NASA-TM-86323] p 499 N85-22381
Cryogenic wind tunnels. A selected annotated
bibliography
[NASA-TM-86346] p 516 N8S-22401
A community survey of helicopter noise annoyance
conducted under controlled noise exposure conditions
[NASA-TM-86400] p 538 N8S-23374
Low-speed stability and control wind-tunnel
investigations of effects of spanwise blowing on fighter
Right characteristics at high angles of attack
(NASA-TP-2431) P479 N8S-23708
Recent transonic unsteady pressure measurements at
the NASA Langley Research Center
[NASA-TM-86408] p 479 N8S-23710
Design considerations for high-altitude, long-endurance,
microwave-powered aircraft
[NASA-TM-86403] p 501 N85-23751
Relative control effectiveness technique with application
to airplane control coordination
[NASA-TP-2416] p 501 N85-23753
Simulation of aircraft behaviour on and dose to the
ground
[NASA-TM-87460] p 501 N85-23754
Impact studies of a 1 /3-scale model of an air cushion
vehicle
(NASA-TM-86360] p 501 N85-23757
Total energy-rate feedback for automatic glide-slope
tracking during wind-shear penetration
[NASA-TP-2412] p515 N8S-23801
On-orbit systems identification of flexible spacecraft
TechnoL. 1984. Ft 2 p 465-481 p 518 N85-23841
Measurements in the flow field of a cylinder with a laser
transit anemometer and a drag rake in the Langley 0.3
m transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TM-86399] p 531 N85-24270
Expenence with transonic unsteady aerodynamic
calculations p 554 N8S-25176
Right investigation of stall, spm and recovery
characteristics of a low-wing, single-engine. T-tail light
airplane
[NASA-TP-2427] p 574 N85-25248
Simulator study of the stall departure characteristics of
a light general aviation airplane with and without a
wmg-4eading-edge modification
[NASA-TM-86309] p 574 N85-25250
NASA R and T aerospace plane vehicles Progress
and plans
[NASA-TM-86429] p 595 N85-25368
Structures and Dynamics Division research and
technology plans for FY 1985 and accomplishments for
FY1984
[NASA-TM-86417] p 60S N8S-25895
Exploratory wind-tunnel investigation of a
wmgnp-mounted vortex turbine for vortex energy
recovery
(NASA-TP-2468) p 560 N8S-26667
An experimental and analytical study of the aerodynamic
interference effects between two Sears-Haack bodies at
Mach £7
[NASA-TM-a5729J p 560 N85-26673
Comparison of wind velocity m thunderstorms
determined from measurements by a ground-based
Doppler radar and an F-106B airplane
[NASA-TM-863481 p 565 N85-26687
Planning fuel-conservative descents m an airline
environmental using a small programmable calculator
Algorithm development and flight test results
(NASA-TP-23931 pS79 N85-26705
Active control landing gear for ground loads alleviation
pS90 N85-26749
NASA/aircraft industry standard specification for
graphite fiber toughened thermoset resin composite
material
[NASA-RP-1142] pS97 N8S-26923
Evaluation of experimental epoxy monomers
[NASA-TM-87476] p 597 N8S-26996
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of canard,
tailless, and aft-tail configurations for 2 wing planforms
[NASA-TP-2434] p634 N85-27822
Friction and wear behavior of aluminum and composite
I-beam stiffened airplane skins
[NASA-TM-86418] p 652 N85-27852
Addition of flexible body option to the TOLA computer
program, pan 1
[NASA-CR-132732-1] p 652 N85-27855
Addition of flexible body option to the TOLA computer
program Part 2: User and programmer documentation
[NASA-CH-132732-2] p 652 N85-27856
Active control landing gear for ground load alleviation
p679 N85-27902
Effect of superconductng solenoid model cores on
spanwise iron magnet roll control
fNASA-TM-86378J p 683 N85-279t5
Background noise measurements from iet exit vanes
designed to reduced flow pulsations in an open-iet wind
tunnot
[NASA-TM-86383] p 683 N85-27916
Wind-tunnel evaluation of a 21-percent-scale powered
model of a prototype advanced scout helicopter
[NASA-TP-2420] p 637 N85-28923
Static investigation of several yaw vectoring concepts
on nonaxrsymmetnc nozzles
[NASA-TP-2432] p 637 N85-28924
Piloted simulation of an algorithm for onboard control
of tune-optimal intercept
[NASA-TP-2445] p 681 N85-28949
Pressure distribution data from tests of 2.29 M (7 5 feet)
span EET high-lift transport aircraft model in the Ames
12-foot pressure tunnel
[NASA-TM-84517] p 709 N85-29912
Invrsod analysis of two supercritical lamtnar-flow-control
airfoils at design and off-design conditions
[NASA-TM-84657] p 739 N85-29920
Lee-side flow over delta wings at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2430] p 739 N85-29921
Experimental and theoretical study of the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of delta and double-delta
wings at Mach numbers of 1 60.1 90. and Z16
[NASA-TP-2433] p739 N85-29922
Effect of leading-edge load constraints on the design
and performance of supersonic wings
(NASA-TP-2446] p739 N85-29923
Nacelle/pylon/wing integration on a transport model
with a natural laminar flow nacelle
(NASA-TP-2439) p 740 N85-29924
High Reynolds number tests of a NASA SC(3)-0712(B)
airfoil in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[NASA-TM-86371] p 740 N8S-29926
Pressure distnbution from high Reynolds number tests
of a NASA SC(3)-0712(B) airfod in the Langley 0 3-meter
transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TM-86370] p 740 N85-29927
Low-speed wind-tunnel tests of an advanced
etgnt-bladed propeller
(NASA-TM-86364) p 740 N85-29928
Vapor-screen technique for flow visualization m the
Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel
(NASA-TM-86384] p 740 N85-29929
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for interfering lifting
surface configurations
[NASA-TM-86432] p 741 N85-29931
A method for computing the core flow in
three-dimensional leading-edge vortices
[NASA-TM-87489] p 741 N85-29932
Selected topics m experimental aeroelasticity at the
NASA Langley Research Center
[NASA-TM-86436) p 796 N8S-30364
Impact dynamics research on composite transport
structures
[NASA-TM-86391 ] p 797 N85-30367
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Effects of propeller rotation direction on airplane interior
noise levels
[NASA-TP-24441 p 80S N85-30767
Low-speed tests of a high-aspect-ratio.
supercntical-wtng transport model equipped with a high-lift
(lap system in (he Langley 4- by 7-meter and Ames 12-foot
pressure tunnels
[NASA-TP-2097) p 742 N85-31010
Computer programs for smoothing and scaling airfoil
coordinates
[NASA-TM-84666I p 742 N85-31011
Transonic calculations for a flexible supercritical wing
and comparison with experiment
(NASA-TM-86439) p 742 N85-31012
A new finite element approach- Progress in invisod
now computations
[NASA-TM-86434] p 798 N85-31450
Study of an efficient long-range Mach 2.7 supersonic
transport configuration cone opt
INASA-TM-86414) p 829 N85-32110
Prstunindfy sizing snd poftomtsnco of sircrait
(NASA-TM-86357 ] p 829 N85-32111
Aerodynamic characteristics of a distinct wing-body
configuration at Mach 6: Experiment, tneory. and the
hypersonic isolation principle
[NASA-TP-2467] p 818 N8S-33107
Energy efficient transport technology: Program summary
and bibliography
[NASA-RP-1135] p830 N8S-33116
Selecting step sizes in sensitivity analysis by finite
differences
[NASA-TM-86382] p 856 N85-33538
Ground-based and in-flight simulator studies of flight
characteristics of a twin-fuselage passenger transport
airplane during approach and landing
[NASA-TP-24511 p 895 N85-34144
Nozzle wall roughness effects on free-stream nose and
transition in the pilot low-disturbance tunnel
[NASA-TM-86389] p 910 N85-34355
Langley aeronautics and space test highlights. 1984
[NASA-TM-87585) p 920 N85-3S151
Wingtip vortex propeller
[NASA-CASE-LAR.13019-1] p 892 N85-35194
Dual towline spin-recovery device
(NASA-CASE-LAR-13076-1] p 895 N85-35200
A preliminary evaluation of a failure detection filter for
detecting and identifying control element failures in a
transport aircraft
[NASA-TM-87576] p 896 N85-35204
National Aeronautics and Spac« Administration. Lewis
Remrch Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
Oxidation-based model for thermal bamer coaling life
p 41 A85-10310
Generation of instability waves in flows separating from
smooth surfaces p 3 A85-10352
Resonance in flows with vortex sheets and edges
p3 A8S-10357
Progress toward the development of an aircraft icing
analysis capability
[AIAA PAPER 84-0105] p 13 A85-10653
Acoustic pressures emanating from a turbomachme
[AIAA PAPER 84-2325] p4 A85-10870
Eddy current jet engine disk-crack monitor
p47 A85-11100
Computation of internal flows: Methods and applications:
Proceedings of the Energy Sources Technology
Conference. New Orleans. LA. February 12-16, 1984
p49 ASS-11630
Analytical study of blowing boundary layer control for
subsonic V/STOL inlets p5 A8S-11646
Reactions of Nad with gaseous SO3, SO2, and O2
p42 A85-11897
Flutter of turbofan rotors with rrnstuned blades
p 122 A85-12716
The role of modem control theory in the design of
controls for aircraft turbine engines p 109 A85-13627
Identification of multivanable high-performance turbofan
engine dynamics from closed-loop data
p 109 A85-13630
Comparison of scaled model data to full size energy
efficient engine test results
[AIAA PAPER 84-2281 ] pi 10 A85-13953
Measurement and prediction of Energy Efficient Engine
noise
(AIAA PAPER 84-2284] p110 A85-13954
Vibration and flutter of mistuned btaded-dtsk
assemblies
[AIAA PAPER 84-0991 ] p 181 A85-16095
Sensor failure detection for iet engines using analytical
redundancy
(AIAA PAPER 84-1452) p 167 A85-16097
Comparison of icing cloud instruments for 1982-1983
icing season fligm program
[AIAA PAPER 84-00201 p 163 ASS-16098
Supersonic iet shocK noise reduction
(AIAA PAPER 84-2278] p 196 ASS-16099
Analysis of the effect on combustor noise measurements
of acoustic waves reflected by the turbine and combustor
inlet
(AIAA PAPER 84-2323] p 196 A85-16103
Modelling of wind tunnel wall effects on the radiation
characteristics of acoustic sources
(AIAA PAPER 84-2364] p 197 A85-16104
Efficient solution of the Euler and Navier-Stokes
equations with a vectorized multiple-grid algorithm
p 145 ASS-18679
Accelerated convergence for incompressible flow
calculations
[AIM PAPER 854058] p209 A85-19489
Computational tnermo-fluid dynamics contributions to
advanced gas turbine engine design
[AIAA PAPER 85-0083] p 262 ASS-19509
The Altitude Wind Tunnel (AWT) • A unique facility for
propulsion system and adverse weather testing
[AIAA PAPER 85-0314] p 275 A85-19661
Analytical and physical modeling program for the NASA
Lewis Research Center's Altitude Wind Tunnel (AWT)
[AIAA PAPER 85-0379] p 275 ASS-19709
Analytical determination of propeller performance
degradation due to ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 85-0339] p 264 A85-20867
PMR polyirrnde composites for aerospace applications
p282 A85-21520
Microstnjctural development of protective AI203
scales p283 A85-21650
A high energy stage for the National Space
Transportation System
[IAF PAPER 84-15] p361 A8S-23200
Plastic flow of plasma sprayed ceramics
p 362 A85-24161
Altitude testing of a flight weight self-cooled, 20 thrust
vectoring exhaust nozzle
[SA6 PAPER 841557] p 352 A85-25984
The NASA altitude wind tunnel - Its role in advanced
rang research and development
[AIAA PAPER 85-0090] p 357 ABS-26381
Analytical modeling of circuit aerodynamics in the new
NASA Lewis Altitude Wind Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 85-0380] p 323 A8S-26389
The UH-1H helicopter icing flight test program - An
overview
[AIAA PAPER 85-0338] p 401 A85-28898
Feedback in separated flows over symmetric airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 84-2297] p 390 A85-28899
Review - Computational methods for internal flows with
emphasis on turbomacfunery p 392 A85-29126
Life modeling of atmospheric and low pressure
plasma-sprayed thermal-bamer coating
p435 A85-29728
long flight research - Aerodynamic effects of ice and
ice shape documentation with stereo photography
(AIAA PAPER 85-0468] p 402 A85-30192
The effect of aerodynamic and structural detuning on
turbomachme supersonic unstalled torsnnal flutter
[AIAA PAPER 85-0761 ] p506 A85-30378
Chemical reactions involved in the initiation of hot
corrosion of IN-738 p 519 A85-31688
Contingency power concepts for helicopter turboshaft
engine p 506 A85-32005
Assessment of three-dimensional invtsctd codes and
loss calculations tor turbine aerodynamic computations
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-187] p 475 A85-32961
Flutter of swept fan blades
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-138] p 526 A8S-32962
Investigation of flow phenomena m a transonic fan rotor
using laser anemometry
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-199] p 475 A85-32963
Design and performance of a fixed, nonacceleratmg
guide vane cascade that operates over an inlet flow angle
range of 60 deg
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-75] p 475 A8S-32964
Predicted turbine stage performance using
quasi-three-dimensional and boundary-layer analyses
P580 A85-34013
The substitution of nickel for cobalt in hot isostaticalty
pressed powder metallurgy UDIMET 700 alloys
p686 A85-37415
Fibers (or structurally reliable metal and ceramic
composites p687 A85-37484
Temperature distortion generator for turboshaft engine
testing
[SAE PAPER 841541 ] p 659 A85-39065
Feasibility study of the welding of SiC
p688 A65-39339
Flame radiation and linear heat transfer in a tubular-can
combustor p 663 A85-39580
Experiments in dilution iet mixing - Effects of multiple
rows and non-circular onftces
(AIAA PAPER 85-1104 ] p 664 A8S-39608
High-temperature erosion of plasma-sprayed
yttna-slabilaed ztrconia in a simulated turbine
environment
[AIAA PAPER 85-1219] p 689 A85-39662
Advanced liner-cooling techniques for gas turaine
combustors
[AIAA PAPER 85-1290] p 667 A85-39703
Small gas turbine combustor study • Fuel injector
performance in a transpiration-cooled liner
[AIAA PAPER 85-13121 p 668 A85-39717
Application of Runge Kutta time marching scheme (or
the computation of transonic flows in turbomachmes
[AIAA PAPER 85-13321 p 631 A85-39728
Calculation of three-dimensional, viscous flow through
turbomachmery blade passages by parabolic marching
(AIAA PAPER 85-1408] p 632 A85-39767
Numerical calculation of subsonic iets in crossflow with
reduced numerical diffusion
(AIAA PAPER 85-1441 ] p 697 A85-39780
Transient technique for measuring heat transfer
coefficients on stator airfoils in a iet engine environment
[AIAA PAPER 85-14711 p 697 A85-39796
Low-speed aerodynamic test of an axisymmetnc
supersonic inlet with variable cowl slot
[AIAA PAPER 85-1210] p 719 A85-40819
The trend of future gas turbine technology
p 767 A85-41778
Future fundamental combustion research tor
aeropropulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 85-1398] p 771 A85-42671
Performance degradation of helicopter rotor in forward
(light due to ice p 746 A85-42937
Invisad analysis of advanced turboprop propeller (low
fields
[AIAA PAPER 85-12631 p 814 A85-43977
Vibration and flutter of mistuned bladed-disk
assemblies p 836 A85-4S854
Internal combustion engine combustion chamber
process studies at NASA Lewis Research Center
p855 A85-45856
Large-scale advanced propfan (LAP) program progress
report
[AIAA PAPER 85-1187] p 836 A85-47021
Wind tunnel results of advanced high speed propellers
in the takeoff, climb, and landing operating regimes
[AIAA PAPER 85-1259] p 817 A85-47025
A real-time FORTRAN implementation of a sensor failure
detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm
p 917 A85-47704
Invisad and viscous flows in cascades with an explicit
multiple-gnd algorithm p 869 A85-48S39
A generalized computer code for developing dynamic
gas turbine engine models (DIGTEM)
p890 A85-49021
Noise constraints effecting optimal propeller designs
[SAE PAPER 850871) p 874 A85-50106
Combustion gas properties I-ASTM iet A fuel and dry
air
[NASA-TP-2359] p 27 N85-10064
Effect of combined pressure and temperature distortion
onentation on high-bypass-ratio turbofan engine stability
[NASA-TM-83771 ] p 27 N85-10067
Computational thermo-fluid dynamics contributions to
advanced gas turbine engine design
[NASA-TM-86865] p 27 N85-10069
Milling of Si3N4 with &3N4 hardware
[NASA-TM-86864] p 43 N85-10191
The effect of channel convergence on heat transfer m
a passage with short pin fins
(NASA-TM-83801 ] p 53 N85-10303
A review and analysis of boundary layer transition data
for turbine application
[NASA-TM-86880] p 53 N85-10306
MERIT A man/computer data management and
enhancement system for upper air nowcasting/ forecasting
in the United States p 56 N85-10558
Observations from varying the lift and drag inputs to a
noise prediction method for supersonic helical tip speed
propellers
[NASA-TM-83797] p 64 N85-10788
Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology (HOST)
[NASA-TM-83022] p 28 N85-10951
Nonlinear structural and life analyses of a turbine
blade p 29 N8S-10954
Nonlinear structural and life analyses of a combustor
liner p29 N85-10955
Pre-HOST high temperature crack propagation
p29 N85-10956
HOST instrumentation R and 0 program overview
P29 N85-10957
Hot section laser anemometry p 30 N85-10962
Turbine heat transfer p 30 N8S-10964
Structural analysis p 30 N85-10969
Component-specific modeling p 31 N85-10971
The 3-0 inelastic analysis methods for hoi section
components Snef descnption p 31 N85-10972
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Life prediction and constitutive behavior Overview
p 31 N8S-10973
Constitutive model development for isotropic materials
p 31 N85-10975
Surface protection overview p 32 N85-10978
Airfoil deposition model p 32 N85-10979
Effects of surface chemistry on hot corrosion life.
Overview p 32 N85-10980
Dilution zone mixing studies p 33 N85-10984
Combustion system for radiation investigations
p 33 N85-10986
Validation of structural analysis methods using the
in-house liner cyclic ngs p 33 N85-10987
HOST liner cyclic facilities: Facility description
p33 N85-10988
Studies on the hot corrosion of a nickel-base superalloy,
Udimet 700
[NASA-TM-86882] p 45 N85-11224
Incompressible lifting-surface aerodynamics for a
rotor-stator combination
[NASA-TM-83767] p 86 N85-12039
High performance fibers for structurally reliable metal
and ceramic composites
[NASA-TM-86878] p 119 N85-12095
Lubricity of well-charactenzed jet and broad-cut fuels
by ball-on-cyhnder machine
[NASA-TM-83807] p 120 N8S-12183
Vortex-generating coolant-flow-passage design tor
increased film-cooling effectiveness and surface
coverage
[NASA-TP-2388] p 127 N85-12314
Initial feasibility ground test of a proposed
photogrammetnc system for measuring the shapes of ice
accretions on helicopter rotor blades dunng forward
flight
[NASA-TM-87391] p 106 N85-12887
High-temperature erosion of plasma-sprayed,
vttna-stabilized nrconta m a simulated turbine
environment
[NASA-TP-2406] p 121 N85-13045
Liquid phase products and sold deposit formation from
thermally stressed model |et fuels
[NASA-TM-86874] p 121 N8S-13066
Effect of two mner-nng oil-flow distribution schemes on
the operating characteristics of a 35 millimeter bore ball
bearing to 2.5 million ON
[NASA-TP-2404] p 129 N85-13233
Static let noise test results of four 0.35 scale-model
OCGAT mixer nodes
[NASA-TM-86871] p 135 N85-13551
Rotordynarrac Instability Problems in High-Performance
Turbomachmery
(NASA-CP-2338) p 166 N85-14116
Internal hysteresis experienced on a high pressure syn
gas compressor p 187 N85-14122
A three-dimensional axisymmetnc calculation procedure
for turbulent flows in a radial vaneless diffuser
[NASA-TM-86903] p 147 N85-14798
Fabncation and quality assurance processes for
superhybnd composite fan blades
[NASA-TM-83354] p 180 N85-14882
Heat transfer results and operational characteristics of
the NASA Lewis Research Center Hot Section Cascade
Test Facility
{NASA-TM-8689Q] p 189 N85-15133
The use of an optical data acquisition system for bladed
disk vibration analysis
[NASA-TM-86891] p 190 N85-15184
Temperature distortion generator for turboshaft engine
testing
[NASA-TM-83748] p 200 N85-15658
Analytical modeling of circuit aerodynamics in the new
NASA Lewis wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-86912] p 234 N85-15688
Unsteady pressure measurements on a biconvex airfoil
in a transonic oscillating cascade
[NASA-TM-86914J p 234 N85-15689
The UH-1H helicopter icing flight test program: An
overview
[NASA-TM-8692S] p 242 N85-15702
Effect of steady-state temperature distortion on mlet How
to a htgh-bypass-ration turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-86896] p 265 N85-15725
Engine cyclic durability by analysis and material
testing p 267 N85-15744
Analytical and physical modeling program for the NASA
Lewis Research Center's Altitude Wind Tunnel (AWT)
[NASA-TM-86919J p 276 N85-15757
The NASA Altitude Wind Tunnel (AWT)- Its role in
advanced rang research and development
[NASA-TM-8692Q] p 276 N85-1S7S8
High temperature thermocouple and heat flux gauge
using a unique thin film-hardware hot juncture
[NASA-TM-86898] p 295 N85-16096
Integrated exhaust gas analysis system for aircraft
turbine engine component testing
[NASA-TP-2424] p 295 N85-16100
Research and technology highlights of the Lewis
Research Center
[NASA-TM-86899] p 309 N85-17928
Design description of a microprocessor based Engine
Monitoring and Control unit (EMAC) for small turboshaft
[NASA-TM-86860] p 313 N85-17935
long flight research Aerodynamic effects of ice and
ice shape documentation with stereo photography
[NASA-TM-86906] p 343 N85-18049
Expenmental and analytical study of ceramic-coated
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(NASA-TM-86881 ] p 353 N85-180S7
The Altitude Wind Tunnel (AWT)- A unique faaMy for
propulsion system and adverse weather testing
[NASA-TM-86921) p 360 N85-18067
NASA Lewis Research Center/University Graduate
Research Program on Engine Structures
[NASA-TM-86916] p 372 N85-18375
The 82 aJummtdes as alternative materials
[NASA-TM-86937] p 364 N85-19076
Expenmental study of ceramic coated tip seals for
turbojet engines
[NASA-TM-86939] p 373 N85-19363
Noise constraints effecting optimal propeller designs
[NASA-TM-86967] p 394 N85-19923
Preliminary analysis of tone-excited two-stream jet
velocity decay
[NASA-TM-66951) p 397 N85-21114
Advanced liner-cooling techniques for gas turbine
combustors
[NASA-TM-86952] p 397 N85-21115
Combustion research for gas turbine engines
[NASA-TM-86963] p 422 N85-21164
Nonlinear analysis for high-temperature multdayered
fiber composite structures
[NASA-TM-83754] p 437 N85-21273
Evaluation results of the 700 deg C Chinese strain
gauges
(NASA-TM-86973] p 450 N8S-21605
TnbologicaJ systems as applied tc aircraft engines
[NASA-TM-86965] p 450 N8S-21657
Lubrication and performance of high-speed
rolling-element bearings
[NASA-TM-86958] p 450 N85-21658
Simultaneous cabin and ambient ozone measurements
on two Boeing 747 airplanes. Volume 3 October 1978
-July 1979
[NASA-TM-86883] p 454 N85-21872
Further comparison of wind tunnel and airplane acoustic
data for advanced design high speed propeller models
[NASA-TM-86935] p 460 N85-22108
Noise transmission loss of a rectangular plate in an
infinite baffle
[NASA-TP-2398] p 461 N85-22109
Bibliography of Lewis Research Center technical
publications announced in 1983
[NASA-TM-83693] p 462 N85-22255
Future directions in aeropropulsion technology
[NASA-TM-87010] p 467 N85-23685
Transmission efficiency measurements and correlations
with physical characteristics of the lubricant
_ p 521-N85-23781
Fabncation of ceramic substrate-reinforced and free
forms
[NASA-TM-86994] p 518 N85-23926
Applications of high pressure differential scanning
caloranetry to aviation fuel thermal stability research
[NASA-TM-87002] p 521 N85-23941
Performance and surge limits of a TF30-P-3 turbofan
ongino/axisymmetnc mixed-compiossion inlet propulsion
system at Mach 2.5
[NASA-TP-2461J p 581 N85-25261
Numerical calculation of subsonic lets in crossflow with
reduced numerical diffusion
[NASA-TM-87003] p 581 N85-25263
Expenments in dilution iet mixing effects of multiple rows
and non-circular orifices
[NASA-TM-86996) p 582 N85-25266
Transient technique for measuring heat transfer
coeffiaents on stator airfoils in a iet engine environment
(NASA-TM-87005J p 604 N85-25794
Aerodynamic detuning analysis of an unstalled
supersonic turbofan cascade
(NASA-TM-87001] p 560 N85-26670
Low-speed aerodynamic test of an axisymmetnc
supersonic inJet with variable cowl slot
[NASA-TM-87039] p 582 N85-26710
Mul&anal and thermomecharncal fatigue considerations
in damage tolerant design
[NASA-TM-87022] p 597 N85-26964
Fatigue life analysis of a turboprop reduction gearbox
[NASA-TM-87014] p 608 N85-2722B
Ice shapes and the resulting drag increase for a NACA
0012 airfoil
[NASA-TM-83556] p 641 N85-27839
Future fundamental combustion research for
aeropropulsion systems
[NASA-TM-87049] p 671 N85-27870
Unsteady heat transfer due to time-dependent free
stream velocity p 699 N85-27947
Advanced secondary power system for transport
aircraft
(NASA-TP-2463) p 673 N85-28944
DEAN: A program for dynamic engine analysis
(NASA-TM-87033] p 673 N8S-28945
Wind tunnel results of advanced high speed propellers
in the takeoff, climb and landing operating regimes
[NASA-TM-87054] p 740 N85-29925
Large-scale Advanced Preplan (LAP) program
[NASA-TM-87067] p 774 N85-29964
Correlation of rheological characteristics of lubncants
with transmission efficiency measurements
[NASA-TM-86988] p 796 N85-30342
Flat-plate transition p 798 N85-31438
A review and analysis of boundary layer transition data
for turbine application p 798 N85-31440
Heat transfer in aeropropulsion systems
[NASA-TM-87066] p 798 N85-31444
Oxictemg seal for a turbine tip gas path
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14053-1 ] p911 N85-34402
Reflection plane tests of a wind turbine blade tap section
with ailerons
[NASA-TM-87018] p 912 N85-34444
Flow modifying dovics
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13562-2] p 892 N85-35195
Thermal bamer coating system
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14057-1] p 902 N85-35233
Nations! Aeronautic! and Space Administration.
Marshall Space Right Center, Hunttvllle, Ala.
A spatial model of wind shear and turbulence
[AIAA PAPER 844)277] p 190 A85-16236
Seventh Annual Workshop on Meteorological and
Environmental Inputs to Aviation Systems 26-28 October
1983, Tullahoma. Tennessee p 191 ASS-18324
Status of warm fog dispersal research
[AIAA PAPER 854010] p 272 A85-19456
Dynamic ground effects on a two-dimensional flat
plate p628 A8S-39226
Nighttime observations of thunderstorm electncal
activity from a high altitude airplane p 702 A85-39526
Probabilistic combination of vehicle dynamic vibration
and acoustically induced random accelerations
p855 A85-45847
Superalloy rracrostructural variations induced by gravity
level during directional solidification p 900 A85-48274
Directional solidification of flake and nodular cast iron
dunng KC-135 low-g maneuvers p 44 N85-11040
Design and implementation of a low-gravity solidification
experiment package for the F-104 p 40 N85-11053
NASA thunderstorm overflight program Atmospheric
electricity research An overview report on the optical
lightning detection expenment for spring and summer
1983
[NASA-TM-86468] p 128 N85-12330
Investigation of surface tension phenomena using the
KC-135 aircraft
[NASA-TM-82508] p 362 N85-18995
Solar powered actuator with continuously variable-
auxiliary power control
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25637-1 ] p 454 N85-21769
Advanced High Pressure O2/H2 Technology
[NASA-CP-2372] p 595 N85-26862
National Aeronautic* and Space Administration.
Wallop* Flight Center, Wallop* Island, Vs.
Recent materials problems relating to catastrophic
balloon failures p647 A85-38303
National Aerospace Lab, Amsterdam (Netrwrtsnds).
Effect of penetrant on fatigue of aluminum alloy lap
(omts
[NLR-TR-82104-U] p S3 N85-10373
Right simulation fatigue crack propagation m
metal/carbon-epoxy laminates
[NLR-TR-83006-U] p 54 N85-10416
Structural load measurements on a Northrop NF-5A
P253 N85-15667
Overview of the AGARD SMP activities on turbine engine
materials technology in the 1972 - 1982 penod
P266 N85-15738
Functional built-in-test in a pipelined image processor
p 202 N85-16740
Recent advances in computational methods to solve
the high-lift multi-component airfoil problem
P236 N85-16774
Design of an airfoil leading edge slat using an inverse
aerodynamic calculation method p 256 N85-16777
Engineering property comparisons of PM and IM
aluminum alloy forgings
[AD-B088146L] p 298 N85-17398
C-24
CORPORA TE SOURCE National Transportation Safety Board, Washington, 0. C.
Unsteady transonic pressure measurements on a
semspan wind-tunnel model ol a transport-type
supercritical wing (Lann model) Part 2 Pressure
distributions (plotted) and plots ol the vibration modes
[AO-A1304881 p 330 N8S-18965
Numencal integration of the unsteady full-potential
equation with applications to transonic flow about a
two-dimensional airfoil
[NLH-MP-84022-U] p 400 N85-21130
Unsteady transonic pressure measurements on a
semi-span wind-tunnel model of a transport-type
supercritical wing (Lann model) Part 2 Pressure
distributions (plotted) and plots of the vibration modes
[AO-A130488] p449 N85-21579
Experiences with transition fixation in the high-speed
regime at NLH p 480 N85-23715
Modifications of flight by flight load sequences to provide
for good fracture surface readability p 532 N85-24330
Analysis of transonic aerodynamic characteristics for a
supercntical airfoil oscillating in heave, pitch and with
oscillating flap p 554 N8S-25175
Application of nme-tineanzed methods to oscillating
wings in transonic flow and flutter p 585 N85-25182
Three-dimensional boundary layer research at NLfl
p 603 N8S-25787
Aerodynamic research in preparation for a new Dutch
transport aircraft with supercritical wings
[B8580077] p 636 N85-27836
Flying in spite of the weather
[NLH-MP-84021-U] p 644 N85-27847
Developments in the area of air traffic control systems
and the relation with meteorology
[NLR-MP-84029-U] p 645 N85-27648
A system for taKe-off and landing measurements
(STALINS)
(B85800721 p645 N85-27849
Parameter identification results ot tests in nonsteady
symmetric flight with the Hawker Hunter Mk 7
[NLR-TR-83042-UJ p 653 N85-27860
New materials and techniques for aircraft structures
[BB580074] p653 N85-27881
Fan noise suppression in turbofan engines
[885800761 p 671 N85-27872
Testing ot materials and coatings for iet engine
components under simulated operational conditions
[88580073] p 672 N85-27873
How to handle failures in advanced flight control systems
of future transport aircraft p 679 N85-27905
The application ol numerical control (NC) in
manufacturing wind tunnel models
[88580078] p699 N8S-28140
Engineering significance of fatigue thresholds and short
fatigue cracks for structural design
[NLR-MP-84001-U] p700 N85-28430
Frangibilrty of obstacles at airports
[NLR-MP-84002-U] p 700 N85-28431
Research on structures and materials
[88580080] p700 N8S-28432
Operations research
[B8561897] p 704 N85-28712
Technical services at NLR
[88561898] p 705 N85-2B871
Cryogenic test technology, 1984
(AGARD-AR-212) p 700 N85-29116
Verification of calculation methods for unsteady airloads
in the precipitation of transonic flutter
[NLR-MP-84016-U] p744 N85-31027
Data set 9: LANN wing. Pitching oscillation
p 744 N85-31030
Gas turbines: Operating conditions, material selection
and development
[NLR-MP-830464J] p 774 N85-31062
Informatics Division p 797 N85-31416
Modifications of flight-by-flight load sequences to
provide for good fracture surface readability
[NLR-MP-84012-U] p 799 N85-31577
National Aerospace Lab, Tokyo (Japan).
Computation of flow around a circular cylinder in a
supercritical regime
[AIAA PAPER 85-1660] p 715 A85-40756
Integral equation of lifting surfaces in Laplace domain
and analytic continuation of its pressure kernel
[NAL-TR-795T] p 9 N85-10009
A study of aerodynamic characteristics ot wing-body
combinations. Part 2. Low-wing airplane
[NAL-TR-796] p 9 N85-10010
Optimum design of nonplanar wings: Minimum induced
drag for a given lift and wing root bending moment
[NAL-TR-797] p9 N85-10011
Some considerations on Aeroelastic instabilities caused
by coupling between propeller-type rotor and its supporting
structure
(NAL-TR-804) p9 N85-10013
Characteristics of controlled-oscillating annular cascade
test facility with Freon gas
[NAL-TR-812] p 10 N85-10014
The data processing system of the NAL 2m x 2m
transonic wind tunnel
[NAL-TR-811] p37 N85-10075
Distributions of fatigue life and fatigue strength in
notched specimens of a carbon 8-hamess-satin laminate
[NAL-TR-809T] p 54 N85-10407
An experimental study on the induced normal force on
tail-fins due to wing-tail interference
[NAL-TR-814] p 104 N85-12051
Development of the code NSFOIL for analyzing high
Reynolds number transonic flow around an airfoil
[NAL-TR-816] p 147 N85-14801
A theoretical design method for 3-dimensionaJ transonic
wings
[NAL-TR-830] p 161 N85-14834
Flight test results on stall characteristics of a large iet
transport
[NAL-TR-817] p 162 N85-14835
Experimental study on transonic flutter characteristics
of sweptback wing with core composite plates having
different fiber orientations
[NAL-TR-827] p 173 N85-14842
Fractographic observation and estimation of crack
growth curve of aluminum alloy under ramdom flight
simulation loading
[NAL-TR-824] p 180 N85-14913
Verification of a computer program for vibration analysis
of composite wing cores
(NAL-TR-825] p 190 N8S-15187
Calculations for aerodynamic characteristics on a 3-0
lifting body in a subsonic flow using boundary element
method
INAL-TB-8351 p326 N85-17998
Research and development for semi-spherical inflow
control device
[NAL-TR-833] p 353 N85-18056
High pressure combustion test facility tor gas turbine
research
[NAL-TR-801] p360 N85-18065
Flow quality of NAL 2-dimensional transonic wind tunnel
Part 2: Extensive and systematic pressure fluctuations
study in the settling chamber, test section and second
throat of the NAL 2-D transonic wind tunnel
[NAL-TH-836-PT2] p 360 N85-18066
A study on a medium-sized rocket with Burnout frame
[NAL-TR-821] p361 N85-18082
Analysis of invisod transonic flow around an airfoil by
diagonal form of IAF scheme
[NAL-TH-a31] p328 N85-18955
Low-speed wind tunnel tests of the NAL fan-fat STOL
research aircraft model with ground simulation by
tangential blowing
[NAL-TR-«28l p345 N85-18976
Wall interference estimation of the NAL's
two-dimensional wind tunnel
(NAL-TR-829] p 361 N85-18992
The development of unsteady transonic 3-0 full potential
code and its aeroelasfic applications
p555 N85-25187
An experimental study of aerodynamic damping
characteristics of a compressor annular cascade in high
speed flow and the visualization of annular cascade flow
[NAL-TR-838] p 602 N85-257S9
Proceedings of the NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
[NAL-SP-1] p543 N85-26611
Computer software for aerodynamic design of aircraft
developed within the National Aerospace Laboratory
p558 N85-26613
Numencal example of three-dimensional flying object
in shockless transonic flow p 558 N8S-26623
Navw-Stokes solution of hypersonic blunt-nosed body
flowfiekts p558 N85-26624
Numencal simulation ot transonic flutter of a high-aspect
ratio transport wmg p 586 N85-26630
A numerical design method for three-dimensional
transonic wings p577 N85-26631
Three-dimensional wing boundary layer analysis
program BLAY and its application p 559 N85-26632
A method of determining the suction velocity for laminar
flow control of two-dimensional airfoil in incompressible
flow
[NAL-TR-845] p 637 N85-28925
Gust load alleviation of a cantilevered rectangular elastic
wing. Wind tunnel experiment and analysis
[NAK-TR-86] p 681 N85-28950
Row quality of National Aerospace Laboratory
two-dimensional transonic wind tunnel Part 3. Row
turbulence level and measuring method
[NAL-TR-842-PT-3] p 684 N85-28952
On power effecient operation of the 2m x 2m transonic
wind tunnel at the National Aerospace Laboratory
[NAL-TR-847] p 684 N85-28953
National Bureau of Standards, Oaithersburg, Md.
Advanced thin film thermocouples
(NASA-CR-175541] p 450 N85-21607
Thermal response of aircraft cabin ceiling materials
dunng a post-crash, external fuel-spill, fire scenario
[PBS5-145647] p 502 N85-23764
The role of aircraft panel materials in cabin fires and
their properties
[FAA-CT-84OO] P 820 N8S-32104
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder,
Colo.
JAWS data collection, analysis highlights, ana
microburst statistics p 452 A85-26771
The structure of a microburst - As observed by
ground-based and airborne Doppler radar
p 452 A85-28772
Evaluation of Doppler radar for airport wind shear
detection p 452 A85-28774
Aircraft performance in a JAWS microburst
p 453 A85-28776
The microburst as a hazard to aviation Structure
mechanisms, and nowcasting p 56 N85-10491
Microburst wind structure and evaluation of Doppler
radar for wind shear detection
[DOT/FAA/PM-84/29] p 57 N85-11501
National Geodetic Survey, Rockvllle, Md.
Regional mean sea surfaces based on GEOS-3 and
SEASAT altimeter data p 453 A85-29716
National Inst for Aeronautics and Systems
Technology, Pretoria (South Africa).
Three degree of freedom steady state point performance
program' Updated version 1
[CSIR-NIAST-83/48] p 8 N85-10005
Implementation of the supersonic triplet singularity into
the USTORE computer code
[CSIR-NIAST-83/47] p 8 N85-10006
Finite Element Methods in South Africa 1983
[S-332] p 536 N85-24863
National Materials Advisory Board, Washington, D. C.
Structural uses for ductile ordered alloys Report of
the committee on application potential for ductile ordered
alloys
[AD-A146313] p119 N85-12139
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Boulder, Colo.
Denver ARTCC (Air Route Traffic Control Center)
evaluation of PROFS (Program for Regional Observing and
Forecasting Services) mesoscale weather products
[PB85-120301/GAR] p 338 N85-18045
National Physical Lab, Teddlngton (England).
A theoretical appraisal of the use of ground-plane
microphones for aircraft noise measurements
[NPL-AC-103] p 862 N85-33752
National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa
(Ontario).
A study of transonic flutter of a two-dimensional airfoil
using the U-g and p-k methods
[LR-6151 p398 N85-21121
Application of optical and electron microscopic
techniques in the fractographic determination of fatigue
crack growth rates p 532 N85-24334
A preliminary investigation of handling qualities
requirements for helicopter instrument flight during
decelerating approach maneuvers and overshoot
[NRC-24173] p 652 N85-27857
National Sever* Storms Lab, Norman, Okla.
Spnng program summary, 1983
[PB84-222223] p 192 N85-15330
National Telecommunications and Information
Administration, Annapolis, Md.
Spectrum resource assessment of the Aeronautical
Mobile Service between 400 MHz and 17 7 GHz
[PB85-12S995] p 447 N85-20241
National Transportation Safety Board, Washington, 0.
C.
Review of aircraft accident data. US General Aviation
[PB84-230960] p 14 N85-10027
Proceedings of the Aviation Accident Investigation
Symposium
[PB84-917004] p 14 N8S-10029
Aircraft accident report Central Airlines flight 27
Hughes Charter Air, Gates Lear|et model 25 (N51CA)
Newark International Airport. Newark. New Jersey, March
30. 1983
[PB84-910411] p 14 N85-10924
Aircraft accident report- Flying Tigers. Inc . Flight 2468
McDonell Douglas DC8-63. N797FT, Chambers Field
Naval Air Station. Norfolk. Virginia. October 25. 1983
[PB84-910408I p 14 N85-10925
Aircraft accident report. Scandinavian Airlines System.
Right 901, McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30, John F Kennedy
International Airport Jamaica. New York, February 28
1984
[PB84-910415] p 149 N85-13788
Aircraft accident report. Western Helicopters, Inc, Bell
UH-18. N87701. Valencia California. Jury 23. 1982
[PB84-910414] p 149 N85-13789
C-25
National Weather Service, Garden City, N.Y. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Aircraft accident report Air Canada Lockheed L-1011.
C-FTNJ, near Charleston. South Carolina. November 24,
1983
[PB84-910413] p 149 N85-13790
Annual review of aircraft accident data. US general
aviation, calendar year, 1981
[PB84-230960) p 150 N8S-14805
Annual review of aircraft accident data: US air earner
operations calendar year 1981
[NTSB/ARC-85/01] p406 N8S-21134
Safety recommendation(s), A-84-65
(REPT-3908) p 484 N85-23743
Safety recommenaation(s). AW-111 through -115
(REPT-4011C/27] p484 N8S-23744
Safety recommendation(s). A-84-103
[REPT-3909B/101B] p 484 N85-23745
Safety recommendation(s), A-84-93 through -95
[HEPT-3983/33] p 484 N85-23746
Safety recommendation(s), A-84-82 through -84
[HEPT-3957] p489 N85-23748
Safety recommendatnn(s), A-84-128 through -133
[REPT-3996C/41] p 563 N85-25221
Safety recommendatjon(s). A-84-123 and -124
[REPT-3894B/93] p 563 N85-2S222
Safety recommendation(s), A-84-98
[REPT-3983A/217] p 563 N85-25223
Safety recommendation(s), A-84-76 through -78
[REPT-3751E] p564 N8S-25224
Aircraft accident report United Airlines Flight 663,
Boeing 727-222, N7647U. Denver. Colorado. May 31.
1984
[PB85-910405] p 565 N85-26686
General Aviation Crashworthiness Proiect Phase 2:
Impact seventy and potential injury prevention m general
aviation accidents
[PB85-917002] p 747 N8S-29938
Air earner overwater emergency equipment and
procedures
[PB85-917006] p820 N85-32105
National Weather Senrto, Garden City, M.V.
FTASUM: Aviation forecast summaries
(PB85-112977] p455 N85-21908
National Weather Service, Salt Lake City. Utah.
AEV local verification for aviation, precipitation, and
temperature programs: AV. REL TEM
(PB85-179125] pSOO N85-30568
NaWsi Air D •v0lopni0nt Center, WwirtifUttr* P«L
Avionics/crew station integration p 166 N85-14818
Navy operational loads data sources and systems
p2S3 N85-15668
Analysis of the flow field about a T-45 using PANAIR
(AD-A146811] p236 N85-15699
Standard Attitude Heading Reference System (SAHRS)
full scale development program p 246 N85-16804
S-3A ballast block final design and engineering tests
[AD-A147685] p243 N85-16842
Repair of composites p 264 N85-17058
A safety evaluation of the relocation of the ACM (Air
Combat Maneuver) panel in the F-14 ( )/AIP (Avionics
Integration Program)
[AO-A149596] p 419 N85-211S8
Improving inflight negative Gz restraint for aircrewmen
(AD-A151909] p565 N85-26688
Naval Air Systems Command, Washington, O. C.
Twin toll nacelle V/STOU aircraft -- -
[SAE PAPER 841556) p 650 A85-39208
Design adequacy An effectiveness factor
p606 N85-26642
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxsnt River, Md.
Proceedings of the 6th Advanced Aircrew Display
Symposium
(AD-A150044] p419 N85-21160
Right testing and development of the F/A-18A digital
flight control system pS90 N8S-26743
Right testing and development of the F/A-18A digital
flight control system p678 N8S-27896
Naval Aircraft Materials Lab, FteetJanda (England).
Condition monitoring of helicopter gearboxes using
automatic vibration analysis techniques
p510 N85-23790
Naval Civil Engineering Lab, Port Hueneme, Calif.
Hangar destratfication investigation
(AD-A14S049) p38 N85-10076
Hangar neatmg and energy conservation manual
(AD-A147893) p277 N85-15762
Naval Coastal Systems Center, Panama City, Fla.
Three-dimensional unsteady Euler equations solutions
on dynamic grids
[AIAA PAPER 85-1704] p 790 A85-40778
Naval Electronic Systems Command, Washington, 0.
C.
A weapon system design approach to diagnostics
p 203 N85-16752
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Don't fowl out
[AD-P004179] p402 N85-19941
Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity, Bay
SL Louis, Miss.
ADAPS (Airborne Data Acquisition and Processing
System) operation and maintenance manual
[AD-A149297] p419 N85-19983
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif.
An experimental investigation of combustion pressure
oscillations in solid fuel ramjets
[AD-A144870] p 43 N85-10147
An update of the functional requirements of the Naval
Aviation Logistics Command Management Information
System (NALCOMIS)
[AD-A146565] p198 N85-15532
Control system design language implementation of a
gas turbine starting controller
[AD-A147896] p266 N85-15732
The visibility climatology of McMurdo Sound-Williams
Reid. Antarctica
[AD-A148108] p 300 N85-17492
Three position estimation procedures
[AD-A148748] p 338 N85-18042
An analytic model of gas turbine engine installations
[AD-A148708] p354 N85-18059
An interactive environment for the development of an
expert system in ZOG
[AD-A149954] p459 N85-22025
Aviation maintenance computerized management
information systems Perspective for the future
[AD-A150637] P467 N85-22349
Design of apparatus for the determination of
aerodynamic drag coefficients of automobiles
[AD-A151842] p558 N85-25219
Pretimmaiy helicopter design decision making based on
flight psfformsnco tactors
(AD-A151488] p575 N85-25254
The development of a performance and mission planning
program for the A-7E aircraft
(AD-A151717] p576 N85-25258
Development of a field repair technique for
rram-sandwicfi Kevlar/epoxy aircraft skm
[AD-A151369] p596 N85-25439
Graphic simulation of a machine-repairman model
[AD-A151761] p543 N85-26633
A preliminary analysis of C-12 aircraft usage by the Navy
Air Logistics System
[AD-A151921] p543 N85-26634
Determination of quantitative relationships between
selected critical helicopter design parameters
[AD-A1S2034] p577 N85-26700
Pulsewidth modulated speed control of brushless dc
motors
[AD-A151966] p607 N85-27148
The NAVTAG (Naval Tactical Game) system and its
modification to include the SH-60B helicopter
[AD-A152004] p611 N85-27624
A method to calculate the parameters of wings of
arbitrary planform
[AD-A152689] p 635 N85-27831
Analysis of control system from a viewpoint of desired
—pole placement and desired degree of robustness
[AD-A152627] p675 N85-27876
An investigation into the soot production processes in
a gas turbine engine
[AD-A152710] p690 N85-27992
A computational method for wings of arbitrary
planform
[AD-A153788] p 638 N85-28929
Using incontivGs to improvo fn&mtstn^bilily
[AD-A153792] p 706 N85-29841
The evolution of the U.S. helicopter industry
[AD-A154290] p709 N85-29913
Measurement of turbofan-turbojet thrust from tailpipe
static pressure
[AD-A154036] p774 N85-29967
An experimental investigation of fuel regression rate
control in solid fuel ramjets
[AD-A154251] p782 N85-30008
Wind tunnel drag evaluations of helicopter nose
sections
[AD-A155489] p818 N85-32100
Analysis of incompressible cascade flows using
state-of-the-art computer programs
[AD-A15585O] p876 N85-35173
The influence of helicopter tail shape on drag: An
aerodynamic study using a low speed wind tunnel
[AD-A156304] p876 N85-35174
The effects of parameter variation on helicopter
performance
[AD-A156027] p887 N85-35189
Development of NATOPS (Naval Air Training and
Operating Procedure Standardization) performance
software for the H-46D helicopter
[AD-A156089] p887 N85-35190
Development of NATOPS performance software for the
SH-3D and SH-3H helicopters
[AD-A156140] P887 N8S-35192
Naval Researcfi Lab, Washington, D. C.
Shipboard measurement of cloud bases and average
surface visibility with an eye-safe lidar
[AD-A144889] P 53 N85-10345
Compound dass ouantttation of JP-5 jet fuels by high
performance liquid chromatography-differential refractive
index detection
[AD-A145754] p 120 N85-12185
Using the control system design environment in the
design of a data link receiver unit for the Coast Guard
HH-65A helicopter
[ AD-A148624] p 271 N85-16880
Quantitative determination of compound classes m jet
turbine fuels by high performance liquid
Chromatography/Differential refractive index detection-
Part 2
[AD-A149298] p 436 N85-20144
Interface specifications for SCR (Software Cost
Reduction) (A-7E) extended computer module, revised
[AD-A149948] p 459 N85-22024
The distnbutaon of higher n-alkanes in partially frozen
middle distillate fuels
(AD-A153940] p 692 N85-29074
Naval Ship Research and Development Center,
Betfiesda, Md.
Circulation control technology applied to propulsive high
lift systems
[SAE PAPER 841497] p 627 A85-39205
Numerical optimization of circulation control airfoil at high
subsonic speed p 871 A85-49131
Circulation control* A bibliography of DTNSRDC
research and selected outside references Update
[AD-A146966] p 201 N85-15661
Low-speed characteristics of a circulation control airfoil
with AFT camber and a spiral trailing edge
[AD-A150851] p481 N85-23725
Basic consideration of the lifting capability of stoppable
rotors
[AD-A150850] p 502 N85-237S9
An evaluation of four methods of numerical analysis for
two-dimensional airfoil flows
[AD-A1S5202] p 818 N85-32098
Naval Supply Center, San Olego, Calif.
Supply center processes
[AD-P004014] p 127 N85-11993
Naval Surface Weapons Center, Danlgren, Va.
Joint service design for testability program
p 296 N85-16733
Naval Surface Weapons Center, Silver Spring, Md.
A comparison between implicit and hybrid methods for
the calculation of steady and unsteady inlet flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-1125] p 725 A85-41417
An invisod computational method for supersonic inlets
[AD-A145997] p86 N85-12042
A theoretical view on the stress analysis of fully inflated
parachute canopies
[AD-A148387] p 239 N85-16835
Chemical and photographic evaluation of ngjd explosive
transfer lines —
[AD-A149303] p437 N85-20145
Mach-10 high Reynolds number development m the
NSWC (Naval Surface Weapons Center) hypervelocity
facility
[AD-A151241] p593 N85-25274
Mach 14 flow restnctor thermal stress analysis
[AD-A156215] p 898 N85-35208
Naval Training Equipment Center, Orlando, Fla.
On-board Computer Image Generator (CIG)
applications
[AD-P004335] p376 N85-17989
Naval Underwater System Center, New London,
Conn.
Detection, classification. and extraction of
helicopter-radiated noise
[AD-A145993] p 134 N85-12661
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, Calif.
Stress-derivative control of keystomng deformation in
finite element codes p 54 N85-10385
Visibility monitoring in the southern California desert for
the Department of Defense Research on
operations-limiting visual extinction, RESOLVE protocol
[AD-A146617] p 191 N85-1S31S
Navy geothermal plan
[AD-A152478] p 702 N85-28450
Now HAITI pctilro Untv., Durntun.
Trflnsrtiofl control by periodic suction-blowing
(AIAA PAPER 85-1700) p 725 A85-41411
C-26
CORPORA TE SOURCE Oklahoma State Univ., Stillwater.
New Mexico Inst of Mining and Technology. Socorro.
Nighttime observations of thunderstorm electrical
activity from a high altitude airplane p 702 A85-39526
A study of the effects of triggered lightning
(AO-A148296) P300 N85-17494
New Mexico Univ., Albuquerque.
Alternatives for runway rubber removal from porous
mmon surfaces
(DOT/FAA/PM-84/28) p 178 N85-13803
Runway rubber removal specification development field
evaluation procedures development
(FAA-PM-84-27) p 430 N8S-21179
New South Wain Univ.. Kensington (Australia).
A study of the methods for evaluating the noise impact
of a proposed airport on a community
p609 N85-2S957
New York Unrv, Nmr York.
Implicit Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) schemes for
steady-state calculations p 388 A8S-28209
Automatic adaptive gnd refinement for the Euler
equations p391 A85-29087
NMs*n Engineering and Research, Ine, Mountain
Vim, CalH.
Computer piugiaiiis to predict induced effects of iets
exhausting into a crossflow
[NASA-CR-166591] P 146 N85- 13776
Prediction of cruciform all-movable control
charactensncs at transonic speeds
[AO-A147291] P239 N85- 16832
Preliminary development of an approximation procedure
for supercritical wing design optimization applications
[AD-A1S0177] pSOO N8S-22383
Notes on unsteady transonic cascade flows
[AD-A1548291 P817 N8S-32096
North Carolina State Onrv, Raleigh.
Application of axisymmetnc analogue for calculating
heating in three-dimensional flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-02451 P 216 A85-19611
Euler calculations for multielement airfoils using
(AIAA PAPER 85-0291 ) p 218 A85-19641
Application of a vanational method for generating
adaptive grids
[AIAA PAPER 85-0487) p 226 A8S- 19784
A new stream function formulation for the steady Euler
equations p474 A85-32609
A review of some approximate methods used in
aerodynamic heating analyses
[AIAA PAPER 85-0908) p 620 A85-37580
Numerical and experimental determination of secondary
separation on delta wings in subsonic flow
p628 A85-39219
Assessment of wind tunnel corrections for multielement
airfoils at transom: speeds p 734 A85-42968
Force and moment measurements on a 74 deg delta
wing with an apex flap
(NASA-CR-166081) p 12 N85-10918
Physics on aircraft wakes
(NASA-CR-174105) P87 N85-12871
A new implicit plus minus splitting method for the solution
of the Euler equation* in trie transonic flow regime
P556 N85-25200
An exploratory study of apex fence flaps on a 74 deg
delta wing
[NASA-CR-172463] p 557 N8S-25208
Investigation of the Vortex Tab
[NASA-CR-172586) p 557 N85-2S209
A stream function approach to solving the conservative
Euler equations for transonic flows p875 N8S-35156
An automated technique for encasing specific payloads
with low-drag famngs p886 N85-35183
Mocthrop Corp, Hawtnonw, CalH.
Low-speed experimental study of the vortex flow effects
of a fighter forebody having unconventional
cross-section
[AIAA PAPER 85-1798) p813 A85-43851
Development of the F-20 nose radome
(AO-P004374) p449 N85-21468
Northrop Corp, Los Angeles, Calif.
Application of infrared radiometers for airborne detection
of dear air turbulence and low level wind shear, airborne
infrared low level wind shear detection test
(NASA-CR-175725) p 609 N85-25985
Notre Dame Univ., Ind,
Feedback in separated flows over symmetric airfoils
1 AIAA PAPER 84-2297) p 390 A85-28899
The influence of laminar separation and transition on
low Reynolds number airfoil hysteresis
p817 A85-45838
Aerodynamics of airfoils subiect to 3-dimensional
penodic gusts
[AD-A145149I p 10 N85-10018
Turbulent bouyant flow and pressure variations around
a circular cylinder in a cross uniform flow near the
ground p 371 N85-18287
The structure of separated flow regions occumng near
the leading edge of airfoils, including transition
[NASA-CR-1756701 p 478 N85-23703
Alternatives for jet engine control
[NASA-CR-175831] p 583 N85-26713
Alternatives lor let engine control
(NASA-CR-175832) p 583 N85-26714
Alternatives lor jet engine control
[NASA-CR-1758331 p 583 N85-26715
Numerical simulations of the effect of floor and ceiling
venting on fire and smoke spread in aircraft cabins
(PB85-178333) p 747 N85-29939
Oak Ridge National Lab, Term.
Ceramic technology for advanced heat engines program
plan
[DE84-013567] p 121 N85-1305S
Evaluation of arctic test of improved trrtnim
radiolumtnescent lighting
(AD-A148215] p278 N85-16884
Optimization of a ground coupled heat pump
(DEB5-OO0273) p 374 N85-19380
Light your runways and taxiways without electricity
[DE85-OO0269] p 429 N85-19991
Generalized escape system simulation- Its purpose,
recent modifications and potential
(DE8S405571) p 565 N85-26689
Ceramic Technology for Advanced Heat Engines
Praiect
[DE85-008755] p 691 N85-29052
Ceramic coatings for heat engine materials: Status and
future needs
[DE85-OO8759] p 691 N85-29053
Ceramic coatings for heat engine materials
[DE85-005238] p 691 N85-29054
Office National d'Etude* et de Recherche*
Aerospatiale*, Lecfere (France).
Calculation of unsteady transonic separated flows by
viscouSHnvucid interaction p 554 N85-25178
Office ftattonv d Etudes ot d9 R tcfie rch 6«i
Aerospatiale*, Part* (France).
Survey of ONERA activities on adaptive-wail applications
and computation of residual corrections
p82 N85-12013
Manufactunng report of an augmented lift, vanable
deflection half wing
[ONERA-flT-25/1736-AY-108-A| p 138 N85-13766
Life prediction at high temperature under multiaxial
loading p 267 N8S-15745
Detailed study of the flow around a multi-element airfoil
Comparison with calculations p 238 N85-16775
Interest of internal bleed for a two-dimensional air intake
operating in a wide Mach number range (1 8-3 plus)
p237 N85-16793
Expenmental investigation of a breakdown cntenon for
a vortex in an incompressible flow
[ONERA-HT-27/1147-AY] p 395 N85-19935
Robustness of discrete-time dynamical systems:
Application to the multrvanable digital control of combat
aircraft
I ONER A-NT-1984-2] p 425 N85-19986
Robustness of continuous multrvanable flight controls
(ONERA-RT-12/7224-SY] p 425 N85-19987
Robustness of continuous multtvanable flight controls
[ONERA-BT-11/7224-SY] p 425 N85-19988
Activities in French aerospace p432 N85-19995
Transition fixing on wings in industrial wind tunnels and
associated problems p480 N85-23717
Improvement and extension of a numerical procedure
for the three dimensional unsteady transonic flows
p555 N85-25181
La Recherche Aerospatiale Bimonthly Bulletin Number
1984-3, 220/May-June
(ESA-TT-882) pS43 N85-26636
La Recherche Aerospatiale Bimonthly Bulletin, Number
1984-4. 221 /July-August
[ESA-TT-884] p 543 N85-26637
Synthesis study Validation of a gust generator in the
presence of a model in a wind tunnel
(ONERA-RT-16/5108-RY-051) p 561 N85-26878
Preliminary wind tunnel study of the influence of a |et
on the unsteady aerodynamics of a turboiet engine
(ONEHA-FIT.12/5115-RY-230-H-1 p 561 N85-26679
Lightning stnkes on aircraft The TRIP 82 expenment
and 3-dimensional electromagnetic mterierometry
[ONERA-RF-88/7154-PY) p 565 N85-26690
Study of the pnmary zone of gas turbine hearths
(ONERA-RTS-22/3256-EY] p 583 N85-26719
Wing buffeting active control testing on a transport
aircraft configuration in a large sonic tunnel
p 590 N85-26750
Wing buffeting active control testing on a transport
aircraft configuration in a large sonic wmdtunnel
p679 N85-27903
A survey of recent development in helicopter
aerodynamics p 653 N85-28915
Extension of the small perturbations method in
three-dimensional transonic, unsteady flow to the case of
real wings
[ONERA-NT-17/3064-RY-070-RI p 743 N85-31017
Real scale test of the Petit Canard aircraft in me number
3 section, 47 scm, of the SIMA wind tunnel. May 1984
(ONERA-PV-1/0772-GY) p 743 N85-31018
Aerodynamic measurement of the wind flow in the
number two section of the SIMA wind tunnel
[ONERA-PV-1/8138-GY] p 743 N85-31019
Office National d'Etude* et de Recherches
Aerospatiale*, Toulouse (France).
Application of two and three-dimensional criteria for
calculating transitions and boundary layers over swept
wings p237 N85-16783
Investigation of the conditions for tnppmg transition with
roughness elements and their influence on boundary layer
development p 480 N85-23720
Office of Technology Assessment Washington, O.C.
Airport system development
[PB85-127793] p 429 N85-19993
Ogden Air Logistics Center, Hill AFB, Utah.
Air force landing gear repair - Ogden Air Logistics Center
Industrial Products and Landing Gear Division
(AD-P004001) p71 N85-11982
Air force, robotic painting
[AD-P004006] p 126 N85-11986
Onto State Univ., Columbus.
Detailed measurements of the (lowfield in the vicinity
of an airfoil with glaze ice
[AIAA PAPER 85-0409] p 222 ASS-19730
Predicting nme ice accretion on airfoils
p317 A85-25135
Modeling techniques for transonic airfoils
p 871 A85-49014
Design and wind tunnel evaluation of a symmetnc airfoil
senes for large wind turbine applications
[NASA-CR-174764) p 12 N85-10919
Molecular interactions of high energy fuels and iet fuels
with oncogenic viruses and endogenous viruses
[AO-A145484] p45 N85-11255
Performance of two transonic airfoil wind tunnels utilizing
limited ventilation p 33 N85-12020
On aircraft antennas and basic scattering studies
[AO-A146017] p 127 N85-122S2
Expenmental studies of transonic airfoil trailing edge and
wake flowfiekj properties p 146 N85-13773
Global optical metncs for self-motion perception
[AD-P004333] p377 N85-17987
A standard aircraft diffusion flame- Spectral
characteristics and a feasibility study for developing an
alternate calibration source for aircraft optical fire detection
systems
(AO-A150231] P520 N85-22768
A study of internal and distnbuted damping for vibrating
turbomachiner blades
[NASA-CR-175901] p871 N85-27868
Simulation and analysis of airborne antenna radiation
patterns p 797 N85-31342
Ohio Univ., Athens.
Realistic localrzer courses for aircraft instrument landing
simulators
[NASA-CR-172333) p 105 N85-12885
Measurement of RF fields associated with ISM
equipment as it relates to aeronautical services
(FAA-ES-64-2) p 795 N85-30180
A study of the application of differential techniques to
the global positioning system for a helicopter precision
approach
[NASA-CR-177326] p 750 N85-31035
Theoretical investigation of single-frequency 8-element
localizer signal scattenng for critical area determination
[FAA-PM-85-4] p 751 N85-31037
Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center, Tinker AFB, Okla.
Air force engine repair - Oklahoma City Air Logistics
Center. Propulsion Division
[AO-P003999) p71 N85-11980
Jet engine blade repair at the Oklahoma Air Logistics
Center, Propulsion Division
[AO-P004003] p72 N85-11983
Oklahoma State Univ.. Stillwater.
Row visualization of lateral jet injection into swirling
crossflow
(AIAA PAPER 85-0059] p 209 A85-19490
Calibration of wind tunnel flow quality
p 516 N8S-22399
Predictions and measurements of isothermal flowfields
in axisymmetnc combustor geometries
[NASA-CR-174916] p 671 N85-27867
C-27
Oklahoma Univ., Norman. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Oklahoma Univ., Norman.
Turbulent boundary layers over rough surfaces
hypersonic flow
[AD-A145040) p 10 N85-10016
Olfl Dominion Univ.. Norfolk, Vs.
Hybrid approach to steady transonic normal
Shock-compressible laminar boundary layer interactions
over airfoils with suction
[AIAA PAPER 854)522) p 386 A85-27876
The effect of source location on the structural-acoustic
interaction of an infinite elastic shell
[AIAA PAPER 854)788] p 523 A85-30390
A new finite element approach for prediction of
aerothermal loads - Progress in invisad flow
computations
{AIAA PAPER 85-1533] p 722 A85-40964
Computation of transonic vortex flows past delta wings
Integral equation approach
[AIAA PAPER B5-1582] p 725 A85-41415
A parabolaed Navier-Stokes algorithm for separated
supersonic internal flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-1411] p726 A85-41423
Computational technique for compressible vortex flows
past wings at large incidence p 816 A85-45836
Ultrasound instrumentation for the 7 inch Mach seven
tunnel
[NASA-CR-174277] p 305 N85-16586
NASA three-laser airborne differential absorption lidar
system electronics
[NASA-CR-174293] p 298 N85-17353
Corrections for attached sidewall boundary-layer effects
in 2-dimensional airfoil testing
[NASA-CR-3873] p 326 N85-17997
Leading edge flap system for aircraft control
augmentation
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12787-2] p 424 N85-19985
Design of mutovanable feedback control systems via
spectral assignment using reduced-order models and
reduced-order observers
[NASA-CR-3889] p 514 N8S-23800
Studies on the interference of wings and propeller
slipstreams
[NASA-CR-1757S3] p557 N85-25210
Sidewall boundary-layer effects in two-dimensional airfoil
testing
[NASA-CR-176034] p781 N8S-31065
Operation* Research, Inc., RockvUle, IM.
Investigation of technology needs for avoiding helicopter
pilot error related accidents
[NASA-CR-3895] p 563 1485-25220
Pacific Missile Teat Center, Potnt Mugu, Calif.
Effective life cycle software support A study in discipline
and versatility p 302 N85-16746
Pacific Moithwsst * n**. Rlchland, Wash,
Examination of the feasibility for demonstration and use
of radioluminescent lights for Alaskan remote runway
lighting
[DE85-002503] p 431 N8S-21185
Radioluminescent lighting for rural Alaskan runway
lighting and marking
[DE85-007022] p 594 N85-26764
Acceptability testing of radioluminescent lights for
VFRflight ay taxi operations
{DE85-007303J ~ p 594 N85-26765
PEDA Corp, Palo Alto, Calif.
Real-gas flowfields about three-dimensional
configurations p 231 A85-21830
Three dimensional CSCM method for the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations with application to a multi-nozzle
exhaust flowfieW
[AIAA PAPER 85-1193] p 726 A85-41419
Flow structure capturing on overset patched meshes
[AIAA PAPER 85-1690] p 731 AS5-42690
PEER Consultants, Inc. Rockvllle, Md.
Wildlife Hazards to Aircraft Conference and Training
Workshop: Proceedings
[AD-A148330] p402 N85-19938
Airport bird hazards associated with solid waste disposal
facilities
[AD-P004197] p428 N8S-19964
Pennsylvania Airlines, Mlddletovm.
Cockpit resource management training
p 333 N85-18023
Pennsylvania State Untv, state College.
The boundary layer on compressor cascade blades
[NASA-CR-174369] p 372 N85-18292
Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park.
Turbulence characteristics of the nose producing region
of an excited round let. II - Large scale structure
characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 84-2342) p 133 A85-13961
Turbulence charactenstics of the noise producing region
of an exoted round jet I • Time-average flow properties
[AIAA PAPER 84-2343] P 133 A85-13962
A dass of airfoils having finite trailing edge pressure
gradients
(AIAA PAPER 85-0206] p 215 A85-19590
Study of winglets applied to biplanes
[AIAA PAPER 85-0279] p 217 A85-19631
Effects of friction dampers on aerodynamicalty unstable
rotor stages P 265 A85-21866
Computation of three-dimensional viscous flows using
a space-marching method p 392 A85-29259
Conical similarity of shock/boundary-layer interactions
generated by swept and unswept fins
p626 A85-38984
An experimental study of the noise generated by
vaporous cavrtadon in turbulent shear flows produced by
confined orifice plates pSIl N85-26316
Physics Lab. RVO-TNO, The Hague (Netherlands).
The influence on IR emission of engine parameters for
an afterburn case A sensitivity study on NATO infrared
air target model (NIRATAM) version. 0.0
[AD-B089311L] p422 N85-21171
PUS Unrv. (Italy).
Problems of elastic hydrodynamic lubrication of
helicopter transmission gears p 521 N85-23784
PoUtecnlco dl Torino (Italy).
Time dependent computation of the Euler equations tor
designing 2-D cascades, including the case of transonic
shock tree design p 727 A85-41814
Report of the Department of Aerospace Engineering
p 71 N85-11977
Activities of the Department of Aerospace Engineering
p 706 N85-29844
Portland International Airport, Oreo.
Development of bird hazard reduction for airport
operational safety
(AD-P004202] P428 N85-19969
Potter (J. Leitn), Nashville, Term.
Review of requirements and status of simulation and
scaling of transonic, viscous flows
[AD-A146357] p 189 N85-15137
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Conn.
Development trends and requirements of propulsion
system technology for ovil aircraft p 27 N85-10066
Creep-fatigue life prediction for engine hot section
materials (isotropic) p 31 N85-10974
Energy efficient engine. Volume 1 Component
development and integration program
[NASA-CR-173084] P 34 N85-10992
Hot isostadcally pressed manufacture of high strength
MERL 76 disk and seal shapes
[NASA-CR-165550] p 45 N85-11225
Error reduction program
[NASA-CR-174776] p 610 N85-27584
Energy efficient engine component development and
integration program
[NASA-CR-172846] p 772 N85-29958
Creep fatigue life prediction for engine hot section
materials (isotropic)
[NASA-Cfl-168228] p 774 N85-31057
Energy Efficient Engine Program technology
benefit/cost study, volume 1
[NASA-CR-174766-VOL-1] p 892 N85-35197
Energy Efficient Engine Program technology
benefit/cost study, volume 2
[NASAJCR-174766-VOL-2] p 892 N8M5198_
Development of advanced high-temperature heat flux
sensors. Phase 2: Verification testing
[NASA-CR-174973] p 911 N85-35391
Pritt SIM] Wtiftiwy Aircraft, west Pwni Bvscnf F1*L
Integrated flight/propulsion control • Adaptive engine
corttiol systofn mods
[AIAA PAPER 85-1425] p 669 A85-39772
Fault detection and accommodation testing on an F100
0nQino in on F-15 curptsns
[AIAA PAPER 85-1294] p 765 A85-40830
Dynamic gas temperature measurement system
p29 N85-10958
Constitutive modeling o.' engine materials
[AD-A146630] p 190 N85-15189
Improvement of the corrosion resistance of turbine
engine bearings
[AD-A147430] P265 N85-15731
Evaluation of jet fuel deposit kinetics. Lot 4
[AD-A147196] p284 N85-15922
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group. East Hartford, Com.
Aerothermal modeling p 32 N85-10982
Study of controlled diffusion staler blading
[NASA-CR-167995] p 354 N85-18058
Energy efficient engine high-pressure turbine component
ng performance test report
[NASA-CR-168189] p 772 N8S-29955
Energy efficient engine integrated core/low spool test
hardware design report
[NASA-CH-168137] p 772 N85-29956
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, West Palm Beach,
Fla.
View of future requirements for engine cyclic durability
by analysis and testing p 267 N85-15751
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft of Canada Ltd, Mississauga
(Ontario).
Advanced gearbox technology in small turbo propeller
engines p 510 N85-23771
PRC Planning and Economics, Inc., Lake Success, N.Y.
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions in airline flight planning, volume
1
[NASA-CR-167862] p 913 N85-35534
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions m airline flight planning, volume
2
[NASA-CR-167B63] p 913 N85-35535
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions in airline flight planning, volume
3
(NASA-CH-167864J p 913 N85-35536
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions in airline flight planning, volume
4
[NASA-CR-167865] p913 N85-35537
Comparative analysis of operational forecasts versus
actual weather conditions in airline flight planning
Summary report
[NASA-CR-167866] p 913 N85-35538
Princeton Unrv, H. J.
Structure of the wall pressure fluctuations in a
shock-induced separated turbulent flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0179] p 214 A85-19571
The distortion of a supersonic turbulent* boundary layer
by bulk compression and surface curvature
[AIAA PAPER 85-0299] p 218 A85-19648
Automatic adaptive gnd refinement for the Euler
equations p 391 A85-29087
Optimal flight paths through microburst wind profiles
[AIAA PAPER 85-1833] p 839 A85-43872
Analysis of aircraft control strategies for microburst
encounter p846 A85-46327
Aerodynamic behavior of ventilated wind tunnel walls
p 476 N85-22363
Wind tunnel wall interference
[AD-A151212] p 593 N8S-25273
The role of surface generated radicals in catalytic
combustion p 671 N85-27869
Proteon Associates, Inc, Wattham, Mass.
Improved legislated emergency locating transmitters and
emergency position indicating radio beacons
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12892-1] p 447 N85-20226
Purdue Univ., West Lafayette. Ind.
Pilot modeling and closed-loop analysis of flexible
aircraft in the pitch tracking task p 172 A85-18334
Three dimensional aerodynamics of an annular cascade
in a non-uniform inlet flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0174] p 213 A85-19567
Vibration tailoring of advanced composite lifting
surfaces p 290 A85-21846
Modal analysis of flexible aircraft dynamics with handling
qualities implications p 423 A85-26431
Viscous effects on transonic airfoil stability and
[AIAA PAPER 85-0586] p 469 A85-30321
NorHsentropic unsteady transonic small disturbance
-theory — —
[AIAA PAPER 85-0600] p 469 A85-30329
The effect of aerodynamic and structural detuning on
turbomachme supersonic unstalled torsional flutter
[AIAA PAPER 85-0761 ] p 506 A85-30378
Transonic time responses of the MBS A-3 supercritical
airfoil including active controls p 512 A85-32586
Effects of viscosity and modes on transonic aerodynamic
and aeroetasdc characteristics of wings
p817 A85-45837
Closed-loop, pilot/vehicle analysis of the approach and
landing task
[AIAA PAPER 85-1851] p 842 A85-45880
Flight control law synthesis for an elastic vehicle by
eigenspace assignment
[AIAA PAPER 85-1898] p 846 A85-45970
Row instabilities in transonic small-disturbance theory
p869 A85-48531
Noise constraints effecting optimal propeller designs
[SAE PAPER 850871 ] p 874 A85-50106
Interactive aircraft flight control and aeroelastic
stabilization
[NASA-CR-174025] p 36 N85-11003
Time senes analysis of closed-loop pilot vehicle
dynamics p 271 N85-16876
Influence of fuel properties on gas turbine combustion
performance
[AD-A151464] p 596 N85-25448
C-28
CORPORA T£ SOURCE Royal Signals and Radar Establishment, Malvem (England).
Interactive aircraft (light control and aeroetasoc
stabilization
(NASA-CR-17603S) P 776 N85-31064
Optimally designed propellers constrained by noise
p892 N85-3S196
The integrated manual and automate control of complex
flight systems
(NASA-CR-176166) P 896 N85-3S201
Analysis of flexible aircraft longitudinal dynamics and
handling qualities. Volume 1 Analysis methods
[NASA-CH-177943-VOL-1] P 896 N85-35202
Analysis of flexible aircraft longitudinal dynamics and
handling qualities. Volume 2. Data
(NASA-CR-177943-VOL-2] P 896 N85-3S203
Queensland Univ., Brisbane (Australia).
ShocK tunnel measurements of heat transfer in a model
scramiet
[AIAA PAPER 85-0908] P 658 A8S-37582
Racal Avtonica Ltd, New Maiden (England).
Integrated control and display systems for helicopter
battlefield mission management p260 N85-1680S
Radio Technical Commlaaion (or Aeronautics,
Wssnin t^oflt 0. C.
The 121 5 MHz ELT Past, present and future
p782 N85-31105
RAND Corp, Santa Monica, Calif.
OYNA-SIM: A nonstanonary queuing simulation with
application to the automated test equipment problem
[AD-A146384] P 196 N85-15450
Managing recoverable aircraft components in the PPB
and related processes: Executive summary
[AO-A146806I P308 N85-16667
Estimating wartime support resource requirements.
Statistical and related policy issues
[AO-A1479231 P 308 N8S-16685
Managing recoverable aircraft components in the PPB
(Wanning, Programming and Budgeting) and related
processes. Technical volume
[AD-A152014] p542 N85-25169
Regression diagnostics in practice: Experiences from
modelling jet engine costs
(AO-A154199) P804 N85-30748
Cost and schedule implications of multinational
coproduction
[AD-A154358] P807 N85-30969
Rediffuslon Simulation, Inc, Arlington. Tex.
The use of lasers in wide-angle visual systems
{AD-P004322] P370 N85-17976
Air combat visual simulation using a head slaved
protector
[AO-P004327] p359 N85-17981
CIS (Computer Image Generator) goes to war The
tactical illusion
[AD-P004336] P376 N85-17990
Renscaiaer Polytechnic Inat, Troy, N.Y.
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Microwave landing systems for heliport operators,
owners and users
[FAA-PM-85-7] p 750 N85-29940
Systems Research Labs, Inc. Dayton, Ohio.
Preliminary design of a limb restraint evaluator
[AO-A151749] p 564 N85-25226
Systems Technology, Inc. Hawthorne, Calif.
Control response measurements of the Skyshtp-500
airship
[AIAA PAPER 85-0881 ] p 649 A85-38798
Investigation of outside visual cues required for low
speed and hover
IAIAA PAPER as-isosi p 857 ASS-MSS?
Investigation of limb-sidestick dynamic interaction with
roll control
[AIAA PAPER 85-1853] p 843 A85-45882
Flying qualifies and control system charactenstics for
superaugmented aircraft
(NASA-CR-1704191 p 173 N85-13800
A perspective on superaugmented flight control
advantages and problems p 588 N85-26733
A perspective on superaugmented flight control
advantages and problems p 677 N85-27886
Systems Technology, Inc. Mountain View, Calif.
Simulation validation of the XV-15 tilt-rotor research
aircraft p 497 A85-32016
Missnn-onented requirements for updating MIL-H-8501
Volume 1 • ST1 proposed structure
[NASA-CR-177331-VOL-1] p 271 N85-16877
Mission-oriented requirements for updating MIL-H-8501
Volume 2: STI background and rationale
[NASA-CR-177331-VOL-2] p 271 N85-16878
Tactical Airlift Training Group (34th), Uttle Rock AFB,
Ark.
Simulating speed and height cues in the C-130 weapon
system trainer
[AD-P004313] p35B N85-17967
Technical Research Centre of Finland, Espoo.
Dynamic and aeroelas&c action of guy cables
[VTT-18] p 608 N85-27276
Technion - Israel Inst of Tech. Haifa
Effect of a buned-wire gage on the separation bubble
Numerical study p 73 A85-12704
Pursrt-evasion game analysis in a line of sight coordinate
system p 803 A85-41339
Convergence charactenstics of a vortex-lance method
for nonlinear configuration aerodynamics
p816 A85-45835
Predictor laws for pictonal flight displays
p 824 A85-46326
Minimum-fuel, three-dimensional flight paths for |et
transports p 828 A85-46341
Tad behaviour for suprema of empirical processes
[AD-A147629] p303 N85-17613
Technion Research and Development Foundation Ltd.,
Haifa (Israel).
Measurements of canard-induced roll oscillations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1830] p 839 A85-43871
Technische Geraeta und Entwlcklungsgesellschaft
mJj.H, Klagsnfurt (Austria).
Flying objects
[CH-634516-A5] p 573 N85-25242
Technische Hochachule, Darmstadt (West Germany)
Determination of the drag of free flying particles m
supersonic flow with a pulsed laser p 400 N85-21129
Expenmental and theoretical determination of the
wing-induced lateral wind on the tail surfaces in oscillating
rolling motion Parti Application of the Mobile Oscillating
Derivatives (MOO) on an expenmental part
(IFD-1/84-PT-1] p654 N85-28939
Expenmental and theoretical determination of the
wing-induced lateral wind on the tail surfaces in oscillating
rolling motion Part 2: Theoretical investigations for
calculation of the lateral wind
[IFD-1/84-PT-2] p654 N85-28940
Technische Hogeschool, Delft (Netherlands).
A comparison of finite volume flux vector splittings for
the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0122] p211 ASS-19533
Implicit flux-split schemes for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1680] p 803 A85-41743
Design studies of thick laminar flow airfoils for low speed
flight employing turbulent boundary layer suction over the
rear part p 257 N85-16786
Pneumatic turbulators: A device for drag reduction at
Reynolds numbers below 5 million p 257 N85-16791
Window on science visit to the USA, 21 March • 22
April. 1984
[VTH-LH-4261 p432 N85-20011
Crack growth geometry in aluminum alloy sneet material
under flight simulation loading 1 A comparison between
TWIST and mmiTWlST FALSTAFF and short FALSTAFF
2. Effect of truncating high loads
[VTH-LR-441] p436 N85-20119
Conical stagnation points in the flow around an external
comer
[VTH-LFI.396] p 561 N85-26680
A computer program for the drag prediction of subsonic,
turbine powered aircraft in the en-route configuration
[VTH.LFU12] p 561 N85-26681
C-31
Technische Univ., Berlin (West Germany). CORPORA TE SOURCE
A curved test section for research on transonic shock
wave-boundary layer interaction
(vTH-LR-414) pS61 N85-26682
Numencal solution of transonic normal shock
wave-boundary layer interaction using the Bohning-Zierop
model
[VTH-UR-4161 p 562 N85-26683
Protective coatings for aircraft structures A review
[VTH-LR-413] p 577 N85-26704
Static longitudinal stability and control characteristics
of the Fokker F27 Friendship calculated by simple
handbook methods
[VTH-LR-394] p 588 N8S-26728
Application of linear optimal control theory to the design
of the elevator control system of the DHC-2 Beaver
experimental aircraft
[VTH-LR-411] p588 N85-26729
Investigation of the influence of some paint systems
and water displacing corrosion inhibitors on anodic
undermining corrosion of aluminum 2024 dad alloy
[VTH-LR-443] p 598 N85-27009
Prediction of tree-field rmse levels from aircraft flyover
measurements
(VTH-LH-427J p 612 N85-27847
Upwind-difference methods for aerodynamic problems
governed by the Euler equations
[REPT-84-231 p635 N85-27834
Transonic Mach number determination m a blow-down
wind tunnel with solid walls and a downstream throat
[VTH-LH-402] p636 N85-27835
A theory of quasi-conical solutions of nonmteger
degree
[UTH-LR-420] p744 N85-31024
Technische Untv, Berlin (West Germany).
Preparation of sinteracnve silicon nrtnde powders
(BMFT-FB-T-84-303] p 691 N85-29066
Technische Unhr, Brunswick (West Germany).
The use of pressure sensing taps on the aircraft wing
as sensor for flight control systems p 606 N85-26660
Helicopter aeromechanics: Introduction and historical
review p 653 N85-28914
Control variables in vertical wind determination using
simple flight-mechamca! equations p 914 N85-35546
The principles of wind measurement with the help of
aircraft p916 N85-35558
Technische Unrv, Ctausthal-ZeUerteM (West Germany).
Theoretical and experimental investigations of dust
loaded flow fields in industrial halls
[BMFT-FB-HA-84-044] p 449 N85-21411
Technisch* Unto, Munich (West Germany).
Winged first stages of space transport appliances
[TUM-RT-TB*4/3] p40 N85-11125
Development and operation of a measuring data
acquisition system for use in light airplanes
p 912 N85-3SS56
Tectonics Research. Inc, Minneapolis. Minn.
Development of a Sraun linear engine-driven,
heat-actuated heat pump
[DEB4-016647] p 129 N8S-13188
Tekwortd Co, Hampton, Va.
Effects of leading-edge devices on the low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of a highly-swept
arrow-wing
(NASA-CR-172531] p 476 N85-22365
Tel-Aviv Untv. (Israel).
A multistage time-stepping scheme for the
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-0035] p 207 A85-19472
Implicit Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) schemes for
steady-state calculations p 388 A85-28209
Implicit TVD schemes for hyperbolic conservation laws
in curvilinear coordinates
[AIAA PAPER 85-1513] p 721 A85-40948
Tennessee UnJv, KnoxvUte.
A study of lift characteristics of an upper surface blown
letwing with a rectangular nozzle p 145 N85-13767
Tennessee Untv, Tullahoms.
Numencal solutions of acoustic wave propagation
problems using Euler computations
[AIAA PAPER 84-2290] p 59 ASS-10845
Wind shear terms in the equations of aircraft motion
p35 A85-11981
Compressor and turbine models - numerical stability and
other aspects
(AD-A153811) p673 N85-28948
Tennessee Univ. Space Inst, Tullahoma-
Seventh Annual Workshop on Meteorological and
Environmental Inputs to Aviation Systems 26-28 October
1983. Tullahoma, Tennessee p 191 A85-18324
Flow control in a diffusing S-Ouct
(AIAA PAPER 85-0524] p 321 A85-25928
Aircraft performance in a JAWS rracroburst
p453 A85-28776
Acoustic shocks in a variable area duct containing near
some flows p474 A85-32632
Investigations of flow field perturbations induced on
slotted transonic-tunnel walls p 83 N85-12018
Contamination and distortion of steady flow field induced
by discrete frequency in aircraft gas turbines
[AD-A147092] p294 N85-16073
Aerodynamic improvements by discrete wing tip jets
[AD-A148981] p330 N85-18964
Texas A«M Untv, College Station.
Phase averaged acoustic measurements for a Mach
number 0.6 let
[AIAA PAPER 84-2320] p 61 A85-10867
Design parameters for flow energizers
[AIAA PAPER 84-2499] p 74 A85-13570
Practical flight test method for determining reciprocating
engine cooling requirements p 167 A85-16237
Analytical determination of propeller performance
degradation due to ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 85-0339] p 264 A85-20867
Analysts and testing for rotordynarrac coefficients of
turbulent annular seals with different
directtonaliy-homogeneous surface-roughness treatment
for rotor and stator elements
[ASME PAPER 84-THIB-31] p 289 A85-21293
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics of an NACA
0012 airfoil with simulated ice p2S2 A85-21844
Design parameters for flow energizers
pS47 AB5-35582
Performance degradation of helicopter rotor in forward
flight due to ice p 746 A85-42937
Rotordynamic analysis of the SSME turbopumps using
reduced models
[NASA-CR-171170] pS3 N85-10355
Heat transfer and pressure drop in blade cooling
channels with turbulence promoters
[NASA-CR-3837] p 128 N85-12315
Analysis and testing for rotordynamc coefficients of
turbulent annular seals with different directionally
homogeneous surface-roughness treatment for rotor and
stator elements p 188 N85-14134
Analysis for leakage and rotordynamic coefficients of
surface roughened tapered annular gas seats
p188 N85-14135
Theory versus experiment for the rotordynamic
coefficients of annular gas seals. Part 1: Test facility
and apparatus
[NASA-CR-174409] p 374 N85-19417
Propeller propulsion system integration: State of
technology survey
[NASA-CR-3882] p 398 N85-21119
Bectrooculographic measurement, fatigue and
variability of performance m simulated aircraft flight
p760 N85-29948
Texas Instrument*. Inc, Lewtsviila.
Optimal disturbance suppression with application to wind
[AIAA PAPER 85-1886] p 844 A85-45909
Texas Technological Univ, Lubbock.
Flow visualization of lateral let injection into swirling
crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0059] p 209 A85-19490
Electromagnetic resonances of cylinders and aircraft
model with resistive wires
[NASA-CR-174203] p 192 N85-15319
Preliminary results from the unsteady airfoil model
USTAR2
[AD-P004171] p325 N85-17956
Texas Univ, Austin.
New analytical results for AOTV guidance
[AIAA PAPER 85-1820] p 849 A85-43865
A study of the control of paniculate emissions from
turbine engine test cells p898 N85-35205
Textron Bell Aeiospace Co, Buffalo, M> Y.
Finger materials for air cushion vehicles. Volume V
Flexible coatings for finger materials
[AD-A151438] p601 N85-25545
Textron Bell Helicopter, Fort Worth, Tex.
Attack helicopter (AH-1T) cockpit systems integration
p 161 N85-14826
Integrated Technology Rotor/Right Research Rotor
(ITH/FRR) concept definition
[NASA-CR-166443] p 345 N85-18978
Investigation of imaging and flight guidance concepts
for rotorcrafl zero visibility approach and landing
[NASA-CR-166571] p 644 N85-27843
Textron, Inc, Irvine, Calif.
A review of foreign technology m aircraft flight controls
p 841 A85-45066
Thermo Election Corp, Wannam, Mats.
Open-cycle vapor compression heat pump
(PB8S-10147S/GAR) p 188 N85-14951
Thomas Electronic* Inc, Wayne N. J.
Manufacturing Methods and Technology (MM/T)
specifications for miniature cathode ray tube
[AO-A14S597] p54 N85-11298
Thomson-CSF, Issy l«s Moultnewix (France).
Map display for helicopters p 259 N85-16801
Thurtow and Associates Environmental Control
Consultants Ltd, Ottawa (Ontario).
Birds and aviation
[AD-P004177] p402 N85-19939
Birds and aircraft engine strike rates
[AD-P004184] p403 N85-19946
Control of mammals at airports
(AD-P004192) p404 N8S-19957
Airport site selection and design
[AD-P004193] p428 N85-19959
Reducing gull use of some attractions near airports
[AD-P004195] p428 N8S-19962
Tokal Unlv, Hlratsuka (Japan).
Flow visualization of lateral let infection into swirling
crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0059) p 209 A85-19490
Tokyo Untv. (Japan).
Computation of flow around a circular cylinder m a
supercritical regime
[AIAA PAPER 85-1660] p 715 A85-40756
Some numerical analyses of flows with separation
p 605 N85-26616
Toledo Untv, Ohio.
Full two-dimensional transient solutions of
electrothermal aircraft blade dexang
[AIAA PAPER 85-0413] p 248 A85-19734
Wake effects on the aerodynamic performance of
horizontal axis wind turbines
[NASA-CR-174920) p 702 N85-29364
Toronto Untv, Oownsview (Ontario).
A study of crashworthiness of light aircraft fuselage
structures: A numerical and expenmental investigation
[UTIAS-286] p 149 N85-14803
Fluid-dynamic model of a downburst
[UT1AS-271] p609 N85-27441
Toronto Univ. (Ontario),
Crashworthiness of light aircraft fuselage structures A
numerical and expenmental investigation
p 20 N85-10399
Critical conditions for the automatic control of landing
from decision height in variable winds
f.UTIAS-284] p 154 N85-14830
A model of hypersonic two-dimensional oblique
detonation wave ramjet
[UTIAS-TN-257] p 891 N85-34139
Transamerica DelavaL Inc, Santa Monica, Calif.
Flow characteristics of a partially submerged liquid
pickup
[DE85-008744] p 699 N85-28276
Transportation Research Board, Washington, D.C.
Issues m air transport
[PB85-121374/GAR] p 333 N85-18030
Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge, Mass.
General aviation activity and avionics survey
[AO-A149S72] p384 N85-21103
TRW, Inc, Cleveland, Ohio.
Energy efficient engine Volume 2 Appendix A
Component development and integration program
[NASA-Cfl-173085] p 34 N85-10991
TRW, Inc, Redondo Beach, Calif.
An expenmental study of three-dimensional shock
wave/turbulent boundary layer interactions in a supersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-1566] p711 A85-40691
Turfaomeca & A. - Brevets Szydtowski, Borde*
(France).
Design and test requirements for development of today' s
engines p266 N85-15737
Nondestructive tests of ceramic components for aircraft
turbines p 583 N8S-26718
TuskegM Inst, Ala.
An improved computer model for prediction of axial gas
turbine performance losses
[NASA-CH-174246] p 265 N85-15724
u
United Technologies Corp, East Hartford, Conn.
Analysis of airfoil leading-edge separation bubbles
[AIAA PAPER 83-0300] p 79 A85-15327
Calculation of confined swirling flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-0060) p 285 A85-19491
A linearized unsteady aerodynamic analysis for transonic
cascades p 229 A85-20744
Energy efficient engine flight propulsion system
preliminary analysis and design report
[NASA-CR-174701) p28 N85-10947
Energy efficient engine combustor test hardware
detailed design report
[NASA-CR-167945] p 28 N85-10950
Helicopter rotor
[CH-637890-A5] p 574 N85-25245
C-32
CORPORA TE SOURCE Weapons Systems Research Lab., Salisbury (Australia).
United Technologies Rasaarcri Center, East Hartford,
Conn.
Three-dimensional invisctd flow analysis of turbofan
forced mixers
[AIAA PAPER 85-00861 P 210 A85-19510
A procedure tot the calculation o( supersonic Hows, wth
strong viscous-imnscid interaction
[AIAA PAPER 85-01661 P 213 A85-19562
Viscid/inviscid interaction analysis of separated
trailmg-adge flows P 39° A85-29076
Generalized wake geometry for a helicopter in forward
flight and effect of wade deformation on airloads
P472 A8S-31986
Development and evaluation of a generic active
helicopter vibration controller p 496 A85-32004
Numerical investigation of internal high-speed viscous
flows using a paraBolKS technique
[AIAA PAPER 85-1409! P 632 A85-39768
Analysis of transitional separation bubbles on infinite
swept wmgs ^^
[AIAA PAPER 85-168S1 P 717 A85-40770
Helicopter rotor blade design for minimum vibration
[NASA-CR-3825] P 19 N85-10032
High temperature static strain sensor development
program p29 N8S-I0959
Laser speckle technique for burner liner strain
measurements P 29 N85-10960
External fuel vaporization study, phase 2
[NASA-CH-1740791 P 45 N85-11252
Extended aeroeiasoc analysis for helicopter rotors with
prescnbed hub motion and blade appended penduluum
vibration absorbers
INASA-CH-1724551 P 8S N85-12036
Basic study of Waded disk structural response
[AO-A146226] P112 N85-12061
High-temperature optically activated GaAs power
switching for aircraft o»tal electronic control
[NASA-Cn-174711l P"6 N85-12901
Unsteady stall penetration of an oscillating swept wing
[AD-P004156) P323 N85-17941
Synthesized airfoil da« method for prediction of dynamic
stall and unsteady airloads
[NASA-CR-3672] P 327 N85-18O05
Universal Energy System*. Inc, Dayton, Ohio.
Multi-ducted inlet combustor research and
development
[AO-A1537531 P 673 N85-28946
Universities Span Research Association, Columbia,
Md.
Design and performance of a fixed, nonaccelerating
guide vane cascade tnst operates over an inlet flow angle
range of 60 deg
[ASME PAPER 84X3T-75) p 475 A85-32964
University Colt of Swaifaaa (Wales).
Finite element methods for high speed flows
[ AIAA PAPER 85-15331 P 791 A85-40963
University Corp. for Atmospheric Research, Boulder,
Colo.
A preliminary mtercorflpanson between numerical upper
wind forecasts and research aircraft measurements of |et
streams
[NASA-CR-167884] P914 N85-35539
University of Northern Illinois, De Kalb.
Successful control of gulls and other birds at a sanitary
landfill
[AD-P004198] P<53 N85-19965
University of Southern California, Los Angeles.
Genesis of unsteady separation
[AO-P004173) P370 N85-I7958
Effects of temperature vanadon among droplets in an
evaporating fuel spray p520 N85-22562
University of Western Ontario, Londoa
Wavelength selection and growth of GoertJer vortices
p73 A85-12703
Valparaiso Univ., Ind.
Finite-volume soften* for transonic potential flow about
airfoils and bodies in art arbitranly-shaped channel
p734 A8S-42967
Vanderbllt Unlv, Nashville. Tenn.
Transitional, hyparveioaty aerodynamic simulation and
scaling in light of recent flight data
[AIAA PAPER 85-1028) P 621 A85-37661
The role of freestrea/n turbulence scale in subsonic flow
separation
INASA-CH-174UZ\ 9 87 N85-12870
VDO-Lurtfahrtgeraete W«k Adolf Schlndllng Om.b.H,
Frankfurt (West Germany).
Realization and testing of an expenmental color display
system for general aviation helicopters and aircraft
[BMFT-FB-W-84-042) P 262 N85-16872
Vehicle Research Corp, Pasadena. Calif.
Leading edge separation criterion for an oscillating
airfoil
[AO-P004175] p325 N85-17960
Vlgyan Research Associates, Inc, Hampton, Va.
An attached flow design at anaruntertennq leading edge
extension to a thick delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 85-03501 p 220 A8S-19689
An investigation of the tabbed vortex flap
p 547 A85-35583
Comparison of advanced turboprop installation on swept
and unswept supercritical wings at transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 85-1264) p 630 A85-39686
Effect of a wing-dp mounted pusher turboprop on the
aerodynamic characteristics of a semi-span wing
[AIAA PAPER 85-1286] p 631 A85-39700
Natural laminar flow airfoil design considerations for
wmglets on low-speed airplanes
[NASA-CH-3853] p 87 N8S-12863
The generation of rolling moments with the
superconducting solenoid model
(NASA-CR-172520] p 360 N85-18068
Method for the prediction of the installation
aerodynamics of a propfan at subsonic speeds
[NASA-CR-3887] p 476 N85-22369
An expenmental investigation of propfan installations on
an upswept supercritical wing at transonic Mach
numbers
[NASA-CR-172605] p742 N85-31013
VUtanova Unrv, Pa.
Aerostructure nondestructive evaluation by thermal field
detection. Phase 2. Technique refinement and quantitative
determination of flaw detection capabilities
[AD-AU96221 p417 N85-21155
Virginia Associated Research Center, Newport News.
An inerference assessment approach for a
three-dimensional slotted tunnel with sparse wall pressure
data P84 N85-12030
Virginia Polytechnic Inat and State Univ., Blscksnurg.
Noise control charactenstics of synchrophasing - An
analytical investigation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2369) p 17 ASS-10898
Noise control characteristics of synchrophasing - An
expenmental investigation
[AIAA PAPER 84-2370] p 17 A85-10899
Wavelength selection and growth of GoerUer vortices
p 73 A85-12703
Calculation of unsteady fan rotor response caused by
downstream flow distortions
[AIAA PAPER 84-2282] p 76 A8S-13960
A vortex-lattice method for general, unsteady
aerodynamics p 144 A85-18511
Experiments on the stability of crassflow vortices in
swept-wing flows
[AIAA PAPER 854493] p 231 A85-20873
Measurements of a zero-pressure-gradient boundary
layer blown by an asymmetric |et p 390 A85-29077
Vortex induced lift on a flat plate with a curved
forward-facing flap p394 A85-30175
A nonlinear analysis of infinitely long graphite-epoxy
cylindrical panels loaded with internal pressure
[AIAA PAPER 854770) p 522 A85-30291
An improved source model for aircraft interior noise
studies
[AIAA PAPER 85-0787] p 537 A85-30389
The effect of source location on the structural-acoustic
interaction of an infinite elastic shell
[AIAA PAPER 85-0788] p 523 A85-30390
Optimal symmetric flight with an intermediate vehicle
model p497 A85-32780
Onboard near-optimal climb-dash energy management
P497 A85-32781
Energy-modelled climb and climb-dash - The Kaiser
technique p 572 A8S-35350
Classical and neo-classical cruse-dash optimization
p650 A85-39212
Effects of non-uniform velocity profiles on dual lets in
acrossflow
[AIAA PAPER 85-1674] p 716 A85-40763
Optimization of cascade blade mistumng. I - Equations
of motion and basic inherent properties
p 771 A85-42365
Energy management of three-dimensional
minimum-time intercept
[AIAA PAPER 85-1781] p 838 A8S-43841
Mechanisms of transmission and control of
low-frequency sound in aircraft interiors
[SAE PAPER 850879] p 885 A85-50111
On-board near-optimal climb-dash energy
management p 21 N85-10931
The lateral-directional charactenstics of a 74-degree
Delta wing employing gothic pianlorm vortex flaps
(NASA-CR-3848) p82 N85-12009
Numerical simulation of the subsonic wing-rock
phenomenon p 116 N85-12064
GC-FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometry) of
jet fuels
[AD-A148272] P 285 N85-17155
An improved source model for aircraft interior noise
studies
(NA,SA-C(VU2517} p 305 N85-n666
Electronic displays Their strengths and weaknesses
for advanced high performance aircraft
p 349 N85- 19664
Optimal symmetric flight studies
[NASA-CR- 172508] P426 N85-21176
Expenmental and analytical investigation of fan flow
interaction with downstream struts
[NASA-CR-175756] p 556 N85-25201
An analytical investigation of dynamic coupling m
nonlinear, geared rotor systems p 607 N85-27218
Development and application of optimum sensitivity
analysis of structures
[NASA-CR-175857] p 608 N8S-27257
A survey of the turbulence in the marine surface layer
for the operation of low-Reynolds number aircraft
[AD-A154133] pSOO N85-30558
Energy management of three-dimensional
rninimunvtiiTie intercept
[NASA-CR-176174] p887 N85-35186
Virginia Univ., Chartottesville.
Hydraulic forces on a centrifugal impeller undergoing
synchronous whirl p 187 N85-14124
Vri|e Unlverslteit, Brussels (Belgium).
Turbulence structure in the boundary layers of an
oscillating airfoil
[AD-A153631] P637 N85-28926
w
Warner Robins Air Materiel Area, Robins AFB. Ga.
Electronics/avionics depots in the United States Air
Force Warner Robins Air Logistics Canter
[AD-P004000] p71 N85-11981
Warsaw Univ. (Poland).
Meteorological measurements with motor gliders in
Poland p 915 N85-35555
Washington Univ., Seattle.
Crack arrest in structural ceramics p 41 A85-1 1671
Blade tip geometry - A factor in abrading sintered seal
matenal p 110 A85-13714
Spatial vanatran of sea surface temperature and
flux-related parameters measured from aircraft m the
JASIN experiment
{ AD-A 1 49321 ) p 1 30 ASS- 1 5425
Metallurgical and mechanical phenomena due to rubbing
of titanium against sintered powder Nichrome
p291. A85-22281
An expenmental investigation and numencal prediction
ol tnermomechanical phenomena in nigh speed rotor tip
rubbing p 351 A85-25442
Transonic shock-wave/turbulent boundary-layer
interactions in a circular duct p 474 A85-32610
Viscous shock-layer flowfield analysis by an
explicit-implicit method p 474 A85-32612
An expenmental study of three-dimensional shock
wave/turbulent boundary layer interactions in a supersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-1566] p711 A85-40691
Expenmental and numencal investigation of supersonic
flow through a square duct
[AIAA PAPER 85-1622] P 714 A85-40728
Measurements of turbulent correlations in supersonic
flows with longitudinal surface curvature
[AIAA PAPER 85-1656] p 715 A85-40754
Multiple transonic shock-wave/turbulent boundary-layer
interaction in a circular duct p 869 A85-48533
Washington Univ., SL Louis, Mo.
Design of helicopter rotor blades for optimum dynamic
cttaractenstics
[NASA-CR-178076] p 760 N85-31044
Waterloo Univ. (Ontario).
Transient motion of hypersonic vehicles including time
history effects
[AIAA PAPER 85-0201 ] p 268 A85-19585
Watteeuw (M. C.) N.V, Bruges (Belgium).
Case depth on flanks of gears for helicopter
gearboxes p 528 N85-23780
Weapons Systems Research Lab., Adelaide (Australia).
Wind-tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
charactenstics of the Standard Dynamics Model in coning
motion at Mach 0 6
[AIAA PAPER 85-1828) p 814 A85-43869
(Australia).
Wind tunnel tests on a tube-launched missile
configuration with a deflectable nose control and a novel
wrap-around fin stabiliser
(AR-003-696) p8 N85-10003
C-33
Welding Inst, Cambridge (England). CORPORA TE SOURCE
Welding insL, Cambridge (England).
Laser drilling of aeroengine components
p 531 N85-24290
Westland Aircraft Ltd, Yeovll (England).
Helicopter data acquisition in WHL
p 254 N85-15676
The evolution of active control technology systems for
the 1990's helicopter p 680 N85-27911
Westland Helicopters Ltd, Yeovll (England).
The design and development of an integrated core
system lor Battlefield helicopters p 260 N85-16811
Fine filtration An attractive route towards lower
helicopter operating costs p 503 N8S-23774
The evolution of active control technology systems for
the 1990's helicopter p 591 N85-26758
Weston (Roy F.), inc. West Chester. Pa.
Installation restoration program Phase 2; Stage 1
problem confirmation study. Ouluth International Airport
Duluth, Minnesota
[AD-A148318] p 278 N85-16885
Wichita State Univ., Kara.
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transfer and pressure charactenstics in hypersonic flow
p 550 A85-35773
IDA measurements for leading edge vonex core of a
strake-wing p 550 A85-35774
An expenment research of boundary layer control
technique for multi-component airfoils
p 550 A85-35775
Numerical calculation of separation flow over severely
indented blunt body p 551 A85-35777
An implicit technique for computation of base fiowfield
p 551 A85-35778
Wall lift interference corrections in ground effect
testing p 592 A8S-357S1
A numerical study of the separation flow by
Navier-Stokes equation past a circular cylinder and
sphere p 551 A85-35782
The separation cntena and flow behavior for
three-dimensional steady separated flow
p 551 A85-35783
The aerodynamical calculation of the wing section with
separation p 551 A85-35784
An expenmental study of the behavior of 30-turbulent
boundary layer in and out of the separation region at
wing-plate junction p 551 A85-35787
The study on the wing leading edge vonex breakdown
p 551 A85-35791
Numerical analysis of a 3-0 separated flow
p552 A85-35792
Numencal computation of extended Kalman filter and
its application to aerodynamic parameter identification of
reentry satellite p 610 A85-35796
The alleviation and control of the asymmetry load at
high angle-of-attack p 583 A85-35797
Expenmental research on the effect of separation flow
on ablation in supersonic turbulent flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-0975] p 694 A85-37625
Row-field matnx solution for flow along arbitrarily twisted
S1 surface employing non-orthogonal curvilinear
coordinates p 622 A8S-37927
Quasi-three-dimensional blade design code
p622 A85-37928
The solution of transonic flow through three-dimensional
turbine blade p 622 A85-37929
Families ot vanational principles for the semi-inverse and
type-A hybrid problems on a S2-streamsheet in mixed-How
turbomachines p 622 A85-37930
A general theory of hybrid problems of fully 3-0
compressible potential flow in turbo-rotors I - Axial flow
stream function formulation p 622 A85-37931
Computation of the thrust performance of axisymmetnc
nozzles p 622 A85-37932
Balloon system and balloon-borne experiments in
China p 640 A85-38310
A second-order approximate method for transonic
small-disturbance potential flow and its application to the
analysis of flows over airfoils p 625 A8S-36922
An integral method of wall interference correction for
low speed wind tunnel p 682 A85-38962
The computation of transonic nozzle flow-field by a
time-dependent method p 625 A85-38963
Numencal simulation ot three-dimensional transonic flow
in a turbomachinery p 625 A85-38965
The numerical calculation ot the pressure distnbunon
of sharp edge slender wings with leading or side edge
vortex separation p 625 A85-38966
The charactenstics compatibility conditions on the
boundary points are applied to time-marching methods for
transonic flow past plane cascades p 625 A85-38967
Investigation on reducing the flow noise of the 0 6 m x
06m tnsonic wind tunnel p 682 A85-38968
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Inv6sti93tion on configurations in longitudinal direction
wind-tunnel testing of forward swept wings
p625 A85-38969
The wind tunnel investigation for obtaining rolling
moment with small asymmetry p 674 A85-38970
An extension of the generalized vortex-lattice method
of supersonic sideslipping wings p 626 A85-38972
Expenmental investigation of heat transfer distribution
inside the gap of a flat plate-flap combination in a shock
tunnel p 695 A85-38973
Discussions on the regular behavior of the longitudinal
dynamic response of aircraft during vanable sweep
flights p674 A85-38974
A new technique to break diaphragms electrically in a
double-tube short duration jet simulation facility
p682 A85-38975
Model of the wind field in a downburst
p 701 A85-39218
Fracture behavior of glass-cloth/polyester composite
laminate at low temperature p 688 A85-39228
New iterative algorithm between stream function and
density for transonic cascade flow
[AIAA PAPER 85-1594] p 713 A85-40710
A numerical method to weaken shock in transonic
cascades p 727 A85-41815
A comparison of the Streamline Curvature Method with
the Matnx Method used for turbo-machinery design in
non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system
p728 A85-41816
Two-dimensional unsteady flow in Comprex rotor
p 728 A85-41819
Analysis of missile control system stability with Monte
Carlo method p 776 A85-42438
A discussion on lift and moment characteristics of
aerofoils in incompressible potential flows
p 730 A85-42441
Some observations on ctrcumferentially grooved casing
treatment p 771 A85-42442
Microcomputer for sircrsft Qun-siQht
p764 A85-42447
Transition effects of boundary layer on static and
dynamic stability of slender cone p 731 A85-42783
Oscillating oblique shock interaction with a laminar
boundary layer p 735 A85-42971
Microstructures and properties of HIP. HIP plus forged
and extruded P/M superalloy FGH95
p786 A85-43137
Wind-tunnel experimental investigation on flap spanwise
blowing p 738 A85-43226
Expenmental study on trie behavior of three-dimensional
turbulent boundary layer induced by a straight wing erected
on a flat plate p 738 A85-43227
An experimental investigation on location of boundary
layer transition on the NACA 0012 using surface hot film
gages p 738 A85-43231
On a generalized optmality criteria method
p795 A85-43232
Expenmental study on air iet vortex generator
p738 A85-43234
A plane-tracking method p 750 A85-43236
Dynamic analysis of rotor-beanng systems by finite
element metnod p 795 A85-43238
Some developments in vortex motion research
p738 A85-43239
Application of a new type of pole collocation equations
to designing the control law of a bHnput-multi-output
system p 804 A85-43240
Requirements and design method for matching aircraft
guns with then- supporting structure p 759 A85-43241
Quick geometry generation and surface mesh partition
for arbitrary 3-D bodies p 759 A85-43242
Numerical calculation of flow field in afterburner ditfuser
of turbofan engine p 772 A85-43244
Design of airborne fiber-optic data bus system
p750 A85-43245
The effect of duect heating on combustion efficiency
of the chamber of let engine in the simulation test on the
ground p 835 A85-43699
Damage tolerance design for aircraft hubs made of cast
magnesium alloy p 852 A85-44250
Singular perturbation theory of longitudinal dynamic
stability and response of aircraft p 839 A85-44683
Eigenstructure assignment and its application in design
of flight control system p 860 A85-46822
An analogue method tor crack propagation life
prediction p 856 A85-46825
Vortex flow visualization studies of a strake-wmg in water
tunnel p 904 A85-47131
Approximate calculation of flow field in an inlet with
arbitrary cross sections and curved axis
p 872 A85-49652
A simple and effective difference scheme in
aerodynamics p 872 A85-49702
Vanational pnnciple families for hybrid problems of
blade-to-blade flow along axisymmetnc stream-sheet • A
unified variable-domain approach p 872 A85-49703
Vanational principle for two dimensional flows of the
compressible ideal fluid with incontnuous surfaces
p909 A85-49704
The rolling vortex-damping of supersonic wing
p872 A85-49705
Research on implicit approximate-factorization
finite-difference method for the Euler equation
p873 A85-49706
A calculating method of the breakdown feature of the
leading-edge separating vortex for slender delta wings
p873 A85-49707
On rolling resonance and small asymmetrical
aerodynamic force of re-entry body p 873 A85-49708
Analytical solutions for unsteady Prandfl-Meyer flow
p873 A85-49710
Characteristics of systems engineering in aviation
science research
[AD-A145602J p67 N85-11899
For the sacred air space of our motherland; an interview
with our country's famous aircraft designer, Lu
Hsiao-Peng
[AD-A146291] p72 N85-11997
China report Science and technology
[JPRS-CST-84-042] p 138 N85-14789
New fighter aircraft reported p 139 N85-14790
F-7 supersonic day fighter viewed
p 139 N85-14791
A-5 supersonic attack aircraft described
p 139 N85-14792
Details of export A-5 dose-support aircraft given
p 139 N85-14793
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A148704] p204 N85-16762
China report Science and technology
[JPRS-CST-84-037] p346 N85-18982
Details of export A-5 dose-support aircraft given
p346 N85-18983
Acta Aeronautics et Astronautic Sinica (selected
articles)
[AD-A148830] p384 N85-19922
China report Science and technology
[JPRS-CST-84-026] p446 N85-20189
A fast algonthm of the finite difference method for
computation of the transonic flow pest an arbitrary airfoil
with the conservative full-potential equation
p395 N85-20191
A mixed finite difference analysis of the internal and
external transonic flow fields of inlets with centerbody
p446 N85-20192
A study for calculating rotor loads using free vortex
concept p395 N85-20194
Expenmental investigation of heat transfer to bluff
cylinders and cones in hypersonic rarefied gas flow
p396 N85-20195
New air supply-prime mover facility for engine tests
detailed p446 N85-20204
China report Science and technology
[JPRS-CST-84-039] p 446 NS5-20206
A locally linearized panel method tor trarWsubsonic flow
past an oscillating wing p 396 N85-20212
Transonic pressure distnbution computations of a
flexible wing p 396 N85-20213
On relaxation of transonic flows around zero-lift airfoils
and convergence of seH^orrecting wing tunnels
p396 N85-20214
Finite difference computation of the flow around airfoils
—in two-dimensional transonic slotted wall wind tunnel —
p396 NSS-20216
Acta EJectromca Siraca (selected articles)
(AD-A148829) p447 N85-20252
A calculation of slender delta wing with leading-edge
separation by quasi-vortex-lattice metnod
p400 N85-21423
CalcuiatiOT of the flow around truck wings with separation
vortices p4OO N85-21424
An experimental investigation of flap turbulent heat
transfer and pressure characteristics in hypersonic flow
p4OO N85-21426
China report Science and technology
[JPRS-CST-84-008] pSOO N85-22J84
Improved Y-11 general-purpose transport designated
Y-12 pSOO N85-22385
CARD'S low-speed wmd tunnel described
p516 N85-22849
China report Science and technology
[JPRS-CST-84-012] p530 N85-24140
Harbin's subsonic, transonic wmd tunnel detailed
p517 N85-24143
China has developed a new version of fighter aircraft
(AD-A155293] p 830 N85-32118
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Calculation of the minimum-time loop maneuver for get
aircraft p 269 A8S-19876
Microprocessor control of turboprop engines
p263 A85-19877
History of the development and manufacture of flight
simulators in Czechoslovakia and the rest of the world
p275 A85-19878
The hydraulic and electrohydraulic elements used in
flight simulators P 287 A85-19886
Simulation of aircraft control systems on flight
simulators p415 A85-29861
Television systems for flight simulators
p 427 A85-29862
Simulators for training aircraft maintenance personnel
p 427 A85-29863
Problems m the simulation of the automatic flight control
systems of aircraft p 424 A85-29864
Current trends in the development of flight simulators
p427 A85-29866
Prospects for the development of flight simulation
equipment p 427 A85-29867
Expenmental investigation of losses and secondary flow
in an axial compressor stage p 524 A8S-31007
Pirate element solution of non-viscous flows in cascades
of blades p 552 A85-36335
Control of secondary flow in a turbine stage •
Expenmental and theoretical study p 727 A85-41804
DENMARK
Pretwtst and shear flexibility in the vibrations of turbine
blades p 657 A85-37233
The bird strike situation and its ecological background
in the Copenhagen Airport Kastrup
(AD-P004203] p 404 N85-19970
Bird Stnke Committee Europe
[AD-P004207] p405 N85-19974
FINLAND
Dynamic and aeroelasnc action of guy cables
[VTT-18] p 608 N85-27276
FRANCE
Choking phenomena in multiflow nozzles with and
without viscosity effects p3 A85-10540
The damage tolerance design philosophy
p46 A85-10543
Metallurgical aspects of metallic materials and damage
tolerance in accessory gearboxes p46 ASS-10544
The forward swept wing and the Grumman X-29A
p4 A85-10546
In situ aircraft inspection by pulsed laser holography
p 1 A85-10554
Theoretical study of two-dimensional and
three-dimensional potential flows with rotational source
terms - Application to turbomachmes p 50 ASS-11729
Finite element calculation of potential flow around
wings
(ONERA. TP NO 1984-68] p7 A85-12603
Aerodynamic visualization techniques
[ONERA, TPNO 1984-80] p 52 A85-12609
Expenmental investigation of the sweep effects on a
helicopter blade tip
[ONERA. TPNO 1984-81] p7 A85-12610
Study of the unsteady transonic flow on rotor blade with
different tip shapes
- [ONERA. TPNO. 1984-82] p7 A85-12611
Theoretical study of two dimensional stall in an
incoHipiessible flow
[ONERA, TPNO 1984-83] p7 A85-12612
Right tests of a sweptback parabolic tip on a Dauphin
365N
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-84] p7 ASS-12613
Improvement and extension of a computational method
for three-dimensional transonic flows
[ONERA, TPNO. 1984-99] p8 A85-12620
Calculation of unsteady transonic separated flows by
viscous-invtsad interaction
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-100] p 8 A85-12621
The inverse problem of aztmuthal correlations of an
acoustic far field and modeling of sources of jet noise
p 132 A85-12775
A comparison of triple-moment temperature-velocity
correlations in the asymmetnc heated |et with alternative
dosure models p 124 ASS-14378
A method for calculating turbulent 3-D flows in
diffusers p 79 A65-14889
Computation of unsteady aerodynamic pressure
coefficients in a transonic straight cascade
p 79 ASS-14893
Calculation of streamlines from wall pressures on a
fusiform body p 79 A85-14894
Noise generated by a subsonic iet
p 134 ASS-14895
The circular cylinder in subsonic and transonic flow
p79 A85-15329
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Simulation in engineering sciences: Applications to the
automatic control of mechanical and energy systems.
Proceedings of the International Symposium. Nantes.
France. May 9-11. 1983 P 131 A85-15651
liquid-fueled ramjets
(ONERA. TP NO 1984-1121 P111 A85-15832
Crack growth life-time prediction under aeronautical type
[ONEHA, TP NO 1984-113] P 125 A8S-15833
A straight cascade wind-tunnel study o( fan blade flutter
in started supersonic flow
(ONERA. TP NO. 1984-117) p 125 A85-15837
Computation of unsteady aerodynamic pressure
coefficients m a transonic straight cascade. II
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-1181 p 80 ASS-15838
Aerodynamic methods used in France for the study of
propellers for high-speed aircraft
(ONERA. TP NO. 1984-120) p 81 A85-15840
Modem propeller profiles
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-1211 p81 A85-15841
Dynamic behavior of a preplan
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-1221 P 111 A85-15842
Ultra light wall wind tunnel
(ONEHA. TP NO. 1984-129) P 117 A85-15846
Active control of buffeting on a modem transport-aircraft
wing configuration in a wind tunnel
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-131 ] P 116 A85-15847
On the use of inverse modes of calculation in 20
cascades and ducts
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-132) p 81 A85-15848
Theoretical study of helicopter-rotor nose
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-140] p 134 A85-1S858
Experimental methods for the analysis of dynamic
phenomena found in helicopters P 155 A85-16199
Very-short-pulse modulator using asymmetric
thynstors P 185 A85-1S466
T2 wind tunnel adaptive walls • Design, construction
and some typical results P 175 A85-18501
Aeronautical gas turbines -1 p 168 A85-18721
Aeronautical gas turbines. II P 169 ASS-18722
ETW. the European eryogemc wind tunnel will be built
in Cologne, West Germany p 175 ASS-18723
Aeronautical tubes and pipes p 185 A85-18724
25.000 flight hours in the Alpha get by the 8th chase
squadron. I P 159 ASS-18725
Essential design features of A310
[SAWE PAPER 15691 P 160 A85-18821
Modem announcement methods in air terminals
p 175 A85-18868
The new Jakarta international airport
p 176 ASS-18869
Aeronautical roadways - Peculiarities of airport
runways P 176 A85-18870
Aeronautical roadways - Publication of admissible loads.
The new ACN/PCN method P 176 A85-18871
Aeronautical roadways - The French method of
evaluating the loadbeanng capability of aeronautical
roadways P 178 ASS-18872
Reinforcements for aeronautical roadways
p 176 A85-18873
The noise problem and the airport environment
p 191 A85-18874
Computation of three-dimensional Hows for application
to transonic compressors
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-148] p 204 A85-19260
A sensor for detection of unsteady distortion maxima
in air intakes
[ONERA. TP NO 1984-1481 p 205 A85-19262
Aerodynamic studies linked to the development of
deployable nozzles
(ONERA, TP NO. 1984-149] p 205 A8S-19263
A comparison of different three-dimensional singularity
methods for modelling internal flows
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-150) p 205 ASS-19264
Noise of an airfoil in a flow
[ONERA, TP NO. 1984-155] p 303 A85-19269
The accuracy of tnals with powered 1/2 models in the
S2MA wind tunnel
(ONERA, TP NO 1984-156] p 272 ASS-19270
Tests of air inlets on ovJ aircraft
[ONERA. TP NO. 1984-157] p 272 A85-19271
Tests, in the transonic regime, of a model motorized
by a blowing turbine 23 cm in diameter (9 inches) in the
31 MA wind tunnel
[ONERA. TP NO 1984-158] p 272 ASS-19272
Interpretation of fatigue crack growth in aluminium alloys
under programmed block loading p 281 A85-20790
Aeronautical gas turbines III p 264 A85-21420
The most spectacular equipment - ETW
p276 A85-21422
Creation and extension of airports - Procedures and
practice p 307 A85-21945
Calculation of three-dimensional unsteady
incompressible flows by a vortex method
p 291 A85-22240
Renegade 250 • Right evaluation or boat nde?
p252 A85-22273
ONERA - The aeronautics supercomputer is put into
service p 302 A85-22274
Vibrations of a plate induced by an aerodynamic
turbulent boundary layer p 377 A85-22575
Israel - New details on the future 'Lavi'
p 340 A85-23923
Expenmental and theoretical study of transition
phenomena on an infinite swept wing ,
p317 A85-24804
Expenmental study of the unsteady flow around a
buffeting wmg p317 A85-24805
High performance composite materials: New
applications and industrial production; Proceedings of the
Fourth International Conference and Exhibition, Bordeaux,
France. October 17-20. 1983 p 362 A85-24809
Current status of carbon fiber and composite
development p 382 A85-24810
Use of high performance composite materials in modem
aircraft structures p 341 A85-24818
The SEPCARB carbon-carbon materials, friction
materials p363 A85-24820
Airborne Ooppler radar antennas p 335 A8S-24832
Power traveling-wave tubes for modem airborne
radars p 335 A85-24845
A multipurpose synthetic sporturo rodsr
p335 A85-24887
A facetting model of target glint p 367 A85-24S99
What can CM) transport aircraft do with Navstar?
P337 A85-25817
GPS/Navstar - Some expenmental results
p337 A85-25818
An example of a French Navstar/GPS receiver
p337 A85-25819
Design methods and technology of transport aircraft of
today and tomorrow p312 A85-26014
The role of computers in aerodynamic and structural
research and development at Avtons Marcel
Dassault-Breguet Aviation p341 A85-26015
Row fields near bodies placed in rarefied subsonic and
supersonic jets p322 A85-26016
The evolution of high-thrust turboiet engine technology
P3S3 A8S-26017
Active control of helicopter vibrations through multoyclic
controls p 356 A85-26018
Laser anemometry - Beyond laboratory techniques
p369 A85-26019
Aeronautical technology in airborne systems
p338 A85-26020
An engine for a light helicopter p 353 A85-26024
Unsteady transonic phenomena around highly swept
wings p322 A85-26025
New technology in the A320
(AIAA PAPER 84-2444] p 342 A85-26324
A new era in commercial aircraft flight management
p382 A8S-27448
A vtscous-inviscid interaction method for computing
unsteady transonic separation
[ONERA. TP NO 1985-5) p 387 A85-27885
X-marchmg methods to solve the Navier-Stokes
equations in two- and three-dimensional flows
[ONERA. TP NO. 1985-6] p 387 A85-27886
Transition calculations in three-dimensional flows
[ONEHA. TP NO. 1985-7] p 387 A85-278S7
Quantitative exploitation of tracer visualization obtained
in the hydrodynamic tunnels of ONERA
(ONERA, TP NO. 1985-10] p 442 A8S-27889
Applications of a photomultiplier to visualization of
aerodynamic flows by laser tomography
[ONERA. TP NO. 1985-11) p 442 A85-27890
Rotor wake measurements for a rotor in forward flight
[ONERA. TP NO. 1985-12] p 387 A85-27891
Numerical calculation of rotor performances in real flight
configurations
(ONERA, TP NO 1985-13) p 388 AB5-27B92
Overview of icmg research at ONERA
[AIAA PAPER 85-0335) p 401 A85-28028
Aeronautical applications of adhesive bonding
p384 A85-29854
Powder metallurgy in aeronautics in 1983
p43S A8S-29855
Internal aerodynamics of infrared suppressors for
helicopter engines p 507 A85-32012
Contribution to the linear dynamic analysis of slender
bodies in low and medium frequency ranges
[ONERA, TP NO 1985-95] p 525 A85-3234S
Mamage of merual-reference and air-data systems now
assured p 488 A85-32486
New performance management system being tested on
anA300 p 504 A85-32488
New airborne systems developed for navaids test and
calibration p 488 A85-32489
Numerical optimization method for airfoil design
p 475 A8S-33014
FRANCE
Multi-dimensional case of an entropic vanationai
fomulation of conservative hyperbolic systems
p 535 A85-33018
The laminated epoxy French glider Pegasus
p 520 A85-3324!
The use of carbon weaves and tapes - Technical ana
economic surveys p 520 A85-332»2
Design and testing of axisymmetnc nozzles for
ion-molecule reaction studies between 20 K and 160 K
p 596 A85-33537
The history and evolution of aeronautical meteorology
p 608 A85-35957
Tnangular finite element methods for the Euler
equations p 601 A8S-36414
Numencal methods for the time dependent compressible
Navier-Stokes equations p 553 A85-36415
Right systems of future commercial aircraft
p 567 A8S-36426
Errare humanum est p 567 A85-36429
MLS exists • We have tested it p 567 A85-36430
Dynamic behaviour of cold wires m heated airflows (T
in the range from 300 to 600 K) p 694 A85-38069
long-duration flights using MIR (infrared balloon
system) p 639 A85-38307
First results of a stratospheric expenment using a
Montgolfiere Infra-Rouge (MIR) p 639 A85-38308
The bonding of matenals for propulsion systems
p687 A85-39175
Computation of three-dimensional flow using the Euler
equations and a multiple-gnd scheme
p 627 A85-39200
2-0 and 3-0 Euler flow calculations with a second-order
accurate Galerkin fimte element method
[AIAA PAPER 85-1706] p 718 A85-40779
Unsteady charactensocs of an airfoil interacting with a
vortical wake
(AIAA PAPER 85-1707] p 718 A85-40780
ATR 42 • The definitive configuration certification
program begun p 755 A85-40911
The 'new look' ramiet p 766 A85-40912
Anane 4 has already 'flown' in wind-tunnels and off a
simulated launch pad p 782 A8S-40913
Hermes - A cockpit inspired by the Airbus A320
p782 A8S-40914
The 'Sphenflex' • A new rotor-hub concept '
p 755 A85-40920
Unsteady viscous flow round moving circular cylinders
and airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 85-1490] p 720 A85-40930
Numencal study of a non-centered scheme with
application to aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 85-1497] p 720 A85-40935
3-0 finite element solution of steady Euler transonic flow
by stream vector correction
[AIAA PAPER 85-15321 p 722 A85-40967
The ATRE 72 - Design and performance features
p757 A85-41916
The first intelligent aircraft p757 A85-41917
Numencal solution of unsteady two-dimensional viscous
flow around bodies p 734 A85-42970
A TACAN-based approach and landing aid
p 821 A8S-43564
Radiation. propagoon, fluid-structure coupling,
Colloquium on Aeronautical Acoustics. 9th. Compiegne.
France. November 14-16. 1984. Reports Parts 1 & 2
p 861 A85-44037
A surface finite element method for elasto-acoustic
coupling p 961 A85-44038
Mechanisms of acoustical energy transfer by a cylindrical
shell near the nng frequency p 861 A85-44039
The transmission of acoustic energy by a finite cylindrical
shell excited by external plane waves
p 861 A85-44040
The propagation of acoustic modes in the annular
circular duct of turbomachmery in the presence of swirling
mean flow p 861 A85-44041
A technique for the evaluation of the magnitude of
acoustic power radiated from the duct of a turboiet using
a point measurement p 861 A85-44045
Noise bands associated with the turbulence-rotor
interaction p 862 A85-44046
Capabilities of the high speed anechoic wind tunnel at
Lyon University p 848 A85-44049
The Icarus multicolor visual display system for fighter
aircraft p 831 A85-44051
All-weather low altitude penetration
p 821 A85-44052
The technical evolution of on-board clocks
p 853 A85-44Q53
Geometric deterioration of precision - The case of
Navstar (GPS) and multilateral systems
p 821 A85-44054
Information displays for piloting modem aircraft
S> 825 A85-44238
Organization of the cockpit in future aircraft
p 825 A85-44239
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Information displays in the modem aircraft - The
equipment manufacturer's point of view
p 831 A85-44240
Pseudo-noise and noise p 862 A85-45670
Use of a radiance amplifier for visualizing seeded
aerodynamic flows p 855 A85-45671
New car&on fibers and the aircraft of the future
p852 A85-45738
The use of visualization as a guide in the numerical
determination of the Now around an abruptly accelerated
elliptic cylinder or airfoil p 904 A85-47127
An aeroeiastic testing technique in a straight cascade
wind-tunnel p 896 A85-47161
Active control of the buffeting response on a large
modem crvil airplane configuration in wind tunnel
(ONERA, TP NO. 1985-26] p 893 A85-47253
Review of aeronautical fatigue investigations in France
dunng the period 1983-1985
[ONERA. TP NO 1985-42] p 880 A85-472S6
A study of the physical mechanisms and the
perturbations created by the attachment of an arc to a
conducting cylinder
[ONERA, TP NO. 1985-47] p 904 A85-47258
E and H fields measurements on the Transall C160
aircraft dunng lightning flashes
[ONERA, TP NO. 1985-48] p 876 A85-47259
In-flight electrical conductivity measurements
[ONERA. TP NO. 1985-61 ] p 912 A85-47264
Extension and use of numerical procedure for the three
dimensional unsteady transonic flows
[ONERA. TP NO. 1985-67] p 868 A85-47269
An examination of turbulence models for a separating
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
[ONERA. TP NO 1985-74] p 904 A85-47273
Ceramic heat exchangers for gas turbines or turboiets
[ONERA. TP NO 1985-35] p 904 A85-47288
Aerodynamic models for propellers for fast aircraft
[ONERA. TP NO 1985-55] p 868 A85-47301
Unsteady aerodynamic forces induced by aeroeiastic
vibrations of a turbotet engine in a nacelle
[ONERA. TP NO. 1985-56] p 880 A8S-47302
CAUTHA ATC simulator strives for realism
p897 A85-48857
Expenmental method for the study of comer flows
(AAAF PAPER NT 84-06] p 870 A85-48988
The unsteady properties of a flow wrthm a schematic
air intake
[AAAF PAPER NT 84-09] p 870 A85-48989
Turbulence in air inlets
[AAAF PAPER NT 84-10] p 870 A85-48990
A finite difference model for flows around an air intake
(AAAF PAPER NT 84-11 ] p 870 A85-48991
Numerical simulations of viscous fluid flows m air intakes
at high angles of attack
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applications in crvri aviation
[DGLH PAPER 84-092] p 748 A85-40311
The DFVLR flight-test vehicle ATTAS
[DGLH PAPER 84-093] p 753 A85-40313
Right test of the gust-alleviation system OLGA
[OGLR PAPER 84494] p 775 A85-40313
The Kryo-Kanal Koeln (KKK) as an example of a
htgher-Reynolds-numoer wind tunnel
[DGLH PAPER 84-095] p 777 A85-40314
Stages m the development of the external wind-tunnel
balance
[DGLR PAPER 84-096] p 777 A85-4031S
The working group on detached flows - New impulses
for flow research and aerodynamics
[DGLR PAPER 84497] p 709 A85-40316
Cockpit layout by cooperation between aircraft
manufacturer and airline companies
[DGLR PAPER 84498] p 753 A85-40317
New nonmetallic structural composites for
military-aircraft construction
[DGLR PAPER 84-102] p 783 A85-40320
The use of nonmetallic fiber-reinforced composites m
the construction of civilian aircraft - The case of the Do
228
[DGLR PAPER 84-103] p 783 A85-40321
The transonic wind tunnel of the Munich Institute for
Air Transport Technology and Light Construction of
HSBw
(DGLR PAPER 84-107] p 777 A85-40324
Flexible, adaptive walls for transonic wind tunnels in the
su*?y?nM*- and supersonic regions
[DGLR PAPER 84-108A] p 777 A85-40325
New adaptive test section for the high-speed wind tunnel
of the DFVLR Goettngen
(DGLR PAPER 84-108B] p 778 A85-40326
The modem fighter aircraft - Comparative conf igurational
considerations
(DGLH PAPER 84-110] p 753 A85-40327
The representation of aircraft-external
store-interferences under supersonic conditions
[DGLH PAPER 84-1121 p 709 A85-40328
The employment of 3-D programs in aircraft design
[OGLR PAPER 84-113] p 754 A85-40329
The test stand flies with the aircraft' - Engine condition
monitoring in the case of the Airbus A 310 of the
Lufthansa
[DGLH PAPER 84-114] p 764 A85-40330
A data-processing procedural chain in structural
mechanics
[DGLR PAPER 84-115] p 801 A8S-40331
Use of CAD/CAM systems during the
development/construction of the A320
[DGLR PAPER 84-116] p 801 A85-40332
Dynamics of helicopter air combat
[DGLR PAPER 84-124] p 801 A85-40337
Short-range antjarmor flight vehicles of the
Apache/CWS family
[DGLR PAPER 84-125] p 707 A8S-40338
Argus - Standoff-reconnaissance with unmanned rotor
platform
[DGLR PAPER 84-126] p 754 A85-40339
Wind-tunnel technology for the development of future
commercial aircraft
[DGLH PAPER 84-127] p 778 A85-40340
Unsteady aerodynamics on the ZKP large-scale model
as a result of rapid control-surface motion
[DGLfl PAPER 84-130] p 710 A85-40342
Requirements for future aircraft programs from the
perspective of an airline company in international
competition p 708 A8S-40346
Specific differences in future cockpit design due to civil
and military applications p 762 AB5-40347
Navier-Stokes solution for hypersonic flow over an
indented nosetjp
[AIAA PAPER 85-1504] p 721 A85-40940
long on aircraft - Again a topic of interest
p 745 A85-41065
Modernization of the Braunschweig low-speed wind
tunnel p 779 A85-41066
Landing path requirements for instrumental air traffic at
regional airports and landing strips p 780 A85-41331
Integrating aeronautical information for flight
operations p 745 A85-41727
Development of computational flow analysis for blade
rows p 727 A85-41813
Measurement of 3-D unsteady flow downstream of rotor
and stator blades in axial-flow compressors
p729 A85-41828
Influence of heat transfer between turbine and
compressor on the performance of small turfaochargers
p 793 A85-41833
Aspects of modem military aero engines
p 770 A8S-41848
Blade vibration on radial impellers excited by rotating
stall-cells and during surge p 771 A85-41854
Holographic-interferometnc vibration analysis for
fast-rotating constructional units p 794 A85-42659
The Airbus A 310-300 as an example of the construction
- of an FHP vertical tail fin — —
[MBB-UT-52-85-OE] p 758 A85-42677
Application of computer-axled structural optimization in
the design of aircraft components
[MBB-UT-21-84-OE] p 758 A85-42685
Row characteristics of a body of revolution at
incidence p 737 A85-42986
Dispersion strengthened aluminium extrusions
p786 A85-43143
The technology of hot isostaoc pressing with reference
to silicon ratnde p 786 A85-43151
Modem processes for superdean metal powder
production p 795 A85-43154
High performance PM alloys - The pnce of allowing for
high stresses in components p 787 A85-43161
Estimation of stochastic gust loads, taking into
consideration unsteady air forces p 815 A85-44268
Flow visualization in water channels by means of a
procedure for the generation of very small air bubbles
p 853 A85-44270
Electronics - Key to future military helicopters
p 831 A85-44769
Design aspects, performance analysis and test results
of a strapdown single gyro attitude and heading
reference p 822 A8S-45021
Preventing collisions in air traffic - A system analysis
with special emphasis on transponder-assisted on-board
systems with selective addressing p 834 A85-45524
The economically of equipping aircraft with gas
turbine-propeller propulsion p 826 A85-45525
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Construction of a special computer for image production
using synthetic aperture radar p 834 A85-4S550
Improving reliability and lifetime of reiuvenated turbine
blades Pass A85-4S803
On the accuracy of boundary layer measurements in
cascades at high subsonic speeds p 867 A85-47163
Some results of experimental and analytical buffeting
investigations on a delta wing
(ONERA. TP NO. 1985-591 p 868 A8S-47262
Status and development trends of navigation systems
for general aviation p 879 A85-48175
European Workshop on Probe Calibrations
p896 A85-48523
The MCA method of determining thrust of jet aircraft
inflight P881 A85-49134
Recent advances in fatigue crack growth predictions
p910 A85-50065
Porsche aircraft engine P F M 3200
[SAE PAPER 850895] p 890 A85-50115
Data input processing and presentation
[NASA-TM-777391 p 66 N85-10856
Use of microprocessor techniques and new antenna
systems to improve the navigation aids very high frequency
omnidirectional radar (VOR). Doppler VOR and Instrument
Landing System (ILS)
[BMFT-F8-W-84-026I p 16 N85-10930
Insight Background information for multipurpose pilots'
Flight phenomena p 22 N85-10940
Winged first stages of space transport appliances
[TUM-HT-TB-84/3] p 40 N85-11125
Wind tunnel wall interference in closed, ventilated and
adaptive test sections p 82 N85-12014
Design of a basic airfoil for a slightly swept wing. Pan
1 Theoretical transonic airfod design
[OFVLR-FB-84-19-PT-1 ] p 88 N85-12043
Activities report in air traffic control
p98 N85-12047
Wind shear measuring on board an airliner
(NASA-TM-77463) p 131 N85-12521
Investigations of boundary layers in the Emrnen Federal
Aircraft works transonic tunnel, Switzerland
(FW-FO-1641) p88 N85-12877
Development and fabrication of refractory bodies for gas
turbine engines
[BMFT-F0-T-S4-180] p 113 N85-12899
To take off and to land safely, Hoechst 1678 tor ice
and snow free runways p 149 N85-13791
German domestic scheduled air transport in the year
2000
[ESA-TT-a281 p 149 N85-13792
TAF verification (airport weather forecasts)
[GEOPHYSBDBW-FM-205] p 191 N85-14420
Increase in the economy of design and process planning
by integrated and graphic data processing, phase 2
[BMFT-F8-W-84-028I p 196 N85-14589
Activities report of the aerospace industry in West
Germany
[ISSN-0176-5086) p 198 N85-14718
Operational loads data evaluation for individual aircraft
fatigue monttonng p253 N85-15669
Evaluation of operational loads to verify structural
design p254 N85-15677
Flight testing of Litton laser gyro strapdown system
LTN-90 for general aviation
[DFVLfl-MrTT-84-16] p245 N85-15709
Comparison between the properties of conventional
wrought and powder metallurgical alloys for turbine disc
applications p 283 N85-15739
Experiences with me use of a side-strut model support
system for high angles of attack in the Trmsorak wind tunnel
TMK
[DFVLfl.MnT-84^9] p277 N85-15763
Clearance flex-generated transverse forces at the rotors
of thermal turbomachines
[NASA-TM-772921 p 295 N8S-16180
The influence of fastener flexibility on load transfer and
fatigue life predictions tor mulUrow bolted and meted
joints
[LBF-FB-172/84) p 296 N85-16219
Built-in-test for first line testing p 202 N8S-16739
Maintainability- An ILS effort to manipulate ICC
p202 N85-16743
Documentation and separate test program development
is most important for test/maintenance
p 203 N85-16745
Experience in using on-aircraft software for testing
integrated systems p 302 N85-16747
Theoretical study of boundary-layer control
p 237 N85-16784
Drag reduction due to boundary-layer control by
combined blowing and suction p 237 N85-16785
Active and passive shock/boundary layer interaction
control on supercritical airfoils p 238 N85-16795
Evaluation of nose, roof, and mast mounted sensor
platforms for piloting and sighting, integrated in future
combat helicopters p 260 N85-16808
LPI-radar for helicopter obstacle warning
P297 N85-16810
Advanced flight simulation for helicopter development
p 277 N85-16815
Right tests with a new helicopter Force Feel System
(FFS) p 257 NB5-16818
Right research on visusl aids and navigation equipment
for helicopter low-level flight at night
p 261 N85-16820
Theoretical contributions to transonic flow analysis for
transport aircraft
(BMFT-FB-W-84-0361 p 239 N85-16838
Directions of the West German Ministry of Transport
for education and control of airline personnel (section 3,
chapters 2 and 12) p 243 N85-16848
Directions of the West German Ministry of Transport
for education and control or airline personnel. Report 6:
chapters 3/A and 3/B p 244 N85-16849
Measurement of signal separation between radio service
and air navigation service
[IRT-TB-8-40/82] p 246 N85-16860
Development production and testing of central control
and display unit for helicopters
(BMFT-FB-W-84-0391 p 261 N85-16871
Realization and testing of an experimental color display
system for general aviation helicopters and aircraft
[BMFT-FB-W-84-042] p 262 N85-16872
Right test of the Open Loop Gust Alleviation (OLGA)
system
[8MFT-F8-W-84-038] p 271 N85-16881
Activities report on West German owl airports. Part 1
Text
[ISBN-3-87977-055-7-PT-11 p 279 N85-16887
Activities report for the West German Civil Airports. Part
2: Tables
[ISSN-3-87977-055-7-PT-21 p 279 N85-16888
Composite repair of aircraft structures
p285 N85-17059
Flexible manufacturing system for the production of
aircraft parts
IBU-PNH-90237-(8019.3153)] p 297 N8S-171S9
FRG ceramic engine components (PET)
p297 N85-17193
Description of MBB computerized design techniques for
A320 p303 N8S-17194
Aeroacoustics at the OFVLfl Brunswick Research
Center A survey on recent and current activities
(OFVLfl-MITT-84-14] p 306 N85-17677
Proceedings of the workshop on unsteady separated
flow held at the United States Air Force Academy on August
10-11.1983
[AD-A148249) p313 N8S-17937
Supermaneuverability
(AD-P004153] p342 N8S-17938
The Prandtl Hergesell protect of a national research
establishment for aeronautics
[ESA-TT-83S] p 313 N85-17993
Current status of trailing edge loss calculation for a
turbine bfade
[PNR-902441 p354 N85-18061
Development of high temperature ceramic parts for
vehicular gas turbines
[PNR-90245] p354 N85-18062
FRG firms jump into market for auto, aircraft ceramics
p364 N8S-18225
Activities report in aerospace in West Germany
[ISSN-0070-39661 p 379 N85-18947
Digest of the Deutsche Lufthansa report 1983
[ISSN-041S-603X) p379 N8S-18948
On the flow processes in sharply inclined and stalled
airfoils in parallel movement and rotation
(NASA-TM-77509] p 328 N8S-18952
Profile design for wings and propellers
[NASA-TM-77785) p 328 N85-18953
The design of sport and touring aircraft
[NASA-TM-77783) p 344 N85-18975
Right mechanics analysis of dynamic derivatives of the
Domter variable wind tunnel model
[ESA-TT-854] p395 N85-19937
Worldwide birdstnke statistics of Lufthansa German
Airlines
(AD-P004183] p403 N85-19945
Landscape management on airports for reduction of bird
populations
[AO-P004194] p428 N8S-19960
First stage of equipping a Do 28 as a research aircraft
for rang, and first research results
(ESA-TT-855) p416 N85-19982
Irvflignt investigation of the effects of time delay in
control system on flying qualities in landing approach
[DFVLR-FB-84-35] p 425 N85-19989
FRG'3 DFVLR ready for participation in space station
P433 N85-20176
MBB uses superplastic forming, diffusion bonding for
alloys p 446 N8S-20177
Three-dimensional unsteady lifting surface theory m the
subsonic range
[ NASA-TM-77812) p397 N85-21111
Determination of the drag of free flying particles in
supersonic flow with a pulsed laser p 400 N85-21129
Program INNAVSAT Global Positioning System (GPS)
Test and demonstration program
(BMFT-FB-W-84^)47) p 410 N85-21145
Algorithms for automatic tour-dimensional aircraft
guidance, considering the momentary wind situation
(OFVLH-FB-84-40) p 410 N85-21146
Theoretical and experimental investigations of dust
loaded flow fields in industrial halls
[BMFT-FB-MA-84-044) p 449 N85-21411
Dynamic wind tunnel testing for active control
research p 514 N85-22352
Guidance and control research flight testing with NFS
320 test aircraft p 514 N85-22355
Avionics Flight Evaluation System (AFES)
p 505 N85-22357
Air combat simulation: Methods, models, trends
p 498 N85-22359
Testing of the digital flight control system of the German
CCV fighter expenmental aircraft p 514 N85-22361
Oxidation resistant matenals for hot gas turbines and
jet engines
[AO-B087399L] p 507 N85-22389
Flexible manufacturing system for the production of
aircraft parts
[PNFI-90237] p 468 N85-23687
Oscillating airfoils and their wake
[NASA-TM-77831) p 478 N85-23701
Boundary layer control by transition fixing
[DFVLH-MITT-84-171 p 479 N85-23712
Problems of the application of wind tunnel results to
aerodynamic performance of large aircraft
p 479 N85-23713
Boundary layer transition control for takeoff and landing
configurations p 480 N8S-23714
Transition fixing in the high speed range for the
development of crvH aircraft wings p 480 N85-23716
The influence of transition stnps on the pressure
distribution on transonic profiles p 480 N85-23718
Transition fixing and simulation of high Reynolds number
flow at transonic velocities p 480 N8S-23721
Investigation of the aerodynamic forces on bluff bodies
at high Reynolds numbers
[DFVLR-MITT-84-19] p 481 N8S-23727
The design of high-performance gliders
[NASA-TM-777721 p 500 N8S-23750
Do new aircraft need new technologies and certification
rules? p 503 N8S-23795
Activities in flight mechanics and flight control
[ISSN-0720-7808) p 515 N85-23803
Generation of marker lines on fatigue fracture
surfaces p 532 N85-24328
Disturbance to the population due to flight operations
at landing fields Questionnaire on community reaction
to non-commercial and sporting aviation
[NASA-TM-76531 ] p 534 N85-24537
Transonic pressure distributions on a two-dimensional
0012 and supercnbca! MBB-A3 profile oscillating in heave
and pitch p 554 N85-25173
The application of transonic unsteady methods for
calculation of flutter airloads p 585 N8S-25186
West Europe report Science and technology
[JPRS-WST-44-012] P601 N85-2S552
MBB uses new CFC form tool for titanium alloy air
intake p 601 N35-25553
MBS cost-reduction plan for Airbus construction
descnbed p 542 N85-25616
FRG puma! analyzes state, prospects of airbus
programs: General analysis p 542 N8S-25638
Some aspects of how to design cost-effective flight
control systems p586 N85-26639
Wind modelling for increased aircraft operational
efficiency p 559 N85-26652
Simulation- A tool for cost-effective systems design and
live test reduction p613 N85-26657
Terrain following without use of forward looking
sensors p 569 N85-26659
The use of pressure sensing taps on the aircraft wing
as sensor for flight control systems p 606 N85-26660
Aspects of application of ACT systems for pilot workload
alleviation p 588 N85-26734
Some flight test results with redundant digital flight
control systems p 589 N85-26739
OLGA An open loop gust alleviation
p 590 N85-26744
Realisation of relaxed static stability on a commercial
transport p 590 N85-26746
Active control technology expenence with the Space
Shuttle in the landing regime p 590 N85-26747
The flight control system for the Expenmental Aircraft
Programme (EAP) demonstrator aircraft
p 591 N85-26755
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Research and development Technical and scientific
reports 1984 p 613 N8S-27724
New flow physical aspects in aerodynamics
[MBB-FE-122/S/PUB/133] p 562 N85-27725
The application of computer aided structural optimization
to the design of aircraft components
(MBB-UT-21/84-O] p578 N85-27728
Some aspects of how to design cost-effective flight
control systems
[MBB-LKE-32/S/PUB/1431 p 591 N85-27729
Flight test support aircraft Advanced Technologies
Testing Aircraft System (ATTAS) for the OFVLH
[MBB-FE-732/S/PUB/1541 p 578 N85-27730
Advanced flight simulation for helicopter development
(MBB-UD-416/84-O] p 594 N85-27731
Investigations of the accuracy of Die Digital
Photogrammetry System (OPS). a rigorous
three-dimensional compilation process for pushbroom
imagery
[MBB-UA-753/83-O] p609 N85-27734
Utilization of an automated riveting system m aircraft
construction
[MBB-UT.11/84-O] p578 N85-27736
Design of a basic profile for a low sweep airfoil. Pan
2: Experimental investigation on the DFVLR-W1 airfoil
profile in the Brunswick transonic wind tunnel
[DFVLR-FB-85-01-PT-2] p 635 N85-27833
Analysis of unsteady pressure measurements on a
supercritical airfoil with a harmonically oscillating trailing
edge flap at subsonic and transonic speeds
[OFVLR-FB-84-49] p 636 N85-27837
Methods for design aerodynamics of modem transport
aircraft
[DFVLR-FB-85-05] p 636 N85-27838
Development of a fuselage forward section in Carbon
Fiber Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) type of construction
[MBB/LFA34/CFK/PUB/008] p 651 N85-27851
Three powered sailplanes as meteorological
instrumentation for atmospheric boundary layer studies at
DFVLH
(DFVLR-FB-84-50) p 653 N85-27862
The Avionics Flight Evaluation System (AFES) of
DFVLR
[OFVLR-Mnr-85-01] p657 N85-27864
Reaction-bonded and fiber-reinforced SiC static and
dynamic gas turbine components
[BMFT-FB-T-84-302] p 672 N85-27874
In-flight investigation of the influence of pitch damping
and pitch control effectiveness on landing approach flying
qualities of statically unstable transport aircraft
[DFVLfl-FB-84-12] p676 N8S-27880
Identification of gust input and gust response
characteristics from Do 28 TNT flight test data
[DFVLH-FB-84-48] p 676 N85-27881
Proposals for the determination of necessary elevator
handling charactenstics of sailplanes in high speed
range
(DFVLR-FB-84-52] p 676 N85-27882
Aspects of application of ACT systems for pilot workload
alleviation p677 N85-27887
Some flight test results with redundant digital flight
control systems p 678 N85-27892
OLGA: An open loop gust alleviation system
p678 N85-27897
Realisation of relaxed static stability on a commercial
transport p679 1485-27899
The flight control system for tne Experimental Aircraft
Programme (EAR) demonstration aircraft
p680 N85-27908
Adaptive wall wind tunnels and wall interference
correction methods
(DFVLR-IB-222-84-AJ7] p 683 N85-27912
Test devices for aeronautical research and technology
fNASA-TM-77651) p 683 N85-27914
The gust simulation apparatus of the 3m x 3m low speed
wind tunnel of the DFVLR in Qoettingen. West Germany
rDFVLR-FB-85-04) p 684 NB5-27920
Data processing on the rotor test stand at DFVLH in
Brunswick- Microprogrammable interfaces and array
processor as key components in a PDP 11 real time data
acquisition and processing system
[DFVLR-MITT-85-03) p 684 N85-27921
Integral profile method for production of carbon fiber
sheets
(MBB/LFA34/CFK/PUB/006] p 690 N85-27975
Heat resistant Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics (CFRP)
hardening equipment
[MBB/LFA33/CFK/PUB/007] p 690 N85-27976
Investigation of air pollution impact in Eastern Bavana:
Measurement results from August and September, 1984
[DFVLR-FB-85-03J p 702 N85-28471
Helicopter aeromechanics: Introduction and historical
review p 653 N8S-2B914
Mission requirements and handling qualities
p 680 N85-28918
The role of simulation p684 N85-28919
Air traffic Instruments, airports, companies, post, cargo
and passengers p 641 N85-2S932
Experimental and theoretical determination of the
wing-induced lateral wind on the tad surfaces in oscillating
rolling motion Part! Application of the Mobile Oscillating
Derivatives (MOD) on an experimental part
[IFD-1/84-PT-1] p654 N85-28939
Experimental and theoretical determination of the
wing-induced lateral wind on the tail surfaces in oscillating
rolling motion Pan 2. Theoretical investigations for
calculation of the lateral wind
[IFD-1/84-PT-2] p654 N85-28940
Preparation of interactive silicon nitnde powders
[BMFT-FB-T-84-303] p 691 N8S-29066
MBS expands CADAM system for a 320 program
p704 N85-29099
Lightning-safe carbon fiber composite for Airbus tail
unit p692 N8S-29100
DFVLR research in aluminum-lithium alleys
p692 N8S-29105
Structural Analysis
[OFVLH-Mrrr-84-21] p 701 N85-29313
Research on structural analysts at tne DFVLR.
Brunswick p 701 N85-29314
The static aeroetastjcity of a composite wmg
p701 N85-29321
Contributions on the subject of longitudinal movements
of aircraft in wind shears
[NASA-TM-77837] p 702 N85-29432
A supersonic potential gradient method tor the
calculation of unsteady aerodynamic pressures on
harmonically oscillating wings
fDFVLR-FB-«5-11) p 744 N85-31026
Data set 8. ZKP wing, oscillating aileron
p 744 N85-31029
Thirty years' activities for aircraft safety
p747 N85-31033
Definition and layout of a traffic generator for an air
traffic control simulation
[ESA-TT-S88J p 748 N85-31034
A feasibility study for tne use of electronic flight strips
m ATC controller workstations
(DFVLR-FB-85-08] p 751 N85-31039
Simulations of strapdown-system errors and error
compensation methods
[DFVLH-MITT-84-221 p 751 N85-31040
Using regression analysis for determining air data sensor
errors by means of an inerbal navigation system
(ESA-TT-886] p 751 N85-31041
Evaluation of radio navigation systems and their
configuration with respect to minimum cost
[ESA-TT-847] p 751 N85-31043
Flight-mechanics test with a restricted flying aircraft
model in a wind tunnel
[ESA-TT-885] p761 N85-31053
Design of a basic airfoil for a slightly swept wing. Part
1. Theoretical transonic airfoil design
[ESA-TT-892] p 761 N8S-31054
Design and implementation of input signals for
identification of pilot/aircraft models
[ESA-TT-880] p 762 N85-31055
Expenences with the use of a side-strut model support
system for high angles for attack in the TMK Tnnsonik
Wind Tunnel
[ESA-TT-895] p 781 N85-31069
West Europe report Science and technology
-(JPRS-WST-85-020) p_797__N85-31333_ .
MBB demonstrates new research aircraft ATT AS
p762 N85-31334
On the evaluation of boundary layer measurements on
boattailed bodies of revolution in axisymmetnc
compressible subsonic flow
[ESA-TT-883] P 798 N85-31471
On the state of knowledge on meteorologically caused
icing of aii craft m clouds
fESA-TT-861) p801 N85-31736
Experimental investigations on airfoils with different
geometries in the domain of high angles of attack-flow
separation
[NASA-TM-77892] p 818 N85-33110
The contnbutton made by flight mechanics to cnnf
aviaoon p 878 N85-35169
Estimation of flight mechanical variables by means of
Kalman filters p876 N85-35171
Proceedings of Meteorological Motor Glider (MEMO)
Workshop '84
[DFVLR-Mirr-85-04] p914 N85-35542
Motor glider meteorology p 914 N85-35543
Typical and historical aspects of motor gliders as
meteorological measuring aircraft p 888 N85-35544
Control variables in vertical wind determination using
simple flight-mechanical equations p 914 N85-3S546
A comparison between Falcon data and motor glider
data p914 N85-35547
Case studies tor flux measurements along a low-flying
route to the south of Munich p 915 N85-35548
Environmental-physical measurements and
determination of atmospheric turbulence with trie ASK-16
motor glider p915 N85-35549
Measurements for the determination of the vertical
structure of the convecdve boundary layer
p915 N85-35550
Partitioning of the vertical turbulent energy transport into
positive and negative contributions p 915 N85-35551
Aircraft measurements during the Bonn Expenment
(BONEX 1) p 915 N85-35552
The determination of lee circulation during the foehn
wind p 915 N85-35554
Development and operation ot a measuring data
acquisition system for use in light airplanes
p912 N85-35556
Accuracy and error analysis P 916 N85-35S57
The principles of wind measurement with the help of
aircraft p 916 N85-35558
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Electric power systems in aircraft - Comments to the
Standard GOST 19705-74 p 110 ASS-14275
Method for calculation of ATC-taolrty capacity utilization
in preplanning air-traffic movements p 150 A85-17450
The importance of aircraft center-of-gravity position for
flight control p 356 A8S-25521
Cosmic interpolation of terrestrial potential values
p 451 A85-26476
Development and testing of the BPS-1000 parachute
system for the MMR-06-DART meteorological rocket
system p 685 A85-38608
Use of programmable calculators onboard commercial
aircraft p 763 A85-41397
Descending flight and its optimization
p 756 A85-41398
CMA-771 - A new OMEGA onboard system
p 749 A85-41399
Polyurethane paint systems - High surface quality
p784 A85-41400
GREECE
Accumulation of fracture probability as damage
accumulation for the prediction of service life and crack
propagation in dynamically loaded aviation sheet metal
p 122 A85-12944
Thin turbomachinery blade design using a finite-volume
method p314 A85-23957
Algorithms tor improved, heading assisted, maneuver
tracking p644 AS5-39458
A computational study of the unsteady shock-wave
structure in a two-dimensional transonic rotor
p629 A85-39578
H
HONG KONG
Expenmental investigation of the partial impingement
of a |et on a half-plate p316 A85-24202
HUNGARY
Right-management systems p 355 A8S-25S20
Conference on Fluid Machinery. 7th. Budapest, Hungary.
September 13-16. 1983. Proceedings. Volumes 1 & 2
p524 A85-30775
INDIA
Simplified transonic integral equations for lifting profiles
and wings p6 A85-12034
Hypersonic large-deflection similitude for oscillating
delta wmgs p 78 A85-14853
Free vibration charactenstics of periodically stiffened
panels with damped stringers p 182 A85-16763
Scan rates of Next Generation Weather Radar
p 191 A85-17486
A theoretical study of stability of a ngid rotor under the
influence of dilute viscoelasoc lubricants
(ASME PAPER 84-TRIB-17] p 289 A85-2127B
Flight testing of a wing section with laminar flow
control P233 A85-22227
Design of lifting symmetric supercritical airfoils
p233 A85-22228
Influence of blowing rate and injection angle on the
performance of a film-cooled blade p 265 A85-22231
Universal matrices to obtain thermal load vectors for
the family of arusotropic plane triangular finite elements
p 291 A85-22232
Flow behind an attached shock wave in a radiating
gas p233 A85-22308
Pulsed Ooppler radars for weather observation and flight
safety enhancement p 374 A85-24903
Range ambiguity resolution in an airborne medium PRF
pulse Doppler radar p 335 A85-24911
Anomalous clutter interference in radar ranging
p335 A85-24912
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Aerodynamic force measurements in the II So hypersonic
shock tunnel p 320 A8S-254S1
Orientation relationship between alpna-pnme titanium
am) silictde S2 in alloy Ti-6AI-5Zr-0 SMc-0 25&
p434 A85-27814
Importance ot phase measurements in mechanical fault
diagnosis of rotating machinery p 442 A85-27980
Rotorcraft air resonance in forward flight with various
dynamic inflow models and aeroefastjc couplings
p492 A8S-30943
Study of flow field in the near wake of delta wings
p472 A85-31753
Observations of tip vortex cavrta&on inception tram a
modal marine propeller p 526 A8S-33220
Effect of counterpoise on VOH antenna radiation
patterns p 566 A8S-33999
Performance assessment of exothermic compounds for
directional solidification p S96 A85-34201
Exact solution for wind tunnel interference using the
panel method p 591 A85-34734
Flutter analysis of cantilevered quadnlateral plates
pSOO A8S-35296
Heat transfer from rectangular plates inclined at different
angles of attack and yaw to an air stream
p600 A85-35593
Perturbed motion of airplane and safe store
separation p674 A8S-38168
Explosive forming of low cartoon steel sheet into a
stepped disc shape p 694 A85-38169
Stratospheric flights with large polyethylene balloons
from equatorial latitudes p 639 A85-38304
Design of a pitch orientation control system for aircraft
control in stall region p 893 A85-47701
An adaptive control of an electro-hydraulic position
control system p 893 A85-47702
R and 0 programmes at the National Aeronautical
Laboratory
[AR-22] p807 N8S-32022
R and 0 activities of the Aerodynamics Division
p74S N85-32023
R and 0 activities of the Materials Science Division
p788 N85-32024
R and 0 activities of the Propulsion Division
0799 N85-32025
R and D activities of the Structural Sciences Division
p799 N85-32026
R and 0 activities ol the Systems Engineering Division
p808 N85-32027
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
Simulators/training devices for commuter airlines
p 174 A85-17232
The European transonic wind-tunnel ETW • A cryogenic
solution p 174 A85-17240
Secondary surveillance radar mode S potential
applications and future requirements in Europe
[AIAA PAPER 84-2735) p 153 A8S-17892
Advanced technology - The key to European
competitiveness p200 A85-21680
Rotating stall cells in a low-speed axial flow
compressor p385 A85-26753
Measurement ot the radial flow along a low speed
compressor blading during unstalled and stalled
operation p 729 A85-41834
Advanced propulsion through the 1990s - An airframer's
view
[AIAA PAPER 85-11921 P 758 A85-42670
Parabolic aircraft flights - An effective tool in preparing
microgravity experiments p 782 A85-42697
The coming impact of general aviation aeroplane and
rotorcraft on the world's aviation systems
p810 A8S-44304
The imposition of flow control avoids ATC overloads
P879 A85-48851
Irnhal European Central Data Sank of air traffic demand
now in operational mats p 879 A85-48852
The growing impact of general aviation on the world's
aviation system p 877 A8S-48861
ISRAEL
Induced drag and lift of wing by the piecewise continuous
kernel function method p 6 A85-11976
Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and Astronautics.
25th. Techmon - Israel Institute of Technology. Haifa and
Tel Aviv, Israel, February 23-25. 1983. Collection of
Papers p 70 ASS-13876
Modular potential flow computation including fuselage
and wing tip effects p 75 ASS-13677
Investigation of the axial velocities induced along rotating
blades by trailing helical vortices p 75 A85-13678
Further investigation of the coupled flapping and torsion
dynamics of helicopter rotor blades p 102 ASS-13680
YF16-CCV multivanable flight control design with
uncertain parameters p 114 A85-13681
GPS aided low cost strapdown INS for attitude
determination p 92 ASS-13684
Lifting rotor analysis at subsonic and transonic flow
p 75 A85-136S9
A modelling approach for autopilot design of a rolling
missile p 115 ASS-13691
A new technique to determine inflight store separation
trajectories p 70 ASS-13695
Improved auxiliary clutch for CH-53 helicopters
p 123 ASS-13699
Validation of zero-order feedback strategies for
medium-range air-to-air interception in a horizontal plane
p 70 ASS-13702
The influence of an inclusion or a hole on the bending
of a cracked beam p 123 A85-13703
A standard computer bus for MIL-STO-1750A avionics
computers
(AIAA PAPER 84-2679] p 194 A85-17860
Zerotn-order feedback strategies for medium-range
interception in a horizontal plane p 157 A85-18327
Modeling of certain strapdown heading-sensitive errors
in INS error models p 153 ASS-18345
The aerodynamic behavior ot infinite swept wings -
Another point of view p 144 A85-18517
A study of the pulsation driving mechanism in pulsating
combustors p 368 A85-25477
The enigma of false bias detection in a strapdown system
during transfer alignment p 406 A85-26428
Information approach to fixed-gain design
p 455 A85-26608
Numeneal calculation of a laminar two dimensional
straight cascade flow p 386 A85-27348
Boundary layer flow over long cylinders with suction
p444 A85-29140
New fighter engines - A review I p 420 ASS-29342
The control of annular combustor exit temperature
profiles p 421 A8S-29346
Eccentric two-target model for qualitative air combat
game analysis
(AIAA PAPER 83-2122) p 535 A85-32782
A general model of helicopter blade dynamics
p570 A85-33471
Calculation of nonlinear subsonic characteristics of
wings with thickness and camber at high incidence
p545 A85-35126
Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and Astronautics.
28th. Haifa. Israel. February 8. 9. 1984. Collection of
Papers p615 A85-37176
Experimental determination of the effect of nonlinear
stiffness on the vibration of elastic structures
p692 A85-37177
A new unsteady prescribed wake model of the
aerodynamic behavior of a rotor in forward flight
p617 A85-37178
Influence of fighter aircraft load spectrum venations on
fatigue crack initiation and growth p693 A85-37181
Fatigue life evaluation program for the Kfir aircraft
p645 A85-37182
Computer aided tube routing design in aircraft*
p615 A85-37183
Crack growth analysis in multiple load path structure
p693 A85-37186
A program for computerized structural resizing of aircraft
structure subiect to strength and local panel buckling
criteria under multiple loading p 693 A85-37187
Crack propagation analysis of longitudinal skin cracks
in a pressurized cabin p 645 A85-37188
A supersonic panel method based on the triplet
singularity p617 A85-37191
Critical flutter parameters ot orthotropic rectangular flat
panels with in-plane loads p 693 A85-37192
The stability of symmetncal vortices in the wake of
elliptical cylinders in confined flow p 618 A85-37194
Nonequlibnum supersonic flows past oscillating 2-0
lifting surfaces and mm elastic bodies
p618 A8S-37197
First-order feedback strategies for variable speed planar
pursuit-evasion games p 703 A85-37198
Lift and drag of airfoils in nonumform supersonic
stream p618 A85-37200
Evaluation of nozzle throat matenals for ramtet
engines p 686 A85-37201
The evaluation of aerodynamic coefficients for
proiecules fired from a hovenng helicopter
D618 A85-37203
Fracture toughness of adhesively bonded joints
p688 A8S-39492
Combustion studies of metallized fuels for solid fuel
ramgets
(AIAA PAPER 85-1177] p 689 A8S-39840
Pursrt-evasion game analysis in a line of sight coordinate
system p 803 A85-41339
Vortex trajectories and breakdown on wing-canard
configurations p 731 A8S-42926
Convergence characteristics of a vortex-lattice method
for nonlinear configuration aerodynamics
p816 A85-45835
Optimization ot skhjump take-off performance
(AIAA PAPER 85-19621 p 827 A85-45946
Improved feedback algonthms for optimal maneuvers
in vertical plane
[AIAA PAPER 85-1976] p 845 A85-45956
Predictor laws for pictorial flight displays
p 824 A8S-46326
Determination ot leading-edge vortex trajectories Dy
schlieren photography p 904 A85-47150
The role of damping on supersonic panel flutter
p 907 A85-48557
Tail behaviour for suprema of empirical processes
[AD-A147629] p303 N85-17613
ITALY
Data communications and teleprocessing systems on
ground and on board of aircraft p 15 A85-12533
Wake flow past a plate with spoiler
p 140 A85-16U7
A quasi-conservative lambda formulation
[AIAA PAPER 85-0088] p 210 ASS-19511
Application of computer graphics to the preliminary
design of aircraft p 340 A85-24250
Adaptnnty and design cnterta of a latest-generation MTD
processor p 336 A85-2510S
A FORTRAN subroutine for the solution of periodic
block-tndiagonal systems p 457 A8S-27506
Expenmental investigation on advanced composite
stiffened structures under untaxial compression and
bending
[AIAA PAPER 85-0674] p 518 A8S-30259
The preliminary design of aerodynamic profiles
p475 A85-33350
Expenments in superplastic forming of helicopter
components p 598 A85-33474
Computation of steady supersonic flows by a
flux-difference/splitting method p 545 A65-3473S
Accurate and efficient solutions of transonic internal
flows
[AIAA PAPER 85-1334] p 631 A8S-39729
Base pressure control by passive methods
[AIAA PAPER 85-1620] p 714 A85-40727
A numencal experiment in the altimetry-gravimetry
problem II p 800 A85-4139S
Time dependent computation of the Euler equations for
designing 2-0 cascades, including the case of transonic
shock free design p 727 A85-41814
A numencal method for second order thin airfoil
theory p 815 A85-446Z6
Report of the Department ot Aerospace Engineering
p 71 N85-11977
Flight parameters recording for structure fatigue life
monrtonng p 292 N8S-15682
Equipment for preflight test of an Electronic
Countermeasures (ECM) avionic system
p293 N8S-15949
Study and realisation of a 3rd level maintenance center
based on ATE systems utilization p 202 N85-16735
Reliable software design for avionics and space
applications p 303 N85-16751
Turbulent bubbles behind airfoils and wings at hign angle
of attack p 296 N85-16779
Tactical HF communication for military helicopters using
the NVIS mode p 297 N85-16807
Helicopter active control with rotor blades relaxation
P270 N85-16819
Transport processes in the upper atmosphere
p 454 N85-20375
Possible technological answers to new design
requirements for power transmission systems
p 510 N85-23779
Problems of elastic hydrodynamic lubncation of
helicopter transmission gears p 521 N85-23784
Evolution of the design techniques for helicopter main
transmission gearboxes pSIO N85-23789
Activities of the Department of Aerospace Engineering
p706 N85-2984A
JAPAN
A study of fiction in high-speed face seals
P46 A85-10381
Engine noise measurement with acoustic shield wall
[ AIAA PAPER 84-2283 ] p 26 A85-10841
Influence of viscosity on the vortex sound
[AIAA PAPER 84-23391 p 62 A85-10880
Pressure distributions around an airfoil placed in a
periodically fluctuating air (low I - A flat plate
approximation p 5 A85-10970
Unsteady forces on a body immersed in viscous fluids
I - For a uniformly accelerated elliptic cylinder
P 47 A8S-10971
A study on configurations of casing treatment for axial
flow compressors p 26 ASS-10974
Robust model following system and its application
p 57 ASS-10998
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Anomalous interference in Omega VLF wave
propagation on east-to-west equatorial pains
p 14 AB5-11024
The numerical solution o) How around a rotating circular
cylinder in uniform shear flow p 122 A85-12768
A numencal study of gas-particle supersonic flow past
blunt bodies - The case of axisymmetnc flow
p 74 A85-12771
Influence of viscosity on aerodynamic sound emission
in tree space p 132 ASS-12880
The modelling and control of RC helicopter
P115 A85-1S657
Application of the finite element technique to
aerodynamic problems of aircraft p 104 A85-15882
A numencal analysis of unsteady separated flow by me
discrete vortex method combined with the singulanty
method pSI A85-1S884
The effect of vibration on film cooling over a gas turbine
blade p 168 A85-16576
Study ol delta wing characteristics as a fan Made model.
I - Visualization of three-dimensional flow by smoke wire
method p 144 A8S-18527
Exact solution of compressible potential flow past a body
of revolution at zero incidence-Especially for rngfi subsonic
flow p 144 A85-18528
An analysis of unsteady torque on a
quasi-three-dimensional centrifugal impeller
p 185 A85-16531
An improved version of the LTRAN2 for high frequency
domain p 205 ASS-19401
Theoretical study of blockage effect of wind-tunnel wall
on wake of two-dimensional flat plate normal to plane
wall p272 A85-19402
Expenmental investigation of blockage effect of upper
wall of wind-tunnel of wake of two-dimensional flat plate
normal to plane boundary p 272 A8S-19403
Comparative study of various quadratures for subsonic
lifting surface chordwise integrals p 205 A85-194O4
An analysis of the flow past an S-snaped rotor by discrete
vortex model p206 A85-19405
Application of laser interterometry to density
measurements in free jets p 206 A85-19406
Computational study of circulation control with suction
(AIAA PAPER 85-0042] p 208 A85-19477
Numencal study on the dynamic stall process of a NACA
0012 airfoil
(AIAA PAPER 854128) p212 A85-19539
Computation of unsteady shock-mduced vortex
separation
[ AIAA PAPER 854183) p 214 A85-19573
Review of the origin of Japanese Industrial Standard
P280 A85-20545
Off-design point characteristics of the preceded gas
turbine cycle with liquefied hydrogen as fuel
P289 A85-20884
Drag of the fundamental shapes of parachutes
p 231 A85-20998
Report from Japan p 308 A85-21948
Unsteady flow at the outlet of the high specific speed
centrifugal compressor impeller
[ASME PAPER 84-JPGC-GT-10] p 365 A8S-23194
Characteristics of gas-lubncated spherical spiral groove
beanngs p 365 A85-23628
Study of a bounded jet flow considenng the initial
turbulence - Experiments with a nozzle having aspect ratio
of 3 P367 A85-24565
Dispersion process of let engine exhaust plume
p 351 A85-24569
The numencal analysis of transonic flow around a circular
airfoil using hybrid difference scheme
P386 A85-27825
The effect of a small blowing on vortex-breakdown of
a swirling flow p 393 A85-29964
Lifting surface approach of oscillating wings in weak
shear flow p 394 A8S-30201
Flutter and divergence boundary prediction from
nonstationary random responses at increasing flow
speeds
[AIAA PAPER 854691) p 523 A85-30357
A note on tower wake/blade interaction noise of a wind
turbine p 470 A85-30773
Simulation of initially forced mixing layers
P525 A85-32031
Grid generation for inlet configurations using conformal
mapping p 474 A85-32633
Ionic radn and electronegatnrties of effective sintering
aids for Si3N4 ceramics p519 A85-32850
Development of automatic data acquisition system for
RJ 500 engine p 516 A85-33353
Comparison of various numencal techniques in gas
dynamics P475 A85-33354
Identification of power analysis models tor ETS-III
operation p 595 A85-34426
Effects of measurement errors in estimating the
probability of vertical overlap p 567 A85-36510
Interaction of twin turbulent circular let
p617 A85-37049
Subsonic multiple-jet aerodynamic window
p693 A85-37216
Numencal simulation of hypersonic viscous tore- and
afterbody flows over capsule-type vehicles at angles of
attack
[AIAA PAPER 85-0924) p 620 A85-37593
Development of balloon-come reel-down and-up winch
system p 640 A85-38311
Feasibility studies of 'Polar Patrol Balloon'
p647 A85-38321
Structural optimization p 694 A85-38352
Man-powered aircraft p615 A85-383S3
A study on the method for solving the equation of
subsonic oscillatory lining-surface theory. IV - Computer
program SOLST 1 p 622 A85-38355
An evading path against 3 D obstacles
p674 A85-38357
Minimum-time path through wind fietds
p647 A8S-38358
Research trend in advanced technology helicopter
p647 A8S-38360
Natural frequencies and flight loads of composite mam
rotor blade for helicopter p647 A85-38361
Wind tunnel experiments of the high-performance rotor
blades p622 A8S-38362
Terrain/wire and wirelike obstacles warning system tor
helicopters p 655 A8S-38363
Automatic flight control system (AFCS) of helicopter
using an optical control algorithm p 674 A85-38364
Study on the comfortability of helicopter - Right test of
acoustic noise level p 647 A85-38365
Experiment of turbulent round jet parallel to ground
plane p 622 A85-38367
Development of the BK 117 helicopter
p674 A85-38369
Aerodynamic characteristics of the Wets-Fogh
mechanism p 623 A8S-38370
Cl Beta of unswept flat wings in sideslip. II
p623 A85-38371
TheoretKal considerations in the aerodynamic
effectiveness of wmglets p628 A85-39224
Application of 3-O aerothenrol model and flow
visualization technique to the combustor exit gas
temperature study
[AIAA PAPER 85-1313) p 668 A8S-39718
Two-dimensional turbulent flow analysis in
turbomachmery by the finite element method
[ASME PAPER 84-WA/FM-2] p 633 A8S-39874
Application of boundary element method to neat transfer
coefficient frwuflMiiniMjiilf) around a gas turbine blade
[ASME PAPER 84-WA/HT-69) p 698 A8S-39897
Vector control of two-dimensional turbulent free iet by
both-side flaps p 789 A85-40358
Pipeline control system with high safety reliability
p778 A85-40543
Evaluation of Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for
leading-edge and shock-induced separations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1563) p 711 A65-40688
Transonic airfoil design based on Navier-Stokes
equation to attain arbitrarily specified pressure distribution
• An iterative procedure
[AIAA PAPER 85-1592] p 712 A85-40708
Computation of flow around a circular cylinder in a
supercritical regime -
[AIAA PAPER 85-1660] p 715 A8S-40756
Computational study of unsteady compressible flow
around an airfoil by a block pentaoiagnoal matrix
scheme
[AIAA PAPER 85-1692] p 718 AB5-40774
Prediction of the Reynolds stress in a compressor
[AIAA'PAPER 85-1197] p790 A85-40818
Computation of three-dimensional viscous transonic
flows with the LU factored scheme
[AIAA PAPER 85-1510] p 721 A85-40945
MU-300 flight test data system p 762 A85-40977
Stress measuring equipments for aircraft
p762 A85-40978
Aircraft flight recorder system p 762 A85-40979
Environmental testing of avionics p 763 A85-40980
Aerodynamic characteristics of swept propellers
p723 A85-40981
Row past blunt obstacles of circular section placed on
a plane boundary p 723 A85-40982
Dynamic characteristics of peripheral iet ACV I-Heaving
motion p 791 A85-40985
A method of estimating the probability of vertical overlap
using observed height data p 749 ABS-40986
Numencal calculation of unsteady transonic potential
flow over three-dimensional wings p 723 A85-40988
Unsteady, separated flow p 791 A85-40989
Categories and calculations of three-dimensional
boundary-layer-separation p 791 A85-40991
Recent tendency of flow field calculations with
three-dimensional separation around high velocity
vehicle p 723 A85-40992
The status of flutter suppression technology using active
controls P 775 A85-40995
A commenl on controlled diffusion airfoil
p 723 A85-40996
Interaction between shock waves and boundary layers
induced by sharp fin p 723 A85-40999
Dynamic characteristics of peripheral iet ACV II •
Pitching motion p 791 A85-41001
Titanium and its alloys for aerospace
p784 A85-41003
Heat resistant alloys for iet engines and high strength
steels for landing gears p 784 A85-41004
Advanced composites - Present status and future
trend p 784 A85-41005
Dynamic characteristics of peripheral iet ACV. Ill -
Coupling motion of heaving and pitching
p 791 A8 5-41006
Studies on the flow m supersonic axial-flow compressor
rotor VI - A possibility of two-dimensional supersonic
section having quast-axisymmetnc flows which satisfy
simplified radial equilibrium p 723 A85-41007
Status and trends of microwave landing system
p749 A85-41010
Invtscid hypersonic flow around a conical flat-top
wing-body combination p 723 A65-41011
A numencal calculation of propeller performance at static
condition and its comparison with expenment
p 724 A85-41012
A study of ramjet engine II • Altitude specific range at
the ceiling p 766 A85-41013
Right control systems and sensors for air transport
p 775 A85-41014
Right control technology m transport
p775 A85-41015
Radio navigation sensor p 749 A8S-41016
Multiple sensor p 763 A85-41017
Multiplexed data bus for aircraft and its role
p763 A85-41018
Optical technology for flight cuiitiol systems
p776 A85-41019
Recent advances in research and applications of
composite materials m aerospace structures
p784 A85-41021
Row past rectangular cylinder of square section placed
on a plane boundary p 724 A85-41024
Development trend on aircraft gas turbine engine
p766 A85-41025
Fan and compressor technology p 724 A85-41026
Combustors and their emission control technique
p766 A85-41027
Turbine component technology p 766 A85-41028
Structural analysis of aircraft gas turbine engines
p766 A85-41029
New functional requirement to aero-engine control
system p 766 A85-41030
Noise control technology for gas turbine engines
p766 A85-41031
Techniques for measurement of strain and temperature
in advanced engine development p 792 A85-41032
Engine materials p 784 A85-41033
On the propulsion system of the quiet STOL research
aircraft p 766 A85-41034
- -V2500 turbofan engine- ._ p 767 . A85-41035
Computational study of three-dimensional wake
structure
(AIAA PAPER 85-1617] p 725 A85-41404
An improvod ksrnsl function computation in subsonic
unsteady lifting surface theory p 726 A85-41739
1983 Tokyo International Gas Turbine Congress, Tokyo.
Japan. October 23-29. 1983, Proceedings. Volumes 1. 2
&3 p767 A85-41776
A survey on gas turbine technology and research work
in Japan p 767 A85-41777
Unsteady heat transfer of oscillating wake flows
p726 A85-41781
Unsteady temperature analysis of air-cooled turbine
vanes p 767 A85-41783
Cooling characteristics of air cooled radial turbine
blades P 792 A85-41784
Expenmental study of temperature effect on turbine vane
cooling performance with multi-row ejection
p 768 A85-41788
A design technique for all sorts of gas turbine
combustors p 768 A85-41789
Combustor development for FJR710/600 engine
p 768 A85-41790
Research and development on combustors tor
advanced reheat gas turbine p 792 A85-41791
ThorniaJ cfi&fsctsnstics of 933 turbmo combustof in high
temperature operation p 792 A85-41793
Effects of heterogeneity of mixtures on gaseous
emissions m prermxed/prevaponzed combustion
p793 A85-41800
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Critical assessment of thermophysical properties data
ol combustion gases for calculating the performance of
gas turbine P 805 A85-41803
Fully-three dimensional flow field analysis through
turbine stages • Comparison Between computation and
expenments P 727 A85-11805
Design and performance comparison of three
high-speed fans P 768 A85-41807
An expenmental investigation Ol pressure tosses in
cooling air supply system for gas turbine rotor
p 769 A85-4t808
Measurements of flow field within an anal flow fan rotor
using a Laser Two Focus vetoetmeter
p727 A85-41809
Purely three-dimensional analysts of a flow in an axial
rotor by panel method P 728 A85-41817
Finite element analysis tor 3-D compressible potential
flow m turbomachinery P 728 A85-41818
A consideration concerning stall and surge Imitations
within centrifugal compressors. II P 793 A8S-41821
Slip Factor dependence on flow coefficient in centrifugal
compressors P 793 A85-41823
Research on supersonic drffusers of centnfugal
compressor by means of swirt flow I - Flow in a diffuser
at various Mach numbers P 728 A85-41824
Aerodynamic performance of a turbine scroll with a
diagonal flow nozzle P 729 A85-41825
Measurement of the three-dimensional unsteady flow
inside a rotor blade passage of an axial-flow fan
p 729 A8S-41827
Measurement of unsteady pressure distribution on
oscillating airfoils in a turbine annular cascade
p769 A85-41829
Development of high specific speed centnfugal
compressors for turbochargers P 793 A8S-41831
Development of a high specific speed radial-inflow
turbine for turbochargers P 793 A85-41832
Aerodynamic responses of turbine rotor blade to
sinusoidal gust of large vorectty p 729 A85-41835
Analyses of cascade flutter as a multi-eigenvalue
problem (on cascade composed of two groups of blades
having different natural frequencies)
p769 A85-41836
Aerodynamic charactensucs ot an airfoil oscillating in
transonic flow between parallel walls
p729 A85-41837
Development of low cost digital control system for small
gas turbine engine P 769 A85-41B39
Application of aircraft integrated data system on |8t
engine module performance monitoring and turbine blade
life accounting P 770 A85-41840
Performance of thermal bamer coating for gas turbine
airfoil in engine test P 765 A85-41841
Evaluation of abradable turbine seal by fnctran-wear test
and engine performance test P 770 A85-41842
Research and development of turbofan engine FJR710
- Updating P 770 A85-41849
Slipping behavior and fretting faogue in the dak/blade
dovetail region p 770 A85-418S2
Noncontact measurement of rotating blade vibrations
p 770 A85-418S3
A parametric study ol the unbalance vibration ol the
rotor supported in a light flexible casing
p 771 A85-41835
On the controllability limit of a human operator when
using a Bang-Bang type controller p 804 A85-42689
Propeller aerodynamic performance by vortex-lattice
method P 731 A85-429Z7
Iterative three-dimensional transom: wing design using
integral equations P 731 A85-42928
Transient aerodynamic characteristics ol a
two-dimensional airfoil during stepwoe incidence
variation P 731 A85-42929
3-D separation on bodies wrtn elliptic cross-section and
near root-section ol wing-body combination
p737 A85-4Z987
Impact bending of a rotating, ngid-plastic fan blade
P838 A85-45860
Design of the robust flight control system by realizable
linear compensator
[AIAA PAPER 85-1897] P 844 A85-45913
Application ol a new multivanable model-following
method to decoupled flight control P 846 A85-46339
Quantification of downwash and ground vortex of a lifting
rotor model by flow visualization technique
p867 A85-47134
Supplements to Theory of secondary flow in
cascades' p869 A85-48874
Numerical analysis of transonic flow around a
two-dimensional airfoil by solving full Navier-Stokes
equations P 869 A85-48875
Integral equation of lifting surfaces in Laplace domain
and analytic continuation of its pressure kernel
[NAL-TR-795T1 p9 N85-10009
A study of aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body
combinations Part 2 Low-wing airplane
[NAL-TR-796] p9 N85-10010
Optimum design of nonplanar wings: Minimum induced
drag for a given lift and wing root bending moment
[NAL-TR-797] p9 NBS-10011
Some considerations on Aeroelasdc instabilities caused
by coupling between propeller-type rotor and its supporting
structure
[NAL-TR-804) p9 N85-10013
Characteristics ol controlled-osoJIating annular cascade
test facility with Freon gas
[NAL-TR-812) p 10 N85-10014
The data processing system of the NAL 2m x 2m
transonic wind tunnel
(NAL-TR-811) p37 N85-10075
Distributions of fatigue life and fatigue strength in
notched specimens of a carbon 8-hamess-satin laminate
[NAL-TR-809T] p 54 N85-10407
An expenmental study on the induced normal force on
tail-fins due to wing-tail interference
[NAL-TR-814] p 104 N85-12051
Lateral fluid forces acting on a whirling centnfugal
impeller in vaneless and varied diffuser
p 187 N85-14123
Development of the code NSFOIL for analyzing high
Reynolds number transonic flow around an airfoil
(NAL-Tfl-816) p 147 N85-14801
A theoretical design method for 3-dimensional transonic
wings
(NAL-TR-830) p 161 N85-14834
Flight test results on stall characteristics of a large jet
transport
[NAL-TR-817] p 162 N85-14835
Expenmental study on transonic flutter characteristics
ot sweptback wing with core composite plates having
different fiber orientations
[NAL-TH-8271 p 173 N85-14842
Fractograproc observation and estimation ol crack
growth curve of aluminum alloy under ramdom flight
simulation loading
[NAL-TR-8241 p 180 N8S-14913
Verification of a computer program far vibration analysis
ol composite wing cores
[NAL-TR-825] p 190 N85-15187
Turbo fluid machinery and diffusers
(NASA-TM-77467) p 298 N85-17383
Calculations for aerodynamic charactensucs on a 3-D
lifting body in a subsonic flow using boundary element
method
[NAL-TR-835] p 326 N85-17998
Research and development for serrn-sphenca! inflow
control device
[NAL-TR-833] p353 N85-18056
High pressure combustion test facility for gas turbine
research
[NAL-TR-801] p360 N85-18065
Flow quality of NAL 2-dimens»nal transonic wind tunnel.
Part 2: Extensive and systematic pressure fluctuations
study in the settling chamber, test section and second
throat of the NAL 2-0 transonic wind tunnel
[NAL-TR-636-PT21 p 360 N85-18066
A study on a medium-sized rocket with Burnout frame
[NAL-TR-821) p 361 N85-18082
Discrete modifications to continuous dynamic structural
systems p 372 N85-18410
Prediction accuracy of the torques for rotary tillage by
an analog tool
[AO-P0042881 p379 N85-18865
Analysis of inviscid transonic flow around an airfoil by
diagonal form of IAF scheme
[NAL-TR-831] p328 N85-18955
Low-speed wind tunnel tests of the NAL lan-iet STOL
research aircraft model with ground simulation by
tangential blowing
[NAL-TR-8281 p 345 N85-18976
Wall interference estimation of the NAL's
two-dimensional wind tunnel
(NAL-TR-829) p 361 N85-18992
The development of unsteady transonic 3-0 full potential
code and its aeroelastic applications
p555 N85-2S167
An expenmental study of aerodynamic damping
characteristics of a compressor annular cascade in high
speed flow and the visualization of annular cascade flow
[NAL-TR-838] p 602 N85-25759
Proceedings of the NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
(NAL-SP-1) p543 N85-26611
Computer software for aerodynamic design of aircraft
developed within the National Aerospace Laboratory
P558 N85-26613
Some numerical analyses of flows with separation
p 605 N8S-26616
Numerical analyses in aerodynamic design of
aero-engine fan p 582 N85-26618
Computational aerodynamics in designing aircraft
p 576 N85-26622
Numencal example of three-dimensional Hying object
in shockless transonic flow p 558 N85-26623
Navier-Stokes solution of hypersonic blunt-nosed bodv
flowfields p 558 N85-26624
Recent progress in computational aerodynamics
p 558 N85-26626
Computational aerodynamics for aircraft wing design
p 576 N85-26627
Comparison of computational results of a few
representative three-dimensional transonic potential How
analysis programs p 559 N85-26623
The role of computational fluid dynamics m aeronautical
engineering p 605 N8S-26629
Numencal simulation of transonic flutter of a high-aspect
ratio transport wing p 586 N85-26630
A numerical design method for three-dimensional
transonic wings p 577 N85-26631
Three-dimensional wing boundary layer analysis
program SLAY and its application p 559 N85-26632
A method of determining the suction velocity for laminar
flow control of two-dimensional airfoil in incompressible
flow
[NAL-TR-845] p 637 N85-28925
Gust load alleviation of a canttlevered rectangular elastic
wing. Wind tunnel expenment and analysis
(NAK-TR-86I p 681 N85-28950
Flow quality of National Aerospace Laboratory
two-dimensional transonic wind tunnel Part 3 Flow
turbulence level and measunng method
[NAL-TR-842-PT-3] p 684 N85-28952
On power effecient operation of the 2m x 2m transonic
wind tunnel at the National Aerospace Laboratory
[NAL-TR-847] p 684 N85-28953
JORDAN
Effects caused by small discrete two-dimensional
roughness elements immersed in turbulent boundary
layers p 90S A85-49351
KOHEAXSOUTH)
Oblique shock wave - Turbulent boundary layer
interaction with suction p 142 ASS-17243
A new guidance law for homing missiles
p 488 A85-32793
The roll motion ot a wraparound fin configuration at
subsonic and transonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 85-1777] p 837 A85-43838
LATVIA
Lift and thrust of a linear synchronous engine with a
solid-conductor staler winding p 658 A85-37550
M
MALAYSIA
Penetration of aircraft noise into an open configuration
airport terminal building p 37 ASS-10408
MEXICO
Aerodynamics of premixed flames in flat plate boundary
layers p 41 ASS-10374
Sensitivity analysis of automatic flight control systems
using singular value concepts
[AIAA PAPER 85-1899] p 844 A85-45914
N
NETHERLANDS
US jurisdiction and bilateral air agreements
p66 ASS-10050
Propeller nose measurements in DNW on the fuselage
of a twin engine aircraft model
[AIAA PAPER 84-2367] p 17 ASS-10897
An algontnm for radiometnc and geometnc correction
of digital SLAR data p 56 A85-11216
Measurement ot transonic dips in the flutter boundaries
of a supercritical wing in a wind tunnel
p 18 A85-1198S
Bird strike prevention at airports p go A85-15167
Improvements in computing flight paths and flight times
for air traffic control p 95 A85-15169
Modular programming structure applied to the simulation
ol non-linear aircraft models p 132 ASS-15661
Structural failure, product liability and technical
insurance. Proceedings of the First International
Conference. Tecnmsche Universitaet Wien, Vienna
Austna. September 26-29, 1983 p 181 A85-16251
Conical flow near external axial corners as a bifurcation
problem p 145 A85-18676
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CAD systems lor knowledge transfer
p375 A85-24S09
Transonic shock wave - Boundary layer interaction at
a convex wall p317 A85-24800
Surface characterization of anodic oxides on aluminum
alloys by means ot surface potential difference, surface
impedance and surface morphology p 442 A85-27908
Cntena tor low-speed longitudinal handling qualities of
transport aircraft with closed-loop flight control systems
p 423 A85-28477
Impacts of automation - Automation and flight test
engineering p 413 A85-28633
A field panel/finite difference method for potential
unsteady transonic flow p 391 A85-29084
Navigation and sensor orientation systems in aenal
photography p 566 A85-3S284
Instationary dolphin flight • The optimal energy exchange
between a sailplane and vertical currents m the
atmosphere p646 A85-37488
The entrainment effect of a leading-edge vortex
(AIAA PAPER 85-1584] p 712 A85-40703
New ICAO procedures on instrument departures and
noise abatement p 746 ASS-41733
Transonic panel method lor the Ml potential equation
applied to mutticomponent airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 83-1855) p 816 A85-45704
Crack growth in aluminum altoy sheet material under
flight-simulation loading p 853 A65-46489
Visualization of the vortex flow over delta and
double-delta wings p867 A85-47149
Verification of calculation methods for unsteady airloads
in the prediction of transonic flutter
[AIAA PAPER 84-0871) p 871 A85-49126
Effect of penetrant on fatigue of aluminum alloy lap
joints
[NLH-TR-82104-U] p 53 N8S-10373
Flight simulation fatigue crack propagation in
metal/carbon-epoxy laminates
(NLR-TR-83006-U] p 54 N85-10416
Structural load measurements on a Northrop NF-5A
p253 N85-15667
Overview of the AGAR D SMP activities on turbme engine
materials technology in the 1972 • 1982 penod
p266 N85-1S738
Functional butt-in-test m a pipelined image processor
p202 N85-16740
Recent advances in computational methods to solve
the high-lift multi-component airfoil problem
p236 N85-16774
Design of an airfoil leading edge slat using an inverse
aerodynamic calculation method p 256 N85-16777
Design studies of thick laminar flow airfoils for low speed
flight employing turbulent boundary layer suction over the
rear part p 257 N85-16786
Pneumatic turbuiators: A device for drag reduction at
Reynolds numbers below 5 million p 257 N85-16791
Engineering property comparisons of PM and IM
aluminum alloy forgings
(AD-B088146L] p 298 N85-17398
Unsteady transonic pressure measurements on a
semispan wind-tunnel model of a transport-type
supercntical wing (Lann model) Part 2: Pressure
distnbutrons (plotted) and plots of the vibration modes
(AD-A130488] p330 N85-18965
Microscopic identification of feathers in order to improve
birdstnke statistics
(AD-P004187) p403 N85-19950
On the atotudmal distribution of birds and bird strikes
in the Netherlands
[AD-P004189] p404 N85-19952
Window on science visit to the USA, 21 March - 22
April. 1984
[vTH-Lfl-426] p432 N85-20011
Crack growth geometry m aluminum alloy sheet material
under flight simulation loading. 1 A comparison between
TWIST and miniTWIST FALSTAFF and short FALSTAFF
2. Effect of truncating high loads
[VTH-LH-441] p436 N85-20119
Numencal integration of the unsteady fu'-potental
equation with applications to transonic flow about a
two-dimensional airfoil
[NLH-MP-84022-U] p400 N85-21130
The influence on IR emission of engine parameters for
an afterbum case. A sensitivity study on NATO infrared
air target model (NIRATAM) version' 0.0
[AD-B089311L] p 422 N85-21171
Unsteady transonic pressure measurements on a
semi-span wind-tunnel model of a transport-type
supercntical wing (Lann model) Part 2. Pressure
distributions (plotted) and plots of the vibration modes
[AO-A130488] p449 N85-21579
Experiences with transition fixation in the high-speed
regime at NLR p 480 N85-23715
Modifications of flight by flight load sequences to provide
for good fracture surface readability p 532 N85-24330
Analysis of transonic aerodynamic charactenstics for a
supercritical airfoil oscillating m heave, pitch and with
oscillating flap p 554 N8S-25175
Application of time-lineanzed methods to oscillating
wings in transonic flow and flutter p 585 N85-25182
Three-dimensional boundary layer research at NLR
p 603 N85-25787
Conical stagnation points in the flow around an external
comer
[VTH-LH-396] p 561 N85-26680
A computer program for the drag prediction of subsonic,
turbine powered aircraft in the en-route configuration
[VTH-UM12] p 561 N85-26681
A curved test section for research on transonic shock
wave-boundary layer interaction
[VTH-LFM14] p 561 N85-26682
Numencal solution of transonic normal shock
wave-boundary layer interaction using the Bohntng-Zierop
model
[VTH-LR-416] p562 N85-26683
Protective coatings for aircraft structures: A review
[VTH-Lfl-413] p577 N85-26704
Static longitudinal stability and control characteristics
of the Fokker F27 Friendship calculated by simple
handbook methods
[VTH-LR-394] p588 N85-26728
Application of linear optimal control theory to the design
of the elevator control system of the DHC-2 Beaver
experimental aircraft
[VTH-LR-411] p588 N85-26729
How to handle failures in advanced flight control systems
of future transport aircraft p 591 N85-26752
Investigation of the influence of some paint systems
and water displacing corrosion inhibitors on anodic
undermining corrosion of aluminum 2024 dad alloy
[VTH-LR-443] p 598 N8S-27009
Prediction of free-field noise levels from aircraft flyover
measurements
[VTH-LH-427] p612 N85-27647
Upwind-difference methods for aerodynamic problems
governed by the Euler equations
[REPT-84-23] p635 N85-27834
Transonic Mach number determination in a blow-down
wind tunnel with solid walls and 3 downstream throat
[VTH-LH-402] p636 N85-27835
Aerodynamic research m preparation for a new Dutch
transport aircraft with supercritical wings
[B8580077] p636 N85-27836
RottBrdarn Aiiport and tn© Cornrnofi Markot
p 641 N85-27840
Flying m spite of the weather
[NLR-MP-84021-U] p644 N85-27847
Developments in the area of air traffic control systems
and the relation with meteorology
[NLR-MP-84029-U] p 645 N85-27848
A system for take-off and landing measurements
(STAUNS)
[B8S80072] p645 N85-27849
Parameter identification results of tests m nonsteady
symmetric flight with the Hawker Hunter Mk 7
[NLR-TR-83042-U] p 653 N8S-27860
Now rnatsnals and tochntQuos for aircraft structurBS
[B8580074] p653 N85-27881
Fan noise suppression in turtoofan onQinss
[B8580076] p 671 N85-27872
" Testing of materials and costings^ for tet engine
components under simulated operational conditions
[B8580073] p672 N85-27873
How to handle failures in advanced flight control systems
of future transport aircraft p 679 N85-27905
Construction 1976-1980' Design, manufactunng,
calibration of the German-Dutch wind tunnel (DNW)
p683 N8S-27913
The application of numerical control (NC) in
manufacturing wmd tunnel models
[B8580078] p 699 N85-28140
Engmeenng significance of fatigue thresholds and short
fatigue cracks tor structural design
[NLR-MP-84001-U] . p700 N85-2B430
Frangibtbty of obstacles at airports
[NLR-MP-84002-U] p700 N85-28431
Research on structures and materials
[B8580080] pTOO N85-28432
Op6rstions roso&rcfi
[B8561897] p 704 N85-28712
Technical services at NLR
[B8561898] p705 N85-28871
OWEMA report: A project study concerning the
possibilities and the desirability of a east-west runway for
Maastricht Airport (Netherlands) as a Euro-regional air
freight center
[B8476490] p585 N85-28955
Cryogenic test technology, 1984
[AGARD-AR-212] p 700 N85-29116
A theory of quasi-conical solutions of nonmteger
degree
[UTH-LR-420] p 744 N85-31024
Verification of calculation methods for unsteady airloads
in the precipitation of transonic flutter
[NLR-MP-84016-U] p 744 N85-31027
Data set 9 LANN wing Pitching oscillation
p 744 N85-31030
Gas turbines. Operating conditions, material selection
and development
(NLR-MP-83046-U) p 774 N85-31062
Informatics Division p 797 N85-31416
Modifications of flight-by-flight load sequences to
provide for good fracture surface readability
[NLR-MP-84012-U] p 799 N85-31577
NEW ZEALAND
Wave envelope and infinite element schemes for fan
nose radiation from turbofan inlets p 134 A85-15330
NIGERIA
Computation of the aerothermodynamic field of laminar
diffusion flames p 41 A85-10557
NORWAY
A note on the instability of columnar vortices
p46 A85-10360
Least acceleration motion for given terminal
conditions P 459 A85-26443
The national Search and Rescue (SAR) needs and
organization in Norway p 807 N85-31099
PAKISTAN
Use of the pseudo-inverse for design of a reconfigurable
flight control system
[AIAA PAPER 85-1900] p 844 A85-4S915
POLAND
Experimental aerodynamics at high speeds
p3 A85-10321
Experimental research in Poland on turbulence and
high-speed aerodynamics p 3 A85-10322
Dynamics of spatial motion of an aeroplane with
deformable controls p 115 A85-15716
Analysis of longitudinal natural vibrations of an aeroplane
with moving detormaole control surfaces
p 115 A85-15718
A model for the analysis of dynamic" properties of a
helicopter rotor blade with various boundary conditions
p115 A85-1S719
Dynamics of non-autonomous spatial motion of an
aeroplane with fixed control systems
pi 16 A85-15720
Analytical method for determining the volumetric
efficiency and power losses resulting from resistance in
the inlet and exhaust systems of a piston engine
p 167 A85-16231
Review ot blind nvets and rjlind-nveting techniques. I
p 181 ASS-16232
Review of blind nvets and blind-nvetmg techniques II
p 181 ASS-16233
Dynamics of a helicopter rotor in abnormal operating
conditions p 159 ASS-18773
The use of countergravity casting for producing
compressor body castings of AK-7 alloy
-- p-441 A85-27717
The efficiency of an agricultural airplane as a function
of the coverage and transverse distribution of the
chemicals p383 A85-27718
Reduction gears of gas-turbine engines for aircraft and
helicopters p 441 A85-27719
An assessment of the effect of the use of conventional
weapons on tho operation of a jet engine
P383 A85-27720
Test loading of airfield pavements
P426 A85-27721
Principles of the design of ground support facilities for
air transport p 426 A85-27723
Incompressible flow round an airfoil in a straight-line
cascade and between parallel walls, with some
phenomena in the boundary layer taken into
consideration p 388 A8S-28373
The effect ot quality of gas jet mixing in the mixing
chamber of a subsonic iet pump on the diffuser
performance p 442 A85-28374
A numerical analysis of the aerodynamic properties of
wings using a minicomputer p 472 A85-31777
A method tor determining the flight trajectory of an
ejection seat p493 A85-31778
Tacnistoscopic studios of powcrptant instrumsnts
pS04 A85-31779
The effect of design parameters on the ground
resonance of helicopters p 493 A85-31780
A method for computing the drag nse Mach number
for any aerofoil section p 472 A85-31781
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The use of minicomputer for automating design tasks
during the static testing of aircraft structures
pSIS A85-31782
Multignd acceleration ol an iterative method with
application to transonic potential (low
p 553 A85-36404
A simplified analysis of aircraft steady spin
p584 A85-36483
Equilibnum conditions for aircraft steady spin
p584 A85-36484
An approach to adaptive autopilot synthesis, with
stabilization of a single-rotor helicopter used as an
example p584 A85-36573
Fatigue-crack propagation in aircraft Duralumin shell
structures p695 A85-38918
Optimal structural design of shells • A survey
P788 A8S-40240
A discrete model for the analysis of natural vibrations
of a deformable aeroplane p 757 A85-41605
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of an
ssroplflDO wtno in cornprossiblQ flow
p726 A8S-41606
Numerical analysis of the dynamic characteristics of a
helicopter rotor blade with various boundary conditions
p757 A85-41607
An analytical investigation of the ground and ambient
head flow influence on the free inlet flow into a turboiet
engine p 726 A85-41608
Identification of linear dynamic control plants by means
of signal expansion on the basis of the Walsh function
0803 A85-42875
Investigation of the dynamics of the limit maneuvers
of a helicopter by means of a flight simulator
p 781 A85-43051
A measuring and computing off-line and on-line system
for a turbine laboratory p 795 A85-43052
Application of the method of quasi-continuous vorncity
dratnbution over me skeleton surface for aeroplane wing
design p 738 A85-43053
Prediction of the inception of cavrtadon on blade profiles
of hydraulic turbomachmes p906 A85-47849
Analysis of asymmetric natural vibrations of an aeroplane
with moving deformable control surface*
p883 A85-49872
Analysis of natural vibrations of a deformable aeroplane
with fixed control systems p 883 A8S-49673
Meteorological measurements with motor gliders m
Poland p915 N8S-35555
PORTUGAL
Critical analysis of flaw acceptance methods
pSO A85-11754
Reliability in probabilistic design pSO A85-11755
ATE user's view on design for maintainability
p202 N85-16737
ROMANIA (RUMANIA)
The conditions of physical validity for * supersonic flow
around a conical obstacle with a small aperture
p3 A85-10413
Method of fundamental solutions - A novel theory of
lifting surface in a subsonic flow p 79 ASS-15077
Suppression of shocks on transonic airfoils
p319 A85-25458
The theory of oscillating thick wings in subsonic flow
Lifting line theory p 393 A85-29992
The contribution of EIw Carafoli to the development of
the theory of wings with lateral lets p 473 A85-32501
Computation of hydraulic losses in a plane profile
cascade p 525 A85-32503
Aerodynamic properties of some flexible profiles
p473 A85-3250S
On the theory of oscillating airfoils in supersonic and
some flow p814 A85-439Z5
Thermal stability of plasma-sprayed orconia coatings
as related to substrate selection p 900 A85-48758
SAUDI ARABIA
Helicopter ground resonance - A spatial model
analysis p 18 A85-11473
Variable-temperature water tunnel for high Reynolds
numbers
[AIAA PAPER 85-00511 p 273 A85-19483
Pofysultide-pofyurethane interracial aspects
p434 A85-27905
The effect ol boundary layer control on the performance
of radial fan impellers p 728 A8S-41820
SOUTH AFRICA, REPUBUC OF
A global technique for aircraft stability and control
analysis p 270 A85-21681
Prediction of performance of aircraft gas turbines
p264 A85-21682
The development of a finite element model of an aircraft
vertical stabilizer for vibration analysis
p290 A85-21683
Three degree of freedom steady state point performance
program. Updated version 1
[CSIR-NIAST-83/48I p 8 N85-10005
Implementation of the supersonic triplet singularity into
the USTORE computer code
[CSIR-NIAST-83/47] p8 N85-t0006
Pirate Element Methods m South Africa 1983
[S-332] pS36 N85-24863
SPAIN
Costs and tariff levies in air transportation
p 705 A85-379SO
SWEDEN
Computation of vortex flow around a canard/delta
combination p6 A85-11980
Extended range operation of twin-engined transport
aircraft (ETOPS)
[AIAA PAPER 84-2512) p 89 A8S-13578
Pursuit-evasion between two realistic aircraft
p 131 A85-13632
Correlation of global and local aerodynamic properties
in flight p 102 A85-13697
Computation of flow around wings based on the Euler
equations p 142 ASS-18086
Environmental engineering at Saab-Scama Aircraft
Division p 157 A85-18149
Crossttow drag of fimte-length rectangular wing-bodies
[AIAA PAPER 85-0451) p224 ASS-19760
Experimental and theoretical analysis of laminar
separation bubbles
[AIAA PAPER 84-2201 ] p 288 A85-20874
Report from Sweden p307 A85-21946
Computer-aided analysis of the convergence to steady
state of discrete approximations to the Euler equations
p316 A85-24449
Getting a partnership into the air - Testing of the
Saab-Fairchild 340 p413 A85-28635
Euler solutions of transonic vortex flows around the
Dillner wing p 392 A85-29261
Spurious entropy production and very accurate solutions
to the Euler equations p 471 A85-30996
A realistic aenal combat duel as a differential game
study p535 A85-33287
An inverse boundary element method for single
component airfoil design p 548 A85-35591
Large CYBER 205 model of the Euler equations for
vortex-stretched turbulent flow around delta wings
p553 A85-36675
Modelling vortex flowfields by supercomputers with
super-sue memory p 628 A85-39242
A missile duel between two aircraft
p703 A85-39563
Transonic aerodynamic computations for a canard
configuration p 731 A85-42931
Minimum time turning
[AIAA PAPER 85-1780] p 837 A85-43840
Refurbishing superalloy components for gas turbines
p855 A85-4S802
Optimo! fus6l&Q6 flirning
[AIAA PAPER 85-1961 ] p 811 A85-45945
Computation of irwiscid incompressible flow with
rotation p 871 A85-49356
Pressure distribution on a swept wing aircraft in flight
pt1 N85-10025
Wind tunnel calibration of a hemispherical head angle
of attack and angle of sideslip indicator
[FFA-TN-1984-11] p 13 N85-10923
A local slot boundary condition for transonic flow
calculations in slotted-wall test sections of wind tunnels
(FFA-TN-1984-34) p 88 N85-12879
Method for evaluating petrol products corrosrvity using
piezoelectric crystals. Part 2: Instruction manual
[FOA-C-40198-B4] p 121 N85-13073
NyKINM. a further development of KINM 22
[FOA-C-20559-O8(E3)| p 256 N85-15720
Impressions from a study tour m Finland concerning fiber
reinforced plastics. June 1984
[FOA-C-20552-02(E4.F9)j p 283 N85-15831
Full scale expenments into the use of large eddy breakup
devices for drag reduction on aircraft
p257 N85-16790
A literature survey of ground load statistics for landing
gear fatigue design purposes
[FFA-TN-1984-39I p 344 N85-18054
Study of HTPB-based SOFRAM fuels
IFOA-C-20S63-D3) p 437 N8S-20150
Descnpton of a computer program treating transonic
steady state aeroelastic effects for a canard or tail
airplane
(FFA-TN-1983-23) p 561 N85-26674
Measurements of the symmetric aerodynamic
coefficients lor flat faced cylinders in the angle of attack
regime 0 to 90 deg for transonic and supersonic speeds
[FFA-TN-1984^)41 p 561 N85-26675
Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel tests on control
effectiveness on schematic missile configurations
(FFA-TN-1983-201 p 743 N85-31020
Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel tests on control
effectiveness on schematic missile configurations
Supplement
[FFA-TN-1983-20-SUPPL] p 743 N85-31021
Calculation of flow around the SF 310 airplane using a
full potential equation method
[FFA-TN-1984^3] p 744 N85-31022
Aeroelastic constraints for a wing weight minimization
procedure
(FFA-TN-1985-4] p 875 N8S-34126
SWITZERLAND
Looking around at visuals p 123 ASS-13898
SAAB-Fairchild 340 • Operator's analysis
p 102 A8S-13899
Modifying and testing a canard on a Swiss Mirage ill •
Right test status report p 158 ASS-18610
Speech recognition making progress • Direct voice input
is a promising infant p 244 A85-19183
From AV-89 to the ASTOVL p 246 ASS-19184
Mi-28 • The Soviets create Havoc p 250 A85-20147
Wind shear - Taming the killer p 241 A85-20148
On the excitations due to the penodic structure of
turbomachmes p 288 A85-20800
Construction and extension of airports - National report
on Switzerland p 308 A85-21947
USAF doubles engine-test capability - SS25 million boost
for Arnold facility p 357 A85-25920
Aquila the next-generation RPV - Advanced capability.
at a price p 341 A85-25921
F-16-Intothe 1990s p 414 A85-29799
Avtek 400 - What is it? P415 A85-29800
Nonlinear and adaptive filters for aircraft tracking
p485 A8S-31848
Systems for the Airbus A320 • Innovation m all
directions p 571 A85-33869
Hamer GR5. second-generation lump iet - Easier nde
greater punch p 571 A85-33870
Japanese aerospace advances with XT-4 military
trainer p 571 A85-33871
LHX - Not |ust another helicopter p 572 A85-35351
X-Wing Hamer speed and helicopter hovenng
p 572 A85-35352
C-17 cleared for take-off p 572 A85-35353
Porsche's new light-aircraft engine
p 581 A85-35354
Advanced tactical fighter • Holding for launch
p 752 A85-40069
Are propellers coming back - and when''
p 764 A85-40070
Airlines reach out for longer range - Twins cross the
Atlantic; long-naul flights get longer p 752 A85-40071
GP 180-Reaching for an ideal p 752 A85-40072
Dash 8 • Made for the new commuter market
p756 A85-41S31
Among the weeds at night - Transition to night MOE
flying p 763 A85-41532
First Havoc, now Hokum - What role for the new Soviet
helicopter? p 756 A85-41S33
Effect of inclusions on tensile ductility of a nickel-base
oxide dispersion strengthened superalloy
p 785 A85-42753
Recent developments and trends in high strength PM
materials p 785 A85-43127
The state of the art of reinforced plastics
p852 A85-45739
The Soviets explain the Ka-32 helix
p828 A85-46524
An-124 • The world's largest aircraft
P828 A85-46525
Singularity model for the analysis of wall interference
m closed wind tunnels according to the wall pressure
signature method (blockage and lift)
[FW-FO-1612] p88 N85-12874
Wall influence corrections in wind tunnels Blockage
correction according to the wall pressure signature
method
(FW-FO-16131 p88 N85-12875
Parametnc determination of blockage interference of
3-oimensional models in the Emmen Federal Aircraft works
transonic tunnel (Switzerland)
[FW-FO-1636] pS8 N85-12876
Comparative flow calculation on transonic cone/cylinder
standard models in connection with the wall interference
problem
[FW-FO-16891 p88 N85-1287B
Graphics software for the display of body deformation
motion
[FW-FO-1640] p 106 N85-12888
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Investigation for the improvement of the transonic tunnel
working section of the Emmen Federal Aircraft Works
(Switzerland)
[FW-FO-1681] p 118 N85-12904
Flow calculation on a thin wing, with specific attention
to separation point at the trailing edge
(FTW-FO-1721) P 146 N85-13787
Expenences with the material bevaviour and high
temperature low cycle fatigue life prediction of the IN 738
bladmg alloy p 292 N85-15746
Airfoil wing with flap
[CH-634787-A5) P 574 N85-25243
Determination of vertical air velocity using
measurements of the aircraft motion
P914 N85-35545
TAIWAN
Ooppler effect and its influence on low-altitude CW
altimeters p 106 A85-13971
Isochrones for maximum endurance honzontal gliding
flight p 158 A85-18348
Theoretical study on supersonic let plumes
P206 A85-19439
The effect of wmglet on me spatial vortex of slender
body at high angle of attack p 551 A85-35788
Numerical simulation of a supercritical inlet flow
[AIM PAPER 85-1214) p 630 A85-39658
Vertical plate fin with conjugated forced
convection-conduction turbulent flow
(ASME PAPER 84-WA/HT-8] p 698 A85-39878
u
U-S-afl.
Propulsive efficiency of vibrating bodies in a subsonic
gas flow p2 A85-10111
Supersonic flow past a blunt wedge p2 A85-10113
Method tor calculating separated subsonic gas flow past
wings p2 A85-10114
Flow stability in the wake of a three-dimensional body
p2 A85-10116
Higher approximations m the transonic expansion of the
solution to the Chapfygin equation p3 A85-10117
Model problem concerning the control of the lateral
motion of an aircraft during landing p 35 A85-10451
Supersonic flow over a cone with power-law mgectnn
through the cone surface p 3 A85-10465
Investigation of the semiautomatic control of an aircraft
using timer redundancy in onboard digital computers of
the flight-path control system p 35 A85-10470
Spontaneous vapor condensation in nonequilibnum
supersonic monodisperse flow p 47 A85-10550
Aircraft maintenance p1 A85-11245
Helicopter stability p 18 A85-11249
Resonance vibrations of skeleton models of turbine
blades with a composite fir-tree root p 26 A85-11821
A parachute theory allowing for the structure of the
canopy fabric p 13 A85-11822
The effect of acoustic disturbances on the vibrations
of a multilayer plate p64 A85-11823
Energy characteristics of the combustion chambers of
an aircraft engine when operating on natural gas
p26 A85-11839
Aerodynamic improvement of the reducer of a gas
turbine p6 A85-11840
An expenmental study of the start-up of a gas turbine
engine by means of compressed air and an electric
starter p 51 A85-11842
The recovery of used MS-8p oil by high-volume
consumers p 42 A85-11850
Fundamentals of the general structural-physical theory
of flight instruments p 131 A85-13750
Transformation of acoustic disturbances into coherent
structures in the turbulent wake of an airfoil
p75 A85-13794
Certain features characterizing the development of
coherent flow structures m the initial region of
three-dimensional turbulent jets p 76 ASS-13795
The effect of cooling on supersonic boundary-layer
stability p 77 A85-14239
A study of separated flow behind two- and
three-dimensional bodies exposed to a spherical shock
wave p 78 A85-14590
Hypersonic flow past a wing at large angles of attack
p 78 A85-14591
Analysis and synthesis of radio-electronic complexes
p 124 A85-14631
Ttis dynamics of talooff snd landing of strcraft
p 115 ASS-14636
Air navigation p 93 ASS-14638
A statistical analysis of the fatigue strength
characteristics of turbornachins btfldos
p110 A85-14801
Expenmental study of Mach reflection of weak shock
waves p 124 A8S-14888
Dynamic edge effects during ma aeroelastic vibration
of plates P 124 ASS-15248
Controllability and observability of linear time delay
systems p 132 ASS-15654
The mam characteristics of a synthetic-aperture radar
in the case of arbitrary motion of the flight vehicle
p96 A85-15687
Optoelectronic guidance instruments for flight vehicles
(4th revised and enlarged edition) p 125 A85-15815
The fundamentals of the automated design of engines
for flight vehicles p111 A85-15820
Flight tests of special powerplant equipment and
systems for fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters
p 111 A85-15822
The effect of the deformation of the parachute material
on the aeroelastic characteristics of the parachute during
opening p 140 A85-16152
Development of artificially induced perturbations in a
supersonic boundary layer p 140 A85-16177
Propulsive efficiency of an oscillating cylinder m
supersonic flow p 140 A8S-16181
Optimization of the aerodynaiiuc characteristics of caibl
wings at supersonic flight speeds p 140 A85-16182
Supersonic motion of bodies in a gas with shock
waves p 140 A85-16183
Design of asymmetric nozzles of maximum moment
under additional conditions on geometric and force
characteristics p 140 A85-161B4
Numencal analysis of the combined flow of a reaction
let and an external stream with allowance for the effect
of boundary layers and a turbulent mixing zone
p 141 A85-16185
Propagation of an ion jet near a dielectric surface
p 197 A85-16187
Computational-expenmenta! study of a Laval nozzle with
a cylindrical throat p 141 A85-16189
Numerical analysis of heat transfer on the surface of a
delta wing m hypersonic air flow at large angles of
attack p 141 A85-16190
A theory for a three-dimensional hypersonic viscous
shock layer in the vanity of a plane of symmetry
p 141 A8S-16217
Free perturbations of a laminar hypersonic flow behind
an airfoil p 141 A85-16218
An engineering method for evaluating unsteady
aerodynamic effects on cascade blades during flexural
vibrations p 182 A85-16915
The buckling of a stiffened cylindrical shell heated by
an internal gas flow with varying thermodynamic
parameters p 168 A85-16916
An integral aproach to the determination of the
asymptotic behavior of supersonic flow
p 141 A8S-16918
The parameters of shock waves from bodies of
revolution in a homogeneous atmosphere
p 142 A85-16919
Exact solutions of singular equations for viscous
transonic flows p 142 A85-16939
The determination of biological impurities m fuels
p 179 A85-16949
The effect of esters on'antiwear'properties of let engine
fuel obtained by hydrofmmg p 179 ASS-16950
The effect of parameter scatter on the quality indices
of a flight vehicle platform stabilization system
p 177 A85-17052
The flange elevation angle dunng the drawing of
axisymmetnc parts p 183 A85-17053
A problem concerning the incomplete-feedback control
of linear Markovian systems with random parameters
p 192 A85-17055
Determmatjon of stresses in elastic aircraft surfaces
durmg motion in unsteady flow p 183 A85-17056
Stability of the shell structures of powerplants with
variable stiffness parameters p 183 A85-17057
Optimum parametric curiuul of objects with a lagging
argument p 192 A85-17058
Quasistatic analysis of composite lifting surfaces m
incompressible gas flow p 142 A85-17061
Optimal probabilistic design of the structures of flight
vehicles p 183 A85-17063
TnG problsm of dstof mining ttw optimum flight control
law for an aircraft p 170 A85-17064
Calculation of the probabilistic characteristics of
nonlinear control systems using a tngonometnc version
of the factorial interpolation method p 192 AB5-17065
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a
wing p 142 A85-17066
A solutxMi to the problem of the stability analysis of
the three-dimensional motions of flight vehicles
p 170 A85-17067
Dynamic charactenstcs of an unloading device
p 155 A85-17068
Optimization of the parameters of transport aircraft with
a lift-generating fuselage p 155 ASS-17069
Strength analysis of aircraft structures using a mixed
superelement method p 183 A8S-17070
Strength analysis of aircraft structures by the step
method under conditions of physical nonlineanty
p 183 A85-17071
Determination of the limits of the stability region of a
parachute system with a low-permeability canopy
p 142 ASS-17075
Solving the inverse problem of determining the
thermodynamic properties of the working medium of gas
turbine engines p 168 A85-17077
Aviation radar p244 A85-19805
Combat aircraft: Right vehicles, power plants, and their
maintenance p 199 A85-19812
A numerical study of three-dimensional radiation fields
in problems of supersonic flow past segmental bodies
p227 A8S-20025
Current problems in aviation science and technology
p 199 A85-20451
Determination of the optimal parameters of aircraft
structural elements in the form of sandwich plates and
shallow shells with a honeycomb filler
p287 A85-20452
Computers and progress in aviation
p 199 A8S-20453
Theory of vibration conduction as a method for
calculating the vibration of complex structures
p 287 A85-20454
Training and research CAD system of the Moscow
Aviation Institute and expenence in its use
p 199 A85-20455
Current problems in the theory of plates and shells in
aircraft p 287 A85-20459
Selection of rational models in the optimal planning of
aeromechanical experiments p 288 A85-20460
Design of toao-beamg aircraft structures
p288 A85-20463
Some problems in the development of CAD systems
p200 A85-20466
Loading characteristics of VTOL aircraft and their effect
on the remaning lite of the aircraft p 250 A85-20469
Aeroelastic stability and vibration of layered plates and
cylindrical shells p288 A85-20472
A formalism for the design problem of aircraft system
urwersataation p 250 A85-20473
Hypersonic multicycle gas let with a strongly
underexpanded a (ream at the noste section
P229 A85-20554
Conical bodies with a star-shaped transverse cross
section, having a reserve of static stability
p 229 A85-205S7
Hypersonic chemically nonequilibnum viscous shock
layer on wings with a catalytic surface
p229 A85-20561
Effect of the arrangement of apertures on the gam
coefficient dunng asymmetric gas infection into a Laval
nozzle p229 AS5-20562
Optimization of flutter characteristics
p288 A85-20828
Oxidation and stabilization of let fuels
p 281 A85-20925
Harmonic oscillations of a rectangular wing with a
circulation variable over the span p 231 A85-21656
Stress analysis and shaping of the canopy of a square -
parachute , p 242 A85-21668
. Optimal control of flow of a viscous incompressible
flud p 290 A85-2210S
Calculation of the hydrodynamic characteristics of
potyplanes p 290 A85-22113
Calculation of fnction and heat transfer in turbulent flow
of a compressible gas m a plane duct
p291 A85-22114
ID-posed problems m perturbation theory (Asymptotic
methods of mechanics) p 233 A85-22364
Development of asymptotic algorithms m the Polet
package of applications programs p 233 A85-22366
The full-approximation method in the theory of transonic
flows p 233 A85-22367
Approximate solution of a nonlinear problem of flow past
a thin airfoil profile near a support surface
P233 A85-22368
Extremum problem concerning a wing with a maximum
gradient of lift force p 234 A85-22370
An extremum problem concerning the shape of a body
of revolution in supersonic gas flow p 234 A85-22371
Design of a STOL aircraft with |et assisted takeoff
units p 253 A85-22373
The use of local functranais to construct a circumvention
maneuver m game problems of evasion
P302 A8S-22374
Aircraft repair (2nd revised and enlarged edition)
p311 A85-23619
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Reliability and precision of ma actuating mechanisms
at aircraft control systems P 355 A85-23723
A study of characteristics of the 'long' hydrodynarrac
dampers of gas turbine engine rotors with allowance for
lubricant turbufization and cavitation in the damper
clearance P 349 A85-23978
The effectiveness of the initial twist of the air in the
blade cooling systems of gas turbines
p349 A85-23979
Approximate determination of the boundanes of an ideal
gas iet issuing under conditions of pressure difference from
a nozzle with the formation of a free vortex flow
p315 A85-23982
Flow parameters in a chamber dunng the mixing of
wakes p349 A85-23983
A study of heat transfer during the miecnon of water
into the cooling air of a turbine blade
p349 A85-23984
Analytical prediction of the thermal state of flight vehicle
engine chambers with internal film cooling under conditions
of pulsed operation p 350 A8S-23986
An expenmental study of the rotating stall structure in
an anal-flow compressor p 350 A85-23987
An approximate method for calculating flow in the rrnang
chambers of bypass engines under conditions of
incomplete racing of gas flows p 350 A85-23989
Elements of the functional decomposition of aircraft
turbomacntnes during their synthesis using a
computer-aided blade design system
p350 A85-23993
The effect of the operating parameters on the
temperature field of gas flow behind a system of radial
stabilizers P 350 A85-23995
The effect of the fan characteristic on the dynamics of
a stand supported by excess pressure
P315 A85-23998
The use of grooves in the housings of axial-flow
compressors with increased radial clearances
p350 A85-23999
A study of the stability of combustion in a small
straight-flow combustion chamber p 350 A85-24000
An experimental study of the hydraulic characteristics
of air flow m the cooling slots of the nozzle guide vanes
of gas turtjme engines p 350 A85-24001
Oetermmaiton of the angles of flow incident on the
rotating cascade of a reversing device
p366 A85-24002
A study of the structure of the primary zone of cylindrical
combustion chambers p 351 A85-24004
Multilevel methods in the dynamics of the rotors of
aircraft engines p 351 A85-24020
Shaped optimization of the subsonic profiles of axial-flow
turbine cascades p 315 A85-24028
Some schemes for introducing an electron beam into
a dense gas p 366 A85-24055
Transformation of acoustic oscillations into the eddy
ones in turbulent flows p 367 A85-24983
Statistical treatment of multiply censored samples in
fatigue testing p 367 ABS-25119
Ultrashort-wave radar subsurface sounding of sea ice
and earth covers p374 A85-25594
Heat transfer in the case of iet flow past an arbitrarily
nonisothermal surface p 368 A85-25621
Cooling of a turbine profile in the case of air injection
through porous areas p 352 A85-25622
Calculation of the full cooling efficiency of the perforated
wall of a gas turbine nozzle guide vane
P352 A85-25623
Stabilizing T-6 fuel with anooxioant mixtures
p3S4 A85-26279
Determination of the service life of oils in aircraft gas
turbine engines p 364 A85-26280
Gasdynamic model and similarity relations for the
starting process in supersonic nozzles and lets
p384 A85-26494
Theoretical pnnciples of turbulence and a simple
example of turbulent flow p 460 A85-26742
Weather information in the USSR ATC systems
p 441 A85-27530
Satellite navigation systems for the USSR merchant
marine p408 A85-27607
A test system for determining the strength of structural
elements exposed to a high-temperature gas stream and
vibrational loads p 426 A85-27768
Vector optimization of aircraft deceleration in air
P423 A85-27795
A chromatographic method for determining the content
of aromatic hydrocarbons in aviation gasolines
p434 A85-2803S
Problems of contemporary mechanics Parts 1 & 2
p 442 A85-28376
General features characterizing separated flows arising
in supersonic and hypersonic flows past blunt bodies
p 388 A85-28380
Variations! problems of gas dynamics - Formulations,
methods of solution, and the relationship between exact
and approximate approaches p 388 A85-28382
Investigation of drag and heat transfer for nonumform
supersonic flow past a body m the cases of laminar and
turbulent regimes p 388 A85-28387
Aerodynamic charactenstics and flow patterns for a
number of bluff bodies in subsonic gas flow
p389 A85-28389
Optimal aerodynamic configurations in a twisted
hypersonic gas flow p 389 A85-28390
Structural and algorithmic aspects of the design of a
mathematical-modeling system for problems of ballistics,
control, and navigation p 432 A85-28391
Theory of hypersonic |ets p389 A85-28394
Aerodynamic characteristics of delta planes
p 389 A85-2B396
Conical flows near edge breaks of surfaces dividing the
supersonic wake flows of an ideal gas
p389 A85-28441
Supersonic flow past blunt porous screens
p389 A85-28442
Investigation of the induction of subsonic wind tunnels
with an ansymmetnc working part p 389 A85-28443
Flow past V-wtngs with a break in the leading edge
P389 A85-2844S
Time-optimal deceleration of the rotation of an
axisymmetnc ngxt body near the center of mass
p432 A85-28455
A computer simulation of separated flow past a rotating
cylinder and the Magnus force reversal
p390 A85-28465
An analysis of the resistance of two disks in turbulent
flow of an incompressible fluid p 390 A8S-2S466
Fluid motion in the regions of abrupt expansion of the
channels of rotor-cooling systems of energy-converting
machines p 442 A85-28473
Effect of aerodynamic moment on the regime of the
gravity gradient stabilization of the Satyut-6 - Soyuz orbital
system p432 A85-28488
Optimization of averaging intervals of wind velocity for
meteorological services to aviation p 45? A8S-28956
The effect of mercury on the load-beanng capacity of
the structural elements of aircraft p 435 A85-28994
Cavrtator) models of separated flow of a low-viscosity
fluid past wing profiles p 390 A85-29004
An expenmental study of pressure fluctuations in flow
around a sphere p 460 A85-2900S
Inspection of gas-turbine engine blades under operating
conditions p 421 A85-29775
The dynamic stressed state of the cantilever
turbocompressor blades of gas-turbine engines
p 421 A85-29888
Structure and charactenstics of turbulent separated flow
in a cavity p 445 A85-29919
Penode motions of generalized conservative
mechanical systems whose equations of motion contain
a large parameter p 460 A85-30017
Motion of a flexible wing at supersonic velocity under
the effect of a random gust p 393 A85-30108
Self-oscillations in a iet impinging on a bamer
p394 A85-30109
Equation associated with the theory of local interaction
in a rarefied gas p394 A85-30110
Check of an electronic model of controlled systems
p459 A85-30122
The functional structure of the aerodynamic coefficients
of a parachute due to symmetry p471 A85-31451
Multistep terminal guidance of linear systems under
conditions of parametric and constant perturbations
p534 A85-31453
An implementation of the modular approach in solving
elasticity problems p 524 A8S-31455
Using the discrete vortex method for calculating potential
flow past a high-lift wing in the presence of a screen
p 471 A8S-31456
A generalized algonthm for the topological optimization
of the secondary electric power distribution systems of
aircraft p 506 A8S-31458
Using the force method for joining substructures with
various kinematic hypotheses p 524 A85-31459
Determination of loads on a thin-walled structure from
parameters of its stress-strain state p 492 A85-31461
Optimization of queuing disciplines in multiphase closed
queuing systems p 534 A85-31463
Evaluation of stochastic similanty criteria for a limited
volume of aviation equipment tests p 534 A85-31464
The use of functional splines for constructing aircraft
surfaces p 534 A85-31466
Computer-aided kinematic and dynamic analysis of the
landing-gear mechanisms of aircraft p 492 A85-31471
The discrete nature of the motion of a system dunng
surface wording p 524 A85-31473
Optimal control synthesis for stochastic systems with
allowance lor a delay in the control circuit in the case of
incomplete and inaccurate information on the system
state p 535 A85-31475
An expenmental and numerical study of flow past a
wedge of finite width at angles of sideslip
p 471 A85-3I476
The use of high-temperature ceramics m diesel ana
gas-turbine engines (Review) p 518 A85-31487
The effect of the Mach number on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a deformable body dunng its
nonstatonary motion p 472 A85-31491
Estimation of structural transformations in iet fuels from
electrical conductivity and viscosity p 518 A85-31572
Algorithms for diagnosing thermal loads of flight
vehicles p 517 A85-31S74
Modeling of gas flows with shock waves
p 472 A85-318B9
Aerodynamics of swept wings of medium and small
aspect ratios. I p 473 A85-325I7
Probabilistic charactenstics of the frequency spectrum
of the natural vibrations of turbocompressor blades
p 526 A85-32759
Time reference errors of angle-measunng signals at the
output of an envelope detector under multipatn
conditions p 488 A85-33045
Aviation of the present and future p 541 A85-33396
Hygienic evaluation of noise in Irving quarters near an
airport p 608 A85-33579
A numerical calculation of nonequilibnum flow past a
wing in the approximation of a thin shock layer
p 544 A85-33593
Nonlinear conical flow p 544 A85-34273
Configuration of a shock wave interacting with a centered
compression fan p 544 A85-34379
An expenmental investigation of the aerodynamics of
nozzle flow in a rectangular passage
p 547 A85-35500
International air transport - Economic aspects
p612 A85-35817
Aircraft flight stability testing: Dynamic loading
p 573 A85-35818
The selection of the desired transfer coefficients for
analog computers p 610 A85-35853
The effect of the force structure on motion stability
p611 A85-35870
Aerodynamic hysteresis in stationary separated flow past
elongated bodies p 552 A85-358B1
Determination of the discrepancy vector components
using nonlinear functions in solving certain boundary value
elasticity problems p 600 A85-35900
A method for controlling the motion of a flight vehicle
relative to its center of mass p 585 A85-36581
Software-engineenng elements m the problem of the
optimal design of lift systems for flight vehicles
p 646 A85-37323
A system of shock and rarefaction waves in flows past
bodies with complex shapes p618 A85-37330
A numencal investigation of a viscous hypersonic air
flow around elongated blunted bodies at large angles of
attack p619 A85-37333
A supersonic mhomogeneous flow of an ideal gas around
blunted bodies p 619 A85-3733S
A nonstavonary transition process caused by injection
of a gas into the near wake of a body in a supersonic
flow pS19 A85-37336
Gas flow in nozzles and |ets p619 A85-37337
Investigation of three-dimensional separated flows
P619 A85-37338
The problems arising in testing of carbon-based
materials for structural components of airframes
p 686 A85-37339
The separation of a turbulent boundary layer within a
two-face angle before an obstruction
P619 A85-37340
Determination of aerodynamic charactenstics of bodies
in weakly perturbed gas flows p619 A8S-37341
Protection of matenals and technical equipment against
birds p 638 A85-37540
Chemical preparations for protecting aircraft against
birds p 638 A85-37S41
The study of bird migration over a water area in the
northwestern portion of the Black Sea and adjacent areas
m order to prevent bird-aircraft collisions
P638 A85-37542
The effectiveness of acoustic repellants m (ngmenmg
birds away from airports p 639 A85-37543
Observation of birds in the flight path of aircraft - An
important stage in the prevention of bird strikes
p 639 A85-37544
Probabilistic prediction of the fatigue life of the
compressor blades of gas-turbine engines under two-level
programmed loading p 658 A85-37567
The effect of stress raisers on the load-beanng capacity
of titanium-alloy compressor blades p 658 A85-37575
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Configuration ol shock waves closing a local supersonic
zone p 623 A85-38481
Diffraction ol a single plane wave by a conical wing
p 623 A85-38483
The isolated nature ol solutions with a strong attached
shock wave at the edges of a conical wing and a wedge
p623 A85-384S6
Flow separation from the leading edge of an airfoil and
the effect of acoustic perturbations on the separated
flow P694 A8S-3B510
Instability of plane-parallel supersonic gas flows in the
linear approximation p 623 A85-38551
Stability of a stationary solution to the ablation
equation p623 A85-38555
Shading am) interference effects during the rotation of
a plate p624 A85-38559
A study of the critical flow rate through cascades of
thin slightly bent airfoils using the large-particle method
p624 A85-38562
Approximate relationships for determining pressure at
the surface of a sphere or a cylinder for arbitrary
free-stream Mach numbers p 624 A85-38563
The effect o« the bluntness shape on the drag coefficient
of a body in hypersonic flow of a rarefied gas
p 624 A8S-38S64
Determmatjon o) the optimum lubricant change period
for the joints of the landing gear ol aircraft
P695 A85-38600
Solution ol certain technical problems connected with
the development of the MMR-06M meteorological rocket
p 685 A85-38610
Methods for the assembly of aircraft structures
P616 A85-38641
Communication in automated air-traffic-control
systems p 644 A85-38847
The ideas of K.E Tstolkovskn and present-day scientific
problems P685 A85-38775
The aerodynamics o* the Tu-1548 aircrafl
P649 A85-38BSO
Dissipative properties of inhomogeneous matenals and
systems P687 A85-38874
Fundamentals of the flight operations of helicopters:
Aerodynamics p649 A85-38875
The 'solution-large molecules' method for calculating
the equilibrium composition of heterogeneous systems
p687 A85-39101
Selecting design parameters for an engine from the
totality of flight conditions p 659 A85-39103
An investigation of the autorotation of gas-turbine
engines under startup conditions p 659 A85-39104
A comparative evaluation of certain promising
gas-turbine engines of foreign manufacturers m terms of
their thrust characteristics and fuel efficiency
P660 A8S-39106
The effect of the pitch of axisymmemc nozzles on the
efficiency of the nozzle assembly and of the turbine
stage p 660 A85-39107
A generalization of experimental data on heat transfer
from the working medium to the housing components of
the compressor of a gas-turbine engine
p660 A6S-39112
Unstable combustion in the combustion chamber of a
gas-turbine aircraft engine p660 A85-39115
A study of the thermal inertia of a thermocouple exposed
to short temperature pulses at high Reynolds numbers
P695 A85-39117
Accelerated testing of gas-turbine aircraft engines using -
the'softening'method p660 A85-39118
The software pack GRAO for the analysis of gas-turbine
engines p660 A85-39119
A comparison of experimental characteristics of porous
and blade impellers p660 A8S-39120
An evaluation of the exhaust system configuration from
the cruse efficiency criteria of an engine m an aircraft
system p660 A85-39121
The structure of the application software pack RAFIPKS
for the analysis of physical processes in combustion
chambers p 661 A8S-39122
Rationalizing the choice of an actuating mechanism tor
a )et drive p 661 A85-39124
Characteristics of the oscillations of a tail unit in a flow
of an incompressible gas p 649 A85-39125
Determination of the blade height ot the last compressor
stage for a refined thermodynamic design analysis of
turbofan engines p 661 ABS-39126
Characteristics of a two-dimensional turbulent jet in a
bounded slipstream p 695 AS5-39131
The battle against noise in industry
p705 A85-39349
Similarity properties in the problem of flow from a
supersonic source past a spherical bluntness
p629 A85-39445
Nonstatnnary deformation of structural elements and
their optimization p 696 A8S-394SO
Optimization of control systems using the minima*
criterion p 801 A85-39975
Determination of thermal stresses in diffusnnless
heat-resisting coatings of the Ni(Co)CrAIY system
p783 A85-40145
The development of efficient models of the deformation
of thin-wall structures p 789 A85-40589
Altimetnc-gravimetnc functional boundary value
problem p 799 A85-41177
Computer-system structure for solving flow problems -
A complex approach to design p 724 AS5-41228
Asymptotic calculations of gasdynamic quantities near
the separation ot a limiting shock layer
p724 A85-41275
Average force acting on a small sphere in a
traveling-wave field in a viscous fluid
p805 A85-41646
Mathematical modelling of performance characteristics
and optimization of turbomacnirte stages
p769 A85-41812
Large-angle cone-shaped bodies in supersonic
three-dimensional stream p 730 A85-42040
Mam stages and problems in the design of low-gain
active antennas p 794 A85-42106
Estimation of the wave resistance of bodies of revolution
with a front separation zone in supersonic flow
p730 A85-42119
Nonstafionary aerodynamic characteristics of a profile
in separated flow near an undulated wall
p730 A85-42120
Numerical analysis of turbulent flow past a plate using
equations for fluctuations p 794 A85-42121
Stability characteristics of a supersonic boundary layer
and their relation to the position of me laminar-turbulent
transition point p 730 A8S-42123
Strength analysis of aircraft p 757 A85-42124
Air navigation systems p 749 A85-42247
Monitoring and diagnosing the technical condition of
gas-turbine engines from vibration parameters
p 771 A85-42275
The ideaWajuid concept in calculations on the detached
flow around blunt objects with a turbulent shear layer at
the boundary of the detachment region
p730 A85-42287
Example of transonic gas flow past an asymmetric
profile p 814 A85-44130
Calculation of flow in the mam part ol a supersonic
jet with allowance for the influence of the nozzle exit
section p815 A85-44131
Structure of a laminar boundary layer with distributed
suction p815 A85-44133
The supercritical regime of hypersonic flow past a delta
wing p815 A85-44152
The dynamics of a parachute panel during opening
p819 A85-44173
Using aviation oils on the basis of their actual
condition p 852 A85-44200
Hypersonic flow past a wing at large angles of attack
with a detached shock wave p 815 A85-44788
Design of flight vehicles and their systems
p854 A85-44832
The effect of the Magnus moment on the motion stability
of an asymmetric flight vehicle p 850 A85-44848
A representation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a flight vehicle of varying shape p 815 A85-448SO
The propagation of a subsonic turbulent jet in a closed
plane container of varying length p 816 A85-44851
Validation of procedures for reliability evaluation and
-confirmation- _ p 854 A85-44858^
Guaranteed reliability estimates for various amounts of
information on the primary factors p 854 A85-44860
Using the Rice distribution in evaluating the reliability
of structures p 854 A85-44861
Airborne optical information systems (Handbook)
p835 A85-46119
Combustion efficiency of a hydrogen-kerosene fuel m
a straight-through channel p 836 A85-46221
Weight design and efficiency of passenger aircraft
Handbook (2nd revised and enlarged edition)
p828 AB5-46564
Fundamentals of flight operations, maintenance, and
flight safety p 811 A85-46566
Diagnosing and predicting the technical condition of
aviation equipment p 811 A85-46583
Parametnc analysis of the acoustic power emitted by
coaxial jets p 918 A85-4B179
Contribution to theory of similitude of subsonic flow
p868 A85-48189
Aircraft rang must never be understimated
p 877 A8S-48862
Descent vehicles p 899 A85-49435
Orbit control of a synchronous satellite
p899 A85-49448
Thermal fatigue of gas turbine engine blades made of
material based on silicon nrtnde and silicon carbide
p43 N8S-10115
Use of gravitational stabilization in performance of
experiments p 40 N85-11084
Control of lateral conjectory motion of spacecraf
atmosphere p 40 N85-11
Laminar-to-turbulent flow transition under influence
acoustic oscillations p 55 N85-11
Problem of reduction to ideal wind tunnel in expenmei
aerodynamics p 13 N8S-11
USSR report Transportation
(JPRS-UTR-84-028) p 72 N85-12!
Ministry wants better commo facilities for agroaviatii
p 127 N85-12I
Editorial urges improved aviation repair work quality
p 72 N8S-12I
Study of effects of lightning on aircraft syste
stressed p 90 N85-12I
New airport ground traffic control system planned
p96 N85-12I
Start-2 ATC system installation progresses
Leningrad p 96 N85-12!
Measurements of polarization characteristics of radial
field of on-coard aircraft antennas p 127 N85-12J
Crack resistance of pressed and rolled semifimsr
goods ol aluminum alleys used in load-bearing aircraft w
structures p 120 N85-122
Metallurgy Institute's developments for alloy and aira
producers p 120 N85-12I
Accounting for error stocnasteity in terminal homing
aircraft p97 N85-131
Effectiveness of agricultural aviation
p 106 N85-134
Operation of aviation support bases
p-118 N85-134
Propulsive efficiency of vibrating wing in superso
flow p 146 N85-146
Procedural aspects of testing aerodynamic models »
combustion in high-enthalpy transient-mode installation
p 188 N85-146
USSR report Engineering and equipment
(JPRS-UEQ-84-007) p 188 N85-149
Iterative method of calculating strength of airtrai
members using finite element method
p 162 N85-149
Determination of parameters of cupped aircraft landi
ski p 162 N85-149
Analytical construction of flight vehicle surfaces
p 162 N85-149
Device for measuring relative anal expansion of turbi
rotor employing space-vector tracking method
p 169 N85-149
Predicting changes in reliability characteristics of g
turbine engines dunng operation p 169 N85-149
Optimum thermogasdynamic design of gas turbi
engines by characteristics of element prototypes
p 170 N85-149
Random vibrations of aircraft engine blades
p 170 N85-149
Terminal control of gliding in atmosphere
p 174 N85-149
Aerodynamic and thermal characteristics of Stella
bodies in hypersonic flow of rarefied gas at angle
attack p 148 N8S-149
Hypersonic flow of mixture around blunt body
p 148 N85-149
Strength analysis of fan-shaped wing consider!
temperature deformation and creep deformations
p 163 N85-149
Analysis of thin-walled airframe members
_ geometrically nonltnaar statement pJ63__N85-i49
Microstnp antenna for multichannel radiometer ~
p168 N85-15C
Algorithm for tracking manuevenng obyect n
ambiguous measurements p 189 N85-15C
The effect of changes m the angle of incidence in I
event of a nchcchet at a float step
(RAE-THAMS-2120) p 255 N85-157
Investigation of semiautomatic aircraft control procest
employing time redundancy in on-board digital traiact
control computers p270 N85-16C
Parachute expedition to Arctic p 236 NS5-16i
USSR report Transportation
[ JPRS-UTR-SS-O01 ] p204 N85-16;
Director on institute's crvil aviation protects
p204 N85-I6!
Designer on Aeroflot automated COMMO syst
development p 296 N85-16i
Testing solution for IL-76 braking system problem
P25S NSS-ls;
International projects, other work of Aeroproy
Institute p 204 N85-I6;
Designer on cnnl aircraft design trends in USSR
P256 N85-16!
Aeroproyekt develops improved runway surfacing
P277 N85-16;
USSR report Transportation
(JPRS-UTH-85-003) p 333 N85-18I
First deputy minister on 1984 ovH avial
performance p 333 N85-18I
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Collegium on aviation fuel conservation efforts
p343 N85-18034
Finnan. LOT. SAS reps m USSR on present operations,
plans p333 N85-t8035
Activities af Mil Experimental Design Bureau
p 343 N85-18036
Research at automated ATC Screntiftc-Expenmentat
Center p 313 N85-18037
Airport ground equipment under development at Riga
p360 N85-18038
Improvements in Kazan airport equipment, facilities
p360 N85-18039
Improvements under way at Goritry airport
p360 N85-18040
New discovery in supersonic flight research
p314 N85-18041
USSR report Engineering and equipment
[JPHS-UEO-85-0011 p370 N85-18200
Influence of normalized frequency on time-dependent
aerodynamic characteristics of vane blading profiles
p370 N8S-18204
On one design principle of surge protector for gas turbine
engine compressor p 370 N85-18206
On selecting bypass mixers for turbofan engines
p354 N85-18207
Influence of setting angle of let cooling nozzles on
temperature and stress state of a turbine wheel
p355 N85-18208
Improvement of gas turbine engine performance by
water infection into turbine cooling air
p370 N85-18209
Experimental study of aerodynamic shielding of turboiet
engine air intake aganst exhaust gases
p 355 N85-18210
Calculating heat transfer coefficients for turbine profiles
taking surface curvature and elevated flow turbulence into
account p371 N85-18212
Correction of engraving stamp for forming blanks of gas
turbine engine blades p371 N85-18213
Use of braking stages for control of turbine speed
p371 N85-18215
Turbulent jet How in a channel with a circulation region
p371 N85-18218
On limits of applicability of linear models to dynamics
of gas channels in aircraft engines p 355 N85-18219
On solving nonlinear problems of aircraft structural
mechanical design p344 N8S-18223
High-strength composite materials for aircraft, body
armor p 435 N85-20057
Forced corrosion tests of construction components of
passenger aircraft fuselages p 436 N85-20062
Parachute inflation dynamics p 396 N8S-20792
Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-8S-004] p384 N85-2110S
Aviadon repair plant directors on quality control
measures P 384 N85-21106
New flight simulators at Vnukovo permit less in-flight
training p 429 N85-21107
New runway enables IL-76 flights to Tenkeli in far
north p430 N85-21108
Current development applications of airships in USSR
p396 N85-21109
Uses of composite materials p 520 N85-22698
USSR report Engineering and equipment
[JPRS-UEO-86-003] p 526 N85-22782
Redesign of fuselage compartments by method of
special contours p 500 N85-22784
Propagation of three-dimensional turbulent jet from lobar
nozzle through surrounding stream p 527 N85-22785
Flight dynamics of axisvmmetncal rotating bodies in air
medium p477 N85-22791
Hypersonic flow about tnangular airfoil at large angles
of attack p 477 N85-22792
Absolute stability of unsteady movement of
axisymmetncal rotating flight vehicle
Q477 N85-22793
Normal mode calculations for fuselage type intricate
structures by regarding them as systems with superposed
constraints pSOO N85-22817
Efficiency of algorithms for gas-air channel diagnostics
in gas turbine engines based on gas thermodynamic
parameters p 508 N85-22823
Exergencal analysis of turboiet engine cycle
p508 N85-2282S
Energy losses at leading edge of turbine blade dunng
multirow |et cooling p 508 N85-22826
Some unique features in operation of two-stage turboiet
engine with afterburner p 509 N85-22828
Hydrodynamtc simulation of transient processes in
injection system of aircraft engines dunng pump
unswirling p 509 N8S-22829
Effect of water infection into air for turbine cooling on
economy of operation of gas turbine engine with
afterburning p 509 N85-22830
Pressure drop and coefficients of internal heat transfer
necessary lor transpiration cooling p 527 N85-22831
Annular groove in compressor casing as device for
control of air stream p 509 N85-22932
effect of gas stream sweeping past the effluent of a
perforated plate on heat transfer inside the perforations
p 527 N85-22836
Selection of air intake parameters for supersonic-flow
operation p 527 N85-22837
Estimation of gas turbine engine boost provided by
iniecting water behind compressor p 509 N85-22838
Coordinate determination errors in measuring
characteristics of radiation field of airborne antennas
p 528 N85-22919
Minister Bugayev on CM) aviation in 1984, plans lor
1985 p 468 N85-23689
1st deputy minister on crvil aviation support of
economy p 483 N85-23690
Deputy minister on civil aviation fuel conservation
efforts p 500 N85-23691
Deputy minister on owl aviation construction projects
p517 N85-23692
Improvements in personnel needed for better flight
safety p 463 N85-23693
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-008] p 468 N85-23694
Minister Bugayev reviews 1983 cnnl aviation work, sets
course (or 1984 p 468 N85-Z3695
Bugayev on owl aviation ministry's 1983
achievements p 468 N8S-23696
Ministry officials on improving aircraft technical
servicing p 468 N85-23697
Riga Institute seeking faster introduction of new
technology p 468 N85-23698
Modal synthesis of multidimensional Pi-regulators for
obiects with inertia! sections p 529 N85-24064
Optimization of combined convective and film cooling
of perforated baffle blades in gas turbines
P529 N85-24067
Experimental study of heat transfer from shaft in cooled
radial bearing of GNT-25 gas turbine
p529 N85-24068
Design of piping for oil drain from turbine beanngs
P529 N85-24073
Construction of profiles of intermediate blade sections
from master profiles given on conical surfaces
P529 N85-24075
Oscillations of gas turbine installation rotors under
operating conditions p 530 N85-24077
Right simulation for menial navigation system
p490 N85-24081
Some optimization problems in static aeroelasDcrty for
wings made of composite materials p 503 N85-24104
Effect of drag behind nozzle array on its force and energy
characteristics p 481 N85-24107
Stability of vortex structures dunng separation flow past
array of wings p481 N85-24110
USSR report Engmeenng and equipment
[JPRS-UEO-84-005] p530 N85-24157
Selection of effective arrangement of heavy
undercarriage systems for use with concrete runways
P503 N85-24158
Durability calculation of wing panel element
pS03 N85-241S9
Planning of air cushion transport vehicles
p530 N85-24160
Investigation of gas-turbine engine blower impeller
vibrations with change in engine intake conditions
p 530 N85-24170
Automating the study of error in discrete aerodynamic
famng design p 504 N85-24176
Problem of reduction to ideal tube in experimental
aerodynamics p 481 N85-24179
MI-8 helicopter cargo loading expenment for Arctic
shipping p 504 N85-24425
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-85-Q08) pS42 N85-25189
Roundtable on effective use of flight simulators
p593 N85-25190
Official on Soviet research in deicing techniques
p 563 N85-25191
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTR-84-015] p 542 N85-25192
Administration chief on air traffic control improvements
p 567 NS5-25193
Civil air code international flights section explained
P563 N85-25194
USSR report Transportation
[JPRS-UTH-84O17] p 542 N85-25196
Aviation workers plenum reviews fuel conservation
progress p 542 N85-25197
Chronic fuel shortages m Volga civil aviation
administration p 596 N85-25193
Effects of lightning on aircraft studied at
Sheremetyevo p 563 N85-25199
USSR report Transportation
(JPRS-UTR-84O14| p 564 N85-25229
Designer 0 K Antonov on new AN-74 arctic transport
p 564 N85-25230
Iryusrnn bureau designer on fuel conservation research
p 564 N85-25231
Flow around rotating and nonmoving circular cylinder
near flat screen Report 1 Aerodynamic forces in
cylinder p 562 N85-27059
Study of stresses on surface of flat bamer immersed
in under expanded get of rarefied gas
p 562 N85-27061
Aerodynamic forces developing in channels between
vases in turbine drive wheels p 606 N85-27062
Hypersonic nonequilibnum gas flow past zero-aspect
wing p 562 N85-27063
USSR report Transportation
(JPRS-UTR-84-025] p 641 N85-27841
Test flight of IL-76TO long-range transport vanant
p 641 N85-27842
Vibrations of rotors connected through couplings with
backlash p 672 N85-28147
Precision die forging of blades or gas turbines
p 672 N85-28148
Stressed-strained state of tightening buckles in sectional
runners of gas turbines p 672 N85-28149
Characteristics of steady-state hypersonic How about
blunted bodies with discontinuities in generators
p 636 N85-281S5
Supersonic flow around blunt wedge
p 636 N85-28158
Propulsion efficiency of vibrating bodies in subsonic gas
stream p 699 N85-28159
Method of calculating separation flow of subsonic gas
stream around wings p 636 N85-28161
UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC
A generalized stability cntenon for nonlinear dynamic
systems
[AIAA PAPER 85-0202] p 300 A8S-19586
Registration and nationality of aircraft operated by
international agencies in law and practice
p 462 A85-27396
Design of optimal low-sensitivity controllers with
prespeafied eigenvalues - Application to aircraft lateral
motion p 893 A85-47696
Aircraft
[CH-642598-A5] p 574 N85-25246
UNITED KINGDOM
Destruction of Korean Air Lines Boeing 747 over Sea
of Japan. 31 August 1983 p 66 ASS-10049
Structural crashworthmess; International Symposium.
1st University of Liverpool. Liverpool. England, September
14-16, 1983. Invited Lectures p 47 A8S-10624
The approach to optical system designs for aircraft head
up displays p 22 ASS-10628
Volume phase holograms and their application to aviomc
displays p 47 A85-10634
Far-field measurement and mode analysis of the effects
of vane/blade ratio on fan noise
[AIAA PAPER 84-2280] p 25 A85-10840
Assessment and prediction of aircraft community noise
annoyance
[AIAA PAPER 84-2291 ] p 55 A85-10846
The influence of mean flow on the acoustic properties
of a tube bank
[AIAA PAPER 84-2312] p 61 A85-10863
Reheat buzz - An acoustically driven combustion
instability
[AIAA PAPER 84-2321 ] p 41 A8S-10868
De-Dopplensation and acoustic imaging of aircraft
flyover measurements
[AIAA PAPER 84-23551 p 63 A85-10891
Scaling laws for iet mixing noise m simulated flight and
the prediction scheme associated
(AIAA PAPER 84-2360] p 63 A85-10894
Coaxial iet noise source distributions
[AIAA PAPER 84-2381 ] p 64 A85-10895
The prediction of buffeting response in flight from
wind-tunnel measurements on models of conventional
construction p 18 A85-11475
A biaxial fatigue test for dovetail joints
p26 A85-11617
Internal flows of relevance to gas-turbines
P49 A85-11635
The automatic SSR taxrway test facility
p 15 A85-12081
Microburst explored p 56 A85-12174
Hughes'new attackers p 18 A85-12175
Control of the properties of carbon fiber-reinforced
plastics p1ia ASS-12722
The determination of optimum flight profiles lor short
haul routes
[AIAA PAPER 84-24081 p 89 A85-13515
Computer-aided project design methods used in
aeronautical engineenng courses
[AIAA PAPER 84-2526] p 136 A85-13586
On the stability of an infinite swept attachment line
boundary layer p 75 ASS-13723
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On the generation of sound by turbulent boundary layer
flow over a rough wall p 133 ASS-13724
Advanced tactical fighter p 102 A85-13919
The prediction of static-to-fligrit changes in jet noise
[AIAA PAPER 34-2358] p 134 A8S-13963
Non-destructive testing of aircraft composite
structures p 123 A8S-14107
The nsks of research and development flying
p 103 ASS-14750
Some effects of sweep direction and strakes for wings
with sharp leading edges p 78 A85-14851
High frequency properties in the unsteady linearised
potential flow of a compressible fluid p 78 A85-14852
Wing tip sails which give lower drag at all normal flight
speeds p 79 A8S-14854
Ground navigation systems for aircraft - An urgent
need p 90 A85-15168
Developing aircraft passenger seats for safety and
economy p 90 A85-15170
Advanced gearbox health monitoring techniques
p 124 A85-15171
EH 101 • Europe's 'fixed-wing' helicopter
p 104 A85-15642
The measurements of drag resulting from small surface
irregularities immersed m turbulent boundary layers
p 126 A85-15937
Aero engine components in composite materials - 20
years'experience pill A85-15958
The diffraction of sound waves by an elastic half-plane
attached to a vertical rigid plane p 182 A85-16266
UDF - GE dares to differ p 167 A85-16270
PW2037 starts work p 167 A85-16271
The silencers p 167 A85-16272
Shall safety be maintained? p 148 A85-16536
A computer program for assisting in the preliminary
design of twin-engined propeller-dnven general aviation
aircraft p 156 A85-17227
Electronic control and momtormg of aircraft secondary
flying controls p 156 A85-17324
A range for all needs p 156 A85-1732S
Lockheed pushes Slot technology
p 137 A85-17773
Long-endurance drones mature p 157 A85-18116
Canadair 601 - Challenger in name and in
performance p 157 A85-18117
Air traffic control and airport authorities - The U.K
viewpoint p 138 A8S-18163
U-2R. TR-1 - Lockheed's black ladies
p 158 A85-18472
Turbulence structure of a three dimensional impinging
jet in a cross stream
(AIAA PAPER 85-0044] p 208 A8S-19478
The development of mathematical modelling techniques
for helicopter rotor rang
[AIAA PAPER 85-0336] p 240 A85-19679
Forward sweep - The pros and cons
p250 A8S-20146
The challenge from ceramics to metals in the gas turbine
and related areas p 280 A85-20150
Military avionics - Increasing integration at all levels
p244 A85-20221
Boeing's reiuvenated twin |et p 250 A85-20222
Modem military engines. II p 264 A8S-20822
Design and advanced concepts of avionics/weapons
system integration; Proceedings of the Symposium,
-London, England. April 3. 4,1984 p 200 A85-21456
Software design methods p 301 AS5-21457
A design methodology for integrated aviornc systems
p 301 A85-214S8
Hardware design techniques p 244 A8S-214S9
Packaging and interconnection for avnncs
p290 A85-21460
Integrated navigation p 245 A85-21481
Integrated communications - A designers view
p245 A85-21462
Trends in digital flight control systems
p269 A85-21465
Trends in digital engine control - Integration of propulsion
control with flight control and avtornc systems in future
military and commercial aircraft p264 A85-21466
The impact of integrated systems - The helicopter
designer's viewpoint p252 A85-21467
Report from the United Kingdom p 307 A8S-21943
Burbank's Blackbirds p 252 A85-22081
Trends in civil aircraft design p 200 A85-22226
Development and testing of the Martin-Baker
crashworthy seat p 340 A8S-22753
A simplified model for external loading on an engine
nacelle enclosing an engine. I • For the nacelle at a steady
incidence p 340 A8S-24201
Engineering ceramics p 362 A85-24229
For the eighties am) beyond p 351 A85-24646
Fully-automatic flexible manufacturing cell for turbine
blades p 367 A85-24647
The principles and practice of modem AEW radar
p336 A85-24916
Leading-edge separations and cross-flow shocks on
delta wings P 317 A85-25126
The development and use of free piston wind tunnels
p368 A85-25455
Finite difference computations of flow about supersonic
lifting bodies p319 A85-25479
Non-equilibnum high enthalpy airflows in a free piston
shock tunnel p 320 A85-25484
Civil turbofan engines p 353 A85-26274
Propellers for the future p 353 A85-26275
'Phoenix' • A polyester-film inflatable man-powered
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 340028] p 342 A85-26312
A review of complete weapon vibration testing
techniques p426 A85-26555
The addition of quasi-three-dimensional terms into a
finite element method lor transonic turbomachtnery
blade-to-blade flows p386 A85-26920
A finite element method for the solution of
two-dimensional transonic flows m cascades
p386 A85-26921
Development of lithium-containing aluminium alloys for
the ingot metallurgy production route
P434 A85-27120
Canards - Design with care p411 A85-27172
Punitive damages m aviation products liability cases
p461 A85-27394
Cargo claims - From the earner's point of view
p 461 A85-27395
The liability of aircraft manufacturers and certification
authorities in the United Kingdom p 462 A85-27397
Improving the flying qualities of your aeroplane
p412 A85-27449
The evolution of Shorts range of light transport aircraft
p412 A85-27450
The performance of a sealed squeeze-film bearing in
a flexible support structure p 440 A85-27476
Airworthiness technology p412 A85-27501
Aircrew and automation p 383 A85-27603
Fuel economies effected by the use of FMS in an
advanced TMA p412 A85-27604
Integration of advanced displays, FMS, speech
recognition and data link p407 A85-27605
FMS airline experience to date p408 A85-27606
Electromagnetic shielding by a CFC aircraft fuselage
p412 A85-27625
Photographic surveying of flow speed and direction
adjacent to a surface p 441 A85-27646
Airborne early warning radar p 408 A85-27835
The interceptor radar evolves as a sensor
p409 A85-27847
Design decisions guide airborne radar
p409 A85-27848
Application of modem control to bank-to-tum guidance
using digital simulation p 423 A85-28608
Design of compensation schemes for a
nonmtnimum-phase multjvanable plant
p458 A85-28810
Boeing's airliner launch criteria p 383 A85-28824
Man powered flight advances p 383 A85-28825
Relative effects of Reynolds number and treestream
turbulence in transonic flow p 391 A85-29085
Gas turbine airolast atomizers • A review. I
p420 A85-29343
Factors influencing heat transfer to the pressure
surfaces of gas turbine Wades p421 A85-29345
Effects of moisture on nigh performance laminates
p435 A85-29929
Development of acoustic emission techniques for
quantitative use on aerospace C.F R.P. structures
p445 A85-29938
F-14D for digital p492 A85-30572
Pressure distributions on a helicopter swept tip from flight
tests and from calculations p 470 A85-30942
An integral method for calculating the effects on
turbulent boundary-layer development of sweep and
taper p470 A85-30994
ATR42 achieves flight-test goals p492 A85-31000
Tns Kutt& condition m unstssdy flow
p471 A85-31183
The application of geodetic construction to helicopter
amYames p 494 A85-31961
A design methodology for a compliant matrix composite
bearmgless main rotor p 496 A85-31996
The uses of titanium p 519 A85-32023
Development of coatings for the protection of gas turbine
blades against high temperature oxidation and corrosion
p519 A85-32433
An advanced short range airliner design protect
p498 A85-32842
Unstable Jaguar proves active controls for EFA
P583 A85-33426
A description of Helix and Fein, standard fatigue loading
sequences for helicopters, and of related fatigue tests used
to assess them p 570 A85-33470
Boeing's grown-up baby p 570 A8S-33848
Soviet aero engines p 580 A85-33849
C-17 will fill long-haul airlift gap p 570 A85-33850
Wavenders p 595 AS 5-34193
Moormg airships p 562 A85-342S9
Manufacture and operating cost appraisals for modem
airships p 571 A85-34260
The acquisition and operating cost of an advertising
airship p 562 A85-34261
Test flying the 146 p 571 A85-34581
Right instrumentation p 578 A85-34585
A compatible mixed design and analysis finite element
method for the design of turbomacrtinery blades
p 599 A85-34706
A method for predicting unsteady potential flow about
an aerofoil p 545 A85-34707
The effect of aerodynamic lift on near circular satellite
orbits p 595 A85-34859
Stress intensity factors for an arc crack in a rotating
doc P599 A85-34974
The effect of treestream turbulence on pressure
fluctuations in transonic flow p 545 A85-34998
Investigations into the effects of scale and
compressibility on lift and drag in the RAE 5m pressurised
low-speed wind tunnel p 592 A85-34999
On the effect of wing taper and sweep direction on
leading edge transition p 545 A85-35000
Comparison of invrscid and viscous computations with
an interferometneaUy measured transonic flow
p 545 A85-35129
A generalized discrete-vortex method for sharp-edged
cylinders p 546 A85-35132
Accelerated convergence of Jameson's finite-volume
Euier scheme using van der Houwen integrators
p610 A85-35175
Computation of forced laminar convection in rotating
cavities p600 A8S-35592
Random air traffic generation for computer models
p567 A85-36509
A method for the prediction of Conolis induced
secondary flows and their influence on heat transfer in
rotating ducts p 601 A85-36672
Design of digital flight control systems for helicopters
p673 A85-37195
A method for the evaluation of the boundary lubricating
properties of aviation turbine fuels p 687 A85-37495
Cockpit of the future? p 655 A85-37925
Tweety-bird replacement p 646 A85-37945
A 320 - Third generation Airbus p 646 A85-37946
Hovercraft skirt design and manufacture
p 694 A85-38233
Development in UK rotor blade technology
p615 A85-38236
Scientific ballooning - IX. Proceedings of the Seventh
Symposium, Graz, Austria. June 25-July 7. 1984
p615 A85-38301
Who needs advanced-technology airliners?
p 647 A85-38434
Turboshaft truce in Europe p 658 A85-38436
AV-8B-mean Marine V/STOL machine
p648 A85-38437
LHX - A giant leap p 648 A85-38438
Ultralights break the rules p 615 A85-38439
Something old. something new p 648 A85-38440
Low temperature creep and fracture of near alpha
titanium alloys p 687 A85-38748
Th6_ influoncQ of _ niicrostructurs _pn __tno
temperature-dependent flow properties of TWAMV"
p 687 A85-38749
Auxiliary and emergency power system
[SAE PAPER 841572] p 662 A85-39162
The flow past two cylinders having different diameters
p696 A85-39240
Computer studies of hybrid slotted working sections with
minimum steady interference at subsonic speeds
p 628 A8S-39241
Air transport deregulation - The US expenence and its
applicability to Europe p 705 A85-39369
Simulation of wake passing in a stationary turbine rotor
cascade p629 A85-39589
Advanced techniques for hearth and usage monitoring
of helicopter transmissions
[ AIAA PAPER-85-1142] p 617 A85-39621
Prospects and problems of advanced open rotors for
conimeicial aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 85-1191) p 665 A85-39649
A review of some recent U K. propeller developments
(AIAA PAPER 85-1261 ] p 666 A85-39684
On the modelling of a fully-relaxed propeller
slipstream
(AIAA PAPER 85-1262] p 630 A85-39685
The influence of blade wakes on the performance of
outwardly curved combustor pre-drffusers
(AIAA PAPER 85-1291] p 667 A85-39704
The conception and development of a family of small
engines for the 1990's
(AIAA PAPER 85-1460] p 670 A85-39791
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The interaction at a diffusing line vortex and an aligned
shear flow P 788 A8S-40Z54
Transonic now calculations around isolated inlet
configurations
(AIAA PAPER 85-15961 p 713 A85-40712
Velocity characteristics of the wakes of m-cylmder
proiectiles
[AIAA PAPER 85-16761 p 716 A85-40764
AV-8B/GR Mk5 Engine Monitoring System
[AIAA PAPER 85-12951 p 762 A85-40831
Aerospace design and protected defence policy
p708 A85-41317
Fatigue crack growth due to periodic underloads and
overloads P 784 A85-41464
Will rotors lose their bearings? p 756 A85-41528
The flight control revolution p 776 A85-41529
Wmdshear escape p 776 A85-41530
Gulfstream - Versatility through concentration
p756 A85-41539
Oeveloprnents in aero engine materials
p784 A8S-41623
Aluminium-lithium based alloys for aerospace
applications P 785 A85-41624
Analysis of flight-recorded data as a contribution to
safety in atf operations p 745 A85-41726
The role of air traffic control in the co-ordination of civil
and military operations p 749 A85-41728
Routes to improved airworthiness of helicopters
p 745 A85-41729
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p399 N85-21128
p576 N85-25260
p702 N8S-28458
p645 N85-28935
p804 N85-30684
. p565 N85-26689
. p 884 A85-49946
p374 N85-19380
p 691 N85-29053
p 691 N85-29054
. p 121 N85-13055
p431 N85-21185
p 594 N85-26764
p594 N85-26765
. p399 N85-21127
. p 373 N85-19378
. . p 773 N85-29961
... p 12 N85-10919
p 702 N85-29364
p 690 N85-28109
p801 N85-31648
p 141 A85-16531
p522 N85-24023
p431 N85-21185
p455 N85-21681
p379 N85-18831
. p773 N85-29961
p690 N85-28109
. p 481 N85-23727
. p 481 N85-23727
p 481 N85-23727
.. p 481 N85-23727
. p547 A85-35260
E-1
DFG-SFB-85 CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
DFG-SFB-85
DFVLR-IB-129-84/5 .. ,
DMA-AU-1691
DNA PROJ O99-QAXC
DNA001-82-C-0190
DOT-FA01 -80-Y-1 0524
OOT-FA01-81-C-10041
DOT-FA01-81-Y-10521
DOT-FA01-82-C-10019
DOT-FA01-82-Y-10513
DOT-FA01-82-4-10513
DOT-FA03-81-C-00020 ...
DOT-FA69NS-162
DOT-FA77WAI-817 .
DOT-FA78WAI-893
DOT-FA79NA-6083
DOT-RC-82010
DREO-890
DRET-77-410
DRET-79-291
DRET-80-321
DRET-80-552
DRET-80-601
DRET-80/078
DRET-81 34 369 .... ...
DRET-82-318
DRET-82/318
DRET-83-1080
DRET-83-1423 ....
DRET-83-146 ... .
DRET-83-34 123
DRET-83-34-134
DRET-83-34-135
DRET-83-34-369 . . ..
DRET-83-403 . . . . . .
DRET-83-473 ..
DRET-83-95 003
DRET-84-002 . . . .
DRET-84-014
DT-FA01-83-Y-10554
DTFA-01-81-C-10057
DTP A-80-C-1 0080
DTFA01-80-C-10080 ... .
DTFA01-81-C-10057 ... . .
DTFA01-81-C10057 . . . .
DTFA01-81-4-10584
DTFA01-82-Y-10513 ... .. .
DTFA01-82-Y-30562 . . .
DTFA01 -83-C-1 0007
DTFA01-83-C-20033
DTFA01-83-R-11287 . .
DTFA01-83-Y-10556
DTFA01-83-Y-30629
DTFA01 -83-20033
DTFA01-83-4-10556
DTFA01-84-C-00001
DTFA01-84-C-00017
DTFA01-891-C10057
DTFA03-81-C-00035 . .
DTFA03-81-O-00040 .
DTFA03-83-C-00038
DTFA84-C-00001
E(49-18)-2295
EDA-RED-798-G-82-15 ..
EDA-99-7-13606
EPA-R-801455
ESTEC-51 94/82/NL/PB
FMV-F INK-82223-80-001-21-001 .
FMV-FL-K-82223-80-001-21-001
FMV-FL-K-82223-80-181-21-001 ...
FMV-FL-K-82223-81 -1 58-25-001 . . .
FMV-FL-K-82260-83-053-25-001 .. .
FMV-FLYGFL-82223-73-009-07-001
FMV-FLYGFL-82223-75-007-07-001
FMV-FLYGFL-82223-76-001 -21 -001
FMV-FLYGFL-82223-78-003-21-001
FMV-FLVGFL-%2223 !^J-QavZt-Qm
FMV-FLYGFL-62260-83-053-25-001
FY8952-82-60024
F04701-82-C-0083
FO4701-83-C-0084
p280
p875
p731
p800
p800
p299
p453
p 152
p453
p152
p452
p452
p453
p701
p452
p299
p683
p489
p880
P454
p283
p 143
p645
p870
P1
p553
p907
p870
p 142
p612
p425
p425
p88
p875
p481
p583
p918
p870
p565
p583
p743
p743
p907
p720
p734
p395
p387
p718
p410
p594
p567
p37
p39
p750
p430
p430
p430
p431
p55
p57
p245
p795
p857
P402
p299
p657
p90
p 299
p820
p880
p16
P96
p431
p747
p820
p283
p154
p698
p429
p429
p609
p685
p561
P13
p13
p13
P13
p743
p743
p743
p 13
pSS-l
p88
p277
p391
P431
A85-20909
N85-34127
A85-42931
N85-30560
N85-30560
A85-19514
A85-Z8779
A85-17889
A85-28779
A85-178B9
A85-28771
A85-28772
A85-28776
A85-39213
A85-28774
A85-21141
N85-27917
N85-22375
N85-34131
N85-21872
N85-15919
A85-18506
N85-28933
A85-48990
A85-10554
A85-36415
A85-48992
A85-48990
A85-17243
N85-27646
N85-19987
N85-19988
N85-12872
N85-34128
N85-23726
N85-26718
N85-34596
A85-48993
N85-26690
N85-26719
N85-31017
N85-31018
A85-48992
A85-40930
A85-42970
NB5-19935
A85-27887
A85-40779
NB5-21139
N85-26761
N85-25236
N85-10073
N85-11010
N85-29940
N65-21180
N85-21181
N85-21182
N85-21184
N85-11341
N85-11501
N85-15707
N85-30180
N85-33700
N85-19938
N85-17436
N85-28942
N85-12046
N85-17435
N85-33113
N85-35179
N85-10929
N85-12048
N85-21183
N85-31031
N85-32106
N85-15920
N85-13793
A85-39899
N85-19992
N85-19992
N85-25963
A85-37599
N85-26674
N85-10923
N85-10923
N85-10923
N85-10923
N85-31020
N85-31020
N85-31020
N85-10923
N85-26675
N85-12879
N85-15760
A85-29082
A85-26446
F04701-83-R-0064
F08635-80-C-0359
F08635-80-K-0303
F08635-82-C-0131
FOB635-82-C-C472
F08635-82-K-0409
F08635-83-C-0067
F08635-83-C-0480
F19628-78 -^0007
F19628-83-C-0-\52 . ..
F19628-85-C-0002 . . ..
. p487
p300
p867
. p533
p483
p564
p790
. p45
p46
p 121
p279
. p702
. p624
. p410
p880
p459
p294
p447
. p406
p303
p406
. p695
p902
p688
. p757
. p369
p112
p765
p317
F33615-79-C-2075 p 695
F33615-79-C-2087 . p 682
F21-243
F29601-82-C-0013
F29601-82-C-O027
F30602-80-C-0191
F30602-82-C-0059
F30602-82-C-0122
F33615-76-C-2092 .. . .
F33615-77-C-2004
F33615-77-C-5155
F33615-78-C-3601
F33615-78-C-5196 .. . .
F33615-79-C-2054
F33615-79-C-2060
F33615-79-C-2065
F33615-79-C-3D09 ..
F33615-79-C-3421 ..
F33615-79-C-3614 ... .
F33615-79-C-3618 ....
p108
p918
p 426
.
 P24
p107
p173
p177
.... p765
p 392
. . p51
... p 528
p502
p502
p531
p 143
... p606
. .. p652
. . . p 521
p616
p41
... . p 376
p564
p 695
.. . p 265
p596
p 673
p 675
p676
p 348
. . p24
p638
p638
p 507
p797
.. .. p190
.. .. p 905
p 867
p330
. . p 50
p 689
p 302
.. .. p 832
p 285
. ... p 690
p 354
p 596
p783
F33615-82-C-5100 p 906
F3361542-0-0601 p 65
F33615-82-K-2252 p 507
F33615-82-K-3603 p 840
F33615-82-K-3609 p 828
F33615-83-C-1004 p 575
F33615-83-C-1040 p 259
F33615-83-C-1077 p 832
F33615-83-C-2301 p 597
F33615-83-C-3017 p 99
P827
F33615-83-C-3240 p 60
F33615-83-C-3252 p 912
F33615-83-C-3603 p 839
p 173
p848
F33615-83-K-0038 p 377
F33615-80-C-0012
F33615-80-C-2028 .
F33615-80-C-2029
F33615-80-C-3208 ..
F33615-80-C-3211 .
F33615-80-C-3212 . ..
F33615-80-C-3226 . .
F33615-80-C-3229 . .
F33615-80-C-5037 . .
F33615-80-C-5045 ...
F33615-80-C-5189 . .
F33615-81-C-0006 . ..
F33615-81-C-0500 ...
F33615-81-C-2017 ..
F33615-81-C-2023 .. ..
F33615-81-C-2067 ..
F33615-81-C-2074 . .
F33615-81-C-3605 . .
F33615-81-C-3610 . .
F33615-81-C-3624 .. .
F33615-81-C-3626 ...
F33615-81-C-5015 ....
F33615-81-C-5040 .
- F33615-81-C-5066-
F33615-81-K-3034 ..
F33615-81-K-5014 ...
F33615-82-C-0123 .. .
F33615-82-C-0501 . .
F33615-82-C-1704
F33615-82-C-2258 ...
F33615-82-C-2262 ...
F33615-82-C-5020
F33615-82-C-5078 . ...
A85-32207
N85-17470
A85-47132
N85-23256
N85-22374
N85-25225
A85-40778
N85-11254
N85-11256
N85-13067
A85-19792
A85-39526
A85-38763
NB5-21136
N85-34131
N85-22024
N85-16067
N85-20227
A85-26678
N85-17578
A85-26678
A85-39062
N85--35257
A85-39600
A85-42664
A85-25957
N85-12061
A85-40840
A85-25129
A85-39062
A85-39773
A85-39775
A85-13545
A85-49531
N85-21177
N85-10060
N85-12056
N85-13801
N85-14846
A85-40836
A85-29253
A85-11987
N85-23108
N85-23760
N85-23761
N85-24319
A85-18509
N85-27027
N85-27858
N85-23970
A85-39214
A85-11614
N85-19712
N85-25226
A85-39062
N8S-15731
N85-25448
N85-28946
N85-27878
N85-27879
N85-18986
N85-10061
-N85-28928
N85-28930
A85-32589
N85-30376
N85-15189
-A85-47402
A85-47129
N85-18964
A85-11669
A85-39645
N85-16503
:'A85-45000
N85-17155
N85-28129
N85-18060
A85-35524
A85-40250
A85-47473
N85-11794
A85-32601
A85-45050
A85-45949
N85-25251
N85-15722
A85-44991
N85-25539
A85-13554
A8 5-4 5842
AS 5-10851
N85-35425
A85-43856
N85-13801
N85-33125
N85-17987
F33615-83-K-2308
F33615-83-K-2318
F33615-83-K-3226
F33615-84-C-2432
F33615-84-K-3606
F33616-82-C-1904
F33657-82-C-2208
F33657-83-C-0229
F4060O-82-C-0003
F41-411 ....
F41-460
F49620-77-C-0082
F49620-78-C-0084
F49620-79-C-0054
F49620-79-C-0189
F49620-80-C-0053
F49620-80-C-0087
F49620-81-C-0028
F49620-81-C-0041
F49620-81-K-0004
F49620-81-K-0018
F49620-82-C-0018
F49620-82-C-0019
F49620-82-C-0020
F49620-82-C-0022
F49620-82-C-0025
F49620-82-C-0026
F49620-82-C-0035
F49620-82-C-0038
F49620-82-C-0055 . . .
F49620-82-K-0002 .
F49620-82-K-0019
F49620-82-K-0033
F49620-83-C-0048
F49620-83-C-0084
F49620-83-C-0118
F49620-83-C-0119
F49620-83-C0139
F49620-83-K-0009
F49620-83-K-0023
F49620-83-K-0027
F49620-83-K-0034
F49620-84-C-0056
F49620-84-C-0086
F61-541
F65-511
IAO-A4105
JPL-956416
MDA903-81-C-0166
MOA903-81-C-0381
MDA903-82-C-0220
MDA903-82-C-0398
MDA903-82-C-0434 . . . .
MDA903-84-C-0031
MIN-DEF-A45A/578
MIN-DEF-2048/O26XR/STR
MIN-DEF-2048/026XR/STR .
MOD-AT/2170/065/XR
MOD-A91A/870
NAAS-4006
NAGW-218
NAGW-240
NAGW-478 ..
p520
p323
p522
p855
p669
p703
p94
p440
p24
p25
p25
p25
p673
p239
p417
p318
p722
p733
p546
P422
p611
P45
p364
p221
p597
p211
p232
p546
p626
p 196
p308
p239
p342
p208
p546
p324
p399
p399
p399
p449
p207
p286
p535
p630
p730
p838
p308
p325
p77
p294
P294
p324
p5
p5
p294
p508
p78
p370
p374
p4
p791
p731
p469
p294
p461
p324
p206
-p 475
p691
p230
p223
p711
p448
p601
p285
p806
p849
p203
p308
P542
p119
p826
p826
p448
p575
p508
p520
p875
p875
p667
p434
p422
p560
p214
p218
p791
N85-22768
A85-26383
A85-30251
A85-45845
A85-39743
A85-39565
AB5-14830
A85-26810
N8S-10941
N85-10942
N85-10943
N85-10944
N8S-2894B
N85-16B32
N85-21155
A85-25150
A8 5-40962
A85-42958
A85-35152
N85-21170
AS 5-35128
N85-11255
N85-18101
A85-19703
N85-25478
A85-19536
A85-21857
A85-35153
A85-38984
N85-15450
N85-166B5
N85-16836
N85-17945
A85-19476
A85-35150
N85-17943
N85-21124
M85-21126
N85-21123
N85-21587
A85-19474
A85-19575
A85-33301
A85-39658
A85-42351
A85-43855
N85-17732
N85-17960
A85-14242
N85-16069
N85-16087
N85-17950
AB5-11643
A85-11644
N85-16074
N85-22397
A85-14357
NB5-17958
N85-19417
A85-10852
A85-40939
A85-42690
A8 5-30328
N85-16070
N85-22182
N85-17947
A85-19455
A85-32965
N85-29073
A85-20864
A85-19746
A85-40687
N85-21408
N85-25545
N85-17153
N85-30773
A85-43863
N85-16761
N85-16667
N85-25169
N85-12139
A8 5-45139
A85-45140
N85-20398
N85-25255
N85-22396
N85-22646
N85-34123
N85-34124
A85-39704
A85-27120
N85-21169
N85-26671
A85-19571
A85-19648
A85-40963
e-2
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX NAS1-17070
NAGW-499
NAGW-S7S
NAGW-58 1
NAGt-100
NAG1-107
NAG1-109
NAG1-112
NAG1-126
NAG1-131
NAG1-134
NAG 1-145
NAG1-156
NAG1-157
NAG1-171
NAG1-186
NAG1-190
NAG1-198
NAG1-199
NAG 1 -203
NAG1-214
NAG1-217
NAG1-226
NAG 1-243
NAG 1-250
NAG 1-254
NAG1-26 .
NAG1-270
MAGI -273
NAG1-276
NAG 1-280
NAG 1-28
NAG 1-296
NAG 1-329
NAG1-330
NAG 1-334
NAG 1-344
NAG1-34S
NAG 1-358
NAG 1-372
NAG1-390
NAG 1-394
NAG 1-396
NAG 1 -398
NAG 1-3
NAG 1-402
NAG 1-40
NAG1-413
NAG1-421
NAG 1-462
NAG 1-485
NAG 1-483
NAG 1-486
NAG 1-493
NAG 1-549
NAG1-591
NAG 1-60
NAG 1-76
NAG2-029
NAG2-105
NAG2-109
NAG2-111
NAG2-1 16
NAG2-1 23
NAG2-1S2
p 658
p268
p478
p 91 1
p563
p600
p 134
". '" "..... P316
p 61
p917
p 386
p268
p895
p 608
p 76
p 290
P38
p776
, p 1 14
p 457
, p 391
"' _ p 888
Z...IZ p62
P134
p537
,„ p 859
p501
p 497
P497
p572
peso
p428
p887
p 398
p 512
p790
p733
\ _ p 760
IIHIII p 172
p 423
p846
p896
p896
p 490
p 473
p238
P 11
p 385
""_ _ _ p 327
p 741
p 231
p 192
_ p 458
P132
p 319
p215
P559
p328
p781
p 74
P547
p 20
p 718
p469
p469
pir
p523
P885
p 612
p 476
p 499
p 41 1
P 226
p 208
"II — P238
p 59
p 725
p 790
p735
p 87
p 556
p537
p305
p 621
p 725
p319
p215
p 730
p 223
p 626
p 86
p 252
p 332
p 732
A85-37582
A65- 19585
N8S-2370S
N85-35373
A85-35585
A85-3S589
A85- 15346
A85-24448
A85- 10867
A85-47793
A85-27876
A85- 19583
A85-49139
N85-27257
A85-13960
A85-21846
N85-11003
N85-31064
A8S-13631
A85-27514
A85-29087
A85-47757
A85- 10877
A8 5-1 5330
A85-32954
A85-45930
N8S-23752
A85-32780
A85-32781
A85-35350
A85-39212
N85-21176
N85-35186
N85-21119
A85-32779
A8S-40778
A85-42964
A85-4773S
N85-31044
A85- 18334
A85-26431
A85-45970
N85-35202
N85-35203
A85-30244
A85-32587
N85-16829
N85-10913
A85-26916
N8S- 18002
N85-29930
A8S-20873
N85-15319
A85-29408
N85-13478
A85-25465
ASS- 19591
N85-26665
N85-17997
N85-31065
A85-13570
A85-35582
N85- 10037
A85-40777
A85-30321
A85-30329
ASS- 10898
A85-10899
A85-30390
A85-50111
N85-26320
N8S-22367
N85-22382
A85-26757
AS 5- 19788
A8S- 19475
N85- 16825
A85- 10838
A8S-41411
A85-40929
A85-42975
N85- 12870
N85-25201
A85-30389
N85- 17668
A85-37661
A85-41415
A8S-25465
ASS- 19590
A85-42352
A85- 19749
A85-38984
N85- 12860
A85-21847
A85-25793
A85-42957
NAG2-1 75
NAG2-209
NAG2-223
NAG2-23 1
NAG2-237
NAG2-243
NAG2-246
NAG2-275
NAG2-42
NAG3-112
NAG3-132
NAG3-159
NAGS- 179
NAG3- 1 97
NAG3-200
NAG3-214
NAG3-2 16
NAG3-231
NAG3-232
NAG3-242 .. .„
NAG3-245
NAG3-2S6
NAG3-260
NAG3-26
NAG3-284
NAG3-28
NAG3-292
NAG3-31S
NAG3-330
NAG3-33
NAG3-347
NAG3-34
NAG3-353
NAG3-356
NAG3-357
NAG3-364
NAG3-379
NAG3-418
NAG3-424
NAG3-488
NAG3-51 1 -
NAG3-512
NAG3-52
NAG3-621
NAG3-74 .._ __
NAG3-7
NAG4-1
NAS-23940
NASA ORDER C-5471 5-0
NASA ORDER H-59314-8
NASA OBDER L-61966-B
NASA OBDEH L-6S61 18
NASA OHDEB L-71488-B
NASA PURCHASE ORDER L-69215B
NASW-3199
NASW-3302 „
NASW-3455
NASW-3490
NASW-3531
NASW-354 1 „
NASW-3542 „
NASW-3554
NASW-4003
NASW-4004 „
NASW-4005
NASW-4008
NAS1-12954
NAS1-13259
NAS1-14000
NAS1-14406
NAS1-14568
p495
p491
p514
p 750
p844
P844
p301
P223
p80
P457
p458
p458
P209
P394
p690
p507
p 122
p364
P265
p457
p609
P264
p252
p746
P581
p711
p581
p729
p241
p754
p317
p698
p305
P12
P422
p771
p398
p671
P475
p133
p 133
p321
p605
p222
p871
p901
p799
p65
p729
p910
p671
P291
p351
p842
p896
P656
p450
P452
P4S2
p452
P453
p 173
p848
p216
P476
pSS
p534
p824
P1
P543
p811
p617
P9
p66
p 131
p326
P19
p295
p563
p543
P298
p702
p876
p278
p328
P344
P397
p478
p511
P683
p760
p652
p652
p44
p871
P472
A85-31994
A85-30380
N85- 22398
N85-31035
A85-4S928
A85-45928
A85-21973
ASS- 19749
ASS- 15331
AS 5-286 13
A8S-28614
A85-28615
ASS- 19490
A85-3017S
N85-28127
N85-22391
ASS- 12721
N85-19073
A85-218S6
A85-28612
A8S-34131
A85-20887
A8S-21844
A85-42937
N85-25262
A85-40691
N8S-25265
A85-41826
AS5-20872
A8S-40811
A85-25135
A85-39898
N85- 17667
N85-10919
N85-21165
A85-4236S
N85-21117
N8S-27869
A8S-3296S
A85-1395S
ASS- 13956
AS 5-25928
N8S-25894
ASS- 19731
N85-27868
N8S-3429S
N85-31S48
N85-11862
A8S-41826
N8S-343S4
N85-27867
A8S-22281
AS 5-25442
A85-45880
N85-35201
N85-33540
N8S-21607
A85-28771
A85-28772
A8S-28774
A85-28776
N85-13801
N8S-3312S
A8S-19617
N85-22365
N85-11381
N8S-24S37
A85-46326
N85-10O01
N8S-26610
N8S-32089
N85-28912
N8S- 10008
N8S- 10856
N85-12521
N85-18952
N85- 10035
N85-16180
N85-25220
N85-26610
N85-17363
N85-29432
N85-35161
N8S- 16882
N85- 18953
N85- 18975
N85-21 1 1 1
N85-23701
N85-23799
N8S-27914
N8S-299SO
N85-2785S
N85-27856
N85-11141
A85-49014
A85-31986
NAS1-14605
NAS1-14700
NAS1-14724
NAS1-14732
NAS1 -14742
NAS1-14904
NAS1-15025 ....
NAS1-15069
NAS1-1S214
NAS1-15325
NAS1-15326
NAS1-1S327
NAS1-1S336
NAS1-1S472
NAS1-1581
NAS1-1S820
NAS1-15884
NAS1-1S992
NAS1-16000
NAS1-1600
NAS1-16114
NAS1-16117
NAS1-1613S
NAS1-16138
NAS1-16147
NAS1-18158
NAS1-16199
NAS1-16202
NAS1-16266
NAS1-16273
NAS1-16284
NAS1 -16297
NAS1-16394
NAS1-16489
NAS1-16512-14
NAS1-16521
NAS1-16535
NAS1-16S42
NAS1-1658S
NAS1-16669
NAS1-16742
NAS1-16758
NAS1-16794
NAS1-168032
NAS1-16803
NAS1-16826
NAS1-16856
NAS1-16883
NAS1-16916
NAS1-16975
NAS1-16978
NAS1-17003 . .
NAS1 -17023
NAS1 -17070 . . . .
p75
p 147
p610
p 760
p6
p 478
P21
p874
p21
p 179
p 179
p 179
p 179
P52
p284
. p324
p634
p634
p818
p21
P21
p36
p 162
p 162
p35
P37
p679
P22
p 760
p804
. p329
p556
p458
p 145
p802
p738
p 454
p274
p739
p427
p 13
, p 16
p 414
p806
P15
pSOS
. p80S
pS82
p 116
p258
p781
p 107
p594
p 100
p256
p65
p9
p458
pS36
p 197
p 197
p 145
p391
p790
p493
p901
p79
p717
p293
p476
p219
p499
p327
p85
p252
p574
p787
P902
p295
P S
p75
p444
p782
p62
p304
p537
p538
p538
p806
p305
P245
p59
P75
p 185
p207
p316
ASS- 13723
N8S- 14799
N85-26221
N85-29950
ASS- 11 982
N8S-23702
N8S-10935
N85-34114
N85-10934
N85-13912
N85-13913
N85-13914
N85-13915
A85- 12473
N8S-17049
N8S- 17948
NSS-27824
N85-27825
NB5-3310S
N85-10933
N85- 10935
N85-1100S
N8S- 14837
N8S-14838
ASS- 12593
N8S-11006
N8S-27898
N8S-10936
N85-29949
N85-30706
N85-189S8
N8S-25202
A85-29081
A85-18681
A8S-40947
N85-29917
N85-21877
ASS- 19655
N8S-29918
A8S-29252
N85- 10921
ASS- 10872
A85-29260
N85-30771
NBS-10927
N85-22387
NSS-30766
N8S-26710
N85- 12900
A85-21555
N85-29973
N85- 12889
N85-26760
ASS- 13559
N85-15718
N85-11790
N85-10007
A85-29081
N85-24813
N8S-14667
N8S- 14666
A8S- 18697
A85-29080
A85-407SS
A85-31958
NSS-34222
A8S- 15327
A85-40770
N8S-1S993
N85-22369
ASS- 19653
N85-22378
N8S-18005
N8S- 12038
A85-21396
N85-25247
NSS-30032
N85-35241
N85- 16098
A85-11625
A85-13723
A85-29091
N85-31072
A85-10873
A85-21842
A85-32592
N85-23374
N85-23375
N85-30769
N85-16590
N8S- 15706
A85-10845
A8S- 13723
A8S- 18684
A85-19472
A8S-24448
E-3
NAS1-17093 'CONTRACTNUMBER INDEX
NAS1-17093
NAS1 -17099
NAS1-17102
NAS1-17130
NAS1-17161
NAS1-17292
NAS1-17296 p369
p474
p53
p 147
p373
p376
. .. p 304
... p30S
. p 491
p 185
p3t6
p474
pB02
p223
NAS1-17345
NAS1-17367
NAS1-17368
NAS1-17387
NAS1-17423
p877
._ p797
p 105
p593
NAS1-17428 „ _ p427
NAS1 -17493 p 844
NAS1-17528 P255
NAS1 -17529 p 257
NAS1 -17539 _.. p 129
p 130
NAS1 -17556 _.. p845
NAS1 -17561 p 632
NAS1-17719 p657
NAS1 -17797 p 87
NAS1 -17826 p 742
NAS1 -17919 p 360
NAS1-18000 p 812
NAS1-5B10 p 474
NAS1-6394 p474
NAS2-10592 p 609
NAS2-10620 p 466
p467
NAS2-10850 p569
NAS2-10981 p 2
NAS2-11020 „. p255
NAS2-11025 p 19
NAS2-11085 . p 538
NAS2-11255 p 247
NAS2-11260 p 496
NAS2-11261 p255
NAS2-11266 p 466
p466
NAS2-11285 _.. p 76
p314
NAS2-11304 p271
p271
NAS2-11307 p743
NAS2-11313 p206
p538
NAS2-11325 p 197
NAS2-11331 p479
NAS2-11364 p644
NAS2-11388 p 173
p677
NAS2-11424 p 215
NAS2-11454
 P843
NAS2-11548 p819
NAS2-11555 , p714
NAS2-11688 .— p760
NAS2-11695 p568
NAS2-11711 p559
NAS2-11725-.7
NAS2-11810
NAS2-11851
NAS2-11920
NAS2-12081
NAS2-4006 .
NAS2-6788 .
NAS2-9830 .
NAS3-19779
NAS3-20072
NAS3-20073
NAS3-20074
NAS3-2060;
NAS3-20643
NAS3-20646
AS 5-32632
N65-10301
N85-14799
N85-19365
N85-19702
A85-19507
N85-16586
A85-30356
ASS-18684
AS5-24448
A85-32632
A85-40556
MS-19740
A85-25947
A85-47684
N85-31349
N85-12885
N85-35184
N85-26759
A85-29252
A85-4S909
N85-15714
N85-16861
N85-13269
N85-13270
A85-45954
A85-39768
N65-28941
N85-12863
N85-31013
N85-18068
A85-43836
A85-32624
A85-32624
N85-25985
N85-22346
N85-22347
N8S-26691
N85-10910
N85-15717
N85-10032
N85-23377
A85-19626
A85-32004
N85-15715
N85-22344
N85-22345
A85-13964
A85-23392
N85-16877
N85-16878
N85-31015
A85-19451
N85-23376
A85-18514
N85-23709
N85-27843
N85-13800
N85-27886
A85-19593
A85-45882
N85-33111
A85-40732
N8 5-31045
N85-25237
N85-26664
-A85-13553
A85-19626
A85-41419
A85-40933
ASS-42690
N85-34136
N85-33110
1485-14802
N85-10922
N85-13233
N85-11225
A85-39284
N85-12059
N85-22400
A65-13953
N85-10989
N85-10990
N85-10993
N85-10994
N85-10995
N85-10997
N85-10998
N85-29957
N85-34138
N85-34141
N85-35199
N85-10947
N85-10950
N85-10991
N85-10992
NAS3-21252
NAS3-21971 -
NAS3-22008
NAS3-221 33
NAS3-22250 ~
NAS3-22510
NAS3-22S1 4 -
NAS3-22S34
NAS3-22535
NAS3-22748
NAS3-22752
NAS3-22769
NAS3-22772
NAS3-22829
NAS3-23039
NAS3-23051
NAS3-23056 -.
NAS3-23165
NAS3-23166 _
NAS3-231 69
NAS3-23267 _
NAS3-23271
NAS3-23288
NAS3-23532 _.
NAS3-23S40
NAS3-235924
NAS3-23681
NAS3-23686
NAS3-23687
NAS3-23696
NAS3-23698
NAS3-23702
NAS3-23705
NAS3-2371 6
NAS3-23926
NAS3-23927
NAS3-24081
NAS3-24082
NAS3-24089
NAS3-24105
NAS4-2675
NAS7-100
NAS7-918
NAS8-29316
NAS8-32893 „
NAS8-32982
NAS8-33369
NAS8-33380
NAS8-33716
NAS8-33817
NAS8-34505
NAS8-34678
NAS8-3501 6
NAS8-3501 8
NAS8-3S918
NAS9-16023
NAS9-162B3 -
NAS9-16535
NAVY TASK SH02301 01
NAVY TASK ZR0230101
NBS-NB-81 -NADA-2000
NB81-NADA-2000
NB82-NAOA-3041
NCA2-IR-850-401
NCA2-OH-130-101
NCA2-OR-1 70-302
NCA2-OR-340-301 _ .
NCA2-OR-745-104
NCA2-OR-745-309
NCCW-4
NCC1-14
NCC1-15
p772
p772
p772
p892
p892
p65
p45
p354
p911
p719
p876
p44
p135
p 169
p 116
p913
p913
p913
p913
p913
p506
p598
p727
p81
p365
P210
p476
p«2
p582
P135
p29
p415
p365
p774
p604
p765
p285
p 560
p285
p610
P836
p891
p229
p799
p886
p506
p737
pS82
p799
p788
p732
p773
p814
p173
p487
p849
p710
p242
p507
p699
p604
p702
p899
p899
p902
p902
p912
p155
p702
p289
p374
p702
p53
p914
p741
p773
p628
p859
p39
p297
p736
p736
p90
p 149
p747
p333
p 714
p213
p717
pSO
p446
p715
p803
p546
0522
N85-2995S
N85-29956
N85-29958
N85-35197
N85-35198
N85-1 1 791
N85-11252
N85-18058
N85-35391
A85-40817
N85-35162
N85-10209
N85-13550
ASS- 18792
N85-12901
N85-35534
N85-35535
N« 5-35536
N85-35537
N85-35538
A85-32006
N85-27012
A8S-41814
N85-12008
N85-1917S
A8 5-19510
N85-22368
N85-21 163
N85-26709
N85- 13549
N85-10959
N85- 19978
N8S-19176
N85-31057
N85-25792
A8S-40841
A8 5-1 9491
M85-26668
A8 5-19491
N85-27584
N8S-32119
N85-34140
A85-20744
N8 5-3 1548
N85-35185
A8S-32005
A8S-42988
N85-26711
N85-31548
N8S-31308
A85-12954
N85-29960
A8S-43977
N85-14844
A85-32206
A85-43865
A8 5-40682
N85-15701
N8S-22393
N85-28191
N85-25795
A8S-39S26
N85-35223
N8S-35224
N8545236
N8S-35237
N8S-35423
A85-16239
A8S-39526
A8S-21293
N85-19417
A85-39526
N8S- 10355
N8S-35540
N85-29934
N8S-29963
A85-39226
A85-45938
N85-10096
N8S-17294
AB5-42985
A85-42985
A85-1S867
A85-18843
N85-29939
N8S- 18031
A85-40728
A85-195S2
A85-40772
ASS- 15335
A85-30218
A85-40742
A85-41339
A85-3513S
A85-30291
NCC1-18 p 13
NCC1-22 p 218
p474
p628
p734
NCC1-32 p298
NCC1-41 P219
p712
NCC1-46 p628
P12
p557
pS57
NCC1-65 p557
NCC1 -69 p 426
NCC1-84 „ p 87
NCC2-100 p118
NCC2-149 p 557
NCC2-152 _ p 747
NCC2-175 _ - p 741
NCC2-188 p48
p903
NCC2-191 - p 58
NCC2-198 p86
NCC2-293 p 844
NCC2-74 p 147
NCC3-43 - p 45
NCC3-5 - p 702
NGL-22-009-124 p 844
p268
p303
p776
NGL-22-009-640 p 563
p6OO
NGL-31-001-252 p 839
p846
NGL-33-018-003 p 121
p437
NGL-48-002-004 p 41
NGR-14-001-008 p453
NGR-17-003-021 - p 739
NGR-22-009-818 . p 871
NGR-48-002-041 — p 474
NGR-48-002-047 p 474
p715
p869
NGR-48-002-M1 p715
p869
NGT-01-002-099 p 39
P462
NGT-03-002-800 p 713
p715
NGT-22-009-901 p 223
NGT-36-004-800 p 213
p 474
p735
NGT-47-004-802 p 82
NIVR-1697 p 653
NIVR-1725 p 53
NIVR-1889 . p 744
NIVR-1890 p 744
NIVR-1891 p54
NOAA-NA-80AAD00001 p 453
NOAA-O4-7-158-4412B p 439
NHPROJ. 630-194 p 243
NR PROJ 212-276 p 239
NH PROJECT 049-506 p 749
NR PROJECT 061-201 ...;.. ............. p 214
p385
NR PROJECT 061-274 p 548
NRC A-4206 p 318
NRC A-7096 p 77
NRCP-8102 p318
NSERC-A-2181 p 812
NSERC-A-3662 p 232
NSERC-A-4310 p 470
p546
NSERC-AS-3378 p 307
NSF ATM-79-21080
NSF ATM-80-26533
NSF ATM-81-09828
NSF ATM-82-05776
NSF ATM-82-06044
NSF ATM-82-06904
NSFATM-83-00164
NSF ATM-83-19486
NSF ATM-84-07143
NSF CME-80-22366
NSF OMS-83-12229
NSF ECS-79-18246
NSF ECS-80-07102
NSF ECS-81-O924S
NSF ENG-79-18667
NSF INT-81-15965
NSF ISP-70-20240
p 702
.... p702
...... p453
p453
...... p920
..... p800
.... p701
...... p857
.... p 701
... p918
— p907
..... p 102
P158
.. p749
... p535
...... p899
P41
P916
NSF ISP-79-2040 p 513
N85-10921
A85-19641
A85-32609
A85-39219
A85-42968
N85-17353
A85-19650
A85-40705
A85-39219
NaS-10918
N85-25208
N8S-25209
NS5-25210
A85-26759
N85-12871
N85-12903
N85-25212
N85-29937
N85-29933
A85-11264
A85-47106
A8S-10832
N85-12860
A8 5-45914
N85-14796
N85-11224
N85-29364
A85-45928
N85-16873
N85-17603
N85-29970
A85-355B5
A85-35589
A85-43872
A85-46327
N85-12966
N85-21268
A85-11671
A8S-28777
N85-29919
A85-49353
AS 5-32610
A85-32610
A85-40754
A85-48533
A85-40754
A85-4B533
N85-10100
N85-22210
A85-40709
A85-40744
A85-19749
A85-19562
A85-32616
A85-42974
N85-12009
N85-27860
N85-10373
N85-31027
N85-31027
N85-10416
A85-28777
A85-26641
N85-16845
N85-16834
A85-41321
-ASS-19582 -
A8S-26760
A85-35584
A85-25457
A85-14244
A85-254S7
A85-43833
A85-21859
A85-30995
A85-3S155
A85-21840
A8S-39526
A85-39526
A85-28777
A85-28775
N85-34766
A85-42173
A85-37720
AB5-44109
A8S-37720
A85-47309
A8S-48220
A8S-13701
ASS-18330
A85-41321
AB5-33301
A85-47306
ASS-10374
A8 5-47681
A85-33282
E-4
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX 505-34-03-03
NSF MCS-82-00788
NSF MEA-80-06806
NSF MEA-80-18565
NSFMEA-81-H676
NSG-1083 . — •
NSG-1219
NSG-1251)
NSG-1262
NSG-1301 - • •
NSG-1419 ..
NSG-1450
NSG-1483
NSG-1490
NSG-1S48
NSG-1560
NSG-1580
NSG-1625
NSG-1629 —
NSG-16SO
NSG-2354
NSG-3019
NSG-304S ....
NSG-3208 ..
NSG-3263 ...
NSG-3284 ...
NSG-3266 ....
NSG-3295 ....
NSG-7172 ....
NSG-7523 ....
N00014-75-C-0381
N00014-78-C-0364
N00014-77-C-OD33
N00014-77'-C-0642
N00014-78-C-0257
N00014-79-C-OA76
N00014-78-C-0641
N00014-79-C-0066
N00014-79-C-0103
N00014-79-C-0424
N00014-79-C-0658
N00014.79-C-0953
N00014-6CM>0293
N00014-80-C-0312
N00014-80-C-0400
N00014-80-C-0'»81
N0001«1-C-0267
N00014-81-C-0381
N00014-81-C-OS57
N00014-81-K-0379
N00014-81-K-0742
N00014-81-K-2032
N00014-81-K-2036
N00014-81-K-2037
N00014-82-C-0354
N00014-82-C-0601
N0001442-C-0607
N00014-82-C-0690
N00014-82-K-0184
N00014-82-K-0315
N00014-82-K-0335
N00014^3-C-0394
N00014-83-C-0435
N00014-83-C-OT25
N00014-S3-C-2223
N00014^3-K-014S
N00014-83-K-0239
N00014-83-K-0658
N00014-83-K-2013
N00014-84-C-2250
N00014-84-K-0068
N00014^4-K-O069
N00014-84-K-0093
N00014-a4-K-Ol81
N00019-75-C-0424
N00019-79-C-OZS8
p385
p698
p77
p207
p733
p737
p366
p 167
p319
p73
p144
p919
p817
p478
p 16
p460
p414
P538
p806
P44
p 185
p390
p816
p 133
p 133
p301
P234
pS14
p370
p785
p583
p583
p583
p398
P42
p372
p392
p26S
p82
p427
pS17
p 663
p214
p385
p213
p474
p 735
P547
p628
p917
p423
p80
p 105
p461
p144
pS26
pS30
p247
p 130
p702
p283
p386
p239
p791
p732
pSOO
p391
p749
p265
p817
p210
p 10
p239
p247
p731
p207
p732
P446
p531
p817
p684
p339
p611
p712
p817
p319
p800
p 180
p 184
p733
p702
p628
p812
p210
p843
p280
A8S-26916
A8S-39898
ASS-14242
ASS-19473
ASS-42959
A85-42986
A8 5-23844
ASS-16237
AS 5-25465
A85-12703
A8S-18S11
NSS-3569S
A8S-4S838
N85-23703
ASS-10872
A8S-29258
A8S-29260
A6S-30388
N8S-30768
N6S-11140
ASS-18693
A85-29077
A85-4S836
A85-13961
A85-13962
A85-21548
N85-15690
NSS-23800
N8S-17949
A8W2571
N8S-26713
N85-2S7U
N85-26715
NSS-21117
A85-12098
N85-18292
A85-29259
N8S-15724
N8S-1201S
A8S-292S2
N85-23808
N8S-27915
A8S-19S82
A8S-26760
A85-19562
A8S-32616
A85-42974
A86-3S579
A85-39218
A85-47735
A8S-26430
A8&-15337
N85-12053
N85-22143
A85-18511
A8S-33245
NSS-24205
ASS-19626
A85-15072
A86-39526
A85-21883
A85-27093
N8 5-16832
A85-40936
A85-4295B
N8S-223S3
A85-29087
A85-41321
N85-171S3
A85-45B38
A85-19523
N85-10017
N85-16834
ASS-19626
A85-42673
A85-19470
A85-42955
A8S-30218
N85-24302
N85-32096
N85-28954
N85-18971
A85-35128
A85-40706
A85-45838
A85-2S465
N85-30558
N85-14943
A85-17887
A8 5-42963
A85-39526
A8S-39223
A85-43832
A8S-19S23
A85-45887
ASS-207S9
N00019-80-CO587
N00019-80-C-0633
N00019-81-C-0351
N00019-S1-C-039S
N00019-82-C-0298
N00019-82-C-04S8
N00019-84-C-0123
N00024-83-C-5301
N0014-80-C-0252
N00140-SO-C-0097 .....
N00140-83-C-8899
N00163-80-C-0080
N00167-81-C-0087 .....
N00167-81-C-0180 .
N00167-83-C-0082
N00167-84-C-0061
N00421-81-C-0289
N00600-77-C-1291
N00600-78-C-0250
N60530-85-WR-30011
N60921-SO-C-01S4
N60921-82-O-A075 ..,
N80921-83-C-0166
N61339-78-C-0113 .„.
N61339-S1-C-0105
N61339-83-C-0096 ...
N62269-79-CXJ702 ....
N62269-80-C-0239 ....
N62269-80-C-0384 ....
N62269-80-C-0720 ...
N62269-81-C-0206 ....
N62269-81-C-0729 .....
N62269-82-C-071S
N62269-83X>0227
N62271-82-M-2797 ....
N66314-70-A-0073 .....
N68335-81-C-5063 ...
N68335-81-C-5142
flB-HLD-1983:1 2/LW
SB5448-81-C-0518 ...
SEHOGH/B/3691.5 .
SERC-GH/C/77653 ...
SERC-S2801965
STPA-79.98508
STPA-80.98.025
STPA-83-9S-017
STPA-83/95013
STPA-83/95030
STPA-83,95,004
STPA-84-9S-014
STPA-84.95.003
STU-81-46268
STU-81-4826
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NAS 1 15-86878
NAS 115 86880
NAS 1 15*86881
NAS1 1586882
NAS 1 1 5 86883
NAS 115 86890
NAS 1 1 5 86891
NAS 115 86896
NAS 1 . 1 5.86898
NAS 1 1586899
NAS 1.15.86903
NAS 1 15 86906
NAS 1 15*86912
NAS 1 15:86914 _..
NAS 1 1586916
NAS 1.15:86919
NAS 1 15*86920 ..-
NAS 1 15:86921 _
NAS 1.15:86925
NAS 1 15:86935
NAS 1 15*86937
NAS 1 1 5:86939
NAS 1 15*86951
NAS1 15:86952
NAS 1 15*86958
NAS1 15*86963
NAS 1 15:86965
NAS 1 . 1 5:86967
NAS 15:86973
NAS 1586988
NAS 15:86994
NAS 15*86996
NAS 15:87001
NAS 15*87002 -
NAS 15:87003 _
NAS 1 5*87005
NAS 15:87010
NAS 15*87014
NAS 15:87018
NAS 15*87022
NAS .15:87033 _
NAS 1 5*87039
NAS 15:87049
NAS .15:87054 ._ „
NAS 15:87066
NAS 1 1587067 _
NAS 1 1 5-87391
NAS 1 IS 87428
NAS 1 1 5 87448
NAS 1 1587453
NAS1 15.87460
NAS 1 1587461
NAS 115 87464
NAS 1587476
NAS 1587489
NAS .15:87576 - _
NAS 1587585
NAS 15*88690
NAS 1.2V4103-VOL-1
NAS 1.21-4103-VOL-2
NAS 1.21*4303 ._
NAS 1.21:468 ._
NAS 1.21-472 ._ -
NAS 1.21:7037(182)
NAS 1 21*7037(190)
NAS 1^6*132732-1 _.
NAS 1^6:132732-2
NAS 1.26:165550
NAS 1.26.165558
NAS 1 26.165843
NAS 1 26:165885 _
NAS 1.26:165902 „
NAS 1.26:165930
NAS 1.26:165963-VOL-1
NAS 1-26-165963-VOL-2
NAS 1.26 165968 _ „
NAS 1.26:166009
NAS 1 26.166011
NAS 126 166012
NAS 1 26 166043
NAS 1 26 166068
NAS 1 26:166072
NAS 1.26 166078
NAS 1 26 166081
NAS 1^6-166083
NAS 1 26 166091
NAS 1 26 166304
NAS 1 26 166437
NAS 1.26 166443
p911 N85-34378 ' tt
p918 N85-34510 ' i»
p313 N85-17935-*
p43 N85-10191 ' #
p 27 N85-10069 • tt
p 135 N85-13551 ' »
p 121 N85-13066 • tt
p 119 N85-12095 " #
p 53 N85- 10306 " tt
p353 N85- 18057 • «t
p45 N85-1 1224'#
p 454 N85-21872 ' tt
p 189 N85-15133 ' tt
p 190 N85-15184 * tt
p265 N85-1572S • tt
p 295 N85-16096 • tt
p 309 N85- 17928 ' tt
p 147 N85-14798 ' #
p343 N85-18049 * #
p 234 N85-15686 ' tt
p 234 N85-15689 • tt
p 372 N85-18375 ' tt
p276 NB5-15757 • tt
p276 N85-15758 " tt
p360 N85-18067- tt
p242 N85-15702 ' »
p 460 N85-22108 ' tt
p364 N85-19076 ' #
P373 N85-19363 • tt
p397 N85-21114')K
P397 N85-21115 • tt
p 450 N85-21658 ' tt
p422 N85-21164'*
p450 N85-21657 • tt
p 394 N85-19923 • tt
p 450 N85-21605 ' tt
p 796 N85-30342 ' tt
p 518 N85-23926 * #
p 582 N85-25266 * tt
p 560 N85-26670 * tt
p 521 N85-23941 • tt
p 581 N85-25263 ' tt
p 604 N85-25794 • tt
p 467 N85-23685 ' tt
p 608 N85-27228 ' #
p 912 N85-34444 • tt
p 597 N85-26964 ' tt
p 673 N85-28945 ' tt
p 582 N85-26710 ' tt
p 671 N85-27870 • #
p 740 N85-29925 ' tt
p 798 N85-31444 • #
p 774 N85-29964 • #
p 106 N85-12887 • tt
p406 N85-21135 ' tt
p 477 N85-22371 • tt
p 476 N85-22370 • tt
p 501 N85-23754 ' tt
p542 N85-25170 ' tt
p 612 N85-26440 * tt
p 597 N85-26996 ' tt
p 741 N85-29932 ' tt
p 896 N85-35204 • tt
p 920 N85-35151 ' tt
p397 N85-21112 ' tt
p 467 N85-23683 * tt
p 467 N85-23684 • tt
p 313 N85-17934 • #
p 81 1 N85-32089 ' tt
p617 N85-28912 " tt
p 203 N85-16758 ' tt
p 866 N85-35152 * tt
p 652 N85-27855 * tt
p 652 N85-27856 ' tt
p 45 N85-1'1225 ' tt
p 35 N85-10998 ' tt
p 739 N85-29918 • tt
p44 N85-11141 ' tt
p 13 N8S-10921 ' tt
p 21 N85-10933 ' tt
p 162 N85-14837 ' tt
p 162 N85-14838 ' tt
p 773 N85-29959 ' tt
p37 N85-11006 • tt
p 179 N85-13914 • tt
p 179 N85-13915 • #
P293 N85-15993 " #
p 781 N85-29973 • tt
p 804 N85-30706 • tt
p 738 N85-29917 • ft
p 12 N85-10918 ' tt
p 787 N8S^30032 • tt
p 902 N85-35241 ' tt
p 2 N85-10910 ' tt
p 255 N85-15717 • #
p345 N8S-18978 ' tt
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REPORT NUMBER INDEX NAS 1.60:2412
NAS 1 26.166444
NAS t 26:166445
NAS 1 26 166446
NAS 1 26.166447
NAS 1 26.166476
NAS 1 26 166571
NAS 1 26.166591
NAS 1 26.166609
NAS t 26 166610
NAS 1 26 166611
NAS 1 26 167692
NAS 1 26.167862
NAS 1 26.167863
NAS 1 26 167864
NAS 1 26.167865
NAS 1 26.167866
NAS 1 26-167870
NAS 1 26 167871
NAS 1.26.167684
NAS 1 26-167945
NAS 1 26.167952
NAS 1 26 167955
NAS 1 26 167956
NAS 1.26:167993
NAS 1.26:187995
NAS 1.26:168017
NAS 1 28:168037
NAS 126 168070
NAS 1 26:168137
NAS 1 26-168189
NAS 1 26.168228
NAS 1 26-168245
NAS 1.26168287
NAS 1.26:168451
NAS 1 26 169496
NAS 1 26 169497
NAS 1 28.170034
NAS 1 26.170396
NAS 1.26:170417
NAS 1 26:170419
NAS 1 26-170881
NAS 126:170886
NAS 1.26-170888
NAS 1 28.170889
NAS 126:170891
NAS 1 26:170893
NAS 126171170
NAS 1.26:171317
NAS 1 26:171406
NAS 1 26-171530
NAS 1.26.171534
NAS 126-171838
NAS 1 26.172152
NAS 126172207
NAS 1 26.172208
NAS 1 26:172245
NAS 1 26.172333
NAS 1.26.172338-AOO
NAS 1.26 172347
NAS 1 26:172366 ...
NAS 1 26:172376
NAS 1 26.172408
NAS 1 26:172410-VOl-1
NAS 1 26:172410-VOL-2
NAS 1.28:172419
NAS 1.28.172438
NAS 1 26:172444
NAS 1.26:172445
NAS 1.26:172446-VOL-1
NAS 1 26:172446-
NAS 1 28-172448
NAS 1.26 172455
NAS 1.26.172463
NAS 1 26:172471
NAS 1 26.172483
NAS 1.26.172485
NAS 1 26-172496
NAS 1 26:172506
NAS 1 26:172508
NAS 1 26:172517
NAS t 28 172520
NAS 126172527
NAS 1.26.172528
NAS 1 26 172529
NAS 1 26.172530
NAS 1 26.172531
NAS 1 26-172536
NAS 1 26.172549
NAS 1 26172551
NAS 1 26 172553
NAS 126172559
NAS 1 26 172562
NAS 1 26.172580
NAS 1 28 172583
NAS 126172584
NAS 1 26 172585
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p345
P345
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p772
p892
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p772
p 774
p604
P21
p33
p256
p33
p 173
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D 9O2
p912
p 399
p902
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o 53
o 462
p604
p297
p805
p327
p806
p 105
p245
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p 173
D 9
p44
p 129
P i 30
p20
D 574
p505
0 15
p 197
p 197
p53
p85
p557
P295
p 234
p 147
p326
o 329
p 426
p305
p360
p 373
p 776
p238
p34S
P476
P376
p594
P499
p 536
P478
p901
P517
p782
P634
P634
N85-18981 '
N85- 18979 *
N85- 18980 *
N85-18051 '
N85- 14802 *
N85-27843 •
N85- 13776 '
N85-15715 *
N85-12B60 '
N85-25237 *
N85- 10096 *
N8S-35534 •
N85-3S535 '
N85-35538 *
N85-35537 •
N85-35538 •
N8S-10993 *
N85-10997 •
N85-35539 "
N85-10950 •
N85-11791 "
N85- 10995 *
N85-10994 •
N85-12059 •
N85-18058 '
N85-29957 *
N85-35199 "
N85-34141 •
N85-29956 •
N85-31057 •
N85-34138 *
N85-25792 '
N85-10934 *
N85-10989 '
N8S-15718 '
N85- 10990 '
N85-14844 •
N85-22398 "
N85-13800 *
N85-35238 "
N85-35423 •
N85-35223 *
N85-35237 •
N85-35239 *
N85- 10355 "
N85-22210 *
N85-2579S •
N85-29934 *
N85-29963 *
N85-17294 •
N8S-30766 '
N85-18002 *
N85-29930 *
N85-30771 '
N85- 12885 '
N85-15708 *
N85-12889 *
N85-13801 *
N85-10007 "
N85-11220 '
N85-13269 "
N85- 13270 "
N85-10037 •
N85-25247 *
N85-22387 *
N85-10927 "
N8S-14666 '
N85- 14687 *
N85-10301 *
N85-12038 *
N85-25208 *
N85-1S098 *
N85- 17049 *
N85- 14799 '
N85-18001 *
N85- 16958 *
N85-21176 '
N85-17668 '
N85- 18088 *
N85-19365 '
N85-29970 *
N85-16829 *
N85- 18977 '
N8S-2236S •
N85- 19702 '
N85-26760 '
N85-22378 '
N8S-24813 *
N85-23702 "
N85-34222 '
N85-23808 •
N85-31072 '
N85-27824 •
N8S-27825 '
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NAS 1 26.172586
NAS 1.26:172589
NAS 1 26 1 72590
NAS 1 26 172846
NAS 1 26173084
NAS 1 26 173085
NAS 1 26 174012
NAS 1 26 174025
NAS 1.26 174051
NAS 1 26-1 74056
NAS 1 28.174077
NAS 1 28. 1 74079
NAS 1 26.174105
NAS 1 26. 1 74 1 1 3 . .-
NAS 1.26-174172
NAS 1 26.174271
NAS 1.26 174277
NAS 1 28:174279
NAS 1 28-174293
NAS 1 28:174299
NAS 1 26 174318
NAS 1 26.174320
NAS 1 26.174409
NAS 1 26-174537
NAS 1 28 174711
NAS 1.26.174715
NAS 1 26*174738
NAS 1 26:174750
NAS 1 26:174752
NAS 1 26.174765
NAS126:174766-VOL-2
NAS 1.28:174778
NAS 1.26.174809
NAS 1 26 174840
NAS 1.26.174848
NAS 1 26 1 74879
NAS 1 26 1 74925
NAS 1 .28. 1 75492
NAS 1 28-175541
NAS 1 26-175620
NAS 1 28:175646
NAS 1 26-1 75737
NAS 1 28-175753
NAS 1 26 175825
NAS 1 26175831
NAS 126175832
NAS 126:175833
NAS 1 26175856
NAS 1 26 175857
NAS 1 26.175888
NAS 1 26 175901
NAS 1 26-175982
NAS 1 26 176007
NAS 128-176034
NAS 126176035
p557
p657
p797
o 742
p 806
p772
p34
p 34
n 44
p 39
P 1
p 36
P11
P65
p 121
p4S
p87
p 118
P n9
P87
n 1Q9
O 265
P242
p305
p 238
p 298
P234
o 303
P268
p374
n 19Q
p 760
p 23
o 116
P690
D 582
P516
n A1 S
p365
n 19
p 991
n fl09
p892
P44
n *l7fi
n 77^
p379
n 499
n <^A1
p 598
p365
n 5fiO
p 605
_ eai
n Qfl1
a 5S2
n fi71
p 702
D 836
n OOft
a 788
n Qgfi
n O1 1
n 0.7R
P448
p 450
n A92
n *?o7
p499
o 476
p507
p 478
n ^ /11
p €09
p Qi2
p 557
_ fiefl
n C.5Q
n ^ ^Q
P543
pS83
p583
pS83
p 690
p 508
P699
p 671
p806
p807
p781
P776
N8S-25209 '
N85-28941 '
N85-31349 •
N85-31013 "
N85-30769 "
N85-29958 *
N85- 10992 '
N85'10991 '
N85-11140 '
N85-10100 '
N85-10001 "
N85-11003 '
N8S-10913 '
N85-11862 '
N85-12966 *
N85-11252 '
N85-12871 •
N85-12903 '
MOC_ 1 *347fl '
N8S-12870 •
kiac^fcoia •
N85-15724 '
N85-15701 *
N85- 16586 •
N85-16825 *
N85-17353 *
N3S-15690 "
N85- 17603 "
N85-16873 "
N85-19417 '
N85 18962 *
N85-29950 '
N85- 10947 *
N85-12901 *
N85-28109 '
N85-26709 *
N85-22400 •
KJaC_1QQ7Q •
N85-19176 '
Nfi5-10919 *
N85-34140 "
N85-35197 *
N85-35198 *
KiuK_97<«ftd •
N85-10209 '
fcioc 99'iaia •
MRC.9QQA1
N85-I8831 *
Mfl£_911A_1 •
kiac4C9ee •
N85-27012 *
N85-19175 "
N85-26668 *
Mae 1 on7i *
N85-25894 *
MAft_949A9 *
N85-29960 *
N85 34295 "
N85-2671 1 "
ikiae 97007 •
N85-29364 "
N85-32119 *
Ajac iciac *
N85-31308 "
Mfm.ii'Uri *
N85*35391 *
IMfl4__imfi9 *
N85-20398 '
N85-21607
N85-21165 *
fUflC. 99^Q1 *
N85-22382 "
N85-22367 *
N85-22393 *
N85-23703 *
Mfte_yi759 •
N85-25985 *
N85-26320 "
N85-25210 *
MQC_9fiRflC *
N85*26664 *
N85-26610 '
N85-26713 '
N85-26714 •
N85-26715 •
N85-28127 *
N85-27257 "
N85-28191 *
N85-27868 '
N8S-30768 '
N65-30962 •
N85-31065 '
N8S-31064 •
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NAS 1 26176078
NAS 1 26176145
NAS 126176166
NAS 126 1761 74 ....
NAS 126 1761 78
NAS 1 26176192
NAS 1 26 1 77326
NAS 126.177328
NAS 1261 77331-VOL-1
NAS 1 261 7733 1-VOL-2
NAS 126177333
NAS 1 26 1 77335
NAS 1 26 177336-VQL-1
NAS 1 26 177336- VOL-2 . . ..
NAS 126177338
NAS 126. 177340- VOL- 1
NAS 1 26 1 77340-VOL-2
NAS 1 26.177344
NAS 1 26 1 77347
NAS 126 177348
NAS 1.26177349
NAS 126177350
NAS 126177362
NAS 1 26-177366
NAS 126:177942
NAS 1 26:177943-VOL-1
NAS 1 26-177943-VOL-2
NAS 126 178522
NAS 1263253
NAS 1 263613
NAS 1.263648
NAS 1 26 3649
NAS 1 26.3660
NAS 1 26.3661
NAS 1 26 3872
NAS 1 26 3677
NAS 1 26-3687
NAS 1 26 3704
NAS 1 26-3825
NAS 1.263836
NAS 1 28 3837
NAS 1.28.3840
NAS 1 26 3841
NAS 1 26:3845
NAS 1 26 3846
NAS 1.28.3847
NAS 1 26 3848
NAS 1 26 38S3
NAS 1 26.3859
NAS 1 26-3883
NAS 1 26 3864
NAS 1 26:3868
NAS 1 26 3873
NAS 1 26 3878
NAS 1 26-3882
NAS 1 26 3885
NAS 1 26-3887
NAS 1 28-3888
NAS 1 28 3889 ... .. .
NAS 1 26.3890
NAS 1 26*3895
NAS 1 26 3899
NAS 1 26.3900
NAS 1 26 3906
NAS 1.26-391 7
NAS 1 55 2306
NAS 1 55-2319
NAS 1 55 2338
NAS 1 55:2348
NAS 1 55-2351
NAS 1.55.2372
NAS 1 60-2071
NAS 1 60-2097
NAS 1 60:2213
NAS 1 60-2357
NAS 1.60:2358
NAS 60-2359
NAS 60-2365
NAS .60 2374 ...
NAS 60:2375-PT-t
NAS 60.2380
NAS 60-2381
NAS 1 60-2382
NAS 1 60 2383
NAS 1 60 2385
NAS 1 60-2386
NAS 1 60 2388 ... .
NAS 1 60-2391
NAS 1 60 2393 ...
NAS 1 60 2398
NAS 1 60-2399
NAS 1 60 240O
NAS 1 60 2404 .
NAS 1 60 2406
NAS 1 60 241 1 . .
NAS 1 602412
p 760
p910
P696
P887
p 919
p911
p 750
p 147
P271
P271
p 747
pS38
P466
P466
PS38
P466
P467
p819
p 557
p 741
p 743
p569
p760
p886
p848
P896
P896
p914
P13
p65
p179
p 179
p36
p21
p327
P22
p739
p760
P 19
p81
p 128
p255
p257
p135
f 135
p305
p82
p87
p116
p235
p305
p556
p326
p398
p398
p479
p 476
p538
p514
p610
p563
p818
p593
p874
p886
p23
p82
p 186
p332
p 154
p59S
P '2
p 742
p293
p36
p65
p27
p280
p 105
P 11
p 129
p 378
p395
p261
p235
p261
p 127
p328
p579
p 461
p87
p415
p 129
p 121
p508
P515
N85-31044
N85-34354
N85-35201
N85-35186
N85-35695
N85-35373
N85-31035
N85- 14796
N85-16877
N85-16878
N85-29937
N85-23377
N85-22344
N8S-22345
N85-23376
N8S-22346
N85-22347
N85-331 1 1
N85-25212
N85- 29933
N85-31015
N85-26691
N8S-31045
N85-34136
N85-33125
N85-35202
N85-352Q3
N85-35540
N85- 10922
N85-1 1 790
N85-13913
N85-13912
N85-11005
N6S-1093S
N85- 18005
N85- 10936
N85-29919
N85-29949
N85- 10032
N85- 12008
N8S-12315
N85-15714
N8S- 16861
N85- 13550
N85-13549
N85- 17667
N85- 12009
N85-12863
N85- 12900
N85- 15692
N85-16590
N85-25202
N85- 17997
N8 5-21 117
N85-21119
N85-23709
N85-22369
N85-23375
N85-23800
N85-26221
N85-25220
N85-33105
N8S-26759
N85-34114
N85-35184
N85- 10044
N85-12011
N85-14116
N85- 18009
N85- 14806
N85-26862
N85- 10920
N85-31010
N85- 16065
N85-11002
N85-11788
N85- 10064
N85- 15778
N85- 12884
N85-10914
N85- 13267
N85- 19790
N85- 19925
N85- 16868
N85- 15694
N85- 16869
N85-12314
N85- 18951
N85-26705
N85-22109
N85- 12862
N85-19979
N85- 13233
N85- 13045
N85-22394
N85-23801
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NAS 1.60:2413 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NAS 1 60.2413
NAS 1 602414
NAS 1 602416
NAS 1 60.2417
NAS 1 60-2420
NAS 1 60 2424
NAS 1 60 2427
NAS 1 60 2430
NAS 1 60 2431
NAS 1 60.2432
NAS 1 60 2433
NAS 1 60 2434
NAS 1 60-2439 -
NAS 1 60 2444
NAS 1.60.2445 _
NAS 1 60-2446
NAS 1 60:2451
NAS 1 60:2461
NAS 1 60 2463
NAS 1 60.2467
NAS 1 60'2468
NAS 1 60 2469
NAS 1 60:2485
NAS 1.61:1132
NAS 1 61-1135
NAS 1 61-1142
NAS 1 71-.ARC-11613-1
NAS 1 71-GSC-12799-1
NAS 1 71 GSC-1 2892-1
NAS 1 71 KSC-1 1218-1
NAS 1 71 LAR-1 2775-2
NAS 1 71 LAR-1 2787-2
NAS 1 71. LAH-1 2979-1
NAS 1 71 LAR-1 3065-1
NAS 1 71 LAR-13134-1
NAS 1 71.LAR-13173-1 „.
NAS 1.71.LAR-13353-1 .-
NAS 1 .71 -MFS-25637-1
NASA-CASE-ARC-1 1444-1
NASA-CASE-ARC-1 1522-2
NASA-CASE-AHC-11613-1
NASA-CASE-GSC-12799-1
NASA-CASE-GSC-1 2892-1
NASA-CASE-KSC-1 1218-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-1 2775-2
NASA-CASE-LAR-12787-2
NASA-CASE-LAR-12979-1
NASA-CASE-LAH-13019-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-1 3065-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-1 3076-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-13134-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-13173-1
NASA-CASE-LAH-13353-1
NASA-CASE-LEW-1 3562-2
NASA-CASE-LEW-1 4053-1
NASA-CASE-LEW-14057-1
NASA-CASE-MFS-25637-1
NASA-CP-2306
NASA-CP-2319
NASA-CP-2338 _
NASA-CP-2348
NASA-CP-2351
NASA-CP-2372
NASA-CR-132732-1
NASA-CR-132732-2
NASA-CR-1655SO
NASA-CR-1 65558
NASA-CH-1 65843 . _
NASA-CH-1 65885
NASA-CR-165902
NASA-CR-165930
NASA-CR-1 65963- VOL-1
NASA-CH-1 65963-VOL-2
NASA-CH-1 65968
NASA-CR-166009
NASA-CR-16601 1
NASA-CH-1 6601 2
NASA-CH-1 66043
NASA-CR-1 66068
NASA-CR-166072
NASA-CR- 166078
NASA-CR-166081
NASA-CR-166083
NASA-CR-1 66091
NASA-CH-1 66304
NASA-CH-166437
NASA-CR- 166443
NASA-CR- 1 66444
p398 N8S-21120 ' #
p 235 N85- 15693 • tt
p 501 N85-23753 • tt
P398 N85-21118'*
p 637 N85-28923 * tt
p 295 N85-16100 • tt
p 574 N85-25248 • ft
p 739 N85-29921 • tt
p 479 N85-23708 • tt
p 637 N85-28924 • #
p 739 N85-29922 ' tt
p 634 N85-27822 ' tt
p 740 N85-29924 • tt
p 805 N85-30767 * tt
p 681 NaS-23949 * »
p 739 N85-29923 * tt
p 895 N85-34144 * tt
p 581 N85-25261 • tt
p 673 N85-28944 • tt
p 818 N85-33107 • tt
p 560 N85-26687 * tt
p 704 N85-28708 * tt
p 634 N85-27823 ' #
p 361 N85- 18991 * tt
P830 N85-33116 • tt
p 597 N85-26923 * tt
p 700 N85-29150 • #
p 448 N85-21404 • tt
p 447 N85-20226 • #
p 429 N85-19990 • tt
p437 N85-21349 ' #
p424 N85-19985 • tt
p416 N85-21147 • tt
p 447 N85-2029S ' tt
P415 N85-19980 • #
P416 N85-19981 • tt
P436 N85-20128* tt
P4S4 N85-21769 • tt
p 759 N85-29947 • #
p 901 N85-34280 • tt
p700 N85-29150 ' #
p 448 N85-21404 • tt
p 447 N85-20226 * tt
p 429 N85-19990 ' tt
p 437 N85-21349 • tt
0 424 N85-19985 * tt
P416 N85-21147 • #
p 892 N85-35194 • tt
p 447 N85-20295 • tt
p 895 N85-35200 • tt
p415 N85-19980 • tt
P416 N85-19981 * tt
p 436 N85-20128 • tt
P892 N85-35195 • tt
P911 N85-34402 " »
p 902 N85-35233 • tt
p454 N85-21769 • tt
p 23 N85-10044 * #
p82 N85-12011 * tt
p186 N85-14116*#
p 332 N85-18009 • tt
p154 N85-14806 • tt
p 595 N85-26862 * tt
p 652 N85-27855 • tt
p 652 NB5-27856 • tt
p45 N85-11225 ' #
p 35 N85-10998 • tt
p 739 N85-29918 • tt
p44 N85-11141 • tt
p 13 N85-10921 * tt
p 21 N85-10933 * tt
p 162 N85-14837 • tt
p 162 N8S-14838 * tt
p 773 N85-29959 " tt
p37 N85-11006-*
p 179 N85-13914 • tt
p 179 N85-13915 • tt
p293 N85-15993 ' #
p 781 N85-29973 " tt
p 804 N85-30706 • tt
p 738 N85-29917 • tt
p 12 N85-10918 • tt
p 787 N85-30032 • tt
p 902 N85-3S241 * tt
p 2 N85-10910 • tt
p25S N85-15717 ' tt
p 345 N85-18978 * tt
p 345 N85-18981 • tt
NASA-CR- 1 66445
NASA-CR- 166446 . ..
NASA-CR-1 66447
NASA-CR-1 66476
NASA-CR-1 66571
NASA-CR-1 66591
NASA-CR. 166609
NASA-CR-166610
NASA-CR-16661 1
NASA-CR- 167692
NASA-CR-167862
NASA-CR-167863 ._
NASA-CR-167864
NASA-Cfl-1 67865 -
NASA-CH-1 67866
NASA-CH-1 67870
NASA-CR-167871
NASA-CR-167884 _.
NASA-CR-1 67945
NASA-CR-167952
NASA-CR- 167955
NASA-CH-167956
NASA-CR-167993
NASA-CR-1 67995
NASA-CR-1 6801 7
NASA-CR-168037
NASA-CR-1 68070
NASA-CR-1 681 37
NASA-CR-168189
NASA-CR-168228
NASA-CR-168245
NASA-CR-1 68287 _
NASA-CR-1 68451 -.
NASA-CR-169496
NASA-CR-1 69497
NASA-CR-1 70034
NASA-CR-1 70396
NASA-CR-170417
NASA-CH-170419
NASA-CR-1 70881
NASA-CR-1 70886
NASA-CR-1 70888
NASA-CR-1 70889
NASA-CH-1 70891
NASA-CR-1 70893
NASA-CR-1 71 1 70
NASA-CR-171317
NASA-CR-171406
NASA-CR-1 71 530
NASA-CH-1 71 534
NASA-CR-1 71 838
NASA-CR-1 72152
NASA-CR-1 72207
NASA-CH-172208
NASA-CR-1 72245
NASA-CR-1 72333
NASA-CR-1 72338-ADD
NASA-CR-1 72347
NASA-CH-1 72366
NASA-CR-1 72376 -.
NASA-CR-1 72408
NASA-CR-1 7241 0-VOL-1
NASA-CR-1 72410-VOL-2
NASA-CR-172419
NASA-CH-1 72438
NASA-CR-1 72444
NASA-CR-1 72445
NASA-CR-172446-VOL-1
NASA-CH-1 72446-VOL-2
NASA-CH-1 72448
NASA-CR-1 72455
NASA-CR-1 72463
NASA-CR-172471 .
NASA-CR-172483
NASA-CH-1 72485
NASA-CH-1 72496
NASA-CR-1 72506
NASA-CR-1 72508
NASA-CH-172517
NASA-CR-1 72520
NASA-CR-1 72527
NASA-CR-1 72528
NASA-CR-1 72529
NASA-CR-172530
NASA-CR-1 72531
NASA-CR-1 72536
NASA-CR-172549 _
NASA-CR-172551
NASA-CR-1 72553 .._
NASA-CH-1 72559 „
NASA-CR-172562
NASA-CR-1 72580
NASA-CH-1 72583
NASA-CH-1 72584
NASA-CR-1 72585
NASA-CR-172586
p345 N85-18979 ' #
p345 N85-18980 ' tt
p344 N85-18051 ' tt
p 148 N85-14802 * #
p 644 N85-27843 ' tt
p 146 N85-13776 * tt
p255 N85-15715 ' #
p 86 NS5- 12660 • #
p 568 N85-25237 • #
p39 N85-10096 ' #
p913 N85-35534 • tt
p913 N85-35535 ' tt
p 913 N85-35536 ' #
p 913 N85-35537 * #
p 913 N85-35538 * tt
p 34 N85-10993 * tt
p 34 N85-10997 • tt
p 914 N85-35539 * #
p28 N85-10950 ' #
p65 N85-11791 * tt
p 34 N85-10995 * tt
p 34 N85-10994 • tt
pt12 N8S-12059 • #
p 354 N65-18058 * #
p 772 N85-29957 • »
p 892 N85-35199 * #
p 891 N85-34141 • #
p 772 N85-29956 • tt
p 772 N85-29955 • tt
p 774 N85-31057 • tt
p891 N85-34138 ' #
p 604 N85-25792 • tt
p 21 N85-10934 • tt
p 33 N8S-10989 * tt
p256 N85-15718 ' #
p 33 N85-10990 • #
p173 N85-14844 • #
p514 N85-22398 * #
p 173 N85- 13800 * tt
p 902 N85-35236 • #
p 912 N85-35423 * #
p 899 N85-3S223 • #
p 902 N85-35237 • tt
p 899 N85-35224 • #
p 902 N85-35239 * #
p 53 N8S-1035S * #
p 462 N85-22210 • #
p 604 N85-25795 • tt
p 741 N85-29934 • tt
p 773 N85-29963 * f
p 297 N85-17294 • #
p 805 N85-30766 * tt
p 327 N85-18002 • tt
p 741 N85-29930 • #
p 806 N85-30771 * tt
p 105 N85- 12885 * #
p245 N85-15706 " tt
p 107 N85-12889 * tt
p 173 N85-13801 * tt
p9 N85-10007 • #
p44 N85-11220 ' #
p 129 N85-13269 ' tt
p 130 N85-13270 • tt
p 20 N85-10037 * tt
p 574 N85-25247 * tt
p 505 N85-22387 * tt
p IS N85-10927 * #
p 197 N85-14666 • #
p 197 N85-14667 • tt
p 53 N85-10301 ' tt
p 85 N85-12038 • #
p 557 N85-25208 ' tt
p295 N85-16098 * tt
p 284 N85-17049 • tt
p 147 N85-14799 * #
p 326 N85-18001 * tt
p 329 N85-18958 * #
p426 N85-21176**
p305 N8S-17668 • »
p 360 NB5-18068 * #
p 373 N85- 19365 * tt
p 776 N85-29970 • #
p 238 N85- 16829 • tt
p 345 N85-18977 • #
p 476 N85-22365 * tt
p 376 N85-19702 ' tt
p 594 N85-26760 ' tt
p 499 N85-22378 ' tt
p 538 N8S-24813 * tt
p 478 N85-23702 " tt
p 901 N85-34222 ' tt
p 517 N85-23808 • tt
p 782 N85-31072 " tt
p 634 N85-27824 * tt
p 634 N85-27825 * #
p 557 N85-25209 * tt
NASA-CH-1 72589
NASA-CR-1 72590
NASA-CR-1 72605
NASA-CR-172612
NASA-CR-1 72846
NASA-CR-1 73084
NASA-CR-173085
NASA-CR-1 73976
NASA-CR-174012 .
NASA-CH-1 7401 8
NASA-CH-1 74025
NASA-CH-1 74051
NASA-CH-1 74056
NASA-CR-174077
NASA-CR-1 74079
NASA-CR-174105 „
NASA-CR-174113 .-
NASA-CR-174168
NASA-CR-1 741 72 _
NASA-CH-1 74203
NASA-CH-1 74246 „
NASA-CH-1 74271 „
NASA-CH-1 74277
NASA-CH-1 74279 ....
NASA-CR-1 74293
NASA-CR-1 74299
NASA-CR-174318 „
NASA-CR-1 74320 __
NASA-CR-1 74369
NASA-CH-1 74409 _
NASA-CR-1 7441 2
NASA-CH-1 74S37
NASA-CR-1 74701
NASA-CR-1 74711
NASA-CR- 1747 15
NASA-CR-1 74738
NASA-CR-174750
NASA-CR-1 74751
NASA-CR-1 74752
NASA-CR-1 74764
NASA-CR-1 74765
NASA-CH-174766-VOL-1
NASA-CR-1 74766-VOL-2
NASA^H-174776
NASA-CR-1 74778 „
NASA-CH-1 74782
NASA-CH-1 74798
NASA-CR-1 74809
NASA-CH-174812 _.
NASA-CR-1 74829
NASA-CR-1 74840
NASA-CR-1 74848
NASA-CR-1 74849
NASA-CH-1 74851
NASA-CR-1 74879
NASA-CR-1 74896
NASA-CR-174908
NASA-CH-1 7491 1
NASA-CR-1 7491 5
NASA-CR-1 7491 6
NASA-CR- 174920
NASA-CR-1 74925
NASA-CR-1 74927
NASA-CR-1 74938
NASA-CR-174957
NASA-CR-1 74973
NASA-CR-1 74975
NASA-CR-1 75492
NASA-CH-175515
NASA-CH-1 75541
NASA-CH-175573
NASA-CR-175605
NASA-CR-1 75620
NASA-CR-1 75624
NASA-CH-1 75646
NASA-CH-1 75670
NASA-CH-175674
NASA-CH-175725
NASA-CR-175737
NASA-CR-1 75753 _..
NASA-CR-1 75756
NASA-CR-1 75788
NASA-CR-1 75802
NASA-CR-1 7S825
NASA-CR-1 75831 .
NASA-CR- 175832
NASA-CR-1 75833
NASA-CR-1 75856
NASA-CH-1 75857
NASA-CR-1 75888
NASA-CR-1 75901
NASA-CR-1 75982
NASA-CR- 176007
NASA-CR-1 76034
NASA-CR- 1 76035
NASA-CH-1 76076
p 657 N85-28941 • tt
p 797 N85-31349'- #
p 742 N85-31013 ' tt
p 806 N85-30769 * #
p 772 N85-29958 • tt
p 34 N85-10992 * tt
p 34 N85-10991 ' tt
p44 N8S-11140 ' #
p 39 N85-10100 ' tt
p 1 N85-10001 ' tt
p36 N85-11003 ' #
p11 N85-10913 ' tt
p65 N85-11862 * tt
p 121 N85-12966 ' tt
p45 N85-11252'*
p 87 N85-12871 • tt
p118 N85-12903 ' #
p 132 N85-13478 * tt
p87 N85- 12870 * tt
p 192 N85-15319 * ft
p 265 N85-15724 • tt
p 242 N85-15701 * tt
p305 N85- 16536 • tt
p 238 N85-16825 ' tt
p298 N85-17353 " tt
p234 N85-15690 ' #
p303 N85-17603 • tt
p 268 N85-16873 * #
p 372 N85-18292 ' tt
p 374 N85-19417 ' tt
p 329 N8S-18962 ' tt
p 760 N85-299SO ' #
p 28 N85-10947 " tt
p 116 N85-12901 ' 0
p690 N85-2B109 ' tt
p 582 N85-26709 • tt
p 516 N85-22400 ' tt
p 415 N85-19978 ' #
p365 N85-19176 * tt
p 12 N85-10919 ' tt
p891 N85-34140 " tt
p 892 N85-3S197 ' tt
0 892 N85-35198 • tt
p 610 N85-27584 • tt
p 44 N85-10209 ' tt
p 476 N8S-22368 ' tt
p773 N85-29961 tt
p379 N85-18831 ' tt
p422 N85-21163 " tt
p 581 N85-25265 • tt
p 598 N85-27012 ' tt
p 365 N85-19175 • tt
p 560 N8S-26668 * tt
p 364 N85-19073 ' #
p 605 N8S-25894 • tt
p 581 N85-25262 * tt
p 773 N85-29960 • tt
p 901 N85-34295 * tt
p 582 N85-2671 1 ' tt
p 671 N85-27867 • tt
p 702 N85-29364 * tt
p836 N85-32119 ' tt
p886 N85-35185 ' tt
p 788 N85-31308 • #
p 856 N85-33540 ' tt
p911 N85-35391 * tt
p 876 N85-35162 ' tt
p 448 N85-20398 * tt
p437 N85-21268 ' #
p4SO N85-21607 tt
p422 N85-21165 ' tt
p 507 N85-22391 ' tt
p 499 N85-22382 * tt
p 476 N85-22367 ' tt
p 507 N85-22393 • #
p 478 N85-23703 • tt
p 501 N85-23752 ' tt
p 609 N85-25985 ' tt
p612 N85-26320 • tt
p 557 N85-25210 ' tt
p 556 N85-25201 * tt
p 559 N85-26665 * tt
p 559 N85-26664 • tt
p 543 N85-26610 ' tt
p 583 N85-26713 " tt
p 583 N85-26714 ' #
p 583 N85-26715 " tt
p 690 N85-28127 • tt
p 608 N85-27257 • tt
p 699 N85-28191 ' tt
p 671 N85-27868 ' tt
p 806 N85-30768 ' tt
p 807 N85-30962 ' tt
p 781 N85-31065 * #
p 776 N85-31064 ' tt
0 760 N85-31044 • tt
F-14
REPORT NUMBER INDEX NASA-TM-86951
NASA-CR 176145
NASA-CR-176166
NASA-CR-1 761 74
NASA-CR-176178
NASA-CR-176192
NASA-CR-1 77326
NASA-CR- 177328
NASA-CR- 1 7733 1 -VOL- 1
NASA-CR-177331-VOL-2 .. ..
NASA-CS-1 77333 . . . _
NASA-Cfl-1 77335
NASA-CR 177338-VOL-1
NASA-CR- 1 77336-VOL-2
NASA-CH- 177338
NASA-CH- 1 77340-VOL- 1
NASA-Cfl-1 77340- VOL-2
MACA /*O itt*SAA
NASA-CR* 1 77347
KIAQA_/*B lT7^4A
NASA-CR-1 77349
NASA-CR-1 77350
NASA-CR 177362
NASA-CR- 177366
NASA-CR-1 77942
NASA-CR-177943-VOL-1
NASA-CR-1 77943-VOL-2
NASA-CR-1 78522
NASA-CR-3253
NASA-CR-381 3
NASA-CR-3648
NASA-CR 3649
NASA-CR-3660
NASA-Cfl-3661
NASA-Cfl-3672
NASA-CR-3677
NASA-CR-3687
NASA-CR-3704
NASA-CR-3825
NASA-CR-3836
NASA-Cfl-3837
NASA-Cfl-3840
NASA-CH-3841
NASA-CR-3845
NASA-CR-3846
NASA-CR-3847 .
NASA-CR-3848
NASA-CR-3853
NASA-CR-3859
NASA-CR-3863
NASA-CR-3864
NASA-CR-3868
NASA-CR-3873
NASA-CR-3878
NASA-CR-3882
NASA-CR-388S
NASA-CR-3887
NASA-CR-3888 . . .
NASA-CR-3889
NASA-CR-3890
NASA-CR-3895
NASA-CR -3899
NASA-CR-3900 _
NASA-CH-3906
NASA-CR-391 7
NASA-RP-1 1 32
NASA-RP-1135
NAS A-fl P- 11 42
NASA-SP-4103-VOL-1
NASA-SP-4103-VOL-2
NASA-SP-4303
NASA-SP-468 ~
NASA-SP-472
NASA-SP-7037(182)
NASA-SP-7037(1 90)
NASA-TM-X-73907
NASA-TM-76S31
NASA-TM- 77292
NASA-TM- 77463
NASA-TM-77487
NASA-TM-77509
NASA-TM-77510
NASA-TM-77SS7
NASA-TM-77S87
NASA-TM-77648
NASA-TM-77851
NASA-TM-77739
NASA-TM-77740
NASA-TM-77772
NASA-TM-77783
NASA-TM-77785
NASA-TM-77803
NASA-TM-77810
P 910
p896
P887
p919
p911
p 750
p 147
p271
p 271
p 747
p 538
a 468
p 466
pS38
p466
p467
p 819
p557
p 741
p 743
p 569
p 760
p886
p848
p896
D 896
p 914
P13
a 65
p 179
p 179
p36
p21
p327
o 22
p739
p 760
o 19
p61
D 128
p255
p257
p 135
P I 35
p305
p 02
p87
p 116
p235
D305
o 558
p326
P398
p398
p479
p476
p538
p 514
p610
p563
p818
p593
p874
p886
p381
p 330
o 597
p487
P467
p313
p811
p 617
p203
o 866
P 1
p534
p 295
p 131
p298
p328
p278
p55
p9
p 511
p683
p66
p 19
pSOO
p344
p328
p422
p396
N85-34354
N85-35201
N85-35186
N85-35695
N85-35373
N85-31035
N85-14796
N85- 16877
N8S- 16878
N8S-29937
N8S-23377
N85-22344
N85-22345
N85-23376
N85-22346
N85-22347
N85-33111
N 85-2521 2
N85-29933
N85-31015
N85-26691
N85-31045
N85-34136
N85-33125
N85-35202
N85-35203
N85-35540
N85-10922
N85-11790
N85-13913
N85-13912
N85-11005
N85- 10935
N85- 18005
N85-10938
N85-29919
N85-29949
N85- 10032
N85-12008
N85-12315
N85-15714
N85- 16881
N85- 13550
N85-13549
N85-17667
N85-12009
N85- 12863
N85-12900
N85-15692
N85-16590
N85-25202
N85- 17997
N85-21117
N8S-21119
N85-23709
N85-22369
N85-23375
N85-23800
N85-26221
N85-25220
N85-33105
N85-28759
N85-34114
N85-35184
N85-18991
N85-33116
N85-26923
N85-23683
N85-23684
N85-17934
N85-32089
N85-28912
N85-16758
N85-35152
N85- 10907
N8S-24537
N85-16180
N85-12521
N85-17363
N85-18952
N85- 16882
N8S-11381
N85- 10008
N85-23799
N85-27914
N85- 10856
N85- 10035
N85-23750
N85- 18975
N85- 18953
N85-21169
N8S-21110
• ft
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• M
' It
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• ff
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• ff
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' #
• ff
* #
" #
• ft
" #
' ff
• ft
* #
' #
" #
• ff
* #
' #
* #
' ff
" ff
' #
' ff
' ff
NASA-TM-77812
NASA-TM-77831
NASA-TM- 77837
NASA-TM-77883
NASA-TM-77884
NASA-TM-8 1 888
NASA-TM-82508
NASA-TM-83022
N ASA-TM-6320 1
NASA-TM-83693
NASA-TM-83748
NASA-TM-83754
NASA-TM-83787 ~
NASA-TM-83797
NASA*TM-84252
NASA-TM-84351-VOL-1
NASA-TM-84517
NASA-TM-84548
NASA-TM-845a9
NASA-TM-84666
NASA-TM-85344
NASA-TM-85674
NASA-TM-8S72 1
NASA-TM-85767
NASA-TM-85864
NASA-TM-859 1 0
NASA-TM-85916
NASA-TM-85923
NASA-TM -8599 1
NASA-TM-85998
NASA-TM-86010
NASA-TM-8601 1
NASA-TM-8601 5
NASA-TM-8625 1
NASA-TM-86274
NASA-TM-86277
NASA-TM-86292
NASA-TM-86317
NASA-TM-86319
NASA-TM-86320
NASA-TM-86323
NASA-TM-86334
NASA-TM-86336
NASA-TM-88346
NASA-TM-86347
NASA-TM-86350
NASA-TM-86351
NASA-TM-86352
NASA-TM-86356
NASA-TM-86357
NASA-TM-86359
NASA-TM-86360
NASA-TM-66363
NASA-TM-86364
NASA-TM-86365
NASA-TM-86370
P397
p 478
p 702
p876
p818
p818
p327
p 362
p 28
p327
p 180
p462
P200
P437
p86
p64
P 120
p 10
P19
p709
P2
p 235
P235
p 742
p 874
P235
p 136
p499
p 418
p 36
D 21
p265
p 830
p 162
p 33
n 173
D 189
p 19
p 128
p 129
p 87
p 326
p 276
p278
P12
P 12
P 12
p39
p328
p 499
p 138
p309
p 518
p 454
p 258
p 203
p 328
p 234
p 829
p313
pSOl
p 380
p740
p357
p740
N8S-21111
N85-23701
N85-29432
N85-35161
N85-33108
N85-33110
N85- 18003
N85- 18995
N85- 10951
N85- 18004
N85-14882
N85-22255
N85-1 5658
N85-21273
N85- 12039
N85- 10788
N85-12183
N85-10015
N85-10033
N85-29912
N85- 10909
N85- 15696
N85-15697
N85-31011
N85-34116
N85-15695
N85- 13553
N85-22380
N85-21149
N85- 10071
N 85- 15729
N85- 14836
N85-11004
N85-14841
N85-15135
N85- 10036
N85-12318
N85-13139
N85- 12866
N85- 18000
N85- 15755
N85-16883
N85-10915
N85-10916
N85-10917
N85-11009
N85- 18957
N85-22381
N85- 14788
N85- 17740
N85-22401
N85-21877
N85- 16862
N8S- 16759
N85- 18954
N85- 15691
N85-321 1 1
N85- 17938
N85-23757
N85-29928
N85- 18990
N85-29927
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NASA-TM-86371
NASA-TM-86374
NASA-TM-66375
NASA-TM-86376
NASA-TM-86378
NASA-TM-86380
NASA-TM-86382
NASA-TM-86383
NASA-TM -86384
NASA-TM-86389
NASA-TM-86391
NASA-TM-86394
NASA-TM-86399
NASA-TM-86400
NASA-TM-86403
NASA-TM-86408
NASA-TM-864 1 4
NASA-TM -8641 7
NASA-TM-864 1 8
NASA-TM-86429
NASA-TM-86432
NASA-TM-86434
NASA-TM-86436
NASA-TM-86439
NASA-TM-86468
NASA-TM-86656
NASA-TM-86658
NASA-TM-86662
NASA-TM-86665
NASA-TM-86669
NASA-TM-86672
NASA-TM-86677
NASA-TM-86678
NASA-TM-66679
NASA-TM -86682
NASA-TM -86686
NASA-TM-86687
NASA-TM-86688
NASA-TM-86689
NASA-TM-86690
NASA-TM-86694
NASA-TM-86696
NASA-TM-66701
NASA-TM-86704
NASA-TM-86706
NASA-TM-86710
NASA-TM -88713
NASA-TM-86714
NASA-TM-86715
NASA-TM-86717
NASA-TM-86719
NASA-TM-86727
NASA-TM-86728
NASA-TM-86730
NASA-TM-86731
NASA-TM-86732
NASA-TM-86735
NASA-TM-86736
NASA-TM-86737
NASA-TM-86738
NASA-TM-86739
NASA-TM-36744
NASA-TM-86748
NASA-TM-86754
NASA-TM-86762
NASA-TM-86780
NASA-TM-86788
NASA-TM-86822
NASA-TM-86860
NASA-TM-86864
NASA-TM -86865
NASA-TM-86871
NASA-TM-86874
NASA-TM-86878
NASA-TM-86880
NASA-TM-86881
NASA-TM -86882
NASA-TM-86883
NASA-TM-86890
NASA-TM -86891
NASA-TM -8 6896
NASA-TM-86898
NASA-TM-86899
NASA-TM-86903
NASA-TM-86906
NASA-TM-66912
NASA-TM -869 M
NASA-TM-86916
NASA-TM-86919
NASA-TM-86920
NASA-TM-86921
NASA-TM-66925
NASA-TM-86935
NASA-TM-86937
NASA-TM-86939
NASA-TM-86951
p 740
p 329
p329
... p 398
p 683
P451
p 856
p 683
p 740
... . p910
p 797
p 476
p 531
p 538
p 501
p 479
p 829
. . . . p 605
p 652
p 595
p 741
p 798
p 796
p 742
p 128
p 86
p 397
p 539
p 478
p 531
.... p 203
p556
p556
p 607
p 560
p 586
p652
p 585
p 854
p 397
p 557
p 425
p478
p 478
p 557
p 586
p635
p811
p 560
p817
p874
p 577
p 847
p 704
p831
p835
p 773
p847
P847
p 847
p 860
p 847
p 837
p 743
p886
p911
p 91 1
p 918
p313
. . p43
p 27
p 135
p 121
p 119
p53
p353
p 45
p 454
p 189
p 190
p 265
p 295
p 309
p 1 47
p343
p 234
p 234
p 372
p 276
p 276
. . p 360
P 242
p 460
P364
. . . P373
P397
N85-29926
N85-18961
N85- 18960
N85-21116
N85-27915
N85-21689
N85-33538
N85-27916
N85-29929
N85-343S5
N85-30367
NS5-22366
N85-24270
N8S-23374
N85-23751
N85-23710
N85-32110
N85-25895
N85-27852
N85-25368
N85-29931
N8S-31450
N8S-30364
N85-31012
N85- 12330
N85- 12040
N85-21113
N85-25166
N85-23706
N85-24320
N85-16757
N85-25203
N85-25204
N85-27167
N85-26669
N85-26720
N85-27854
N85-25267
N8S-28937
N85-21112
N8S-25205
N85-21174
N85-23704
N85-23705
N85-25206
N85-26721
N85-27828
N85-32090
N85-26671
N8S-32094
N8 5-341 15
N85-26699
N8S-33124
N8S-29686
N85-33119
N85-33121
N85-29962
N85-33122
N85-32122
N85-33123
N85-32794
N85-32123
N85-32120
N85-31014
N85-34135
N85-35372
N85-34378
N85-34510
N85- 17935
N85-10191
N85-10069
N85- 13551
N85- 13066
N85- 12095
N85- 10306
N85-18057
N85-11224
N85-21872
N85-15133
N85-15184
N85-15725
N85- 16096
N85- 17928
N85-14798
N85- 18049
N8S- 15688
N85- 15689
N85- 18375
N85- 15757
N85-15758
N8S- 18067
N85- 15702
N85-22108
N85- 19076
N85- 19363
N85-21114
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NASA-TM-86952 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NASA-TM-86952
NASA-TM-86958
NASA-TM-86963
NASA-TM-86965
NASA-TM-86967
NASA-TM-86973
NASA-TM-86988
NASA-TM-86994
NASA-TM-86996 .
NASA-TM-87001
NASA-TM-87002
NASA-TM-87003
NASA-TM-87005 ... . _
NASA-TM-87010 ....
NASA-TM-8701 4
NASA-TM-87018
NASA-TM-87022
NASA-TM-87033 -
NASA-TM-87039 . —
NASA-TM-87049
NASA-TM-87054
NASA-TM-87066
NASA-TM-87067 „.
NASA-TM-87391 _
NASA-TM-87426
NASA-TM-87448
NASA-TM-87453
NASA-TM-87460 „
NASA-TM-87461
NASA-TM-87464
NASA-TM-87476
NASA-TM-87489
NASA-TM-87576
NASA-TM-8758S
NASA-TP-2071
NASA-TP-2097
NASA-TP-2213
NASA-TP-2357
NASA-TP-23S8 _
NASA-TP-23S9
NASA-TP-2365
NASA-TP-2374
NASA-TP-2375-PT-1 ..._ „
NASA-TP-2380
NASA-TP-2381
NASA-TP-2382
NASA-TP-2383
NASA-TP-2385 „
NASA-TP-2386 _...
NASA-TP-2388 .
NASA-TP-2391
NASA-TP-2393
NASA-TP-2398
NASA-TP-2399
NASA-TP-2400
NASA-TP-2404
NASA-TP-2406 . .
NASA-TP-241 1
NASA-TP-2412
NASA-TP-241 3
NASA-TP-2414
NASA.Tp.24 16
NASA-TP-241 7
NASA-TP-2420
NASA-TP-2424 „
NASA-TP-2427 -
NASA-TP-2430
NASA-TP-2431
NASA-TP-2432
NASA-TP-2433
NASA-TP-2434
NASA-TP-2439
NASA-TP-2444 „ . _
NASA-TP-2445 .
NASA-TP-2446
NASA-TP-2451 .-
NASA-TP-2461
NASA-TP-2463
NASA-TP-2467 _.
NASA-TP-2468
NASA-TP-2469
NASA-TP-2485
NAVTRAEOUIPC-IH-3S3
NAVTHAEOUIPC-78-C-0113-3 ..
NAVTHAEOUIPC-81-C-0105-3 ..
NAVTRAEOUIPC-81-C-010S-S ....
NBS-GCR-84-473
NBS-GCR-84-479 _
NBS/GCR-84/473
NBSIR-84-291 2
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P422
p4SO
P394
p4SO
p796
p518
p582
p560
p521
p 581
p604
p467
p608
p912
p597
p673
p582
p671
p740
p 798
p774
p 106
p406
p477
p476
pS01
p542
p612
p597
p 741
p896
p920
p12
p742
p293
p36
p65
p27
P280
p 105
P11
p 129
p378
p395
p261
p235
p261
p 127
p328
p579
p461
p87
p415
p 129
p 121
p508
pSIS
p398
p235
pS01
P398
p637
P295
p574
p 739
p479
p637
p739
p634
p740
pSOS
p681
p739
p69S
p581
p673
p818
pS60
p704
p634
p38
p38
P38
p517
p91
p 747
p333
P502
N85-21115
N85-21658
N85-21164
N85-21657
N8S- 19923
N85-21605
N85-30342
N85-23926
N85-25266
N85-26670
N8S-23941
N8S-25263
N85-25794
N85-23685
N85-27228
N8S-34444
N85-26964
N85-28945
N85-26710
N85-27870
N85-29925
N85-31444
N85-29964
N8S-12887
N8S-21135
N8S-22371
N8S-22370
N85-23754
N85-Z5170
N85- 26440
N85-26996
N8S-29932
N8S-35204
N85-351S1
N85-10920
N85-31010
N85- 16065
N8 5-1 1002
N85-11788
N8S-10064
N8S-15778
N85-12884
N85-10914
N85-13267
N85-19790
N85-19925
N85-16868
N85- 15694
N85-16869
N85-12314
N8S-18951
N8S-26705
N85-22109
N85-12862
N85- 19979
N85-13233
N85-13045
N85-22394
N85-23801
N85-21120
N8S- 15693
N85-23753
N85-21118
N85-28923
N8S-16100
N85-25248
N85-29921
N85-23708
N85-28924
N8S-29922
N8S-27822
N 85- 29924
N85-30767
N85-28949
N85-29923
N85-34144
N85-2S261
N85-28944
N85-33107
N85-26667
N85-28708
N85-27823
N85-10079
N85-10078
N85-10080
N85-23810
N85-12880
N85-29939
N85- 18031
N85-23764
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NBSIR-84-2949
NCEL-TN-1692
NEAR-TR-321
NEAR-TR-328
NEAR-TR-337
NEAR-TR-343
NIPER-22
NLR-MP-83046-U
NLR-MP-83066-U -
NLH-MP-84001-U
NLR-MP-84002-U
NLR-MP-84012-U
NLH-MP-84016-U
NLR-MP-84021-U
NLR-MP-84022-U
NLH-MP-84029-U
NLR-TH-82069-U-PT-2
NLft-TR-82104-U
NLR-TR-83006-U
NLR-TR-63042-U ._
NMAB-41 9 -
NOAA-NWS-ERCP-25
NOAA-NWS-WRCP-42 —
NOAA-TM-ERL-NSSL-96
NOAA-84071 101 _
NOHDA-TN-26S
NPU-AC-103
NPS55-84-13
NPS67-S4-019
NRC-23412-PT-2
NRC-23508 —
NRC-23941
NRC-23959
NRC-23959
NRC-24089
NRC-24173
NRC-241 73
NRC-24262
NRC-24336
NRL-MR-4843
NRL-MR-5407
NRL-MR-5497-PT-2
NRL-MR-5502-REV
NRL-TR-62069-U-PT-2
NRL-8819
NRL-8869
NSWC/TR-83-428
NSWC/TH-83-526
NSWC/TR-84-204
NSWC/TR-84-364
NSWC/TH-84-66
NTIA/HEPT.84/162
NTSB-SR-8S-01
NTSB/AAR-84/02
NTSS/AAH-84/08
NTSB/AAR-84/11
NTSB/AAR-84/13
NTSB/AAR-84/14
NTSB/AAR-84/15
NTSB/AAfl-85/05
NTSB/ARC-85/01
NTSB/ARG-84-02
NTSB/ARG-84/02
NTSB/RP-84/01
IMTSB/SS-85/02
NUSC-TM-841134
NWC-TP-6566
NWC-TP-6612
p450
p38
p239
p 146
pSOO
p817
pS22
p774
p298
p700
p700
p799
p744
p644
p400
p645
P449
P53
PS4
p6S3
p119
p455
pSOO
pJ92
p192
p419
p862
p338
p774
p3
pl31
p399
p398
p585
p417
p6S2
P847
p635
p635
p459
p120
p436
p459
p330
P53
p692
P86
p593
p239
P898
p437
p447
p747
p149
P14
p14
p 149
p149
p 149
pS65
P406
P14
plSO
P14
p820
p 134
p 191
p702
N8S-21607
N85-10076
N85-16832
N85-13776 •
N8S-22383
N85-32096
N85-24023
N85-31062
N8S-17398
N85-28430
N85-28431
N85-31577
N85-31027
NSS-27847
N85-21130
N85-27848
N85-21579
N8S-I0373
N85-10416
N85-27860
N85-12139
N85-21908
N85-30568
N85-15330
N85-15330
N85-19983
N85-33752
MS 5- 18042
N85-29967
N85-10004
N85-12529
N85-21125
N85-21121
N85-25268
N85-21153
N85-27857
N85-32125
N85-27830
N85-27829
N85-22024
N85-12185
N85-20144
N85-22024
N85-18965
N85-10345
N85-29074
N85-12042
N8S-25274
N8S-1683S
N85-35208
N85-20145
N85-20241
N85-29938
N85-13789 •
N85-10925
N85-10924
N85-13790
N85-13789 •
N85-13788
N85-26686
N85-21134
N85-10027
N85-14805
N85-10029
N85-3210S
N8S-12661
N85-1S315
N85-28450
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ONERA-NT-17/3064-HY-070-R
ONERA-NT-175
ONERA-NT-1982-6
ONERA-NT-1982-8
ONER A-NT-1983-5
ONERA-NT-1983-6
ONER A-NT-1984-2
ONERA-P-1983-2
p743 N85-31017 tt
p 9 N85-10008 ' tt
p327 N85-18007 tt
p377 N85-18667 tt
p 361 N85-18071 tt
p 378 N85-18669 tt
p425 N85-19986 ft
pS93 N85-25276 *
ONERA-PV-1/0772-GY
ONERA-PV-1/813B-GY
ONEHA-RF-88/7154-PY
ONERA-HT-11/7224-SY
ONERA-HT-12/51 15-RY-230-H-231
G
ONEHA-flT-12/7224-SY
ONERA-RT-16/5108-HY-051 ... .
ONERA-RT-16/5108-HY-053
ONERA-RT-25/1736-AY-108-A ...
ONERA-flT-27/1147-AY
ONERA-flT-5/3568-EN —
ONERA-flTS-22/3256-EY
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-100
ONEHA. TP NO 1984-112
ONERA. TP NO 1984-113
ONERA. TP NO 1984-117
ONERA. TP NO 1984-118
ONERA. TP NO 1984-120
ONERA. TP NO 1984-121
ONERA. TP NO 1984-122
ONERA. TP NO. 1984-129
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-131
ONEHA. TP NO. 1984-132
ONERA. TP NO. 1984-140
ONEHA. TP NO. 1984-146
ONEHA, TP NO. 1984-148
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-149
ONERA. TP NO. 1984-150
ONERA, TP NO 1984-155
ONERA, TP NO. 1984-156
ONERA. TP NO. 1984-157
ONEHA, TP NO. 1984-158
ONEHA. TP NO. 1984-68
ONEHA, TP NO 1984-80
ONEHA, TP NO 1984-81
ONEHA, TP NO. 1984-82
ONEHA, TP NO 1984-83
ONEHA. TP NO 1984-84
ONERA, TP NO 1984-99
ONERA. TP NO 1985-10
ONERA. TP NO 1985-11
ONEHA, TP NO 1985-12
ONERA. TP NO 1985-13 -
ONEHA TP NO 1985-26
ONERA, TP NO 1985-35
ONERA. TP NO. 1985-42
ONERA. TP NO 1985-47
ONERA. TP NO 1985-48
ONERA, TP NO 1985-4
ONEHA, TP NO 1985-55
ONERA. TP NO. 1985-56
ONERA. TP NO. 1985-59
ONERA. TP NO. 1985-5
ONERA, TP NO 1985-61
ONERA, TP NO. 1985-67
ONEHA, TP NO. 1985-6
ONEHA. TP NO. 1985-74
ONEHA, TP NO. 1985-75
ONERA, TP NO. 1985-7
ONEHA. TP NO. 1985-95
ORI-TR-2384
ORNUSUB-80-61619-1
ORNUTM-8896
ORNL/TM-8959
ORNL/TM-9497
OTA-STI-84
OU/AEC-EER-66-1
OU/AEC-EEH-67-1
PAPEH-85-1294
PAPER-85-23
PB84-222223
PB84-230960
P884-230960
PB84-910408
p743
p743
p565
p425
p561
p425
p561
p561
P138
p395
p278
p583
P8
p 111
p125
p125
p80
p81
p81
p 111
p 117
p 116
p81
P134
p204
p205
p20S
p20S
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p272
p272
p272
P?
pS2
P 7
P7
P7
P7
p8
P442
P442
p387
p388
p893
p904
p880
p904
p876
p401
p868
p880
P868
p387
p912
p868
p387
p904
p790
p387
p525
p563
p129
p 121
p691
p691
p429
P105
p795
p 773
p 179
p 192
p 14
p 150
P14
N8S-31018
N85-31019
N85-26690
N85- 19988
N85-26679
N85- 19987
N85-26678
NB5-26678
N85-13766
N8S- 19935
N85- 16882 •
N85-26719
A85-12621
A85-1SB32
A85- 15833
A85-15837
A85-15838
ASS- 15840
AS5-15841
A85-15842
ASS- 15846
ASS- 15847
A85- 15848
AS5-15856
A85-19260
A85-19262
A85-19263
ASS- 19264
ASS- 19269
A85-19270
ASS- 19271
ASS- 19272
ASS- 12603
A8S-12609
ASS- 12610
A85-12611
A85-12612
A85-12613
A85-12620
A85-27889
A85-27690
A85-27891
A85-27892
A85-472S3
A85-47288
A85-472S6
A85-47258
A85-47259
A85-28028
A85-47301
A85-47302
A85-47262
A85-27885
A85-47264
A85-47269
A85-27886
A85-47273
A85-40926
A85-27887
A85-32345
N85-25220 •
N85-13188
N85- 13055
N85-290S3
N8S-29052
N85-19993
N85-12885 •
N85-30180
N85-29962 •
N85-23710 "
N85-15330
N65- 10027
N85-1480S
N85- 10925
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REPORT NUMBER INDEX SAE PAPER 850917
PB84-910411
P884-910413
P884-91CW14
P884-91Q415
P884-9 17004 . .
P885-101475/GAR
PB85-112977
PB85-113.105/GAR
P88S- 120301 /GAB
P885-121374/GAH
P885- 124923
P885- 125995
PB85- 127793
PB8S- 1 32322 -..
PB85-137685/GAH
PB85-145847
PB8S-1 S3$34
P885-1 78333
PB85-179125
PB85-917002
PB85-917006
PHL- 1984-62
PNL-SA-12723
PNL-5183
PNR-90206
PNR-90209
PNR-90210
PNH-90216 '— •
PNR-90222
PNR-90220 ~
PNR-90231 -
PNR-90237
PNH-90240
PNH-90244
PNR-9024S
PNR-90257
PNR-90250
PNR-90260
PNR-90262
PNR-90264
PR_1
PTPO-84-R-02
PTR-84-3 ...
PV-M1-631600 _.
PWA-FR-1 7658
PWA-5574-149
PWA-5594-1 79- VOL- 1
PWA-5594*! 79-VOL-2-APP-A
PWA-5594- 1 97
PWA-5594-202 _
PWA-5594*231
PWA-5594-243
PWA-5594'248
PWA-5594.251-VOL-2
PWA-5594-258-VOL-1
PWA-5698-77
• PWA-5894- 17
PWA-5914'39 .
PWA-5928-25
PWA/GPO/FR-17952
QR-15
QTPR-5
R-85-02
RAOC-TR-84-53-VOL-2
RAE-LJB/BIB-383
HAE-MATeR/STRUCT-76
RAE-TM-AERO-1987
HAE-TM-AERO-2008
RAE-TM-SPACE-327
RAE-TR-84031
P14
p 149
p 149
p 149
p 14
p 188
p455
p372
p338
p333
p 429
p447
p429
p450
o 91
p333
p502
p609
p747
p800
p 565
p 747
p820
p422
D 432
p$94
P431
p 594
p135
p 135
p 113
p86
P285
p268
p328
p468
p372
p3S4
P354
p891
p911
p891
p 919
p901
p87
p344
P298
p799
p284
P45
p34
p 34
p28
p772
p772
p28
p892
p892
p354
p774
p911
P610
p265
p54
p21
p657
p303
p463
p536
p55
p 477
p261
P536
M85-10924
N85- 13790
N85- 13789
N85-13788
N85- 10029
N85- 14951
N85-21908
N85- 18348
N85- 18045
N85- 18030
N85- 19992
N8S-20241
N85- 19993
N85-21607
N85- 12880
N85- 18031
N85-23764
N85-25963
N85-29939
N85-30S68
N85-26686
N85- 29938
N85-32105
MS 5-21 171
N85-2001 1
N8S-26764
N85-21185
N85-26765
N8S-12665
N85- 12062
N85- 12687
N85-12063
N85-1204S
N85-17152
N85-16875
N85- 18008
N85-23687
N85- 18435
N85-18081
N8S-18062
N85-34142
N85-34421
N85-34143
N85-34717
N85-34279
N85-12871
N85- 18053
N85-17353
NaS-31562
N85-15922
N85-11225
N85- 10992
N85-10991
N85-109SO
N85-29958
N85-29956
N85-29955
N85-10947
N85-35198
N85-35197
N8S- 18058
N85-31057
N85-35391
N85-27584
N85- 15731
N85-11298
N85- 10934
N85-28941
N85- 17578
N85-22257
N85-23308
N85-11332
N85-22372
N85- 16870
N85-23308
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RAE-TPANS-2120
RAND/N-2087-AF
HAND/N-2163-AF
RAND/P-6896
RAND/P-6998
RAND/R-3093-MIL
RANO/R-3094-MIL
RE-688
REPT-CEV/IS/SE/AV/84
REPT-001 1 29-1
REPT- 1 983- 1 2
REPT-2514/80
REPT-3-56000/4R-169
REPT-3017/81
REPT-3751E
REPT-38948/93
REPT-3908
REPT-39098/1018
REPT-3957
REPT-3983/33
REPT-3996C/41
REPT-4011C/27
REPT-412U-2094-12/14 „
REPT-42
REPT-61270-10
REPT-7205-8
REPT-7467-927048-VOL-1
REPT-8304-I-VOL-2
REPT-84-23
REPT-85013
REPT-85057
REPT-8S081
REPT-85072 _
REPT-85Q7S
HEPT-85 1 32
REPT-85136
HEPT-85140
REPT-85146
REPT-85 147
REPT-85171
REPT-85209
REPT-8521 1
REPT-85212
REPT-85215
REPT-85256
REPT-85283
REPT-85344
REPT-fl5350
REPT-85385
REPT-85377
RL-1PO-85
RSRE-MEMO-3714
RSRE-MEMO-3724 ..
RSRE-MEMO-3750
RTI/2467
R33-9 15783-27
R81-915326-5
R81AEG284 _....
R81AEG597
R81AEG700
R81AEG709
R81AEG710
R81AEG821
R82AEB285
R82AEB400
R82AEB408
R82AEB437
R82AEB492
R83-91 4806-48
R83AEB358
R84AEB010
R85AEB014
R85AEB166
R85AEB307
S-HRG-98-1197 . .
S-HRG-98-856
P255
p 196
P308
p 804
p 807
p308
p 542
p 399
p502
P117
p 10
p 574
p372
p559
o 564
p 563
D 484
P484
o 489
Q AOA
0 563
p563
O 484
p536
p478
p 295
p848
P601
n Afifi
P 467
D 635
p86
p 154
p478
p607
p397
p560
p830
p652
n 654
p397
p478
p Q35
o 81 1
p560
p817
n ATA
p743
p886
pS74
p911
p 911
p918
p 598
n 47A
O 246
P 410
n 5fiR
P245
n ft/17
D 19
n 45
P34
P34
n 34
p33
n 35
n 14
a 33
p 772
p891
p891
p 135
n 1 19
p 112
p 135
p 528
p365
P 415
p 582
p 750
0246
N85-15712
N85- 15450
N85- 16685
N85-30748
N85-30969
N85-16667
N85-25169
N85-21123
N85-23763
N85-12068
N8S-10018
N85-25244
N85-1B311
N8S-26663
N85-25224
N85-25222
N85-23743
N85-23745
N85-23748
N85-23746
N85-25223
N85-25221
N85-23744
N85-24813
N85-23701
N85-16098
N85-33125
N85-25545
Mae yy^AR
N85-22347
N85-27834
N85-12040
N85-14806
N85-23706
N85-27167
N8S-21113
N85-26669
N85-33118
NbS-27854
N85-28937
N85-21112
N85-23705
N85-27828
N85-32090
N85-26671
N85-32094
MQC'IAI 1C
N8 5-31 01 4
N85-34135
N 85-341 16
N85-35372
N85-34378
N8S-345tO
N85-27012
K|fl*-9917fl
N85-16853
N85-21137
uae_oc9Al
N85- 15706
NW^-9T1TT
N85- 10032
N85-11252
N8S- 10995
N85- 10994
N85- 10993
N85-10990
N85- 10998
N8&* 1 0997
N85- 10989
N85-29957
N85-34141
N85-34138
N85- 13550
N85 1 2059
N85- 12061
N85- 13549
N85-23089
N85-19175
N85 1 9978
N85-26711
N85-31036
N85- 16851
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S-332
SAC/LGME-P-425 . ..
SAE PAPER A840942 . .
SAE PAPER 840026
SAE PAPER 840027 .. ..
SAE PAPER 840028
SAE PAPER 840701 . . .
SAE PAPER 840703
SAE PAPER 84071 1
SAE PAPER 840940
SAE PAPER 840944
SAE PAPER 840952
SAE PAPER 841457
SAE PAPER 841477
SAE PAPER 841478
SAE PAPER 841479
SAE PAPER 841480
SAG PAPER 841481
SAE PAPER 841482
SAE PAPER 841 483
SAE PAPER 841485
SAE PAPER 841495
SAE PAPER 841496
SAE PAPER 841497
SAE PAPER 841498
SAE PAPER 841502
SAE PAPER 841 503
SAE PAPER 841 504 ...
SAE PAPER 841505
SAE PAPER 841506
SAE PAPER 841 507
SAE PAPER 841508
SAE PAPER 841509
SAE PAPER 841 511
SAE PAPER 841 51 2
SAE PAPER 841520
SAE PAPER 84 1 539
SAE PAPER 841 540
SAE PAPER 841541 ... „
SAE PAPER 841 543
SAE PAPER 841545
SAE PAPER 841546
SAE PAPER 841 547
SAE PAPER 841548
SAE PAPER 841555
SAE PAPER 841556
SAE PAPER 841557
SAE PAPER 841558
SAE PAPER 841566
SAE PAPER 841567 . . .
SAE PAPER 841569
SAE PAPER 841570
SAE PAPER 841571
SAE PAPER 841572
SAE PAPER 841575
SAE PAPER 841599
SAE PAPER 841601
SAE PAPER 841603
SAE PAPER 841604
SAE PAPER 841605
SAE PAPER 841607
SAE PAPER 841628
SAE PAPER 841635
SAE PAPER 850855
SAE PAPER 850860
SAE PAPER 850863
SAE PAPER 850869
SAE PAPER 850870
SAE PAPER 850871
SAE PAPER 850872
SAE PAPER 850875
SAE PAPER 850876
SAE PAPER 850878
SAE PAPER 850879
SAE PAPER 850881
SAE PAPER 850882 . . . .
SAE PAPER 850884
SAE PAPER 850885
SAE PAPER 850894
SAE PAPER 850895
SAE PAPER 850896
SAE PAPER 850899
SAE PAPER 850900
SAE PAPER 850901
SAE PAPER 850902
SAE PAPER 850906 . .
SAE PAPER 850908
SAE PAPER 850910 . ..
SAE PAPER 850912
SAE PAPER 850913
SAE PAPER 850914
SAE PAPER 850915 .. ..
SAE PAPER 850917
p536
p38
P570
p322
p322
P342
P332
P342
p332
p570
p566
p 566
p650
P352
P627
P675
p627
p311
p312
p312
p312
P663
p650
p627
p663
p444
p695
p695
p352
p352
p352
p661
p661
p66t
p688
p688
p627
p627
p659
p649
p312
P661
p662
P662
p663
p650
p352
P663
p659
p616
P663
p662
p662
p662
p682
pS59
p659
p662
peso
p696
p 662
p708
p764
p884
p884
P884
P873
p873
p874
p88S
p910
p885
p919
p885
p886
p890
p 886
p910
p 890
p890
p891
p901
p885
P885
P889
peso
P890
P890
p 895
P89S
P895
P885
0885
N8S-24863
N85-10077
A8S-33753
A85-26310
A85-26311
A85-26312
A8S-26313
A8S-26314
A85-26315
A8S-33752
A8S-33755
A85-33763
A85-39202 '
A8S-25976
A8S-390S8
A85-390S9 '
A85-39060 '
A85-25977
A8 5-25989
A85-25978
A85-25979
A85-39203
ABS-39204
A85-39205 '
A85-39206
AS 5-28900
A85-39061
A85-39062
A85-25980
A85-25981
A85-25982
A85-391 52
A85-39153
A8S-39155
A85-39284 •
A85-39291
A85-39063
A85-39064
A85-39065 '
A85-39066 '
A8S-25983
A85-39156
AS 5-391 57
A85-39158
A85-39207
A85-39208 '
A85-25984 •
A85-39209
A85-39067
A85-3906S
A85-39167
A85-39160
A85-39161
A85-39162
A85-39274
A8S-39069
A85-39071
A8S-39163
A85-39164
A85-39165
A85-39166
A85-40537
A85-40538
A85-50101 '
A8S-50102 •
A85-S0103 '
A85-50104
A85-50105 "
A85-50106 *
A85-50107
A85-50108
A85-50109 •
A85-50110
A85-50111 '
A85-50130
A85-50112
A85-50131
A85-50113
A85-501 14
A85-50115
A85-50132
A85-50116
A85-50117
A85-501 18
A8S-50119
A85-50120
A85-50121
A85-S0122
A85-50123
A85-50124 •
A85-50125
A85-50126
A85.50127
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F-17
SAE PAPER 850923 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
SAE PAPER 850923
SAE SP-S94
SAE SP-598
SAE SP-601
SAE SP-602
SAND-80-2056-REV _
SAND-83-2195 ~. ....
SAND-84-0457
SAND-84-0547C
SAND-84-0838
SAND-84-1062
SAND-84-8229
SAND-85-0223C
SANO-85-0515 _
SAPR-46
SAPR-8
SAR-47 -
SAR-7
SAR-8
SASR-7-VOL- 1
SASR-7-VOL-2-APP-A
SASR-8
SAWE PAPER 1511
SAWE PAPER 1515
SAWE PAPER 1517 —
SAWE PAPER 1518 .....
SAWE PAPER 1524
SAWE PAPER 1528
SAWE PAPER 1548
SAWE PAPER 1549 _ _..
SAWE PAPER 1559 —
SAWE PAPER 1567
SAWE PAPER 1568
SAWE PAPER 1569
SAWE PAPER 1570 .„ _.
SAWE PAPER 1571
SAWE PAPER 1579
SAWE PAPER 1 582
SAWE PAPER 1583
SAWE PAPER 1591
SAWE PAPER 1593
SAWE PAPER 1594
SAWE PAPER 1597
SAWE PAPER 1616
SAWE PAPER 1617
SAWE PAPER 1627
SAWE PAPER 1628
SAWE PAPER 1629
SER-510084
SER-510117
SER-510145
SEVILLE-TH-83-25
SFCC-PUBL-1 2
SFENA-OPS/C/S3/84252A
5^_1 4^ „„....
SM-841 7 „
SNIAS-8«-551-101
SNIAS-851-111-104
SNIAS-851-11 1-105
SNIAS-8S1-111-106
SNIAS-851-111-111
SNIAS-8S1-210-102
SNIAS-851-210-103
SNIAS-861-210-104
SNIAS-851-210-105
SNIAS-8S1 -210-106
SNIAS-851 -220-101
SNIAS-851-320-101
SNIAS-851-502-101 _
SNIAS-8S1-551-103 _
SP-06A83
F-18
pass
p659
p661
p 708
p 764
p 107
p576
p375
p395
p605
p338
D 702
p399
p56
p645
p804
p 121
P379
p437
p33
P33
p34
p34
p772
p 159
p 195
p 159
P159
p 186
p159
D 1GO
p160
p186
p 178
p160
p160
D 160
p 160
p 160
p 901
p901
p gg9
p 877
p898
p883
p919
p 919
f>883
p883
P883
p883
P884
p866
P345
p901
p574
P38
p432
p918
p920
p44
p 105
p751
p787
p742
p761
p761
p761
p761
p798
p761
p761
p782
p831
p788
p476
A85-50129
A6S-39057
A85-39151
A85-40537
A85-40538
N85-12056
N85-12056
NB5-25260
N85-18447
MS 5- 19933
N85-25911
N85-18043
N85-28458
N85-21128
N85-104S1
N85-28935
N85-30684
N85-12966
N85-18831
N 85-21 268
N85-10930
N85-10989
N85-10992
N85-10991
N85-29958
A85-18804
A85-18807
A85-18808
A85-18809
A85-18810
A85-18813
A85-18814
A8 5-18815
A85-18816
A85-18817
A85-18819
A85-18820
A85-18821
A85-18822
A85-18823
A85-49901
A85-49905
AB5-49906
A85-49907
A85-49908
A85-49912
A85-49913
A85-49914
A85-49915
A85-49920
A85-49921
A85-49925
A85-49926
A85-49927
N85-18980
N8S-34222
N8S-25247
N85-10078
N85-20011
N85-34596
N8S-34766
N85-11140
N85- 12886
N85-31038
N85-31291
N85-31008
N85-31046
N85-31047
N85-31048
N85-31049
N85-31515
N85-31050
N85-31051
N85-31228
N85-33120
N85-31304
N85-22368
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SPC-789
SH-6
SRA-R83-920015-F
SSI-24089
ST1-TH-1 194-1-1
ST1-TR-1 194-1-2 _
STI-TH-1 202-1
SU-CRC-TH-84-14
SU-JIAA-TH-52
SU-JIAA-TR-53
SWRM 5-71 06
SWRI-7557
S8308-R1
T-3771
TDCK-79703
TEI-A009-1 5
TE4224-106-84
TM-AS-44
TM-84-A-7 .'..
TN-215 _
TN-216
TOP-1-2-601-REV
TOP-4-2-130 ..„
TR-4583106
TR_B1414A
TH-84428-VOL-2
TRANS-12432/TLT-00947
TRANS-16495/TLT-00913
TRANS-16569/TLT-00917
TRANS-16684/TLT-00921
THANS-17654/TLT-00948
THB/TRR-95S
TT-8303
TUM-RT-TB-84/3
T47130
T471 30
UCRL-92218
UDR-TR-82-156-VOL-1
UOR-TR-85-94
UILU-ENG-84-0503
UILU-ENG-84-4001
UILU-ENG-64-4005 . .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-051315 .„.
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-256880 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-301078 .._.
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-308201 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-320893 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-339204 _._
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-350493 — .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-375684 ._
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-375784 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-382070 .„
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-383429 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-387649 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-393834 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-394566 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-411946 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-422429
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-431435 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-433561 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-433597 ... .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-434671 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-437092 .. .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-449922
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-453444 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-461724 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-4617B8 ._.
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-465230 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-484329 ...
P255
pS31
p54
D 294
p773
p271
p271
p173
p301
p 147
p422
P354
p437
p297
P644
p422
p54
p188
p197
p238
p399
p399
p887
p45
p116
p747
p386
p354
p468
p328
p372
p3S4
p333
p417
p40
p760
p819
p860
p902
p914
p105
p691
p 128
p 178
p670
p424
p437
p254
p255
P27
p454
p902
p691
p764
p429
p425
p 178
p293
p29S
p265
p27
P14
p705
p276
p259
p564
p448
p437
p242
p421
N85-15717
N85-24302
N85-11319
N85- 16070
N85-29960
N85-16877
N8S-16878
N85-13800
A85-21973
N85- 14796
N85-21170
N85-18060
N8 5-21365
N85-17294
N85-27843
N85-21171
N85-11298
N85-14951
N85- 14667
N85-16826
N85-21126
N85-21126
N85-35188
N85-11253
N8S-12900
N85-31031
N85-35184
N85-18061
N85-23687
N8S-18008
N85-1843S
N85-18062
N85-18030
N85-211S4
N85-11125
N85-31045
N85-33111
N85-3Z846
N85-35257
N85-35540
N85-12054
N85-29073
N85-12324
N85-14859
N85-27866
N85-19985
N85-21349
N85-15710
N85-15711
N85-10083
N85-21769
N85-35233
N85-29045
N 85-29953
N85- 19990
N85-21172
N85-148S3
N85-15940
N85-16156
N85-15723
N85-10062
N85-10026
N8S-28784
N85- 15754
M85- 15721
N85-26684
N85-21404
N85-21349
NB5-15700
N85-21161
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US-PATENT-APPL-SN-484390 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-484745 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-489675 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-490827
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-498238 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-500651
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-504183 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-508371
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-519421
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-5226628
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-523297
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-531097 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-532342 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-534996
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-576308 ..
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-578304 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-582412 ..
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-586893 ..
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-602050 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-616380 ...
us-PATENT-APPL-SN-617656 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-622047 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-623667 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-627307 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-631954 ..
US-PATENT.APPL-SN^35866 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-639054 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-640712 ..
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-641143 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-643524 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-651983 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-655606 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-661478 ..
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-661834
US-PATENT-APPL-St*6667S4 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-666786 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-690212 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-690274 ..
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-698720 .
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-702091 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-704124 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-705760 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-720936 ..
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-720937 ...
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-739792 ....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-9714S9 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-102-530 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-239-402.5 ..
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-113 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-122 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-122 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-139 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-139 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-147 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-151 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-199 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-214 .
US-PATENT-CUASS-244-223 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-3.21 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-55
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-75-R ..
U&PATENT-CLASS-244-75R ..
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-90H ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-290-1R ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-290-4H
US-PATENT-CLASS-297-406 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-307-64
US-PATENT-CLASS-307-66
US-PATENT-CLASS-31-35
US-PATENT-CLASS-310-22
US-PATENT-CLASS-318-46 .
US-PATENT-CLASS-318-729 .....
US-PATENT-CLASS-343-872 .....
US-PATENT-CLASS-356-359 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-356-376 .....
US-PATENT-CLASS-361-328 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-364-433
US-PATENT-CLASS-364-565 ....
us-pATENT-CLASS-368-118 ..
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-138 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-170-H
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-174 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-189 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-196 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-200 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-416-145 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-416-174 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-416-23 . ..
US-PATENT-CLASS-416-500 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-417-417 . .
US-PATENT-CLASS-417-488 ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-109 ....
US-PATENT-CUVSS-428-633 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-656 .
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-678 ...
p672
P447
p759
p747
P4SO
p892
p293
p416
p277
p424
p902
P334
p895
p654
p892
p670
p300
p416
p911
p355
p910
p38
p65
p348
p 177
p365
p64
p902
p901
p436
P285
P447
P415
P298
p339
p373
p863
p416
p774
p781
p796
p774
p796
p796
p700
p 180
p 178
p892
p895
P14
p 747
p416
P89S
p416
PS64
p892
p424
p259
p 180
p892
p895
p416
p424
p454
P454
P254
P454
P4S4
P448
p448
P454
P454
p691
p295
p705
p293
P255
p764
p4SO
P265
p911
p911
p670
p911
p911
p759
p911
p759
p759
P448
P448
p276
p902
p902
p902
N85-28943
N85-20295
N85-29947
N85-29936
N85-21634
N8S-3S195
N85-15941
N8S-21147
N85-15761
N85-19985
N85-35233
N85- 18968
N85-35200
N85-28936
N8S-3S194
N85-27865
N85-17506
N85-21148
N85-34402
N85- 18989
NBS-34326
N8S-10081
N8S- 10823
N85- 18987
N85- 13804
N85-191S3
N85- 10822
N85-35233
N8S-34280
N85-20128
N85-17077
N85-20226
N8 5- 19980
N85-17369
N8S-18970
N8S- 19368
N85-33810
N8 5-1 9981
N85-29969
N85-29976
N85-30343
N85-29968
N85-30345
N85-30344
N8S-291SO
N8 5-14891
N85-148S3
N85-35195
N85-35200
N8S-10026
N85-29936
N85-21147
N8S-3S200
N85-21147
N8S-26684
N85-3S194
N85-19985
N85-1S721
N85-14891
N8S-35194
N85-35200
N8S-21147
N8S-19985
N85-21769
N8S-21769
N85-15710
N85-21769
N85-21769
N85-21404
N85-21404
N85-21769
N85-21769
N85-29045
N85-16156
NB5-28784
N85-1S941
N85-15711
N85-299S3
N85-21634
N85- 15723
N85-34402
N85-34402
N85-27866
N8S-34402
N85-34402
N85-29947
NSS-34402
N85-29947
N85-29947
N85-21404
N85-21404
N85- 15754
N8S-3S233
N85-35233
N85-35233
tt
' tt
• tt
tt
#
• t
tt
• tt
tt
• It
• tt
tt
• tt
tt
• tt
tt
#
tt
• tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
' tt
• tt
' tt
tt
• tt
• tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
• tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
' tt
tt
tt
• tt
• tt
#
tt
• tt
' tt
• tt
tt
' tt
' #
tt
tt
' tt
• It
• tt
' tt
• tt
' #
tt
' tt
• tt
• tt
• tt
' tt
' tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
• tt
' tt
tt
• tt
• #
' It
• tt
• tt
• It
• tt
• It
tt
• tt
' It
' tt
REPORT NUMBER INDEX Z-2
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-679 ..
US-PATENT-CLASS-428^80 .
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-681 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-682 . .
US-PATENT-CLASS-434-242 . .. .
US-PATENT-CLASS-434-243 ..
US-PATENT-CLASS-434-35
US-PATENT-CLASS-434-49 ......
US-PATENT-CLASS-S2S-t81 .
US-PATENT-CHSS-525-182 . .
US-PATENT-CLASS-525-183 .....
US-PATENT-CLASS-52S- 1 84 ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-525-474 ... .
US-PATENT-CLASS-S28-168 . ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-528-229
US-PATENT-CLASS-528-352
US-PATENT-CLASS-528-3S3
US-PATENT-CLASS-586-893 ... .
US-PATENT-CLASS-60-226.3 .....
US-PATENT-CLASS-60-24S
US-PATENT-CLASS-60-261 —
US-PATENT-CLASS-60-39.23
US-PATENT-CLHSS-60-39.23 .....
US-PATENT-CLASS«W9.32 —
US-PATENT-CLASS-60-739
US-PATENT-CLASS-60-748
US-PATENT-CLASS-62-180 ......
US-PATENT-CLASS-62-6
US-PATENT-CLASS-73-187
US-PATENT-CLASS-89-1A
US-PATENT-CLASS-92-98R
US-PATENT-4 220 297
US-PATENT-4,389,504
US-PATENT-4.404,244 _..
US-PATENT-4,441.312
US-PATENT-4,444, 1 1 9
US-PATENT-4,459.803
US-PATENT-4.461,145
US-PATENT-4.462.563
US-PATENT-4 464 702
US-PATENT-4 465.250
US-PATENT-4,465,372
US-PATENT-4.466,662 .....
US-PATENT-4,467.429
US-PATENT-4 471 683
US-PATEMT-4,477,043
US-PATENT-4 477 222
US-PATENT-4 482.1 1 3
US-PATENT-4 482 259
US-PATENT-4,484,722
US-PATENT-4,485, 151
US-PATENT-4 485 671
US-PATENT-4,485.992
US-PATENT-4,488.691
US-PATENT-4,489,243
US-PATENT-4 490, 117
US-PATENT-4,490.973
US-PATENT-4 496, 122
US-PATENT-4 497 935
US-PATENT-4 499 735
US-PATENT-4.500.208
US-PATENT-4,500,255
US-PATENT-4.500,265
US-PATENT-4,503,668 ..- _
US-PATENT-4,505,124
US-PATENT-4.506,269
US-PATENT-4,508.294
US-PATENT-4,509.131 -.
US-PATENT-4,514.143
US-PATENT-4,533,101
US-PATENT-4,534,166 _
US-PATENT-4,535.033
US-PATENT-4.536,565
US-PATENT-4,538,778
US-PATENT-4.540,336
USAAEFA-81-06-1
USMEFA-82-15-1
USAAEFA-83-21
USAAEFA-84-02
USAAEFA-84-04
USAAEFA-84-09
USAAEFA-84-90
USAARL-84-12
USAAVRADCOM-TR-83-A-2
USAAVHAOCOM-TH-83-A-3 . . .
USAAVRAOCOM-TR-83-A-5 .. ..
USAAVHAOCOM-TH-83-A-6 ....
USMVRAOCOM-TR-84-A-4 . . .
USAAVSCOM-TM-84-A- 10
USAAVSCOM-TM-84-A-a
USAAVSCOM-TM-84-A-9 .. .
p902 N85-35233 #
p902 N85-35233 tt
p902 N85-35233 #
p902 N85-35233 #
p429 N85- 19990 #
p429 N85-19990 #
p429 N85- 19990 #
p429 N85- 19990 tt
p437 N85-21349 #
p437 N85-21349 #
p437 N85-21349 #
p437 N85-21349 #
p437 N85-21349 #
p 901 N85-34280 #
p 901 N8S-34280 #
p 901 N85-34280 #
p 901 N85-34280 #
p416 N85-21148 #
p 27 N85- 10062 #
p 178 N85-14859 #
p421 N85-21161 #
p 27 N8S-10063 #
p 892 N85-35195 * #
p672 N85-28943 #
p670 N85-27865 #
p 892 N85-35195 * tt
p654 N85-28938 #
p 448 N8S-21404 * #
p 447 N85-20295 * #
P293 N8S-1S940 #
p 448 N85-21404 • tf
p 180 N8S-14891 tt
p437 N85-21349 • tt
P276 N85-15754 #
p 178 N85-14859 tt
p 178 N85-14853 #
p 27 N85-10063 #
p 27 N85-10062 #
p 14 N8S-100Z6 #
p 293 N85-15941 0
p 242 N85-15700 »
p295 N85-16156 #
P254 N85-15710 #
P255 N85-15711 #
p293 N85-15940 #
P259 N85-1S721 tt
p 265 N85-15723 #
p 416 N85-21148 #
p 450 N85-21634 #
p425 N85-21172 #
p 902 N85-35233 * #
p 447 N85-2029S * #
p 424 N85-19985 ' #
p564 N85-26684 #
p454 N85-21769 ' #
p429 N85- 19990 * tt
P421 N85-21161 tt
p 418 N85-21147 * #
p437 N85-21349 * tt
p 670 N85-27865 #
pTOS N85-28784 »
p670 N85-27866 #
p 448 NB5-21404 * #
p672 N85-28943 tt
P654 N85-28938 #
p 691 N85-29045 #
p747 N85-29938 #
p764 N85-29953 #
p759 N85-29947 #
p892 N85-35194 #
p892 N85-35195 #
p902 N85-3S233 #
p901 N85-34280 #
p895 N85-35200 #
p 91 1 N85-34402 #
p 579 N85-26708 tt
p256 N85-15719 #
p830 N85-32116 #
p258 N85-16884 #
p 22 N85-10937 #
p258 N85- 16865 #
p 541 N8S-2S168 #
p348 N85- 18055 #
p34S N85- 18981 #
p344 N85-t8051 #
P34S N8S- 18979 #
p34S N85- 18980 #
p34S N85- 18978 tt
P397 N85-21113 #
p85 N85- 12037 tt
p 146 N85-13777 #
USAAVSCOM-TM-84-C-2
USAAVSCOM-THMS-A-1 . . .
USAAVSCOM-TM-85-A-4
USAAVSCOM-TM-85-3-2
USAAVSCOM-TR-84-A-4
USAAVSCOM-TH-84-A-6-VOL-1 .
USAAVSCOM-TR-84-A-6-VOL-2 .
USAAVSCOM-TR-84<;.12
USAAVSCOM-TR-84-C-19 ... .
USAAVSCOM-TB-84-C-21
USAAVSCOM-TR-84-C-4
USAAVSCOM-TH-85-A-1
USAAVSCOM-TR-85-A-2
USAAVSCOM-TR-85-A-3
USAAVSCOM-TB-8S-C-10
USAAVSCOM-TR-85 -^ 1 1 —
USAAVSCOM-TR-85-C-5
USAFA-TN-a5-4
USAFA-TB-84-7
USAFSAM-TR-84-15
USCG-O-26-84
UTH-lfl-420
UTIAS-TN-257
UTIAS-271
UTIAS-284
UTIAS-286
UTRC-R83-9253 12-25
VPI-E-85-10
VTH-Lfl-394
VTH-LR-398
VTH-LR-402
VTH-LH-411
VTH-Lfl-412 _.
VTH-Lfl-413 _ -
VTH-m-414
VTH-LH-416
VTH-LR-426
VTH-Lfl-427
VTH-LH-441
VTH-lR-443
VTT-18
VUB-STR-14
WSRL-0327-TR
YU-2115
Z-2
P373 N8S-19363 tt
p585 N85-2S267 tt
p888 N85-34135 tt
p652 N85-27852 #
p 36 N85-1 1004 tt
p 271 N85-16877 #
p 271 N85- 16878 tt
p 200 N85- 15658 #
p353 N8S-18057 tt
p 147 N85- 14798 tt
p608 N85-27228 tt
p397 N85-21112 tt
pS86 N85-26720 #
pS60 N85-26669 tt
p673 N85-28945 tt
p 671 N85-27870 #
p597 N85-26964 it
p830 N85-3211S tt
p384 N85-21104 tt
p65 N85-11794 tt
p 339 N8S-18974 tt
p 744 N85-31024 tt
p 891 N85-34139 tt
p 609 N85-27441 tt
p 154 N85-14830 #
p 149 N85- 14803 tt
p116 N85-12901 ' tt
p 800 - N85-30558 #
p5B8 N85-26728 tt
p 561 N85-26680 #
p 636 N85-27835 tt
p588 N85-26729 tt
p 561 N8S-26681 tt
p577 NH5-28704 tt
p 561 N85-26682 tt
p562 N85-26683 #
p432 N85-20011 tt
p612 N85-27647 #
p436 N85-20119 #
p598 N85-27009 0
p 608 N85-27276 #
p637 N85-28926 »
p 8 N85-10003 tt
p44 N85- 10209 * tt
p 499 N85-22380 ' #
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A85-10049 #
ASS-10050 #
A85-10111 #
A85-10113 #
A85-10114 #
ASS-10116 #
A85-10117 #
A85-10263 #
A85-10310 ' #
A85-10321 #
A85-10322 #
A85-103S2 ' #
A85-10357 ' #
A85-10360 #
A85-10374 #
A85-10381 #
ASS-10403 #
ASS-10408 tt
A8S-10413 #
A85-10451 #
A85-10465 #
A8S-10470 #
A85-10540 #
A85-10S43
A85-10544
A85-10546
A85-10550
A85-10554
A85-10557
A85-10562 #
A85-10624 #
A85-10628 #
A85-10634 #
A85-10653 ' #
A85-10827 * tt
A85-10830 '#
A85-10831 '#
A85-10832 ' tt
A85-10833 '#
A85-10838'*
ASS-10839 •#
ASS-10840 #
A85-10841 #
A85-10842 #
A85-10843 *#
A85-10845 '#
A85-10846 #
A85-10847 #
A85-10848 '#
A85-10849 #
ASS-10851 #
A85-10852 tt
A8S-10853 #
A85-10854 • #
A85-108S6 #
p66
p66
P2
P2
P2
P2
P3
p46
p41
p3
p3
p3
p3
p46
P41
p46
p46
p37
P3
P35
P3
p35
P3
p46
P46
p4
p47
P1
p41
p57
P47
p22
P47
p13
p58
p58
P4
p58
p58
p59
p59
p25
p26
p59
P59
p59
p55
p59
p56
p60
p60
p4
p60
p60
p60
A85-10857 #
A85-10858 * tt
A85-10859 •#
A85-10860 #
ASS-10863 #
A8S-1086S #
A85-10866 #
A85-10867 '#
A85-10868 tt
A85-10870 '#
A85-10871 #
A85-10872 '#
A85-10873 * #
A85-10874 ' #
A85-10875 ' #
A8S-10877 ' #
A85-10878 tt
ASS-10879 ft
A85-10880 #
A85-10883 #
A85-10884 •#
A85-10885 •#
A85-10886 #
A85-10889 #
A85-10890 #
A85-10891 #
A85-10894 ft
A85-10895 ft
A85-10896 #
ASS-10897 #
A85-10898 •#
A85-10899 '#
A85-10900 #
A85-10901 tt
A85-10970 #
A85-10971 #
A85-10974 tt
A85-10998 #
A85-11024 #
A85-11078 #
A85-11083 •#
A85-11100 '#
A85-11216 #
A85-11245 #
A85-11249 #
A85-11264 '#
A85-11473 #
A85-11475 #
A85-11613 #
A85-11614 tt
A85-11617 #
A85-11619 tt
ASS-11620 #
A85-11624 •tt
A85-11625 '#
P4
P4
p60
p61
p61
p61
p61
p61
P41
P 4
p61
p16
P62
p16
p17
p62
p26
P62
p62
p62
p63
p17
P47
p63
p63
p63
p 63
p64
P64
P17
p17
p17
P17
p18
p5
P47
p26
p57
p 14
p15
pS7
p47
p56
P1
p 18
P48
p18
p18
P48
P41
p26
P48
P48
P48
PS
ASS-11626 tt
A85-11629 tt
A85-11630 '#
A85-11632 ft
A85-11633 tt
A85-11635 #
A85-11643 tt
A85-11644 tt
A85-11646 '#
ASS-11660 tt
A85-11661 tt
ASS-11665 ft
ASS-11666 tt
ASS-11668 tt
ASS-11669 tt
A85-11671 '#
A85-11674 #
A85-11722 #
A85-11729 #
A85-11751 #
A85-117S2 #
A85-11754 #
A85-11755 tt
A85-11821 #
A85-11822 ft
A85-11823 tt
ASS-11839 #
A85-11840 #
A85-11842 tt
ASS-11850 tt
ASS-11897 '#
A85-11907 #
A85-11937 #
ASS-11938 tt
A85-11976 tt
A85-11977 tt
A8S-11980 tt
A85-11981 '#
A85-11982 '#
A85-11983 tt
A85-11984 #
A85-11986 #
A8S-11987 #
A85-11988 tt
A85-11989 #
ASS-11990 ft
ASS-12034 ft
A85-12035 ft
ASS-12080 tt
A85-12081 #
ASS-12082 #
ASS-12098 *#
A85-12100 #
A85-121S1 '#
A85-12174 #
A85-12175 #
A85-12300 #
A85-12351 tt
A85-123S2 #
A85-12353 ft
ASS-12354 ft
A85-12355 #
ASS-12356 #
A85-12357 #
A85-12358 tt
A85-12360 tt
A85-12361 tt
ASS-12362 ft
A85-12363 tt
A85-12364 #
ASS-12365 tt
A8S-12450 tt
A85-12472 #
ASS-12473 •#
ASS-12474 #
A85-12477 #
A85-12533 #
ASS-12592 tt
A85-12593 • #
A85-12603 ft
A85-12609 tt
A85-12610 tt
A85-12611 tt
P48
p49
P49
p5
p5
p49
PS
p5
p5
P49
P58
p66
p49
p49
p50
p41
p50
pSO
pSO
pSO
p42
pSO
pSO
p26
p 13
p64
p26
p6
pS1
p42
p42
p42
p66
p66
p6
p6
P6
p35
p6
p18
p26
p 18
p51
p 18
P6
p6
P6
p6
P15
P15
P1
p42
p42
p6
p56
p 18
p64
P19
p51
P15
p42
p7
p35
p19
p43
p35
p35
pS1
p51
p51
P27
p51
p51
p52
p52
p39
p15
pS2
p35
p7
p52
P7
P7
A85-12612 #
A85-12613 ft
ASS-12620 #
A85-12621 tt
A85-12624 tt
A85-12651 #
A85-12664 #
ASS-12703 •#
A85-12704 '#
A85-12708 'tt
A85-12711 #
A85-12714 #
A85-12716 'tt
A85-12717 tt
A85-12721 '#
A85-12722 #
A85-12726 tt
A85-12768 tt
A85-12771 #
A85-12775 #
ASS-12870 tt
ASS-12880 ft
A85-12944 tt
A85-13442 #
A85-1344S tt
A85-13446 tt
A85-13501 #
A85-13502 tt
A85-13503 tt
A85-13505 #
ASS-13506 tt
A85-13507 '#
A85-13508 tt
ASS-13509 ft
A85-13510 #
A85-13512 '#
A85-13513 #
A85-13514 tt
A85-13515 tt
A85-13516 tt
A85-13517 tt
A85-13518 #
A85-13519 #
ASS-13520 #
A85-13521 #
ASS-13522 #
A85-13526 #
A85-13527 #
A85-13529 #
A85-13530 '#
A85-13531 tt
A85-13533 tt
A8S-13534 tt
A85-13535 '#
A85-13536 tt
A85-13537 #
A85-13538 tt
ASS-13539 tt
A85-13540 tt
A85-13S41 #
A85-13542 #
A85-13543 #
A85-13544 tt
A85-13545 #
ASS-13546 #
A85-13547 * #
A85-13548 * #
A85-13549 #
A85-135SO #
A85-13551 '#
ASS-13552 tt
A85-13553 '#
A85-13554 #
A85-13556 tt
A85-13557 #
A85-13558 #
A85-13559 * tt
A85-13560 #
A85-13561 tt
A85-13562 #
A8S-13563 tt
A85-13564 tt
A85-13565 tt
pS
p8
p8
P43
p91
p73
p73
p73
p73
p73
p122
p73
p122
p118
p73
p122
p74
p132
p74
p132
p122
p91
p91
p91
p69
p 131
p97
p122
p107
p74
p97
p74
p97
p91
p89
p89
p89
P97
p69
p92
p98
p98
p98
p69
p107
p 108
p69
p92
p92
p113
p 113
p69
p 108
p98
p98
p98
p122
p98
p108
p108
p108
p108
p99
p99
p 113
p 114
p99
p99
p70
p99
p99
p92
p 108
p100
p100
p89
p109
P74
p109
p 114
p 114
A85-13566 tt
A85-13567 tt
A85-13568 'ft
A85-13569 • tt
A85-13570 •#
A85-13571 #
A85-13572 '#
A85-13573 '#
A85-13574 #
A85-13575 tt
A85-13576 tt
A85-13577 #
ASS-13578 #
A85-13579 tt
A85-13580 #
A85-13581 #
A85-13582 #
A85-13584 #
A85-13585 #
A8S-13586 #
A85-13588 tt
A85-13589 tt
A85-13590 tt
A85-13591 ft
A8S-13627 '#
A85-13630 •#
A85-13631 '#
A85-13632 ft
A85-13633 #
A85-13651 tt
A85-13652 #
A85-13676 tt
A85-13677 #
A85-13678 tt
A85-13680 tt
A85-13681 tt
A85-13684- tt
A85-13689 tt
A85-13691 #
A85-13695 #
A85-13697 #
A85-13698 tt
A85-13699 #
A85-13701 tt
A85-13702 #
A85-13703 tt
A85-13714 •#
A85-13723 • tt
A85-13724 tt
A85-13750 tt
A85-13794 tt
A85-13795 #
A85-13895 " tt
A85-13898 tt
A85-13899 tt
A85-13919 ft
A85-13951 #
A85-13952 tt
A85-13953 '#
A85-13954 '#
A85-13955 *#
A85-13956 '#
A85-13958 tt
A85-13959 ' tt
A85-13960 •#
A85-13961 '#
ASS-13962 •#
ASS-13963 tt
A85-13964 •#
A85-13965 tt
A85-13971 #
A85-13995 #
A85-14008 #
A85-14009 #
A85-14010 tt
A85-14011 tt
A85-14012 ft
A85-14013 tt
A85-14015 #
A85-14016 tt
A85-14017 tt
A85-14046 tt
A85-14047 #
p 114
p 114
P92
p 100
p74
p 109
p 100
p 100
p 100
p 101
p 109
p 101
p89
pS9
p 136
p 109
p70
p 122
p 101
p 136
p 101
p 101
p 101
p 101
p 109
p 109
p 114
p 131
p 114
P74
p 106
p70
p75
p75
p 102
p 114
p92
p75
p 115
p70
p 102
p75
p 123
p 102
p70
p123
p 110
p75
p 133
p 131
p75
p76
p 102
p 123
p 102
p 102
p76
p76
p 110
p 110
p 133
p 133
p 133
p 133
p76
p 133
p 133
p 134
p76
p 102
p 106
p 123
p76
p 106
p 110
p 102
p92
p 103
p 103
p103
p 106
p 103
p70
G-1
A85-14048 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A85-14048
A85-14049
A85- 14050
A85-14107
A85-14111
A85-14126
A85-14131
A85-14167
A85-14172
A85-14239
AB5-14242
A85-14244
ASS- 14275
A85-14344
A85-14345
ASS- 14348
ASS- 1 4355
A85-14357
A85-14378
A85- 14390
ASS- 14440
ASS- 14443
A85-14454
A85- 14457
A8 5-1 4590
A85-14591
A85-14631
A8S-14636
A8 5-1 4638
A85-14750
A85-14801
A85-14826
A85-14827
A85-14828
A85-14829
ASS- 14830
A85-14832
ASS- 14833
ASS- 14834
A85-14835
A85- 14836
A85- 14837
ASS- 14838
A85-14839
ASS- 14840
A85-14841
A85-14851
A85-14852
A85-14853
A85-14854
A85-14855
A85- 14856
A85-14888
A85-14889
A85-14893
A85-14894
A85-14895
A85-14899
A85-15072
A85-15074
A85-15077
A85-15165
A85-15166
A85-15167
A85-15168
A85-15169
A85-15170
A85-15171
A85-15248
A85-15327
A85-15329
A85-15330
A85-15331
A85-1S332
A85-15334
A85-15335
A85-15336
A85-1S337
A85-15339
A85-15346
A85-15350
A85-15425
A85-15505
A85-15506
A85-16521
A85-18523
A85-15579
A85-15580
A85-15581
A85-15584
A85-15591
AB5-15592
A85-15593
A85-1S594
A85- 15595
A85-1S596
tt
#
ff
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
tt
#
tt
#
#
#
#
#
tt
•#
#
tt
#
•tt
tt
#
tt
#
tt
#
#
#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
'#
tt
'tt
'#
tt
'#
'#
tt
tt
tt
'#
tt
•tt
#
tt
tt
#
tt
it
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
it
p103
p 110
p 115
p 123
p 118
p 123
p 123
p 118
p 134
P77
P77
p77
p 110
P77
P77
p123
p77
p78
p124
p78
p93
p93
P93
P107
p78
p78
p 124
p 115
p93
p 103
p 110
P93
p93
P93
p94
p94
p94
p94
p94
P94
p94
p95
p95
P95
P95
p95
p78
p78
p78
p79
p 111
p103
p 124
p79
p79
p79
p134
p 124
p 130
p 103
p79
p89
p 118
p90
p90
P95
p90
p 124
p 124
p79
P79
p134
p80
p80
p80
p80
p80
p80
p 124
p 134
p 111
p 130
p80
p80
p 124
P95
p 119
p 119
p 116
p125
P71
P71
p 104
p107
p90
p104
A85-1S606 #
A85-15608 tt
A85-15629 ff
A85-15630 tt
A85-15631 #
A8S-15642 #
A85-15651 tt
A85-15654 #
A85-15657 tt
A85-15658 tt
A85-15661 it
AB5-15687 #
A85-15716 tt
A85-15718 #
A85-15719 tt
A85-15720 #
A85-15815 tt
A85-15820 #
A85-15822 tt
A85-1S832 #
A8S-15833 #
A85-15B37 #
A85-15838 #
A85-15840 tt
A85-15841 #
A85-15842 #
A85-1S846 tt
A85-15847 #
A85-15848 #
A8S-1S856 #
A85-15859 #
A85-15861 #
A85-15862 #
A85-15864 #
A85-15866 tt
A85-15867 tt
A85-15872 #
A85-15873 #
A85-15882 #
A85-15884 tt
A85-15937 #
A85-15958 tt
A85-15959 #
A85-15960 #
A85-15962 #
A85-15999 tt
A85-16033 #
A85-16050 #
ASS-16052 #
A85-16064 #
ASS-16066 #
A85-16081 #
A8S-16085 #
A85-16087 tt
A85-16089 #
A85-16095 •#
A85-16097 •#
A85-16098 'it
A85-16099 •#
A85-16101 '#
A85-16103 '#
A85-16104 •#
A85-16105 '#
A85-16106 '#
A85-16107 #
A85-16112 #
A85-16147 #
A85-16152 tt
A85-16177 tt
A85-16181 #
A85-16182 tt
A85-16183 #
A85-16184 #
A85-16185 #
A85-16187 #
A8S-161B9 #
A85-16190 #
A85-16199 tt
A85-16217 tt
A85-16218 #
A85-16231 tt
A85-16232 #
A85-16233 #
AB5-16236 * #
A85-16237 '#
A85-16238 '#
A85-16239 * #
A85-16240 * #
AB5-16241 '#
AB5-16242 #
A85-16243 '#
A85-16244 tt
A85-16245 #
A85-16251 #
MS-16252 tt
A85-16253 #
p 125
p 125
p 119
p 104
p 119
p 104
p131
p132
p115
p96
p132
p96
p 115
p115
p 115
p 116
p 125
p 111
p 111
p 111
p 125
p 125
pBO
p81
p81
p 111
p 117
p116
p81
p 134
p125
p 126
p126
p126
p 126
p90
p81
p81
p 104
p81
p126
p 111
P71
p71
p 126
p 180
p178
p 178
p 178
p 155
p 137
p180
p 178
p 181
p163
p 181
p167
p 163
p 196
p 174
p 196
p197
p 139
p155
p170
p181
p 140
p 140
p140
p 140
p140
p 140
p 140
p 141
p 197
p 141
p 141
p155
p141
p 141
p167
p 181
p 181
p 190
p 167
p170
p 155
p 148
p 155
p 181
p181
p137
p137
p 181
p 182
p182
A85-16256 #
A8S-16266 tt
A85-16269 tt
A85-16270 #
A85-16271 #
AB5-16272 #
A8S-16286 #
A85-16531 tt
A8S-16536 tt
A85-16576 tt
A85-16650 #
A85-16763 #
A85-16819 tt
A85-16915 tt
A85-16916 tt
A85-16918 #
A85-16919 #
A85-16939 tt
A85-16949 tt
A85-16950 #
A85-17041 #
A85-17052 it
A85-17053 it
A85-17055 #
A85-17056 #
A85-17057 #
A85-17058 it
A85-17061 #
A85-17063 #
A85-17064 §
A85-17065 if
A85-17066 #
A85-17067 #
A85-17068 #
A85-17069 #
A85-17070 #
A85-17071 #
A85-17075 it
A85-17077 #
A85-17169 #
A85-17173 #
A85-17226 #
A85-17227 #
AB5-17228 tt
A85-17229 #
A85-17230 tt
A85-17231 #
A85-17232 #
A85-17240 #
A85-17243 #
A85-17244 tt
A85-17245 tt
A85-17246 #
A85-17247 #
A85-17324 #
A85-17325 #
A85-17450 #
A85-17451 #
A85-17485 #
A85-17486 #
A85-17773 #
A85-17801 #
A85-17802 it
A85-17803 #
A85-17805 #
A85-17806 tt
A85-17807 #
A85-17808 #
A85-17809 tt
AB5-17810 #
A85-17811 #
A85-17812 #
A85-17813 #
A85-17814 #
A85-17819 it
A85-17820 tt
A85-17821 #
A85-17822 #
A85-17B23 * #
A85-17826 #
A85-17827 #
A85-17828 tt
A85-17830 tt
A85-17831 tt
A85-17835 *#
A85-17836 * it
AB5-17837 '#
A85-17839 #
A85-17840 tt
A85-17843 #
A85-17844 tt
A85-17845 " tt
A85-17846 #
A85-17849 * #
A85-17851 #
A85-17852 #
p191
p 182
p 174
p167
p167
p167
p182
p 141
p 148
p168
p182
p182
p 148
p182
p168
p141
p 142
p142
p179
p179
p168
p177
p183
p 192
p183
p183
p 192
p 142
p 183
p 170
p192
p 142
p 170
p 155
p155
p183
p183
p 142
p168
p183
p 183
p 155
p156
p 174
p168
p170
p198
p 174
p 174
p 142
p156
P156
p 156
p156
p156
p156
p150
p 198
p191
p 191
p137
p137
p192
p192
p163
p 193
p150
p163
p 164
p171
p164
p150
p150
p 193
p 171
p 171
p171
p171
p171
p193
p193
p164
p157
p164
P193
p 194
p 194
p183
p 194
p150
p 164
p 164
P165
p 194
p172
P175
A85-17853 #
A85-17855 #
A85-17856 ' #
A85-17857 tt
A85-17858 '#
A85-17859 #
A85-17860 tt
A85-17862 #
A85-17865 '#
A85-17866 '#
A85-17867 #
A8S-17868 #
A85-17869 #
A85-17870 #
A85-17874 #
A85-17875 #
A85-17876 #
A85-17877 #
A85-17878 #
A8S-17880 tt
A85-17882 #
A85-17883 #
A85-17885 #
A85-17887 tt
A85-17888 #
A85-17889 #
A85-17890 tt
A85-17891 #
A85-17892 #
A85-17893 #
A85-17894 #
A85-17895 tt
A85-17896 #
A85-17897 #
A85-17898 #
A8S-17899 tt
A85-17900 #
A85-17901 it
A85-17902 #
A85-18066 #
A85-18116 #
A85-18117 #
A8S-18145 #
A85-18149 it
A85-18163 if
A85-18280 #
A85-18281 #
A85-18282 tt
A85-18285 #
A85-18286 #
A85-18324 •#
A85-18326 tt
A85-18327 #
A85-18328 #
A85-18329 •#
A85-18330 #
A85-18332 tt
A85-18334 '#
A85-18335 #
A85-18338 tt
A85-18340 #
A85-18345 tt
A85-18346 #
A8S-18348 #
A85-18350 #
A85-18434 #
A8S-18439 tt
A85-18440 tt
A85-18441 #
A85-18442 ' #
A85-18466 #
A85-18472 #
A85-18501 tt
A8S-18506 #
A85-18507 tt
A85-18508 tt
A85-18S09 tt
A85-18510 #
A85-18511 '#
A85-18512 '#
A85-18513 * #
A85-18514 ' #
A85-18515 '#
A85-18516 tt
A85-18517 #
A8S-18518 tt
A85-18519 tt
A85-18520 #
A85-18521 tt
A85-18522 tt
A85-18527 #
A85-18528 #
A85-18531 #
A85-18610 tt
A85-18674 " tt
A85-18676 #
P175
p 151
P151
p 151
p151
p172
p194
p 194
p165
p165
p165
p 165
p 151
p 151
p 165
p 166
p 152
p 152
p166
p184
p 152
p152
p152
p184
p152
p152
p153
p153
p153
p 157
p157
p 168
p184
p 184
p 184
p 184
p 195
p166
p 166
p142
p 157
p 157
p153
p157
p138
p 172
p142
p 143
p195
p 143
p 191
p153
p157
p 158
p 158
p 158
p172
p172
p 172
p177
p 184
p153
p153
p 158
p 195
p 143
p185
p185
p 158
p195
p185
p158
p175
p143
p 143
p 143
p143
p 143
p 144
p144
p197
p197
P144
p 144
p144
p158
p 144
p 158
p 144
p144
p 144
p144
p 185
p158
p177
p 145
A85-18677 #
A85-18678 #
A85-18679 '#
A85-18681 '#
A85-18683 tt
A85-18684 * tt
A85-18693 ' #
A85-18697 • #
A85-18698 • #
A85-18712 tt
A85-18713 #
A85-18714 #
A85-18715 #
A85-18716 #
A85-18718 #
A85-18721 #
A85-18722 tt
A8S-18723 tt
A85-18724 #
A85-18725 tt
A85-18773 #
A85-18792 * tt
A85-18804 #
A8S-18806 tt
A85-18807 tt
A85-18808 #
A85-18809 #
A85-18810 #
A85-18813 #
A85-18814 #
A85-18815 #
A85-18816 tt
A85-18817 * #
A85-18819 tt
A85-18820 #
A85-18821 #
A85-18822 tt
A85-18823 #
A85-18827 • #
A85-18843 #
A85-18866 #
A85-18869 #
A85-18870 tt
A85-18871 tt
AB5-18872 #
A85-18873 tt
A85-18874 #
A8S-19099 #
A85-19183 tt
A85-19184 tt
A85-19260 ff
A85-19262 #
A85-19263 #
A85-19264 tt
A85-19269 #
A85-19270 tt
A85-19271 #
A85-19272 tt
A85-19274 #
A85-19275 #
A85-19401 #
A85-19402 #
A85-19403 #
A85-19404 #
A8S-19405 #
A85-19406 if
A85-19439 #
A85-19451 •#
A85-19452 tt
A85-19453 #
A85-19454 tt
A85-19455 #
A85-19456 •#
A85-19457 #
A85-19458 ' tt
ABS-19459 ff
A85-19460 #
A85-19461 tt
A85-19469 tt
A85-19470 ' tt
A85-19472 '#
A85-19473 tt
A85-19474 #
A85-19475 *#
A85-19476 tt
A85-19477 #
A85-19478 tt
A85-19479 #
A85-19480 tt
A85-194B2 ' #
A85-19483 #
A85-19484 tt
A85-19485 ' tt
A85-19486 tt
A85-19487 tt
A85-19489 • #
P145
p 145
p145
p 145
p145
p185
p185
p145
p145
p138
p 159
p175
p172
p195
P154
p168
p169
p175
p185
p159
p1S9
p 169
p1S9
p195
P195
P159
p159
p 186
p159
p 160
p160
p186
p178
p160
p 160
p160
p160
p160
p186
p 149
p175
p176
p176
p176
p176
p176
p 191
p179
p244
p246
p204
p205
p205
p205
p303
p272
p272
p272
p246
p244
p205
p272
p272
pZOS
p206
p206
p206
p206
p206
p262
p206
p206
p272
p247
p298
p247
p206
p207
p207
p207
p207
p207
p207
p208
p208
p208
p208
p208
p208
p209
p273
p209
p273
p273
p209
p209
G-2
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX A85-24S12
A85-19490 '#
A85-19491 '»
A85-19495 tt
A8S-19497 tt
ASS-19498 tt
ASS-19500 tt
A85-19501 #
ASS-1950S tt
ASS-19507 •#
ASS-19508 ' tt
A8S-19509 ' #
A8S-19510 '#
A8S-19511 tt
A85-I9512 tf
A8S-19513 #
A8S-19514 tt
A85-19515 »
A8S-19516 #
A89-19520 tf
A85-19523 #
ASS-19524 '#
A85-19S25 tt
A85-19526 •#
A8S-19531 #
A8S-19S32 tf
A85-19533 • #
ASS-19534 •#
A8S-19536 #
A8S-19538 #
A85-19539 tt
A85-19540 #
A85-19541 #
A8S-19542 #
A8S-19543 tf
ASS-19556 #
A85-19S62 • #
A85-19563 #
A85-19565 #
A85-19567 • If
ASS-19568 #
A85-19569 tf
A85-19570 #
A85-19S71 •»
ASS-19572 tt
A8S-19573 #
ASS-19575 #
A85-19577 #
A85-19582 tt
ASS-19583 'tt
A85-19584 tt
ASS-19585 * tt
A85-19586 #
A85-19587 tt
ASS-19588 ' tt
A85-19S89 tt
A85-19S90 '#
A85-19591 '#
A85-19592 #
A85-19593 '#
A85-19601 *#
ASS-19602 tt
A85-19603 •#
A85-19611 •#
A85-19614 #
A8S-19615 #
A85-19616 tt
A85-19617 '#
A85-19618 •#
A85-19619 ft
A85-19620 tt
A85-19621 '»
A85-19622 tt
ASS'19623 #
A8S-19624 tt
A85.19626 ' tt
A85-19627 tt
ASS-19628 '#
A85-19629 tt
A85-19830 tt
A85-19631 '»
A85-19632 tt
ASS-19633 tt
A85-19634 tt
ASS-19635 tt
A8S-19641 •#
ASS-19642 '#
ASS-19643 #
A8S-19644 ' #
A85-19648 ' #
ASS-19649 #
A85-196SO '#
ASS-19651 •#
ASS-19652 #
A85-19653 •#
ASS-19655 ' #
A85-196S6 ' »
P209
p28S
p279
p273
P268
P209
p210
P304
p304
p210
p262
p210
p210
P273
p240
P299
p273
p240
p286
p210
P210
p262
P210
p211
p211
p211
p211
P211
p211
p212
P212
p212
p212
P212
P212
p213
P213
p213
P213
p213
p213
p214
p214
P214
P214
P286
P274
P214
p268
p247
p268
p300
p214
P21S
P21S
P21S
p215
P215
P215
P274
p274
P274
P216
P216
P262
P263
P216
P274
p247
P244
p216
P216
p247
p216
p247
p248
p217
P217
P217
P217
P217
p217
P218
P218
p218
p218
p218
p218
p218
p219
p219
p219
P219
p219
p274
P268
A85-19658 '#
ASS- 19659 tt
ASS- 19661 '#
A8S- 19662 tt
ASS- 19671 #
A8S-19677 ' tf
A85- 19678 '#
ASS- 19679 tt
ASS- 19680 tt
ASS- 19684 tt
A85-19685 '#
ASS- 19686 *#
ASS- 19688 tt
ASS- 19689 '#
ASS- 19690 tt
A8S-19691 #
ASS- 19692 tt
A8S-19696 *#
A85-19698 tt
A85-19699 ' tt
A85-I9700 ' tf
A65-19701 *#
ASS- 19702 #
ASS- 19703 tt
A85-19705 tt
A8S-19706 tt
A8S-19708 #
A85- 19709 -tf
A85-19710 #
ASS- 19711 tt
A85-19719 tt
A85-19720 ' tf
A8S-19721 tt
A85- 19729 tt
A8S- 19730 '»
ASS-19731 '#
ASS- 19732 tf
A85-19733 ' #
A85-19734 ' tf
ASS- 19735 tt
A85-19738 tt
A85-19739 * tt
A85-19740 '#
A85-19741 •#
ASS- 19742 *
ASS- 19746 tt
A8S-19747 tt
A85-19748 tt
A85- 19749 • tt
ASS- 19754 tf
A85-19755 tt
A85-19756 tt
A85-197S8 '#
ASS- 19759 tt
A85-19760 tt
A85-19761 '#
A85-19762 * tf
A85- 19768 tt
ASS- 19769 tt
A85-19776 #
A85-19777 tf
A85-19778 tt
A85-19779 'tf
A8S-19781 tt
ASS- 19782 ' tt
A85- 19783 * tt
A85-19784 '»
A85- 19785 •#
A85-19787 tt
ASS- 19788 * tt
ASS- 19789 If
A8S-19790 If
ASS- 19791 •#
A8S-19792 tt
A85-19798 #
A85-19801 '#
ASS- 1980S tt
A8S-19812 tt
A85-19821 tt
A85- 19828 tt
A85- 19828 tt
A85- 19832 tt
A85- 19835 tt
ASS- 1 9836 tt
A85-19837 #
A85-19844 tt
ASS- 19846 tt
ASS- 19848 tt
A85- 19851 tt
A8S-198S4 tt
ASS- 19876 tt
ASS- 19877 #
ASS- 19878 tt
ASS- 19886 #
A8S-20025 tt
A85-20057 tt
p 199
p274
P275
P275
P263
p248
P275
P240
p240
P248
P269
P219
p220
P220
P220
P220
p220
p220
p220
P221
P221
P221
P221
p221
p221
P286
p222
p275
P263
p275
p240
p240
P241
p304
P222
P222
P222
P222
p248
p286
p222
P248
p223
p248
p223
p223
P223
P223
P223
p286
p224
P224
P249
p224
p224
P224
P224
p241
P286
P22S
P225
p225
P22S
P225
p300
p225
P226
P226
p226
p226
p249
P249
P279
p279
p226
p283
P244
p199
p226
p307
P269
P287
p301
P249
p287
p227
p241
P227
p227
P227
p269
p263
P275
p287
P227
p 199
ASS- 20058
AS 5-20059
A85-20060
A85-20061
A85-20074
A85-20122
A8S-20142
A85-20143
A85-20146
A85-20147
A85-20148
A8S-201SO
A85-20221
A85-20222
ASS- 20226
A85-20228
A85-20229
A85-20230
A85-20231
ASS- 20232
A85-20233
A8S-20235
A85-20236
A65-20238
A85-20239
ASS- 20240
ASS- 20241
A85-20242
A85-20243
A85-20451
A85-20452
A85-20453
A85-20454
A85-20455
A85-204S9
ABS-20460
A8S-20463
A85-20466
A85-20469
A85- 20472
A8S-20473
A85-20501
A85-20545
A85-20554
A8 5-20557
A85-20561
A85-20S62
A85-20650
A85-20744
A85-20758
AS 5-20759
A85-20790
A85-20800
A85-20822
A85-20828
AS 5-20851
A85-20852
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p401
p 414
p414
p401
p414
p414
p414
p458
p418
p418
p418
P418
p418
p419
p427
P383
p452
p452
p452
p452
p453
p453
p453
p453
P443
p409
P443
P443
P443
p458
p383
p383
P443
p401
p390
P444
P453
p435
p390
p460
p390
P420
p424
P444
p390
p390
p391
P460
p391
p458
p391
p391
p391
p391
P391
p391
p391
P444
P444
p392
p460
P409
P424
p392
p444
P444
P445
P424
P445
P427
p392
p414
p424
p392
p432
P460
p392
p414
p392
p392
P392
P402
p392
p392
p392
p432
P392
P420
P420
P420
P421
p421
p4S8
P463
p458
P462
G-4
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX A85-35818
A85- 29561
A85-29566
A85-29567
A85-29568
A85-29669
A65-29672
A85-29692
A85-29693
A85-29695
A85-29697
A85-29700
AS 5-297 16
AS 5-29728
A85-29775
A85-29799
A85-29800
A85-29854
A85-29855
A85-29861
A85-29882
A8S-29863
A85-29864
A85-29B66
A85-29887
A85-29873
A85-29875
A85- 29886
A85-29919
A85-29929
A85-29938
AS 5-29949
A85-29950
A85-29964
ASS- 29967
A85-29968
A8 5-29974
A85-29989
A85-29992
A85-30017
AS 5-30108
A8 5-301 09
A85-30110
A85-3O122
A85-30151
A85-30162
AS 5-301 63
A85-30167
A85-30170
A85-30171
A85-30175
A85-30192
A85-30193
A85-30201
A85-30218
A85-30226
A85-3Q227
A85-30234
A8S-30244
A85-30245
AS 5-30251
A85-30259
A8S-30260
A85-30267
A85-30278
A85-30291
A85-30298
A85-30302
A85-30319
A85-30320
A85-30321
A85-3032S
A85-30328
A8S-30327
A85-30328
A85-30329
A85-30331
A85-30349
A85-30350
A85-30355
A8S-30358
A85-30357
A85-30358
A8S-303S9
A85-30361
A85-30369
A85-30370
A85-30373
A85-30374
A85-30377
A85-30378
A8S-30380
A85-30388
A85-30389
A85-30390
A85-30394
A8S-30407
if p445
ft p421
tt p427
•tt p445
tt p4S9
ft p393
ft p393
tt p393
ft P421
tt p410
» P393
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•tt p435
tt p421
tt p414
tt p415
tt p384
tt p435
if p415
if P427
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tt P424
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tt p435
# P421
If P445
If P435
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If P463
tt p393
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If P446
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If p460
If P393
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If p394
If P459
# P435
*> p415
ft p415
# P462
# P394
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•# p402
# P421
if P394
'# P448
# P522
•» P534
#
 P490
•tt p490
•# P490
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ft p518
# P522
tt p534
lit P490
•# p522
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# P491
tt p523
'# p468
•# P469
# P489
If P469
•tt P489
# P469
'# p469
tt pSOS
# P470
tt P491
# P523
' # p 491
# p523
# P482
# P491
# P491
'if pSIS
If p523
If P511
tt p511
# pSOS
if P506
If P491
If P536
if pS37
If p523
tt P492
If P470
AS 5-30422
A85-30525
A85-30572
A8S-30600
A8S-30669
A85-30S73
A85-30773
A85-30775
A85-30942
A85-30943
A85-30961
A85-30994
A85-30995
A85-30996
A85-30997
AS 5-30999
A85-31000
A85-31007
A85-31183
AS 5-31 185
A85-31195
A85-31225
A85-31271
A85-31273
A85-31339
AS 5-31 342
A85-31451
A85-31453
A85-31455
A85-31456
A85-31458
A85-31459
A85-31461
A85-31463
A8S-31464
A85-31466
A8S-31471
A85-31473
A8S-3147S
A85-31476
A85-31487
A85-31491
A8S-31572
A85-31574
A8S-31688
A85-3174S
A85-31753
A85-31774
A85^1777
A85-31778
A85-31779
A8S-317BO
A8S-31781
A85-31782
A85-31848
A85-31889
A85-31951
A8S-31952
A85-31953
A85-319S4
A8S-3195S
A85-31957
A85-31958
A85-31959
A8S-31960
A85-31961
A85-31962
AS 5-31 963
A85-31964
A85-31965
A85-31966
A85-31967
A8 5-31968
A85-31969
A85-31970
A85-31971
A85-31972
A85-31973
A85-31974
A85-31975
A85-31976
A85-31977
A85-31978
A85-31979
A85-31980
A85-31981
A85-31982
A85-31983
A85-31984
A85-31985
A85-31988
A85-31987
A85-31988
A85-31989
A8S-31990
A85-31991
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P470
P492
P532
p537
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P524
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P492
P533
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p471
p471
p539
p492
p524
p471
pS24
P537
p492
p504
p485
p471
p511
p471
P534
P524
P471
p506
p524
p492
p534
P534
PS34
P492
p524
p53S
P471
p518
P472
p518
p517
p519
p485
p472
P482
p472
p493
P504
P493
p472
p51S
P485
P472
p465
p493
P493
p524
p511
P493
p493
P524
P493
p494
pS19
P494
p511
p504
p506
p525
p482
p494
p494
p494
p494
p494
P495
p495
p525
p525
p525
p465
P465
P482
p465
p485
P466
p495
p472
p49S
p472
p473
p49S
P535
A85-31992
A85-31993
A85-31994
A85-31995
A85-31996
A85-31997
AS 5-3 1998
A8S-31999
A85-32000
A85-32001
A85-32002
A85-32003
A85-32004
A85-32005
A85-32008
A85-32007
A85-32008
A85-32010
A85-32011
A85-32012
A85-32013
A85-32014
Aa5-32015
A85-32016
A85-32023
A85-32031
A85-32110
A85-32192
A85-32194
A85-32195
A85-32198
A85-32199
A85-32201
A85-32202
A8 5-32203
A85-32204
A85-32205
A85-322O6
A85-32207
A85-32208
A85-32209
A85-32219
A85-32232
A85-32233
A85-32344
A85-32345
A85-32380
A85-32409
A85-32433
A85-32485
A85-32488
A85-32487
A85-32488
A85-32489
A85-32498
A85-32501
A85-32503
A85-32506
A85-32517
A85-32582
AS 5-32583
A85-32584
A85-32586
A85-32587
A85-32588
A85-32589
A85-32S90
A85-32591
A85-32592
A85-32593
A8 5-32594
A85-32601
A85-32602
A85-32603
A85-32605
AS 5-32607
A85-32609
A85-32610
A85-32812
A85-32618
A85-32618
A85-32624
A8 5-32625
AS 5-32632
A85-32633
A85-32711
A85-32759
A85-32777
A8S-32T78
A85-32779
A85-32780
A85-32781
A8S-32782
A85-32783
A85-32793
A85-32799
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P466
P485
P495
P482
P496
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p512
P473
P496
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p508
p506
p506
p506
p466
p497
p507
pS12
p516
P512
p497
p519
p525
p497
p517
P485
P485
p486
p488
p486
p486
p486
p486
P486
P487
p487
p487
p487
p487
P487
P487
P497
p525
P519
P519
p519
p488
p488
P512
P504
p488
P488
p473
p525
p473
p473
pS28
P473
p497
p512
p473
P497
p507
p473
p482
P537
P512
p537
P507
p473
p473
p537
p474
p474
p474
p474
p474
p474
p474
p516
p474
p 474
P526
P526
P512
P488
p512
P497
p497
p535
p513
P488
P474
A85-32800
A85-32842
A85-32846
A8S-32847
A85-32850
A85-32945
A85-32946
A85-32947
A85-32954
A85-32955
A85-32961
A8S-32962
A85-32963
A85-32964
A85-32965
A85-33007
A85-33014
A85-33018
A85-33045
A85-33220
AS5-33241
A85-33242
A85-33245
A85-33278
A85-33282
A85- 33283
A85-33287
A85-33294
A85-33299
A85-33300
A85-33301
A85-33303
A85-33304
A85-33350
A85-33353
A85-33354
A85-33396
A8 5-33402
A65-33404
A85-33428
A85-33437
A85-33469
A65-33470
A85-33471
A85-33473
A85-33474
A85-33537
A85-33579
A85-33593
A85-33630
A85-33752
A85-33753
A85-33755
A85-33763
A85-33768
A85-33773
A85-33774
A85-33800
A85-33848
A85-33849
A85-33850
A85-33869
A85-33870
A85-33871
A85-33915
A85-33999
A85-34005
A8 5-34010
A85-34011
A85-34012
A85-34013
A85-34014
A85-34096
ASS- 34131
A8S-34193
A85-34199
A85-34201
A85-34217
A85-34259
AS 5-34260
A85-34281
A85-34262
A85-34263
A85-34273
A8S-34379
A85-34426
A85-34443
A85-34490
A85-34581
A85-34585
A85-34661
A8S-34699
A85-34708
A85-34707
A85-34734
A85-34735
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p498
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p513
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p519
p507
p507
p498
pS37
p538
p475
p526
p475
p475
p*75
p526
p475
p535
p488
p526
p520
p520
p526
p483
p513
p513
p535
p513
p535
P513
p535
p536
p513
p475
p516
p475
P541
p598
pSBO
p583
p570
p5*»
p570
p570
p544
p598
p596
pSOS
P544
p599
p570
p570
p566
p566
pSSO
pSBO
p566
p591
p570
pSSO
p570
p571
p571
p571
p611
p566
psao
pSSO
p544
P544
p580
p580
p583
p609
p595
p571
p596
p566
p562
p571
p562
p571
p571
p544
P544
p595
p599
p566
p571
p578
p599
p572
p599
p545
p591
p545
A8S-34859
A85-34974
A85-34998
A85-34999
A85-3SOOO
A85-35073
A85-35126
A85-35127
A8S-35128
A85-3S129
A8S-35130
A85-35132
A85-35135
A8S-35146
AS 5-35148
A8S-3S149
A85-35150
A85-351S2
A85-351S3
A85-3S1S5
A85-35175
A85-35202
A85-35203
A85-35251
A85-3S253
A8S-3S254
A85-3S256
A8S-3S260
A8S-35296
A8S-35350
A85-35351
A8S-3S352
A8S-3S3S3
A85-35354
A85-35448
A8S-354SO
A85-35500
A85-35524
A8S-3S577
A8S-35579
A85-35580
A8S-35581
A85-35582
A85-35583
A8S-35584
A85-35585
A85-35586
A85-35587
A85-35588
A8S-35589
A85-3S590
A85-35591
A85-35592
A85-35593
A85-35742
A8S-3S743
A8 5-35746
A85-35747
A85-3574B
A85-3S749
A8S-357SO
A85-35751
A85-35752
A8S-35755
A85-35756
A85-3S757
A85-3S761
A85-3576Z
A8S-35763
A85-357S4
A8S-3576S
A8S-35766
A8S-35767
A85-3S768
A85-35769
A85-35771
A85-35773
A85-35774
A85-35775
A85-35777
A85-35778
A85-35781
A8S-35782
A85-35783
A85-35784
A85-35787
A85-3S788
A85-35791
A85-3S792
A8S-3579S
A85-35796
A85-35797
A8S-35804
A8S-35810
A85-35817
A85-35818
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p595
p 599
p545
p 592
pS4S
p 541
p 545
p54S
p611
P545
p545
p 546
p546
P546
p546
p546
p546
p546
p546
p546
P610
pS4S
p599
p572
pS72
P541
p599
p547
p600
p572
p572
p572
p572
p581
p581
p578
p547
p596
p547
p547
0547
p547
p547
p547
p548
p563
P548
p548
p573
p600
p548
p548
p600
p600
p548
p548
P600
P548
p573
P549
p592
p 549
P592
p549
P549
p549
P592
p549
p549
p549
P550
pSSO
p550
pSSO
pSSO
P550
pSSO
pSSO
P550
P551
pSSt
P592
p551
p 551
P551
P551
p 551
P551
P552
p 552
p 610
P583
p 592
p 552
P612
pS73
G-5
A85-35853 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A8 5-35853
A85-35870
A85-35881
A85-35900
A85-35957
A85-35979
A85-35981
A85-35982
A85-36143
A85-36144
A85-36147
A85-36148
A85-36149
A85-36150
A85-36234
A85-36284
A85-36302
A85-36321
A85-36335
A85-36339
A85-36340
A85-36341
A85-36342
A85-36344
A85-36404
A8S-36414
A85-36415
A85-36419
A85-36421
A8S-36426
A85-36429
A85-36430
A85-36483
A85-36484
A8S-36509
A85-36510
A85-36573
A85-36581
A85-36672
A8S-36675
A85-36723
A85-36725
A85-36996
A85-37049
A85-37074
A85-37176
A85-37177
A85-37178
A85-37181
A8S-37182
A8S-37183
A85-37186
A85-37187
A85-37188
A85-37191
A85-37192
A85-37194
A85-37195
A85-37197
A85-37198
A85-37200
A85-37201
A85-37203
A85-37206
A85-37209
A85-372"
A85-37212
A8S-37216
A85-37233
A85-37323
A85-37330
A85-37333
A85-3733S
A8 5-37336
A85-37337
A85-37338
A8 5-37339
A85-37340
A8S-37341
A85-37380
A85-37381
A85-37396
A85-37407
A85-37408
A8S-37415
A85-37472
AS 5-37484
A8S-37488
A85-37489
A85-37491
A85-37495
A8S-37540
A85-37541
AS 5-37542
A85-37S43
A85-37544
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p610
p611
p552
p600
p608
p584
P584
p584
p541
p578
p573
0584
p573
p573
P596
p566
p600
p600
p552
p552
p552
P5S3
p553
p553
P553
P601
P5S3
p592
P541
P567
p567
P567
P584
p584
p567
p567
p584
p585
p601
p553
P585
p 573
p617
p617
p692
p615
p692
P617
p693
p645
p615
p693
p693
p645
P617
p693
p618
p673
p618
p703
p618
p686
p618
p645
p704
p703
p618
p693
p657
p646
p618
p619
p619
p619
p619
p619
p686
p619
p619
p686
p686
p703
P686
p646
p686
P693
p687
P646
p638
p681
P687
p638
p638
P638
P639
p639
A85-37550
A85-37567
A85-37575
A85-37560
AS 5-37582
AS 5-37583
A85-37593
A85-37594
A8S-37599
A8S-37621
A85-37622
A85-37623
A8 5-37625
A85-37626
A85-37640
A85-37642
AS 5-37643
AB5-37644
A85-37645
A8S-37661
A8S-37675
A85-37682
A85-37693
AS 5-37706
A8S-37720
A85-37803
A85-37808
AS 5-378 10
A85-37825
A85-37829
A85-37830
A8S-37831
AS 5-37832
A85-37879
A85-37896
A85-37898
A8S-37925
A85-37927
A85-37928
A85-37929
A85-37930
A85-37931
A85-37932
A85-37945
A85-37948
A85-37949
A85-37950
A8S-38069
A85-38168
A85-38169
A85-38233
A85-38236
A85-38243
A85-38244
A8S-38245
A8S-38301
A8S-38302
A85-38303
A85-38304
A8S-38306
A85-38307
A85-38308
A85-38309
ABS-38310
A85-38311
A85-38312
A85-38313
AS 5-3831 4
AS 5-3831 5
A85-38316
AS 5-38319
A85-38321
A85-38352
A85-38353
AS 5-38355
AS 5-38357
A85-38358
A85-38360
AS 5-38361
A85-38362
A85-38363
A85-38364
A85-38365
A85-38367
A8S-38369
A85-38370
A85-38371
A85-38401
A8S-38403
A85-38430
A85-38432
ASS-38434
A85-38436
A85-38437
A85-38438
A85-38439
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P658
p658
p658
p620
p658
p704
p620
p620
p685
p620
p681
p620
p694
p620
p620
p621
p621
p681
p621
p621
p621
p658
p639
p694
p701
p642
p642
p642
p642
p642
p642
p643
p643
p621
p655
p704
p655
p622
p622
p622
p622
p622
p622
p646
P846
p681
p705
p694
p674
p694
p694
p615
p646
PS46
P646
p615
p646
p647
p639
p647
p639
p639
p639
p840
pS40
p640
p643
p643
p640
p840
pS55
P647
p694
p615
p622
p874
P647
p647
p647
p622
p655
p674
p647
p622
p674
p623
p623
p655
p694
p623
p705
P647
p658
p648
P648
p615
A85-38440
A8S-38481
AS 5-38483
AS 5-38488
AS 5-385 10
AS 5-38526
A85-38528
AS 5-38529
A85-38530
A85-38536
AS 5-38538
AS 5-38541
A85-38545
A85-38546
A85-38551
AS 5-38555
A85-38559
A85-38562
AS 5-38563
A85-38564
A85-38600
A85-38608
A85-38610
A85-38641
A8S-38647
A85-38748
AS 5-38749
A85-38775
AS 5-38776
A85-38777
AS 5-38 778
A85-38779
A85-38780
A85-38781
A85-38782
A85-38783
AS 5-38784
AS 5-38785
AS 5-38786
A85-38787
A85-38788
A85-38789
A85-38790
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A85-38792
A85-38793
A85-38794
A85-38795
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A85-38798
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A85-38874
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A85-38952
A85-38953
A85-38954
A85-38955
A85-38956
A8S-38957
A85-38958
A85-38959
A85-38961
AS 5-38962
AS 5-38963
A85-38965
A85-38966
A85-38967
A85-38968
A85-38969
A85-38970
A8S-38972
A85-38973
A85-38974
A85-38975
A85-38981
A85-38984
A85-38989
A85-38997
AS 5-39001
A85-39003
AS 5-39021
ABS-39057
AS 5-390 58
A85-39059
A85-39060
AS 5-39061
AS 5-3 9062
A85-39063
A8 5-39064
AS 5-3 9065
AS 5-39066
AS 5-3 9067
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p694
p643
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P644
p694
P644
P644
p685
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P623
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p624
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p624
p695
p685
p685
p616
P644
p687
p687
p685
p616
p640
p640
p640
p624
p648
p624
p624
p648
P641
D648
p648
p648
p624
p625
p649
P841
p641
p674
P674
p649
p616
p649
p649
p687
p649
p695
p625
p655
p6S5
P656
p656
p656
p658
p656
p656
p656
p657
P682
p625
p625
p625
p625
p682
p625
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P626
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p682
p626
p626
p626
p626
p626
P695
p626
p659
P627
P675
p627
P695
p695
p627
P627
p659
p649
P659
A85-39068
A85-39069
A85-39071
A85-39101
AS 5-391 03
AS 5-39104
A85-39106
A85-39107
A85-39112
A85-39115
A85-39117
A85-39118
AS 5-391 19
A85-39120
A85-39121
A85-39122
A85-39124
A85-39125
A85-39126
A85-39131
A85-39151
A85-39152
AS5-39153
AS 5-391 55
A85-39156
A8S-391S7
A85-39158
A85-39160
A85-39161
A85-39162
A85-39163
A85-39164
A85-39165
A85-39166
A85-39167
A85-39170
A85-39175
A85-39200
A8S-39201
A8S-39202
A85-39203
A85-39204
A85-39205
A85-39206
A8 5-39207
A85-39208
A85-39209
A85-39210
AS 5-39211
A85-39212
A85-39213
A85-39214
A85-39216
A85-39217
A85-39218
A85-39219
A8S-39220
A8S-39221
A85-39223
A85-39224
A85-39225
A85-39226
A85-39228
AB5-39240
A8S-39241
A85-39242
A85-39243
A85-39245
A85-39274
A85-39284
A85-39291
A85-39339
AS 5-39349
A85-39369
A85-39445
A85-39450
A85-39458
A85-39459
AS 5-3 9492
A85-39526
A85-39551
AS 5-39554
A85-39563
A85-39564
A85-39S65
A85-39567
A85-39577
A85-39578
A85-39580
A85-39581
A85-39582
A85-39589
A85-39598
A85-39600
A85-39605
A85-39606
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p659
P659
pS87
p6S9
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p660
p660
P660
p660
p695
p660
p660
p660
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p661
p661
p649
p661
p695
p661
p661
p661
p661
p661
p662
p662
p662
p662
p662
p662
p650
p696
p662
P663
p696
p687
P627
p616
peso
P663
peso
p627
p663
p663
peso
p663
p62B
peso
peso
pTOI
p616
p628
peso
p701
p62B
p705
peso
p628
P628
p628
p628
P688
p696
p628
p628
p682
p629
p682
P688
p688
p688
pTOS
p705
p629
P696
P844
p696
p688
p702
p703
p651
p703
p703
p703
p675
pees
P629
p663
p629
P629
p629
p688
p688
p696
p664
AS 5-3961 3
A85-39614
A85-39615
A85-39616
A85-39618
A85-39619
A85-39620
A85-39621
A85-39640
A85-39643
A85-39644
AS 5-39645
A85-39646
A85-39647
AS 5-3 9648
A85-39649
A85-3%54
AS 5-3 9655
A8 5-39656
AS 5-39657
A85-39658
A85-39659
A8 5-3 9661
A85-39662
AS 5-39663
A85-39664
A85-39676
A85-39684
A85-39685
A85-39686
A85-39689
A85-39693
A8S-39694
A85-39695
A85-39696
A85-39697
A85-39698
A85-39699
A8S-39700
A85-39701
A8S-39702
A85-39703
AS 5-39704
A85-39705
A85-39706
A85-39707
A85-39716
A85-39717
A85-39718
A85-39727
A85-39728
A85-39729
A85-39736
A8 5-39738
AS 5-39739
A85-39740
A85-39741
A85-39742
A85-39743
A85-39744
A85-39763
A85-39765
A85-39766
AS 5-39767
AS 5-39768
A85-39771
A85-39772
A85-39773
A85-39774
A85-39775
A85-39776
A8S-39779
AS 5-39780
A85-39785
A8 5-39786
A85-39789
A8S-39790
A85-39791
A85-39792
A85-39793
A85-39794
A85-39796
A85-39797
A85-39798
A8S-39869
A85-39873
A85-39874
A85-39875
A8 5-39876
A85-39878
A85-39888
A85-39897
A85-39898
AS 5-39899
A85-39913
A85-39975
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p629
p664
p629
p651
p630
p696
p664
p617
pS89
p697
p664
P689
p664
p664
p665
p665
p665
pees
p665
p665
p630
p630
p630
p689
p666
p666
p689
p666
p630
p630
p631
p666
p666
p666
P666
p631
p651
p667
p631
p667
p667
p667
P667
p668
p682
P668
p668
pees
p668
p689
p631
p631
p631
p632
p668
P632
PS32
p697
p669
p689
p690
p669
p632
p632
p632
p669
P669
P682
p669
p669
p669
p633
p697
p651
p651
p651
p670
p670
p633
p633
p670
P697
p697
p670
p651
p697
P633
p633
p634
p698
P698
p698
p698
p698
p690
p801
G-6
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX A85-43052
A8S-40069
A8S-40070
A8S-40071
A8S-40072
A85-40145
A85-40240
A8S-40243
A85-40250
A8S-402S4
A8S-40277
A85-W282
A8S-40283
A85-40286
A85-40287
A85-40289
A85-40290
A8S-40291
A8S-40292
A85-40293
A8S-40294
A85-40301
A85-40302
A8S-40303
A85-40304
A85-40305
A85-40306
A8S-40308
A85-40309
A85-40310
AeS-40311
A8S-40312
A8S-40313
A85-40314
A8S-4031S
A85-40316
A8S-40317
A85-40320
A85-40321
A85-40324
A85-40325
A85-40326
A8S-40327
A85-40328
A85-40329
A8S-40330
A8S-40331
A85-40332
A85-40337
A8S-40338
A85-40339
A85-40340
A85-40342
A85-40346
A85-40347
A85-40358
A85-40459
A85-40461
A85-40462
A8S-40535
A85-40536
A85-40537
A85-40538
A85-4Q543
A8S-40S51
A85-40S53
A85-40554
A85-40555
A85-40556
A85-40557
A85-40558
A85-40560
A8S-40561
A8S-40562
A8S-40S83
A85-40564
A85-40565
A85-40572
A8S-40S89
A85-40682
A85-40683
A85-40885
A85-40686
A85-40687
A85-40688
A85-40689
A85-40690
A85-40691
A8S-40692
A85-40697
A85-40703
A85-4070S
A85-40708
A8S-40707
A85-4070S
A85-40709
A85-40710
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p752
p764
p752
p752
p783
p788
p 748
p 783
p7B8
p788
p783
p752
p752
p752
p 789
p707
p 777
p748
p707
p707
p707
p709
p753
p753
p789
p789
p77S
p7S3
p748
p748
p753
p775
p 777
p 777
p 709
p753
p783
p783
p 777
p 777
p778
p753
p 709
p754
p784
P801
p801
p801
p707
p754
p778
p710
p708
p 762
p789
P7S4
p708
p754
p 778
p708
p708
p764
p 778
p 778
p754
p 778
p 779
p802
p779
p 779
p789
p799
p799
p 779
p802
p754
p80S
p789
p710
p710
p710
p710
p711
p711
p711
p711
p 711
p711
p712
p 712
P712
p712
p 712
P712
p713
p 713
A8S-40711
A85-40712
A85-4O713
A85-40719
A85-40720
A85-40724
A8S-4072S
A85-40727
A85-40728
A85-4Q729
A85-40730
A85-40732
A8S-40741
A8S-4Q742
A85-40743
A85-40744
A8S-40754
A85-40756
A8S-40760
A85-40762
A85-40763
AS 5-40764
AS 5-40765
A8S-40767
AS5-40768
A85-40769
A85-40770
A85-40772
A85-40774
A8S-40775
A85-40777
A8S-40778
A8S-40779
A85-40780
A8S-40781
A85-40782
A8S-40783
A85-40785
A85-40804
A8S-40811
A85-40812
A85-40817
A8S-40818
A85-40819
A85-40820
A85-40821
A85-40822
A85-40829
A85-40830
A8S-40831
A85-40838
A85-40837
A85-40839
A8S-40840
A8S-40841
A85-40842
A85-40843
A85-4O844
A85-40902
A85-40907
A85-40911
A85-40912
A8S-40913
A85-40914
A85-40917
A85-40918
A85-40920
A8S-40922
A85-40926
A85-40929
A85-40930
A85-40932
A85-40933
A85-40934
A85-40935
A85-40938
A85-40939
A85-40940
A85-40944
A85-40945
A85-40947
A85-40948
A8S-40949
A8S-40952
AB5-40954
A85-40955
A8S-40956
A85-40957
A8S-409S8
A8S-40961
A85-40962
A8S-40963
A85-40964
A85-40965
A85-40966
A85-40967
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p713
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p 713
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p714
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p 714
p714
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p 790
p714
p 715
p715
p71S
p715
p715
p715
p716
p718
p716
p716
p 716
p716
p717
p717
p717
p717
p718
p718
p718
p790
p718
p718
p718
p719
p 719
p790
p719
p7S4
p719
p719
p790
p719
p720
p 779
p720
p720
P76S
p762
p765
p765
p77S
p76S
p765
p708
p765
p 779
p708
p7S5
p7S5
p766
p782
p7B2
p802
p748
p755
p783
p 790
p 790
p7ZO
p802
P802
P720
p 720
p791
p791
p721
P721
p721
p802
p721
p721
p721
p75S
p802
p803
p722
p803
p803
p722
p791
P722
p722
p722
p722
A85-40977
A85-40978
A85-40979
A85-40980
A8S-40981
A85-40982
A85-40985
A85-40986
A85-40988
A85-40989
A85-40991
A8 5-40992
A85-40995
A85-40996
A85-40999
A85-41001
A85-41003
A8S-41004
A85-4100S
A85-41008
A85-41007
A85-41010
A85-41011
A85-41012
A85-41013
A85-41014
A85-41015
A85-41016
A85-41017
A85-41018
A85-41019
A85-41021
A85-41024
A85-41025
A85-41026
A85-41027
A85-41028
A85-41029
A85-41030
A85-41031
A8S-41032
A85-41033
A85-I1034
A85-41035
A8S-41051
A8S-41052
A85-41053
AS 5-4 1054
A85-41055
A85-41058
A85-410S7
A85-41058
A85-41065
A85-41066
A85-41087
A85-41068
A85-41069
A85-41070
AS 5-41 121
A85-41133
A85-41177
A85-4122B
A85-41275
A85-41317
A8S-41321
A85-41328
A8 5-41331
AS 5-41 337
A85-41339
A85-41340
A8S-41395
A8S-41397
A85-41398
A85-41399
A85-41400
A8S-41402
A85-41403
A85-41404
A8S-41408
A85-41411
A85-41413
A85-41415
A85-41417
A6S-41418
A85-41419
A8S-41420
A8S-41422
A8S-41423
A85-41425
A8S-41464
A85-41528
A8S-41S29
A85-41530
A85-41531
A85-41532
A85-41533
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p762
p762
p762
p763
p723
p723
p 791
p749
p723
p 791
p791
p723
p775
p723
p 723
p791
p 784
p784
p784
p791
p723
p749
p723
p 724
p766
p775
p775
p749
p763
p783
p776
p784
p724
p766
p724
p768
p766
p766
p766
p766
p792
p 784
p766
p767
p763
p763
p74S
p7S5
P724
p755
P749
p 763
p74S
p 779
P7S5
p7S5
p756
p7S6
p792
p756
p 799
p724
p724
p708
p749
p 780
p780
p74S
p803
p780
p800
p763
p756
p749
p784
p724
p724
p725
p 725
p725
P72S
p725
P725
p792
p728
p767
p726
P726
p792
p784
P756
p 778
p776
p7S6
p763
p756
A85-41539
A8S-41S40
A85-41547
A8S-41605
A85-41606
A85-41607
A85-41608
A8S-41623
A8S-41624
A8 5-41646
A85-41726
A8S-41727
A8S-41728
A85-41729
A85-41730
A85-41731
A85-41732
A8S-41733
A85-41734
A85-41739
A8S-41743
A85-41778
A8S-41777
A85-41778
A8 5-41781
A8S-41783
A85-41784
A85-41785
A85-41786
A8S-41788
A85-41789
A85-41790
A85-41791
A85-41793
A8S-41794
A8S-41800
A85-41803
AS 5-41 804
A85-4180S
A85-41806
A8S-41807
A85-41808
A85-41809
A85-41810
A85-41811
A8 5-41812
A85-41813
A85-41814
A85-41815
A85-41816
A85-41817
A85-41818
A85-41819
A85-41820
A85-41821
A85-41823
A85-41824
A85-41825
A85-41826
A85-41827
A85-41828
A85-41829
A85-41830
A85-41831
A85-41832
A85-41833
A85-41834
A85-4183S
A85-41836
A85-41837
A85-41838
A85-41839
A85-41840
A85-41841
A85-41842
A85-41848
AS 5-4 1849
A85-41851
A85-41852
A85-41853
A85-41854
A85-41855
A8S-41916
AB5-41917
A85-42015
A85-42040
A8S-42044
A85-42065
A85-42074
A85-42075
A85-42089
A85-42106
A85-42119
A8S-42120
A85-42121
A85-42123
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p756
P757
p792
p757
p 726
p7S7
p 726
P784
P785
P805
p745
p 745
p749
p745
p757
p745
p 746
p746
p 708
p726
p803
p767
p767
p767
p726
p767
P792
p787
p768
p768
p768
p768
p792
p792
p768
p793
P805
p727
P727
P768
p768
p769
P727
p727
p769
p769
p727
p727
p727
p728
p728
p728
p728
P728
p793
p793
p728
p729
p729
p729
p729
p769
p793
p793
p793
p793
p729
p729
p769
p729
p794
p769
p770
p78S
p770
p770
p 770
p 770
p770
p770
p771
p771
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A85-42442
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p 771
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p 771
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p 794
p 785
p780
p 794
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p757
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p803
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p 771
p772
p 731
p803
p 758
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p 731
p 782
p 785
p 731
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p764
p804
p 758
p764
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p731
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A8S-43053 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A85-43053
A85-43126
A8 5-43127
A85-43132
A85-43133
A85-43137
A85-43141
A85-43143
A85-43151
A85-43153
A85-431S4
A85-43157
A85-43158
A85-43161
A85-43190
A85-43220
A85-43222
A85-43223
A85-43224
A85-4322S
A85-43226
A85-43227
A85-43231
A85-43232
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A85-43236
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p853
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p851
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p809
p835
p863
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p825
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p857
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p809
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p825
p814
p852
p861
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A85-44041
A85-44045
A85-44046
AS 5-44049
A85-44051
A85-44052
A85-440S3
A85-44054
AS 5-44070
AS 5-44071
A85-44072
A85-44073
A8 5-44074
A85-44097
A85-44098
A85-44109
A85-44124
A85-44125
A8S-44130
A85-44131
A85-44133
A85-44152
A85-44173
A85-44200
A85-44238
A85-44239
A85-44240
A85-442SO
AS 5-44268
A85-44270
A85-44303
A85-44304
A85-44305
A85-44306
A85-44307
A8S-44365
A85-44S25
A85-I4626
A85-44683
A8S-4474S
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A85-45044
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A85-45053
A85-45054
A85-45055
A85-45056
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A85-45068
A85-45073
A85-45076
A85-45101
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A85-45103
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A85-45118
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A85-45124
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A85-45131
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A85-45134
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A85-45139
A85-45140
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A85-45143
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A85-45150
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AS 5-1 5882
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A85-4S913
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A85-4S934
A85-45935
A85-45936
A85-4S937
AS 5-15938
A8S-45939
A85-4S940
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A8 5-45946
A8 5-45947
A8 5-45949
A85-45954
A85-4S955
A85-45956
A85-45957
AS 5-45963
A85-45965
AS 5-45966
A85-45967
A85-45%9
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A85-46119
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A8 5-16339
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AS 5-164 99
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A85-46566
A8 5-46583
A85-46597
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A85-47057
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A85-I7103
AS 5-471 06
A85-47127
AS 5-471 29
AS 5-471 31
AS 5-471 32
A85-47134
AS 5-471 44
A85-47149
A8 5-471 50
A85-47161
A85-47163
A85-47164
A85-47253
A8S-47256
A85-47258
A85-47259
AS 5-17262
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A85-47269
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P899
p918
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A85-47469
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A85-47472
A85-47473
A85-47474
A85-47475
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A85-47681
A85-47683
AB5-47684
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A85-47696
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AS 5-4 9004
AS 5-1 9005
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p889
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ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX N85-12875
A85-49006
AS 5-4 9007
A8S-49008
A85-4901 1
A85-49012
A85-49014
A85-49016
A85-49019
AS5-4902Q
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A85-49089
A85-49090
A85-49091
A85-49094
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A85-49100
A8S-49126
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p383
p883
p872
p872
p872
p909
p872
p873
p873
P873
p873
P873
p901
p901
p898
p877
P898
p883
P919
p919
P883
P883
p883
0883
A85-49926 tt
A85-49927 tt
A85-49944 tt
A85-49945 tt
A85-49946 tt
A85-49947 tt
A85-49948 tt
A8S-49949 tt
A85-50063 #
A85-50065 #
A85-50101 '#
A85-50102 ' tt
A85-50103 ' tt
A8S-S0104 #
A85-50105 • tt
A85-50106 ' tt
A85-50107 tt
A85-50108 tt
A8S-50109 ' tt
A85-50110 tt
A85-50111 '#
A85-50112 tt
A85-50113 tt
A85-50I14 tt
A85-50115 tt
A85-50116 tt
A85-50117 tt
A85-50118
A85-50119
A85-50120
A85-50121
A85-50122
A85-50123
A85-50124 ' tt
A85-50125 tt
A85-50126 tt
A85-50127 tt
A85-50129 tt
A85-50130 tt
A8S-50131 tt
A8S-50132 tt
N85-10001 * tt
N85- 10002 tt
N85- 10003 tt
N85- 10004 #
N8S-10005 tt
N85- 10006 tt
N85- 10007 • tt
N85- 10008 '#
N85- 10009 tt
N85- 10010 tt
N85-10011 tt
N85-10013 tt
N85-10014 tt
N85-10015 '#
N85-10016 tt
N85-10017 ft
N8S-10018 tt
N85-10019 tt
N85- 10020 tt
N85-10021 tt
N8S- 10023 tt
N8S-10024 tt
N85- 10025 tt
N85- 10026 tt
N85-10027 tt
N85-10028 tt
N85-10029 tt
N85-10032 ' tt
N85-10033 'tt
N85-10034 • tt
N85- 10035 '#
N85-10038 * tt
N85- 10037 • #
N85-10038 tt
N85- 10039 tt
N85-10040 tt
N85-10042 * tt
N8S- 10043 #
N85- 10044 •»
N85-10048 ' #
N85- 10051 '#
N8S- 10053 * tt
N85-10054 ' tt
N85- 10055 ' tt
N8S- 10056 • tt
N85- 10057 ' #
N85- 10058 ' #
N85-100S9 ' »
N85- 10060 tt
N85-10061 #
N85- 10062 #
N85- 10063 tt
N85- 10064 ' tt
N85- 10066 #
p884
P866
p884
p884
P884
P89B
p898
P889
P910
p910
P884
pB84
P884
p873
P873
p874
P885
0910
p885
p919
p885
p890
P910
p890
p890
p901
p885
pass
p889
P890
p890
p890
p895
p895
p895
P88S
pass
p88S
p886
p886
p891
P1
pi
p8
pa
papa
P9
P9
P9
p9
P9
P9
p 10
p 10
p 10
p 10
p 10
P11
P11
P19
P11
P11
P11
p14
p14
p14
P14
P19
p 19
P19
P19
P19
p20
p20
p20
p20
p20
p20
P23
P23
p23
P23
p23
P23
p23
P24
P24
p24
P24
P24
p27
P27
P27
P27
N85-10067 •»
N85-10069 * tt
N85-10070 tt
N85-10071 •»
N85-10073 #
N85-10074 • #
N85-10075 tt
N85-10076 tt
N85-10077 tt
N85-10078 tt
N85-10079 tt
N85-10080 tt
N85-10081 tt
N85-10096 • tt
N85-10100 • n
N85-10115 tt
N8S-10147 i»
N85-10191 'ft
N85-10199 tt
N85-10209 • tt
N8S-10223 tt
N8S-10299 #
N85-10301 -ft
N85-10303 ' tt
N85-10306 ' tt
N85-10307 #
N85-10345 #
N85-10355'#
N85-10373 tt
N85-10385 * tt
N8S-10399 * tt
N85-10400 *#
N8S-10407 #
N85-10410 tt
N8S-10416 tt
N85-104S1 tt
N85-10491 It
N85-10558 *#
N8S-10571 tt
N85-10788 ' #
N85-10822 tt
N85-10823 tt
N85-10858 • tt
N85-10907 •#
N85-10908 '#
N85-10909 ' tt
N85-10910 '#
N85-10911 tt
N85-10913 '*>
N85-10914 • If
N85-10915 '#
N85-10916 ' tt
N8S-10917 •»
N85-10918 • #
N85-10919 •#
N85-10920 •#
N85-10921 '#
N85-10922 ' #
N85-10923 tt
N85-10924 tt
N85-10925 tt
N85-10926 #
N85-10927 • tt
N85-10929 tt
N85-10930 tt
N8S-10931 tt
N85-10932 • tt
N85-10933 • tt
N8S-10934 •#
N85-1093S * tt
N85-10936 * tt
N85-10937 It
N85-10938 tt
N85-10939 #
N85-10940 tt
N85-10941 #
N8S-10942 #
N85-10943 tt
N85-10944 #
N85-10945 #
N85-10947 • tt
N85-10950 ' #
N85-10951 •#
NB5-10952 * #
N85-10953 ' tt
N85-10954 •#
N85-10955 '#
N85-10958 • tt
N85-10957 • #
N8S-10958 ' tt
N85-10959 'ft
N85-10960 • #
N85-10962 • tt
N85-10963 ' tt
N85-10964 * #
N85-10965 ' tt
P27
P27
p28
p36
p37
P37
P37
P38
p38
p38
P38
p38
P38
P39
p39
P43
P43
P43
P43
P44
p52
p52
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p53
P53
P53
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p53
p54
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P21
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p54
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p56
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p56
p57
p64
p64
p65
pee
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N85- 10974 •#
N85- 10975 ' tt
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N85-10978 ' »
N85- 10979 ' #
N85- 10980 * f
N8S-10981 *#
N85- 10982 * #
N85- 10983 " tt
N85- 10984 • It
N85- 10985 * tt
N85- 10988 * #
N85- 10987 • tt
N85- 10988 * tt
N85- 10989 * »
N85- 10990 * #
N85-10991 •#
N85- 10992 *#
N85- 10993 * tt
N85-10994 ' tt
N85-10995 '#
N85- 10997 •#
N85- 10998 '#
N85-11000 tt
N85-11002 '#
N85-11003 *#
N85-11004 •#
N85-11005 *#
N85-11007 #
N85-11009 • tt
N85-11010 tt
N85-11022'#
N85-11040 '#
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N8S-11084 tt
N8S-11085 #
N8S-11124 tt
N85-11125 tt
N85-11140-#
N85-11141 ' tt
N85-11220 '#
N85-11224 '#
N85-11225 • tt
N85-11252 '#
N85-11253 tt
N85-11254 tt
N85-11255 #
N85-11256 tt
N85-1 1298 #
N85-11319 tt
N85-11320 tt
N85-11332 tt
N85-11341 tt
N85-11364 #
N85-11381 'It
N85-11501 tt
N85-11613 tt
N85-11701 tt
N85-11702 tt
N85-11788*i»
N85-11790'*
N85-11791 '#
N85-11794 tt
N85-11862-#
N85-11899 tt
N85-11971 tt
N85-11972 #
N85-11973'*
N85-11977 »
N85-11978 tt
N85-11980 #
N85-11981 tt
N85-11982 tt
N85-11983 tt
N85-11984 tt
N85-11985 tt
N85-11986 tt
N85-11988 tt
N85-11989 tt
N85-11991 tt
N85-11992 tt
N85-11993 tt
N8S-11996 tt
N85-11997 tt
N85- 12002 tt
N85- 12003 tt
N85- 12004 tt
N85- 12005 tt
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N85-I2014
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p 105
p 105
p 105
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p 112
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p 113
p 113
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p 117
p 117
p 117
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p 120
p 120
p 127
p 127
p 120
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p 127
p 127
p 128
p 128
p 128
p 128
p 128
p 128
p 130
p 130
p 131
p 131
p 132
p 134
p 134
p 135
p 135
p 135
p 136
p73
p86
p87
P87
p87
P87
P87
P87
P87
P88
P88
088
G-9
N85-12876 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N85-12876 »
N85- 12877 #
N85- 12878 tt
N85-12879 #
N8S- 12880 #
N85- 12883 »
N85- 12884 •#
N85-12885 • tt
N85- 12886 #
N85-12887 • tt
N85- 12888 #
N8S- 12889 •#
N85-12891 •#
N85-12899 #
N85-12900 *#
N85-12901 •»
N85- 12902 #
N85-12903 '#
N85-12904 tt
N85-12960 '#
N85-12963 ' tt
N85-12966 '#
NB5- 12976 •#
N85-12977 '#
N85- 13045 '#
N85-13055 #
N85-13066 *|C
N85-13067 tt
N85- 13073 It
N85-13115 tt
N85-13139 •#
N8S-13188 tt
N85-13233 '#
N85-13260 tt
N85- 13267 • tt
N85- 13269 ' #
N85- 13270 •#
N8S- 13394 #
N85- 13460 #
N8S-13461 tt
N85-1347B • tt
N85-13549 •#
N85-13S50'#
N85-13551 •#
N85-13553 ' tt
N8S-13766 #
N85-13767 tt
N85-13768 tt
N85-13770 tt
N85-13773 #
NB5-13776 •#
N85-13777 *#
N8S-13787 tt
N85-13788 tt
N85-13789 • #
N85-13790 tt
N85-13791 #
N8S- 13792 tt
N85-13793 #
N85-13795 it>
N8S-13796 #
N85-r3797 tt
N85-13799 #
N85-13800 * #
N85-13801 •#
N85- 13803 #
N85-13804 tt
N8S-13912 * tt
N85-13913 '#
N85-13914 ' #
N8S-13915 '#
N85-14116'#
N85-14117 •#
N85-r4118 '#
N85-14119 'tt
N85-14120 •#
N85-14121 '»
N8S-14122 '#
N85-14123 '#
N85-14124 •#
N85-14125 '#
N85-14132 '#
N8S-14134 •#
N85-14135 •#
N85- 14420 #
N85- 14589 #
N8S-146S6 *
N85-14658 #
N8S-14664 #
N85-14666'*
N8S-14667 '#
N85-14718 #
N85-14786'#
NS5-147B7 ' #
N85-147B8 '#
N85- 14789 #
p88
p88
pas
p88
p91
P97
p 105
p 105
p 105
p 106
p106
p 107
p 113
pm
p 116
p 116
P117
p 118
p 118
P120
p 120
P121
p 129
p129
p 121
p 121
p 121
p 121
p 121
p97
p 129
P129
p 129
p129
p 129
p 129
p 130
p 131
P106
p 118
P132
p 135
P135
P135
p136
p 138
p 145
p 146
p 146
p 146
p 146
p 146
p 146
p 149
p 149
p 149
p 149
p 149
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p 161
P169
p 169
p 172
P173
P173
P176
P177
p 179
P179
P179
p179
p 186
p 186
P186
p 187
P187
P187
p 187
P187
p 187
p 187
p 187
p 188
P188
p 191
p 196
p 146
p 188
p 197
p 197
p 197
p 198
p 138
p 138
p 138
p 138
N85-14790 #
N85-14791 tt
N85-14792 tt
N85-14793 #
NS5-14796 '»
N85- 14797 ' tt
N85-14798 "ft
N85-14799 •#
N85-14801 tt
N85-14802 * #
N85-14803 »
N85-14805 tt
N85-14806 ' #
N85-14807 •»
N85-14809 •»
N85-14810 • tt
N85-t48t1 'tt
N85-14812 ' »
N85-14813 • tt
N85-14814 • #
N85-14815 'it
N85-14816 '#
N8S-14817 '#
N85-14818 • #
1*85-14823 ' tt
N85-14826 ' »
N85-14827 • tt
N85-14828 • #
N85-14829 • tt
N8S-14830 #
N8S-14833 * tt
N85-14834 tt
N8S- 14835 #
N85-14836 ' tt
N8S-14837 '#
N85-14838 '#
N85-14841 •#
N85-14842 #
N85-14844 • tt
N85-14846 tt
N85- 14853 tt
N85-14859 tt
N85-14882 •#
N85-14891 tt
NB5-14913 »
N85-14943 #
N85-14951 tt
N8S-14954 #
N85-14955 #
N85-14956 #
N85- 14957 tt
N85-14962 #
N85-14964 #
N85-14965 tt
N8S-14967 #
N85-14968 tt
N85-14974 tt
N85- 14979 tt
N85- 14983 #
N85-14985 tt
N85-15056 tt
N8S-15057 tt
N85-15101 tt
N85-15132 #
N85-15133 'tt
N85-15135 '#
N85-15137 tt
N85-15144 '#
N85-15145 #
N85-15184 'tt
N85-15187 tt
N85-15189 tt
N85-15315 tt
N85-15319 •#
N85-15330 #
N8S-15450 tt
N85-15532 tt
N85-1S658 'tt
N85-15659 tt
N85- 15660 tt
N85-15661 tt
N85- 15662 tt
N85-15663 tt
N85-15664 tt
N85-15665 tt
N85-1S666 tt
N85-15667 tt
N85-15668 tt
N85-15669 tt
N8S- 15670 #
N85-15671 tt
N85-15672 tt
N85-15674 tt
N85- 15675 #
N8S- 15676 tt
N85-15677 t
P139
P139
P139
P139
p 147
p 147
P147
p 147
p147
p 148
P149
P150
p 154
P139
P1S4
P139
p139
P139
P139
P166
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P161
P161
P166
P161
P161
P154
P154
P167
P1S4
p 161
P161
P162
P162
P162
p162
P173
P173
P173
P177
P178
P178
P180
P180
P180
P180
P188
P188
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P162
P162
P169
p169
P170
P170
p 174
P148
P148
P163
P163
P188
P189
P189
p189
P189
P189
P189
P190
P190
P190
P190
P190
P191
P192
P192
P196
P198
P200
PZOO
0201
p201
P201
P201
P201
P253
P253
P253
P253
P253
P2S4
P292
p292
P254
P254
P254
P254
N85- 15678 #
N85-15679 tt
N85-15680 #
N85-156B1 tt
N85-15682 tt
N85-15683 tt
N85- 15687 •#
N85-15688 *#
N85- 15689 •#
N85-15690 ' tt
N85-15691 '#
N85-1S692 •#
N85- 15693 ' tt
N85-15694 • #
N85-15695 '#
NBS-15696 '«
N85-15697 '#
N85-15699 tt
N85-15700 tt
N85-1S701 '#
N85-15702 •#
N85-15703 #
N85-15706 •#
N85-15707 #
N85-15709 tt
N85-15710 #
N85-15711 tt
N85-15712 #
N85-15713 '#
N85-15714 '#
N85-15715 '#
N85-15716 •#
N85-15717 '»
N85-15718 '#
N85-15719 #
N85-15720 tt
N85-15721 #
N85-1S722 tt
N85-15723 tt
N85-15724 'tt
N85-15725 • #
N8S-15729 '#
N85-15731 #
N85-15732 tt
N85-15733 tt
N85- 15735 tt
1485-15736 tt
N85-15737 #
N85-15738 tt
N85-15739 #
N85-15741 tt
N85-15742 tt
N85-1S743 tt
N85-1S744 •#
N85-15745 #
N85-15746 tt
N85-15748 tt
N85-15751 tt
N85-15752 '#
N85-15753 tt
N85-15754 tt
N85- 15755 '#
N85-15757 'tt
N85-15758 '#
N85-15760 tt
N85- 15781 #
N85- 15762 tt
N85- 15763 li>
N85-15778 '»
N85-15S31 tt
N85-15919 it
N85-15920 tt
N85-15921 tt
N85-15922 tt
N85-15931 tt
N85-15940 tt
N85-15941 tt
N85-15949 tt
N85-15954 tt
N85-15993 ' tt
N85- 16008 #
N85- 16048 tt
N85-16065 '#
N85-16067 #
N85-16069 tt
N85- 16070 #
N8S-16073 tt
N8S-16074 #
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It
#
It
It
#
tt
It
tt
It
It
'»
'It
'It
It
It
tt
»
It
tt
»
It
It
tt
It
tt
It
tt
It
tt
tt
It
tt
'tt
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
tt
'#
tt
tt
'It
'ft
'It
#
It
tt
#
tt
P236
p302
p305
p305
p305
p305
p308
p308
p308
p201
P202
P296
p202
p202
p296
p202
p2%
p202
P202
p202
p203
p302
p302
p302
p303
p303
p203
p203
p203
p203
p203
p203
P203
p204
p204
p204
p296
p256
p204
p256
p277
p204
p236
p236
p236
P236
P236
P256
p296
p256
p257
p257
p237
p237
p237
p257
P237
p237
p257
p257
P237
p238
p204
p204
p259
p259
p259
p245
p246
p260
p260
p297
p260
p260
p297
p260
p260
p260
p270
p277
p277
p278
p257
p270
p261
p261
p238
p238
p238
p238
p238
p239
p239
P239
p239
p239
N85- 16838 #
N85- 16840 tt
N85- 16842 tt
N85-16844 tt
N85-1684S tt
N85-16846 tt
N85-16847 #
N85-16848 tt
N85- 16849 tt
N85-16851 tt
N85- 16852 tt
N85- 16853 tt
N85- 16860 #
N85-16861 •#
N85-16862 ')S>
N85-16864 tt
N85-16865 #
N85- 16866 tt
N85- 16867 tt
N85-16868 'It
N85-16869 •#
N85- 16870 tt
N85-16871 tt
N85-16872 tt
N85-16873 •#
N85-16874 tt
N85-16875 #
N85- 16876 tt
N85-16877'#
N85- 16878 '#
N85-16879 tt
N85-16880 tt
N85-16881 tt
N85-16882 '#
NB5-16883 ' tt
N85-16884 tt
N85- 16885 tt
N85-16BB6 tt
1485-16887 tt
N85-16888 #
N85-17048 '#
N85-17049 •#
N85- 17057 #
N85-17058 It
N85-17059 #
N85-17077 #
N85-17152 #
N85-17153 tt
N85-17155 #
N85-17159 tt
N85-17162 tt
N85-17193 tt
N85-17194 tt
N85-17294 •#
N85-17298 tt
N85-17351 #
N85-17353 '#
N85- 17363 '#
N85-17369 tt
N85-17398 #
N85-17435 #
N85- 17436 tt
N85-17470 #
N85-17492 #
N85- 17494 tt
N85- 17506 t>
N85- 17578 tt
N85-17603 'tt
N85-17613 It
N85-17667 •#
N85-17668 '#
N85-17669 tt
N85-17670 tt
N85-17672 tt
1485-17673 tt
N85-17677 #
N8S-17732 #
N85-17740 '#
N85-17928 '#
N85- 17933 #
N85-17934 •#
N85-17935 • tt
N85-17936 ' tt
N85-17937 #
N85-17938 tt
N85-17939 tt
N85-17941 It
N85-17942 ft
N85- 17943 tt
N85- 17945 #
N85- 17947 tt
N85- 17948 'It
N85-17949 * It
N85- 17950 tt
N85-179S2 tt
N85-17953 tt
P239
P242
P243
P243
P243
P243
P243
P243
P244
p246
P246
P246
P246
P257
P258
P258
P258
P258
P258
P261
P261
P261
P261
P262
P268
P268
P268
P271
P271
P271
P271
P271
P271
P278
P278
p278
P278
P278
P279
P279
P284
P284
P284
P284
P285
P285
P285
P285
P285
P297
P297
P297
P303
P297
P297
P298
P298
P298
P298
P298
P299
P299
P300
P300
P300
P300
P303
p303
P303
P305
P305
P306
P306
P306
P306
P306
P308
P309
P309
P313
P313
p313
P313
P313
P342
P323
P323
P323
P324
P342
P324
p324
P370
P324
P324
P324
G-10
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX N85-22832
N85- 17954
N85- 17955
N85- 17956
N85- 17958
N85- 17959
N85- 17960
N85- 17982
N85- 17963
N85- 17964
N8S- 17965
N85- 17966
N85- 17967
N85- 17968
N8S-17970
N85-17971
N85-17972
N85-17973
N85- 17974
N85- 17975
N85-17978
N85-17977
N85- 17978
N85- 17979
N85- 17980
N85-17981
N85- 17982
N85-17984
N85-17985
N85- 17986
N85-17987
N85-17989
N85-17990
N85-17991
N85- 17992
N85-17993
N85- 17994
N85-17995
N85-17998
N85- 17997
N85-17998
N85-17999
N85- 18000
N85- 18001
N85-18002
N85-18003
N85- 18004
N85- 18005
N85-18008
N85-18007
N85- 18008
N8S-18009
N85- 18020
N85-18021
N85- 18022
N85- 18023
N85- 18026
N85-18027
N85-18029
N85- 18030
N85-18031
N85-18032
N85- 18033
N85- 18034
N85- 18035
N85- 18036
N85-18037
N85- 18038
N8S-18039
N85- 18040
N85-18041
N85-18042
N85- 18043
N85-18044
N85- 18045
N85-18048
N85-18047
N85- 18048
N85- 18049
N85-180SO
N85-18051
N85- 18052
N85- 18053
N85- 18054
N85-18055
N85- 18056
N85- 18057
N85-18058
N85- 18059
N85- 18060
N85-18061
N85- 18062
N85- 18063
N85- 18064
N85- 18065
N85- 18066
N85- 18067
tt P325
tt p325
# P325
» P370
tt P325
# P32S
# P313
tt P358
# P358
» P356
tt P358
tt p3S8
tt P358
# P374
# P374
tt P375
# 0379
It P358
tt P359
tt P370
# P377
# P359
# P3S6
tt P359
tt P359
tt p359
» P348
tt p348
tt p359
# P377
# P378
# P376
tt P359
tt p359
# P313
tt P325
# P32S
# p326
' tt P 326
tt P326
tt P326
tt P326
tt P326
# P327
» P327
tt p327
tt p327
tt P327
# P327
tt P328
'It P332
• tt P 332
•ft P332
•# P333
'» P 333
• tt P 333
• tf p 333
» P333
tt p333
tt p333
tt P333
tt p333
tt p343
tt P333
tt p343
ft P313
tt P360
# P360
tt p360
# P314
tt P338
tt P338
tt P338
tt P338
tt p343
tt p343
tt p343
'It P343
tt P343
•# P344
tt p344
tt P344
tt P344
tt p348
tt p3S3
'# p353
'# P3S4
tt p354
# p354
It p354
tt p354
# p356
tt p3S7
tt p360
tt p360
•tt p360
N85-18068 '#
N8S-18069 '#
N85- 18070 tt
N85-18071 tt
N85- 18082 #
N85-18101 tt
N8S-18200 #
N85-18204 tt
N85- 18206 tt
N85- 18207 tf
N85- 18208 tt
N85-18209 tt
N85-18210 tt
N8S-18212 tt
N85-18213 tt
N85-1821S tt
NS5-18218 tt
N85-18219 #
N85- 18223 »
N85- 18225 tt
N85- 18234 If
N85-18282 tt
N85-18287 #
N85-18292 * tt
N85-18311 tt
N85-18348 tt
N85- 18375 • tt
N85- 18396 tt
N85-18410 tt
N85-18435 tt
N8S-18447 #
N85- 18474 ft
N8S-18475 #
N85- 18667 tt
N85- 18669 tt
N85-18831 '#
N85- 18865 tt
N85- 18866 tt
N85-18947 tt
N85- 18948 tt
N8S- 18950 • tt
N8S-189S1 '#
N85-18952 • If
N8S-189S3'*
1485-18954 • tt
N85-18955 tt
N85-18957 • tf
N85- 18958 * tt
N85-18959 * tt
f48S-18960 * tt
N85-18961 •#
N85- 18962 ' tt
N85- 18963 tt
N8S-18964 tt
N85-18965 tt
N85- 18966 tt
N85- 18967 ft
N85- 18968 #
N85- 18969 tt
N85-18970 tt
N85-18971 tt
N85- 18972 tt
N85-18973 tt
N85-18974 tt
N8S-1897S ' tt
N8S-18978 tt
N85-18977 • It
N85- 18978 • #
N85- 18979 • tt
N85- 18980 • tt
N85-18981 '#
N85-18982 tt
N85-18983
N85- 18984
N85- 18985
N85- 18986
N8S-18987
N85-18988 tt
N85-18989 tt
N85-18990 ' tt
N85-18991 •#
N85- 18992 tt
N8S- 18995 '»
N8S-19073 '#
N85- 19076 •#
N8S-19153 tt
NflS-19175 '#
N85-19178 '#
N85-19289 tt
N85- 19273 »
N85- 19359 »
N85-19363 '#
N85-19365 '#
N85- 19368 #
N85- 19378 tt
N85- 19380 tt
P360
p360
P361
P361
P361
p364
p370
P370
P370
P354
p355
P370
p355
p371
p371
p371
p371
p355
p344
P364
p371
p371
p371
p372
p372
p372
p372
p372
p372
p372
p375
p375
p375
p377
p378
p379
p379
p379
p379
p379
p314
p328
p328
p328
p328
p328
p328
p329
p329
p329
p329
p329
p329
p330
p330
p334
p334
p334
p339
p339
p339
p339
p339
p339
p344
p345
p345
P34S
P345
p34S
p345
p348
p348
p346
p346
p348
p348
p349
p355
p357
p381
p361
p362
P384
p364
p365
p365
p365
p373
p373
p373
p373
p373
p373
p373
p374
N85-19417
N85- 19658
N85- 19664
N85- 19702
N85-19712
N85- 19744
N85- 19775
N85- 19790
N85-19917
N85-19922
N85- 19923
N85- 19925
N85- 19933
N85- 19935
N85-19937
N8S- 19938
N85- 19939
N85- 19940
N85-19941
N85-19942
N 85-1 9943
N85- 19944
N85-19945
N85- 19948
N85-19947
N85- 19949
N8S-19950
N85-19951
N85-19952
N85- 19953
N85-19955
N85- 19956
N85- 19957
N85-199S9
N85- 19960
N85- 19961
N85- 19962
N85-19963
N85-19964
N85-1996S
N85- 19966
N85- 19967
N85-19968
N85- 19969
N85- 19970
N85- 19971
N85-19972
N85-19973
N85- 19974
N85-19975
N85- 19976
N85- 19977
N85-19978
N8S-19979
N85- 19980
N85-19981
N85-19982
N85- 19983
N85-19985
N85- 19988
N85- 19987
N85-19988
N85-19989
N85-19990
N85-19991
N85- 19992
N8 5- 19993
N85-19995
N8S-20011
N8 5-20057
N85-20062
N85-20119
N85-20128
N85- 20130
N8S-20144
N85-20145
N85-20150
N85-20178
N85-20177
N85-20186
N8 5-20 189
N85-20191
N85-20192
N85-20194
N85-20195
N85-20204
N8S-20205
N85-20206
N8S-20212
N85-20213
N85-20214
N8S-20216
N85-20226
N85-20227
N85-20241
N85-20252
'#
tt
If
'#
tf
If
tt
•It
If
If
'It
•If
If
It
If
If
It
It
If
#
It
tf
If
It
tt
If
#
If
tt
If
It
It
It
tt
It
It
It
It
If
It
tf
If
If
It
tt
It
If
It
#
It
If
It
'#
'It
'It
'If
It
It
"It
»
It
It
It
'It
It
It
It
If
It
tt
It
It
'#
It
It
It
It
It
If
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
tt
•It
It
It
It
p374
p334
p349
p376
p376
p376
p376
p378
p379
p384
p394
p39S
p395
p395
p395
p402
p402
p402
p402
p402
p402
p403
p403
p403
p403
p403
p403
p403
p404
p404
p404
p404
p404
p42B
p428
p428
p428
p428
p428
p4S3
p453
P454
P4S4
p428
p404
p404
p40S
p405
p405
P429
p429
p40S
p415
p415
p415
p416
p416
p419
p424
p425
p425
p425
p425
p429
p429
p429
p429
p432
p432
p43S
p436
p436
p436
p436
P438
p437
p437
p433
p44B
p418
P446
p39S
P446
p395
p396
P446
p448
p448
p396
P398
P396
p396
p447
P447
P447
P447
N85-20295 #
N85-20352 #
N85-20353 ft
N85-20370 »
N85-20372 #
N85-20375 »
N85-20376 »
N85-20382 #
N85-20398 ' #
N85-20763 tt
N85-20792 #
N85-21103 tt
N85-21104 It
N85-21105 tt
N85-21106 tt
N85-21107 It
N85-21108 tt
N85-21109 tt
N85-21110 '»
N85-21111 '»
N85-21112-#
N85-21113 '»
N85-21114 '#
N85-21115 '#
N85-21118 '#
N85-21117'#
N85-21118 '»
N85-21119 '#
N85-21120 '#
N85-21121 tt
N85-21122 #
N85-21123 »
N85-21124 #
N85-21125 #
N85-21126 tt
N85-21127 #
N85-21128 #
N85-21129 #
N85-21130 tt
N85-21131 tt
N85-21132 tt
N85-21133 tt
N85-21134 tt
N85-21135'#
N85-21136 tt
N85-21137 tt
N85-21139 tt
N85-21145 #
N85-21146 tt
N85-21147'#
N85-21148 #
N85-21149 '#
N85-211S1 tt
N85-21152 tt
N85-21153 #
N85-211S4 #
N85-21155 #
N85-21156 #
N85-21157 tt
N85-21158 tt
N85-21160 #
N85-21161 tt
N85-21163 'tt
N85-211S4 •#
N85-21165 '#
N85-21169 '#
N85-21170 tt
N85-21171 It
N85-21172 #
N85-21174 •#
N85-21175 *
N85-21178'*
N85-21177 If
N85-21179 tt
N85-21180 If
N85-21181 It
N85-21182 ft
N85-21183 tt
N85-21184 tt
N8S-21185 If
N85-21268 •#
N8S-21273 •#
N85-21349 • If
N85-21365 tt
N85-21368 tt
N85-21401 tf
N8S-21404 • tt
N85-21408 tt
N85-21411 tt
N85-21423 tt
N8S-21424 tt
N85-21428 tt
N85-21444 #
N85-21465 tt
N85-21467 tt
NSS-21468 tt
P447
p433
P447
P448
p433
p4S4
p433
p448
P448
p459
P398
P384
p384
p384
p384
p429
p430
p396
p396
p397
p397
P397
P397
P397
p398
p398
p398
p398
p398
p398
P398
P399
P399
p399
p399
p399
p399
p400
p400
P405
P405
P405
p406
p406
p410
p410
p410
p410
p410
p416
p416
p416
p416
p417
p417
p417
P417
P417
p417
p419
p419
P421
P422
P422
P422
p422
p422
P422
P425
p425
P42S
P428
p428
P430
P430
p430
p430
P431
P431
P431
P437
p437
p437
P437
P438
p438
P448
p448
P449
p400
p400
P400
P449
p431
p449
p449
N85-21469 if
N85-21579 #
N85-21S87 #
N8S-21605 '#
N8S-21607 #
N85-21634 4
N8S-21657 •#
N8S-216S8 •#
N85-21676 tt
N8S-21689 ' tt
N85-21769 'It
N85-21872 • *
N85-21877 '#
N8S-21879 It
N85-21881 #
N85-21908 f
N85-22024 #
N8S-22025 #
N85-22108 ' »
N85-22109 •#
N85-22143 #
N85-22182 If
N85-22210 '#
N85-22218 '#
N85-22255 • #
N8S-222S7 #
N85-22344 • #
N85-22345 ' #
N85-22346 • #
N85-22347 • tt
N85-22349 #
N85-22350 #
N85-223S1 '#
N8S-223S2 #
N85-22353 • #
N85-223S4 #
N85-22355 #
N85-22356 • #
N85-22357 #
N85-22358 #
N85-22359 #
N85-22360 #
N85-22361 #
N85-22362 • #
N85-22363 #
N85-2236S ' tt
N85-22366 • #
N8S-22367 • #
N85-22368 • #
N85-22369 ' tt
N85-22370 ' tt
N8S-22371 •#
N85-22372 tt
N8S-22374 ft
N85-22375 it
N85-22376 tt
N85-22377 tt
N85-22378 • #
N8S-22380 ' tt
N85-22381 •#
N85-22382 ' *
N85-22383 tt
N85-22384 #
N85-22385 #
N8S-22387 ' If
N85-22388 tt
N85-22389 #
N8S-22391 '#
N85-22393 • #
N85-22394 • »
N85-22396 #
N8S-22397 If
N8S-22398 • #
N85-22399 #
N8S-22400 • #
NflS-22401 ' tt
N85-22562 tt
N85-22563 tt
N8S-22S46 tt
N85-22698 tt
N85-22768 #
N8S-22782 tt
N8S-22784 tt
N8S-2278S #
N85.22791 #
N8S-22792 #
N8S-22793 If
N85-22817 tt
N85-22823 tt
N8S-22825 tt
N8S-22826 tt
N85-22828 tt
N8S-22829 *
N85-22830 #
N85-22831 #
N8S-22832 tt
P449
p 449
p 449
p4SO
p4SO
P450
p450
p450
p 451
p 451
P454
p 454
P454
p4S5
p455
p4S5
p4S9
p459
p460
p461
p461
p461
P462
p451
p462
p463
p466
p466
p466
p467
p467
p467
p498
p514
p 514
p504
p 514
p498
p505
p489
p498
P499
p514
P499
p476
p476
p476
p476
p476
p476
P47S
p477
p 477
p483
p489
p489
p499
p499
p499
p499
p499
pSOO
pSOO
p 500
pSOS
pSOS
p507
P507
P507
p 508
pSOS
p508
p 514
p516
p516
p516
p520
p526
p520
p520
p 520
p526
pSOO
p527
p 477
p477
p477
pSOO
p 508
pSOS
p508
p509
p509
P509
p527
p509
G-11
N85-22836 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N85-22836 ff
N85-22837 ff
N85-22838 #
N85-22849 ff
N85-22851 #
N85-22897 ff
N85-22919 ff
N8S-23089 ff
N85-23103 ff
N8S-23108 ff
N85-232S6 ff
N85-23308 #
N85-23374 • ff
N85-2337S * #
N85-23376 • #
N85-23377 • #
N85-23683 ' t>
N85-23684 ' #
N85-23685 • #
N8S-23687 #
N85-23689 #
N85-23690 #
N85-23691 ff
N85-23692 #
N85-23693 #
N85-23694 #
N85-23695 #
N85-23696 #
N85-23697 #
N85-23698 tt
N85-23699 ff
N85-23701 '#
N85-23702 • #
N8S-23703 * #
N85-23704 •#
N8S-2370S ' #
N8S-23706 * #
N85-23708 ' #
N85-23709 • #
N85-23710 '#
N85-23712 #
N85-23713 #
N85-23714 #
N85-23715 #
N85-23716 #
N85-23717 #
N85-23718 #
N8S-23720 #
N8S-23721 #
N85-23725 #
N8S-23726 #
N85-23727 #
N85-23743 #
N85-23744 #
N8S-23745 »
N85-23746 #
N8S-23747 #
N85-23748 #
N8S-23749 #
N85-237SO ' #
N85-237S1 '#
N85-23752 • #
N85-23753 • #
N85-23754 • #
N8S-237S7 • #
N85-23758 #
N85-23759 #
N85-23760 #
N85-23761 #
N85-23763 ff
N8S-23764 #
N8S-23765 #
N85-23766 #
N85-23767 #
N85-23768 #
N85-23769 #
N85-23770 #
N85-23771 #
N85-23772 #
N85-23774 #
N8S-23779 #
N85-23780 ff
N8S-23781 •#
N8S-23784 #
N8S-23787 f
N85-23788 #
N85-23789 #
N85-23790 #
N8S-23794 #
N85-23795 #
N85-23796 #
N8S-23798 #
N85-23799 • #
N85-23800 ' #
N85-23801 '#
N85-23802 ff
PS27
P527
pS09
P516
pS27
P527
P528
PS28
PS28
P528
P533
P536
P538
P538
P538
P538
P467
P467
P467
P468
P468
P483
PSOO
P517
P4S3
P468
P468
P468
P468
P468
P477
P478
P478
P478
P478
P478
P478
P479
P479
P479
P479
P479
P480
P480
P480
P480
P480
P480
P480
P481
P481
P481
P484
p484
P484
P484
P484
P489
P489
pSOO
pSOl
pSOl
pS01
p501
P501
PS01
p502
p502
p502
p502
pS02
p502
p509
P510
pS20
p510
pS10
pS10
p510
pS03
pS10
p528
p521
p521
p526
p539
p510
pSIO
pS29
pS03
pS03
pSOS
p 511
p514
pS15
pSIS
N8S-23803 ff
N8S-23808 • #
N85-23810 #
N85-23816 ' ff
N85-23841 'ff
N85-23845 ' #
N85-23926 • #
N85-23941 • #
N85-23970 »
N8S-24022 ff
N85-24023 #
NS5-24064 #
N8S-24067 ff
N85-24068 #
N85-24073 ff
N8S-2407S #
N85-24077 ff
N85-24081 ff
N85-24104 ff
N85-24107 ff
NBS-24110 »
N85-24140 ff
N85-24143 ff
N85-24157 ff
N85-24158 ff
N85-24159 ff
N85-24160 ff
N85-24169 ff
N8S-24170 #
N8S-24176 ff
N8S-24179 ff
N85-24186 ff
N85-24205 ff
N8S-24253 ff
N85-24270 • ff
N8S-24290 ff
N8S-24302 ff
N85-24319 ff
N85-24320 * ff
N85-24321 ff
N85-24325 ff
N85-24328 ff
N8S-24329 ff
N8S-24330 ff
N85-24334 ff
N85-24425 #
N85-24537 • ff
N85-24813 'ff
N85-24848 ff
N85-24863 ff
N85-25000 ff
N85-25166 * ff
N85-25168 ff
N85-25169 ff
N85-25170'*
N85-2S171 ff
N85-25172*#
N8S-25173 ff
N8S-2S174 ff
N85-25175 #
N85-25176 '#
N85-25177 ff
N85-25178 ff
N85-25179 ff
N85-25180 ff
N85-25181 ff
N85-25182 ff
N85-25183 ff
N85-25184 ff
N85-25185 •»
N8S-2S186 #
N85-25187 ff
N85-25188 ff
N85-2S189 ff
N85-25190 ff
N8S-25191 ff
N85-25192 ff
N85-25193 ff
N85-25194 if
N85-25196 ff
N85-25197 ff
N85-25198 ff
N85-25199 ff
N85-25200 ff
N8S-25201 '#
N85-2S202 ' ff
N85-25203 • #
N85-25204 • ff
N85-25205 ' ff
N85-2S206 • ff
N85-25208 • ff
N85-25209 ' #
N85-25210 • ff
N85-25212 -ff
NSS-25213 •#
N85-25214 • ff
p515
p517
pS17
p489
p518
p518
pS18
pS21
pS21
p521
p522
p529
pS29
p529
p529
p529
p530
p490
p503
P481
p481
p530
pS17
p530
p503
pS03
pS30
p530
p530
pS04
p481
p51S
p530
pS31
pS31
p531
p531
pS31
p531
p531
pS32
p532
p532
p532
p532
pS04
p534
p536
p536
p536
pS39
P539
pS41
p542
P542
p542
p601
P5S4
pS54
pS54
p554
P554
P554
p555
p555
p555
p585
pSSS
pSSS
p555
p585
pSSS
pS42
pS42
p593
P563
P542
P567
P563
pS42
P542
pS96
pS63
p556
pS56
p556
p556
p556
pS57
p557
pSS7
p557
pS57
p557
pS57
p557
N85-2521S '#
N85-25218 #
N8S-25219 #
N85-25220 • »
N8S-25221 #
N85-25222 #
N85-25223 #
N85-25224 #
N8S-25225 #
N85-25226 #
N85-25229 ff
N8S-25230 ff
N8S-25231 ff
N8S-25236 ff
N85-25237 • #
N8S-25238 ff
N85-25241 #
N85-25242 ff
N85-25243 ff
N8S-25244 ff
N85-25245 ff
N85-25246 ff
N85-2S247 • #
N8S-25248 * ff
N85-25250 ' #
N85-25251 ff
N85-25252 ff
N85-25253 ff
N85-252S4 ff
N8S-2S255 ff
N85-25256 ff
N85-25257 ff
N85-25258 #
N85-25259 ff
N85-25260 ff
N85-25261 • ff
N85-2S262 ' #
N85-25263 ' ff
N85-25265 ' ff
N85-25266 ' »
N85-25267 • #
N85-25268 ff
N85-25270 ff
N85-2S271 ff
N85-25273 ff
N85-25274 ff
N85-25275 ff
N85-25276 ff
N85-25368 * ff
N85-2S439 ff
N85-25448 ff
N85-2S478 ff
N85-25539 ff
N85-2S545 #
N85-25552 ff
N85-25553 #
N85-2S616 ff
N85-25638 ff
N85-25696 ff
N85-25700 ff
N85-25759 #
N85-2S772 #
N85-25773 #
N85-2S774 #
N8S-25776 ff
N8S-2S7T7 #
N85-25778 ff
N85-2S784 #
N85-25785 ff
N85-25787 #
N85-25788 ff
N85-25792 ' ff
N8S-2S794'#
N85-2579S • ff
N85-25801 #
N85-25875 • ff
N85-25883 * ff
N86-25885 • ff
N85-25894 * ff
N85-2589S • #
N85-2S899 ff
N85-25907 ff
N85-2591 1 ill
N85-25957 ff
N85-2S963 ff
N85-2598S ' ff
N85-26221 '#
N85-26316 #
N85-26320 • ff
N85-26358 ff
N85-26440 * ff
N85-26590 ' ff
N85-26595 ' ff
N85-26602 • #
N85-26605 • ff
N85-26608 ' #
pS58
pS58
p558
p563
p563
p563
p563
p564
P564
P564
p564
P564
pS64
p567
p568
p568
pS68
pS73
p574
p574
p574
p574
p574
p574
p574
p575
p575
pS75
p575
pS75
pS7S
pS75
pS76
p576
p576
P581
p581
p581
p581
pS82
p585
pSSS
p585
psae
p593
pS93
pS93
P593
pS95
p596
p596
p597
pS97
p601
p601
p601
p542
P542
p602
p602
p602
p602
p602
p602
p603
p603
p603
p603
p597
p603
p603
p604
p604
p604
p604
p604
p604
p604
p605
p605
p605
pSOS
p605
p609
p609
p609
p610
p611
P612
p612
p612
p613
p576
P564
P576
P576
N85-26610
N85-2561 1
N85-26613
N85-26616
N85-26618
N85-26622
N85-26623
N85-26624
N85-26626
N85-26627
N85-26628
N85-26629
N85-26630
N85-26631
N85-26632
H8 5-26633
N8S-26634
N85-26636
N8S-26637
N85-26638
N85-26639
N85-26640
N85-26641
N85-26642
N85-26645
N85-26650
N85-26651
N85-266S2
N85-26653
N8S-26654
N8S-26657
N8S-26659
N85-26660
N8S-26661
N85-26663
N85-26664
N85-26665
N85-26666
N8S-26667
N85-26668
N85-26669
N85-26670
N85-26671
N85-26673
N85-26674
N85-26675
N85-26678
N8S-26679
N8S-26680
N8S-26681
N85-26682
N85-26683
N85-26684
N8S-26685
N85-26686
N85-26687
N85-26688
N85-26689
N85-26690
N85-26691
N85-26692
N85-26693
N85-26694
N85-26698
N8S-26699
N8S-26700
N85-26702
N85-26704
N85-26705
N85-26706
N85-26707
N85-26708
N85-26709
N8S-26710
N8S-2671 1
N85-26713
N85-26714
N85-26715
N85-26718
N8S-26719
N85-26720
N85-26721
N8S-26722
N8S-26723
N85-26724
N85-26725
N85-26726
N85-26727
N85-26728
N85-26729
N85-26730
N8S-26732
N85-26733
N85-26734
N85-26735
N85-26736
'#
#
#
ff
#
#
ff
#
If
#
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
»
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
'#
•ff
ff
"ff
•ff
'ff
•ff
'#
'ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
'#
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
'ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
•If
•ff
•ff
'ff
•ff
•ff
ff
ff
"»
'#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
P543
p543
pSSS
p605
pS82
pS76
pSSS
p558
pSSS
pS76
p559
pSOS
p586
p577
pSS9
p543
p543
p543
p543
p543
pS86
p568
p568
p606
pS78
p568
p613
p559
pS86
pS9S
p613
p569
P606
p5S9
p559
p559
pS59
pS60
pseo
p560
p560
p560
p560
p560
p561
pS61
p561
pS61
p561
p561
pS61
p562
P564
p565
pS65
p565
pS65
p565
p565
pS69
p569
p569
p569
pS77
p577
p577
p577
p 577
p579
p579
pS79
p579
p582
p582
p582
p583
p583
p583
pS83
p583
pS86
p586
pS87
pS87
p587
pS87
pS87
pS88
pSSS
pS88
p588
p588
p588
pS88
p589
p589
N85-26737
N85-26738
N85-26739
N85-26740
N85-26741
N85-26742
N85-26743
N85-26744
N85-2674S
N8S-26746
N85-26747
N85-26748
N85-26749
N85-26750
N85-26752
N85-26753
N85-26755
N85-26756
N85-267S7
N85-26758
N85-26759
N8S-26760
N85-26761
N85-26762
N85-26764
N85-26765
N85-26862
N85-26923
N85-26964
N85-26996
N85-27009
N85-27012
N8S-27027
N85-27059
N85-27061
NBS-27062
N8S-27063
N85-27114
N85-27115
N85-27119
N85-27148
N85-27187
N85-27177
N85-27218
N85-27228
N8S-27237
N85-27238
N85-27257
N85-2727S
N85-27441
N85-27576
N85-27S84
N85-27606
N85-27623
N85-27624
N85-27646
N85-27647
N85-27724
N85-27725
N85-27728
N85-Z7729
N85-27730
N85-27731
N85-27734
N8S-27736
N85-27822
N85-27823
N85-27824
N85-27825
N85-27826
N8S-27827
N85-27828
N8S-27829
N8 5-27830
N85-27831
N8 5-27832
r485-27833
N85-27834
N85-27835
r485-27836
N8S-27837
N85-27838
N85-27839
N85-27840
N8S-27841
N85-27842
N8S-27843
N8S-27844
N85-27847
N8S-27848
N85-27849
N8S-27851
N8S-27852
N85-27853
N85-27854
N8S-27855
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
»
ff
ff
• f f
#
•f f
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
#
ff
•f f
'#
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
•ff
• f f
• f f
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
•f f
#
#
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
#
•ff
•ff
• f f
• f f
ff
ff
•
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
•f f
#
ff
ff
•ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
»
•f f
ff
•f f
•ff
pS89
p589
p589
pS89
pS89
p589
p590
p590
p590
p590
p590
p590
p590
p590
p591
p610
p591
pS91
pS91
pS91
p593
pS94
p594
p594
pS94
p594
p595
p597
p597
p597
p598
pS98
p606
p562
p562
p606
p562
p606
p607
p607
p807
p607
p607
p607
p608
p608
p608
p608
p608
p609
p610
p610
p611
p611
p611
p612
p612
p613
p562
p578
p591
pS78
p 594
p609
p578
p634
p634
p634
p634
p634
p634
p635
p63S
p635
p635
p635
p635
p635
p636
p636
p636
p636
p641
P641
P641
P641
p644
P644
P644
p645
P645
p651
P652
P652
p652
p652
G-12
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX N85-35543
N8S-27856
N8S-27857
N85-27858
N85-27859
N8S-27860
N85-27861
N85-27862
N8S-27863
N85-27864
N8S-27865
N85-27866
N85-27867
N8S-27868
N85-27869
N85-27870
N85-27871
N85-27872
N85-27873
N85-27874
N85-2787S
N85-27876
N85-27877
N85-27878
N85-27879
N85-27880
N85-27881
N8S-27882
N8S-27883
N85-27884
N85-27885
N8S-27886
N85-27887
N85-27888
N85-27889
N85-27890
N8S-27891
N85-27892
N85-27893
N85-27894
N85-27895
N85-27896
N85-27897
N8S-27898
N8S-27899
N8S-27901
N85-27902
N85-27903
N85-27905
N 85-27908
N8 5-27907
N85-27908
N85-27909
N85-27910
N8S-27911
N85-27912
N85-27913
N85-279U
N85-27915
N85-27916
N85-27917
N85-27920
N85-27921
N8S-27946
N85-27947
N8S-27975
N85-27976
N8S-27992
N8S-28109
N85-28127
N85-28129
N8S-28140
N85-28147
N85-28148
N85-28149
N85-28155
N85-281S8
N85-28159
N85-28161
N8S-28191
N85-28266
N85-28276
N8S-28328
N85-2B379
N8S-28380
N85-28430
N8S-28431
N85-28432
N85-28450
N8S-28458
N8S-28463
N8S-28471
N85-28708
N85-28712
N85-28784
N85-28871
N8S-28912
'»
tt
It
tt
tt
*
If
if
if
tt
It
'»
•tt
•tt
'»
»
It
#
»
tt
If
If
If
#
If
#
It
#
#
tt
'tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
tt
tt
•tt
It
tt
*lf
tt
It
tt
tt
It
tt
It
tt
tt
tt
'#
'It
•tt
tt
It
tt
•tt
•if
tt
tt
tt
•tt
'#
tt
#
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
'#
tt
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
It
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
'It
tt
tt
tt
'»
p652
p652
p6S2
p653
p653
p6S3
p653
p657
p657
p670
P670
p671
p871
p671
P671
p871
p671
p672
p872
p675
p675
p675
p675
p676
p878
p678
p876
p676
p676
p877
p677
p677
p877
p877
p877
p678
p678
p678
P678
p 678
p678
p678
p679
p879
p679
p679
p679
p679
p679
peso
peso
p680
peso
peso
p683
p683
p683
p883
p883
pSB3
p684
P684
p698
p699
p690
P690
P690
p690
p690
p690
P699
p672
p872
P872
P836
P636
p699
pS36
p699
p699
p699
p699
p700
p700
p700
p 700
p700
P702
p702
p702
p702
p704
p704
p705
p70S
P617
N85-28913 »
N85-28914 tt
N85-2891S tt
N85-28916 tt
N85-28917 -if
N85-28918 if
N85-28919 if
N85-28920 tt
N8S-28923 ' tt
N8S-28924 • tt
N85-28925 if
N85-28926 tt
N85-28927 tt
N85-28928 tt
N8S-28929 tt
NaS-28930 »
N85-28932 tt
N85-28933 tt
N85-28935 tt
N85-28938 tt
N8S-28937 • tt
N85-28938 if
N85-28939 tt
N85-28940 tt
N85-26941 '#
N85-28942 tt
N85-28943 if
N85-28944 • tt
N85-2894S * #
N85-28946 tt
N85-28947 tt
N85-28948 tt
N85-28949 • if
N85-28950 tt
N85-289S2 tt
N85-28953 tt
N8S-28954 tt
N85-28955 tt
N85- 29045
N85- 29052
N85-29053
N8S-29054
N8S-Z9066
N85-29073
N85-29074
N8 5-29099
N85-29100
N85-29105 tt
N85-29116 tt
N85-29150 'tt
N85-29186 tt
N8S-29313 tt
N85-29314 tt
N8S-29321 tt
N85-29325 tt
N85-29364 • tt
N85-29432 * tt
N85-29686 * tt
N85-29838 tt
N8S-29839 tt
N85-29841 tt
N85-29844 tt
N85-29912 '»
N85-29913 tt
N85-29917'lf
N85-29918 ' #
N85-29919 • tt
N8S-29920 • tt
N85-29921 'It
N85-29922 ' tt
N85-29923 • tt
N85-29924 • tt
N85-29925 • It
N85-29926 • tt
N85-29927 • tt
N85-29928 • tt
N85-29929 • tt
N85-29930 • tt
N8S-2S931 'if
N85-29932 • tt
N85-29933 • tt
N85-29934 • tt
N8S-2993S tt
N8S-29936 tt
N85-29937 • tt
N85-29938 if
N85-29939 tt
N85-29940 tt
N8S-29941 tt
N8S-29942 tt
N8S-29947 • It
N85-29948 tt
N85-29949 ' tt
N8S-29950 • tt
N85-29952 tt
NBS-29953 if
p617
P653
P653
p705
P653
p680
P684
P654
p637
p637
p637
p637
P637
P638
pS38
p638
p641
P645
p645
p654
p654
p654
p654
p654
p657
p657
p672
p673
p673
p873
p873
p673
p681
p681
p684
p684
p684
p685
p691
p69t
p691
p691
p691
p691
p692
p704
p692
p692
p700
p700
pTOO
p701
pTOI
p701
p701
P702
p702
p704
p706
p706
p708
p708
p709
p709
p738
p739
p739
p739
p739
p739
p739
p740
p740
p740
p740
p740
p740
p741
p741
p 741
p741
p741
p741
p747
p747
p747
p747
p750
p750
p750
p759
p760
p760
P760
p760
p764
N85-299S5 ' if
N85-29956 • tt
N85-29957 • tt
N85-29958 • tt
N85-29959 • tt
N85-29960 • tt
N85-29961 tt
N85-29962 • tt
N8S-29963 ' tt
N85-29964 • tt
N85-29967 tt
N85-29968 tt
N85-29969 tt
N8S-29970 • tt
N85-29973 • tt
N85-29976 tt
N85-30008 tt
N85-30032 • tt
N8S-30180 tt
N8S-30342 • tt
N85-30343 tt
N85-30344 ft
N85-30345 tt
N8S-303S4 It
N85-30364 • if
N85-30387 • if
N85-30376 if
N8S-304S1 •»
N85-30558 tt
N85-30560 if
N85-30568 tt
N85-30684 tt
N85-30708 ' if
N85-30748
N85-30766 *
N8S-30767 •
N85-30768 *
N85-30769 *
N85-30771 •
N85-30773
N8S-30778
N85-30962 '#
N85-30964 tt
N8S-30969 tt
N85-31007 tt
N85-31008 #
N85-31010 ' if
N85-31011 •#
N8S-31012 '#
N8S-31013 '»
N85-31014 • tt
N85-31015 "if
N85-31017 tt
N85-31018 if
N85-31019 if
N85-310ZO if
N85-31021 if
N8S-31022 if
N85-31024 tt
N85-31026 if
N85-31027 if
N85-31028 if
N85-31029 if
N85-31030 if
N85-31031 »
N85-31032 if
N8S-31033 if
N85-31034 if
N85-31035 * if
N85-31038 if
N85-31037 if
N85-31038 if
N85-31039 if
N85-31040 if
N85-31041 if
N85-31043 if
N85-31044 ' if
N85-31045 • if
N85-31048 tt
N85-31047 if
N8S-31048 if
N85-31049 if
N85-31050 tt
N85-31051 if
N8S-31053 tt
N85-310S4 if
N85-31055 if
N85-310S7 • if
N85-31062 if
N8S-31063 tt
N85-31064 • if
N85-3106S ' if
N85-31068 if
N85-31069 if
N85-31072 ' tt
N8S-31090 if
p772
p772
p772
p772
p 773
p 773
p773
p773
p 773
p 774
p 774
p774
p774
p776
p781
P781
P782
p787
p795
p 796
p796
p796
p796
p796
p796
p797
p797
P800
P800
P800
P800
p804
P804
p804
p805
p80S
p806
peoe
p806
p806
p806
p807
pB07
p807
P742
p742
p742
p742
P742
P742
P743
P743
p743
p743
p743
p743
p743
P744
P744
P744
p744
P744
P744
P744
p747
p 747
p747
P748
p750
p750
p 751
p751
p751
p7S1
p751
p751
p760
p760
p781
p781
p781
p761
p781
p761
p761
p781
p762
p774
p 774
p776
P776
p781
p781
p781
P782
p807
N85-31098 if
N8S-31099 if
N85-31105 tt
N85-31228 It
N8S-31291 if
N8S-31304 tt
N8S-31308 ' if
N85-31311 if
N8S-31322 tt
N8S-31323 if
N85-31333 if
N8S-31334 if
N8S-31342 tt
N8S-31349 'if
N85-3141S if
N85-31424 if
N85-31428 #
N85-31438 'if
N85-31440 "ft
N85-31444 • if
N8S-314SO ' if
N85-31471 if
N85-31515 if
N85-31548 -ft
N85-31562 if
N8S-31S77 if
N8S-31648 if
N85-31736 if
N85-31913 If
N85-32021 if
N85-32022 tt
N8S-32023 if
N8S-32024 if
N85-32025 if
N85-32026 if
N85-32027 if
N8S-32031 if
N8S-32089'if
N85-32090 • if
N85-32094 • if
N85-32096 if
N85-32098 if
N85-32100 tt
N85-32104 if
N85-32105 if
N85-32106 if
N85-32110 'if
N8S-32111 'if
N8S-32113 if
N85-32114 if
N85-32115 if
N85-32116 if
N85-32117 if
N8S-32118 if
N8S-32119 'If
N8S-32120 -if
N85-32122 'if
N85-32123 • if
N85-32125 if
N85-32208 if
N8S-32794 •#
N8S-32846 if
N85-32983 if
N85-33105 • if
N85-33107 ' if
N85-33108 • if
N85-33110 '#
N85-33111 'If
N85-33112 if
N85-33113 if
N8S-33118 '#
N85-33117 if
N85-33118 '»
N85-33119 •#
N85-33120 If
N8S-33121 *lf
N85-33122 ' if
N85-33123 '»
N85-33124 -if
N8S-33125 •#
N8S-33527 • if
N85-33535 • if
N85-33S36 ' if
N85-33538 * if
N8S-33S40 ' if
N85-33700 if
N85-33752 if
N8S-33810 if
N85-34114 •#
N85-34115 'if
N8S-34116 •#
N85-34120 tt
N85-34121 If
N85-34122 if
N85-34123 if
N8S-34124 #
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